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The theory was advocated by the authors of the
Sociatl Contract Theory like Hobbes, Locke and
Rousseau. The say that man had natural rights
even before the society and state were born.
According to Locke. 1
Nature has made man free and rational, and has
given him rights like right to life and liberty. Herbert
Spencer, who also thinkgs along the same lines,
beleives that the process of evolution shows that
all men have the fundamental right to equal
freedom, which enables them to do what they wish.
Such a right comes from nature, and not from any
human agency like State. The theory was in the
limelight  in the 17th and 18th centuries; its basis
was essentially non -juristic. Rights are natural.
Every human being enjoys them and finds them
indispensable for his very existence.
The theory goes back to ancient Greece and
Rome. The stoic philosophers of Greece spoke
about natural rights and their writings influenced
Rome. The Romans believed that all human beings
were subject to certain common principles of life
as created by nature, and hence, these principles,
which Roman thinkers called natural law, were
applciable to people living within the Roman
Empire. This natural law bound people of all races
together in Rome.
The concept of natural law 2 suffered a set -back
in the middle ages, as the Church thinkers spoke
on terms of law of God and of the Church. The
English political thinkers John Locke in the 17th
Century took up the concept again and made it
important. While dealing with his social contract,
Locke spoke of natural rights. The declarations
made by the American and the French

revolutionaries echoed the ideas of Locke.
The Americans proclaimed the all men are by
nature equally free and independent and have
certain inherent rights. Similarly, the French
National Assembly breathed the same spirit
pertaining to natural rights as given by the great
American leaders like Jefferson. The French
Assembly spoke in terms of the natural, inalienable
and sacred rights of man. Rousseau also spoke
of natural rights. He said that though man
surrendered some of his natural rights, he
continued to enjoy the remaining rights.
In England, Thomas Paine spoke of the principle
of natural rights without connecting it with the
Social Contract Theory. According to Paine, the
rights to liberty, property, security and resistance
to oppression are based on natural rights.
It is proper to interpret that natural rights  stand
for those rights which work for man’s good and
create opportunities for his development. As far
as theory says that natural rights are necessary
for man’s ethical and moral development, it is very
valuable.
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Overall development of a country depends on the Educational standards of that country. Where education
is given very important position, that county is either developed country or developing country. Looking at
developed country they spend more than 10% of their GDP in providing quality education at all the levels.
In our Country we spend around 6% of our GDP in providing quality education. But with the ever growing
population a question arises, whether this is sufficient or needs more to be done in this sector. Providing
educational facilities has become essential duty of state and is treated as Human Rights, which means at
least basic rights of mankind are to be necessarily provided by State which includes Education. The basic
objective of this paper is to explore the possible ways where public private collaborative measures will
help the nation to achieve the goal of providing good quality education to all levels and protect Human
Rights. The paper also analyses the present position of Government and Private educational Institutes
their conditions and the level of functioning.

Introducation:
Apart from Natural resources growth of country
depends on the Knowledgeable and skilled human
resources. According to Mahatma Gandhi – “By
education I mean an all-round drawing out of
the best in man – body, mind and spirit.”
In our national perception, education is essentially
for all. This is fundamental to our all-round
development, material and spiritual. Education has
an acculturating role. It refines sensitivities and
perceptions that contribute to national cohesion, a
scientific temper and independence of mind and spirit
- thus furthering the goals of socialism, secularism
and democracy enshrined in our Constitution.
Education develops manpower for different levels
of the economy. It is also the substrate on which
research and development flourish, being the ultimate
guarantee of national self-reliance. In sum, Education
is a unique investment in the present and the future.
This cardinal principle is the key to the National
Policy on Education1.
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In the Indian way of thinking, a human being is a
positive asset and a precious national resource, which
needs to be cherished, nurtured and developed with
tenderness, and care, coupled with dynamism. Each
individual’s growth presents a different range of
problems and requirements, at every stage from the
womb to the tomb. The catalytic action of Education
in this complex and dynamic growth process needs
to be planned meticulously and executed with great
sensitivity.All parents, rich and poor, share an
aspiration to put their children in a good school.
Cost, quality and distance are three important criteria
that parents typically consider when judging schools.
Vibrant public education system are critical for those
parents and children who do not have the option of
paying for a great school, or traveling long distances
to attend one. Vibrant public systems meet the dual
obligations of educational access and quality that are
constitutional rights in many democracies. Simply
moving children from low-income families from a
poor public school to a poor private one does not,
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in any way, fulfill their right to education2.
The World Development Report (2004), focused
specifically on the issue of delivering services to the
poor of the world, takes the stance that governments
in developing countries are primarily responsible for
the delivery of health and education, but need to
seek the help of other partners for the delivery to
meet quality and equality parameters. The World
Development Report (WDR) states:
“The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
asserts an individual’s right to ‘a standard of
living adequate for the health and well-being of
himself and of his family, including medical care
and a right to education that is free, at least in
the elementary and fundamental stages’. No
matter how daunting the problems of delivery
may be, the public sector cannot walk away from
health and education. The challenge is to see how
the government in collaboration with the private
sector, communities and outside partners, can
meet this fundamental responsibility3.”
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights under
Article 26 recognizes the right to education and also
insists that at least elementary education shall be
provided free. Further Article 26 gives importance
of education in maintaining peace and order in state4.
Right to Education in India:
In Indian Context, Right to Education is well
recognized by Indian Constitution and is treated as
an important aspect which is essence of social
transformation. Education is recognized in
Fundamental Rights, Directive principles of state
policy.
Supreme Court while interpreting Article 21 in
Mohini Jain vs State of Karnataka5, held that,”the
right to education flows directly from the right
to life. The right to life and the dignity of an
individual cannot be assured unless it is
accompanied by the right to education”
In J.P Unnikrishnan vs. State of Andhra
Pradesh6, Supreme Court stated that, “The right
to education further means that a citizen has a
right to call upon the State to provide educational
facilities to him within the limits of its economic
capacity and development.”

Again in BandhuaMuktiMorcha, etc vs. Union of
India7, Supreme Court specifically referred to the
earlier judgments made in this connection and stated
as under;
“Education up to the age of 14 years to be a
fundamental right. It would be therefore
incumbent upon the State to provide facilities and
opportunity as enjoined under Article 39(e) and
(f) of Constitution and to prevent exploitation
of their childhood due to indigence and vagary.”
Accordingly, Article 21 A was inserted in Constitution
which guarantees right to education. In the year 2009
a law to facilitate the realization of the fundamental
right to education was passed by the Parliament by
way of the Right of Children to Free and Compulsory
Education Act (RTE). The right to education has
finally become a fundamental right by giving effect
to the Act on 1st April 2010. The Act mandates the
Government to provide education to every child up
to the eighth standard, free of cost, irrespective of
class and gender.
To put it briefly the RTE Act provides for the
following:
· Children, who have either dropped out from
schools or have never been to any educational
institution, will be enrolled in the schools with no
school refusing admission to any child.
· Private institutions have to reserve 25
percent of seats from children from weaker sections
of society.
· Neighborhood schools will be identified by a
system of school mapping, and children of six and
above who are not in schools will be identified by
local authorities or school management committees.
· All such schools are required to be recognized failing
which they shall be penalized for up to Rs. 1 lakh.
· The Act also prohibits donation or capitation fees
and no admission test or interview of the child or
parent for admission.
· No child can be held back, expelled and required
to pass the board examination till the completion of
elementary education.
· It also provides for adequate number of qualified
teachers to maintain a ratio of one teacher for every
30 students.
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· Schools have to ensure proper infrastructure, which
includes a playground, library, adequate number of
classrooms, toilets, barrier free access for physically
challenged children and drinking water facilities within
three years.
· 75 percent members of the school management
committees will comprise parents of the students who
will monitor the functioning of the schools and
utilization of grants.
· The National Council for the Protection of Child
Rights shall monitor the implementation of the act,
together with Commissions to be set up by the states.
· Financial burdens will be shared between the
Centre and States in the ratio of 55 : 45 and 90 : 10
for the North-Eastern States8.
The Right to Education Act, 2009 has also added
to fuel to educational debates in the country around
the provision mandating that all the private schools
retain 25 percent of their seats for children from
lower-income background. The Supreme Court in
Unaided Private Schools of Rajasthan vs Union
of India9 upheld the constitutional validity of the law
in the summer of 2012, just before the 2012-13
academic year began.
Problem of Access
Even after Supreme Court upholding the 25 per cent
quota in private schools in April 2012, several private
schools have ignored the stipulation by claiming  that
they completed admissions in February 2012 and
cannot take  in more students in the current academic
year. Further in a private school in Bangalore, India,
under the 25 percent reservation quota stipulated
by RTE were seated in the back rows of classrooms,
ignored by their teachers and classmates and
identified by cutting off a lock of their hair on their
foreheads10.
Looking of this situation, it becomes imperative to
State to take serious actions against such institutions
for violation of Human Rights. Child has nothing to
do with this as his admission is done by his parents
and supported by State, then why to humiliate child
with cutting off hair just to identify them. Such schools
should be derecognized by the State and set an
example.

Higher Education:
Now coming to Higher Education, Higher Education
system is not different from the elementary and
secondary education. We identify elementary
education only because it is recognized and enforced
by State. But when it comes to Higher Education no
such mandate is there on the part of state to provide
it compulsorily and free of cost. But the development
of nation totally depends on the educational level of
its citizens. Education provide the knowledge and
skill which an individual can use for his development.
Jawaharlal Nehru, while addressing the graduates
of the Allahabad University in 1947 Stated that,
“A University Stands for Humanism, for
tolerance, for reason, for the adventure of ideas
and for the search for truth. It stands for the
onward march of the human race towards higher
objectives. Universities are places of ideals and
idealism. If the university discharges their duties
adequately, then, it is well with the nation and
the people.”
Our country is the third largest higher education
system in the world- after china and the U.S. There
has been an impressive growth in the last five
decades- Universities from 25 to 544, Colleges from
700 to 31,324 and Students from 1 lakh to 146.25
lakh11.
The educational system in India is predominantly a
state funded and directed activity. Given the financial
constraints, India, like many other developing
countries, finds it difficult to cope with the ever
increasing financial requirements of an expanding
system. Reform measures suggested by international
agencies and recommended by various committees
appointed by the national government have explored
possibilities of additional resource mobilization to
reduce the burden on the public exchequer.
Most of the reform measures recommended in higher
education center around two major propositions –
improving efficiency in the functioning of public
institutions on the one hand, and mobilizing resources
from non-governmental sources on the other1212

N.V. Varghese (1987),
‘Resources for Higher Education in India: An
Explanation
’,
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Journal of Educational Planning and Administration
1(1).
We find four major sources for which universities
get their finance.
· Central Government, through its funding agency
i.e University Grants Commission
· State Government
· Corporate investors and
· Public-Private partnership (ppp).
It is a well-known fact that the quality of the Higher
Education depends largely on two factors; quality
of teaching and research and availability of
infrastructure facilities; and both these factors, in turn,
depend on the availability of financial resources to
the universities13.
Looking that the Public Private participation in higher
education, we can see that people prefer enrolment
in private institutions in search of quality education.
But at the same time we find that these institutions
are self-financed and as such want to recover all the
expenses from the students who enroll in the name
of fees. Say for example, to get enrollment in 3 year
LL.B course in a government college, maximum fees
a student pays in Rs 3000/- per year. But in case of
Private unaided college or Private university the fees
varies from Rs 25000 per year to 5 lakh rupees.
This creates a huge problem of access to quality
education. The following graph shows the enrollment
ration in Private and Government Institution/
Universities.

Enrolment in Private and Government
College1There are more than 70% colleges
running in Private sector; aided and unaided taking
together, but it caters only 61% of the total
enrolment. It shows lower per college enrolment in

private sector. This is only because of difference in
fee structure adopted by these institutions.
So we can say that the growth of private sector
has led to two types of distortions:
· it encourages only certain courses, especially
professional courses;
· it adversely affects equity considerations in
education, since admissions are based more on the
ability to pay principle than on merit.
The most fertile area for a PPP engagement in India
is in the form of Model Schoolscheme launched in
November 2008 which has clearly articulated that
out of the 6000sanctioned, 2500 will be built under
PPP. The model school infrastructure will beprovided
by the private entity which is legally competent to
run an educationalinstitution. The Government will
contribute to recurring cost on per capita basis
forthe students sponsored by the Government.
Besides, additional 25% support will alsobe
provided in respect of sponsored students towards
capital cost. For theimplementation of the scheme
MHRD has invited applications from private entities
forsetting up of model schools under PPP mode2.
Let us look at some of the benefits of having public
private participation in education.
· PPP will provide better Management services
where the public sector education lacks it. For
example, Educomp has entered into an agreement
with the Government of Punjab in running five senior
secondary schools in Punjab.
· CSR: companies may provide better financial
support under Corporate Social responsibility
initiative and establish a strictly non-profit Schools
and colleges.
· PPP can provide IT and Laboratory facilities.
· PPP can create competition in the Education sector
by increasing the quality of education.
· Flexibility in teacher contracting is one of the primary
motivations for PPPs.
· Government can define and claim specific need for
quality education at the time of PPP contracts and
accept them and much less price by undergoing
bidding process.
· So increase in PPP may provide better solutions
for the present and future problems in providing
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quality education at all the levels may it be primary
or higher.
At the same time there are certain points to be kept
in mind before undergoing PPPs. We can find some
negative outcome of PPP in education.  Such as;
· Reduce government control and lead to privatization
of education unless effectively regulated by state.
· Privatization will lead to concentration on those
disciplines which are preferred by private players.
· PPP will lead to increase in fees and hence there
will be problem for low class or lower middle class
people from opting to these Institutions.
· PPP may face resistance from certain stakeholders.
For example, teacher and other employees may see
PPPs as a threat to their job stability3.
Conclusion:
With all the above discussion we can conclude that
providing quality education in cotemporary situation
is a challenging task which can be somewhat reduced
if PPP are made. PPP are to be regulated by vary
tactful manner, otherwise it will lead to too much
privatization which in turn will harm the Human
Rights
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The property rights of the Hindu women are highly fragmented on the basis of several factors apart from
those like religion and the geographical region which have been already mentioned. Property rights of
Hindu women also vary depending on the status of the woman in the family and her marital status: whether
the woman is a daughter, married or unmarried or deserted, wife or widow or mother.The second important
change has been brought about by Section 6 of the HSA by virtue of which on the death of a member of
a coparcenary, the property devolves upon his mother, widow and daughter, alongwith his son, by
testamentary or intestate succession, as the case may be, and not by survivorship.The provision for daughter’s
right by birth will enhance the share of daughters by making daughters coparceners on the same basis as
sons in the Mitakshara coparcenary

THE PRESENT POSITION OF HINDU WOMEN’S PROPERTY RIGHTS
* M.H. Mulani
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The property rights of the Hindu women are highly
fragmented on the basis of several factors apart from
those like religion and the geographical region which
have been already mentioned. Property rights of
Hindu women also vary depending on the status of
the woman in the family and her marital status:
whether the woman is a daughter, married or
unmarried or deserted, wife or widow or mother. It
also depends on the kind of property one is looking
at: whether the property is hereditary/ ancestral or
self-acquired, land or dwelling house or matrimonial
property.
Prior to the Hindu Succession Act, 1956 ‘Shastric’
(Hindu Canonical) and customary laws that varied
from region to region governed the Hindus.
Consequently in matters of succession also, there
were different schools, like Dayabhaga in Bengal in
eastern India and the adjoining areas; Mayukha in
Bombay, Konkan and Gujarat in the western part
and Marumakkattayam or Nambudri in Kerala in
far south and Mitakshara in other parts of India, with
slight variations.
Mitakashara school of Hindu law recognises a
difference between ancestral property and self-
acquired property. It also recognises an entity by
the name of “coparcenary”. A coparcenary is a legal

institution consisting of three generations of male heirs
in the family. Every male member, on birth, within
three generations, becomes a member of the
coparcenary. This means that no person’s share in
ancestral property can be determined with certainty.
It diminishes on the birth of a male member and
enlarges on the death of a male member. Any
coparcener has the right to demand partition of the
joint family. Once a partition takes place, a new
coparcenary would come into existence, namely the
partitioned member, and his next two generations of
males. For this reason coparcenary rights do not
exist in self-acquired property, which was not thrown
into the common hotchpotch of the joint family.
The Hindu Succession Act enacted in 1956 was the
first law to provide a comprehensive and uniform
system of inheritance among Hindus and to address
gender inequalities in the area of inheritance – it was
therefore a process of codification as well as a reform
at the same time. Prior to this; the Hindu Women’s
Rights to Property Act, 1937 was in operation and
though this enactment was itself radical as it conferred
rights of succession to the Hindu widow for the first
time, it also gave rise to lacunae which were later
filled by the Hindu Succession Act (HSA). HSA was
the first post-independence enactment of property
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rights among Hindus – it applies to both the
Mitakshara and the Dayabhaga systems, as also to
persons in certain parts of South India previously
governed by certain matriarchal systems of Hindu
Law such as the Marumakkatayam, Aliyasantana
and Nambudri systems.
The main scheme of the Act is:
1. The hitherto limited estate given to women was
converted to absolute one.
2. Female heirs other than the widow were
recognized while the widow’s position was
strengthened.
3. The principle of simultaneous succession of heirs
of a certain class was introduced.
4. In the case of the Mitakshara Coparcenary, the
principle of survivorship continues to apply but if
there is a female in the line, the principle of
testamentary succession is applied so as to not
exclude her.
5. Remarriage, conversion and unchastity are no
longer held as grounds for disability to inherit.
6. Even the unborn child, son or daughter, has a
right if s/he was in the womb at the time of death of
the intestate, if born subsequently.
Under the old Hindu Law only the “streedhan”
(properties gifted to her at the time of marriage by
both sides of the family and by relatives and friends)
was the widow’s absolute property and she was
entitled to the other inherited properties only as a
life-estate with very limited powers of alienation, if
at all. Even under the 1937 Act, the concept of
“limited estate” continued. Section 14 of the Hindu
Succession Act removed the disability of a female
to acquire and hold property as an absolute owner,
and converted the right of a woman in any estate
already held by her on the date of the
commencement of the Act as a limited owner, into
an absolute owner. The provision is retrospective in
that it enlarged the limited estate into an absolute
one even if the property was inherited or held by the
woman as a limited owner before the Act came into
force. The only exception, in the form of a proviso,
is for the acquisitions under the terms of a gift, will
or other instrument or a decree, or order or award
which prescribe a restricted estate.

“The Hindu female©s right to maintenance is not an
empty formality or an illusory claim being conceded
as a matter of grace and generosity, but is a tangible
right against property which flows from the spiritual
relationship between the husband and the wife and
is recognized and enjoined by pure Shastric Hindu
Law and has been strongly stressed even by the
earlier Hindu jurists starting from Yajnavalkya to
Manu. Such a right may not be a right to property
but it is a right against property and the husband has
a personal obligation to maintain his wife and if he
or the family has property, the female has the legal
right to be maintained therefrom. If a charge is created
for the maintenance of a female. The said right
becomes a legally enforceable one. At any rate, even
without a charge the claim for maintenance is
doubtless a pre-existing right so that any transfer
declaring or recognizing such a right does not confer
any new title but merely endorses or confirms the
pre-existing rights.”
This principle has subsequently been reiterated
and expanded in several later decisions.
The second important change has been brought
about by Section 6 of the HSA by virtue of which
on the death of a member of a coparcenary, the
property devolves upon his mother, widow and
daughter, alongwith his son, by testamentary or
intestate succession, as the case may be, and not by
survivorship. This rule confers on the women an equal
right with the male member of the coparcenary.
However, when the proviso to Section 6 applies,
there is no disruption of joint family status – the
proviso creates a fiction so that persons who are to
inherit are identified.
While the Hindu Succession Act may be said to have
revolutionized the previously held concepts on rules
of inheritance, it has its own flaws while dealing with
property rights of women since it still does not give
the right to the daughter of a coparcener in a Hindu
joint family to be coparcener by birth in her own
right in the same manner as the son or to have right
of claim by birth.
The broad features of the legislations in the four states
are more or less couched in the same language:
(a) The daughter of a coparcener in a Joint Hindu
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Family governed by Mitakshara law, shall become
a coparcener by birth in her own right in the same
manner as the son and have similar rights in the
coparcenary property and be subject to similar
liabilities and disabilities;
(b) On partition of a joint Hindu family of the
coparcenary property, the daughter will be allotted
a share equal to that of a son. The share of the
predeceased son or a predeceased daughter on such
partition would be allotted to the surviving children
of such predeceased son or predeceased daughter,
if alive at the time of the partition.
(c) This property shall be held by the woman with
the incidents of coparcenary ownership and shall be
regarded as property capable of being disposed of
by her by will or other testamentary disposition.
In Kerala Section 4 (i) of the Kerala Joint Family
System (Abolition) Act, lays down that all the
members of a Mitakshara Coparcenary will hold the
property as tenants in common on the day the Act
comes into force as if a partition had taken place
and each holding his or her share separately.
A lingering anomaly is that although the Hindu
Succession (State Amendment) Acts have conferred
upon the daughter of a coparcener status but there
is still a reluctance to making her a Karta (manager
of the joint family) because of the general male view
that she is incapable of managing the properties or
running the business.
The provision for daughter’s right by birth will
enhance the share of daughters by making daughters
coparceners on the same basis as sons in the
Mitakshara coparcenary. But in doing so it will alter
the shares of other Class I female heirs of the
deceased, such as the deceased’s mother and
widow. These inequalities would remain unless the
entire coparcenary system is abolished totally since
it has folds within folds of inequalities which cannot
be dealt with in a piecemeal manner.
Another continuing area of discrimination is that
Section 4(2) of the HSA exempts significant interests
in agricultural land from the purview of the Act and
the agricultural lands continue to be covered by the
existing laws providing for the prevention of
fragmentation of agricultural holdings or for the

fixation of ceilings or for the devolution of tenancy
rights in respect of such holdings. Hence, interests
in tenancy land devolve according to the order of
devolution specified in the tenurial laws, which vary
by state. Broadly, the states fall into three categories.
(i) In the southern and most of the central and eastern
states, the tenurial laws are silent on devolution, so
inheritance can be assumed to follow the ‘personal
law’, which for Hindus is the HSA. (ii) In a few
states, the tenurial laws explicitly note that the HSA
or the ‘personal law’ will apply. But (iii) in the
northwestern states of Haryana, Punjab, Himachal
Pradesh, Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, and Jammu &
Kashmir the tenurial laws do specify the order of
devolution, and one that is highly gender-unequal.
Here (retaining vestiges of the old Mitakshara
system) primacy is given to male lineal descendents
in the male line of descent and women come very
low in the order of heirs. Also, a woman gets only a
limited estate, and loses the land if she remarries (as
a widow) or fails to cultivate it for a year or two.
Moreover, in Uttar Pradesh and Delhi, a ‘tenant’ is
defined so broadly that this unequal order of
devolution effectively covers all agricultural land.
Agricultural land is the most important form of rural
property in India; and ensuring gender-equal rights
in it is important not only for gender justice but also
for economic and social advancement. Gender
equality in agricultural land can reduce not just a
woman’s but her whole family’s risk of poverty,
increase her livelihood options, enhance prospects
of child survival, education and health, reduce
domestic violence, and empower women.
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SM.56 ZFQ8=GF VY"SZ6DF\ S\5GLGM DCtJGM OF/M
HMJF D/[ K[ V[8,[ S[ S\5GL N[XGF VY"SZ6DF\ DCtJGM
EFU EHJ[ K[P S\5GLGF\ ;eIM X[Z CM<0;" TZLS[ VM/
BFI K[P S\5GL DIF"lNT HJFANFZL sLimited
Liabilityf VYJF VDIF"lNT HJFANFZLJF/L
sUnlimited Liabilityf CMI XS[ K[P 5Z\T] VF56F\
N [XDF\ DIF"lNT HJFANFZLJF/L S\5GLVM JWFZ[
5|DF6DF\ HMJF D/[ K[P SM.56 S\5GL HM X~ SZJL
CMI TM T[ DF8[ VG[S lJWLVMDF\YL 5;FZ YJ]\ 50[ K[
H[D S[4 S\5GLGL :YF5GF4 T[GL GM\W6L4 T[G]\ ;\RF,G4
T[GL ;EFVM4 T[GF VlWSFZLVM4 T[DGL HJFANFZL4
GF6F\SLI jIJCFZM4 S\5GLG]\ VM0L8 T[DH O0RF VG[
lJ;H"GGL 5|lS|IF lJU[Z[ ;A\WL HMUJF.VM V[8,L AWL
U]RJF0F EZL AGL U. CTL H[ DF8[ S\5GLGM SFINM
30JFDF\ VFJ[,M K[P
S\5GLGM SFINM ;DHTF 5C[,F S\5GLWFZFGM .lTCF;
V[8,[ S[ S\5GL WFZFGL X~VFT SIFYL Y. T[ 56 ;DHJ]\
H~ZL K[ V[8,[ S[ VF56L VY" jIJ:YFDF\ S\5GLVMG]\
:YFG DCtJG] \ K[P W\WFDF \ EFULNFZLG] \  :J~5
:JLSFZJFYL S[8,LS D]xS[,LVM G0TL CTL T[G[ N]Z SZJF
S\5GLG] \  GJ] \  :J~5 Vl:TtJDF\ VFjI]P VF V\U[GM
;F{ 5|YD SFINM HM.g8 :8MS S\5GLh V[S8v!(5_
Vl:TtJDF\ CTM 5Z\T] VF SFINFDF\ DIF"lNT
HJFANFZLGF\ l;wWF\TGM :JLSFZ SZJFDF\ VFjIM G CTMP
H[YL !(5* GF\ HM.g8 :8MS S\5GLh V[S8YL T[ l;wWF\TGM
:JLSFZ SZJFDF\ VFjIMP tIFZAFN !(&_ DF\ HM.g8
:8MS S\5GLh V[S8 5;FZ SZJFDF\ VFjIMP VF SFINM
5;FZ SIF" AFN JBTM JBT T[DF\ ;]WFZM SZJFDF\ VFjIMP
H[GF SFZ6[ .u,[g0GF !)_( GF\ S\5GL WFZF 5ZYL
VF56[ tIF \ S \5GL WFZM !)!# GJM H 30JFDF\
VFjIM VG[ T[ !54 HFgI]VFZL !)!# YL VD,DF\
VFjIMP VF SFINM 30FIF AFN 56 JBTM JBT T[DF\
O[ZOFZ SZJFDF\ VFJ[,F K[ VG[ tIFZAFN !)5& GM S\5GL

VFW]lGS S\5GL WFZFGM 5|FYDLS 5lZRI

* D],FSFTL jIFbIFTF4 X[9 V[RPH[P ,M SM,[H4 EFJGUZ

WFZM VF56[ tIF\ ,FU] 5F0JFDF\ VFjIM VG[ VF S\5GL
WFZM 36F\ ;DI ;]WL Vl:TtJDF\ ZCIMP
!)5& GF\ S \5GL WFZFDF\ 56 36LAWL 1FlTVM
;DI 5F;Z YJFGL ;FY[ p5l:YT Y.P H[GF\ SFZ6[
!)5& GF\ S \5GLWFZFG[ 56 ;]WFZJFGL H~ZLIFT
p5l:YT Y.P S\5GL WFZM !)5& VFXZ[ $5 JQF" ;]WL
VD,DF\ ZCIM VG[ ;\;N[ T[DF\ JBTM JBT ;]WFZF
SIF" CTFP VF\TZZFQ8=LI T[DH ZFQ8=LI :TZ[ VY"T\+DF\
DM8F O[ZOFZM YIF VG[ N[XDF\ S[8,FS VFlY"S ;]WFZFVM
!))! YL NFB, SZFIFP S[gN= ;ZSFZ[ GJL VFlY"S GLlT
D]HA H]GM S\5GLWFZM !)5& ZN SZLG[ T[GF\ :YFG[ GJM
SFINM ,FJJF lG6"I SIM"P VF C[T]YL S\5GL BZ0M TFP#4
VMUQ8 Z__) GF\ ZMH ,MS;EFDF\ ZH] SZFIM CTMP
VF BZ0M GF6F\ D\+F,IGL :YF. ;lDTLG[ T[GM VC[JF,
ZH] SZJF DMS,JFDF\ VFjIM CTM VG[ T[ ;lDlTV[ #!4
VMUQ8 Z_!_ GF\ ZMH S[gN= ;ZSFZG[ 5MTFGM VC[JF,
ZH] SIM"P
;NZ BZ0M ZH] YIF AFN T[DF\ ;]WFZFGF VG[S ;]RGM
S[gN= ;ZSFZG[ 5|F%T YIFP GF6F\ D\+F,I :YF. ;lDlTV[
56 BZ0FDF\ ;]WFZF DF8[ VG[S ;]RGM SIF" CTFP H[GF\
SFZ6[ S[gN= ;ZSFZ[ :YF. ;lDTLGF\ ;]RGMGM ;{WFlT\S
:JLSFZ SIM"P H[GF\ SFZ6[ Z__) GM BZ0M 5ZT B[RL ,LWM
VG[ TDFD ;]RGMGM ;DFJ[X SZTM Z_!! DF\ GJM
BZ0M ZH] SIM" VG[ T[GF\ 5lZ6FD[ CF,GM Z_!# GM
GJM S\5GL WFZM Vl:TtJDF\ VFJ[,M K[P
Z_!! DF\ GJM BZ0M ZH] SZJFDF\ VFjIM H[DF \
D]bI HMUJF.VM SZJFDF\ VFJ[,L K[P H[ GLR[ D]HA
VF5JFDF\ VFJ[,L K[P
!P e-governance S\5GLVMG[ e-governance YL
5MTFGF\ N:TFJ[HM HF/JJFGL VG[ lGZL1F6GL K]8 VF5LP
ZP SM5M"Z[8 ;FDFHLS HJFANFZLGM l;wWF\T ;F{ 5|YD
JBT NFB, SZJFDF\ VFjIMP
#P CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

* V[DP5LP E8'
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COMMITTEE ZRJFGL HMUJF. SZJFDF\ VFJLP
$P VFwI:YF5SMGL sPROMOTORf GL jIFbIF lJ:T'T
SZJFDF\ VFJLP
5P S\5GLVMG[ H]NF H]NF DTFlWSFZM ;FY[ .SJL8L X[Z
ACFZ 5F0JF K]8 VF5JFDF\ VFJLP
&P S[gN\ ;ZSFZG[ lGIDM 30LG[ S\5GLGF\ SD"RFZLVM
DF8[GL IMHGF AGFJLG[ S \5GLGF \ SD"RFZLVMG[
S \5GLGF \ X[ZM BZLNJF DF8[ lGIDM 30JFGL ;tTF
VF5JFDF\ VFJLP
*P VM0L8Z DF8[ lJX[QF HJFANFZL ;M5JFDF\ VFJLP
(P National Advisory Committee on
Accounting and Auditing Standards GFD  AN,L
National Financial Reporting Authority GFD
ZFBJF ;]RG SZJFDF\ VFjI]P
)P RMSS; S\5GLVM DF8[ SECRETARIAL AUDIT
REPORT  OZlHIFT 9ZFJFIMP
!_P D[G[HZLI, :8FOG[ R]SJJFGF DC[GTF6FGF \
NZMDF\ O[ZOFZM R]SJFIFP
!!P S\5GLGF HM0F6 DF8[GL 5|lS|IF GJF SFINFYL ;Z/
AGFJJFDF\ VFJ[,L K[P
!ZP S\5GL 5MTFGF C[T]DF\ HM O[ZOFZ SZ[ TM X[Z CM<0ZG[
S\5GL KM0L HJF DF8[GM lJS<5 VF5JFDF\ VFjIMP
!#P HM0F6GL lJlJW JUM" H[D S[ ,[6NFZM4 SD"RFZLVM4
X[Z CM<0ZM lJU[Z[ 5Z YTL V;ZM HFC[Z SZJF OZHLIFT
9ZFJFI]\P
!$P ,3]DTL X[Z CM<0ZM DF8[ V,U 0LZ[S8ZGL lGD6]\SG]\
;]RG SZJFDF\ VFjI]P
!5P HFC[Z HGTF 5F;[YL VGFDTM :JLSFZJFGF WMZ6M
JW] S0S AGFJFIFP
!&P S[gN= ;ZSFZG[ S. S\5GLVM 5|M1FL :JLSFZL G XS[ T[
GSSL SZJF ;tTF VF5JFDF\ VFJLP
!*P Serious Fraud Investigation Office GL
ZRGFGL HMUJF. SZJFDF\ VFJLP
!(P RMSS; S\5GLVMDF\ V[S :+L l0Z[S8Z GLDJFGL
HMUJF. SZJFDF\ VFJLP
!)P S[gN= ;ZSFZG[ HFC[Z lCTDF\ RMSS; S\5GLVMG[
SFINFGF\ VD,DF\YL D]STL VF5JF ;tTF VF5JFDF\
VFJLP
Z_P V[S DF6;GL S\5GL ZRJFGL HMUJF. SZJFDF\
VFJLP
VFD4 p5Z D]HAGL D]bI HMUJF.VM S\5GLGF\ GJF
BZ0FDF\ SZJF V\U[ ;]RGM SZJFDF\ VFJ[,F K[P H[GF

SFZ6[ S\5GLGF\ SFINFDF\ H[ 1FlTVM ZCL U. CTL T[
VF GJF SFINFDF\ IMuI SZJFDF\ VFJ[,L K[P VFD4
S\5GL WFZM Z_!# IMuI VG[ jIJl:YT ZLT[ VFHGF
;DI D]HA AGFJJFDF\ VFJ[,M K[P 5C[,FGF H[
SFINFDF\ H[ :J~5 VF5JFDF\ VFJ[,] T[ H :J~5DF\
;]WFZM SZLG[ S\5GL WFZM Z_!# 30JFDF\ VFJ[,M K[P
VF56F\ ZFQ8=GF VY"SZ6DF\ S\5GLGM OF/M DCtJGM
K[P VF ZLT[ S\5GL 36F\ :J~5GL HMJF D/[ K[ V[8,[ S[
S\5GL HFC[Z4 BFGUL4 ;ZSFZL CM. XS[ K[P SFINF D]HA
S\5GL EFULNFZL 5[-L SZTF V,U K[P S\5GLGL :YF5GF
YI[, T[ lGUDLT VG[ S'l+D jIlSTtJ WFZ6 SZ[ K[P
S\5GLGL lD,ST T[GF\ ;eIM S[ 0LZ[S8Z;"GL lD,ST U6FTL
GYL T[DH S\5GLGF SZHM DF8[ T[GF ;eIM HJFANFZ AGTF
GYLP H[ N:TFJ[HYL S\5GL HFC[Z HGTFG[ X[ZM BZLNJFG]\
VFD\+6 VF5[ T[G[ lJ7F5G5+ TZLS[ VM/BFI K[P
S\5GLGL D]0L X[Z D]0L TZLS[ VM/BFI K[P S\5GL SFIDL
Vl:TtJ WZFJ[ K[ VFYL SM.GL .rKF D]HA GCL 5Z\T]
SFINFGL 5|lS|IFG]\ 5F,G SZLG[ H S\5GLG]\ lJ;H"G SZL
XSFI K[P
VFD4 p5Z D]HAGL AFATM HMTF S\5GL WFZM Z_!#
B]A H IMuI VG[ jIJl:YT ZLT[ ;DHFJJFDF\ VFJ[,M
K[ V[8,[ S[ H]GM S\5GL WFZM !)5& DF\ H[ 56 DCtJGL
AFATM VFJZL ,LW[,L G CTL VG[ H[ SM. AFATMDF\
U[Z;DH6 p5l:YT YI[,L T[ VF S\5GL WFZM Z_!#
DF\ IMuI ZLT[ VFJZL ,LW[,LK[P

;\NE" ;}lR
 S\5GL WFZM Z_!# s;LP HDGFNF;GL S\5GLf
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SlJTF VG]E}lTSM VlEjIÉT SZG[ SF ;XÉT DFwID C{ P
TYF HLJG HUT SM HFGG[ SF /S A]lGIFNL VFgTlZS VF{HFZ
EL P .;D[\ 5lZJ[XUT ;tI VF{Z IYFY” SM -}\-G[ VF{Z AN,G[
SF ;FDyI” C{ P SlJTF VFD VFNDL S[ HLJG ;\3QFM”4 lJS’lTIM\4
lJ;\UlTIM\4 lJQFDTFVM\ VF{Z lJã]5TFVM\ SL B],L 5CRFG C{ P
VF{Z IlN CD jI\uI SL AFT SZ[\ TM JC /S /[;F ;XÉT AF6
SCF HF ;STF C{4 lH;SF VtIlWS WFZNFZL GMS CMTF C{4
VF{Z lH;S[ âFZF VY”UT 5|CFZ CMTF C{ P jI\uISFZ .;SF
5|IMU TA SZTF C{ HA p;SF ìNI RFZM\ VMZ ;[ 5lZJ[XUT
lJ;\UlTIM\ ;[ lT,lD,F ZCTF C{ P .;l,/ ;DFH D[\ HCF¥ SCL\
EL p;[ lJ;\UlTIF\ lNBF> N[UL4 JCF¥ JC lGD”D~5 ;[ TLBF
jI\uI 5|:T]T SZS[ p;SM ;D}, pBF0G[ SF 5|ItG SZ[UF P
VFH SF jI\uI 5FZd5lZS R]C, VYJF 5lZCF; DF+ G CMSZ /
S UdELZ ;FlCltIS SD” C{ P JC /S jIF5S VY”AMW l,/
C{P ;DFH S[ lJS’T /J\ Ul,T V\UM 5Z 5|CFZ SZS[ 5F9S /J\
zMTF SM ;R[T SZGF p;SF D},E}T 5|IMHG C{ P lCgNL ;FlCtI
D[ /[;[ AC]T ;[ SlJ C{4 lHgCM\G[ ;DFH D[\ O{,[ VFT\S VF{Z
VlJxJF;4 E|Q8FRFZ4 ZFHGLlT D[\ lJnDFG D}<ICLGTF VWMUlT
TYF ;F\:S’lTS 5lZJ[X D[\ jIF%T BMB,[5G VFlN SM jI\uI S[
DFwID ;[ 5|:T]T SZG[ SF 5|IF; lSIF C{ P
.; ;\NE” D[\ VUZ CD RgãSFgT N[JTF,[ SL SlJTF 5Z ¹¡lQ85FT
SZ[ TM pGSL SlJTFVM\ S[gã D[\ VFH S[ +:T lSgT] G 5ZFlHT
CMG[JF,L EFZTLI DFGJTF C{ P /S HFU~S SlJ CMG[ S[
SFZ6 pGSF ¹¡lQ8SM6 /SF\SL GCL\ ZCF P pgCM\G[ ;DSF,LG
ZFHGLlT4 ;DFH VF{Z S]A[Z ;\:S’lT SL4 VDFG]lQFSTFVM\ VF{Z
lJ;\UlTIM\ ;[ pt5gG ,MUM\ SL ,FRFZL4 D]BlAZL4 NMvD]¥CF5G4
5FB^0 VF{Z DCtJSF\1FF 5Z SZFZF jI\uI lSIF C{ P SlJ D[\
VFÊMX C{4 VF{Z VFÊFDSTF EL JT”DFG HLJG D\[ lNBF>
50G[JF,L VS[,F5G4 N]xDGL VF{Z CtIF 5Z DG]QI ZMH ANG;LA
CMTF ZCF C{ P SlJ V5G[ VFÊMXEZ[ jI\uI ;JF, p9T[ C\{ v

ccSA VF/UF VF{Z S{;[ m
SA 8}8[UL IC GL\N

 VF{Z CtIFZM\ ;F 8[\8]VF

;FDFlHS jI\uI /JD¡ o RgãSFgT N[JTF,[ SL SlJTF;FDFlHS jI\uI /JD¡ o RgãSFgT N[JTF,[ SL SlJTF;FDFlHS jI\uI /JD¡ o RgãSFgT N[JTF,[ SL SlJTF;FDFlHS jI\uI /JD¡ o RgãSFgT N[JTF,[ SL SlJTF;FDFlHS jI\uI /JD¡ o RgãSFgT N[JTF,[ SL SlJTF
* 0F¶@ lXZLG /D@ X[B

/;@AL@DlC,F SF,[H4 lCdDTGUZ4/;@AL@DlC,F SF,[H4 lCdDTGUZ4/;@AL@DlC,F SF,[H4 lCdDTGUZ4/;@AL@DlC,F SF,[H4 lCdDTGUZ4/;@AL@DlC,F SF,[H4 lCdDTGUZ4

D;,T[ C]/4 SC[\U[ CDv
VFNDL SL ANG;LAL S[ VgT SF ;J[ZF Pcc

.G 5\lÉTIM\ âFZF SlJ .; N[X D[\ A-³ ZCL 5FXlJS ;RF> SM
;FDG[ ,FTF C{ P UZLAL4 E}B4 VEFJ4 pNF;LGTF S[ SFZ6
ZMH ICF¥ CHFZM\ EFZTLI DZ ZC[\ C{\ p;[ CtIF ÉIM\ G SCF HFI[m
VF{Z CtIFZM\ SL ;HF ÉIF CMTL C{ m .G ;JF,M\ D[\ lK5F C]VF
jI\uI AC]T VlWS ;XÉT C{ P JT”DFG 5lZJ[X D[\ HLJG
lATFG[JF,[ DG]QI SL lJlJWZ\UL R[CZ[ 5Z SlJ SF jI\uI .;
5|SFZ C{ v

ccVEL D{\ l;O” .TGF CL ATFTF C}¥4
lS JC HM C¥; ZCF C{4

p;SF CFY H[A D[\ ZB[ RFS] 5Z C{
N}Z H\U,M D[\ AgN}S ;FO SZ ZCF C{

VF{Z JC HM 5|S8 CM ZCF C{4
T]D B]N ;MR ,M

lS JC SF{G C{ m@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
VFH CDFZ[ ;DFH D[\ C\D[XF /[;F CL 3l8T CMTF C{ P jIlÉT S[
Z\U ALRvALR D[\ AN,T[ ZCT[ C{ P /S jIlÉT SM N];Z[ jIlÉT
SF lJxJF; GQ8 CM UIF C{ p5I”]ÉT 5\lÉTIM\ D[\ ;DFH SL .;
l:YlT 5Z DFlD”S jI\uI C{ P SlJ G[ ZMHFGF lHgNUL SL
V;CFITF4 âgâ VF{Z TGFJ SL UCZL E}lDSF VF{Z VDFGJL
;\3QFM” S[ ALR ;rRF> SL T,FX SZG[ SF 5|IF; lSIF C{ P
.;l,/ pGSL VlWSF\X SlJTF/¥ AFCZL lJS’lTIM\ VF{Z DG]QI
S[ ELTZL VgT”lJZMWM\ SM UCZ[ NN” S[ ;FY VFÊMX VF{Z ÊMW
SL D]ãF D[\ jI\uIAF6 KM0TL C{ P lHgNUL VF{Z DF{T S[ ALR
VXFgT VF{Z 5Z[XFG ZCG[JF,[ VFH S[ ;DFH SL lJ;\UlTIM\
5Z SlJ SF jI\uI N[lB/@@@@@@@@@@

cc5Z[XFG XaN ;[[ l3ZF C]VF CMG[\ 5Z
lSTGF D]lxS, CM ZCF C{
/S EL XaN -}\- ,[GF

p; RLH S[ l,/
HM DF{T S[ A[CN GHNLS GCL\ C{

5Z lHgNUL ;[ AC]T N}Z HF lUZL C{ Pcc
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J[ EFQFF S[ KN¡D ;[ VFNDL S[ ;tI SM GCL\ h]9,FT[ C{\ P
JT”DFG 5lZJ[X D[\ HLJG lATFG[ S[ l,/ S> 5|SFZ S[ SFD
SZG[JF,L VF{ZTM\ S[ AFZ[ D[\ EL SlJG[ l,BF C{ S> SFDM\ D[
H]0L C]> EL VFH S[ ;DFH D[\ V5GL JC V,U 5CRFG GCL\
AGF ;SL P V5GL /[;L U\TjICLG l:YlT D[\ XTFlaNIM\ ;[ JC
E8STL ZCTL C{4 VF{Z p;SL JC E8SG VFH EL HFZL C{ v
.; l:YlT 5Z jI\uI SZT[ C]/ SlJ S[ XaN C{ v

cc/S VF{ZT SF W0
EL0³ D[\ E8S ZCF C{

p;S[ CFY V5GF R[CZF -}\- ZC[ C{
p;S[ 5F¥J

HFG[ SA ;[4 ;A;[
V5GF 5TF 5}K ZC[ C{\ Pcc

N[JTF,[ G[ S[J, ;FDFlHS CF,FTM\ S[ AFZ\[ D[\ GCL\ AIFG lN/
C{\4 Al<S JC ;DFH D[\ R[G S[ NAFJM\ D[\ ;[ U]HZF C{ .;l,/
p;G[ ;DFH S[ -F¥R[ SL Hl8,TF 5Z jI\uI lSIF C{4 VF{Z
V5GL J{IlÉTSTF AGFI[ ZBL C{ P N[JTF,[ G[ DwIDJUL”I
;DFH SL p; lRgTFVM\ 5Z EL jI\uI lSIF C{ HCF¥ NM ,0³lSIM\
S[ l5TF CMG[ ;[ VFNDL S[ ELTZ A{R[GL C{ P NM ,0³lSIM\ S[
l5TF CMG[ 5Z VFNDL V5G[ XaN D[\ AC]T CIF\ EZTF C{ VF{Z
p;S[ ElJQI 5Z C\D[XF ;MR lJRFZ SZTF ZCTF C{ v

ccl;O” A[l8IM\ SF l5TF CMG[ ;[
lSTGL CIF EZ HFTL C{ XaNM\ D[\

l5TF SL SlJ VF¥B[\4
A[l8IM\ SM U]l0³IF SL TZC UM\N D[\ lB,FT[ CFY4

A[l8IM\ SF ElJQI ;MR
AFN,M\ ;[ EZ HFTF C{4

SlJ SF ìNI Pcc
JT”DFG 5lZJ[X D[\ V5DFG ;CG[JF,[ E}B[ VF{Z lGZFX ,MUM\ 5Z
jI\uI SZT[ C]/ SlJ SCTF C{ lS VFH ,MUM\ SL l:YlT
BFDMX CJF S[ ;DFG C{ P H}G SL VF¥WL SL TZC ;RD]R /S
lNG ICF¥ S[ SZM0M\ ,MU ÊFlgT p9FG[ SL TFSFT lNBF/¥U[ P

ccT5TF CM N[C S[ A|ïF\̂ 0 D[\ lSTGF S]K
V5DFG S[ 5tYZ ;CT[ ZCT[ C{\

U}\U[ NZ:TM SL TZC VFH
lJGD| N[BTL ZCTL C{ VF¥B[ .GSL Pcc

VFH S[ ;FDFlHS 5lZJ[X D[\ CZ SCL\ h}94 5FB^0 VF{Z lJãMC
SL EZDFZ C{ P ;A SCL\ E,DG;FCT SF 5ZNF 8\UF C{4
.;l,/ VFH S[ ;FWFZ6 VFNDL SM .GS[ ALR V5G[ 5lZJFZ
SM ;dEF,GF V;dEJ SFI” CM R]SF C{ P
.; 5|SFZ .; ;\;FZ D[\ lNBF> 50³G[JF,L Ê]ZTF4 lC\;F4 NDG4
VgIFI VF{Z /[;[ VG[S DFGJN|MCSL AFT[\ C{ P SlJ N[JTF,[ .G

;A SL V5G[ -\U ;[ IYF;\EJ lXGFbT SZT[ C{\4 pGS[ lJ~wW
R[TFJGL N[T[ C{4 VF{Z pGSF D]SFA,F SZT[ C{\ P SlJ gIFI SL
,dAL ;Z\U D[\ ;J6" C¥;L C¥;T[ C]/ pG CtIFZM\ VF{Z ZFHN}TM\ 5Z
jI\uI SZT[ C{\4 HM H]<D S[ 5CF0M\ SM 5]ZgTF SZT[ C{\ P SlJ G[
S[J, ;FDFlHS CF,FTM\ S[ AFZ\[ D\\[ AIFG GCL\ lN/ C{\4 Al<S
;DFH S[ -F¥R[ SL Hl8,TF 5Z jI\uI lSIF C{4 VF{Z V5GL
J{IlÉTSTF AGF> ZBL\ C{ P
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5|[DR\N S[ AFN lCgNL SYF ;FlCtI SM GIL lNXF lGWF”lZT
SZG[ S[ SFI” D[\ IX5F, SF ;lJX[QF IMUNFG ZCF C{ P lCgNL S[
DCFG ;FlCtISFZ IX5F, G[ ;FlCtI SL lJlEgG lJWFVM 5Z
V5GL S,D R,F> P p5gIF;4 SCFGL ;\:DZ6 GF8S4 lGA\W
VF{Z VG]JFN lHgD[\ 5|D]B C{ P p5gIF; S[ 1F[+ D[\ IX5F,G[
V;LD IX ;\5FlNT lSIF C{ P p5gIF; D[ cNFNFSFDZ[0c4
cN[XN|MCLc4 clNjIFc4 c5F8L”SFDZ[0c4 cDG]QI S[ ~5c4 cVlDTFc4
ch}9Fv;Rc4 cAFZC 3^8[c4 V%;ZF SF XF5c4 cÉIM\ O;[ mc4
cT[ZL D[ZL p;SL AFTc VF5S[ 5|D]B p5gIF; ZC[ C{ P
;FlCtI SF D}<IF\SG SZT[ ;DI p;SF AFCZL /J\ ELTZL
-F\RF 5ZBF BFTF C{ P ;FlCtI SF lX<5 D}<IF\SG D[\ lJX[QF
DCtJ ZBTF C{ P ;FlCtI SF AFCZL ~5 ;FlCtISFZ SL
VFtDFlEjIlÉT SF ;FWG C{ P ;FlCtISFZ lHG TZLS[ ;[ IF
-\U ;[ V5G[ DG S[ EFJM\ SM jIÉT SZTF C{ JCL lX<5lJlW
SC,FTL C{ P EFQFF VF{Z EFJ /J\ lJRFZM\ SM 5F9S S[ ;D1F
ZB ;STF C{ P lX<5 IFGL S,F P lX<5SFZ ;DFH SF
VlEgG V\U C{ P ;DFH SL lJlEgG ;D:IFVM\ SM S,FtDS
VlEjIlÉT S[ ;FY 5F9S ;D1F ZBTF C{ P EFQFF CL JC
DFwID C{ HM DG]QI SM DG]QI ;[ HM0TF C{ P ;FlCtISFZ SF
NFlItJ C{ ;DFH SL ;D:IF SM V5G[ EFJ VF{Z lJRFZ S[
DFwID ;[ 5F9S TS 5C]\RFGF P EFQFF CL JC DFwID C{ HM
ìNI ;[ HM0TF C{ P lCgNL EFZT SL ;D'â EFQFF ZCL C{ P
lCgNL SF ìNI lJXF, C{  VTo lEgG EFQFF S[ XaNM\ SM JC
VF;FGL ;[ l:JSFZ SZ ,[TL C{ P VTo lJlEgG EFQFF S[ XaN
lCgNL D\[ VrKL TZC ;[ 3}, lD, UI[ C{ P lCgNL EFQFF D[\
lJN[XL EFQFF4 N[XL lJlEgG EFQFF /J\ AMl,IM\ S[ XaN EL
3},lD, UI[ C{ P ;\:S'T S[ ¾IFNFTZ XaN lCgNL D[\ N[B[\ HF
;ST[ C{ P
lJlEgG ;FlCtISFZM\ D[\ IX5F, SF :YFG lJlXQ8 ZCF C{ P
IX5F, SL EFQFF D[\ SCL\ 5Z EL AFìIF0dAZ lNBF> GCL N[TF
V,\S'T AGFS[ p;[ AMhL, GCL CMG[ lNIF P IX5F, SL EFQFF
5Z DFÉ;”JFNL lJRFZWFZF SF 5|EFJ lNBF> N[TF C{ P ZFHGLlTS

IX5F, G[ p5gIF;M\ D[ lX<5UT R[TGFIX5F, G[ p5gIF;M\ D[ lX<5UT R[TGFIX5F, G[ p5gIF;M\ D[ lX<5UT R[TGFIX5F, G[ p5gIF;M\ D[ lX<5UT R[TGFIX5F, G[ p5gIF;M\ D[ lX<5UT R[TGF
* ZlHIF ;DF

                           5L[/R@0L@ KF+ 4 DCFZFHF S’QGS]DFZl;\CHL EFJGUZ I]lGJl;”8L4  EFJGUZ

44444

C,R, SF B]<,F N:TFJ[H pGSF ;FlCtI AGF C{ P D]CFJZ[
SCFJT[4 ;]lÉTIM\\ SF EZ5}Z 5|IMU SZS[ V5G[ lJRFZM\ SM
5F9S TS 5C]\RFG[ S[ SFI” D[\ ;O, ZC[ C{ P IX5F, SF
XaNE^0FZ lJXF, ZCF C{ P TEL ;\:S'T4 V\U|[HL4 5]T”UF,L4
5xTM VFlN VG[S EFQFF S[ XaNM\ SF 5|IMU pGS[ ;FlCtI D[\
N[B ;ST[ C{ P ;FDFl;S XaNFJ,L SF EZ5}Z 5|IMU pgS[
p5;FlCtI D[\ lD,TF C{ P N[XvlJN[X SL IF+F/¥ IX5F, S[
XaNE^0FZ D[\ A-M¿ZL SZT[ C{ P pN}”4 VZAL4 OFZ;L VFlN
EFQFF S[ XaNM SM IX5F, G[ V5GL VlEjIlÉT D[\ :YFG lNIF
C{ P IX5F, SL EFQFF 5Z lJlEgG EFQFFVM\ SF 5|EFJ N[BF HF
;STF C{ P EFQFF S[ ;dAgW D[\ SM> 5}JF”U|C GCL ZBF 5F+ SL
DFGl;STF4 5F+ S[ :TZ S[ VG];FZ V5GL EFQFFSM\ pGD[\ -F,
lNIF C{ H{;F lJQFIJ:T] p;L 5|SFZ 5F+4 5lZl:YlTIM\ S[ D]TFlAS
EFQFF VF{Z X{,L SM V5GFIF C{ P GF8IFtDS X{,L4 J6"GFtDS4
lJJZF6tDS VF{Z ,F1Fl6SX{,L4 VFXLJF”NFtDS X{,L4
p5N[XFtDS X{,L4 1F[l+I AMl,IM\ SF 5|IMU4 SFjIFtDS IF
;Z; X{,L SF 5|IMU EL I+vT+ 5FIF HFTF C{ P V,\S'T
X{,L TYF p5DFVM\ SF 5|IMU EL IX5F, G[ lSIF C{ P

IX5F, S[ p5gIF; D[\ ;\:S'T4 Tt;DŸ VF{Z TNEJ
XaN 5FI[ HFT[ C{ P HM lGdGFl,lBT C{ P
sVf ;\:S'T XaN o IX5F, G[ V5G[ p5gIF; ;FlCtI D[\sVf ;\:S'T XaN o IX5F, G[ V5G[ p5gIF; ;FlCtI D[\sVf ;\:S'T XaN o IX5F, G[ V5G[ p5gIF; ;FlCtI D[\sVf ;\:S'T XaN o IX5F, G[ V5G[ p5gIF; ;FlCtI D[\sVf ;\:S'T XaN o IX5F, G[ V5G[ p5gIF; ;FlCtI D[\
;\\:S'T XaNM SF 5|IMU lJ5], DF+F D[\ lSIF C{ P;\\:S'T XaNM SF 5|IMU lJ5], DF+F D[\ lSIF C{ P;\\:S'T XaNM SF 5|IMU lJ5], DF+F D[\ lSIF C{ P;\\:S'T XaNM SF 5|IMU lJ5], DF+F D[\ lSIF C{ P;\\:S'T XaNM SF 5|IMU lJ5], DF+F D[\ lSIF C{ P
lNjIF olNjIF olNjIF olNjIF olNjIF o VF,F54 ,,GF4 TFD|4 TFT4 XIG4 XLT, VgIFI4
VU|H4 1F64 SD, VFlN
VlDTF o VlDTF o VlDTF o VlDTF o VlDTF o V,S4 VlDT4 V:T4 VD'T4 VFN[X4 VF;G4 G[+4
5|F64 5|F;FN4 51F4 X:+4 k64 JW}4JZ64 J\X VFlN
V%;ZF SF XF5 oV%;ZF SF XF5 oV%;ZF SF XF5 oV%;ZF SF XF5 oV%;ZF SF XF5 oV%;ZF4 V\UZ1FS4 VFzD4 VFB[8S4 SrK54
5|DFN4 Jt;4 JCG4 5|;J4 XL3|  VFlN
N[XN|MCL o N[XN|MCL o N[XN|MCL o N[XN|MCL o N[XN|MCL o VJ;Z4 V7FT4 V5ZFW4 ZÉT4 lJQFN4 DDTF4 T[H4
5|SFX4 lJ:DI4 5F5 VFlN
Tt;D XaN oTt;D XaN oTt;D XaN oTt;D XaN oTt;D XaN o
lNjIF o lNjIF o lNjIF o lNjIF o lNjIF o SD”4 S'Q64 S,F4 VFXF4 p¿Z4 NIF4 D:TS4 D]B4
DFU”
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VlDTF o VlDTF o VlDTF o VlDTF o VlDTF o VluG4 VFI]QIDFG4 VFJF;4 U'C4 DMN4 lJCFZ4 ,¾HF4
G'tI4 GUZ4 5|CZ
V%;ZF SF XF5 o V%;ZF SF XF5 o V%;ZF SF XF5 o V%;ZF SF XF5 o V%;ZF SF XF5 o VFSFX4 SYF4 SD”4 SFI”4 S,X4 ElUGL4
;}I”4 ;[JF4 ;F{EFuI4 V,\SFZ
N[XN|MCL o N[XN|MCL o N[XN|MCL o N[XN|MCL o N[XN|MCL o ;[GF4 N]B4 VFXF4 lGZFXF4 VgWSFZ4 lXlY,4
xJF;4 lJ:DI
h}9Fv;R o h}9Fv;R o h}9Fv;R o h}9Fv;R o h}9Fv;R o VG]U|CLT4 V5lZU|C4 VJUT4 VG]ZMW4 VG]GN4
N]ZFU|C4 5lZCF;4 X{XJ4 Ê\NG4 ;tSFZ
TNEJŸ XaN o TNEJŸ XaN o TNEJŸ XaN o TNEJŸ XaN o TNEJŸ XaN o IX5F, S[ p5gIF; D[\ TNEJ XaN I+T+
5FI[ HFT[ C{ HM lGdGl,lBT C{ P
lNjIFlNjIFlNjIFlNjIFlNjIF o SFG4 GNL4 CFY4 VFU4 3Z
VlDTFVlDTFVlDTFVlDTFVlDTF o ZFT4 p¥RF4 RF¥N4 3M0F4EF.
N[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL o UZDL4 VF\;}4 SF94 GFR4 A}-F
V%;ZF SF XF5V%;ZF SF XF5V%;ZF SF XF5V%;ZF SF XF5V%;ZF SF XF5 oVM94 A}\N4 GNL4 VF\;}4 SFG4 ,FH
h}9F ;R oh}9F ;R oh}9F ;R oh}9F ;R oh}9F ;R o VF¥B4 VF94 GCFGF4 SDZF4 RF¥N
pN}” XaN opN}” XaN opN}” XaN opN}” XaN opN}” XaN o pN}” S[ VG[S XaN IX5F, S[ p5gIF;M D[\ N[B
XST[ C{
NFNF SFDZ[0NFNF SFDZ[0NFNF SFDZ[0NFNF SFDZ[0NFNF SFDZ[0 o DHN]Z4 DHN]ZL4 ZSFAL4 B]lOIF4
h}9F ;R oh}9F ;R oh}9F ;R oh}9F ;R oh}9F ;R o .TDLGFG4 SFlO,F4 TGBFC4 D]C<,F
N[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL o TFJLH4 .GFD4 GSFA4 DHF,
sVFf lJN[XL XaN osVFf lJN[XL XaN osVFf lJN[XL XaN osVFf lJN[XL XaN osVFf lJN[XL XaN o
VZAL XaN oVZAL XaN oVZAL XaN oVZAL XaN oVZAL XaN o
NFNF SFDZ[0NFNF SFDZ[0NFNF SFDZ[0NFNF SFDZ[0NFNF SFDZ[0 o .,FH4 VFNDL4 lSTFA4 pD|4 VBAFZ
h}9F ;R oh}9F ;R oh}9F ;R oh}9F ;R oh}9F ;R o VNA4 VNF,T4 SIFDT4 BAZ4 SZD4 SA|4
N[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL o VDLZ4 ANG4 UZLA4 DHF,4 .£HT4 lS:DT4>XFZF
VFlN
OFZ;L XaNOFZ;L XaNOFZ;L XaNOFZ;L XaNOFZ;L XaN o
NFNF SFDZ[0NFNF SFDZ[0NFNF SFDZ[0NFNF SFDZ[0NFNF SFDZ[0 o T[H4 VFZFD
N[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL o lZCF>4 DSFG4 VFZFD4 ;}N4 G[S4 HFINFN4 ZFC4
AFNFD VFlN@@@
h}9F ;R oh}9F ;R oh}9F ;R oh}9F ;R oh}9F ;R o SFDIFA4 BZLNNFZ4 B]N N:TBT4 U]GFC4 ArRF4
AFNXFC VFlN
5xTM EFQFF  sXaNMf SF 5|IMU o5xTM EFQFF  sXaNMf SF 5|IMU o5xTM EFQFF  sXaNMf SF 5|IMU o5xTM EFQFF  sXaNMf SF 5|IMU o5xTM EFQFF  sXaNMf SF 5|IMU o
N[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL oN[XN=MCL o J<,8M lJ,4 TlACT BTF4 B{ZI];4 BZANMX
VFlN@@@@@
T]SL” ;[ VFI[ XaN oT]SL” ;[ VFI[ XaN oT]SL” ;[ VFI[ XaN oT]SL” ;[ VFI[ XaN oT]SL” ;[ VFI[ XaN o
h}9F ;R oh}9F ;R oh}9F ;R oh}9F ;R oh}9F ;R o SF,LG4 ,FX4 T,FX
5]T”UF,L ;[ VFI[ XaN o
N[XN=MCL oAMT,4 V,DFZL4 D[H4 T\AFS}
NFNF SFDZ[0 o SG:TZ4 l5:TF{,4 AF,8L
h}9F ;R o TdAFS}4 .:+L
ËF\;L;L EFQFF S[ XaNM SF 5|IMU o

N[XN|MCL oSFZT};4 V\U|[HL
0R EFQFF S[ XaNM SF 5|IMU o
AD sNFNF SFDZ[0f
Z];L EFQFF S[ XaNM SF 5|IMU o
N[XN|MCL o;MlJIT4 ~A,4 lA,[T4 SM,BMH4 ;LJBMH4
U:TFlGt;F\
VFlN cN[XN|MCLc p5gIF; SL SYF JHLZL VF{Z ~; TS O[,L
C]> C{ P  VTo .;D[\ 5xTM VF{Z ~;L EFQFF S[ XaNM S[ 5|IMU
SF DF{SF IX5F, SM lD,F C{ P IX5F, S[ p5gIF;M D[\ V\U|[HL
EFQFF S[ XaNM SF 5|IMU EL VlWS lD,TF C{ P
N[XH XaN o
IX5F,G[ V5G[ p5gIF;M D[\ :YFGLI IF N[XH XaNM SF 5|IMU
SZS[ V5GL ,[BGL SF RDtSFZ lNBFIF C{ P cDG]QI S[ ~5c
p5gIF; D[\ .;SF 5|IMU A0L ;O,TF S[ ;FY lSIF C{P
SM\U0F S[ 5CF0L 5CF0L 5|N[X S[ ,MUM SL EFQFF D[\ VF\Rl,S
XaNM\ SF 5|IMU lNBF> N[TF C{ P S{;[@@@@@50³TGL4 ,F0L4 lWY”
lDIF¥4 AlhIF6L4 ;DZ[-4 AÎ[4 R,[ZL4 NF0L4 lTCFH]\4 3ZF84
SDLG@@@@@@VFlN XaNM S[ äFZF JFTFJZ6 VF{Z HLJ\T CM UIF
C{ P
5\HFAL XaN o 5\HFAL XaN o 5\HFAL XaN o 5\HFAL XaN o 5\HFAL XaN o 5\HFAL HLJG VF{Z ;DFH ;[ H]0[ XaNM SF
5|IMU IX5F, G[ ch}9Fv;R p5gIF; D[ \ lSIF C{ P
H{;[@@@@@S]0DF>4 S]l0IM4 T\AL4 TLDL4 5L5, A[C0[4 A<,L
AFJ[4 EZHF>4 Dl8IFZ[ VFlN@@@@@@@@@@
>; 5|SFZ IX5F, S[ p5gIF;M\ D[\ VG[S EFQFF S[ XaN 5FI[
HFT[ C{ lH;;[ p5gIF; D[\ lHJ\TTF VF HFTL C{ P lNjIF4
VlDTF VFlN p5gIF;M\ D[\ ;FDFlHS XaNM\ SF 5|IMU EL N[BT[
CL AGTF C{ P S{;[@@clNjIFc p5gIF; D[\ T,vT,4 RFZvRFZ4
5}J”v5l‘RD4 p¿ZvNl1F64 5Z,MS4 lGA”,4 l;\CâFZ4 D[3ZFH4
5F5D]ÉT VFlN@@@@@@@cV%;ZF SF XF5c p5gIF; D[\ N[B[ TM
N[J,MS4 N[JZFH4 N[J;EF4 XIGS1F4 WD”;\S84 5\RFluG4
K+5lT4 ZFHS'5F VFlN@@@@@@@P
IX5F,G[ V5G[ p5gIF; ;FlCtI D[\ D]\CFJZM\ VF{Z ,MSMlÉTIM\
SF EZ5}Z 5|IMU lSIF C{ P D]\CFJZ[4 ;]lÉTIM4 ,MSMlÉTIM\ S[
5|IMU ;[ p5gIF; SL EFQFF SL UZLDF VF{Z A-³ U> C{ P NQ8F\T
S[ TF{Z 5Z N[B[ TM @@@@@@
cD[ZL T[ZL p;SL AFTc o cD[ZL T[ZL p;SL AFTc o cD[ZL T[ZL p;SL AFTc o cD[ZL T[ZL p;SL AFTc o cD[ZL T[ZL p;SL AFTc o VF¥B OM0GF4 VF¥B D}¥NGF4 p,8[
5F¥J ,F{8GF4 S,[HF D]¥C SM VFGF4 S,[HF D]¥C SM VFGF4 DG
AFUvAFU CMGF VFlN@@@@@@@@
DG]QI S[ ~5 oDG]QI S[ ~5 oDG]QI S[ ~5 oDG]QI S[ ~5 oDG]QI S[ ~5 o S,[H[ SF 8]S0F4 S,[HF W0SGF4 DFYF
5L8GF4 VF¥BM D[\\ B}G pTZ VFGF4 O}8vO}8SZ ZMGF4 VF¥B
NM0FGF VFlN @@@@@@@@
IX5F, S[ p5gIF;M\ D[\ ;]lÉTIM\ SF 5|IMU VtI\T 5|EFJXF,L
-³\U ;[ lSIF C{ P
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DG]QI S[ ~5 o DG]QI S[ ~5 o DG]QI S[ ~5 o DG]QI S[ ~5 o DG]QI S[ ~5 o ;ìNITF HLJG SL XMEF C{ P 5|[D S[J,
HLJG SF 5}ZS C{ P N]lGIF D[\ G[S AG[ ZCGF AC]T D]lxS, C{ P
cVlDTFc  p5gIF; ocVlDTFc  p5gIF; ocVlDTFc  p5gIF; ocVlDTFc  p5gIF; ocVlDTFc  p5gIF; o
V7FT X+] CL ;A;[ EI\SZ CMTF C{ P HM 5F5 SZ[UF4 p;SF
O, J 5FI[UFc VF;lÉT VF{Z lJ,F; ;[ SEL ;\TMQF GCL\ CMTF
P CFYL 5F¥J D[\ ;ASF 5F¥J ;DF HFTF C{ P E[N SM E[N CL
SF8TF C{ VFlN @@@@@@@@ IX5F, S[ p5gIF;M\ D[\ SMQ8S SF
5|IMU EL 5FIF HFTF C{ P

N[XN|MCL oN[XN|MCL oN[XN|MCL oN[XN|MCL oN[XN|MCL o
5FGLvO, sJF8Z JÉ;”f
B}dA sWZTL SF O,f
XXl,JF 5|]TL sIF+F X]E CM f
DTA sNJFBFGFf
lB,FJL sVFIFf
cD[ZL T[ZL p;SL AFTc ocD[ZL T[ZL p;SL AFTc ocD[ZL T[ZL p;SL AFTc ocD[ZL T[ZL p;SL AFTc ocD[ZL T[ZL p;SL AFTc o
VF>@0L@8L@ N{lGS s.lg0IG 0[,L 8[,LU|FOf
D;FJFT s;DTFf
N}Z”[ sOM0[f
D]CFlOH sZ1FSf
/TSFN slJxJF;f
AF{C8L s5tGLf
ClZS[G s,F,8[Gf VFlN @@@@@@@@@@
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¯yIF p5gIF; D[\ GF¯L SL DGMjIYF¯yIF p5gIF; D[\ GF¯L SL DGMjIYF¯yIF p5gIF; D[\ GF¯L SL DGMjIYF¯yIF p5gIF; D[\ GF¯L SL DGMjIYF¯yIF p5gIF; D[\ GF¯L SL DGMjIYF

* ytxomt Blz ftubtmto ftujtust,ytxomt Blz ftubtmto ftujtust,ytxomt Blz ftubtmto ftujtust,ytxomt Blz ftubtmto ftujtust,ytxomt Blz ftubtmto ftujtust, lJ¼5M¼ A]¼CFGLlJ¼5M¼ A]¼CFGLlJ¼5M¼ A]¼CFGLlJ¼5M¼ A]¼CFGLlJ¼5M¼ A]¼CFGL

p5gIF; SL GFlISF VF\Tl¯S 5Ll0?T U|FDL6 VF{̄  VGFY AFl,SF C{ P V5GL A]VF S[ 5F; ¯CTL C{ VF{̄  J{n HL S[ 5]+

;[ ÃIF¯ S¯TL C{4 ,[lSG lJJFC GCL\ CMTF lJJX CMS¯ ;S2;JF,M\ S[ ;FY EFU HFTL C{ P 5|X\;F 5|FÃT S¯TL C{ P D{G[H¯

p;SF IF{GvXMQF6 S¯TF C{ P JC¥F ;[ EFUS¯ G tI D[\ bIFlT 5|FÃT S¯ JC¥F ;[ EL EFU HFTL C{ P 5|[DL p;[ ,[G[ VFTF

C{ VF{¯ GLR G tI KM0? G[ SF VFU|C S¯TF C{ P 5|[DL p;SL ;0?S SM ̄ yIF SCTF C{ VF{¯ 3¯ R,F HFTF C{ P VFW]lGS

lCgNL ,[lBSF lXJFGL SF ̄ yIF p5gIF; U|FDL6 VGFY AFl,S A;\TL SL DFlD2S SCFGL C{ P 3¯v3¯ HFS¯ AT2G[ ;FO

S¯S[ V5GF HLJGvlGJF2C S¯G[JF,L V5GL A]VF HLJ\TL S[ 5F; HUC 5¯ 9MS [̄ BFv BFS¯ ̂ S J[xIF S[ ~5 D[\ CDF [̄

;FDG[ 5|S8 CMTL C{ P

p¡[xI op¡[xI op¡[xI op¡[xI op¡[xI o

GF¯L SL VF\Tl¯S 5L0?F HFGG[ SF 5|IF; P

EF¯TLI ;DFG SL GFl¯IM\ SM ;gDFGLI GH¯M\ ;[ N[BGF P

;DFH D[\ VGFY ArRM\ SM IMuI DFU2NX2S AGS¯ ;CL DFU2

R}GG[ SL VF{̄  ;\S[T S¯GF P

GF¯L SM VDFGJLI S tIM\ ;[ ARFGF VF{¯ GF¯L TYF ;DFH

SM G{lTS D}<IM\ ;[ 5l¯lRT S¯FGF P

A[;CF¯F GF¯L TYF VGFY ArRM\ SM ;CF¯F N[GF VF{̄  p;[

XMlQFTM\ ;[ ARFGF P

GF¯L SL DGMjIYF SF VôIIG oGF¯L SL DGMjIYF SF VôIIG oGF¯L SL DGMjIYF SF VôIIG oGF¯L SL DGMjIYF SF VôIIG oGF¯L SL DGMjIYF SF VôIIG o

p5gIF; SL GFlISF A;\TL A[;CF¯F VF{̄  VGFY AFl,SF

C{P A;\TL S[ l5TF SM H}I[\ SF GXF R-?F YF VF{̄  ̂ S lNG

H}I[\ D[\ CF¯ HFT[ C{\ P 3M¯ lG¯FXF D[\ 0}A[ S[ ̂ S lNG GNL D[\

S}NS¯ VFtD3FT S¯ ,[T[ C{\ P DFTF EL V5G[ 5lT SL DF{T

S[ SF¯6 N]oBL CMS¯ VFtD3FT S¯ ,[TL C{ P VGFY

AFl,SF A;\TL VS[,L ̄ C HFTL C{ P VGFY AFl,SF A;\TL

SL 5¯Jl¯X lJWJF A]VF HLJ\TL S¯TL C{ P

p5gIF; SL GFlISF A;\TL AR5G ;[ CL R\R, TYF p¡^0

C{ P JC C¯ ;DI EFUTL lO¯TL C{ P AR5G ;[ lADF¯ A;\TL

SF .,FH U¥FJ S[ J{n HL S¯T[ C\{ P ˆS AF¯ J{n HL S[

3¯ HFG[ S[ AFN A;\TL AF¯vAF¯ p;S[ 3¯ HFS¯ R}̄ G

D¥FUTL C{4 .;l,ˆ lS J{n HL SF 5]+ lJD,FG\N p;SF

lD+ CM R}SF YF P ˆS lNG IC AR5G SL lD+TF 5|[D D[\

5l¯JlT2T CMTL C{ P A;\TL VF{̄  lJD,FG\N ˆS N}; [̄ SM

lN,MHFG ;[ RFCG[ ,UT[ C{\ P

lJWJF A]VF HLJ\TL U¥FJ S[ 3¯M\ D[\ SFD S¯S[ V5GF

HLJGIF5G S¯TL C{4 ;FY CL A;\TL SL 5¯Jl¯X EL S¯TL

C{ P SFD S¯G[ J{n HL S[ 3¯ EL HFGF CMTF C{ P lJD,FG\N

VF{̄  A;\TL S[ ÃIF¯ SL HFGSF¯L p;[ lD,TL C{ P ̂ S lNG

A]VF4 HLJ\TL G[ A;\TL SL S]\0,L J{n HL SM NLBF  NL P

TFlS lJD,FG\N VF{̄  A;\TL SL XFNL CM HFˆ P .W¯

lJD,FG\N S[ l5TF J{n HL V,U DFGl;STF S[ jIl¾T C{4

U¯LA A]VF VF{̄  VGFY A;\TL S[ 5F; NC[H D[\ N[G[ H{;F S]K

EL GCL\ C{ P .;l,ˆ J{n HL NMGM\ SL S]\0,L G lD,G[ SF

ACFGF AGFS¯4 AFT 8F, N[T[ C{\ P .W¯ lSXM¯L A;\TL G[

lJD,FG\N SM DG D[\ A;F ̄ BF C{ P J{n HL S[ VG]5l:YlT

D[\ JC R}̄ G D¥FUG[ S[ ACFG[ lJD,FG\N SM lD,G[ R,L

HFTL C{ P ;\:SF¯L VF{̄  XD2 S[ DF [̄ lJD,FG\N A;\TL SM

lD,GF GCL\ RFCTF VF{̄  l5TFHL ;[ 0¯TF EL TM C{4 ¾IM\lS

l5TFHL G[ NMGM\ SL S]\0,L N[BL TM NMGM\ SF lJJFC IMU GCL\

C{ P IC AFT lJD,FG\N HFGTF YF P NMGM\ SL S]\0,L G

lD,GF4 lJJFC G CM 5FGF lJD,FG\N ;[ V5DFlGT4 V;O,

5|[D4 U¯LA4 VGFY4 lSXM¯L4 A;\TL S[ HLJG D[\ 3M¯ V\WSF¯

KF HFTF C{ P RF¯M\ lNXFVM\ ;[ lG¯FX A;\TL lJD,FG\N S[

lD,GF GCL\ RFCTL P

lG¯FX4 lJJX A;\TL U¥FJ D[\ VFI[ ;S2; S[ ;FY EFU HFTL

C{ P IC¥F ;[ A;\TL SL J[NGF ¥̂4 5L0?F ¥̂ SF l;,l;,F X]~

CMTF C{ P V5GL XF¯Ll¯S S,FVM\ S[ SF¯6 JC ;S2; S[

£F¯F 5|X\;F 5|FÃT S¯TL C{ P ˆS lNG ;S2; SF D{G[H¯

p;SF XL,E\U S¯TF C{ P JC AF¯vAF¯ ̄ FT D\[ VFS¯ A;\TL

SM JF;GF SF lXSF¯ AGTF C{4 TM JC lS; T¯C XMQF6 SF

AN,F ,[TL C{4 :JI\ ATFTL C].2 JC SCTL C{v ̂ S lNG D{\G[

* VlG, 5L UFDLTVlG, 5L UFDLTVlG, 5L UFDLTVlG, 5L UFDLTVlG, 5L UFDLT
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p;SL p;L DNF,; VJ:YF SM E¥F5 A\WGI]¾T CMT[ CL

p;L ,MDXSF,L KFTL D[\ [̂;L ,FT DF¯L lS UM\lUIFS¯

VF{\WF CM UIF P lO¯ D{\ HM EFUL C}¥ KM8[ J[N4 D{\G[ D]0?S¯

5LK[ N[BF P! ! ! ! ! 3¯ ;[ EFUG[ SF SF¯6 IC YF lS JC U¯LA4

VGFY EL VF{̄  D{G[H¯ G[ IF{GvXMQF6 lSIF P .G ;A SQ8

VF{̄  IFTGFVM\ SM h[,TL JC G HFG[ SC¥FvSC¥F E8SL YLP

.W¯ J{n HL G[ lJD,FG\N SL XFNL A[0F{,4 AN;}̄ T ,0?SL

;[ S¯ lNIF4 ¾IM\lS ,0?SL S[ l5TFHL G[ NC[H D[\ TLG E{\;[

NL YL P lJD,FG\N SF U C;\;F¯ VrKF YF P lJD,FG\N

SL 5F9XF,F D[\ VôIF5S AG UIF YF P p;[ z[Q9 lX1FS

SF 5]̄ :SF¯ EL lD,F C{ P

;S2; S[ D{G[H¯ S[ IF{GvXMQF6 S[ SF¯6 A;\TL JC¥F ;[

EFUS¯ JC lS;L lJWJF DlC,F SL SM9L 5¯ 5C]¥R HFTL

C{ P lJN[XL lJWJF G{,L D{\S[HL A;\TL SM EF¯TLI ˆJ\

5FxRFtI G tI ;LBFTL C{ P p;D[\ JC 5|X\;F 5|FÃT S¯TL

C{ VF{̄  V5GL bIFlT S[ SF¯6 A;\TL SL ;FYL ,0lSI¥F EL

5]#QFM\ SM V5GL V\U]l,IM\ 5¯ GRFTL C{ P lJ£FG G[ l,BF C{v

5]#QF SL EMUJFNL N lQ8 CL GF¯L SM J[xIF AGFTL C{ P SM.2

EL GF¯L V5GL .rKF ;[ J[xIF SF :J~5 :JLSF¯ GCL\

S¯TLP p;S[ 5LK[ 5Fl¯JFl¯S4 VFlY2S4 ;FDFlHS SF¯6

SFI2 S¯ ̄ C[ CMT[ C{\ P J[xIFJ l¿ GF¯L HLJG ;[ H]0?L ̂ [;L

;D:IF C{ HM C¯ I]U D[\ 5|JT2DFG ¯CL C{ P

5|lTEF ;\5gG VG[S G tI SL 7FTF A;\TL S[A|[ 0Fg;¯ AG

HFTL C{ P l¯X[Ã;G4 5Fl82IM\ VF{̄  A0[vA0[ CM8,M\ D[\ 0Fg;

S¯GF 5{;[ SDFGF A;\TL SF ¯MHFGF AG UIF YF VF{̄  p;

D[\ ;[ VFWF EFU SDLXG S[ ~5 D[\ G{,L D{\SHL SM N[GF

CMTF YF P A;\TL SF XF¯Ll¯S XMQF6 S[ ;FYv;FY VA

VFlY2S XMQF6 SF EL EMU AGGF 50TF C{ P .;l,ˆ JC

JC¥F ;[ EL EFU HFTL C{ P

SM.2 EL jIl¾T RFC[ 5]#QF CM IF :+L V5GF :JT\+ jIl:TtJ

AGFG[ S[ l,ˆ HLJG D[\ SMlXX S¯TF ̄ CTF C{ P A;\TL EL

:JT\+ HLJG HLGF RFCTL C{ P A0[vA0[ GU¯M\4 XC¯M\ D[\

GFRTL C{ P U¥FJ SL A;\TL ~5v;F{\NI2 ;[ lh,lD,FTL

[̂xJI2 S[ H},[ D[\ h},TL A;\TL SM N[BS¯ lJD,FG\N

lJl:DT ¯C HFTF C{ P JC V5GL 5L0?F jI¾T S¯TL C].2

SCTL C{v T]D D]h[ ̂ [;[ G 9]S¯FT[ KM8[ J{n TM XFIN D{\ p;

lNG .TGF A0?F ;J2GFX G S¯TL P##### A;\TL V5GF

HLJGvIF5G S[ l,ˆ GFRTL lO¯TL C{ P JC lJD,FG\N SM

EL 0F\; lNBFG[ ,[ HFTL C{ P lJD, p;[ .;L GLR G tI

SM KM0G[ S[ l,ˆ SCTF C{ T] IC ;A KM0 A;\TL D[̄ [ ;FY

U¥FJ R,[ D{\ p;;[ SC]¥UF D{\ A;\TL S[ lAGF HL GCL\ ;STF

;]̄ ;FTL T] .;[ V5GL ;F{T DFGS¯ GCL\ KM8L ACG DFGS¯

:JLSF¯ S¯ p;[ SEL VF5l¿ GCL\ CMUL CDF [̄ 5CF0 D[\

lSTG[ CL A0[vA0[ VFNlDIM\ SL NM 5ltGI¥F C{ P$$$$$

A;\TL AR5G ;[ CL ;DFH S[ ,MUM\ SL DFGlS;TF ;[

5l¯lRT C{ P HL HFG ;[ lHD, SM ÃIF¯ S¯G[JF,L A;\TL

SM lJD, G[ :JLSF¯F m p;[ ;CF¯F lNIF m ;DFH G[ p;[

SM.2 ;CFG]E}lT 5|NFG SL IF lO¯ ;DFH G[ p;S[ l,ˆ S]K

lSIF m GCL\ P TM VFH WMB[AFH4 GFDN24 lJD,FG\N p;[

:JLSF¯G[ R,F VFIF C{ P ¾IF ;DFH VF{̄  lJD, SL 5tGL

p;[ :JLSF¯ S [̄UL m A;\TL SCTL C{v CFI [̄ D[̄ [ UMA¯

U6[X ;\;F¯ SL SF{G ;L :+L VFH TS ;F{T SM KM8L ACG

DFGS¯ :JLSF¯ S¯ ;SL C{ m ˆS ICL CL [̂;F l¯xTF C{

KM8[ J{n4 lH;D[\ lC:;F A¥F8 GCL\ R,TF ;Dh[ P%%%%% G tIF\UGF

A;\TL 5|[DL SL :D lT S[ ~5 D[\ JC ˆS GFD RFCTL C{ P

“D[̄ [ 3¯ VFTL SrRL ;0?S DCLG[ E¯ ;[ ;\U[D¯D¯ SL

T{IF¯L CM HFI[UL P .;S[ l,ˆ VrKF GFD ̄ BT[ HFGF P TA

lJD,FG\N SCTF C{ P .;SF GFD TM lJWFTF G[ ¯BF C{ P

¯yIFˆ J[xIFVM\ S[ D]C<,[ TS HFG[JF,L 5T,L ;0?S SM

¯yIFˆ SCT[ C{\ P&&&&&

lJD,F SF N]oBNFIS jI\uI ;]GS¯ A;\TL S[ HLJG SL

5L0?F4 J[NGF VF{̄  A-G[ ,UTL C{4 ,[lSG lJD, ;[ ßIFNF

A;\TL SF jIl¾TtJ VF{̄  DG ;FO C{ P JC V5G[ HLJG SL

VF\Tl¯S 5L0?F SM ;CTL C].2 ;\3QF2DI HLJG HLTL C].2 JC

;]BL C{4 VFG\NLT C{ VF{̄  SCTL EL C{ 5F5 5}̂ I SL lR\TF D]h[

VA GCL C{ D{\ A0[ ;]B D[\ C}¥ VF{̄  .;L ;]B D[\ ̄ CGF RFCTL

C}¥ P T]dC[\ D[̄ F V\U}9F 5S0G[ SL AFT A0?L N[̄  ;[ ;]hL KM8[

J{n P VA CDF¯F T]dCF¯F ̄ F:TF V,U C{ P***** A;\TL ;[ GF¯FH

lJD,FG\N p;SL ;0?S SM ¯yIFˆ SCTF C]VF V5G[ 3¯

R,F VFTF C{ P

VF,MRSM\ SL N lQ8 oVF,MRSM\ SL N lQ8 oVF,MRSM\ SL N lQ8 oVF,MRSM\ SL N lQ8 oVF,MRSM\ SL N lQ8 o

¯yIFˆ p5gIF; 5¯ VF,MRSM\ SL N lQ8 .; 5|SF¯ ¯CL C{

0¶F³l;NFD SQ6FBMT SF l,BGF C{ lS ¯yIF p5gIF; D[

AR5G ;[ ;dDFlGT HLJG SF VEFJ CMG[ S[ SF¯6 VgT D[

A;\TL J[xIF AGTL C{ P VF,MrI p5gIF; D[\ GF¯L SL

DGMjIYF ˆJ\ ;DFH D[\ jIFÃT SF¯6LE}T l:YlTIM\ SM A0[

5|eFFJL I\+ ;[ lJSl;T lSIF  C{ P :+Lv5]#QF S[ Rl¯+UT

¯C:IM\ S[ pNŸ3F8G S[ ;FYv;FY J[xIF ;D:IF SL VF[̄

;\S[T S¯GF ,[lBSF SF D}, 5|IMHG C{ P((((( 0¶F³VD¯ HI;JF,

l,BT[ C{\ lS ¯yIF ˆS V<C0 U|FDL6 I]JTL SL VgT¯ S[

NN2 SL S;S E¯L SCFGL C{ P)))))

p5,laWI¥F op5,laWI¥F op5,laWI¥F op5,laWI¥F op5,laWI¥F o

HLJ\TL A]VF G[ V5G[ ;DFH ;[ EL VlWS ÃIF¯ A;\TL SM

lNIF C{ VF{̄  ;DFH D[\ VFNX2 GF¯L SF NHF2 5|FÃT lSIF C{P
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5|[D D[\ V;O, A;\TL :JT\+ HLJG HLGF RFCTL C{ P

A;\TL VF\Tl¯S 5L0F SM ;CG S¯S[ HLJG D[\ VFU[ A-L C{4

[̂xJI2 VF{̄  bIFlT 5|FÃT SL C{ P

A;\TL ;\3QF2 S¯TL C{4 ;FC;L GF¯L AGTL C{ VG[S 5l¯l:YlTIM\

SF ;FDGF S¯TL C{ VF{̄  XMlQFT ;[ ;FJWFG EL ¯CTL C{ P

;DFH D[\ 5-?Lvl,BL4 VG5-4 U¯LA4 GFl¯IM\ SL V¥FB[\

BM,G[ SF SFI2 A;\TL G[ lSIF C{ P

5}J2 5|[DL lJD, SL J[xIF A;\TL SM V5G[ HLJG D[\ :YFG

N[G[ SL VF{¯ GLR S tI S¯G[JF,L SM GIF HLJG X]~

S¯G[ SL TLJ| .rKF AC]T A0L p5,aW C{ P

;LDFˆ¥;LDFˆ¥;LDFˆ¥;LDFˆ¥;LDFˆ¥ o o o o o

A;\TL SL A]VF HLJ\TL G[ J{n HL 5¯ h}9F lJxJF; ̄ BF VF{̄

J{n HL G[ lJxJF;3FT lSIF P

J{n HL G[ KM8[vA0[ ,MUM\ SF GF5vTM, lSIF C{ P

NC[H S[ ,MEL4 ,F,R] VF{̄  ;DFH D[\ :JDFG S[ SF¯6 J{n

HL G[ VGFY AFl,SF A;\TL VF{̄  lJD, S[ 5|[D SF U,F

3M8 lNIF P GFDN24 NIFCLG4 EMUL4 lJD, G[ EL A;\TL SM

KM0 lNIF4 5|[D D[\ V;O, A;\TL V5GL A}VF VF{̄  ;DFH

SM KM0 S¯ EFU HFTL C{ P p;[ XMlQFTM\ SF EMU AGGF

50?TF C{ VF{̄  DHA]̄ G p;[ J[xIF AGGF 50TF C{ P

5}J2 5|[DL lJD, p;[ :JLSF¯ G[ SL R[Q8F S¯TF C{4 ,[lSG

V;O,  ¯CF P CM ;STF lS lJD, VF{̄  A;\TL SF aIFC

CM HFTF TM pG NMGM\ SL lHgNUL VF{̄  ;DFH D[\ NHF2 S]K

VF{̄  ¯CTF P NMGM\ SF HLJG VFAFN CMTF P

lGQSQF2To SCF HF ;STF C{ lS AR5G D[\ DFTFvl5TF SF

ÃIF¯4 VGFYM\ SM ;CF¯F4 IMuI 5¯Jl¯X4 ;DFH D[\ IMuI

;gDFG G lD,G[ S[ SF¯6 S.2 GFl¯I¥F A;\TL SL T¯C

lNXFCLG AGS¯ ;DFH D[\ 9MS [̄\ BFTL lO¯TL   C{ P V5GF

HLJG A¯AFN S¯ ,[TL C{ P

lXJFGL G[ ̄ yIFˆ p5gIF; D[\ GF¯L SL DGMjIYF SF lR+6

S¯S[ 5|[D4 NC[H4 :+Lv5]#QF IF{G ;dAgW4 J[xIF VFlN

;D:IFVM\ SL VM¯ ;\S[T S¯GF pG ;D:IFVM\ SM ;DFH ;[

H0 ;[ pBF0G[ SF GD| 5|IF; ¯CF C{ P

;\NE2 ;}RL;\NE2 ;}RL;\NE2 ;}RL;\NE2 ;}RL;\NE2 ;}RL

S:T]¯LD U ;\S,G v ¯yIF o lXJFGL 5'³!!*q!!(

:JFT\œIMT¯ lCgNL SCFGL D[\ GF¯L S[ lJlJW ~5 o

0¶F³U6[XNFX  5'³!%

S:T]¯LD U ;\S,G v ¯yIF o lXJFGL 5'³!!$

JCL 5'³!Z#

JCL 5'³!Z$

JCL 5'³!Z%

JCL 5'³!Z&

lXJFGL S[ p5gIF;M\ D[\ ;DFH o 0¶F³l;N|FD S Q6F

BMT 5'³%#

lCgNL ,3] p5gIF; o 0¶F³VD¯ HI;JF, 5'³Z(*
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SLAVERY: VICTORY OF REASON OVER ORTHODOXY

* Dr. K.J. Parmar

* Visiting Lecturer, Samal das Arts College, Bhavnagar

Dalit literature presents rationalism. Reason is more
important in Dalit literature rather than orthodox
thinking. Jotirao Phule and Dr. Ambedkar are two
chief personalities whose sayings are indispensable
part of Dalit literature. Unlike Dr. Ambedkar, Jotirao
Phule had written plays and poems. His writings are
quite radical and far more ahead of his contemporary
scenario of Indian society.
Reason comes first for Dalit writers than orthodox
thinking. One such exceptional writer cum social
activist was Jotirao Phule. He was a firm and strong
critique of religion and orthodox believes. His play
Slavery [Gulamgiri] presents a strong criticism on
the Hindu Gods and Goddesses.  The play was
written in Marathi language. It is translated in English
by G. P. Deshpande.
Phule was a man of vision. He was a great farsighted
person who had established first school for Dalit girls
in 1848. According to Phule education is the source
that can remove all superstitions and wrong believes
prevail in society. He believed in equality. He also
believed in equal status of man and woman. He
inspired his wife Savitri Phule to have education. He
took these exceptional steps in a time when upper-
castes especially Brahmins did not allow woman to
have equal status. Thus Phule was a radical thinker
and farsighted social activist of his time.
Slavery is a strong criticism on caste Brahmins and
Hindu Gods and Goddesses. Jotirao Phule has used
very bitter tongue to criticise the Brahmins. According
to him, Brahmins were solely responsible for the
worst condition of Dalits in India. He was of opinion
that the Brahmins had used scriptures and religious
books to design their supremacy over Dalits and
others. In the book, Phule had exposed the

Brahmins’ scheme of hunger for power and status.
He was of belief that it was Brahmins who had
created false and irrational religious literature to
dominate over other castes in India.
The Play has two characters: Jotirao and Dhondiba.
These two characters are discussing how the set up
of religion and creations of different castes were
made by the Brahmins to dominate social,
economical, religious and cultural aspects of the
Indians. One after another Hindu Gods and
Goddesses are criticized in the play. To criticize the
theory of origin of different castes Phule has used
logic and reason. Phule has used very bitter-tongue
to criticize Brahmins and the Hindu Gods and
Goddesses:
DHONDIBA: This itself proves that the account of
the origin of human beings given by Manu is
completely wrong, simply because it cannot be
applied to all human beings.
JOTIRAO: That is way the learned among the
English and other such people prohibited slavery
because they realized the devious designs of the
writers among the brahmans. Had Brahma really
been the cause or the origin of all humans, they would
not have done so. Manu has written about the origin
of all the four varnas. If we compare it with the
evolution of nature, it is revealed to be completely
false.
DHONDIBA: How so? . . .
JOTIRAO: Now Brahma had a wife, Savitri. Yet
why did he invite the trouble of growing a foetus
inside his mouth, giving it birth and developing him
on his own head? This is extremely intriguing.
DHONDIBA: What about his other three heads?
They were at least free from this bothersome mess.
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Was that bastard is sissy to like such a game which
only little girls play in the house?
JOTIRAO: Now to call him a bastard is a bit
problematic as he committed incest with his daughter
Saraswati. That is why his other name is Daughter-
Fucker. Nobody respects or worships him because
of this heinous deed that he committed. (Phule 48-
49)
Phule has not only criticized the Hindu Gods and
Goddesses but also has presented cunning
craftsmanship of Brahmins to get domination over
aborigines of India. He has exposed that the
Brahmins have used the religious myths and stories
just to hold their command over other castes in India:
JOTIRAO: The true facts one arrives upon, after
due consideration, are that . . . . Leaders like Manu
followed Brahma. They were afraid that the rules
made by Brahma would be violated. So they
composed and spread several strange myths about
Brahma. They wanted the slaves to believe that
whatever had happened was divinely ordained. So
they created another rigmarole of a myth about the
god Sheshashai [Vishnu]. And after some time, all
this writing was conveniently composed in the form
of books. The cunning and crafty Narad, their
effeminate colleague, constantly surrounded by
women, preached this ‘gospel’ from these books to
the shudras and dasas and therefore Brahma came
to acquire still more prestige. Now however, if we
subject Sheshashai also to a similar scrutiny, it will
be a sheer waste of time for both of us. The poor
man was thrown on his back and made to give birth
to this four-mouthed baby from his navel. And I
believe that it would hardly be a manly, valiant deed
to pin the already vanquished man to the ground
and show him our strength! (49-50)
Inhuman atrocities and merciless killing are another
means by which the Brahmins had established their
dominance over other Indians. Brahma, Parashuram
and other are exposed as tyrants by Phule:
JOTIRAO: Later on, when Bali’s son Banasura died,
there was anarchy everywhere. Everybody behaved
as if he were the king of his littler empire and indulged
in pleasure seeking activities. Seeking this
opportunity, Brahma gathered the rapacious crowd

of the bhats (their parivar, which is pronounced as
parivari now as a corrupt form), and attacked the
rakshasas (that is, the rakshaks) in the middle of the
night suddenly and vanquished them. . . (64)
Similarly, Parashuram, another Brahmin is also a
tyrant. He even beheaded his mother. He was very
cruel and diabolic. Phule has exposed his atrocities
in the play:
JOTIRAO: . . . All the other maha-aris whom
Parashuram had conquered and captured, were
compelled to swear that they would never fight the
brahmans again and made to tie black threads round
their necks as a mark of their humiliation. . . .  For
example, that ruthless villain, in order to take revenge
on the poor kshatriyas, established the custom of
burying mang people with their wives alive in the
foundations of the buildings of the brahmans; he used
to pour oil and vermilion down their throats so as to
stifle their cries of pain. . . But Parshuram was so
incensed with the massacre of brahmans, his own
people, that he wanted to root out each and every
single kshatriya. So he took up a stormy campaign
to capture every single pregnant kshatriya woman,
widowed in the war . . . . In short, then, he killed
every individual who belonged to the family of
Hiranyaksha, from his son Bali onwards, and
removed them from the face the face of the earth. .
. (68-69)
Phule has divulged the hunger of power and status
of Brahmans in the play. He has explained this state
of minds of the Brahmans with rational and logical
explanations. To expose the cunning scheme of the
Brahmans Phule has presented the incident of the
Hindu Lord Vishnu and the Brahman sage Bhrugu:
JOTIRAO: Once a Brahman rishi [sage] called
Bhrugu, kicked Lord Vishnu, (according to them the
Adinarayan), on his chest. Now instead of getting
angry, the god started massaging Bhrugu’s foot,
arguing that the kicking must have tired the foot.
Now see the cunning! When Lord Vishnu himself
could suffer the kick so patiently, why should the
shudras complain about the kicks, blows and the
murderous assaults of the brahmans? The moral of
the story is that the shudras shouldn’t utter a word
of complaint, even if the very life is beaten out of
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them. (71)
Thus, Phule has explicated obsession for power and
status of the Brahmins. He has also presented that
such stories of the Brahmins was created just to
continue their domination over other Indians. Even
to assault, to humiliate, or to kill lower castes was
justified by such mythological tales.
Phule considers the claim of origin of the Vedas as
conspicuous lie of the Brahmins. Further, he
expounds the lie about the origin of the Vedas. In
fact, the Vedas were created in different time by
different sages. They were never come into existence
all at a time. Phule presents that it is one the ingenious
craft of the Brahmins for sole domination over the
others:
DHONDIBA: But then this explodes the brahmans’
claim that the four Vedas have sprung from the four
mouths of Brahma.
JOTIRAO: Of course it is a blatant lie! How come
we find the suktas composed by several brahmarishis
and devarishis after Brahma’s death in the Vedas,
which are supposed to have sprung from the mouths
of the Brahma? Similarly, it cannot be said that only
one author composed the four Vedas, at one and
the same time. Again, several European historians
have also argued and proved this conclusively. (72)
Not only the Vedas but also several other books
which had been composed by the Brahmins are
nothing but a part of the great design of
predominance. Phule looks upon this design as a
mean work for obsession of power and status. He
delivers the underlying idea of these books of hate
and condemn of the Brahmins towards Dalits and
other lower castes:
JOTIRAO: . . . They compiled all their magical
incantations, their silly tales together and composed
several new books such as the smrutis, shastras,
puranas, samhitas, etc., out of them. These they
forced on the shudras and established their
domination over them. They abandoned their
traditional war mongering and crated a great
rigmarole of their religiosity. They did not want the
shudras to ever realize how they had been kicked.
So they strictly prohibited education of the shudras
and made strict rules about this in their books like

the Manusamhita. Keeping the shudras, illiterate
also enabled them to make whatever changes in their
books they wanted to suit their interests. (72-73)
Phule has exposed the real scheme for domination
and status of the Brahmins in his play Slavery. Jotirao
has also unmasked the cunning designs of Brahmins
of Religion and religious scriptures to dominate over
other castes. Besides, Phule has also mentioned that
atrocities and killings were/are used by the Brahmins
to serve their purpose of absolute reign over the
psyche of lower castes. Besides, Jotirao has used
reason, logic and facts to explain crafty design of
religious scriptures of the Brahmins. Thus Slavery
presents reason and scientific approach to have
better understanding of the religion and religious
scriptures.
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THE CONCEPT OF NATURE IN THOMAS HARDY’S NOVELS
* Atul Gujarati

* Visiting Lecturer, Goverment Arts College, Vallbhipur

Thomas Hardy is considered as one of the best English writers of novels and poems. His melancholy view
of man’s lot caused him to examine some answers to the problem of man’s destiny as he felt that man was
always in conflict with the Laws of Nature. Inevitably, he became aware of the dual power of Nature: a
Nature of beauty and grace, and a Nature of ugliness and cruelty. Nature in Hardy’s novels becomes not
only the foe against which man battles all his life, but also the real actor in lie’s drama on the stage, while
man was only a passive player. In Hardy’s novels we find a description of the external world that is hardly
rivaled. The beautiful hillside country, the sound of the wind at night, the face of a mountain, the patter of
rain against the window during a stormy night etc. are parts of this external world. Hardy uses agents of
Nature to spur the characters toward some tragic ending. After studying the concept of Nature in Hardy’s
novels, we see that Nature becomes a definite instrument - an instrument chosen to mark the sad progress
of man’s brief stay on earth. It will also be noticed that Nature assumes an impassive, scrutinizing ace when
man acts, and that it is an impartial observer to whom man is almost sub - servant. Nature is the outside
world of grass, animals, sunlight, flowers etc. It is also the external world of somber majesty - both evil and
breathtaking.

INTRODUCTION
In Hardy’s all novels Nature provides the
background for joy and suffering in human life.He is
not indifferent to Nature, but deeply interested in
it.He was a keen and acute observer of Nature’s
different forms.Hardy hated romantic attitude to
Nature. He dealt with unfair and terrible aspects of
Nature in his novels. He not only absorbs minute
details and changes in Nature but also links them up
with human personality. He gives vivid descriptions
of natural scenes in his novels. He describes Nature’s
moods too.The weather and even the time of the
day and their effect on mood are shown in his
descriptions. He works out atmospheric effects with
great skill.His description of landscape shows his
skill. Hardy has dealt with the description of natural
scenes and sights with preciseness. He has described
Nature with poetic approachHe has painted pictures
beautifully.He has assumed the role of a painter.He
was brought up in the heart of rural Dorset.He was
an architect with an eye of a painter.He took to

painting too.But he preferred the pen to brush.The
beautiful countryside with its tush green fields, foliage
and pastures appeal to him.
He painted them not with the brush but with the
pen.He used the hues of his imagination and made
them vivid by describing them with the touch of a
painter.Norcombe Hill, Weatherbury are the sources
of his word - pictures.Far From the Madding Crowd
is full of word - pictures.His pen has the same effect
as a seasoned painter’s brush.His Description of
beautiful mornings and evenings are fine word -
pictures. His description of the storm, thunder and
lightning is photographic. The crashing of the tree as
lightning strikes is a fine word - portrait.His
description of the appearances of his characters is
also photographic. It also proves the power of his
portraying people in the vivid manner.
As Hardy grew in stature as an author, his scenes of
Nature began to take on a darker, more pessimistic
tinge. The trees and the flowers, of course, were
still beautiful objects to behold. But he was no longer
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content to discuss the pastoral aspects of the blissful
sunshine. The Nature Hardy had known and loved
as a youth had changed visibly. In the novel, Far
From the Madding Crowd, Hardy begins with a
facile, gentle description of Nature. Duffin, in a critical
chapter on Hardy’s Far From the Madding Crowd,
mentions the opening chapter in terms equaling the
pastorals of Theocritus.

The opening chapter is memorable for a
picture as beautiful as a Constable landscape

-
of Bathsheba on the battered wagon, with

Gabriel Oak unseen but critically observant,
the whole scene steeped in color and

sunlight… The chapter with its fresh, clear
atmosphere  is followed by

the classic “Norcombe Hill by Night,” which
passes from pure description

to a moving picture of lambing operations -
one glows as one reads :this is the epic, this
is the earth, this is eternal, and all is done

with quiet, deliberate beauty……..
Nature appears in an aspect of radiant sunshine,
smiling on Bathsheba as she engages in a vainglorious
attempt to arrange her coiffure.

The changes from the customary spot and
necessary occasion of

such an act - from the dressing hour in a
bedroom to a time of -

a time of travelling out of  doors - lent to the
idle deed a novelty

it did not intrinsically possess. The picture
was a delicate one.

        Hardy has most lovingly described elementary,
grand and sad aspects of Nature.He deals with those
aspects that suit his mood at a given time.He did not
believe that Nature has any holy plan or healing
power.He saw cruel and antagonistic characteristics
in Nature.Hardy regarded man as a part of Nature.Its
gloomy aspects appealed to him.Hardy has painted
pastuyres, woodlands and valleys in their charming
forms.In Nature too he saw the struggle for
existence.He regarded Nature as the tomb of
illusions.His treatment of Nature is objective.He
believes that in Nature we do not find the projection

of our moods.
It is in “Tess of the D’Urbervilles” that the dual
elements of Nature come together. When the novel
ends, the reader is left with a feeling of helplessness
and hopelessness. Tess, the protagonist, Nature, the
antagonist, have fought a grim and deadly battle. The
reader draws the conclusion that Tess’s struggle to
maintain her decency against the forces of her
environment is always the cycle of human destiny, a
cycle in which man comes out the inevitable loser.
There are moments in this novel when Hardy rises
to the heights of excellent pictorial representation.
Certainly, the story would be meaningless if it were
not for the beautiful background Hardy gives to the
love story. His scenes of Nature as the catalytic agent
for love hovers in the mind’s eye, and there is the
awareness that Tess and angel continue their love
because of Nature’s tenderness and under Nature’s
auspices. Here is a passage providing a setting of
incomparable beauty:

Or perhaps the summer fog was more
general, and

the meadows lay like a white sea, out of
which the scattered

trees rose like dangerous rocks. Birds would
soar through

it into the upper radiance, and hang on the
wing sunning,

themselves, or alight on the wet  rails
subdividing the mead

which now shone like glass rods. Minute
diamonds of moisture

from the mist hung, like seed pearls. When
the day grew quite

strong and commonplace these dried off her;
moreover, Tess then

lost her strange and ethereal beauty; her
teeth, lips, and eyes

scintillated in the sunbeams, and she was
again the dazzlingly

fair dairymaid only, who had to hold her own
against the other

women of the world.
In his novel, “The Woodlanders”, Thomas Hardy
has taken the reader to a land of apple trees and
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apple cider, and just as Egdon Heath assumed the
aspect of the universe, Little Hintock takes on this
very same aspect. Says one critic:
In two of his books, “The Woodlanders” and

“The Return of the Native”,
the setting is made to stand for the universe,

and in all his other successful
works it has symbolic value. Not a

background, but an actor in the play,
it is always present, the incarnation of a living

force with a will and a purpose
of its own - now and again taking an actual
hand in the story, especially killing Giles.

The people of Little Hintock are completely isolated
by the trees that they have planted so carefully. They
are cut off from the finer aspects of society in the
outside world; but they are also protected by the
trees from hunger and cold. Thus, the tress of Little
Hintock have a two - fold function: they serve as
both a liability and as asset. The Woodlanders
presents a scene as remote from civilization as was
the life on Egdon, isolated not by a Heath but y trees:
the world of the novel is a few houses and cottages,
gardens and orchards, snipped out of the woodland,
a sequestered spot outside the gates of the world.
In Little Hintock the men are not idle, certainly, but
their work consists, for the most part, in lending a
helping hand to nature.
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I SHALL NOT HEAR THE NIGHTINGALE”:  A SOCIO –
PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY OF HUMAN INSIGHTS

* Dr. Reji George

* Asso. Pro. Shri Trikamjibhai Chatvani Arts and J. V. Gokal Trust Comm. College,
Radhanpur

Khushwant Singh the most renowned columnist and reputed novelist of the Post – Independent India dealt
with the sufferings and pains of human beings during the partition period in India and Pakistan.
All his famous novels like ‘ Mano Manjra’, ‘The Train to Pakistan’, and ‘ I Shall Not Hear the Nightingale’
dealt with the various issues of partition but it basically fathomed into the Socio- Psychological facets and
its impact on common human beings. In this novel, the author has tried to explore the real subdued human
sentiments and emotions explicitly and with a humane touch. In this paper, I have made a humble attempt
to show that how various paradoxes of human relations and subdued sentiments are revealed. The present
paper also exhibits the various human psyche reflected through various individuals in different phases of life
and situations. A critical analysis of the deep insight of human sentiments that faced various tribulations at
various layers of life and society is also examined critically. The word ‘ Nightingale’ in the novel exhibits
multi-dimensional image and symbol of realism and fantacy.

I shall Not Hear the Nightingale:  A Socio –
Psychological Study of Human Insights
Kushwant Singh, the most well read, columnist,
author and journalist was born on 2nd Feb, 1915, in
Haldai (now in Pakistan). He initially began his career
as a lawyer and but soon he switched over to writing.
Inspite of being from a business family, he never
showed his inclination towards business or
construction. On the contrary, he developed the task
of writing and published his first novel ‘Mano –
Manjra’ that was later known as ‘The Train to
Pakistan’. Initially, this work did not receive its due
acceptance and praise but gradually it established
Singh’s genius as a novelist. ‘Train to Pakistan’
won Grove Press Award in 1954. This award
motivated him to try another novel and gradually ‘the
Stone Started Rolling’ and another three novels such
as like ‘I Shall Not Hear the Nightingale’
(1959), ‘Delhi’ (1990) and ‘The Company of
Women’ (1999) won enough fame and name for
Khushwant Singh.

The specialty of Khushwant Singh is that he
unhesitatingly writes on the controversial issues and
tries to present the real subdued human sentiments
and emotions in an explicit manner. He is equally
popular for his acerbic pen, wit, humour and also
for satires on social issues.
In his novel, ‘I Shall Not Hear the Nightingale’
the social custom, atmosphere and family values
system of pre-independence years has been
beautifully presented. He has also boldly revealed
the various paradoxes of human relations, subdued
sentiments and its exhibitions in this work.
According to Santha Rama Rao : “Khushwant is
direct to the point of brutality, unsentimentally
observant, and in his bold characterization, he is
ready to explore the least appealing aspects of human
nature and relationship”.1
The story ‘I Shall Not Hear the Nightingale’
moves around the Punjabi Sikh family of Buta Singh,
who is a faithful magistrate of the British Raj.
Contradictory to his beliefs and ideologies, his son
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Sher Singh becomes the leader of an anti-British
group. The ideological conflict between a father and
son is strikingly presented by Khushwant Singh. This
reveals the tendencies and temperament of new
generation and also ideological generation gap, that
is to say, the Pro-British and the Anti-British. The
novel also reflects upon the personal lives of the
freedom fighters. This novel beautifully reveals the
various human psyches reflected through various
characters in different situations and phases of life.
The story exhibits the religious, spiritual and traditional
psyche of the characters. It also depicts the traditions,
celebrations and rituals of the Sikh community during
the world War II. Khushwant Singh has successfully
made a creative rendering of the real. In this novel,
he has made an attempt to explore the deep insight
in to the human psyche that faced trials, tribulations
and temptations at various layers and phases of life.
The author has tried to explore and expose the hidden
human and natural psychological reflections, insights
and responses very meticulously and quite naturally.
He has boldly exposed the extra marital relations
and subdued natural human instincts through various
characters and situations in which they are placed.
The situation in the first chapter of the novel is rooted
deeply in the characters, and illustrates their mentality
of young school boys who pretends to be youth and
matured warriors. Their inner psychological
repression against the British is reflected in the
performance of ‘baptism in blood’ in accordance to
the conformity of the ancient Hindu custom of dipping
sword in the blood of goat and laying them before
Goddess Durga to be blessed. Thus, in the beginning
itself Singh presents the custom – ridden psychology
of younger generation during the Pre – Independence
era.
The incident where Sher Singh is reluctant to shoot
and kill the crane (sarus), as he believed that “if one
of a pair is killed, the other dies of grief”.2
It is the culture, inculcations and nourishment of the
family values that forces Sher Singh to think so. Being
brought up in a traditional Sikh family under the strict
guidance and religious attitude of his mother –
Sabharai, prevents him from killing a harmless bird.
However, the influence of his friends like Madanlal

and other youngsters changed the harmless
psychological approach of Sher Singh. Later, we
observe that the same Sher Singh attains the courage
to kill even a fellow human being. We witness the
transformed brutal mentality of Sher Singh. The very
idea of patriotism is reduced to a sordid murder
which Sher Singh commits to save himself. However,
Sher Singh neither owned the strength nor the
manhood to cope up with the ‘conflicting  emotions
of guilt and pride’
The nature and deeper insight of a true, elderly house
wife is reflected in the portrayal of Sabhrai - the
wife of Bhuta Singh and an affectionate mother of
Sher Singh. She embodies the Indian culture of her
time. She is presented as a replica of common Indian
housewives, who are generally, devoted to the
services of family members and religious activities.
She regarded ‘The Granth Sahab’ as her source
of knowledge and encouragement. She was a
woman with great maturity, deeper understanding
of life and true towards her own conscience. When
she returns from Simla, she realizes that something
has gone wrong back at home and invades her serene
and religious world of moral values. On her return,
she comes to know about her son’s arrest and wants
to meet him in the jail. Before proceeding, she reads
the Granth Sahab continuously and she prays the
entire night at the Golden Temple, takes a dip in the
cold mater in preparation for seeing her son. She
conveys the message of her husband to her son.
However, she reveals the true feeling which her
conscience conveyed. She said :
 “… my son had done wrong. But if he named the
people who were with him, he would be doing
greater wrong. He was no longer to be regarded as
a Sikh and I was not to see his face again.”3

It is this voice of truth and courage that elevates her
status to a greater and higher position. Here, once
again, the in-depth psychology of a conscientious
mother is exhibited very naturally. She becomes the
voice of truth and love and  thus gives the correct
advice.
She is the spirit of the entire family. She is a woman
with an extraordinary, profound and instinctive
understanding of life. Kushwant Singh has minutely
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portrayed her matured sense of viewing and dealing
with the issues of life.
Kushwant Singh has exposed the deeper and hidden
unfulfilled carnal physical desires of a married woman
and married man. It is clearly revealed in the physical
intimacy and advances developed by champak (the
wife of Sher Singh) and Madanlal (the friend of Sher
Singh). Champak is presented as a woman with
unfulfilled lust which is reflected in her extramarital
affairs with Madanlal. Here, the author wants to
draw the attention towards the drawbacks of joint
Indian family where married couples are forbidden
to meet openly for satisfying their physical quest.
Many young couples live with unfulfilled physical
impulses ‘resulting in an obsession with sex and in
many perversions which result from frustration,
sadism, masochism and most common of all
exhibitionism’.4
Such psychological state of mind may lure them
towards extramarital relations. One more example
of the subdued physical urge of human being is
exhibited through the character of Shunno – the
middle aged maid servant. An interesting and
shocking event emerges as Shunno was seen seeking
help of Peer Sahib (A muslim saint) to get cure of a
mysterious disease. As she had no faith on eastern
or western medicines, she sought the help of Peer
Sahib. This encounter with Peer Sahib ‘violates the
rules of celibacy’ and we see Shunno engulfed in
sensual pleasure with Peer Sahib, it is strikingly
explicit in the following narration by Kushwant singh:
“Here was a man twenty years younger, strong and
virile with an untamed lust savagely tearing off the
padding of respectability with which she had covered
herself. He stirred up the fires of volcano which had
all but become extinct. It was wrong, but was
deliciously irresistible…..”5

The illicit physical relations with Peer Sahib and
Shunno run counter with the illicit affairs of Madan
and Champak. However, there is difference of social
stratification. Madan and Champak belong to the
upper class stratum of Indian hierarchical society and
Shunno and Peer Sahib belong from lower section
of the society. The author attempts to depict and
expose the “tearing off the padding of respectability”.

Infact, it is ironical presentation of this stark reality
and truth in all ‘its horror and elemental passion’.
The author opines that any socio – psychological
suppression especially related to sensual
dissatisfaction can cause very serious consequences.
Kushwant Singh has tried to treat the theme of carnal
desire at psychological level which results into
physical intimacy. Physical intimacy results out of love
or attraction. Though it comes at a later phase , it
remains one of the priorities  for a balanced socio –
psychological society. The sauthor has boldly
unveiled the stark and bitter truth of society which
exists in the real world and has poignantly satirized
these kinds of people. In this novel, the author has
courageously presented the personal life of freedom
fighters.
The novel also beautifully reveals the vivid traditional
and cultural description of the Sikh rituals and
traditions. In the present novel, Kushwant Singh has
minutely explored the various socio – cultural
spiritual, religious and psychological facets of the pre
– independent Punjabi society with all its realistic
representation.
The ‘nightingale’ in the novel is multi dimensional
symbol. The symbol of ‘nightingale’ in I Shall Not
Hear the Nightingale is, thus, a symbol of realism.
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GUJARATI DALIT POETRY: A UNIQUE DALIT IDENTITY

* Visiting Lecturer, Samaldas Arts College, Bhavnagar

Dalit literature is a unique literature. It is different
from the mainstream literature in its characteristics
and aesthetics. The mainstream literature follows
either the Sanskrit aesthetic –‘Satyam (truth),
Shivam (goodness) and Sundaram (beauty)’
(Trivedi. Literature. 6) or the English aesthetics of
‘Art for Arts sake’. Thus, the mainstream literature
is based on imagination and centres round beauty
and pleasure.
Unlike the mainstream literature, Dalit literature is
based on reality. Human being and humanity is the
soul of the Dalit literature. Dalit literature presents
first Dalit community then Dalits. Realistic
presentation of Dalit world is at the centre of the
Dalit writings. Thus, Dalit literature and aesthetics
are based on socio-cultural realities.
Dalit literature is rich in regional languages like
Marathi, Hindi, Gujarati, Telgu, Tamil and so on.
Poetry is the most popular genre to express the self
experienced emotions and experiences. Dalit writers
have used the form of poetry to express the first
hand experiences of being Dalit. Dalit poets, in
Gujarati language, have presented the rich aroma of
Dalits’ world. Dalit poetry has following
characteristics:
1. Dalit Life
2. Dalit Language
3. Ambedkarite Ideology
4. Dalit Consciousness
Dr. Ambedkar or his ideology is the part of Dalit
literature. Thus, Dr. Ambedkar is the inspiration for
the Dalit writers.
Sanju Vala, a Gujarati Dalit poet has presented in
his poem Battle-Cry Dr. Ambedkar’s cry i.e. do
continue the struggle until equality is obtained in all

fields of life. The poet reminds Dalits to continue the
battle of equality:
Continue the battle, continue!
On the oath of your untouchable blood, . . . .
Announce that this hand is not meant
To beg for buttermilk and bread.
It can also be raised.
Continue the battle, friends! (1-2, 16-19, Vala 61)
Sanju Vala warns the orthodox and shallow-minded
Hindus that Dalits do not suffer meekly now. Dalits’
hands are not raised any longer for begging. But,
Dalits do raise their hands for their rights being
human. Dr. Ambedkar has strongly advised that do
not stop the struggle until political, economical, social,
and religious equality is not obtained.
Gujarati Dalit poet Narsingh Ujamba’s poem Words
presents the anger of the poet. The poet, along with
the abhorrent words and images, unpleasant language
has used. It is translated by M. B. Gaijan:
Humanism
Idealism
Love
Religion
Empty carts with such fancy names
Crush a beautiful word like my penis.
Are all the roads turning red with blood?
The tart called language (1-8, Ujamba 130-31)
The poet has no faith in the words like ‘Humanism’,
‘Idealism’, ‘Love’, and ‘Religion’. According to
Ujamba, all these words are nothing but the fanciful
names. They are all empty words. They, according
to poet, are imaginary words which are far away
from reality. Rather, poet considers word ‘Penis’ far
more beautiful than the words like –humanism,
idealism, love and religion. Further poet criticizes
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language and academy by comparing them with
panties and whorehouse respectively. He even
criticizes that the language is torn like panties.
Thus, the poet has used bitter words and tongue to
present his anger and harsh reality of the Dalit
psyche. The modern poem offers the readers
unpleasantness. Thus, the use of language is certainly
distasteful to the readers. But, as a matter of fact,
the life lived by Dalits is much more unpleasant than
the language and images used by the poet.
Dalit writers are realist. They come from the section
of society which is denied rights being human. As a
result, Dalits had been lived in the state of oblivion
for centuries. Their realities are quite different than
so called upper castes Hindus. Thus, Dalit writers
have presented authentic scenario of the Dalit world
in their works.
Gujarati Dalit poet Arvind Vegda’s poem Frigid
Flames presents pain and poverty of Dalits. The
poem presents Dalit community’s experiences.
Sorrow and misery are rare when they are of Dalits.
Hunger and thirst are common and constant
companions of Dalits because they live in extreme
poverty. The poet has used images of lizard and ants
to present the harshness and hardships of Dalits’ lives
because they lived below poverty line. Thus, realities
of Dalits are very painful and such realities are
authentically presented only by the Dalit writers:
Thirst
Inhabiting our throats
Quenches us lingeringly
With the agony of
The lizard’s chopped tail
Hunger
Dwelling in our mouths
Feeds us sluggishly
With the throes of
The famishing bellies of ants
Pouring out of crevices in floors (1-11, Vegda 38)
Arvind Vegda has presented authentic picture of
sorrow and sufferings of Dalit community. He has
used lizard and ant to present agonies of Dalits.
Because of extreme poverty, hunger and thirst are
permanent companions of Dalits.
Dalit writers’ realist approaches in their writings are

an outcome of time, place and circumstances in which
Dalits live. Thus rather than imagination or romances,
Dalit writers present realistic life as experienced and
witnessed by them.
Maheshchandra Pandya, a Gujarati Dalit poet in his
poem Jivli presents the anger of the poet. Anger of
Dalits is an outcome of atrocities on Dalits since
ancient time. In the poem, poet wants to shoot with
a gun the ancient personality like Dronachrya,
teacher of Kauravas and Pandavas and Rama, the
Hindu deity. These ancient personalities had killed
Dalit or done injustice to Dalits:
Poor Shambook was meditating
On the Vedas and Rama killed him.
I want to shoot Rama with the gun.
And next I want to kill Drona
Who demanded from Eklavya
His thumb in gurudakshina. (8-13, Pandya 209)
The poet warns the non-Dalits that onward, Dalits
do not suffer silently. Rather Dalits fight against
atrocities. They do not meekly suffer as their
forefathers. Thus, Dalits’ anger is not resent. It is
contrarily ancient.
Satire on Hindu Gods and Goddesses are commonly
found in Dalit literature. The reason is obvious, as
the Hindu gods and goddesses remain dumb against
the injustice done to Dalits. And sometimes, Dalits
were victimized at the hands of the same Hindu gods
and goddesses.
Gujarati Dalit poet Dinu Bhadresariya’s poem Either
God or Maker of Casteism!!! presents satire on
the Hindu gods and goddesses. The poet is not ready
to recognize the Hindu gods and goddesses as gods
at all. The reason, according to the poet is that the
Hindu gods have not done justice to Dalits:
Oh 33 crore complex forms of Devas!
Why don’t you give justice to man?
If you follow caste-ism, who will break the chain?
Rama couldn’t recognize Shambuk
Krishna couldn’t recognize Karna
Then how can I recognize you as GODS??? (16-
21, Bhadresariya 237)
The poet has presented Hindu gods like Rama and
Krishna who had not recognized Shumbuk and
Karna respectively as equal human beings. Rama
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had killed Shaumbuk and Krishna had played crucial
role to kill Karna by the hand of Arjuna. Thus, the
Hindu gods and goddesses do not recognize Dalits;
so does the poet.Dalit literature is based on socio-cultural realities.
So human being and humanity are at the centre of it.
It values human and humanity. It advocates equality.
It is a voice of protest. It is the voice of Dalits which
have been silenced and unheard since ancient
time.Thus, Dalit poetry has different features than
that of mainstream poetry. It presents an authentic
panoramic picture of the Dalit world. Dalit poetry
not only presents Dalit sensibility and Dalit
consciousness but also a rich aroma of Dalit culture.
Dalit poetry presents different characteristics than
that of mainstream poetry. Thus, it is a unique identity
of Dalits.
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THE ELEMENTS OF MYSTERY AND SUSPENSE IN  THE STRANGE
CASE OF DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE

* Visiting Lecturer, Goverment Arts College, Vallbhipur

Robert Louis Stevenson, a Scottish writer of novels, best known for his famous children’s adventure
stories Treasure Island and Kidnapped. Robert Louis Stevenson’s The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde is a lesson in suspense. Stevenson creates one singular point of mystery that successfully sustains
reader intrigue and anxiety across nine tightly written chapters. Stevenson uses many methods to achieve
suspense, mystery and horror in the first two chapters of Dr Jekyll & Mr Hyde. He does this by using a
clever sense of setting, vocabulary, surroundings and the manner his characters are described. Some of
these are highlighted in the depiction of the house; Enfield’s story; Henry Jekyll will and the meeting with
Hyde. He makes it look like that Jekyll and Hyde are two different people and when the reader sees this
he knows they are the same person and when Utterson looks at the case it makes it look like he does not
know anything about the fact that they are the same person. Suspense that derives from character is an
effective technique to employ in mystery writing. The main frame of the work can then shift from the
provision of bread crumbs and diversions to a more engaging structure that allows the characters freedom
to move within the narrative. We want to see Jekyll. We wish Lanyon hadn’t died. We trust Utterson.
What the characters actually do becomes suspenseful. And that is the essence of mystery.
KEY WORDS: MYSTERY, SUSPENSE, HORROR ETC.

INTRODUCTION
        The story of ‘Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde is full of
mystery. The elements of mystery have made the
story interesting. The story is mainly concerned with
a moral problem. But the real interest lies in the
mystery of the relationship between Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde. This mystery has made the novel very
popular among the readers. Stevenson has been
successful writer in creating mysterious atmosphere
in the novel. He has made the readers guess all the
time.
         The mystery starts with the first chapter. Mr.
Utterson and Mr. Enfield during one of their Sunday
walks come upon a door in the bystreet. The author
has created mystery about the door. Mr. Enfield
narrates the story of Mr. Hyde. The narration is full
of mystery, but the real mystery consists in the
description of the character of Mr. Hyde who is ugly
in mind and body. Mr. Hyde is known for his

wickedness. Stevenson has also created lots of
mystery when Mr. Hyde produces a cheque signed
by Dr. Jekyll. In the first chapter we come to know
that Mr. Hyde is connected with respectable and
honorable Dr. Jekyll. This hint from the first chapter
is full of mystery which motivates Mr. Utterson to
investigate more into the life of Mr. Hyde. The
simplicity of the central question - excuse me, Mr.
Hyde, who exactly are you? - is highly effective.
The entirety of Stevenson’s narrative stems from this
predicament. The suspense comes from an absence
of knowledge. We, the reader, know nothing. Sure,
Enfield tells a fairly bone-chilling story about a
monster who stomps on a little girl at 3:00 am, but
Hyde remains an enigma. Stevenson plays on natural
human curiosity by piquing interest with a perturbing
opening tale, then rests, and uses Utterson’s
ignorance as a buffer to withhold information.
We also find mystery in Dr. Jekyll’s will. The clauses
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of will are wrapped in mystery as they appear very
strange. Mr. Utterson can’t make out the motive of
a clever man like Dr. Jekyll in preparing such a will.
Mr. Utterson smells some sort of blackmailing. He
is not able to understand what can make Dr. Jekyll
draw a will in favor of Mr. Hyde. Mr Utterson’s
search of Mr. Hyde is full of mystery. Their meeting
adds to the mystery. The appearance and nature of
Mr. Hyde is full of mystery. The mystery deepens
when Dr. Jekyll tells Mr. Utterson that his position is
very strange one. When he tells Mr. Utterson that
he has a very great interest in Mr. Hyde, the mystery
becomes very deep. The mystery surrounds Dr.
Jekyll’s statement that he can rid himself of Mr. Hyde
at any time he chooses. Here we see that the whole
situation is full of mystery and Dr. Jekyll’s conduct is
wrapped in mystery.
The real mystery is revealed in the murder of Sir
Danvers Carew by Mr. Hyde. The maid - servant’s
description of Mr. Hyde’s brutal act is full of mystery.
The mystery becomes intense when Mr. Utterson
recognizes the stick as one described by him to Dr.
Jekyll. The mystery deepens when Jekyll hands over
a letter supposedly written by Hyde to Mr. Utterson.
This letter adds to the mystery. Mr. Utterson consults
his head clerk, Mr. Guest, showing him the letter
and a note of invitation by Dr. Jekyll. Mr. Guest after
comparing the handwriting gives opinion that both
the hands were identical in all respects though
differently sloped intentionally. We find here that the
mystery is at its climax. Then he follows the renewal
of life of Dr. Jekyll. When Mr. Utterson goes to see
Dr. Jekyll, he is denied to admit. Here the mystery
of situation arises. Then comes the death of Dr.
Lanyon. Dr. Lanyon is shocked so as to be at the
point of dying. Finally, he meets his tragic death. The
death of Dr. Lanyon creates a lot of mystery in the
novel. What is the cause of Dr. Lanyon’s fatal
shock? Why does he not reveal it to Mr. Utterson?
The mystery is at its highest when Jekyll shuts himself
in his study. Somebody is lurking and crying there,
behaving like a strange creature and never comes
out. Poole and other servants get baffled and
horrified. Poole tells Utterson that Dr. Jekyll is
murdered and that the killer is lurking in his study.

But the mystery becomes more complex when the
notes addressed to the druggists and chemists of
London are found to be written in the hand of Dr.
Jekyll. This proves that the doctor is not dead. Thus,
the happenings of the chapter “The Last Night’ are
full of mystery. Then the study door is broken. But
Dr. Jekyll is not there. The back door is still locked.
How can Dr. Jekyll flee away from the room? In the
doctor’s room, there lies the dead body of Mr. Hyde
who had killed himself. No sign of Dr. Jekyll’s body
is found anywhere in the room. There is a note for
Mr. Utterson bearing that day’s date.
Two narratives that follow finally solve all the mystery.
Thus, Stevenson has created mystery of situations
as well as of characters. He has created an
atmosphere that adds to that mystery.
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!( DL ;NL NZlDIFG EFZTV[ pnMU 5|WFG N[X
U6JFDF\ VFJTM CTMP N[XDF\ U'C pnMUMGM ;FZM
lJSF; YIM CTMP VF{nMULS S|F\lgTGF\ VFWFZ[ .\u,[g0DF\
SFZBFGF 5wWlT £FZF pt5FNG X~ YI] CT] T[H ;DI[
EFZTDF\ V\U|[H XF;GGM 5FIM GBFIM CTMP EFZTDF\YL
SFRM DF, ;:TF EFJ[ ,. H. G[ EFZTGF\ H
AHFZMDF\ T{IFZ DF, DM\3F EFJ[ J[RL EFZTDF\ pnMU
W\WFG\] XMQF6 SZJFDF\ VFJT] CT\]P H[GF\ ,LW[ U'C pnMUM
GFX 5FdIF VG[ EFZT pnMU5|WFG N[XDF\YL S'lQF5|WFG
N[X AGL UIMP
JT"DFG ;DI NZlDIFG S'lQF1F[+DF\ !_ DL 5\RJQFL"I
IMHGF NZlDIFG S'lQF lJSF;GF\ NZGM ,1IF\S $P! @
CT] T[GL ;FD[ IMHGF\ NZlDIFG JFlQF"S J'lâ NZ ZPZ @
H[8,M HMJF D?IM CTMP EFZTGL Zq# J:TL CHL 56
VFlHlJSF DF8[ S'lQF 5Z VFWFZ ZFB[ K[P S'lQF1F[+V[
VF{nMULS 1F[+G[ SFRM DF, 5}ZM 5F0[ K[P CHL 56 ZFQ8=LI
VFJSDF\ Z$ @ lC:;M S'lQF1F[+ DF\YL VFJ[ K[P T[DH
S'lQF1F[+[!)5!DF\ ,UEU Z_ SZM0 ,MSM ZMSFI[,F CTFP
VFH[ &_ SZM0 SZTF 56 JWFZ[ ,MSM ZMSFI[,F HMJF
D/[ K[P S'lQF1F[+DF\ ZFQ8=LI VFJSGM lC:;M Z_ @ H[8,M
YIM K[P !))Zv)# YL Z__#v_$ GF\ ;DIUF/F
NZlDIFG lDz ZFQ8=LI 5[NFXM S'lQF1F[+[ ZP!$ ,FB SZM0YL
JWLG[ 5PZZ ,FB SZM0 Y. K[P JWTL J:TL ;FY[ EFZTDF\
B[0F6MGF \  38SM !))! DF\ EFZTDF\ S ], B0SM
!_&P&$ lDl,IG CTF T[ !))5 DF\ JWLG[ !!&
lDl,IG YIF CTFP
VFD4 HDLGGL pt5FNSTF HF/JJF DF8[ HDLGGL O/
ã]5TF HF/JJL H~ZL K[P S'lQF1F[+[ l;\RF.4 H\T]GFXS NJFVM
VG[ ZF;FI6LS BFTZM GF\ µ5IMUYL  pt5FNSTFDF\
JWFZM D[/JL XSFIM K[P VGFH GM E\0FZ U6FTF ZFßIM
H[JF S[ 5\HFA VG[ ClZIF6F V[ K[<,F * JQF "DF \
S 'lQF1F [+GF \ pt5FNGDF\  JWFZ[ OF/M VF%IM K[P

EFZTDF\ S'lQF1F[+G\] DCtJ VG[ VFlY"S  lJSF;

* 5Z[X V[P zLDF/L

* V[0CMS jIFbIFTF4 zLDTL 5LPS[PSM8FJF,F VF8Ÿ"; SM,[H4 5F86

S'lQF1F [+DF\ SFRM DF, T{IFZ YFI K[P ßIFZ[ pnMUM
D}<I J'lâ SZ[ K[P VFYL VF{nMULS RLHJ:T]VMGF\ EFJM
µ\RF H ZC[JFGF CTFP S'lQF1F[+[ J[5FZGL XZTM 5|lTS]/
HMJF D/[ K[P lS;FGMGL ;MNF XlÉ GA/L HMJF D/[
K[P B[0]TMG[ GLRF EFJM D/[ K[P ßIFZ[ S]NZTL 5lZl:YlT
5|lTS]/ CMI tIFZ[ EFJM µ\RF CMI K[P tIFZ[ B[0]TM 5F;[
J[RJF DF8[ 5FS CMTM GYLP S'lQF1F [+GL VF ;D:IF
S'lQF1F[+GL GLRL pt5FNSTF4 JWT] pt5FNG BR" VG[
pt5FNSTFGF\ GLRF EFJM ;FY[ ;\S/FI[,L K[P
EFZTDF\ B[0F6 WZFJGFZ B[0]TMDF\YL (_ @ B[0]TM GFGF
VG[ ;LDF\T B[0]TM CTFP H[DGL 5F;[ * V[SZ YL VMKL HDLG
CTLP !))_v)! DF\ T[DG\] B[0F6 38S _P#) C[S8Z
CT\] T[ !))5v)& DF\ _P$_ C[S8Z YI\] CT]P 5KLGF\
JQF "DF \ V[ XSI K[ S [ B[0F6 38S GFG\ ]  YI] CX[ [P
EFZTDF\ DM8F B[0]TM ! @ CT H[VM !5 @ B[0F6
,FIS HDLG WZFJTF CTFP B[0F6 38SG\] ;Z[ZFX SN
!))_v)! DF\ !P$) C[S8Z CT]P T[ 38LG[ !P!$
C[S8Z YI] K[P VF AFAT V[S H lJ:TFZ 5}ZTL DIF"lNT
GYLP 5Z\T] # YL $ lJ:TFZG[ VFJZL ,[ K[P B[0F6 38SMG\]
GFG] YT]\ HT] SN S'lQFlJSF;G[ VJZMW[ K[P B[0F6 38S
GFG\] CMJFG[ ,LW[ B[0]TMG[ JW] D}0LZMSF6 DF8[ 5|Mt;FCG ZC[T]
GYLP S'lQFDF\YL D/TL VFJS V5}ZTL VG[ VlGlüT CMJFG[
SFZ6[ B[0]TMG[ S'lQFDF\ Z; ZC[TM GYLP V[S V\NFH 5|DF6[
5_ @ B[0]TM S'lQFGM W\WM KM0L N[JF T{IFZ K[P H[G[ SFZ6[
EFZTDF\ ALHL ClZIF/L S|F \ lgTGL H~Z JTF"I K[P
S'lQF1F[+DF\ B\0lJEFHG VG[ µ5lJEFHG V[ J:TL JWTF
JWT] H HX[P VG[ HDLG V[ EFZTDF\ ;FDFlHS DMEM
VG[ 5|lTQ9FG\] 5|lTS DGFI K[P
;G Z_!! ;[g;; 5|DF6[ EFZTDF\ lJ`JGL S],
HDLGGF\ ZP$ @ 4 JZ;FNGF\ ! @4 JG:5lTGF\ 5 @
TYF RlZIF6 _P5 @ K[P H[GF 5Z lJ`JGL !&P* @ J:TL
TYF !5PZ @ 5X]WG VFWFZLT K[P N[XGL S], J:TLGF\
*Z @ VFH[ 56 EFZTGF\ N ]Z NZFHGF\ lJ:TFZDF\
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J;[,F & ,FB p5Z UFD0FVM K[P EFZTDF\ !$_P#
lDl,IG C[S8Z HDLG JFJ[TZ lJ:TFZ C[9/ VFJ[,L K[4 H[
K[<,F V[S NXSFYL DFD],L JW38 YL ,UEU l:YZ K[P
EFZTDF\ S], !ZP*# SZM0 B[0]TM TYF !_P&( SZM0
B[TvDH]ZM K[P S], B[0]TMGF\ (!P)_ @ B[0]TM ;LDF\T
VG[ GFGF B[0]TM K[4 H[DGL 5F;[ ;Z[ZFX S|DXo #) C[S8Z
TYF !$! C[S8Z K[P H[G\] 1F[+O/ S], B[TL,FIS HDLGGF
#) @ K[P ßIFZ[ DwID B[0]TM 5F;[GF\ !(P! @ 1F[+O/
;lCT DwID VG[ DM8F B[0]TM 5F;[ S], &! @ 1F[+O/
K[P lJ`JDF\ S], l;\RF. 1F[+GF\ (5P( lDl,IG C[S8Z
1F[+ EFZTDF\ K[P H[ lJ`JDF\ ;F{YL JWFZ[ K[4 H[ 5{SL
5( @ B[TL VFH[ 56 JZ;FN VFWFlZT K[P
S], D/LG[ $(P5_ SZM0GL lJXF/ 5X];\5l¿ ;FY[ EFZT
E[ \; 5F,GDF\ 5|YD4 UFI 5F,GDF\ l£lTI4
3[8F\vASZF 5F,GDF\ VG\]S|D[ +LH] VG[ RMY] :YFG WZFJ[
K[P ßIFZ[ DZ3F 5F,GDF\ 5F\RDF\ G\AZ[ K[P VG[ Dt:I
5F,G 1F[+DF\ EFZTG\] :YFG +LH] K[P VFH[ lJ`JDF\
;F{YL JW] N]W pt5FNG EFZTDF\ YFI K[P
 S'lQF1F[+G[ DHA]T AGFJJF DF8[GL 5âlTVM ov
  B[TZ 5Z SAHM JWFZJFGL 5|lS|IFP
  B[TLGL HDLG 5ZGM SFIN[;ZGM EF0]VFTP
  HDLGGL ;]WFZ6FP
  HDLGGF\ ;MNF DF8[G\] AHFZP
  HFC[Z ;FC;MDF\ pt%FFNSTFGL ;]WFZ6FP
  S'lQF1F[+ DF8[ lWZF6P
  AHFZGL 5|lS|IFP
  lJ:TZ6 5|6F,LDF\ ;]WFZFP
 S'lQF1F[+GF\ lJSF; DF8[ ;ZSFZ[ ,LW[,F 5U,FVM o
  Z__$ YL S'lQF1F [+[ pNŸEJTL ;D:IFVMGF\
lGZFS6 DF8[ lS;FG SM, ;[g8Z X~ SZJFDF\ VFjIF
K[P
  HDLG ;]WFZJFGF SFI”S|DM ãFZF 56 S'lQF lJSF;G[
VFU/ JWFZJFGF 5|ItGM SZFIF K[P
  NAFED – National Agriculture Co-
Operative Marketing febration of India Ltd.
GL :YF5GF S'lQF 5[NFXMGF J[RF6GL ;Z/TF BFTZ
SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
  HDLG Z[SM0"GL Sd%I]8ZLSZ6 DF8[ !)((v() DF\
S[gã ;ZSFZ åFZF IMHGF VD,DF\ VFJL K[P
  Isoporn-Intigrated scheme of Oilseeds
Pulses, Oil Palm, and Maize S'lQF D\+F,I åFZF
S[gãLI IMHGF X~ SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P

  HI5|SFX lDXG VMO ,[g0 ZLOMD”; V[g0 J[:8 ,[g0
0[J,5D[g8 U|FDL6 lJSF; D\+F,I åFZF ZRGF
SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
  Agriculture Product Market Committee
(APMC) ACT-2003 S'lQF  AHFZ 1F[+[ ;]WFZFVM ,FJJF
S[gãLI IMHGF X~ SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
  (NAIS) National Agriculture Insurance
Scheme 1999-2000 B[0]TMG[ 5FS G]SXFGYL Z1F6
VF5JF DF8[ VF IMHGF X~ SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
  S'lQF zlDS ;]Z1FF IMHGF Z__! AC] pN[ ŸXLI
S'lQF zlDSMG[ Z1F6 DF8[GL VF IMHGF K[P
  Farm Income Insurance scheme 2004
S]NZTL VF5l¿VMGF SFZ6[ VFJS U]DFJGFZ S'lQFSFZG[
Z1F6 VF5TL VF IMHGF K[P
  GJL ZFQ8=LI S'lQF GLlT v Z___
  ;3G S'lQF 1F[+[ SFI"S|D v !)&5
  5X]WG lJSF; SFI"S|D v !)(#
 EFZTDF\ VGFHG\] pt5FNG ov
K[<,F 5F\R NFISFGF .lTCF; 5Z GHZ SZTF\ HMJF
D/[ K[ S[ EFZTLI S'lQFGF\ C[S8ŸZ NL9 pt5FNGDF\ S|DX
JWFZM YTM HFI K[P DFZF DT[ VFGM ;F{YL JWFZ[ IX SM.G[
56 VF5TF 5C[,F EFZTLI B[0]TMG[ VF5JM HM.V[P
SFZ6 S[ lJ‘JGF lJSl;T N[XM S[ H[ EFZTG[ UZLA VG[
lGZ1FZMGF\ N[X TZLS[ VM/BFJTF CTF4 V[JF lGZ1FZ
VG[ UZLA B[0 ]TMV[ B[TLGF \ lJRFZM4 DFgITFVM 4
5|6Fl,SFVM VG[ ;FWGM KM0LG[ H[ GJM VlEUD
V5GFJLG[ N[XGL S'lQFGM GSXM AN,L GF\bIM K[P  EFZT[
K[<,F\ 5F\R NFISFDF\ C[S8ŸZ NL9 pt5FNGGL ãlQ8V[
GMW5F+ l;â CF\;, SZL K[P EFZTLI ;[g;; TZO GHZ
SZLV[ TM K[<,F 5F\R K NFISFDF\ H[8,L TLJ|TFYL
J:TLDF\ JWFZM YIM K[ T[8,F 5|DF6DF\ VgGGM 5]ZJ9M
pEM SZJM T[ S'lQFT\+ DF8[ V[S DM8L lJ8\A6F CTL T[D
KTF\ EFZTLI B[TL VG[ B[0 ]TMV[ GJLG S'lQFlJnF4
;]WFZ[,F lAIFZ6M4 H\T]GFXS NJFVM4 l;\RF.GL ;UJ0M4
J{7FlGS 5âlTVM4 S]l+D BFTZM T[DH JG:5lT ;\JW"G
VG[ S'lQF1F[+[ VwITG 8[SGM,MHLG[ V5GFJLG[ VgGGF\
pt5FNGDF\ GM\W5F+ JWFZM SIM" K[P EFZTDF\ K[<,F
S[8,F\S JQFM "YL S'lQF GLlTVMGF SZF6[ VGFHGF\
pt5FNGDF\ :J1FDTF VG[ :JJ,\AG 5|F%T SI]" K[P BFn
5FSMGF pt5FNGDF\ .P; Z_!_v!! DF\ Z$$P*(
lDl,IG 8G YI] K[P ZFQ8=LI VFJS4 D}0L;\RI4 ZMHUFZL4
lGSF; JU[Z[GF\ lJSF;DF\ S'lQF 1F[+GM OF/M HMJF D?IM
K[P ZFQ8=LI VFJSDF\ !$P* @ OF/M4 D}0L;\RIDF\ Z_
@ 4 ZMHUFZLDF\ 5( @ VG[ lGSF;MDF\ )P! @ OF/M
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5FS 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2013-14 

RMBF 96.69 99.18 89.09 95.98 105.30 105.00 

3p\ 78.57 80.68 80.80 86.87 94.88 92.50 

H]JFZ 7.93 7.25 6.70 7.00 5.98 6.00 

AFHZL 9.97 8.89 6.51 10.37 10.28 10.00 

DSF. 18.96 19.73 16.72 21.73 21.76 22.50 

ZFUL 2.15 2.04 1.89 2.19 1.93 2.00 

GFG]\ VGFH 0.55 0.44 0.38 0.44 0.45 0.50 

HJ 1.20 1.69 1.35 1.66 1.62 1.50 

DF[8\] VGFH 40.75 40.04 33.55 43.40 42.01 42.50 

VGFHG\ ] S], pt5FNG 216.01 219.90 203.45 226.25 242.20 240.00 

NF/G\] pt5FNG 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2013-14 
sV\NFHDF\f 

T]JZ 3.08 2.27 2.46 2.86 2.65 3.20 

R6F 5.75 7.06 7.48 8.22 7.70 8.66 

V0N 1.46 1.17 1.24 1.76 1.77 1.83 

DU 1.52 1.03 0.69 1.80 1.63 1.33 

NF/G\] S], pt5FNG 14.76 14.57 14.66 18.24 17.09 19.00 

S], BFWFgG pt5FNG 230.78 234.47 218.11 244.49 259.29 259.00 
 

(Sourse :- Directorate of Economics & Statistic,
Department of Agriculture, Govt. of India)
SMQ8SDF\ NXF"jIF 5|DF6[ Z__*v_( YL
Z_!!v!ZGF JQF" ;]WLG\] S], pt5FNG VG[ Z_!#v!$G\]
JQF" pt5FNGGM V\NFH NXF"J[ K[P T[ D]HA RMBF4 3p\4 VG[
DSF. EFZTGL S], VGFHGL DF\UGF )!P&# @ DF\U
;\TMQF [ K[P VGFHG\ ] S ], pt5FNG Z__*v_(DF\
Z!&P_! lDl,IG 8G CT]\ ]4 H[ Z_!!v!ZDF\ JWLG[
Z$ZPZ_ lDl,IG 8G YI] K[P HM S[ AZK8 WFgIGL DF\U
;TT 38TL HJFYL B[0]TM T[GF JFJ[TZDF\YL 5FKF 5U SZTF
HMJF D?IF K[P 5Z\T] T[D KTF\ EFZT[ S9M/DF\
:JlGE"ZTF 5|F%T SZL Z__*v_( YL Z_!!v!Z
;]WLDF\ S], BFWFgI pt5FNG Z#_P*( lDl,IG 8G
YL ,.G[ Z5)PZ) lDl,IG 8G ;]WL\ 5CMRF0I] K[P
lJ`JGL * lAl,IG J:TLDF\YL !*P$* 8SF J:TL WZFJGFZM
N[X lJ‘JGL S], E]5]Q8ŸGF DF+ ZP$ 8SF H E]5]Q8Ÿ WZFJ[
K[P KTF\ EFZT WLD[ WLD[ T[,ALIF \GF pt5FNGDF\
:JFJ,\AG ;FWJFGF 5]ZF 5|ItGM SZL ZCI] K[P Z__(v_(
DF\ N[XDF\ T[,ALIFG\] S], pt5FNG Z)*P55 ,FB 8G
CT]4 H[ Z_!_v!! DF\ JWLG[ #Z$P!$ YI] CT]P

s8[A, G\v Zf spt5FNG ,FB 8GDF\f

5FS 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2013-14 

DUO/L 91.83 71.68 54.28 82.65 69.64 79.24 

V[Z\0F 10.54 11.71 10.09 13.50 22.95 18.59 

T, 7.57 6.40 5.88 8.93 8.10 7.44 

ZFDT, 1.10 1.17 1.00 1.08 0.98 1.09 

ZF.q;Z;J 55.34 72.01 66.08 81.79 66.04 74.90 

V/;L 1.63 1.69 1.54 1.47 1.52 1.58 

S];]D 2.25 1.89 1.79 1.50 1.45 2.75 

;]ZHD]BL 11.63 11.58 8.51 6.51 5.17 10.19 

;MIFALG 109.68 99.05 99.64 127.36 122.14 117.00 

 

T[,ALIF\G]\  
 

S], pt5FNG 

297.55 277.19 248.82 324.79 297.99 310.00 

S5F; 258.84 222.76 240.22 330.00 352.00 353.00 

X6 102.20 76.34 112.30 100.09 107.36 106.03 

X[Z0L 3481.88 2850.29 2923.02 3423.82 3610.37 3417.73 

 

(Sourse :- Directorate of Economics &
Statistic, Department of Agriculture, Govt.
of India)
 S'lQF1F[+GM lGSF;1F[+DF\ OF/M ov
!Z! SZM0GL J:TL WZFJTM N[X VgI SM. N[XGF\
,MSMGL VGFHGL DF\U G[ 5]ZL5F0[ TM T[ GJF. GYL4 56
EFZTLI B[0]TMV[ DCtJGL l;â CF\;, SZL K[P VFH[ EFZT
S'lQF1F[+[ :JlGE"ZTF 5|F%T SZLG[ V[S lGSF;SFZ N[XGL
5|lTEF pEL SZL K[P J{l`JS D\NL VG[ I]ZMl5IG N[XGL
GF6FlSI S8MS8L E,[ EFZTGF lãlTI VG[ T'lTI1F[+
5Z GSFZFtDS V;ZM HgDFJL CX[ 56 S'lQF1F[+ T[GFYL 5Z
ZCI] K[P EFZTDF\  BFnFgGGM 5]ZJ9M AOZ:8MS VG[
~l5IFGF A|FæD}<IDF\ YI[, !# 8SF H[JF
VJD}<IGG[ EFZTLI S'lQF 5[NFXG[ lJN[XDF\ ;:TL
AGFJTF S'lQF lGSF;G[ 5|Mt;FCG D?I] K[P JQF" Z_!ZDF\
EFZT[ DF+ ( VAH 0M,ZGL S'lQF 5[NFX lGSF; SZL CTL4
H[ GF6F\SLI JQF " Z_!#DF\ Z5P$5 VAH 0M,ZGL
lGSF; SZL K[P
s8[A, G\ v #f s,FB 0M,ZDF\f

S'lQF 5[NFXM JQF"vZ_!_ JQF"vZ_!! JQF"vZ_!Z JQF"vZ_!# 
RMBF 23,923 25,429 50,307 62,136 
3p\ - 02 2,135 19,277 

BF\0vDM,Fl;; 294 12,364 18,920 16,177 
DZLvD;F,F 12,978 17,654 27,586 28,155 
T[,ALIF\ BM/ 16,508 24,295 24,616 29,079 

DL8vDL8 5|[5Z[XG 13,250 19,665 29,445 32,903 
 

VF%IM K[P
s8[A, G\v !f spt5FNGG\] 5|DF6 lDl,IG 8GDF\f
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MENTAL ATTITUDES AND SOCIAL INTERCOURSES IN HITOPADESH
({hVm onX oe _| _mZ{gH$ Ñ{ï>H$U Ed§ gm_m{OH$ _ ob-Om ob)({hVm onX oe _| _mZ{gH$ Ñ{ï>H$U Ed§ gm_m{OH$ _ ob-Om ob)({hVm onX oe _| _mZ{gH$ Ñ{ï>H$U Ed§ gm_m{OH$ _ ob-Om ob)({hVm onX oe _| _mZ{gH$ Ñ{ï>H$U Ed§ gm_m{OH$ _ ob-Om ob)({hVm onX oe _| _mZ{gH$ Ñ{ï>H$U Ed§ gm_m{OH$ _ ob-Om ob)

* Dr. P.G. Trivedi

* Head, Sanskrit Department, Smt. P.N.R. Shah Mahila Arts College, Palitana

Attitudes are experiences towards social
environment. Based on a specific experience, we
develop in our mind corresponding feeling towards
a thing, thought, individual or group. Depending on
our understanding and comprehension ability we
build up certain perceptions, reactions, responses
and certain peculiar properties and as a combined
result of all of them, our mind and body get ready
for responding and reacting in a peculiar manner
towards that individual group or subject. Such
readiness for behaviour is called attitude.
While explaining meaning of mental attitude,
Kappuswami defines it as readiness of reaction. He
says, “Attitude means readiness of an individual to
react in a particular manner towards a definite
situation”1. In opinion of Kimbal Young. “Attitude is
development of positively or negatively learned
impulses of reacting in a peculiar fashion towards
certain situation, thought, matter, individual or
group”2. While presenting the concept of attitude,
Crech, Crutch field and Belechi say,” It is mental
inclination of positive or negative evaluations,
emotional feelings and acting favourably or contrary
towards social matters”3.
In Mitralabh when crow Laghupatanak wishes
friendship with mouse Hiranyak, Hiranyak says;
“Relation between, one which is eatable and the other
who is eater becomes the cause of affliction and
agony” As an example, the crow rescued and
saved the entrapped deer from the snare of jackal
and through the next story of deer, jackal and
crow begins with that Hiranyak presents social
attitudes of one group towards the other group.
Attitudes does not come by birth through genetic

heredity. But they are acquired attributes. As the
individual grows in a particular environment his
social conditioning takes place as building up of
certain mental inclinations and behavioural pattern
take place. Thus the mental attitudes are learned
and acquired though social intercourses. As an
example, based on the experience of other
members of the group. Hiranyak expresses his
attitude towards the race of crow, that he himself
is a prey and food for the crow and the crow
would kill him. Therefore Hiranyak refuses to
make friendship with him and makes known his
negative attitude towards the group of crow.
Attitudes, mostly remain for a longer period. But
this does not mean that attitudes are not
changeable. Attitude is an outcome of social
intercourse and with change in the form of social
interactions, attitudes also get altered. Based on
the experience of the group of Hiranyak, he
possessed the negative attitude towards the group
of Laghupatanak. But through the Story,
influenced and inspired by the dialogues and
appeals from the crow he gets ready for making
friendship with him. This way negative attitude of
Hiranyak gets transformed into positive one.
As an individual possesses likes or dislikes
towards another individual, similarly an individual
possesses negative or positive attitude towards
the whole group. As an example based on the
experience of the members of the group, Hiranyak
negative attitude towards the whole group of
Laghupatanak.
Sheriff and Sheriff say; Attitudes possess the
capability of producing a motivating impact.”4 It
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acts as a motivator and guides the person to act
in a particular direction only. Attitudes raise certain
expectations and if these expectations are fulfilled
by the other individual or group, he develops
positive attitudes towards that individual or group.
Hiranyak was having negative feeling towards
Laghupatanak, but later on his envisaged
expectations were satisfied from the talks, and
arguments and replies from Laghupatanak, he gets
inspired to make friendship with Laghupatanak.
Hiranyak presents this though the following stanza:
AÝ`W©d gm¡hmXª ^odV² ñdÀN>mÝVamË_Z : &
àdV©VoS>Ý`Wm  dmUr emR>`monhVMoVg : &&1-101&&
.....VX² ̂ dVþ ̂ dVmS>{^_V_od & For that let it happen as
you like
Friendship of pure hearted person is quite
different, while speech from deceit, cunningness
and roguery minded person comes quite
otherwise.
There are two important characteristics of social
attitudes. One, attitudes originate from the social
situations. Second, majority of the members of
the group are participative partners of these
attitudes.
Members of a particular group possess a specific
type of attitudes towards certain other group and
its members like members of Hiranyak group
possessed only undesirable feelings towards the
group of Laghupatanak.
Attitudes develop during the process of
endeavoring to fulfill the needs. Those individuals,
things or group who satisfy the needs or
expectation, towards them arises positive
attitudes. Opposite is also true. Individuals, things
or groups who are obstructing and are hindrances
in fulfilling the needs or in realising the expectation,
towards them the negative attitudes do arise.
Rossanberg informs, “the person who makes
unfavourable evaluation of an individual, group or
things, develops unfavourable i.e. negative attitude
towards them. Aspect of satisfying and fulfillment
of needs is the factor for developing prejudices
and biases of towards caste, creed, community
and religions.”5

Hiranyak present his attitude towards to the

crows. Because mouse is the prey for the crows,
Crows hunt, catch and annihilate them. As a result
there is racial prejudice and bias in ‘Hiranyak for
Laghtupatanak.
Second important factor for building up of an
attitude is information and knowledge. Through
the information and knowledge about the social
subject and objects beliefs, opinions attitude
towards them are built up.
Attitudes are more or less of permanent nature,
even then, they are alterable or changeable also.
When the alterations take in an established attitude,
then that change or alteration is called attitudinal
change. In short improvements or changes taking
place in the existing attitude is called attitudinal
change. This attitudinal change takes place on the
basis of proper information, satisfaction of needs
etc. Hiranyak also inspired by the true information,
clear cut explanation and truthfulness in the words
of Laghupatanak, discards his negative attitude,
assumes positive attitude and accepts the
proposal of friendship. This way Narayan Bhatt
presents the attitude of Hiranyak and attitudinal
change in him.
Action or reaction between two or more parties
through meaningful mediums is called social
intercourse or social interaction. Interaction is
always possible between two or more individuals
and group or between group and group. Social
intercourse or interaction is mainly of four types
namely, (1) Co--operation, (2) Conflict, (3)
Competition and (4) Conciliation. Narayan Bhatt
through, “Affection between the eatable thing or
animal and eater becomes cause for pain and
agony of the eatable. for example, that deer
entrapped and bound by jackal was rescued and
saved by crow”. Initiates the beginning of this
story. Here Hiranyak presents group conflict
taking place between groups for achieving the
objective of the group. (here, food is the objective
of any being),
Generally for attaining the objective of the group
or the individual the phenomena of conflict is
seen arising.
Though there is no social sanction for the conflict
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in the Society. It is a form of interaction which is
existing universally and found happening
everywhere. As per the opinion of Kingslay Davis,
In conflict there is an aim and motive of destroying
or eliminating the rival”6.
As Mc lvian and Page Note, “All such matters
are included in social conflict, in which members
of the group encounter with each other for
achieving a certain goal”.
When there is a conflict of members of the same
group within themselves, that conflict is called
internal conflict. As an example, in the main story
of Mitralabh, conflict of pigeons for picking up
grains for eating is the internal conflict of the
members of a family.
Through, “Affection between eatable and eater
becomes the cause of afflictions and agony”
presented is the group conflict between
Laghupatanak crow and Hiranyak mouse. This
being a conflict of one group with another group,
it can be called external conflict also. A crow for
attaining his goal (food is the goal) kills mouse.
For fulfilling this objective not indirectly but he
puts his efforts directly for attaining his goal.
Therefore there is direct conflict in this. While
crow annihilates the Mouse by killing and eating
them. There is in it, included a type of total
conflict.
Thus, through the stories of Hitopadesh. We learn
about the process of total conflict.
When Hiranyak denies for making friendship to
Laghupatanak for the reason of group conflict then
in reply Laghupatanak explains the prevalent
feeling of Co-operation of one group with
another group for attainment of the goal. This co-
operation can be in the form of friendship or any
other kind.
Co-operation is a two way path. It can take place
between two individuals, groups or different
groups. Co-operation in seen every where in the
society and it is inevitably essential for the society
also. All have to take help from others for
satisfying their total needs. That is why, Horton
and Hund defines co--operation as, “Joint activity
for obtaining the overall common objectives”8. As

an example in the second story, the deer takes
help of crow to escape from jackal and the
farmer.
Feeling of conflict or co-operation is produced
by the process of interactions taking place within
the society. Actions and reactions taking place
between two or more parties through meaningful
medium is social interaction or social intercourse.
Sorokin says while elaborating the definition of
interaction that interaction is such a phenomena
in which one party affects and make impressions
on external activities and internal life of the other
party.
The same thing, in the story of jackal, crow-deer,
the deer says when deer’s friend crow proposes
for making friendship with unknown jackal:
Z H${üV² H$ñ`{M{Ý_Ì§ Z H${üV H$ñ`{M{Ðnþ : &
ì‘dhmaoU {_Ìm{U Om`ÝVo {andñVWm &&1-72&&
So as this deer is my relative, like you are also
my relative. said - what is the meaning of this
quarrel of hot exchange of words ? All of us need
to be here peacefully, comfortably remain in
dialogues and discussions without getting excited
because.....
This stranza provided further clarification of social
intercourse that the situation of group conflict,
individual conflict or co-operation establishes by
the interaction between two groups in the society.
Therefore interactions and social intercourses
taking place between two parties decide the social
relations, social transformations and controls in
the society.
Normally individuals and groups in the society
wants and wishes to live co-operative social life,
and put up their best efforts in that direction also.
But even then as regards to certain aims, objective,
goal and interests, conflicts do arise. In this
conflict-full situation mutual relations break down
and the co-operative activities come to halt. Then
both the parties try to adjust and get set in this
disharmonious situation. Process of getting
adjusted and re-establishment of relations is the
process of conciliation. Fetcher while giving
definition of conciliation notes, conciliation is such
a form of social interaction in which two or more
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individuals or groups interact to prevent, reduce
or for totally uprooting the conflict.
In other words, conciliation generally is the
process arising as an outcome of conflict. Due to
the conflict both parties do get more or less
damaged and hence both the parties feel the re-
-establishment of co-operation necessary and
most needed and for this both the parties try to
become suitable, befitting and adjust themselves.
That means conciliation is such a tentative and
substitutive arrangement in which when there is
not total harmony or understanding between
individuals or groups, it makes them capable of
continuing their activities.
That means the dispute between these two parties
is pacified through mutual understanding or
through persuasion by some other body. As for
example, in ‘Sandhi’ their ministers mediate to
bring compromise between king Chitravarna and
king Hiranyagarbh and bring them to
understanding so normal relations between two
of them are re-established.
Conflicting parties for the purpose of prevention
and warding off their mutual conflict accept and
adopt the path of compromise. Horton and Hunt
while defining the compromise writes,
“compromise is a such a form of conciliation in
which every party for avoiding or preventing the
conflict accepts something less than their total
goal”10. Each party lets go something and each
party on the other hand gets satisfaction of having
something. As an example, after the war,
Chitravarna gets both, kingdom and reputation,
but to avoid the expected conflict, which may
possibly take place in the monsoon. For this his
minister says.
`Úñ_ÑMZ§ {H«$`Vo VXm ñdXoeo Jå`Vm_² & AÝ`Wm dfm©H$mbo àmáo
Vþë`~boZ gh nþZ{d©J«h gË`ñ_mH§$ na^y{_ð>mZm§ ñdXoeo J_Z_{n
Xþ^©^§ ̂ {dî`{V & gþIemo^m`ª M gÝYm` Jå`Vm_² & XþJª ̂ ¾§ H$r{V©ü
bãY¡d & __ g§_V§ VmdXoVV² &
If it is to be done as what we are saying, that we
return back to our county. Otherwise on setting
of monsoon, fighting again with the enemy of equal
strength as we are in the other’s land, it would be
very difficult for us to return to our county. for

our own prestigious impression and in our own
interest. Let us come to the compromise. We have
won the fort, our fame and reputation have
increased. This is my opinion.
Here, after completing the aim of winning the
kingdom, group of king Chitravarna compromises
even returning back the won over state, makes a
compromise.
In this process of compromise, sub-process of
leading them to conciliation arises. They are
known as acting systems or tactical or strategy
efforts. They are; (1) Discussion and (2)
Arbitration.
(1) Discussions : In discussions, the conflicting
parties, get together and discuss about the issues
of dispute. Express their differences and try to
understand the difficulties and limitations of each
other and through this process dispose off their
conflict. In the story of Mitralabh, Narayan Bhatt
has attempted to describe the conflict arising
between two groups in the society and the process
leading to conciliation at the end. “”^ú`^jH$`mo:
àr{V{d©nVoaod H$maU_²’’ Friendship between
eatable and eater becomes the reason of affliction.
Through this stanza presents he the group conflict.
But at the end in this story Hiranyak through
discussions, dialogues, arguments and
appreciation, finds the re-establishment of
coordinal relations necessary. This episode
narrates the process of conciliation between the
group of Hiranyak and Laghupatanaka. To avert
this group conflict, both of them try to act in
cooperation. This displays the process of
conciliation. In addition to this, the group of
Chitravarna peacock kingdom after defeating
Hiranyagarbha swanking kingdom, both the group
settle for consideration and start putting efforts
for arriving at the peace treaty i.e. beginning of
the conciliation starts. These efforts can be called
conciliation reference.
In peace-treaty also, after the conflict both the
parties hold detailed discussions with their
ministers. However here, both the parties do not
meet and discuss, but they conduct discussions
internally within their respective groups. At the end
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vulture, the minister of king chitravarna comes in
the assembly of Hiranyagarbh and discusses and
puts a proposal for peace--treaty. Which get
accepted and in this way the possible future
conflict between these two groups is averted.
(2) Arbitration: When a third party becomes
helpful in compromise and bringing concord
between the parts in conflict, then it is called an
Arbitration.
Here the Arbitrators for bringing compromise and
concord between King Hiranyagarbh and King
Chitravarna are their ministers. Right in the
beginning of “Sandhi”, Vishnusharma says :
d¥Îmo _h{V gS>J«m_o amkmo{Z©hVgoZ`mo : &
ñWo`mä`m§ J¥YMH«$mä`m§ dmMm g{ÝY: H¥$V: jUmV² &&4-1&&
When there was a big fight on peak between the
kings whose armies were destroyed then the
arbitrators Vulture and Chakravak made treaty
though speech.
Also the minister Vulture while informing about
this to his king Chitravarn says:
göX²~b§ VWm amÁ`_mË_mZ§ H$r{V©_od M &
`þ{Y g§XohXmobmñW§ H$mo {h H¥$`m©X~m{be: &&4-24&&
Indeed, which childish man would put in danger
his friend’s army and kingdom own self and own
reputation, involving into a war ?
Ana§ M - g§{Y{_ÀNo>Ëg_oZm{n g§{X½Ymo {dO`mo `þ{Y &&4-25&&
and also, one should desire for compromise
between the equals, because in such a fight, the
victory is doubtful.
Thus, in totality, in the stories the forms of social
intercourses are evidently depicted. It is a fact
that Narayan Bhatt indicates the social intercourse
in the form of co-operation, competition, conflict
and conciliation.
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p5lGQFNMDF\ GFZL
* 0MP S[P0LP J{Q6J

* V[;MP 5|MO[;Z4 zL VG[ zLDTL 5LPS[P SM8FJF,F VF8"; SM,[H4 5F86

;FDFgI ZLT[ !_( p5lGQFNM 5|F%T YFI K[P T[ AWL
p5lGQFNMDF\ :+LVMG]\ J6"G SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ GYLP DM8[
EFU[ KF\NMuI VG[ A'CNFZ^IS p5lGQFNDF\ GFZLVMG]\
J6"G D/L VFJ[ K[P VF p5ZF\T S[G4 T{lTZLI4 SF{lQFTSL4
AF:S,4 KFu,[I4 XF{GS H[JL p5lGQFNMDF\ 56 :+LVMG]\
J6 "G SZJFDF \  VFjI ] \  K [ P  p5lGQFNM 5 }J [ "  VFJTF
VFZ^ISMDF\ 5]Z]QFG[ :+LGF VEFJDF\ V5}6" SC[JFDF\
VFjIM K[P DG]QI 5tGLG[ 5|F%T SZL 5MTFG[ VlWS 5}6F"\S
DFG[ K[P
lJlJW p5lGQFNMDF\ klQFVMV[ GFZLVMG]\ ;lJX[QF 56[
DCtJ NXF"jI]\ K[P
S[GM5lGQFN  ov S[GM5lGQFN  ov S[GM5lGQFN  ov S[GM5lGQFN  ov S[GM5lGQFN  ov S[GM5lGQFNDF\ RMYF B\0GF D\+v!DF\
I7GF VgJ[QF6DF\ ;\,uG >gâ ;D1F I1F ,]%T YTF\
VFSFXDF\ C{DJTL pDFGM VFlJEF"J YJM VG[ >gâGL
I1F lJQFIS lH7F;FGF p¿ZG]\ J6"G SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P
.gN|v5|F6M0l:D 5|7FtDS P H[GL ;FY[ 5|7F VYJF R[TGF
D/[,L K[ T[ R{TgI~5 >gâ H[ 5|7F £FZF lJ`JGF 5NFYM"G]\
7FG SZ[ K[P T[ VF\TlZS HUTGL DFT'XlST C{DJTL pDF
K[P T[G[ H lJ`JDFIF VYJF R[TGF SC[JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P T[ H
pDF 5FJ"TL VYJF HUN\AF K[P ;J"G]\ 5F,G SZJFG[ ,LW[
T[G]\ GFD pDF K[P lCDJFG 5J"T 5|7FG3G s7FG :J~5f
A|ïG]\ 5|TLS K[P VF ;DU| lJ`J VYJF 5|tI[S DG]QI T[
lCDJFGG]\  V[S V[S lXBZ K[P T[ lXBZGF VFzI[ H[ R[TGF
XlST ZC[,L K[ T[ lCDJFGGL 5]+L C{DJTL pDF K[P DG;
TtJG[ 56 lCDJFG SCL XSFIP V[ lJZF8 DGGL XlSTYL
H 5|tI[S jIlSTG]\ DFG; S[gâ 5|SFlXT YFI K[P VFYL
>gâ 56 HIFZ[ T'6GL V\NZ :O}TF" R{TgIG]\ 7FG SZJF
RFC[ K[ tIFZ[ T[ C{DJTL pDF VYJF 5|7FXlST £FZF T[GL
HF6L XS[ K[ VG[ V[ H 5|7F VYJF R[TGF T[GF V\lTD
:J~5[ VFtDF VYJF A|ï K[P NFPTP VFSFXDF\ YTL
lJH/LGM S0FSMP
D]\0SM5lGQFN ovD]\0SM5lGQFN ovD]\0SM5lGQFN ovD]\0SM5lGQFN ovD]\0SM5lGQFN ov  CF0RFDG]\ 5}T/] T[ 5]Z]QF K[P H[ 5]Z]QF
:+LGF ;\IMUYL ZHJLI"GF ;\IMUYL VF XZLZ AG[,]\ K[P

H[ HLJ lJ7FGGL ;J":JLS'T DFgITF K[P H[ pt5l¿
VgGYL4 J 'lQ8YL4 ;MDYL4 VluGYL T [G ] \  ;lDgWG
splN5Gf ;}I"YL YFI K[P
T{lTZLI p5lGQFN ov T{lTZLI p5lGQFN ov T{lTZLI p5lGQFN ov T{lTZLI p5lGQFN ov T{lTZLI p5lGQFN ov RMYF âlQ8SM6 VG];FZ 5|F6GL
E}lDSF p5Z DFTFvl5TFGF ;\IMUYL 5}+ T[D VluG
lGQ5gG YFI K[P J{lNS ;FlCtIDF\ N[JDFTF VlNlT lJX[
SC[JFDF\ VFjI]\ K[ S[ v
VlNlTDF"TF ; l5TF ; 5]+oP sk !v((v!_f
KF\NMuI p5lGQFN ov KF\NMuI p5lGQFN ov KF\NMuI p5lGQFN ov KF\NMuI p5lGQFN ov KF\NMuI p5lGQFN ov VwIFIv5 GF +LHF YL NXDF
B\0DF\ ;'lQ8GL lJZF8 5|IMUXF/FG]\ J6"G SZJFDF\ VFjI\]
K[ H[GF £FZF H?FGL ZF;FIl6S 5|lS|IF Y>G[ zwWF4
5H"gI4 5'lyJL4 5]Z]QF VG[ :+Lv VF 5F\R VluGVMDF\ V[
H/M S|DYL ;]1D VG[ ;\:S'T AGTF HFI K[ VG[ V\T[
5|F6YL I]ST S]DFZ s;\TFGfG[ HgD VF5[ K[P H/DF\YL
D[3 AG[ K[P T[DF\YL J'lQ8 YFI K[ VG[ T[GF YSL VgG
pt5gG YFI K[P H[G]\ 5]Z]QFDF\ Z[T;Ÿ AG[ K[ VG[ DFTFGL
S]l1FDF\ UE"G] \  lGDF"6 YFI K[P VF AWFGM p5ZGL
5|lS|IFGF S|DDF\ ;DFJ[X Y> HFI K[P VF VtI\T ZC:IDI
S|D K[P VFDF\ lJZF8  VlWN{JT ;'lQ8 VG[ VwIFtD XZLZ
A\G[GM V[SALHFGL ;FY[ ;CIMU YFI K[P
IY[C 1F]lwFTF AF,F DFTZ\ 5I]"5F;T[ P
˜J\ ;JF"l6 E}TFlG VluGCM+D]5F;T[ PP
H[D AF/S E}BYL jIFS]/ Y>G[ DFTFG]\ N}W 5LJ[ K[ T[JL
H ZLT[ AWF 5|F6LVM J{`JFGZGL p5F;GF SZ[ K[[P
A'CNFZ^IS p5lGQFN ov A'CNFZ^IS p5lGQFN ov A'CNFZ^IS p5lGQFN ov A'CNFZ^IS p5lGQFN ov A'CNFZ^IS p5lGQFN ov UFUL" D{Y]lG ;'lQ8GM
l;wWF\T HM>V[ TM :+L VG[ 5]Z]QF s5lT VG[ 5tGLf V[S
D\0,GF  A[ V0WF V0WF EFU K[P ;'lQ8 ;\A\WL VF DT
5|S8 SZJFG]\ z[I IF7J<SI klQFG[ VF5JFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P
T[D6[ VF JFTG]\ 5|lT5FNG SI]"\ K[ S[ HIF\ ;]WL :+LGL
;FD[ 5]Z]QF VG[  5]Z]QFGL ;FD[ :+L VFJTF GYL tIF\ ;]WL
VFSFXDF\ nFJF5'lyJLG]\ 5}Z]\ D\0, ZRFT]\ GYLP J[NMDF\ T[G[
lCZ^IUE" SC[ K[P VFZ\EDF\ A|ïGL pt5FNG XlSTG[ ,LW[
;MGFG]\ V[S >\0] pt5gG YI]\P VCL\ lCZ^I VYJF ;]J6"
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5|F6GL 5|l;wW ;\7F K[P N[JMGL DFTF VlNlTGF UE"YL T[
;MGFG]\ >\0] pt5gG YI]\ VG[ 5MTFGL V\NZGL XlSTYL A[
EFUMDF\ O}8L UI]\P VFDF\GF V0WF EFUYL 5]Z]QF AgIM
VG[ V0WF EFUYL :+LG]\ ~5 AgI]\P VF A\G[ H nFJF5'lyJL
VYJF DFTF vl5TF SC[JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VFYL :+L VG[
5]Z]QF lJGF R{TgI ;'lQ8GL SM> S<5GF GYLP H[ NFX"lGS
TtJG]\ VF A|Fï6DF\ lJJ[RG SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P
KõF A|Fï6DF\ JFRSGJL UFUL"V[ SM6 ;FDF 5MT5|MT K[
T[ V\U[ NX 5|`GM SIF" H[GM IF7J<SI H/4 JFI]4 U\WJ"4
VFlNtI4 Rgâ,MS4 G1F+,MS4 N [J,MS4 >gâ,MS4
5|HF5lT,MS VG[ A|ï,MSG]\ lJJ[RG5}J"S ;DHFjI] \P
VwIFIvZGF RMYF A|Fï6DF\ IF7J<SIGL 5tGLVM
D{+[IL VG[ SFtIFIGL ;FDFgI :+LVM CTLP HIFZ[
IF7J<SI ;\7F  ,[JF DF8[ T{IFZ YIF tIFZ[ D{+[ILG[ ;DU|
WG;\5l¿ VF5JFG]\ GSSL SI]"\ 56 T[GM V:JLSFZ SZTF
lJN}QFL D{+[IL H6FJ[ K[ S[ v
I[GFC\ GFD'TF :IFDŸ4 lSDC\ T[G S]IF"DŸ P
VYF"TŸ v H[G[ ,[JFYL C]\ VDZ G AGL XS]\ T[G[ ,>G[ X]\
SZ] \P VCL\ D{+[ILGL tIFUEFJGF HMJF D/[ K[P 5MT[
IF7J<SIG[ H6FJ[ K[ S[ VF5GL 5F;[ H[ 7FG K[ T[ DFZ[
HM>V[ K[P IF7JS<I D{+[ILG[ WgIJFN VF5LG[ H6FJ[
K[ S[ T]\ DG[ H[8,L l5|I K[ T[8,]\ TFZ]\ VF JFSI DG[ l5|I K[
tIFZ 5KL ;FJWFG lR¿[ IF7JS<I D{+[ILG[ S[8,FS
pNFCZ6M £FZF VFtDlJnFGM p5N[X SIM"P lJ`JDF\ H[ S>
K[ T[ VFtDFG[ l5|I ,FU[ T[ DF8[ CMJ]\ HM>V[P N[JM VG[
,MSMG]\ Vl:TtJ VFtDFGF C[T] S[ p5IMlUTF DF8[ CMJ]\
VlGJFI" K[ V[D D{+[ILGF pNFCZ6 £FZF HM> XSFI K[P
VwIFIv$GF ALHF A|Fï6DF\ RF1F]QF 5]Z]QFG[ >gâ V[JL
;\7F VF5JFDF\ VFJL K[P T[DF\ 56 HD6L VF\BGL SLSLDF\
N[BFTF 50KFIFG[ >gâF6L SC[JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P XlST lJGF
XlSTDFGG]\ Vl:TtJ CMT]\ GYLP H[D VluG NFCS XlST
lJGFGM CMTM GYL V[ H ZLT[ >gâ VG[ >gâF6LG]\ HM0S]\
K[P >gâGL XlST T[ H >gâF6L K[P VF V[S H XZLZDF\
HD6L AFH] >gâ VG[ 0FAL AFH] >gâF6L ATFJJFGM
VlE5|FI V[ K[ S[ XZLZDF\ HD6L VG[ 0FAL AFH]GL
GF0LVMGF ;\lD,GYL H XlSTG]\ D\0, 5}6" AG[ K[P XlST
;NF k6 VG[ 3GEFJGF £g£~5[ ZC[ K[P DwI 5|F6 V[
3GEFJ >gâ K[ VG[ >gâF6L  T[GF k6 EFJG]\ 5|TLS K[P
VFD IF7J<SI 5|YD >gâ VG[ >gâF6LGF ~5DF\ p5Z
SC[, RF1F]QF 5]Z]QFGL jIFbIF SZL K[ VG[ SCI]\ K[ VF RF1F]QF
5]Z]QFGM VFWFZ CNI K[P VF CNI VjII5]Z]QF >`JZG]\
~5 K[ T[G[ H VEI SC[JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P >gâGL XlST

>gâF6LG[ lJZF8 SC[JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
TTM lJZF0HFIT lJZFHM VlwF5]Z]QFo P
5]Z ]QF;}STGF D\+DF \ GZ VG[ GFZGF lDY]GEFJYL
GFZFI6 5]Z]QFGF HgDGL jIFbIF SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
>gâF6LG[ lJZFH SC[JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P IF7J<SIGM D]bI
pN[X CNIGL V\NZ lJZFHDFG VFSFX VYF"T >`JZ 5]Z]QF
TZO ,1I B[\RJFGM ;\S[T SZJFDF\ VFjIM K[P
5F\RDF A|Fï6DF\ IF7J<SIGF 3ZGL JFTGM S\>S ;\S[T
VF5JFDF\ VFjIM K[ T[DG[ SFtIFIGL VG[ D{+[IL GFDGL
A[ :+LVM CTLP IF7J<SI U'C:YFzD tIHJFGM lJRFZ
SIM" tIFZ[ A\G[ :+LVMG[ ;\5l¿ JC[\RL VF5JF ,FuIFP
SFtIFIGL ;LWF VG[ ;FWF :JEFJGL CTL T[YL S\> AM,L
GCL\ 5Z\T] D{+[ILV[ U'CtIFUG] \ SFZ6 5}KI] \ tIFZ[
IF7J<SI WG;\5l¿YL VDZtJ G  D/[ T[D H6FjI]\ VF
;F\E/L D{+[ILGF DGDF\ VwIFtDEFJ EZF> VFjIMP HM
WGYL SM> VDZ Y> XST]\ GYL TM T[G[ D/JLG[ X]\ SZJ]\P
tIFZ 5KL IF7J<SI[ H6FjI]\ S[ 5lT4 :+L4 5]+4 WG4
5X]4 A|ï4 1F+4,MS4 N[J4 J[N4 E}T v VF ;J" VFtDFG[
DF8[ H l5|I ,FU[ K[ T[ l;JFI T[DG]\ SM> :JT\+ D}<I
GYLP VFYL VFtDFG ] \  H NX"G4 zJ64 DGG VG[
lGlNwIF;G U|C6 SZJ]\ HM>V[P H[D SM> JFlH\+GF XaNG[
5S0L XSFTM GYL 56 T[ JFlH\+G[ 5S0L ,[JFYL T[ XaN
56 ZMSF> HFI K[ T[D VgI ;J" 5NFYM" VFtDFGF
lJQFIDF\ K[ H[D DG]QIDF\YL ̀ JF;M`JF; VYJF 5|F6JFI]
VFJvHFJ SZ[ K[ T[D VF ;D:T lJ`J VG[ T[GF TDFD
5NFYM" T[DH J[N JU[Z[ lJWFVM VF A|ïF\0  H[DF\ ZC[,]\ K[
T[ A|ïDF\YL H :JFEFlJS ZLT[ pt5gG YFI K[P VF ;F\E/
LG[ D{+[ILG[ ;\N[C YFI K[ S[ X]\ VFtDFG]\ Vl:TtJ DF+
VF DMCFtDS XZLZ ;]WL H K[ tIFZ[ IF7J<SI[ 5MTFGL
JFT ;]WFZTF H6FJ[ K[ S[ DFZM VlE5|FI V[JM GYL VFtDF
TM VlJGFXL K[P T[GM prK[N YTM GYLP D]lSTDF\ T[G]\
£{T7FG 1FL6 Y> HFI K[P VF VFtDF TM p5Z ;DHFjI]\
T[Dv G[lT G[lT ,1F6 JF/M K[P VF D{+[ILG[ 7FG5|Fl%T
YTF\ IF7J<SI[ U'CtIFU SIM"P
KF\NMuI p5lGQFN ov KF\NMuI p5lGQFN ov KF\NMuI p5lGQFN ov KF\NMuI p5lGQFN ov KF\NMuI p5lGQFN ov ALHF A|Fï6DF\ H{Jl,GL ;EFDF\
`J[TS[T]G[ 5|`G SZJFDF\ VFjIM T[DF\ ZFHF H{Jl,V[
H,TtJGF 5F\R VluGVMDF\ 5|S'lT £FZF S[JL ZLT[ VFC]lT
VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[ VG[ 5]Z]QFGM HgD YFI K[ TYF OZLYL
T[ VFC]lTVM 5]Go lJZF8DF\ D/[ K[P T[GM UF{TDG[ p5N[X
SIM"P H[DF\ 5]Z]QFGL UlT  VG[ VUlTG]\ RS| ;'lQ8GF
VFZ\EYL H RF,[ K[ VG[ 5|Fl6VMG[ HgD VF5[ K[ T[D
;DHFjI]\P zwWF4 ;MD J'lQ8YL pt5gG YT]\ VgG T[GFYL
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5]Z]QFDF\ YT]\ Z[T;Ÿ VG[ T[GFYL DFTFGF UE"DF\ pt5gG
YT]\ ;\TFGP
SF{lQFTSL p5lGQFN ov SF{lQFTSL p5lGQFN ov SF{lQFTSL p5lGQFN ov SF{lQFTSL p5lGQFN ov SF{lQFTSL p5lGQFN ov lD+ UFuIF"Il6V[ p5N[XGF
VFZ\E[ Rgâ,MSGL lJnFG]\ J6"G SI"]\ K[P T[DF\ VluG4 JFI]
VG[ VFlNtIGL p5Z  ;MDDI R\â,MS K[P R\â,MSGL A[
lS|IFVM K[ o 5|F6 VG[ 5|HGGP T[DF\ 5|F6 V[ DFTF VG[
l5TFGF X]S|;Ml6TYL pt5gG YFI K[P VluG JU[Z[GF ,MSM
A|ï,MS ;]WL HGFZF N[JIFG DFU"GF lJ;FDF K[P H[
J6"GDF\ DFG;L GFDGL lS|IF K[P RF1F]QFL GFDGL V[GL
5|lT~5 XMSI K[P T[ A\G[ 5MQ5M V[S9F SZLG[ J{ZFH ,MSMGF
TF6FJF6F U}\Y[ K[P tIF\ S[8,L V5;ZFVM K[ T[J]\ DFTFVM
VG[ WFVMG]\ SFD SZ[ K[P V\aIF GFDGL H,WFZFVM K[ H[
VF AWFG[ HF6[ K[P T[ V[ A|ï ,MSDF\ HFI K[P VF
A|ï,MSDF HLJGL 5F;[ 5F\R;M V%;ZFVM VFJ[ K[P T[DF\
;M V%;ZFVMGF CFYDF\ T[ 5|F6LG[ ;]XMlET SZJF DF8[GF
R}6" CMI K[P ALHLVMGF CFYDF\ ;]\NZ J:+M CMI K[P
VgIGF CFYDF\ O/M4  O},M4 DF/FVM VG[ V\HG JU[Z[
CMI K[P  T[ AWL V%;ZFVM T[G[ A|ïGF V,\SFZMYL ;HFJ[
K[P
NXDL S\l0SFDF\ 5]Z]QF 5tGLG[ ;\TlT lJX[ 5|FY"GF SZ[ K[ C[
;\]NZL ! TFZ]\ CNI 5|HF5lT~5 A|ïDF\ ZC[,]\ K[  T[YL
5F5ZlCT ;\TlT DG[ 5|F%T SZL VFDF\ ZC[,]\ K[  T[YL
5F5ZlCT ;\TlT DG[ 5|F%T SZL VF5P
AFQS, p5lGQFN ovAFQS, p5lGQFN ovAFQS, p5lGQFN ovAFQS, p5lGQFN ovAFQS, p5lGQFN ov 5'yJL DFTFGM[ H[ V\0SMX K[ T[DF\
DFZM lGJF; K[P sjIlQ8DF\ C]\ 5|F6~5 DFTFGF UE"G[ DFZM
VFWFZ AGFJ ] \  K ] \ f  ;D\RG VG[ 5 |;FZ6
sVYF"Tv`JF;M`JF; UlT VG[ O[,FJ]\f T[ DFZF 5|F6~5G]\
D]bI ,1F6 K[P T[GF £FZF ;J" 5|HFVMG]\ Z1F6 SZ]\ K]\ V[D
>gâ H6FJ[ K[P
XF{GSM5lGQFN ov XF{GSM5lGQFN ov XF{GSM5lGQFN ov XF{GSM5lGQFN ov XF{GSM5lGQFN ov N[JM VG[ V;]ZMGL ,0F>DF\ V;]ZMGF
VFS|D6 ;FD[ N[JM CFZL UIF tIFZ[ >gâ UFI+LG[ I]wWDF\
DMS,L 56 T[ V;]ZMYL 0ZL U> CMJFYL SC[JF ,FUL S[
VF V;]ZMG[ HLTJF T[ DFZL XlST ACFZG]\ K[ tIFZ[ >gâ[
5|6JG[ SCI]\ TD[ UFI+LGL DNNDF\ H>G[ T[GL VFU/
HM0F> HFVM TDFZFDF\ V1FZ A|ïGL XlST K[P VFYL
TDFZL  ;CFIYL UFI+LGL HLT YX[ tIFZ[ UFI+LV[ >gâG[
SCI]\ S[ 5|6J DFZL VFU/ HM0F> HX[ TM T[ 56 DFZF
z[IDF\YL S\>S EFU ,> ,[X[P >gâV[ UFI+LG[ SCI]\ DM8F
,MSM T[J]\ SZTF\ GYLP tIFZ5KL 5|6J VG[ UFI+L A\G[V[
D/L V;]ZMG[ HLTJF DF8[ R0F> SZLP T[DGL DNNDF\
5|FToXJG VG[ J;] N[JTFVM 56 UIFP ,0F>DF\ N[JMGM
lJHI YIM VG[ V;]ZM 5ZFlH YIFP VF 5|DF6[ SZJFYL

UFI+L VG[ 5|6J VF A\G[GF JLI"4 X]S|4 HIMlT VG[ VD'T
V[ ;ZBF AGL UIFP H[ UFI+LGM 5|EFJ K[ T[JM H
5|6J~5  D}/TtJMGM VYJF A|ïTtJGM 5|EFJ K[P
sJ/L 5|6J JUZ UFI+LGM 5|EFJ GYL VG[ UFI+L JUZ
5|6JGM 5|EFJ GYLf VFYL H SC[JFDF\ VFjI]\ K[ S[ H[8,]\
VG[ H[J]\ HUT K[ T[JM H >gâ K[P
VFD p5lGQFNMGF VwIIGYL :5Q8 YFI K[  S [
p5lGQFNSF/DF\ GFZL4 EFIF" T[DH DFTF :J~5[ 5}HGLI
CTLP T[DF\ DFTFG]\ :YFG prR U6JFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P H[D
l5TF GFD 5ZYL J\X5Z\5ZF RF,[ K[ T[D DFTFVMYL 56
J\X 5Z\5ZFG]\ lJJZ6 D/L VFJ[ K[P :+LG[ A|ïSFlZ6L S[
;CWlD"6L SC[JFDF\ VFJL K[P T[ A\G[GF ;\IMU H DG]QI
HFlTG]\ lGDF"6 YI]\ K[P GZ XlSTDFG K[ TM GFZL T[GL
XlST K[P H[ VG\T I]U, SC[JFI K[ VG[ 5Z:5ZGL
V5[1FFV[ H ZC[ K[P

;\NE" U|gYM;\NE" U|gYM;\NE" U|gYM;\NE" U|gYM;\NE" U|gYM

p5lGQFNMG]\ TtJ7FG4 ZFWFS'Q6 JMZF V[g0 S\5GL4
VDNFJFN
p5lGQFN lJRFZ6F4 GD"NFX\SZ DC[TF4 U]H"Z
U|\YZtG SFIF",I4 VDNFJFN
p5lGQFN GJGLT4 ;:T]  ;FlCtI JW"S SFIF",I4
VDNFJFN
J{lNS ;FlCtI VG[ ;\:S'lT4 I]lGJl;"8L U|\YlGDF"6
AM0"4 UF\WLGUZ
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X{1Fl6S ;\:YFVMDF\ HFlTI lX1F6GL VFJxISTFPX{1Fl6S ;\:YFVMDF\ HFlTI lX1F6GL VFJxISTFPX{1Fl6S ;\:YFVMDF\ HFlTI lX1F6GL VFJxISTFPX{1Fl6S ;\:YFVMDF\ HFlTI lX1F6GL VFJxISTFPX{1Fl6S ;\:YFVMDF\ HFlTI lX1F6GL VFJxISTFP
* 0MP V[;PV[PS]Z[XL

* VwI1FzL4 ;DFHXF:+ lJEFU4 V[;PALP DlC,F VF8"; SM,[H4 lC\DTGUZ

!P 5|:TFJGF o!P 5|:TFJGF o!P 5|:TFJGF o!P 5|:TFJGF o!P 5|:TFJGF o
Z! DL ;NL 7FGGL ;NL U6FI K[ lJ7FGGF lJSF;GL ;NL
U6FI K[P EF{lTS ;]lJWF;EZ VG[ 8[SGM,MHLGL ;NL U6FI
K[P VYF"T 5|RLG DwISF/ SZTF\ VJF"RLG ;DI pwJUFDL
5lZl:YlTGM U6L XSFIP KTF\ 56 VFH[ ;DFHDF\ S[8,LS
5lZl:YT HgI ;D:IFVM pNEJGL H ZC[ K[P lJ`JGF
N[XMDF\ E|Q8FRFZ4 N]ZFRFZ4 DM\WJFZL4 A[ZMHUFZL4 E'6CtIF4
VgIFIvVGLTL4A/FtSFZ4IF{GXF[QF6H[JL ;D:IFVMG]\
5|DF6 lNJ;[ lNJ;[ JWT]\ H ZCI] K[PN{lGS5+MDF\48LPJLP
lD0LIF 5Z ;FZF ;DFRFZGF :YFG[ ;D:IFJF/F ;DFRFZGL
J6hFZ HMJF VG[ ;F\E/JF D/TL  ZC[ K[P T[DF\YL V[S
JT"DFG ;DIGL ,F\KGEZL ;D:IF IF{GXMQF6 K[P
HFlTIJ'lT DG]QIGF HLJGDF\ DCtJG]\ :YFG WZFJ[ K[P NZ[S
5]Z]QF VG[ :+LGF HLJGlJSF;DF\ VG[ S]8] \A HLJGGL
l:YZTFDF\ HFlTIJ'lTGL IMuI VlEjIlST VUtITFGM EFU
EHJ[ K[P VFYL DFGJLGL HFlTIJ'lT ;FY[ ;\S/FI[,L AFATM
lJX[ J{7FlGS ZLT[ lJRFZ6F SZJFG]\ CJ[ B]A H~ZL U6FJF
,FuI] K[P V[8,] H GCL 56 IMuI p\DZ[ jIlSTG[ HFTLI
lX1F6 VF5JFGL AFATG[ CJ[ AF{lwWS HUTDF\ H~ZL
DFGJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
IF{GXMQF6 A/FtSFZGF S[; lNGvZFT UFD0F4XC[Z4ZFHI S[
N[XDF\ JWTF ZCIF K[PH[DF\ VFD GFUZLSDF\YL lX1FT
jIlST4VE64jIlST4WFlD"S jIlST4ZFHSLI jIlST AFSFT
ZC[TL GYLP ;DFHDF\ D}<IG]\ CGGGF SFZ6[ GFAFl,S VG[
UEZ]]\ AF/FVM5Z I]JFG45|F{- VG[ J'wW 5]Z]QFM wJFZF IF{G
XF[QF6G] \  5|DF6 JwI] \  K[P WlGSM4ZFHSLI4 WD"
,\58sSFDlJ,F;L IF{G XMQF6SFZMf YL ARJF DF8[ ;DFHG[
HFU'T YJFGL VFH[ TFTL H~Z K[P ;DFH VG[ ;ZSFZ[ VF
DCFEI\SZ ;D:IFG]\ lGZFSZ6 ,FJJF DF8[ S0S SFINF VG[
T[G]\ ;tI VD,LSZ6 SZJ]\ VG[ SZFJJ]\ H~ZL K[P VFGL ;FY[
X{1Fl6S ;\:YFVMDF\ 56 HFlTI lX1F6 VF5JFYL ,FBM VG[
SZM0M AFl,SFVM4 I]JTLVM VG[ :+LVM IF{G XMQF6YL ARL
XS[ K[P

5F`RFtI N[XMDF\ HFlTI lX1F6GL jIF5S jIJ:YF VG[
VFIMHG K[P HIFZ[ VF56F EFZTN[XDF\ HFlTI lX1F6GM
lJRFZ GJLG VG[ ;\S]lRT K[P KMKJF/M lJRFZ K[P VFJ]
lX1F6 G VF5L XSFIP 8]\SL N=lQ8JF/M lJRFZ K[P VFGF SFZ6[
H IF{G XMQF6GL ;D:IF ;DFHDF\ lJS;TL HFI K[P CJ[
;DFH lX1F6SFZMV[ VG[ ;ZSFZ[ 8]\SL NlQ8KM0LG[ ACFZ
VFJJ]\ 50X[ VG[ GJLG lJRFZWFZFGM VD, SZJM 50X[ VG[
IF{G XFMQF6GL ;D:IFDF\YL D]ST YJF X{1Fl6S ;\:YFVMDF\
HFlTI lX1F6 VFJSFI" AGFJJ]\ H~ZL K[ VFW]lGS HDFGFDF\
5|tI[S DFvAF5[ q JF,LV[ VG[ lX1FSMV[ TZ]6FJ:YFGF AF/
SM 5|tI[ p5[1FF ;[JJL IMuI GYLP T[DGL S]NZTL VG[
:JFEFlJS l:YlTGM :JLSFZ SZJM H~ZL K[P VFYL H I]JFGLGF
p\AZ[ pE[,F TZ]6MDF\ XF/F S1FFV[ HFlTI lX1F6 VF5LG[
RFlZÈ lGDF6"  SZJ]\ VtI\T H~ZL K[P
ZPHFTLI lX1F6GM VY" oZPHFTLI lX1F6GM VY" oZPHFTLI lX1F6GM VY" oZPHFTLI lX1F6GM VY" oZPHFTLI lX1F6GM VY" o Meaning of Sex
Education
HFTLI lX1F6GM VY" :5Q8 SZTF\ SCL XSFI S[ I]JFG
jIlSTVM 5MTFGL HFlTIJ'lT ;FY[ ;\S/FI[,L ;D:IFVMG[
5CMRL J/L XS[ T[ ZLT[ T[DG[ T{IFZ SZJF H~ZL AGTF
jIJl:YT lX1F6G[ S[ IMuI DFU"NX"GG[ HFTLI lX1F6 TZLS[
VM/BFJL XSFIP
HFTLI lX1F6GF C[T]\G[ wIFGDF\ ,.G[ T[GM VY" NXF"JTF SCL
XSFI S[ jIlSTGL HFlTI ,FU6LVM ;FY[ T[G]\ IMuI VG]S],G
;WFI H[GF 5lZ6FD[ ;DFHG]\ S<IF6 YFI VG[ jIlSTGL
.rKFVMGM ;\TMQF 56 D/L ZC[ V[JF 5|SFZGF lX1F6G[
HFTLI lX1F6 TZLS[ VM/BFJL XSFIP
VF56M EFZTLI ;DFH ;\S], VJ:YFJF/M K[P H[YL HFlTI
lX1F6G]\ lR+ lGZFXFHGS K[P BF; SZLG[ U|FdI VG[
V\TZLIF/ lJ:TFZGF ;DFHMDF\ HFlTI  ;DH S[ lX1F6GM
lJRFZ 56 SM. SZT]\ GYLP ;\S]lRT H SZ[ K[P VG[ T[VM  H[ T[
;DI[ VYF"T 5lT v 5tGLGF NZHHFDF\ VFjIF AFN HFT[ H
HFlTI 7FG VF5M VF5 D[/JL ,[X[ V[JL E|D6F ;[J[ K[P
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VG[ VFGF SFZ6[ HFlTI 7FG  S[ lX1F6GF VEFJ[ ;DFHDF\
,uG SIF" 5KL ;D:IFGM EMU AGTF CMI K[P
V[S VY" 5|DF6[ cc HFlTI lX1F6 V[8,[ AF/S VG[ TZ]6MG[
HFlTI AFATM ;\A\WL IYFY" VG[ J{7FlGS DFU"NX"GPcc
DGMJ{7FlGSM HFlTI lX1F6G[ VF ZLT[ ;DHFJ[ K[P cc VY"5}6"
HFlTI lX1F6 V[ jIlSTGF ;JF"UL jIlSTtJGF lJSF;GM
V\TU"T EFU K[P VG[ T[ HLJGGF AWFH DCtJGF TASSFVMG[
VFJZL ,[ K[P cc
#P HFlTI lX1F6G] \ DCtJP#P HFlTI lX1F6G] \ DCtJP#P HFlTI lX1F6G] \ DCtJP#P HFlTI lX1F6G] \ DCtJP#P HFlTI lX1F6G] \ DCtJP
HFTLI lX1F6G]\ DCtJ ;DHFJTF\ 0MPN[ZF;ZL SC[ K[ AF/
SG[ JI 5|DF6[ .lgN=IG]\ TYF HFTLI 7FG VF5J]\ VFJxIS
K[ AF/S 5MT[ VF0L v VJ/L 4 KFGL K5GL VG[ U[ZZ:T[
NMZGFZ V`,L, DFlCTL D[/J[ V[GF SZTF TM T[ ;FR]\4 ;RM84
J{7FlGS 7FG ;DI;Z D[/J[ T[ JW] .Q8 K[ ;\1F[5DF\ HFlTI
lX1F6 VG[S ZLT[ DCtJG]\ K[P jIlSTUT :JF:yI VG[ SF{8]\lAS
:JF:yIV[ A\G[ N=lQ8=V[ HFlTI lX1F6 BF; DCtJ WZFJ[ K[P
$PHFlTI lX1F6 XF DF8[ VF5J]\ H~ZL K[m$PHFlTI lX1F6 XF DF8[ VF5J]\ H~ZL K[m$PHFlTI lX1F6 XF DF8[ VF5J]\ H~ZL K[m$PHFlTI lX1F6 XF DF8[ VF5J]\ H~ZL K[m$PHFlTI lX1F6 XF DF8[ VF5J]\ H~ZL K[m
S]8\\]A ;FY[ ;DFIMHG ;FWJFP
I]JF 5[-LDF\ HFTLI AFATM 5|tI[ T\N]Z:TL VG[ HFU'TTF
lJS;FJJFP
J:TL JWFZJFGF NZDF\ W8F0M SZJF q J;lT lJ:OM8G[
V8SFJJFP
;DFHDF\ AGTF A/FtSFZGF lS:;FVMG]\ 5|DF6 38F0JFP
 I]JF 5[-LDF\ D/TL HFTLI lJS'lT  VG[ V7FGTF N}Z
SZJFP
 jIlSTGF ;FDFlHS jIJCFZGL ;DH VF5JF TYF
;FDFlHS ;\:SFZG]\ l;\RG SZJFP
 HFlTI lX1F6 VF5JFYL HFlTI J'lTVMG]\ pwJLSZ6
SZL XSFI K[P
,uG HLJG VG[ HFlTI VG]S,G DF8[ H~ZL K[P
TZ]6 v TZ]6LVMDF\ YTF HFlTI ZMUM V8SFJL XSFI
K[P
jIlSTtJGM lJSF; ;FWJF HFlTI lX1F6 H~ZL K[P
T\N]Z:T GFUZLS VG[ VFNX" DFTF v l5TF AGJF DF8[
56 HFlTI lX1F6 VlGJFI" K[P
 HFlTI lX1F6 HFlTIGF V\U[GF E|FDS VG[ ;\S]lRT
lJRFZMDF\YL ACFZ GLS/JF p5IMUL K[P
HFlTITFGF BM8F bIF,MG[ N}Z SZJF H~ZL K[P
:JV\UM :JrKTF ZFBJF q HF/JJFP
TZ]6 v TZ]6LVMGL D]\HJ6 N}Z SZJFP
TZ]\6LVMGF ZHMNX"GG[ WD" ;FY[ ;F\S/LG[ VK}T
jIJCFZDF\YL ACFZ ,FJJFqZHMNX"G V[S XFZLlZS 5|lS|IF

K[P V[D ;DHFJJF HFlTI lX1F6 H~ZL K[P
WDF"W\TF tIHJF DF8[ VG[ ;tITFGM :JLSFZ SZJFP
,\584 N}ZFRFZL jIlSTMVMYL ARJF DF8[ HFlTI lX1F6
VF5J]\ VlGJFI" K[P
5P HFlTI lX1F6 DF8[ X{1Fl6S ;\:YFVMGF SFIM" o5P HFlTI lX1F6 DF8[ X{1Fl6S ;\:YFVMGF SFIM" o5P HFlTI lX1F6 DF8[ X{1Fl6S ;\:YFVMGF SFIM" o5P HFlTI lX1F6 DF8[ X{1Fl6S ;\:YFVMGF SFIM" o5P HFlTI lX1F6 DF8[ X{1Fl6S ;\:YFVMGF SFIM" o
HFlTI lX1F6 VF5TF\ DFwIDMDF\ ;F{ 5|YD S]8]\A K[ 5Z\T]
DFTFv l5TF S[ S]8]\AGF VgI ;DIJI:S ;eI EF.vAC[G
HFlTI lX1F6GF ;\S ]lRT lJRFZGF SFZ6[ 3ZGF
;eIvTZ]\6vTZ]6LG[ lX1F6vDFU"NX"G 5MTFGF ;\TFGM
TZOYL 5}KTF 5|̀ GMGF p0Fp HJFAM VF5[ K[P T[DG[ V[JM 0Z
CMI K[ S[ VFJ]\ lX1F6 VF5JFGYL 5MTFG]\ ;\TFG VG{lTS
HFlTI jIJCFZ TZO NMZJFX[P 5Z\T] T[ GZL V7FGTF K[ P
VFJL S]8]\A VG[ DFTF v l5TFGL V7FGTF N}Z SZJF DF8[
XF/FvSM,[HMDF\ JF,L ;\D[,G JBT[ DFTFvl5TFG[ S[ JF,LG[
HFlTI lX1F6 V\U[GF BM8F bIF,MG[ N}Z SZJFG]\ DFU"NX"G
VF5L XSFIP
 XF/F S[ SM,[HGF lX1FSM wJFZF JF,LVMDF\ HFTLI
lX1F6GL HFU'TTF ,FJJF DF8[ 5|ItGM SZJF P
lX1FSMV[ JF,LVMG[ H6FJJ]\ S[ 5MTFG]]\ ;\TFG !( JQF"G]\
YFI TM T[G[ lD+ ;DFG U6LG[ T[G[ ;D:IFGF 5|̀ GMGF HJFA
VF5JF VG[ ;D:IF lGZFSZ6 ,FJJF H6FJJ]\P
JF,LqDFTF l5TFG[ H6FJJ]\ S[ HM TD[  AFASMG[ ;\XI
ZFbIF JUZ HFlTITFG]\ IMuI DFU"NX"G GCL VF5M TM TDFZ]\
AF/S SIFZ[S VFJ[UDF\ VFJL H.G[ VW8LT 5U,] EZL A[;X[
P VFJF ;FDFlHS ;D:IFJF/F 5|̀ GMYL JFS[O SZL XSFIP
 XF/FDF\ 56 lJnFYL"VMG[ lX1F6 5MT[ HFlTI lX1F6
V\U[GL ;DH VF5[ SFZ6 S[ lX1FS 5MT[ DGMJ{7FlGSGF
HF6SFZ CMI K[P VG[] TZ]6 TZ]6LVMGL ;D:IF ;DHL XS[
K[P
lX1FS[ AF/SMG[ VM/BJFGL VG[ JFTFJZ6GL ;H"JFG]\
SFI" SZJ]\ P
 lXl1FSFVMV[ TZ]6LVM VG[ lX1FSMV[ TZ]6MG[ HFLTI
AFATM q T[DGFDF\ VFJTF VFJ[UM q XFZLlZS 5ZLJT"GM V\U[GM
bIF, VF5JMP
 lX1FSMV[ AF/SGF VSyI EFJMG[ HF6JF VG[ T[DGL
J'lTVMG\] pwJLSZ6 YFI T[JL 5|J'lTVMG]\ VFIMHG XF/F
S1FFV[ SZJ]\ H[D S[ DGMZ\HG4 ;\ULT4 G'tI4 ZDTM4 pt;JM4
5|JF; JU[Z[P
TZ]6 TZ]6LVMGF VFJ[UMG[ ;SFZFtDS lNXFDF\ JF/JF
lX1FS[ DFU"NX"G VF5J]\P
;DFHDF\ AGTL IF{G XMQF6GL W8GFVMGL XF/F
SM,[H S1FFV[ AF/SM HF6SFZL VF5JL TYF T[ V\U[G]\
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IMuI DFU"NX"G VF5J]\P
VGLlTGF jIJCFZYL ARJF 5|,MEGMGM tIFU SZJF4
TZ]6 TZ]6LVMG[ IMuI DFU"NX"G VF5J]\P
 lX1FSMV[ TZ]6LVMGL HFTLI ;D:IFq ZMU lJX[GL
HF6SFZL D[/JJL VG[ IMuI DFU"NX"G VF5J]\ XSI CMI TM
DFTF v l5TF S[ JF,LG[ TZ]6LVMGL ;D:IFYL JFS[O SZLG[
IMuI lGNFG SZFJJF DFU"NX"G VF5J\]P
XF/F SM,[H S1FFV[ HFlTI ZMUM H[JFS[  ZMUM VG[ T[GF
pNEJGF SFZ6M TYF lGJFZJFGF p5FIM V\U[GF SFI"S|DMG]\
VFIMHGF SZJ]\ P
 XF/F SM,[HMDF\ :JF:yIlNGGL pHJFJL SZLG[ HFlTI
lX1F6 V\U[GL HFU|TTF JWFZJLP
XF/FDF\ lJlJW 5|SFZ  ZMUM VG[ T[GF pNEJGF SFZ6M
TYF lGJFZJFGF p5FIM V\U[GF SFI"S|DMG]\ VFIMHGF SZJ]\ P
 XF/FDF\ lJlJW 5|RFZ VG[ 5|;FZ DFwIDM H[JF S[
Z[0LIM4 8LPJL4 8[5Z[SM0"Z4 .g8ZG[8Z wJFZF J{7FlGS -A[ HFlTI
lX1F6 VF5L XSFIP
8[l,lJhG 5Z NXF"JTF SFI"S|DMDF\ lJlJWTF ,FJL HFlTI
lX1F6G[ VeIF;S|D ;FY[ ;F\S/LG[ TZ]6MGF DFG;DF\
HFlTITF 5|tI[GF T\N]Z:TL J,6M BL,JL XSFIP
XF/FDF\ lX1FSMV[ N{lGS 5+M VG[ ;Dl5"T 38GFVMGF
lRTFZG]\ ;\l1F%T J6"G SZLG[  AF/SMG[ IMuI lNXFDF\
DFU"NX"G VF5L XSFIP
 lJ0LIM SMgO|g;  5Z 56 HFlTI lX1F6GF 5|MU|FDMG[
lGCF/L VG[ HFlTITFGF 5|̀ GMGM lGJFZ6 DF8[GF 5|̀ GMtTZL
SZJF XF/F v SM,[HDF\ VFIMHG SZJ]\P
lX1F6SFZM VG[ lJRFZSMGL l;wW S,D[ ,BFI[, HFlTI
DFU"NX"G ;\A\WL v 5]:TSM HF6LG[ AF/SMG[ JF\RJF E,FD6
SZL XFSIP
3D":YFGM VG[ TLY":YFGM 5Z SMTZFI[, lX<5 S,FGF
:YF5tIMYL  HFlTI lX1F6 VF5L XS[ K[P
T[ DF8[ XF/FGF lX1FSMV[ lX<5:YF5tIMG]\ 7FG VF5L
HFlTI lX1F6 VF5L XSFIP
 XF/F SM,[HDF\ HFlTI lX1F6G[ ,UTL lXlAZMG]\
VFIMHG SZJ]\P
XF/F v SM,[HDF\ ;DFHDF\ WD"WTF VFRZTF ;FW] v
;\TMGL 5F5 ,L,FVMGL HF6SFZL VF5JLP
,\58 v U]Z] q lX1FS q ;FW] q ZFHSFZ6L q pnMU5lT S[
VgI SM.56 jIlSTG[ VF/BLG[ T[GFYL N}Z SZJF H6FJJ]\P
IF{G XMQF6YL ARJF DF8[ UEZFIF JUZ ,FE p9FJGFZL
,\58 jIlSTVMG[ ;DFHDF\ pnF0L 5F0JF TZ]6MG[ DFU"NX"G
VF5J]\P

 lX1FSMV[ XF/FDF\ N]ZFRFZ SZGFZ lX1FS CMI TM T[G[
IMuI DFU"NX"G VF5LG[ ;LWF Z:T[ ,FJJM VYJF TM
XF/FGF VFRFI"zLG[ 5lZl:YlTYL JFS[O SZJF H[YL VFJGFZL
;D:IF V8S[P
IF{G XMQF6 SZGFZ jIlSTVM D8[ S0S lX1FFG]\ VFIMHG
XF/FGF lGIDM  VFWFlZT SZJ]\P
 :+L Z1F6GF ;ZSFZL 5U,FDF\ :+LVMV[ p5IMUL
AGJF DF8[[ 5|ItGM SZJF TYF ;ZSFZGF !)_! OMG ;[JFGM
p5IMU l50LT :+LVMV[ SZJM T[G] DFU"NX"G XF/FDF VF5J]\P
JT"DFG ;IDDF\ VlXl1FT 4 lXl1FT4 prRJU" 4 lGdGJU"
S[ U|FdI VG[ XC[ZL lJ:TFZGL GMSZL4 3ZSFD S[ DH]ZL STL
:+LVM 5Z TYF GFGL AFl,SFVM 5Z ;FD}CLS A/FtSFZGF
S[; JW] O}<IF v OF<IF K[P ,MSM lG,"HH AgIF K[P T[GFYL
XF/FGF AF/SM DFlCTUFZ SZJFP
XF/DFDF\ lX1FSM q lXl1FSFVM q ;,FCSFZM S[ DFU"NX"G[
DFU"NX"G VF5JF H6FJJ]\ S[ ;ZSFZGF SFINFVMGM BM8M
,FE G p9FJJM S[ VgI SFZ6M;Z jIlSTG[ IF{G XMQF6DF\
U]G[FUFZ ATFJJL T[ plRT GYLP
 IF{G XMQF6GM EMU AGGFZ jIlSTG[ gIFI V5FJJF
DF8[ VG[ gIFI D[/JJF DF8[ ;DFH[ IMuI 5U,F\ EZJF TYF
HFT[ H l50LT jIlSTV[ lGE"I AGLG[ ;DFHG[ q 5M,L;G[ q
;ZSFZ VG[ S]8] \AGL jIlSTMVMG[ HF6 SZJL v H[YL
V;FDFlHS TtJMG[ 0FDL XSFI TYF IMuI gIFI D[/JL XSFI
T[ DF8[ IMuI DFU"NX"GG]\ XF/FDF\ VFIMHG SZJ]\P
XF/FDF\ lCddT SZLG[ VFU/ VFJ[,L jIlSTVMGL l;lwW
VG[ gIFI D[/J[,L jIlSTVMGL DFlCTL AF/SMG[ VF5JL
H[YL AF/SMDF\ lC\DT VG[ 5|[Z6F D/[P
lJnFYL"VMGF ;\:SFZ l;\RG SZ[ T[JF ;FZF 5]:TSMG]\ H
JF\RG SZJF H6FJJ]\P
XF/FV[ lJnFYL"VMG[ ALP5LP l5SRZ S[ .g8ZG[8 5ZGF
5MGMU|FOL lR+M VG[ lO<DMGF p5IMUYL N}Z ZC[JF DFU"NX"G
VF5J]\P
lX1FSMV[ lJnFYL"VMG[ DGMJ{7FlGS 7FG VF5LG[ ;FDL
jISlTGF DGG[ HF6JFGL S,F q XlST S[/JJL H[YL
VF5ltTYL ARL XSFIP
XF/FGF lX1FSMV[ lJnFYL"VMG[ ;'lQ8 lJZ]wWGF S'tIMYL
ARJF IMuI DFU"NX"G VF5J]\P
 lX1F6DF\ D}<IM ;DFlJQ8 VeIF;S|D ZRJMP H[YL
AF/SMDF\ ;FRF ;\:SFZMG]\ l;\RG YFI4 ;tI4 5|[D4 ,FU6L4
G{lTSTFGM lJSF; SZJMP
 WFlD"S U|YMDF\YL ;FZF ;\:SFZ U|C6 YFI T[JM
VeIF;S|D XF/F v SM,[HMDF\ ZRFI P
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 DCFG RFlZtI|JFG jIlSTVMGF HLJG lRlZ+M4
VeIF;DF\ ;F\S/JF TYF T[DGF HLJGDF\ AG[,L 38GFVMGF
pNFCZ6MGM p5IMU SZJM NFPTP :JFDL lJJ[SFG\NG[ V[S  ;\NZ
:+LV[ 5MTFGF 5lT AGFJLG[ T[DGF YSL 5[NF YI[,F 5]+GL
DF\U6L SZL TM :JFDLHLV[ ;]\NZ:+LG[ 5U[ ,FULG[ DFTFGM
NZHHM VF%IMP VG[ C]\ H TDFZM 5]+ K] V[D SCLG[  SFDF;ST
:+LG[ ;tI DFU"[ ,. VFjIFP
 XF/FGF A],[8LG AM0" 5Z TYF XF/FGL lNJF,M 5Z
;];\:SFZMJF/F ;]JFSIM ,BJF TYF XF/FGF lX1FSM wJFZF
AF/SMDF\ T[ ;]JFSIMGM p5IMU V[S VD, SZFJJMP
XF/F v SM,[HMDF\ D}<IM ;JW"G SZ[ T[JF WD"XF:+MG]\
VFNX" JF\RG SZFJJF]\ H[YL AF/SMDF\GL lJS'lTG]\ B\0G YFIP
NZZMH XF/FDF\ ;]lJRFZMGL ZH]VFT YFIP
DFGl;S XF\lT D/[ VG[ DGGF lJSFZM N]Z YFI T[ DF8[
XF/FDF\ IMU lX1F6GL jIJ:YF SZFJJLP
 XF/FDF\ AF/SMG[ 5|[D ;CFG]E}lT4 ;CSFZ D/[ T[JL
5|J"TLVM IMHJLP
XF/Fv SM,[HMDF\ ;DFHG[ HFU|T SZJF DFTF v l5TFG[
q JF,LVMDF\ ;\:SFZ l;\RG YFI T[ DF8[ 5F`JFtI lZT lZJFHMGM
DMCF\W KM0LG[ EFZTLI lZT v lZJFHMG]\ 5]Go :YF5G  VG[
VD,LSZ6 YFI T[ DF8[ JSTjIq;[lDGFZqlD8L\UMG]\ VFIMHG
SZL XSFIP
 ;FDFlHS ZLT v lZJFHMDF\ S]8]\AGF ;eIMG[ NZHHF
5|DF6[ DFG v ;dDFG D/[ T[JF ;\:SFZMG]\ l;\RG XF/FDF\
YFI TM JW] plRT U6L XSFIP
XF/F v SM,[H S1FFV[ SgIFVMG[ SZF8[ lX1F6GL TF,LD
S[gN=M :YF5JF H[YL ElJQIDF\ pELYTL ;D:IFYL ARL XS[[P

p5;\CFZ op5;\CFZ op5;\CFZ op5;\CFZ op5;\CFZ o
VFD4 XF/F v SM,[H S1FFV[ HFlTI lX1F6GL TFTL H~Z K[P
VG[ lGo;\SMR 5|DF6[ XF/F v SM,[H S1FFV[ HFlTI lX1F6
VF5X[ TM ;DFHDF\ VJxI IF{GvXMQF6 v A/FtSFZGF
lS:;M VMKF YX[ VG[ AF/SMDF\ ;tI7FG 5|U8 YX[P HFlTI
lX1F6G]\ ;FR] 7FG D[/JL lJnFYL" 5MTFG]\ TZ]6FJ:YFYL X~
SZL J'wWFJ:YF ;]WL ;FY"Sv HLJG HLJL XSX[ T[DF\ X\SFG[
SM. :YFG GYLP

;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR
 S]8]\A S<IF64 V[PHLPXFC4 H[PS[PNJ[4 VG0F 5|SFXG4

VDNFJFNP
,uG S8]\A VG[ ;U56 ;A\WM4 V[PHLPXFC4 H[PS[PNJ[4

VG0F 5|SFXG4 VDNFJFNP
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N[XEZDF\ VFlY"S ;FWGv;\5NFGL N=lQ8V[ U]HZFT DMBZFG]\
:YFG WZFJ[ K[PVCL\ SgIF S[/J6L4 A[8L ARFJM VG[ :+L
;XlSTSZ6GL VG[SlJW IMHGFVN VD,DF\ VFJL K[P
N[XEZDF\ U]HZFT H V[S V[J]\ ZFHI K[ S[ HIF\ cS]\JZAF.G]\
DFD[Z]\c IMHGF YSL UZLA 5ZLJFZM DF8[ ZFHI ;ZSFZ B]N
cl5TFc GL E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P
S[gN= ;ZSFZ[ DlC,FVMGF AC]D]BL lJSF; DF8[ Z__!GF JQF"G[
DlC,F ;XlSTSZ6 JQF" TZLS[ HFC[Z SI]" K[P VF JQF"DF\
DlC,FVM JWFZ[ ;XST AGLG[ VFU/ VFJ[ V[ wI[I ZFBJFDF\
VFjI]\ K[4 5Z\T] U]HZFTGL GFZLV[ TM 36F\ ;DIYL 5MTFGL
l:YlTDF\ 5ZLJT"G X~ SZL NLW]\ K[P VFH[ U]HZFTDF\
:+Lv;XlSTSZ6 SZJF VG[S IMHGFVM4 lJSF; SFI"S|DM
VG[ ;\:YFVMGL :YF5GF SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P (DL DFR["
VF\TZZFQ8=LI DlC,FlNG lGlD¿[ U]HZFTDF\ :+LVMGF
lJSF;G[ ,UTF SFI"S|DM VG[ EFQF6M ZFBJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VF
p5ZF\T :Jl6"D U]HZFT IMHGFDF\ :+LVMGL ;]Z1FF V\U[ A[8L
ARFJM VG[ NLSZMvNLSZL V[S;DFG H[JF SFI"S|DM CFY
WZJFDF\ VFjIF K[P
JT"DFG ;DIDF\ DlC,FVM ;FRF VY"DF\ VFW]lGS AGL K[
VG[ 5MTFGL ;J";FDFgI N]A"/TFVMG[ N}Z SZLG[ 5MTFGL
DHA}T SZJFGL 5MTFGL :JT\+ VM/BG[ ã- SZJFGL VG[
5]~QFGL ;FY[ BE[BEM lD,FJLG[ RF,JFGL SMlXQF SZL K[P
VFHGL GFZL ;FCl;S4 5lZ5SJ4 ;lCQ6] VG[ DHA}T lJRFZM
WZFJTL DlC,FGF ~5DF\ ACFZ VFJL K[P V[S AFH] T[6[ cS[ZLIZ
J]DGc GM lBTFA D[/jIM K[ TM ALHL AFH] T[ cCMD D[SZc GF
~5DF\ 3ZU'C:YLGL TDFD HJFANFZLVM ;O/TF5}J"S 5FZ
5F0[ K[P
U]HZFTDF\ GFZL DF4 AC[G4 ;F;]4 JC] S[ 5tGLGF ~5DF\ TM
;J"z[Q9 K[ H 5Z\T] T[GL ;FYM;FY U]HZFTGL GFZLV[ VG[S
1F[+MDF\ VläTLI 5|UlT ;FWL K[P
lJlJW 1F[+MDF\ U]HZFTGL :+LVMV[ SZ[,L 5|UlT olJlJW 1F[+MDF\ U]HZFTGL :+LVMV[ SZ[,L 5|UlT olJlJW 1F[+MDF\ U]HZFTGL :+LVMV[ SZ[,L 5|UlT olJlJW 1F[+MDF\ U]HZFTGL :+LVMV[ SZ[,L 5|UlT olJlJW 1F[+MDF\ U]HZFTGL :+LVMV[ SZ[,L 5|UlT o
!P lX1F6 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o!P lX1F6 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o!P lX1F6 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o!P lX1F6 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o!P lX1F6 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o
U]HZFTDF\ lX1F6 1F[+[ :+L v ;XlSTSZ6GF VG[S SFI"S|DM

U]HZFTDF\ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6U]HZFTDF\ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6U]HZFTDF\ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6U]HZFTDF\ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6U]HZFTDF\ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6
* 0MP VFZPV[P S]Z[XL

* VwIF5SzL4 zL JLP0LP W[,F6L DlC,F SM,[H4 ;FJZS]\0,F

Y. ZCIF K[P U]HZFT 5MTFGF AH[8GF Z_@ WGG[ lX1F6
5FK/ BR[" K[P cDlC,F lX1F6 DOTc H[JL 5C[, U]HZFT
ZFHI äFZF H Y. K[P U]HZFTGF lJnFAC[G lG,S\9 S[ H[VM
5C[,F :+L U|[HI]V[8 CTFP tIFZAFN U]HZFTGL VG[S GFZLVM
lX1F6 1F[+[ VFU/ JWL K[P U]HZFTGF VFG\NLAC[G 58[, S[
H[VM :+LVMGF X{1Fl6S lJSF; DF8[ VUFW 5|ItGM SZL ZCIF
K[ VG[ 5MZA\NZ BFT[ ZC[TF ;lJTFAC[G DC[TFV[ 56
lX1F61F[+[ VG[ G'tIS/F 1F[+[ VlEgG 5|UlT ;FWL K[ p5ZF\T
S[gã VG[ ZFHI ;ZSFZ[ lX1F6GF 5|RFZ VG[ 5|;FZ DF8[ lJlJW
SFI"S|DM VG[ IMHGFVM VD,DF\ D}SL K[P H[D S[ VGF{5RFZLS
lX1F64 DwIFCG EMHG IMHGF4 :+LVM DF8[ VMKF BR["
lX1F6GL IMHGF4 DlC,F ;DFbI IMHGF4 ;J"lX1FF
VlEIFG JU[Z[P
VFD4 ZFHI ;ZSFZ :+LGF X{1Fl6S lJSF; DF8[ HFU'T AGL
K[ VG[ :+LVM X{1Fl6S lJSF;DF\ VFU/ 56 JWL ZCL K[P
ZP VFlY"S :JFJ,\AG 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 oZP VFlY"S :JFJ,\AG 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 oZP VFlY"S :JFJ,\AG 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 oZP VFlY"S :JFJ,\AG 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 oZP VFlY"S :JFJ,\AG 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o
U]HZFT ;ZSFZ :+LVMG[ jIJ;FI D/L ZC[ VG[ T[VM VFlY"S
ZLT[ 5UEZ AG[ T[ DF8[ 5|ItGXL, K[P :+LVMG[ 5MTFGF
U]CpnMU :YF5JF A[\SM ,MG VF5[ K[ T[DH DlC,F D\0/M
VG[ DlC,F pnMU S[gN=MGL :YF5GF SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P VFlY"S
1F[+[ JT"DFG ;DIDF\ :+LVM 36L VFU/ JWL K[P U]HZFTGF
;FJZS]\0,F 1F[+[ S,FSFZLUZLDF\ J;\TAC[G S[J0LIFG[ ZFQ8=LI
5]Z:SFZ D?IM K[P VFH[ DM8FEFUGL :+LVM U'CpnMU
R,FJL ZCL K[ H[DF\ T[VM 5F50 J6[4 VUZA¿L AGFJ[4 DH}ZL
SFD SZ[4 3Z X6UFZGL J:T]VM AGFJ[ p5ZF\T 3Z[ l;,F.SFD
VG[ XFSEFHL J[RF6 SZLG[ 56 5MT[ SDF. XS[ K[P lXl1FT
I]JTLVM 5MT[ ;lJ"; S[ ALhG[XDF\ HM0F.G[ VFlY"S ZLT[
5UEZ AGL ZCL K[P VFH[ 36L V[JL I]JlTVM K[ S[ H[ 5MT[
SDF.G[ 5MTFG]\ VG[ S]8]\AGF ;eiFMG]\ EZ65F[QF6 SZ[ K[P
#P ZFHSLI 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o#P ZFHSLI 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o#P ZFHSLI 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o#P ZFHSLI 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o#P ZFHSLI 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o
U]HZFTDF\ 36L I]JlTVMV[ ZFHSFZ6DF\ h\5,FjI]\ K[4 H[  :+L
v ;XlSTSZ6GM H V[S EFU SCL XSFIP ;ZSFZ[ :+LVM
DF8[ ##@ VGFDTGL ;]lJWF SZL K[ H[ CF, :+LVM DF8[
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5_@ VGFDTGL ;]lJWF ACFZ 5F0JFDF\ VFJL K[ H[GF SFZ6[
36L :+LVMV[ ZFHSLI 1F[+[ 5MTFGL EFULNFZL GM\WFJL K[P
U]HZFTGF .,FAC[G EÎ S[ H[VM ZFHSLI 1F[+[ 5MTFG]\
IMUNFG VF5L ZCIF K[P VF p5ZF\T U]HZFTGF EFJGFAC[G
lRBl,IF4 plD",FAC[G 58[,4 VFG\NLAC[G 58[,4
0F¶PDFIFAC[G SM0GFGL JU[Z[ ZFHSLI 1F[+[ IMUNFG VF%I]\
K[P VFH[ U]HZFTGF ZFHI5F, TZLS[ DFGGLI 0F¶P SD,F
A[GLJF, 5|J'T K[P
$P ;FDFlHS 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o$P ;FDFlHS 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o$P ;FDFlHS 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o$P ;FDFlHS 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o$P ;FDFlHS 1F[+[ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o
U]HZFTGL DlC,FVMV[ ;DFHDF\ 5MTFGL VFUJL VM/B
éEL SZL K[P V[JL 36L :+LVM K[ S[ H[VMV[ ;FDFlHS 1F[+[
36L 5|UlT SZL K[ VG[ ;DFH DF8[ 56 5MTFG]\ IMUNFG
VF5L ZCL K[P pNFCZ6 TZLS[ HM.V[ TM ;]ZTGF lCDF\XL
X[,T S[ H[VM ;DFH;[lJSF TZLS[ lGZFWFZ :+LVM VG[ AF/
SM DF8[ JFt;<I D}lT" ;DFG :+LZtG K[P VF p5ZF\T
U]HZFTGF V~6FAC[G N[;F. H[VM ;DFH;[JF 1F[+[ SFDULZL
AHFJL ZCIF K[P p5ZF\T V[S HF6LTF pNFCZ6 TZLS[ HM.V[
TM S:T]ZAF S[ H[VMV[ UF\WLHL ;FY[ D/LG[ ;DFHGL D}S
;[JF SZL K[P

5P VgI 1F[+MDF\ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o5P VgI 1F[+MDF\ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o5P VgI 1F[+MDF\ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o5P VgI 1F[+MDF\ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o5P VgI 1F[+MDF\ :+Lv;XlSTSZ6 o
jIFJ;FlIS 1F[+[4 :JF:yI 1F[+[4 VF{nMlUS 1F[+[4 SF{8]\lAS
NZHHF 1F[+[ VG[ ZDTvUDT 1F[+[ VFD lJlJW 1F[+MDF\
:+LVMV[ 5|UlT SZL K[P :+LVM 5MTFGF DF8[ HFU'T AGL K[P
T[DH U]HZFT ;ZSFZ äFZF VFH[ :S},DF\ :+LVMG[ VFI"GGL
UM/LV5FI K[ p5ZF\T DwIFCG EMHG IMHGF VG[ ;]JFJ0L
:+LVM DF8[ ;]B0L lJTZ6 IMHGF H[JL VG[S IMHGFVM
VD,DF\ D}SJFDF\ VFJL K[P SF{8\]lAS NZHHF 1F[+[ HM.V[ TM
:+LG[ l5TF VG[ 5lTGL lD,STDF\YL JFZ;M D[/JJFGM
VlWSFZ K[[P :+LVM DF8[ 3Z[,] lC\;F lJ~wW SFG}G 56 p5,aW
K[P
VFH[ V[J]\ SM. 1F[+ GYL S[ HIF\ :+LVMGL ;FD[,ULZL G
CMIP VFHGL :+L 5MTFGF 5lZJFZ VG[ AF/SMGL HJFANFZL
;FYM;FY VgI SFIM"DF\ 56 HM0F. K[P
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pr>prigt rmti[ an[ smijSiA#i)y kiyi<Rmk (vÅl[PNpr>prigt rmti[ an[ smijSiA#i)y kiyi<Rmk (vÅl[PNpr>prigt rmti[ an[ smijSiA#i)y kiyi<Rmk (vÅl[PNpr>prigt rmti[ an[ smijSiA#i)y kiyi<Rmk (vÅl[PNpr>prigt rmti[ an[ smijSiA#i)y kiyi<Rmk (vÅl[PN

* HGSl;\C UMlC,

* 5|MA[;G VMlO;Z4 ;DFH;]Z1FF BFT]4 U]HZFT ZFHI v UF\WLGUZ

p\Ativni:-p\Ativni:-p\Ativni:-p\Ativni:-p\Ativni:-
minv) t[ni u_p(tkiLY)j a[ jiNvi mYimN kr) rHi[ C[ k[
t[ni> simi(jk Äyvhirni> A#i[it kyi-kyi C[. piCLni> k[Tliy
vPi[<n) p[Q)a[ia[ mn&Oyn) si[c (vcirNi n) r)ti[n[ smjvi
mYimN kr) C[. kdic si>p\t smymi> ai simi(jk Äyvhiri[n[
smjvi p\Ry[ gB)r r)t[ (vcirNi kr) C[. ai (dSimi>
smijSiA#ini> B)Om (ptimh tr)k[ (b$d pim[l ai[gAT
ki[ÀT[ {1789-1857} a[ p\Ymvir simi(jk Äyvhirn[
smijSiA#i)y a¿yisni[ m&d‘i[ bniv[l. t[a[ini mtin&sir
smijSiA#i minv kÃyiN miT[ mhRvn&> y[igdin aipS[.
t[ai[~)a[ pi[tini> a>(tm Jvn drÀyin f\>isni> smijni>
p&n<(nmi<N miT[ ghn (c>tn kr[l C[. ai bibtni> an&s>Finmi>
t[mN[ aig\h p&v<k jNiv[l k[ smijSiA#i[ ai bibti[n&> (c>tn
an[ mnn krv&> ji[ea[. t[ai[a[ (AYRyimkti an[ gRyiRmkti
j[vi b[ ²yilmi> smijSiA#in[ smjivvi p\yis kr[l. j[ni>
fL Av$p[ aij[ smijSiA#ia[ t[ni> T&>ki e(thismi> GN) p\g(t
siF) C[ t[ jNivvimi> ki[e a(tSyi[(kt nY). p\At&t s>Si[Fn)y
a¿yisl[Kmi> smijSiA#ini> simi(jk Äyvhirn[ smjvi
miT[ni> j[ j&di-j&di (s>¹Fi>t[i aipvimi> aiv[l C[. t[mi>Y)
kiy<iRmkvid (Yyr)ni> aiFir[ nini-nini biLki[ni> k[
t$NivAYini>  j&Yi[mi> j[  pr>prigt rmti[ rmvimi> aiv[ C[
t[ rmti[ni[ p\Biv t[ni> kirN[ S)Kti an]ipci(rk Fi[rNi[
an[ t[ni oiri jLvit) simi(jk ÄyvAYin[ smjvi p\yis
krvimi> aiv[l C[.
aij[ simi(jk Äyvhirn[ smjvi miT[ni> j&di-j&di d^(OTki[Nni[
(vkis Yy[i C[. t[ an&s>Fin[ kh) Skiy k[ aimi> GNi
smijSiA#i)ai[n&> yi[gdin rh[l C[. smijmi> bnt) FTnin[
smijSiA#i)y r)t[ smjvi GNi a(Bgmi[ni[ (vkis Yy[i C[
t[mi>Y) p\At&t a¿yis l[K kiy<vid Y)yr)n[ ¹yinmi> riK)
lKvimi> aiv[l C[. j[mi> Kis kr)n[ biLpNni smkxj&Ymi>
pr>prigt rmt oiri biLki[mi> Yt& simiJkrN an[ t[ni
kirN[ jLvit) simi(jk ÄyvAYin[ smjivvimi> aiv[l C[.
j[[n[ m&d‘isr n)c[n) (vgt[ smJa[.

kiy<iRmkvidn) smj&t) :-kiy<iRmkvidn) smj&t) :-kiy<iRmkvidn) smj&t) :-kiy<iRmkvidn) smj&t) :-kiy<iRmkvidn) smj&t) :-
TiÃki[T pirsºs oiri simi(jk miLKin[ smjivvi pi>c
bibti[n[ ¹yinmi> l)F[l C[. j[mi> simi(jk Fi[rNi[, simi(jk
drjji[ an[ B*(mki, j&Y upj&Y, si>AkZ(tk m*Ãyi[, an[ s>AY)kZt
¹y[y ai pi>c bibt t[ dr[k smijn) j$r)yit C[. an[
minv Sr)rni> a>gi[n) j[m ji[Diy[l C[. T&kmi> a[kib)ji
tRvn) asr pirApr Yiy C[. ai j$r)yit s>ti[Pt) bibt
t[ j kiyi<Rmk ÄyvAYi C[. j[mk[ k&T&>b s>AYi, l³n s>AYi, Fm<
s>AYi, rijy s>AYi vg[r[ oiri simi(jk ÄyvAYin) jiLvN)
ke r)t[ Yiy C[ t[n) smj&t) miT[ mT<n kiyi<Rmkvidn) trf[N
kr[ C[. p\At&t a¿yismi> pr>prigt rmt t[ni (nymi[ an[
biLki[ni> vt<nmi> t[n& piln Yiy C[. j[ni> kirN[ B(vOymi>
Fi[rN an&$p vt<n krvin) p[\rNi n[ smjvi p\yis hiY
Frvimi> aiv[l C[.
(mÃD^[D prT[n biLki[n) rmt oiri Yt) (vkisn) p\(k\yin[
smjivvi j&d)-j&d) ~[N)mi> (vBiJt kr[ C[. j[mi> s]i p\Ym
a[k vP< bid biLk Avt>#i Yen[ a[kli a[kli rÀyi kr[ C[.
b)J ~[N)mi> t[ b)jin) siY[ hi[vi Cti pi[tin)j rmti[ rm[
C[. t[mj a[ pN smjvi p\yis nY) krti[ k[ b)ji biLki[ S&>
rmt rm) rHi C[. #i)J ~[N)mi> t[ fkt b)jin) rmti[n&>
an&krN kr[ C[. an[ #iN k[ cir vP< pC) t[ biLk a[v)
avAYi aiv[ C[ k[ t[ b)ji biLk siY[ rmt& Yiy C[.
rmti[ oiri Yt& simi(jkrN an[ simi(jk ÄyvAYin&>rmti[ oiri Yt& simi(jkrN an[ simi(jk ÄyvAYin&>rmti[ oiri Yt& simi(jkrN an[ simi(jk ÄyvAYin&>rmti[ oiri Yt& simi(jkrN an[ simi(jk ÄyvAYin&>rmti[ oiri Yt& simi(jkrN an[ simi(jk ÄyvAYin&>
miLK&>miLK&>miLK&>miLK&>miLK&>
{1} simi(jk F[irNi[ an[ simi(jkrN : {1} simi(jk F[irNi[ an[ simi(jkrN : {1} simi(jk F[irNi[ an[ simi(jkrN : {1} simi(jk F[irNi[ an[ simi(jkrN : {1} simi(jk F[irNi[ an[ simi(jkrN : smijSiA#i)ai[
simi(jkrNni[ aY< aipti jNiv[ C[ k[ simi(jkrN a[ Äy(ktni>
jºmY) mZRy& py<t minv)n&> simi(jk Äy(kt tr)k[ GDtr
krt) p\(k\yi C[. ah) simi(jkrNn) a[jºs)ni> mi¹ym tr)k[
(m#ij&Y a[ mhRvn&> mi¹ym C[. kirN biLk (kSi[rivAYimi>
an[ t$NivAYimi> mi[Ti Bigni[ smy t[ni (m#ii[ siY[ (vtiv[
C[. ai j&Yi[ {tLpd) BiPimi> kh[vimi> aiv[ ti[ “Ti[L)” }
hi[y C[. ai Ti[L) rmti[ rmv), rKDv&>, kyik b[qk AYin
bnivv&>, vg[r[ j[v) p\vZ(tai[ krt) hi[y C[. t[mi> j[ rmti[ rm[
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t[ni> (nymi[ pN bniv[ C[. j[ rmt drÀyin Ti[Lk)ni bFij
s¿yi[a[ Av)kirvi pD[ C[. aim Cti ai (nymi[ l[K)t Av$pni>
hi[ti nY) k[ t[ni miT[n) a[Tl) g>B)r p\kirn) sjin)
ji[givie pN hi[t) nY) j[Y) t[n[ ani]pcir)k Av$pni (nymi[
pN kh) Skiy. pr>prigt rmti[mi> g)Ãl)-d>Di[, s>ti k&kD),
Cip&, {biksn) pÍ)} lKi[T), BmrDi vg[r[ j[v) rmt[ini[
smiv[S kr) Skiy. j[v) rmt[i t[vi
(nymi[ an[ t[n& piln krvin&> hi[y C[. aºyYi rmtmi>Y)
kiQ) niKvimi> aiv[ C[. k[Tlik biLki[n) m&likit len[ p&Cvimi>
aiv[l k[ j[ rmtni> (nymi[n& piln n kr[ t[ biLkn[ tm[ S&
khi[ Ci[? p\Ry&_irmi> jiNvi mL[l k[ ai biLkn[ a>ciEDi[,
g&>ciLi[ { Cheater }, G&>Sli[ aYvi ti[ GSli[ tr)k[
ai[LKiv[l C[. j[Y) biLk (nymn&>  piln krti S)K[ C[. j[
Bi(v Jvnmi> Fi[rN an&$p vt<n krvin) p\[rNi p&r) piD[
C[. j[ aivnir smyni  simi(jk ÄyvAYini> miLKini> tRv
tr)k[ simi(jk Fi[rNn&> piln krvin&> S)Kv[ C[ j[ni> oiri
simi(jk ÄyvAYi Tk) rh[ C[.
{2} drjji an&$p B*(mki an[ simi(jkrN. : {2} drjji an&$p B*(mki an[ simi(jkrN. : {2} drjji an&$p B*(mki an[ simi(jkrN. : {2} drjji an&$p B*(mki an[ simi(jkrN. : {2} drjji an&$p B*(mki an[ simi(jkrN. : smkx
(m#ii[j&Yi[mi> rmtni> j[m (nymi[ hi[y C[ t[m t[n) Ti[Lk)mi>
pN j&di-j&di (p\y (m#i, (m#i, l>gi[T)yi (m#i, am&k a>S[
Ti[L) srdir, j[vi drjji vh[ciy[li hi[y C[. ji[k[ mi[Ti Big[
ai bibt K&bj s>v[dnS)l hi[y C[ k[ t[ kyir[ t&T[ an[ kyir[
ji[Diy jiy t[ n(kk hi[t& nY). pr>t& nJkni S[r) (vAtirni>
biLki[ni[ a[k Ti[L)mi> smiv[S Yiy C[ t[ p\miN[ pi[tin)
B*(mki Bjvti ah)>Y) S)Kvin) S$ait Yiy C[.
{3} j&Y tYi upj&Y an[ simi(jkrN. : {3} j&Y tYi upj&Y an[ simi(jkrN. : {3} j&Y tYi upj&Y an[ simi(jkrN. : {3} j&Y tYi upj&Y an[ simi(jkrN. : {3} j&Y tYi upj&Y an[ simi(jkrN. : a[k Y) pi>c
vP<ni> smygiLi drÀyin biLk rmtni> mi¹ym oiri shkirn)
Bivni tYi (SAtni piq S)K[ C[. T&kmi> kh[ti simi(jk
ai>tr(k\yini p\kir tr)k[ shkir, s>GP<, ApFi< j[v) p\vZ(t
tYi t[ni> (SAtni> piq S)K[ C[. tYi pi[tin) Ti[L) tYi
aºyn) Ti[L) j[vi Bign[ smjti S)K[ C[. j[ j&Yni> p\kir
tr)k[ amj&Y tmj&Y j[vi Big piD[ C[.
{4} si>AkZ(tk m*Ãyi[ an[ simi(jkrN. : {4} si>AkZ(tk m*Ãyi[ an[ simi(jkrN. : {4} si>AkZ(tk m*Ãyi[ an[ simi(jkrN. : {4} si>AkZ(tk m*Ãyi[ an[ simi(jkrN. : {4} si>AkZ(tk m*Ãyi[ an[ simi(jkrN. : biLki[ni ki[epN
rmt j&Y ji[vimi> aiv[t[i t[mi> t[n) rmti[mi> hLvi p\kirn)
si>AkZ(tk m*Ãy ÄyvAYi pN ji[e Skiy C[. am&k j&Y siY[
rmv>&, Ti[Lk)ni n)(t (nym[in&> piln krv&> vg[r[. mni[v]Xi(nk
f[\iED minv m(AtOkn[ smjvi Y[r[p){Therapy} ni[ Av)kir
kr) mni[ (vÅl[PNvid) p\vZ(tni[ Av)kir kr)n[ jNiv[l j[ni>
oiri jNiv[l k[ aipNi p\(t(dnn) j[ JvnS]l) C[ t[n[ s]iY)
vF& ac[tn mn (ny(#it kr[ C[. ai ac[tn mnmi> t[ bFij
s>AmrN hi[yC[ j[ biÃyivAYimi> Yyi hi[y C[. T&>kmi> kh[ti
jNiv[[ k[ biÃyi vAYi oiri Äy(kt j[ kie S)K[ C[. j[mk[ mir-

p)T, s&Kd-d&Kd an&Bv, rmtni> (nymi[ vg[r[ aipNi mgjmi>
sg\hien[ pDyi rh[ C[.
{5} s>AY)kZt ¹y[y an[ simi(jkrN. : {5} s>AY)kZt ¹y[y an[ simi(jkrN. : {5} s>AY)kZt ¹y[y an[ simi(jkrN. : {5} s>AY)kZt ¹y[y an[ simi(jkrN. : {5} s>AY)kZt ¹y[y an[ simi(jkrN. : dr[k simi(jk
ÄyvAYi jLvie rh[ t[ miT[ t[ni> s>AY)kZt ¹y[y hi[y C[. ai
¹y[y p\i¼t krvini> smij miºy migi[< hi[y C[. smijn)
t>d&rAt)ni[ aiFir aivi ¹y[y p\i¼t krvini> mig< upr hi[y C[
Äy(kt eµC)t ¹y[yn) p\i¼t) miT[ jyir[ smij miºy mig<n[
apniv[ Ryir[ smAyi$p bnti[ nY) pN jyir[ t[ smij
amiºy mig<ni[ shiri[ l[ C[ Ryir[ smAyi$p bn[ C[. S[r)ni
j&Yi[ Kis kr)n[ g\iÀy (vAtirmi> hi[L) j[vi simi(jk th[virmi>
p[itn) S[r)mi> hi[L) Yiy an[ tni> dS<ni[ liB mL[ t[v&
eµCti hi[y pr>t& hi[L) miT[ni> likD>i B[gi krvi likDin)
ci[r) rmt j&Yi[ {j[n[ g]r[yi tr)k[ ai[LKvimi> aiv[ C[} n kr[
t[v) eµCi S[r)ni> li[ki[ riKti hi[y C[.
T&>kmi> upr[ikt bibtni> aiFir[ n)c[n) r)t[ fL~Z(t p\i¼t
kr) Skiy.
{1} rmtj&Yi[a[ biLkn[ Bi(v Jvnni> vt<nni Fi[rNi[n)
smj aipvin&> S)Kv[ C[.
{2} dr[k rmtni (nym[i j&di-j&di hi[y C[. t[m simi(jk
ÄyvAYimi> simi(jk Fi[rNi[ an[k p\kirni>  hi[y C[.
{3} (nymi[ni pilnY) rmt Tk) rh[ C[. t[m sim(jk ÄyvAYi
simi(jk Fi[rNi[ni> kirN[ Tk) rh[ C[.
{4} rmt j&Yn&> miLK& j[m rcnit>#ini> miLKini> tRvi[
siY[ sb>F)t C[ t[m simi(jk ÄyvAYin[ pN t[n&> miLK&> C[.

s>dB<s&c)s>dB<s&c)s>dB<s&c)s>dB<s&c)s>dB<s&c)

a[.J.Sih an[ j[.k[.dv[ smijSiA#i pr)cy, aniDi
p\kiSn, amdivid 2007
a[.J.Sih an[ j[.k[.dv[. simi(jk s>Si[Fnn) p¹F(tai[,
aniDi p\kiSn, amdivid 2009
a[.J.Sih an[ j[.k[.dv[. simiºy smijSiA#i  aniDi
p\kiSn, amdivid 2009
a[.J.Sih an[ j[.k[.dv[. smijSiA#i)y (vcirki[ :aniDi
p\kiSn, amdivid  2009
smijSiA#ik) ne (dSia[ :- a[s.a[l.di[P) p).s).j]n.
n[Snl p(¾lS)>g hius, jyp&r.
Birt)y smij a[vm‘ (vcirFiria[ : gi[(vºd c>d[̂y pi>D[y
: n[Snl p(¾lS)>g hius jyp&r.
Akolkar V.V. Social Psychology Asia
Publishing House 1953
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;D]N= J;G[ N[lJ 4 5J"T :TGD\06[
lJQ6] 5tGL GD:T]eI\ IFN o :5X" o 1FD:JD

VF ;\:S'T `,MS VF56L ;\:S'lT 5I"FJZ6 V\U[ Zl1FT
;\:S'lT K[P T[ ATFJ[ K[P VG[ DFGJL  ;JFZGL  5|FY"gFF  VF
;\:S'T `,MS YL SZ[ K[P 5I"FJZ6 GL U.SF, 5|FS'lTS 5|[D
;FY[ ;\S/FI[,L CTL T[ AFATGL ;FlATL VF5[ K[P 5|FRLG
;\:S'lT VG[ T[ ;DIGF  HLJGDF\ 5|FS'lTS TtJMGL 5]HF
VG[ VFZFWGFVM bIF, ;DFI[,M CTMP ;]I"4 R\£ 4 GNL 4
5J"TM V[G J'1FMGL 5]HF YTL CTLP5|FS'lTS TtJMGL HF/
J6L SM. N[JL 4 N[JTF VG[ HLJGGF V[S H~ZL TtJM ;DFG
GYLP
VFH[ J{`lJS :TZ[  5I"FJZ6 V\U[  RR"F lJRFZ6F  Y.
ZCL K[P 5I"FJZ6LI TtJMGF JW] G[ JW] p5IMU S[ jIJ
lJ`J :TZ[ U\ELZ RR"FGM  lJQFI K[P tIFZ[ VG[S lJW
;ZSFZL VG[ lAG;ZSFZL  ;\:YFVM ;ZSFZzL VG[
;DFHGF ;eIM  VF V\U[ HFU'T YJF ,FuIF K[PX{1Fl6S
;\:YFVMDF\ 5I"FJZ6 lX1F6 p5Z EFZ V5FJF ,FuIM
K[P TM J/L :JrKTF 4:JrK VFZMuI VG[  pHF" ARFJ S[
5F6L VG[ H\U, HF/J6L H[JF  5|̀ GM  5Z JWFZ[ wIFG
V5FJF ,FuI] \  K[ W8TF HTF 5I"FJZ6LI TtJMGL
U\ELZTF  DF\ WLZ[ WLZ[ ,MSM ;DHJF ,FuIF K[P VF
V\U[ !))Z DF \ A|FhL, BFT[ ZLIM v0L vHFG[ZMDF\
5"yJL 5lZQFN IMHF. CTL H[DF\ VMhMG ,[IZDF\ 50TF
lKN=M  VG[ T[GF U\ELZ 5lZ6FDM AFAT[ RR"F  lJRFZ6F
Y. H[DF\ V[Hg0F vZ! GL ZRGF SZJFDF\ VFJL T[
VG];FZ 5I"FJZ6  5|N]QF6G[ lGI\+LT SZL  5I"FJZ6
VG]~5 ;D'wW lJSF; ;FWJFGL AFAT  5Z EFZ D]SFIM
H[DF\ $_ 5|SZ6M VG[ &__ 5FGFGM ;DFJ[X SZJFDF\
VFJ[ [K[P
lNJ;[ vlNJ;[ JWTM HTM 5I"FJZ6 GM p5IMU ElJQIGL
5[-L DF8[  BTZF~5 K[ S[8,LS  JG:5lTVM 4 5|F6LVM S[
5\BLVMG[ VFJGFZL  5[[-L DF+ 5]:TSM wJFZF H VM/BL
XSX[P  ElJQIDF\ 5F6LGM ARFJ GCLP YFI TM

5I"FJZ6 o U.SF,4 VFH VG[ VFJTLSF,

* 0MP V[;PV[RP ZFHIU]Z]

* VFRFI"zL4 DFT'zL VFZPVFZP DM65ZF VF8"; SM,[H4 EFJGUZ

5F6LGL V[S V[S A]\NG[ CHFZM ~l5IF VF5LG[56 GCL
BZLNL XSFIF  JFI] 5|N]QF6GF 5lZ6FD[ lJ`JDF\ JWT]
HT] TF5DFG DM8L DM8L  lCDXL,FVM NlZIF. ;5F8LDF\
t;]GFDLGF DMHFVM ,FJX[P VG[ S[8,FS J{7FGLS VeIF;M
H6FJ[ K[S[ ElJQIDF\ TtJMGL HF/J6L S[ JWTL  HTF
TF5DFG G V8SFJL XSFI TM  lJ`JGF NlZIF  lSGFZFGF
A[8 ;DFG AGL HX[ u,MA, JMDL"UGL  ;D:IFVM pNEJX[
DF8[ ElJQIGL 5[-LG[ VF56[ 5I"FJZ6 TtJM JFZ;FDF\
VF5L XSLX]\ S[[ S[D m T[ V[S 5|`GFY" K[P
5I"FJZ6 GL U.SF, ov

cc lJXF/ HU lJ:TFZ[ GYL V[S H DFGJL
5X] K[ 4 5\BL K[4 5]Q5M4 JGMGL K[ JG:5lT cc

v pDF\XSZ HMQFL
.lTCF; DF\ l;W\]BL6GL ;\:S'lT NZlDIFG ,MSM 5|F6LVM
VG[ JG:5lTVM GL 5]HF VG[ p5F;GF  SZTF CTF
PJ'1FDF\ 5L5/M VG[ ,LD0FDF\ 5|[TJF;GL  DFgITFVM
5lZ6FD[  .HL%TGF ,MSM T[GL 5]HF SZTF VFI"F 5|FS'lTS
TtJMG[  N{JL XlST U6TF  H[D S[ JFI] 4 5'yJL  4 VluG
4.gN= JU[Z[ TtHJMGL 5]HF  YTL VF TDFD N[JMG[ 5|;gG
SZJF T[DGL 5]HF VG[ I7M YTFP J/L 5|FRLG ,[BS
IF;SGF JUL"SZ6 DF\ D]bI +6 5|SFZGF N[JMGM
p<,[B K[ VFSFX 5FTF/ VG[ 5]yJL 5Z ZC[GFZF N[JMP
DS\ZN NJ[ GFDGF SlJV[  JZFC 5]ZF6 VG[ VluG 5]ZF6
DF\YL 5;\N SZ[, ;\:S'T `,MSDF\ J'1FM VG[ 5I"FJZ6 GL
Z1FF NX"FJF. [K[P  5I"FJZ6  VG[ J'1FM jIlSTGF VFtDFG[
;\TMQF K[ V\lTD DM1F  V5FJ[ K[P VG[ J'1FMG[ 5]+M ;FY[
;ZBFjIF K[P AWFGF N]oBM 5|FRLG ;\:S'lT VG];FZ DFGJL
VG[ S]NZTL AFATMGL U.SF, V[ VGMBM ;DgJI
EFZTLI  ;\:S'lTDF K[P
5I"FJZ6 GL VFH ov

cc VF56[ H[J]\ lJRFZLV[ KLV[ T[JF KLV[
VF56[ H[ SF\. KLV[ T[ AW] 5[NF YFI K[P

VF56F lJRFZMYL VF56[ VF56F lJ`JG]\  ;H"G
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SZLV[ KLV[Pcc
v A]wW

p5ZMST pSlT VG];FZ  5I"FJZ6 GL VFH S[JL  K[ T[ AFAT
5|NXL"T YFI K[P VF56F lJRFZMYL VF56[  lj`JG] \
;H"G SZL V[ KLV[PV[ JFT ;FRL H TM  K[PCF,DF\
5I"FJZ6 GL lJGFXS 5lZl:YlT DF8[ DFGJL  T[GF lJRFZM
VG[  T[GL HLJG X{,L H HJFANFZ  U6FJL  XSFI DFGJLG[
JW] G[ JW] VFW]lGS HLJG X{,L JWTF HTF pnMUM 4 J;lT
JU[Z[  5I"FJZ6GF  lJGFX DF8[ HJFANFZ K[P VF TDFD
AFATMV[ 5I"FJZ6LI  5|N]QF6M ;HF"IF K[P H[DF\ H/
4CJF 4 HDLG VG[ wJGL 5|N]QF6M 5I"FJZ6 GL CF,GL
JF:TlJS 5lZl:YlT G]\ lGD"F6 SZJF DF8[  HJFANFZ
U6FJL XSFI N[X ZFQ8=GF VFZMuI  DF8[ G]SXFGST"F
K[5I"FJZ6LI 5|`GMG[  lGJFZJFGF jIF5S 5|IF;M YJF
,FuIF K[ lJ`JDF\ 5'yJL lXBZ 5lZQFNM IMHFJM ,FUL K[
PVF 5lZQFNM wJFZF  ,[IZ 50L ZC[,F lKN=MGL  HF6SFZL
5|F%T Y. DFGJLG[  5I"FJZ6GM lJGFX SZL G[  5MTFGM lJSF;
SI"F VG[ 5|FS'lTS TtJMG[ GFYJFGM jIY" 5|IF; SI"F T[J]\
VFH CF, GL  5I"FJZ6LI 5lZl:YlT  HMTF  ,FU[ K[P
lJ`JDF\ 5I"FJZ6LI ;\Z1F6 ;\NE" lJlJ3
5I"FJZ6LI R/J/M X~ YJF  ,FUL VG[ 5I"FJZ6GF
1F[+DF\ HFU'lT ,FJJFGF 5|IF;M YJF ,FuIF  DFGJLVM
HFU]ST AGLG[ 5MTFGL VFW]lGS  HLJGX{,L   AN,JJFGL
H~ Z K[P T[J]\ DFGJF ,FuIF K[P V[ ;DI[ CJ[ N}Z GYLP
HIFZ[ 5|S'lT 5MTFGM 5|SM5 JW] jIF5S  ZLT[ lJ5lZT :J~5[
O[,FJ[ VG[ 5'yJL 5Z GF DFGJLI  HLJGGF ElJQIG[
W]W/] AGFJ[P
VFD VFW]lGS  5I"FJZ6LI AFATMYL ;DFHGM ;DU|
JU" ;EFG AG[ T[ C[T]\ YL  CJ[ lX1F6GF 1F[+DF\ 56
5I"FJZ6GM VeIF; jIF5S AgIM K[P VJFZ GJFZ  ;\RFZ
DFwIDM wJFZF 5I"FJZ6 HF/J6L HFU'lTGL  ZH]VFTM
HMJF D/L K[P U]HZFTGL D]bI RFZ GNLVM  TF5L GD"NF
DCL VG[ ;Z:JTL VFH[ N]lQFT YI[,L K[P TM ALHL TZO
lJ`JG] \ AN,FT] \ TF5DFG BGLHM D[/JJFGL lJlWJ
5|lSIF  JU[Z[ 5lZ:YlTGF SFZ6[  5I"FJZ6GLVFH VtI\T
EIFGS VG[ lJGFXS K[P VF 5lZ:YlTG[ lGI\+LT SZJFGGF
5|IF;M  X] \ IMuI 5lZ6FD ,FJL XSFX[ m 5I"FJZ6
GF JT"DFG  G[ ;]WFZL XSFX[ m
ZZ DL DFR"  cc lJ`J H/ lNG cc TZLS[ pHJFI  K[P
N]lGIFGL GNLVMD\F JC[TF S], H/GF DF+ $@ H/ H
EFZTDF JC[ K[P VF 8SFJFZL ;FY[ VF56[ ElJQIGL 5[-
LGL JFZ;FDF\ 5F6L S[ 5F6L G] \ lR+ VF5LX] \ m

5I"FJZ6GL VFJTLSF, ov
5I"FJZ6 5|`GM ;FY[ X] \  VF56[ ElJQIGL 5[-LG[
JFZ;FDF \:JrK  VG[ ;]\NZ 5I"FJZ6 VF5L XSLX]\ m T[
5|̀ G BZ[BZ U\ELZ RR"F DF\UL ,[ T[JM  K[P  5I"FJZ6GL
U.SF, V\U[G] \  lR+  :JrK CT] \  CF,GL 5lZ:YlT
V:5Q8 VG[ lJGFXS  K[P VMhMG ,[IZDF\ 50TF lKN=M
lJ`JDF\ TF5DFGDF\ JWFZM SZJF ,FuIF K[P  H[G[
VFW]lGS ;eIGF J{7FlGSM u,MA, JMlD"U  GF GFD[  VM/
BFJ[ K[PCJFGF 5|N]QF6M JWJFYL VFSFXDF\ ZC[, VMhMG
,[IZDF\ lKN=M 50JF ,FuIF H[D6[ VFH[ U\ELZ :J~5
WFZ6 SI"] K[P ElJQIDF\ VF 5lZ:YlT VtI\T  D]xS[,L
~5 ;FALT YX[P
5]yJL5Z GF JWTFHTF\ pQ6TF5DFGG[ 5lZ6FD[  S'lQF1F[+[
VlGrRLTFG[ JWTL HFI K[ H[GF SFZ6[ S'lQFpt5FNG 1F[+[
W8F0M GMWMjIM K[ TM J/L lCDF,IGF  lCDu,[lXIZMG]\
SN GFG] \   YT] \  HFI K[P H[YL ElJQIDF\  U\UFGM
5|JFC ;]SF. HJFGM EI pEM YIM K[ 8]\SDF\  u,MA,
JMDL"U GL 5lZ:YlT 5|tI[S B\0GL E{FTLS  VG[ H{JLS
CF,DF\ 5|eFFlJT SZL ZC[, K[P VUFpGF  JQF"F SZTF
CF, DF\ lJ`JDF\ TF5DFGDF\ JWFZM jIF5S :J~5[
GMWFIM K[  5I"FJZ6GF J{7FlGSM V[JM EI jIST SZ[ K[ S[
p5ZLI I]ZM5DF\ TF5DFG GF JWFZFGF SFZ6[ ;D]N=GL
5F6L ,]%T Y. HX[P VF DF+ TFZ6M H K[P HM S[ T[ V\U[
SM. ;DIUF/M lG`RLT SZL XSFTM GYLP
TM J/L ALHF EIHGS  AFAT  V[ ZH] SZ[ K[  S[ ;D]N=GL
H/ ;5F8L V{TCFl;S ZLT[ JWX[P H[DF\ EFZTGF D]\A.
VG[ 5FlS:TFG GF SZFRL H[JF NlZIF p5ZGF XC[ZM
;FD BTZM pEM YIM K[P 5'yJL  5Z VFJ[,M AZOGF lXBZM
h05YL 5LU/L ZCIF K[P VG[ ;D]N=GL ;5F8L  EIHGS
ZLT[ JWL ZCL K[P H[ ElJQIDF\ 5I"FJZ6LI lR+G[  :5Q8
SZ[ K[P VG[ ElJQIGF t;]GFDL H[JL EI\SZ5lZ:YlT VM
;HF"JFGL  XSIFTFVM 56 JWL HFI K[P $ V[l5|,  Z__(
GF ZMH U]HZFTGF DM8FEFUGF lJ:TFZMDF JFJFhM0F
;FY[ SZF 50JFGF VC[JF,M GMWFIM K[ V[g8FS"8LSF DF
O[A|]VFZL Z__( DF\ !$45__ RMZ; DL8ZGM lJl<S;G
VF.; ;[<O GFDGM AZOGM 8]\S0M K]8M 50L ;D]N= DF\
E/L UIMP  5I"FJZ6GF ElJQIGM lJRFZ SZTF SC[JFI
S[ pGF/FDF\ JZ;FN  TM SIF\S JW] UZDL RMDF;FDF\
VGZFWFZ JZ;FN VG[ lXIF/FDF\ ;TT 9\0L JU[Z[
5lZ:YlTVM VF 5|dFF6[ S[D ;HF"6L  m TM T[GM V[S DF+
HJFA ccu,MA,  JMDL"U cc 8]\SDF\ u,MA, JMDL"U GL
S[8,LS DF9L V;ZM ;HFX" ElJQIDF\ H[DF \
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CJFDFGDF\ O[ZOFZ NlZIF. ;5F8LGL pRF.DF\ JWFZM
B[TLGM 5FS VG[ pt5FNSTFD\F BF; W8F0M4 EFZTGF
## @ lH<,FVM  B[TL lJQFIS S8MS8L pNEJL K[P VG[S
ZMUM JwIF K[  D[,[ZLIF 4 0[uI] \ 4 TFJ 4 TF5DFG #
YL 5 ;[g8LU[ |0DF \ JWFZM YJFYL ALDFZL JWL K[P
CJFDFGGF AN,FJJFDF\  H\U,MGM GFX VG[ Z6
lJ:TFZM JWX[P
lJlJW Z;FI6M VG[ ZF;FIl6S RLHMGM p5IMU DG]QIG[
;LWM S[  VF0STZL ZLT[ V;Z  5CMRF0[ K[P T[DH VF5JF
HLJGGF H~ZL V[JF  U[; 4%,F:8LSGL J:T]VM4l 0h, S[
;FA]4 l08H"g8M T[DH ALH] W6] AW] 4 VFW]lGS S[DLS,
.HGZL ;UJ0M VG[ 7FGGF lJlJW ;FWGM HLJGGL
U]6JTFG[ ;]WFZ[ K[ TM ALHL TZO ZF;FIl6S  pt5FNGM :JrK
VG[ T\N]Z:T  5I"FJZ6GL BFTZL VF5JFGM 50SFZ 56
pEM SZ[ K[P
u,MA, JMDL"U GL VF EIFGS ElJQIGL 5lZ:YlTG[
lGJFZJF lJ`J:TZ[ u,MA, JMDL"U GL V;ZMGL HFU'lT
,FJJFGF ACM/F 5|IF;M Y. ZCIF K[P DF8[ VF  lJS;LT
ZFQ8=FV[ VFlY"S T[DH 8[SGLS, ;5M8" VF5JFGL T{IFZL 56
NX"FJL K[P lJSF;XL, N[XM VF DF8[  5U,F ,[JF T{IFZ
AgIF K[P ;D:IF JW] jIF5S AG[ T[ 5C[,F H  T[G[ SFA]DF\
,[JFGF 5|IF;M Y. ZCIF K[P VFUFDL  JQF"MDF\ u,MA,
JMDL"U GL V;ZMYL lJ`JG[ D]ST  SZFJJF DF8[ ;DU| lJ`J
5|lTAwW AgI]\ K[P
VFD 5I"FJZ6GL U.SF,DF\  5I"FJZ6GL HF/J6L VG[
5]HF 4 p5F;GF  bIF,M ;\S/FI[,F CTF VG[ JT"DFG
;DIDF\ 5I"FJZ6GL 5lZl:YTL JWFZ[ G[ JWFZ[ lJS8 YTL
HFI K[P5I"FJZ6LI SFINFVM CMJF KTF T[G] \ 5F,G
SM6 VG[ S[8,]\ m  V[S 5|̀ GFY" K[P ElJQIGL 5[-LG[ 5|FS'lTS
TtJM JFZ;FD\F DF+ 5]:TSD\F H E6FJL XSFX[P BZ[BZ
5I"FJZ6 ;]Z1FF ElJQIGL 5[-L G[ JFZ;FDF\ VF5JFGL
H~Z K[P

;\NE"U|\YM
0MP H[P;LP 58[,4 5IF"JZ6 VG[ ;DFH4 5F`J"
5a,LS[XG4 VDNFJFNP
V[RPV[,P RFJ0F4 5IF"JZ6G]\ ;DFHXF:+4 5[Z[0F.h
5|SFXG4 HI5]Z
0MP ;]DGA[G RF{WZL4 5IF"JZ6G] \ ;DFHXF:+4
I]lGJl;"8L U|\YlGDF"6 AM0"
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5|:T]T ;\XMWGGM D]bI C[T] :GFTS S1FFV[ VeIF; SZTL lJnFYL"GLVMGF SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG V\U[GM VeIF; SZJFGM CTMP
VCL\ 2 2 2 2  2 O[S8MZLI, l0hF.GGM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFjIMP VF ;\XMWG DF8[ 0F¶P CZSF\T 0LP ANFDL VG[ 0F¶P szLDTLf
RF~,¿F V[RP ANFDL s1970f ZlRT ccSF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG ;\XMWlGSFcc GM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFjIM CTMP EFJGUZGL VF8"Ÿ;
VG[ SMD;" lJnFXFBF R,FJTL SM,[HMDF\YL C[T]5}J"S G\NS]\JZAF DlC,F SM,[HG[ 5;\N SZJFDF\ VFJLP H[DF\YL ;FNF IFNlrKS
ZLT[ S], 120 GM GD}GM 5;\N SIM"P H[DF\ 60 VF8"Ÿ; VG[ 60 SMD;" 5|JFCGL lJnFYL"GLVM ,[JFDF\ VFJLP VF8"Ÿ; 5|JFCDF\
56 30 U|FdI VG[ 30 XC[ZL ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZGL T[DH SMD;"DF\ 30 U|FdI VG[ 30 XC[ZL ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZGL lJnFYL"GLVM
,[JFDF\ VFJLP 5|F%T DFlCTLG]\ 5'yYSZ6 cFc S;M8L ãFZF SZJFDF\ VFjI]\P 5lZ6FD NXF"J[ K[ S[ lJnFYL"GLVMGF SF{8]\lAS
;DFIMHG 5Z VeIF; 5|JFC VG[ ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZGL V;Z ;FY"S HMJF D/[ K[P lJnFYL"GLVMGF SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG 5Z
VeIF; 5|JFCGL V;Z ;FY"S HMJF D/[ K[P sF=4.64f lJnFYL"GLVM SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG 5Z ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZGL V;Z 56
;FY"S HMJF D/[ K[P sF=669.00f HIFZ[ lJnFYL"GLVMGF SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG 5Z VeIF; 5|JFC VG[ ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZGL V;Z
V;FY"S HMJF D/[ K[P  s F=1.89f

:GFTS  S1FFV[ VeIF; SZTL ;FDFgI 5|JFCGL lJnFYL"GLVMGF SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG V\U[GM
lJ`,[QF6FtDS VeIF;

* VFZTL VFZP jIF;

* 5LPV[R 0LP lJnFYL"4  sDGMlJ7FG lJEFUf  XFD/NF; VF8"; SM,[H4 EFJGUZ

1P 5|:TFJGF o
lJnFYL" HLJGDF\ VG[S 5F;FVM V;Z SZ[ K[P H[DF\ T[GF
;FDFÒÒÒÒÒS4 JFT"lGS4 H{lJS4 T[DH VFJ[lUS AFATMGM ;DFJ[X
YFI K[P lJnFYL " S [J ] \  JT"G SZ[ K[ m T[DF \ T [GL
5lZ5SJTFG] \  5F;] \  ZC[,] \  K[P lJnFYL "GL 5lZ5SJTFGM
bIF, H[vT[ 5lZl:YlTDF\ SZJFDF \ VFJTF \ ;DFIMHG
5ZYL VFJTM CMI K[P DFGJLGF ÒÒÒÒÒJGDF\ NZ[S p\DZ[ VG[
VJ:YFDF \ ;DFIMHGGL H~Z 50[ K[P SFZ6 S[4 NZ[S
VJ:YFDF\ DFGJLG[ GJM ;\3QF" VG[ GJL ;D:IFVMGM ;FDGM
SZJM 50[ K[P HIF\ ;DFIMHG K[ tIF\ ;\3QF" VG[ ;D:IFVM
ZC[,L K[P SFZ6 S[4 ;DFIMHG lä51FLI 5|lS|IF K[P
5|tI[S ;DFHGM DFGJL ÒÒÒÒÒJGDF\ ;]BGF\ ;JM"¿D lXBZ
;Z SZJFGM 5|IF; SZL ZCIM K[P ;]BG[ 5|F%T SZJFGL VF 5|A/
h\BGFDF \ ;F {YL DC²JGL AFAT JFTFJZ6 ;FY[G] \
;DFIMHG K[P JFTFJZ6 ;FY[ 5}6" ;DFIMHG V[ ;]BGL
RZD;LDF NXF"J[ K[P ÒÒÒÒÒJGG[ VY"5}6" AGFJJF DF8[ ÒÒÒÒÒJGGF
V[S TASSFDF\ VG[ 5|tI[S 1F [+DF\ jIlSTV[ ;DFIMÒÒÒÒÒT
AGJFGF 5|ItGM ;TT RF,] ZFBJF 50[ K[P ;TT 5lZJT"GXL,
JFTFJZ6 ;FY[ ;DFIMHG ;FWJFGF VlJZT 5|IF;MDF\
jIlSTV[ 5MTFGL HFTDF\ 5lZJT"G ,FJJ]\ 50[ K[P VYJF
XSI CMI TM JFTFJFZ6G[ AN,J] \  50[ K[P ;DFIMÒÒÒÒÒT
jIlST ;DTM, jIlSTtJ VG[ ;FZ] DFGl;S :JF:yI WZFJ[
K[P

,[CGZ VG[  SI]A H6FJ[ K[ T[D DFGJHFTG[ 5lZlRT V[JL
S\ ]8] \A ;\:YFV[ H}GFDF\ H}GL ;\:YF K[P V[ B~ S[ 5|FRLG
;DIDF\ S\ ]8] \ADF\ H[8,F VG[ H[JF SFIM" CTF V[ AWF H
VFW]lGS ;DIDF\ ZCIF GYLP ;F \5|T ;DIDF\
lJ`JEZDF\ V[JL 5lZl:YlT pEL Y. K[ S[4 H[ S]\8]\A;\:YFG[
DF8[ 50SFZ~5 K[P  SM. JBT S]8]\AGF Vl:TtJGM 5|`G 56
U\ELZTF5}J"S RRF"GM lJQFI AG[ K[P 5Z\T] V[8,]\ RMSS; K[
S[4 S]8] \A ;\:YFGL ;FD[ UD[ T[8,F 50SFZM CMI KTF\ 56
V[S IF ALÒÒÒÒÒ ZLT[ S\]8]\A;\:YF 8SL H ZC[JFGL K[[P 5|HMt5lT
VG[ AF/ pK[ZG]\ SFI" S]\8]\ADF\ H ;FZL ZLT[ Y. XS[ V[ lJX[
X\SF p9FJL XSFI T[D GYLP
S\ ]8 ] \ADF\ ;FDFgI ZLT[ 5lTv5tGL4 AF/SM4 NFNFvNFNL4
SFSFvSFSL JU[Z[GM ;DFJ[X SZL XSFIP 5Z\T] VFH[ V[J]\ ZCI]
GYLP VFH[ WLD[vWLD[ GFGF S]8]\A TZOGM J/F\S HMJF D/[ K[P
H}GF\ ;DIDF\ ;\I]ST S]8]\AGF :YFG[ lJEST S]\8]\AM VFSFZ
5FDTF HFI K[P VFJF GFGF S ] \8 ] \ADF \ 5lTv5ltG VG[
AF/SMG[ U6FJL XSFIP
;DFHXF:+LVM DFG[ K[ S[4  S]8]\A V[ H}GFDF\ H}GL ;FDFÒÒÒÒÒS
;\:YF K[P ;DFHGM 5|FZ\E H S\]8]\AYL YIMP ;FDFgI ZLT[ VFJF
S\]8]\ADF\ 5lTv5tGL VG[ AF/SMGM ;DFJ[X SZL XSFIP S]\8]\AGL
ZRGF ,MCLGF ;\A\WM 5Z YI[,L K[P HM S[ EFZT H[JF N[XDF\
V[S ;DI[ ;\I]ST S]\8]\AGL 5|YF 5|Rl,T CTLP H[DF\ 5lTv5tGL
VG[ AF/SM p5ZF\T DFDFvDFDL4 SFSFvSFSL4 NFNFvNFNL4
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EFELvG6\N JU[Z[ jIlSTVMGM ;DFJ[X YTM CTMP EFZTDF\
;\I]ST S]\8]\AGL 5|YF WLD[vWLD[ ,M5 5FDJF ,FUL K[4 VG[ T[GL
HuIFV[ lJEST GFGF S\]8]\AGL 5|YF 5|Rl,T YJF ,FUL K[P
VFJF GFGF S\8] \ADF\ 5lTv5tGL VG[ AF/SMGM ;FDFgI
ZLT[ ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
5M, :S[|SZ S]8]\AG[ 5Z\5ZFVMGF JFCS TZLS[ VM/BFJ[ K[P TM
0F¶P ZFWFS'Q6G S\]8]\AGM lJXF/ VY" SZLG[ SC[ K[ S[4 VFB]\ HUT
V[S S]8]\A K[P ;DFHXF:+LI D[SF.JZ  S]8]\AGL jIFbIF VF
5|DF6[ VF5[ K[P
ccS]\8]\A V[S H lGJF;DF\ ;FY[ ZC[TM V[S V[JM ;D}C K4[ S[
H[DF\ :+L VG[ 5]~QF JrR[GM ;\A\W 5|HGG VG[ AF/pK[Z
5}ZTM lGlüT VG[ SFIDL CMI K[P T[DF\ :+L4 5]~QF VG[
;\TFGM p5ZF\T GÒSDF\ ;UFVMGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[Pcc
S]\8]\A DFGvTbTF 5Z EHJFT]\ V[S DGMGF8S K[P SFZ6 S[4
S]8]\AGL NZ[S jIlSTDF\ :JF5"6GL EFJGF4 S|MW JU[Z[ HMJF
D/[ K[P S]8]\ADF\ V[S V[JL 5lZl:YlT pEL SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[
S[4 H[GL V;Z GLR[ jIlSTGF ÒÒÒÒÒJGG] \ 30TZ YT] \ HMJF
D/[ K[P S]8]\AG]\ JFTFJZ6 :JF:yI5|[ZS VG[ ;\:SFZL CX[ T[8,L
AF<IFJ:YFDF\ AF/SM 5Z T[GL ;FZL V;Z 50X[ VG[ T[DGM
:J:Y lJSF; Y. XSX[P DGMJ{7FlGSM AF/SMGL Ò\Ò\Ò\Ò\Ò\NULGF
5C[,F 5F\R JQFM" VD}<I U6[ K[4 H[ NZlDIFG AF/SG[ H[
;\:SFZM 50IF CX[ T[ H ElJQIDF\ ,F\AF ;DI ;]WL 8SX[P
S]8]\AGL NZ[S jIlSTV[ lJlXQ8 E}lDSF EHJJFGL CMI K[P
AF/S S]8] \AG] \ S[gã:YFG K[ DF8[ H SC[JFDF\ VFjI] \ K[ S[
ccAF/S DFGJLGM l5TF K[cc AF/S S]8]\AG]\ V[S lJlXQ8 VG[
VlälTI 38S K[4 T[YL T[GM lTZ:SFZ S[ DFGCFlG G YFI V[
BF; HMJ]\ HM.V[P V[ H ZLT[ S]8]\ADF\ SM. 5lT K[ TM SM.
5tGL4 SM. l5TF K[ TM SM. DFTF4 NZ[S[ 5MTFGF 5F+G[ VG]~5
EFU EHJJFGM CMI K[P VG[ V[ H ZLT[ S]8]\ADF\ ;eITF
VG[ ;\:SFZG] \  lGDF "6 SZL XSFIP H[ jIlST S]8 ] \ADF \
5MTFGF CMÛFG[ JOFNFZ ZC[TL GYL T[ SF{8] \lAS jIJ:YFG[
V:TjI:T SZL GFB[ K[ VG[ V[YL S]8]\AG]\ A\WFZ6LI ;\U9G
T}8L HJF 5FD[ K[P
DFUF"Z[8 DL0[  G'J\XXF:+LI ;\XMWG äFZF V[D 5}ZJFZ SI"]\
K[ S[4 S]8]\AGL XF\lT VG[ VXF\lT 5Z lJ`JGL XF\lTv;,FDTL S[
V;,FDTL VFWFlZT K[P 0F¶P ZFWFS'Q6G[ ;FR]\ H SCI]\ K[ S[
ccAF/56YL H AF/SG[ XF\lT G[ VlC\;FGF 5F9M XLBJJFDF\
VFJX[ TM H lJ`JDF\ XF \lT VG[ VlC\;FG] \  J,6 HMZ
5S0X[P lJ`JGL XF\lTGM 5|FZ\E SF{8]\lAS XF\lTYL H SZL XSFIPcc
2P C[T]VM o
s!f VeIF; 5|JFCGL ÛlQ8V[ VF8Ÿ"; VG[ SMD;"DF\ VeIF;
SZTL lJnFYL"GLVMGF SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHGG]\ DF5G SZJ]\P
sZf ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZGL ÛlQ8V[ U|FdI VG[ XC[ZL lJ:TFZDF\
ZC[TL lJnFYL"GLVMGF SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHGG]\ DF5G SZJ]\P

3. ;\XMWG 5âlTVM o
sVf 5lZJtIM" o
5|:T]T ;\XMWGGF 5lZJtIM" GLR[ 5|DF6[ K[P
A. :JT\+ 5lZJtIM" o
!P  VeIF; 5|JFC sVF8"Ÿ;vSMD;"f
ZP ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZ sXC[ZvU|FdIf
B. VJ,\lAT 5lZJtIM" o
NZ[S GD}GFGF SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHGGL ;\XMWlGSF 5ZYL 5|F%T
YI[,F 5|F%TF\SMP
sAf ptS<5GF o
5|:T]T ;\XMWG GLR[ 5|DF6[ K[P
s!f  VeIF; 5|JFCGL ÛlQ8V[ VF8"Ÿ; VG[ SF¶D;"DF\ VeIF;
SZTL lJnFYL"GLVMGF SF{8] \lAS ;DFIMHG JrR[ ;ZF;ZL
TOFJT ;FY"S GYLP
sZf ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZGL ÛlQ8V[ U|FdI VG[ XC[ZL lJ:TFZDF\
ZC[TL lJnFYL"GLVMGF SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG JrR[ ;ZF;ZL TOFJT
;FY"S GYLP
s#f VeIF; 5|JFC VG[ ZC[9F6GL ÛlQ8V[ :GFTS S1FFV[
VeIF; SZTL lJnFYL"GLVMGF SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG JrR[ ;ZF;ZL
TOFJT ;FY"S GYLP
sSf jIF5 lJ`J VG[ GD}GM o
5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ jIF5lJ`J TZLS[ EFJGUZGL VF8Ÿ"; VG[
SF¶D;" lJnFXFBF R,FJTL SM,[HMDF\YL C[T]5}J"S G\NS]\JZAF
DlC,F SF¶,[HG[ 5;\N SZJFDF\ VFJLP T[DF\YL ;FNF IÛrK
GD}GF 5;\NULGL 5âlTYL lGNX" ,[JFG]\ GSSL SI"]\P S], 120
GM GD}GM 5;\N SIM"P GLR[GF SMQ8SDF\ GD}GFDF\ ;DFlJQ8
lJnFYL"GLVMGL ;\bIF NXF"J[, K[P

SMQ8S G\v1
GD}GFDF\ ;DFlJQ8 5;\N YI[, lJnFYL"GLVMGL ;\bIF

NXF"JT]\ SMQ8S

SMQ8S G\v1 5ZYL HM. XSFI S[ 5|:T]T ;\XMWGDF\ S],
120 GM lGNX" ,[JFDF \ VFjIMP T[DF \ VF8Ÿ "; VeIF;
5|JFCGL U|FdI lJ:TFZGL 30 VG[ XC[ZL ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZGL
30 lJnFYL"GLVM TYF SF¶D;" VeIF; 5|JFCGL U|FdI ZC[9F6
lJ:TFZGL 30 VG[ XC[ZL ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZGL 30 lJnFYL"GLVMG[
;FNF IÛrK ZLT[ 5;\N SZJFDF\ VFJLP
s0f ;FWGM o
5|:T]T ;\XMWGDF\ p¿ZNFTF 5F;[YL DFlCTL V[Sl+T SZJF
DF8[ GLR[ 5|DF6[ ;FWGMGM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFjIMP

ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZ 
VeIF; 5|JFC 

S], 
VF8"; SMD;" 

U|FdI 30 30 60 
XC[ZL 30 30 60 
S], 60 60 120 
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jIlSTUT DFlCTL 5+S o
5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ lJnFYL"GLVMGF jIlSTUT 5lZJtIM"
H[D S[4 VeIF; 5|JFC sVF8"Ÿ;vSF¶D;"f VG[ ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZ
sU|FdIvXC[Zf JU[Z[G[ ,UTL DFlCTL V[S+ SZJF DF8[ jIlSTUT
DFlCTL5+SMGM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFjIMP
SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG DF5G S;M8L o
0F¶P CZSF\T 0LP ANFDL VG[ 0F¶P zLDTL RF~,¿F V[RPANFDL
s1970f ZlRT ccSF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG ;\XMWlGSFcc GM p5IMU
DFlCTL V[Sl+T SZJFDF \ VFjIMP VF T],FDF \ S ], 40
lJWFGM K[P 5|tI[S lJWFG DF8[ cCFc 4 cGFc4 cmc V[JF +6 J{Sl<5S
p¿ZMDF\YL SM. V[S p¿Z 5|F%T YFI K[P VCL\ 5|F%TF\SGL
U6TZL D[gI]V,DF\ VF5[, c:SMZL\U SLc 5|DF6[ SZJFDF\
VFJLP
4P ;\XMWG IMHGF o
A[ :JT\+ 5lZJtIM"GL :JT\+ VG[ ;\I]ST V;Z T5F;JF DF8[
22222 O[S8MlZI, l0hF.GGM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFjIMP
VCL\ VeIF; sVF8";vSF ¶D;"f4 ZC[9F6
lJ:TFZsU|FdIvXC[Zf H[JF A[ :JT\+ 5lZJtIM "GL
lJ`,[QF6FtDS V;Z T5F;JF S], 120 GM lGNX" ,[JFDF\
VFjIMP
5P 5|lS|IF VY"38G o
5|:T]T ccSF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG ;\XMWlGSFcc +6 J{Sl<5S p¿ZM
H[ CF4 GF S[  m G]\ DF5G SZ[ K[P 5|:T]T ;\XMWlGSFDF\ S],
40 lJWFGM K[P VCL\ CF DF8[ 14 GF DF8[ X]gI  VG[
5|`GFY"smf DF8[ X]gI U]6 VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P H[D 5|F%TF\S
lJ:TFZ GLRM T[D SF[8] \lAS ;DFIMHG GLR] \ VG[ 5|F%TF\S
lJ:TFZ JW] p\RM T[D SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG  p\R\] CMI K[ V[J]\
VY"38G YFI K[P
6. 5lZ6FD SMQ8S o

SMQ8S G\v1
SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHGGM `F' NXF"JT]\ SMQ8S

7P 5lZ6FD RRF" o
 5|:T]T ;\XMWGGM C[T] SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG DF5G DF8[GM CTMP
H[DF\ DFlCTL V[Sl+SZ6GF ;FWG TZLS[ 0F¶P CZSF\T ANFDL
VG[ szLDTLf 0F¶P RF~,¿F V[RP ANFDL (1970) ZlRT
ccSF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHGGL ;\XMWlGSFGM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFjIM
CTMP 5|:T]T ;\XMWGDF\ :GFTS S1FFV[ VeIF; SZTL VF8Ÿ";
VG[ SF¶D;" 5|JFCGL U|FdI VG[ XC[ZL lJ:TFZDF\YL VeIF;
DF8[ VFJTL lJnFYLGLVMGF SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG JrR[ TOFJT

K[ S4[ GCL\ T[ HF6JF DF8[ 5|IF; SZJFDF\ VFjIM K[P
5|:T]T ;\XMWGDF\ 5lZ6FD SMQ8SGM VeIF; SZTF \
HF6JF D/[ K[ S[4 VeIF; 5|JFCGL ÛlQ8V[ VF8"; VG[
SMD;"DF\ VeIF; SZTL lJnFYL"GLGL ;FY"STFGL S1FF 0.05
S1FFV[ ;FY"S YFI K[ V[8,[ S[ VeIF; 5|JFCGL ÛlQ8V[
lJnFYL "GLVMDF \ SF {8 ] \ lAS ;DFIMHGDF\ TOFJT HMJF
D/[ K[P VF TOFJT V[J]\ NXF"J[ K[ S[ H[ T[ 5|JFCGF VeIF;GL
V;Z lJnFYL"GLGL DFGl;S AFATM 5Z YFI K[P VF 5ZYL
V[J] \  VG]DFG Y. XS[ K[ S [ VF8" Ÿ;DF \ VeIF; SZTL
lJnFYL "GLVMDF \ SF ¶D;"DF \ VeIF; SZTL lJnFYL "GLVM
SZTF ;DFIMHGG] \ 5|DF6 JWFZ[ ;F~ CMI XS[P
5|:T]T ;\XMWGDF\ lJnFYL"GLGF SF {8] \lAS ;DFIMHG 5Z
ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZGL 56 V;Z HMJF D/[ K[P ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZGL
ÛlQ8V[ 56 0.01 S1FFV[ ;FY"STF HMJF D/[ K[P V[8,[ S[
U|FdI VG[ XC[ZGF JFTFJZ6GF SFZ6[ SF {8 ] \ lAS
;DFIMHGDF\ TOFJT CMI K[P T[ VCL\ ;FlAT YFI K[P
VFGF 5ZYL V[J] \ VG]DFG Y. XS[ K[ S[ lJ:TFZ 5|DF6[
JFTFJZ6 AN,FT] CMI K[ VG[ T[GL V;Z tIF\ ZC[GFZL
lJnFYL"VMGF XFZLlZS ;FY[v;FY[ DFGl;S AFATM 5Z YTL
CMI XS[P
5|:T]T ;\XMWGGF `F'  SMQ8SGM VeIF; SZTF\ H6FI K[ S[
F ratio VeIF; 5|JFCGL AFAT V[8,[ S[ A= 4064 H K[P
H[GL ;FY"STFGL S1FF S1FFV[ ;FY"S K[P T[YL VCL\ 5|YD
pTS<5GF BM8L ;FlAT YFI K[ VG[ VeIF; 5|JFCGL ÛlQ8V[
SF{8] \lAS ;DFIMHGDF\ TOFJT K[ V[J] \ SCL XSFI K[P F
ratio ALHL p\TS<5GF V[8,[ S[ ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZ B=0.01
S1FFV[ ;FY"S K[P T[YL ALHL pTS<5GFGM 56 VCL\ V:JLSFZ
YFI K[P VG[ ;FlAT YFI K[ S[ ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZGL 56
SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG 5Z V;Z YFI K[P 5Z\T] +LHL A2B=N.S
VFJ[ K[P V[8,[ S[ ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZ VG[ VeIF; 5|JFCGL ÛlQ8V[
SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG 5Z SM. V;Z YTL GYLP
8P lGQSQF" o
1. VeIF; 5|JFCGL N=lQ8V[ VF8"; VG[ SMD;"DF\ VeIF;
SZTL lJnFYL"GLVMGF SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG JrR[  0.05 S1FFV[
TOFJT ;FY"S K[P
2. ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZGL N=lQ8V[ U|FdI VG[ XC[ZL lJ:TFZDF\
ZC[TL lJnFYL"GLVMGF SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG JrR[ 0.01 S1FFV[
TOFJT ;FY"S K[P
3. VeIF; 5|JFC VG[ ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZGL N=lQ8V[ :GFTS S1FFV[
VeIF; SZTL lJnFYL"GLVMGF SF{8]\lAS ;DFIMHG JrR[ TOFJT
V;FY"S K[P

;\NE"U|\Y
SF50LIF I]P4  D]GXL VFZP VG[ UF\WL ALP s1970fP +LHL

VFJ'lT4 c;DFH,1FL DGMlJ7FGP cVG0F A]S 0L5M4
VDNFJFN4 5'v328P

S|D R,GM pNŸEJ JU"GM ;ZJF/M df 
(k-1) 

lJRZ6 'F' 
Ratio 

;FY"STFGL S1FF 

1 A 31.01 1 31.01 4064 0.05 
2 B 0.01 1 0.01 669.00 0.01 
3 A 2 B 12.66 1 12.66 1.89 N.S. 
4 Wss 775.64 116 6.69 - - 
5 Tss 819.32 119 - - - 
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;D;\J[NG WZFJGFZL +6 :+LGM DGM;\3QF";D;\J[NG WZFJGFZL +6 :+LGM DGM;\3QF";D;\J[NG WZFJGFZL +6 :+LGM DGM;\3QF";D;\J[NG WZFJGFZL +6 :+LGM DGM;\3QF";D;\J[NG WZFJGFZL +6 :+LGM DGM;\3QF"
* 0MP GhLDF X[B

* .PRFP VFRFIF"zL4 V[;PALP DlC,F SM,[H4 lC\DTGUZ

VFH[ ;DFHDF\ :+L XMQF6 VtIFRFZGL 38GFVM ;FY[ lG;\TFGGL
;D:IF JWTL HFI K[P VFW]lGS 8[SGM,MHLGF SFZ6[ J\wItJGF
lGJFZ6 DF8[ :+MT pEF YFI K[P 5Z\T] T[GM BR" ;FDFgI :+L
DF8[ XSI AGT]\ GYLP XFZLlZS XZLZG]\ A\WFZ6 :+L DF8[
EUJFGG]\ JZNFG K[P 5MTFGF VFtDFGF l5\0G[ GJ DlCGF pK[Z
SZJ]\4 T[G[ VF N]lGIFDF\ ,FJJFG]\ ;F{EFuI NZ[S :+LGF G;LADF\
GYL CMT]\P UEF"XIGL ZC[,L p65G[ ,LW[ :+LGF ,uGHLJGDF\
lJ;\UTTFGF 5|`GM pEF YFI K[P J\X lJGF HLJGGL G{IF 0UDUL
HFI K[P 5lTv5ltG JrR[ AF/SGF VJTFZYL D\U,l+SM6
ZRFTM CMI K[P NFd5tIHLJGFDF\ :G[CG]\ T\T] AF/S YSL CMJFYL
HLJGDF\ V[S,T4 X}gITFGM jIF5 JWTF\ TGvDGGF\ V\TZ JW[
WLD[vWLD[ ;\TFG lJCM6L :+LGF\ ;}1D DFGl;S ;\R,GM T[GF
VF\TZHUTGL ;]%T .rKFDF\YL ìNIG[ JL\WTL RL; DGMl:YlTGL
JFRF VF5[ K[P

ccVl:TtJGL SMD, Z[B ;]\NZ
 VF\SL NLWL 5LKL\ T6[ ,C[S[4
 V[ Z[BGF Z[,DK[, KF\8Fv

 DCL\ lh,FIF :JZ 5\BLVMGF4
 G[ DMUZFGL BL,TL ;]U\WL
 V[GF J/F\S[ C;TL DCMZL4

 S<,M,TM ,M, lJEMZ V[GF
 Z\UM DCL\ TZJZTM 5|SFX[

Vl:TtJGL SMD, Z[B ;]\NZ
 lJ`JPPPPP

 VG[ ;F{ lGHDF\ ;DFJL
,F0,L Y{ XL

DFZL VCM ¸ S}B DCL\ ,5FI[ ¸ v ULTF 5ZLB
DMCG 5ZDFZGL cC[0SLc T[GL GFlISF SF\TF4 WLZ[g§ DC[TF S'T cC]\
V[G[ HMp\ 5C[,FcGL GFlISF DLGF TYF NXZY 5ZDFZ S'T
cV\WFZ]\cGL  GFlISF R\5F VF +6[I GFZLGL ;D:IF lG;\TFG56FGL
K[P 5MTFGF HLJGDF\ VFJTL VF 38GFG]\  lGZFSZ6 T[DGL
;]hvXlSTGF DGM;\3QF"G[ ;H"SMV[ S,F3F8 VF%IM K[P JF\h6L

GFZLGF \ EFJVF\NM,GMvDFlD"S ;\J[NGFVMG[ T[DGF
RlZ+vlR+6DF\ lG~5F. K[P ;\S]lRT  DFG; WZFJGFZ ;DFHGF\
,MSM :+LGF\ RlZ+ p5Z VF\U/L RL\W[ K[P lG;\TFG :+L 5MTFGF
XZLZGL p65 :JLSFZL T[GL UlZDFG[ HF/JL HLJGGL H\U HLTJF
5lZJFZGL C}\O lJGF V[S,TFG[ AGFJL ;DFH ;FD[ hh}D[ K[P
lG;\TFG SF\TFGL DGMjIYFG]\ lG~56 ,[BS DMCG 5ZDFZ SZTL
JBT[ 5]Z]QFGM ZC[,M X\SFXL, :JEFJYL :+L Z]\WFD6 VG]EJ[ K[
V\T[ 5lZl:YlTGM 50SFZ SZTF\ 5MT[ lJ§MCL AGJFGM ;\3QF" NFN
DFUL ,[ K[P SF\TF 3ZSFDGL 5|J'l¿DF\ lNJ; TM 5;FZ SZ[ 5Z\T]
ZF+L NZdIFG 5lT G8] 5F;[YL HFSFZM D/[ tIFZ[ VF\TZDG 5MSFZL
p9[ K[ C[ EUJFG SIFZ[I DFZF BM/FGM B}\NGFZ VF5XM m 5lTGF
;FY ;CSFZ lJGF SF\TF N[XL lJ,FITL NJFvSZFJ[4 TDFD
N[JvN[JLVMGL AFWF TYF T5 SZL HLJGGL X}gITF N}Z SZJFGF
5|ItGM SZ[ K[P T[GL SFIFGM EFZ 56 AMHF~5 ,FU[4 DGGL
DYFD6 T[GF pNUFZ ;ZL 50[ K[Pcc KMSZF\G[ KAKlAIF\ SZTF\
HMTL4 GF\UF5}\UF4 U\NFD[GFG[ UMAZF TMI KMSZFG[v5F\R KM0LVM
VG[ +6 KMSZF EUJFG[ NLWF\ K[ V[DF\YL V[S H DF V[S DG[ NUM
NLWM CMI TMPPPPPPPPPTMPPPPPPPPPPcc
s5'P !#&4 Z__5GL z[Q9 JFTF"VMf
HLJGGL VW}Z5 N}Z SZJF J,BF\ DFZTL SF\TFG[ G8] 5F;[YL
J[NGFGF\ ph[Z0F\ D/[4 T[G[ D,D~5[ ZFH:YFGL U[;GF AM8,
D]SGFZ 5\NZ JQF"GF\ ZFDHLGL C}\O D/[ K[ 5MTFGM NLSZM VF H
p\DZ CMTG[ m DGGL jIU|TFGM TF/M XMWJFGM 5|ItG SZ[4 ZFDHLGF
HgDNF+L N]Z CMJFYL SF\TF DF\GL BM8 5}ZL ,FU6LGF T\T]YL
V[SALHFGF 5}ZS AG[ K[P T[G[ HM. C{IFGF C[T pEZFI K[P KFTLDF\
N}WGL ;[Z O}8[4 JFt;<IGF hZ6F\YL ZFDHL GJ0FJ[ K[ SF\TF VG[
ZFDHLGF lGNM"QF ;\A\WG[ G8] cX\SFXL, :JEFJYL H]V[ K[4
ZFDHLG[ 3[Z VFJTM A\W SZL N[ K[ SF\TFGL JFt;<IGL 1F6M
KLGJF. HFI K[P SF\TF DFGl;S ZLT[ EF\UL 50[ K[P
SF\TF V[S,TF N}Z SZJF\ G8]GL DF;L 5F;[ HFI4 T[DGF 3ZDF\
5]+JW}GF\ AF/SMGM lS<,M, HM. DG VFG\NYL EZF. HFI4
T[GF RC[ZFGF CFJEFJ HM. DF;L lN,F;M  VF5[ VF C{IFWFZ6
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SF\TF DF8[ D,D~5 AG[ K[P SF\TFGM HLJGG{IF 0UDU[ K[P G8]
SF\TFG[ C}\O VF5JFG[ AN,[ ,uG[¿Z ;\A\WDF\ jI:T AG[ K[P ,[BS[
SYF,[BGDF\ lG;\TFG 0[.,L GFlISFGL ;D:IF VF,[BL SF\TFGL
DGGL R{Tl;S VJ:YFGL TFJ6L SZL K[P 0[.,L ;\TFGlJCM6LGM
;\3QF"GM V\T ,FJJF l5IZGL JF8 5S0[4 5lT ALHF ,uG SZ[ VG[
V\T[ GFlISF GF;L5F; Y. VF53FTGM Z:TM V5GFJ[ K[P VF
38GFYL SF\TFGF DGDF\ J[NGFGF\ JD/M RSZFJ[ R0[ 5MTFG]\
NFd5tIHLJG ARFJF DGMD\YG SZ[ K[P lG;\TFG56]\ SF\TF DF8[
V5ZFW~5 AGTF\ DF;L 5F;[ GFGF 5]+GL +LHF G\AZGL lNSZL
DF\UL A[;[ K[P V[S CMI S[ +6 DF DF8[ ;\TFGGL DFIFG\F A\WG K}8[
m ;CHTF\YL SF\TFG[ SC[ K[P ccT]\I BZL K[ VF TM VDFZ]\ DM3]\
ZTGPPPPPPOFJ[ V[G[ TFZF 3Z[ TM VDFZF AWF\GL C[JF. YI[,L K[P
s5'P !#*v!#(4 Z__5GL z[Q9 JFTF"VMf
SF\TFGF lR¿DF\ DCFI]wW RF,[4 T[GL DGl:YlT 0UDUL HFI K[
;\TFGGL4 E}B ;\TMQFJL S[JL ZLT[ m G8] 5F;[YL C}\OGL VFX ZFBJL
XSI GYLP lG;\TFG56]\ ZMU GYL HLJGGL p65 K[ VF
JF:TlJSTF ;DFHGF\ :JHGM ;DH[ K[P 5Z\T] jIJCFZDF\ DNN~5
YJFG]\ XSI AGT] GYLP XFZLlZS TYF DFGl;S ZLT[ EF\UL 50[,L
SF\TF 0[.,L H[JL 5lZl:YlTDF\YL 5;FZ G YJ]\ 50[4 TYF XF DF8[
DDTFGL ELB DF\UJL m XF DF8[ ,FU6L lJGFGF G8] ;FY[ HM0F.
ZC[J]\ m VG[S 5|`GMGM TFU D[/JJF4 ;DFH TYF G8]GL lR\TFG[
lR¿FDF\ AF/L SF\TF HL\NULGL H\U HLTJF GLS/L 50[ K[P ZFDHLG[
JFt;<I[ pKF/M DFIM"4 5UGM ;\RFZ JZTFIMPPPPPP
s5'P!#(4 Z__5GL z[Q9 JFTF"VMf
;]BL NFd5tIHLJGGL RFJL 5lTv5ltG JrR[ 5|[DGF\ 5|TLS~5[
;\TFGG]\ VFUDG K[P :+L DF8[ DFT'tJ WFZ6 SZJ]\4 T[GF\ YSL
XZLZGF\ ;\RFZLEFJMG]\ 5lZJT"G HLJGGL 5lZ5}6"TF ;H"[ K[P cC]\
HMp V[ 5C[,F\c GL DLGF VG[S JFZ UE" WFZ6  SZ[ 5Z\T] ;DI
HTF\ UE"5FTGM ;FDGM SZJM 50[ K[P ;DI V\TZ[ ;FZF lNJ;
ZC[TF ;\TFGG[ HgD VF5JFDF\ ;Z/TF DF8[ DF\ DLGFG[ l5IZDF\
,. VFJ[ K[P DLGF UE"GF lJSF;GL ;FY[ V;,FDTLGL lR\TFGF
EFZ C[9/ ;TT OO/TL ZC[4 HLJGGL 5|tI[S 1F6
;HFUTFYLvGFGL AFAT[ lJRFZLG[ SFI"X{,LYL 3ZDF\ p5CF;G]\
5F+ AG[ KTF\ DF\4 GFGL4 AC[G T[GM lNSZM HLUZ DLGFG[ B]X
ZFBJFDF\ GJF GJF p5FIM XMW[ K[P DLGF RMJL;[ S,FS UE" ;FY[
ZMDF\R VG]EJ[ T[GL ;FY[ VFtDFGL AM,L AM,[4 VFT]ZTFYL
5|;JGL 5L0F DF8[ 5MTFGL HFT ;FY[ JFTF",F5 SZ[ 4 T[GF S]D/F
CFY5UG[ :5X" SZJF\ SF<5lGS VFSF\1FFDF\ ZFR[ K[P TM SIFZ[I
T[GF VlTTYL jIU| VG[ CTFX Y. HFI4 DGMDG Z\]WFD6 VG]EJ[
K[P EUJFGG[ DLGFG[ DFT'tJ WFZ6 SZJFG]\ ;]B VF%I]\ 5Z\T] HgD
VF5JFGL AFAT[ S;M8L ,LWL K[P EFuIGL Z[BFDF\ TDFD ;]BM

VF56F CFYDF\ GYL CMTF\ DG]QI EUJFG VFU/ ,FRFZ CMI K[P
EIELT DLGF VRFGS JC[,L ;JFZ[ OZLJFZ I\+JT 5lZl:YlTDF\
D}SIF tIFZ[ T[GL JF6L D}S AG[cc UFEF H[J]\4 lJZlJB[Z V[G[ OF/
50L V[6[ RFZ[ AFH]YL E[U]\ SZJF\ DF\0I]\ V[G[ K[S lKgGlEgG Y.
HT]\ 5Z\T] V[G[ ZMSLG[ ;FRJL ,[JF DF8[ AFYDF\ ;DFJJF SMlXX
SZJF DF\0L V[GF CFYDF\ VFjI]\ pK/LG[ ACFZ W;L VFJ[,]\ OST
V[S ELG]\ 0};S]\4 H[ 5KLYL VFS|\N AGLG[ DF+ V[G[ H GlC4 RFZ[
lNJF,MG[ W}|HFJL UI]\Pcc
s5'P!5$4 cGFZLGL SYF o 5]Z]QFGL ,[lBGLcf
DLGF DFGl;S TYF XFZLlZS~5[ EF\UL 50[ K[P CJ[ ,MSMGL
;CFG]E}lT AMNL AG[ K[P 0F¶S8Z 56 OZLJFZ UE" G WFZ6
SZJFGL ;,FC VF5[ JF:TlJSTF DLGF :JLSFZL ,[ 56 DG ;FY[
;DFWFG SZJ]\ D]xS[[, K[P HLJGG X}gITF N}Z SZJF GFGL AC[G
ULTF V[S AF/SYL ;\T]Q8 K[P T[YL ALHLJFZ DLGF DF8[ UE"
WFZ6 SZJFGM 5|:TFJ D}S[4  N¿S AF/S ,[JF SZTF\ ;UF ,MCLG]\
D}<I JWFZ[ VF DF\U6L VFU/ DLGF 5lT 5F;[ CF 50FJ[ 5Z\T]
lXZLQF VFJGFZ 5lZl:YlT ;FD[ VF0STZL ZLT[ ,F,A¿LGM
5|SFX 5F0[ DLGF AF/S 5FK/ 3[,L YI[,L CMJFYL DF\ GF DDtJG[
;DHTL GYLP ULTF UE" WFZ6 SZTF\ T[GL ;FZ;\EF/ VY" AgG[
AC[GM l5IZDF\ ZC[ K[P DLGFGL DGl:YlT p¿[HS AG[ VtIFZ[
;]WL ,MCL DF\;GM VFSFZGM VG]EJ SIM" K[4 CJ[ VFU\T]SGM
:JFUT DF8[ 5}J" T{IFZLDF\ HFTG[ jI:T AGFJL 5MTFGL J[NGFG[
VMUF/L N[ K[P ULTFG[ SIFZ[ AF/SGL 5|;JGL 5L0F
p50[PPPPPPPPAF/SGL SLSFZLVMGL VFT]ZTF DLGF CQF"3[,L AG[4
lJWFTF VFU/ ,FRFZ K[Pcc DLGFYL AG[ TM VtIFZ[ ULTFGF
5[8DF\YL V[G[ pRSL ,[Pcc
s5'P!5)4 cGFZLGL SYF o 5]Z]QFGL ,[lBGLcf
,MCL DF\;DF\ HLJ 50TF\ ULTFGF VFJEFJ AN,FI K[P V[S CMI
S[ VG[S T[GL ;FY[ DFT'tJGL ;\J[NGFGM GJ DF;GM ;DIUF/M
JLtIF\ 5KL l5\0G[ ;M5J]\ XSI GYLP DGGL DYFD6G[ V\T[ ULTF
DLGFG[ VGFY VFzDDF\YL VYJF VgI :G[CLGM AF/S ,[JFGM
VF0STZM D}S[ DLGF CF\;LDF\ JFTG[ p0FJL N[P DLGF TM 5MTFG]\
5|lTlA\A ULTFGF pNZDF\ VFSFZ ,. ZCI]\ K[ T[GFDF\ DG jI:T
CMJFYL ULTFGL ;\J[NGF ;DHJF DF\UTL GYLP T[ ULTFGF XZLZG[
JL\8/F. J/[4 ZMDZMD BL,L HFI K[P ULTFGM DGM;\3QF" NFN
DF\UL ,[ K[P AF/S VF5J]\ 5MTFGF HLJ SZTF\ DM\3]\ K[P lG;\TFGGL
~\WFD6 DLGFGF RC[ZFGL l,l5 ULTF pS[,TF 5MT[ DF{G WFZ6
SZL ,[ K[P ,[BS[ AgG[ AC[GGM ;\TFGG[ ,. T[D6[ :+LGL
VF\TZDGGL jIYF hL6J85}J"S VF,[BL K[P V\T[ ULTFG[
,[AZ~DDF\ ,. HTF\ DLGFG[ lJG\TL SZ[ K[P
s5'P!&_4 cGFZLGL SYF o 5]Z]QFGL ,[lBGLcf
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XF:+DF\ :+LGL T],GF N[JL ;FY[ SZL K[ KTF\ ;DFHDF\ ;F{YL
JWFZ[ ZLAFTL ZCL K[P T[GL ;CGXlSTGL T],GF SZL XSTL GYLP
VFH[ GFZLI]UDF\ ;DFGTF D/L K[P 5Z\T] lG;\TFGGL J[NGFYL
:+L HLJG HLJJFGL VFX KM0L N[ K[P ;\TFGG[ HgD VF5[ TM
l5TF SZTF\ HJFANFZL JWFZ[4 HgD G VF5[ TM DF\ G AGJFGM
J/TZ VF5J]\ 50[ K[P 5MTFGF NFd5tIHLJGG[ ARFJF NXZY
5ZDFZGL cV\WFZ]]\c GFlISF R\5F ;\TFGlJCM6L 3ZDF\ p<,F;
EZJF 5lTGF\ D\H] ;FY[ ALHF ,uG SZFJ[ K[P 3ZG]\ V\WFZ]\ N}Z
YFI4 R\5FGF HLJGDF\ ;NF DF8[ 5|SFX VM,JF. HFI K[P ,[BS[
:+LGF HLJGDF\ DFT'tJ 5|F%T G YTF\ CTFXFGM lXSFZ AG[4 T[DGL
HLJGDF\ ,FRFZL pD[ZFI K[P 5lTGL ;FY[ D\H]GF XFZLlZS ;\A\W
:JLSFZ[ 5Z\T] R\5FGF DGGL DGl:YlT OFG;GF NLJ8GL HIMlTGF
5|lTS~5 NXF"JL D\H] VG[ R\5FGF ;\JFNDF\ ;TT pHFUZF SZTL
GFZLGL ALHL 5ltG ;FY[ 5lTGM ;C;\A\W S[8,M B}\R[ K[ m
jIJCFZDF\ ;\ID ZFBJM V\NZYL ìNIGM TL16 WFZNFZ V6L
EFJGFtDS J,6M WLD[WLD[ R\5FGF HLJG HLJJFGL HLHLlJQFF
U]DFJTL HFI K[P
:+LGL ;\J[NGFG[ ;DHJL D]xS[[, K[P DF\ AGJFGL VlE%;F :+LG[
5lZT'%T SZ[P VFGL VW}Z5YL DGDF\ A/TZFDF\ X[SFI D\H]GF
;FZF lNJ; ZC[TF\ T[GFYL 5MTF HFT 5|tI[ GOZT 5[NF YFI ,[BS[
R\5FGF 5F+ äFZF DF\ AGJFGM DGM;\3QF" VF,[bIM  K[P R\5FGL
~\WFD6EZL HLJGGL VJ:YF XaNGL 5L\KLDF\ VF\SL NLWL K[Pcc
JZ;FNGF\ lNJ;MDF\ VM;ZLDF\ V\WFZ]\ WaA 5KLPPPP5MTFGL HFTG[
V[SND V\NZYL B[\RL ,LWL VM;ZL VG[ V\NZG]\ V\WFZ]\ V[SFSFZ
Y. HFI V[ 5C[,F\ HMZYL SDF0 EL\0L NLW]\P
s5'PZ&Z4 cGFZLGL SYF o 5]Z]QFGL ,[lBGLcf
VF +6[I :+LVM lG;\TFG K[ T[DGF\ HLJGGL ;D:IF\ V[S ;ZBL
5Z\T] T[GM pS[, V,UvV,U K[J8[ EFJGFtDS DGGL TFJ6L
NFN DF\UL ,[ K[P SF\TF 5lTGM H0;]\ :JEFJGM ;FDGM SZTF\
JFt;<IGL E}BL 5lT VG[ 3Z KM0L ZFDHLG[ V5GFJ[4 DLGF
:JFYL" AGL GFGL AC[GGM GJHFT lXX] 5Z CÞ HDFJ[4 D\H]\
;\TFG E}BL 5lTGF ALHF ,uG SZFJ[4 HIFZ[ 3ZGM lRZFU
VFJJFGF ;DFRFZ :JLSFZJF T{IFZ GYLP VF +6[I :+LVMGF\
;H"S 5]Z]QFM K[ KTF\ :+LGF\ DFlD"S VF\TZ;\J[NGFG]\ ;}1D lGZL1F6
ZH} SI"]\ K[P DFT'tJGM ;\3QF" :+LGF\ HLJGGM lC:;M K[P T[GL
VW}Z5 HM. EUJFGGL 5|FY"GF GLS/[ K[P BM/FGM B]\NGFZ nM G[
ZgGN[PPPPPcc C[ .`JZ NFd5tIHLJGDF\ X[Z DF8LGL BM8 G D}STMPcc

;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR

GFZLGL SYF o 5]Z]QFGL ,[lBGL4 NX"GF WM/lSIF4 CQF" 5|SFXG4
5F,0L4 VDNFJFN 5|YD VFJ'lT o Z__5

  Z__5GL z[Q9 JFTF"VM4 JLG[X V\TF6L4 VFZPVFZPX[9GL
S\5GL4 5|YD VFJ'lT o Z__5
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U]HZFTL ;FlCtI VFH[ T[GL 5}ZL ;HHTFYL VFU/ W5L
ZCI\] K[P D]bIWFZFGF  ;FlCtIGL ,UM,U VYJF TM SCL
XSFI S[4 V[GFYL 56 D}9Lé\R[Z] AGL ZCI\] K[P Nl,T ;FlCtI[
HLJGGL lJ8\A6FVM V[GF ;]B N]oB T[DH K[JF0FGF\ DF6;GF
;\R,GMG[ V[S ;F\S0F 5lZ3DF\YL lJ:T'TTF A1FL K[P TM
HLJGGL lJlJW TZFCMG[ V[GF 5}ZF 5lZDF6M ;FY[ BM,L VF5L
K[P
JQFM"YL H[ 5|HF XMQFFTL ZCL K[P VxI5'xITFGF GFD[ H[DGL
;TT VJU6GF YTL ZCL K[ DFGCFlG YTL ZCL K[P V[JF
XMlQFT45Ll0T4 Nl,T JU"GL ;D:IFVMG[ lJXF/ HG ;D]NFI
;FD[ D}SL VF5JFG]\ SFD Nl,T ;FlCtI ãFZF YI\] K[P VF
;\J[NGFVMG[ Nl,T ;H"S V[GF lJlJW :J~5[ ;H"G SZ[ K[P
N,5T RF{CF6 U]HZFTL Nl,T ;FlCtIDF\ GFDGF 5|F%T ;H"S
K[P T[DGL S,D GJ,SYF4GJl,SF4SlJTF4p5ZF\T GF8S H[JF
NxIzFjI :J~5DF\ 56 BF:;] UH] SF-[ K[P —VGFIF"JTˆ
T[DGM 5|YD GF8I ;\U|C K[P VF ;\U|CDF\ +6[S GF8SM VG]S|D[
—VGFIF"JTˆ—V\lTD NI[Iˆ VG[ —5F86G[ UM\NZ [̂ HMJF
D/[ K[P VF GF8SMDF\ ;H"S[ Nl,T ;DFHGL VF\TZ AFCI
UlTlJlWGM 5lZRI SZFJJFGL ;FYM ;FY TtSF,LG ;DI
;DFHGL TF;LZG[ 5|U8 SZJFGM VFXI ZFbIM K[P
5F86G[ UM\NZ[ .P;P!)((DF\ ZRFI[,] V{lTCFl;S SYFGS
5Z VFWFlZT GF8S K[P +6 V\S VG[ ;FT NxIMDF\
lJEFlHTVF GF8SDF\ 56 VtI\HMGL SZD SCF6L VF,[BF.
K[P GF8SDF\ lG~l5T 5F+M HMTF TM V[D H ,FU[ S[ NLW"
GF8SDF\ HM.TF SZTF\ I VlC ;lJX[QF 5F+MG[ B0S,M SZJFDF\
VFjIM K[P
5|YD V\SGF 5|YD NxIDF\ Z\UD\R 5Z S[8,FS VM/FVM
Z\UD\RGF V[S B}6[YL 5|J[X SZL WLD[ WLD[ VFU/ JW[ K[P
NZ[SGF CFYDF\ WZJBZLGM ;FDFG K[P G[ 8M/] WLD[YL VFU/
JWT]\ Z\UD\R 5Z VFJL 3Z KF5ZF AF\WL ;FDFG jIJl:YT
UM9JTF\ HFI K[ ALHL AFH] V[S VJFH V\tIH DFIFGF
Al,NFGGL UFYF 5|U8 SZ[ K[P G8 VG[ ;}+WFZGF ;\JFNDF\
V\tIHM 5Z YTF H]<DGL SCFGL HMJF D/[ K[P TM J/L A[

I]U 5Z\5ZFDF\ VlWSFZM DF8[ DFIFG]\ Al,NFGI]U 5Z\5ZFDF\ VlWSFZM DF8[ DFIFG]\ Al,NFGI]U 5Z\5ZFDF\ VlWSFZM DF8[ DFIFG]\ Al,NFGI]U 5Z\5ZFDF\ VlWSFZM DF8[ DFIFG]\ Al,NFGI]U 5Z\5ZFDF\ VlWSFZM DF8[ DFIFG]\ Al,NFG
* 0MP ZD[X ;MGFZF

* VF;LP 5|MO[;Z4 VF8"; V[g0 SMD;" SM,[H4 J;MvG0LIFN

WM0[;JFZM VFJLG[ GUZX[9GF C]SD VF7FGL JFT SZ0FSL5}J"S
SZ[ K[ VF WM0[;JFZM ãFZF YTM XFlZZLS VtIFRFZ Nl,T 5|HFG[
NIFD6L AGFJL D}S[ K[P
C[DM4 B[DM4 E[DM4 JF,M4 EUT VG[ DFIM VF 5F+M 5MTFGF
5Z YTF\ VgIFI VtIFRFZGL JFT[ N]oBL K[4 G[ V[DF\YL K}8JF
;F{G[ E[UF YJF DFIM SC[TM CMI K[ tIFZ[ EUT H[ SC[ K[ T[
BZ[BZ J[WS K[P o ZFH VF56G[ V[JL ZLT[ E[UF YJF N[X[ m
J[9vJFZFG[ J[l9IF lJGF ZFH S[D RF,X[P V[DGF B[TZ SM6
B[0X[ m S}JF4 T/FJ SM6 UF/X[ m V[DGF DZ[,F -MZ4 S]TZF4
lA,F0F SM6 B[\RX[ m ;]TZ SM6 J6L VF5X[ m  ! J[9DF\YL
K}8JFGF pWFDF VF ,MSMG[ D}hJL GFB[ K[P TM ALHL TZO
;J6M" ãFZF YTM AWLH 5|SFZGM VgIFI VF ,MSMG[ ;CG
SZJM N]QSZ AGL ZC[K[P
ALHF NxIDF\ ;DI pGF/FGL A5MZGM K[ G[ ;}+WFZ G8
RF,TF H. ZCIF K[P Nl,T 5|HF 5F6L lJGF  8/J/[ K[ G]\
lR+ ;}+WFZvG8GL VF\B[ 50[ K[ 5F6L DF8[ VK}TM GUZ
;]WL VFJL 5CM\rIFG]\ HF6 YTF H WM0[;JFZM K}8[ K[ G[
:+LVMvAF/SMGL RL;M lRlRIFZLVMYL VFB]\ JFTFJZ6
UDULG AGL HFI K[P EUT4 DFIM4 C[DM4 JF,M JU[Z[ 5F+M
VF W8GFYL C[ATF. HFI K[4 TM ;FYM ;FY VgIFI ;FD[
AFY EL0JF Sl8AwW YJF Tt5ZTF I NFBJ[ K[P
ALHF V\SGF 5|YD ãxIG]\ :Y/ 5F86G]\ GFGS0]\ CF8 AHFZ
K[P ;}+WFZ VG[ G8 VK}TMG[ SFZ6[ 5F86 5Z pTZLVFJ[,L
VFOT AFAT[ ;\JFN SZTF CMI K[ T[DH ZFH NZAFZDF\ VF
lJX[ RF,TL RRF" v lJUT HF6JF K}5L ZLT[ HJFGM DFU" SF-
[ K[P
ALHL TZO GUZ X[9 VG[ ZFHUMZ ZFHF l;wWZFHG[ VK}TMG[
SFZ6[ WD"GM ,M5 Y. ZCIFG]\ T[DH ;DFHGF JF0F T}8L
ZCIFGL U\ELZ JFT H6FJ[ K[ V[JFDF\ DW]U]%TG]\ VFUDG
YFI K[P DW]U]%T 56 VK}TMG[ SFZ6[ ZFH 5Z pEL YGFZL
vVFJGFZL 5lZl:YlTGL JFT SZ[K[P V[8,[ ZFHF U]:;[ Y.
VFJ] SZGFZG[ 5S0L ,FJL OF\;LG[ DF\R0[ ,8SFJL N[JFGM C]SD
SZTM CMI K[P VFJL lJS8 l:YlTDF\ DCF VDFtI D]\HF,
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DCFZFHFG[ pTFJ/ G SJFGL XLB VF5[ K[P 56 ZFHF TM
EUT VG[ DFIFG[ 5S0L D\UFJL T[DG[ X}/LV[ R-FJL N[JF
Tt5Z AG[ K[P VF ;DI[ D]\HF, VFJGFZL l:YlTGM TFU SF-
TF ZFHFG[ VFBMI DFD,M 5MTFG[ ;M\5JF H6FJ[ K[P ZFHF
56 VF 5lZl:YlTGM IMuI TM0 SF-JF D]\HF,G[ DFD,M ;M\5[
K[P D]\HF, 5C[,[YL ZFHUMZ 5F;[ 1FDF DF\UL G[ SFI" 5FZ
5F0JF Sl8AwW AG[ K[P
V\S ALHFGF ALHF NxIDF\ :Y/ s5F86f GUZGM RMS lJ:TFZ
K[P GUZGM NF\0LJF/M GUZGF ;C:+l,\U T/FJDF\ A+L;
,1F6F JLZ5]~QFG]\ Al,NFG V5FI TM H 5F6L 8S[4 V[JL
HFC[ZFT SZ[ K[P 8M/]\ VF HFC[ZFT ;F\E/L lJDF;6DF\ 50[K[P
VG[ V\NZMvV\NZ JFTRLTGM NMZ ;\WFI K[P ;F{GF ;]B DF8[
Y.G[ SM. JLZ 5]~QF 5MTFGL .rKFYLAl,NFG VF5[ TM H
S\.S NFc0M J/[ V[J]\ K[P DW]U]%T VG[ U]%TRZ VF VFBMI
B[, HMIF SZTF CMI K[ K[J8[ VFJ] AW] AGJF 5FK/ ,MSM
TM VK}TMG[ H HJFANFZ U6TF CMI K[P NF\0LJF/M A[ +6
JFZ VF AFATGM ;FN 5F0[ K[ G[ V\T[Al,NFG VF5JF DFIM
T{IFZ YFI K[ G[ T[GF Al,NFGGMlNJ; DCF DF;GL ;FTD
GSSL YFI K[P VF lNJ;[ JLZ 5]~QF DFIFGM JZ3M0M ZFHDFU"
5Z O[ZJJFGM T[DH DFIF V[ H[ 5F\R JZNFG ZFHF 5F;[ DF\uIF
K[ T[G[ U6FJTF\ NF\0LJF/M SC[ K[ VK}TM CJ[YL 5U,]\ E};JF
SDZ[ hF\B~ AF\WX[ GlC4 DFY[ OF/SM AF\WX[ GlC4 VF\U0LG[
+LHL AF\I ZFBX[ GlC4 5MXPPPPP5MXPPPPP AM,X[ GlC4 VFHYL
VK}TMG[ DF6; U6JFDF\ VFJX[PPPPPPVF56[ VG[ VK}TM
;ZBFPPPPP;ZBF Z[PPPPP;F{ ;FN ;F\E/HMPPPPPVF ZFH VF7F
K[PPPPPVD, SZHM GlCTZ ZFHGM VGFNZ AN, X}/LV[ R-
FJJFDF\ VFJX[PPPPP Z
NF\0LJF/FG]\ OZDFG ;F\E/L GUZHGM V\NZM V\NZ VK}TM
lJX[ RRF"VM SZ[ K[P T[DF\ 56 TtSF,LG HG DFG;GM
HG;DFHGM 5lZRI D/L ZC[ K[P VK}TM ;FY[ ;DFG56[
jIJCFZ SZJFGL JFT VF ,MSMG[ B}\R[ V[ 56 :JEFlJS K[4
TM VK}TGF ,MCLYL sAl,NFGf VF5[,]\ 5F6L VF56[ 5LJFG]\
V[ JFT ;J6M" DF8[ S5ZL AGL ZC[ K[P
+LHF V\SDF\ 5|YD NxIDF\ ;JFZGM ;DI K[ VG[ :Y/ TZLS[
VK}T J:TLGM JF; K[P VCL\ B[DM4 E[DM4 C[DM4 JF,M4 HLJM4
EUT JrR[ DFIFGF Al,NFGGL JFTGL HDFvpWFZ AFH] RRF"
K[P ZFHFvGUZ VG[ ;J6M" 5|tI[GM VFS|MXTM VF ,MSMGF
;\JFNDF\ 5|U8 YFI K[P 56 V[YLI JW]TM .`JZ 5ZGM VFS|MX
VCL\ HMJF H[JM K[P
JF,M o TDFZL JFT ;FRL K[ EUT4 DFZM pRF8 JWTM HFI K[P
TD[ SM V[8,[ D,S KM0L N[JM GSSL 5KLTM .`JZ H[JM W6L
K[PPPPPP

EUT o VF56[ DFIFG[ 5]\KJ]\ 50[4 V[G[ VFJJFNM4 Al,NFGTM
V[6[ VF5JFG]\ K[4 V[ X]\ SC[ K[ m 5KL ClZPPPPPClZPPPPP
B[DM o X[GM ClZ OZL m VF C[DMI .`JZ .`JZ SZ[ K[ m C]\
5]K]\ K]\4 EUT PPPPP-[0G[ J/L .`JZ CMI m
EUT o .`JZ TM AWFGM CMI B[DF4 VFD S[D AM,[ K[ m
B[DM o -[0G[ J/L .`JZ CMTF CX[4 CMI TM VFD WM/[ lNJ;[
VFA~ ,}\8FTL GF CMI4 ;DHIF EUT m #
DFIFGF Al,NFG 5KLI ZFHF TZOYL BZ[BZ SC[JFTF ,FEM
VF5JFDF\ VFJX[ S[ S[D m V[GLI lR\TF VF ,MSMG[ ;TFJL ZC[
K[ TM ALHL TZO DFIM 56 5MTFGL GFTG]\ E,]\ YT]\ CMI TM T[
DF8[ Y.G[ Al,NFG VF5JF T{IFZ YI[,M K[P ZFHFGM l;5F.
DFIFG[ AM,FJJF VFJ[ K[P DFIM K[<,[ DFTFvl5TF VG[ JF;GF\
;F{G[ D/LG[ HJF Tt5Z AG[ K[P
+LHF V\SGF ALHF N'xIDF\ ;DI E/ EF\B/FGM K[P VK}TMGF
JF;DF\ ,MSM HFUL UIFK[P VFH[ DFIFGF Al,NFGGMlNJ;
K[P JF,M4 EUT4 B[DM4 ELDM4 JU[Z[ VF lJX[ JFTM SZTF CMI
K[ tIF\ TM4 ZFHFGF l;5F.VM VFJLG[ VFBFI JF;G[ WDSFJL4
JZ3M0FDF\ SM.V[ OZJFG]\ GYL4 T[JM ZFH C]SD H6FJ[ K[P G[
SM. HM N,L, SZ[ K[ TM T[G[ RFA]SYL O8SFZTF CMI K[P ,MSMDF\
EI jIF5L HFI K[ G[ V[8,[ SM. DFIFGF JZWM0FDF\ HJFGL
CFD EL0T]\ GYL4 l;5F.VMGF UIF 5KL JF,F4 EUT4 C[DM4
HLJM JU[Z[G[ ,FU[ K[ S[ ZFHF NUFBMZ GLS?IM K[P T[YL CJ[
D,S KM0L N[JM HM.V[P 56 EUT D,S KM0JFGL JFT[ 5FKF
50[ K[4 G[ K[J8[ A{ZFvKMSZF ;FY[ WMSMv,FS0L ,.T/FJ[
HJF T{IFZ YFI K[P T[ T/FJ[ 5CM\RTF TM ;J6M" T[DG[ ClYIFZM
;FY[ HMTF\ H EFUMPPPPPVK}TM R-L VFjIF\ K[P SC[TF\ EFUJF
DF\0[ K[P VK}TMGL lC\DT GUZHGMGL RRF"GM lJQFI AGL ZC[
K[P VCL\ VK}TM ãFZFlJãMCGM H[ ;}Z ,[BS[ ATFjIM K[ T[DF\
VK}TMGL XFlZZLSXlST AFAT[ SNFR AZFAZ CMIPPPPP5Z\T]\
DFGl;S ZLT[ lJRFZLV[ TM ZFHFGF S8S VFU/ VF ,MSM
B]<,M A\0 5MSFZ[ JFT HZF VlTXIMlST 5}6" ,FUJF ;\EJ
K[P
+LHF V\SDF\ V[8,[ S[ V\lTD N'xIDF\ VK}TMGF CFYDF\
ClYIFZ VG[ RFZ[ TZO CFS,Fv50SFZGF VJFHM VFjIF SZ[
K[P 8[SZL 5Z DFIFGF N[CGL lRTFG[ A/TL HM.G[ ,MSM T[
TZO HJF lJRFZ[ K[ 56 T[GL OZT[ D}S [,M RMSL
5C[ZMvl;5F.VM T[DG[ HJF N[TF GYL V[8,[ J/L 5FKF
VFJ[U4 H]:;M4 HMZ 5S0[ K[P K[J8[ DFIFGF Al,NFG5KLI
T/FJDF\ 8L5]\I 5F6L G O}8TF VK}TMGF DGDF\ ZFHF lJX[
£[XvJ[Z EFJGF 5|HHJ/L é9[ K[P G[ V[8,[ H TM JF,M SC[TM
CMI K[ ;F,F ZFHF V[ TM VF56L HM0[ NUFBMZL SZLG[ SIF\I
JZ;FN GF VFjIM4 T/FJDF\ 5F6L GF VFjI] \
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PPPPPPSIF\IPPPPPDFIFGF Al,NFGG[ IFN ZFBJF VF ,MSM EUT
AM,FJ[ T[D 5F\R[S XZTMvJZNFG DFIFV[ ZFHF ;D1F D}SIF
CTF\ T[ AM,FJ[ K[ G[ ;F{ HMXE[Z AM,[ K[P VF VJFH ZFHFGF
AC[ZF SFG ;]WL ,. HJF EUTGL ;FY[ ;F{ ZFHDC[, TZO
HJF 5|IF6 SZ[ K[PPPPP $
GF8SGF V\T[ ;}+WFZ VG[ G8GF 5|J[XGL ;FY[ G[5yIDF\ ,[BS[
H[ ;\JFN D}SIM K[ T[ GF8SG]\ CFN" K[P HMI]\ G[ TD[ m VF U.
SF,GL JFT GYL4 CD6F\GL JFT K[P U. SF,YL VFH ;]WL
B[\RF. VFJ[,L JFT K[P I]U 5Z\5ZFDF\ DFGJ VlWSFZ DF8[GM
5|YD VFS|MX 5|YD Al,NFG CT]\ I]UMGM V\WFZ CHL XdIM
GYLP SALZ4 Z{NF;4 GZl;\C DC[TF4 DCFtDF O},[4 DCFtDF
UF\WL4 0MPAFAF ;FC[A VF\A[0SZ ;]WLGL DFGJ VlWSFZGL
,0F. CHL XDL GYLP DFIFG]\ Al,NFG 5|YD E,[ CMI4
56 V\lTD GYLP CHL JLZ DFIFVM HgDX[4
l;wWZFHHIl;\CM T[DGF\ Al,NFGM ,[X[P G HF6[ VF DFGJ
VlWSFZM DF8[ CHL S[8,F DFIFVMGF\ Al,NFG VF5JF
50X[PPPPPS[8,F\PPPPP m 5

;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR;\NE" ;}lR

 VGFIF"JT" vN,5T RF{CF6  U]HZFTNl,T ;FlCtI
VSFNDL4 VDNFJFN 5|YD VFJ'lTvZ__

V[HG 5'P &&
V[HG 5'P (&
V[HG 5'P )_
V[HG 5'P !_Z
V[HG 5'P !_$
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ccD/[,F HLJcc ccD/[,F HLJcc ccD/[,F HLJcc ccD/[,F HLJcc ccD/[,F HLJcc V[ 5gGF,F, 58[,GL T[DH U]HZFTL
;FlCtIGL DCtJGL S'lT SCL XSFIP DF+ YM0FS H 5'Q9MDF\
;DFlJQ8 VF GJ,SYFV[ U]HZFTL ;FlCtIDF\ DFGJ\T]\ :YFG
5|F%T SI"]\ K[P GJ,SYFGM SYGlJQFI4 ,[BSGL EFQFFX{,L VG[
J6"GS,F âFZF ê0L V;Z p5HFJL XSGFZ S,FGF S;AL
V[JF 5gGF,F, 58[,GL VF l;lâ UFUZDF\ ;DFjIF H[JL K[P
VF HM.V[ TM VF V[S 5lZlRT 5|6ISYF K[P ;FDFgITo
5|6IDF\ AG[ K[ V[J]\ H VlC\ 56 AG[ K[P A[ 5|6IL C{IFGF
V[8,[ S[ HLJL VG[ SFGHLGF cHLJc TM VGFIF;[ H D/L
HFI K[ 56 cHLJGc D/L XSTF GYLP VG[ K[J8[ D/[ K[ TMI
G D?IF H[JF H ZC[ K[P V[D SCLV[ TM RF,[P
GJ,SYFGF 5|YD 5|SZ6 c5|YD ;\UFYcc5|YD ;\UFYcc5|YD ;\UFYcc5|YD ;\UFYcc5|YD ;\UFYc DF\ SFJl0IF
0]\UZGL GF/DF\ HgDFQ8DLGF D[/FG]\ Z\UL,]\ JFTFJZ64 T/
5NF ,MSHLJGG]\ VG[ D]uW 5|6IGL pgDFNS ,FU6LVMG]\
lR+6 SZLG[ ,[BS[ GJ,SYFGM S,FtDS4 5|EFJXF/L VG[
VFSQF"S 5|FZ\E SIM" K[P HLJL VG[ SFGHL VGFIF;[ H D[/
FDF\ D/L HFI K[ VG[ 5|YD ÛlQ8V[ H A\G[ V[SALHFGF 5|[DDF\
50L HFI K[P RU0M/GL 5F,BLDF\ DZS DZS C;TL HLJL
SFGHLG[ 5}K[ K[ o ccVF 5FJF TM N[BF0JF ZFbIF K[ S[ccVF 5FJF TM N[BF0JF ZFbIF K[ S[ccVF 5FJF TM N[BF0JF ZFbIF K[ S[ccVF 5FJF TM N[BF0JF ZFbIF K[ S[ccVF 5FJF TM N[BF0JF ZFbIF K[ S[
JUF0JF mccJUF0JF mccJUF0JF mccJUF0JF mccJUF0JF mcc VG[ SFGHL 5FJFDF\ HF6LTL ULTGL A[ ,L8L
JUF0[ K[P

ccOFU/G[ JFIZ[ VFjIF\ HMAlGIF\4ccOFU/G[ JFIZ[ VFjIF\ HMAlGIF\4ccOFU/G[ JFIZ[ VFjIF\ HMAlGIF\4ccOFU/G[ JFIZ[ VFjIF\ HMAlGIF\4ccOFU/G[ JFIZ[ VFjIF\ HMAlGIF\4
J{XFBL JFIZ[ p0L HTF\J{XFBL JFIZ[ p0L HTF\J{XFBL JFIZ[ p0L HTF\J{XFBL JFIZ[ p0L HTF\J{XFBL JFIZ[ p0L HTF\ ¦

EFJjI\HS V[JL VF A[ ,L8L SFGHL 5FJFDF\ K[0[ K[ VG[ tIFZYL
H JJFI K[ 5|6IALHP D[/[YL 5FKF J/TF\ ;\\UFYDF\
5|6IvV\S]Z 5|U8[ K[ VG[ HMTHMTFDF\ ALHF V[SFN lD,GDF\
TM A[p C{IF V[S AGL HFI K[P 56 tIF\ H V[S DM8M 5|̀ G
pEM YFI K[4 5ZGFTGL S[ pTZTL GFTGL HLJLG[ 5Z6FI XL
ZLT[ m 5|6I 5lZ6IDF\ G 5lZ6D[ V[ H TM 5|6ISYFG]\ 5|JT"S
TtJ K[P G[ T[YL H HLJL 5|tI[GF 5MTFGF VNdI VFSQF"6GL
CLZF VFU/ SA},FT SZTM SFGHL 5MTFGL VF\TlZS 5|6IGL
,FU6LGM VF NMCZFDF\ NXF"J[ K[ o

ccD}, TFZF\ Z[ WMZL TFZ[ XL\U0[¸ccD}, TFZF\ Z[ WMZL TFZ[ XL\U0[¸ccD}, TFZF\ Z[ WMZL TFZ[ XL\U0[¸ccD}, TFZF\ Z[ WMZL TFZ[ XL\U0[¸ccD}, TFZF\ Z[ WMZL TFZ[ XL\U0[¸

U]HZFTL GJ,SYFGM ZD6LI X'\U o ccD/[,F ÒJccU]HZFTL GJ,SYFGM ZD6LI X'\U o ccD/[,F ÒJccU]HZFTL GJ,SYFGM ZD6LI X'\U o ccD/[,F ÒJccU]HZFTL GJ,SYFGM ZD6LI X'\U o ccD/[,F ÒJccU]HZFTL GJ,SYFGM ZD6LI X'\U o ccD/[,F ÒJcc
* 0MP pQFFA[G HLP 58[,

* D],FSFTL jIFbIFTF4 V[;PHLP 58[, VF8"; VG[ 5LPS[P N[;F. SMD;" SM,[H4 lGhZ lHP TF5L

J/L 3M0L,[ SFG 8LXMZ¸J/L 3M0L,[ SFG 8LXMZ¸J/L 3M0L,[ SFG 8LXMZ¸J/L 3M0L,[ SFG 8LXMZ¸J/L 3M0L,[ SFG 8LXMZ¸
s56f X[Z[ V\SFI D}, DFGJL¸s56f X[Z[ V\SFI D}, DFGJL¸s56f X[Z[ V\SFI D}, DFGJL¸s56f X[Z[ V\SFI D}, DFGJL¸s56f X[Z[ V\SFI D}, DFGJL¸
TFZF C{IF\ TM ê0F V3MZ ¦ccTFZF C{IF\ TM ê0F V3MZ ¦ccTFZF C{IF\ TM ê0F V3MZ ¦ccTFZF C{IF\ TM ê0F V3MZ ¦ccTFZF C{IF\ TM ê0F V3MZ ¦cc

VCL\ SFGHLG[ hF\hJFGF H/ ;DL ,FUTL HLJLG[ T[GL H
GFTGF G[ 5MTFGF W}l/IFGF 3ZDF\ A[;F0JF CLZM ;}RJ[ K[P
HLJL DF8[ ,FIS GlC V[JM W}/M HLJL 5Z JC[D ZFBL V[G[
EFZ[ N]oB VF5[ K[P HLJLGL IFTGF GlC HM. XSJFYL SFGHL
GMSZLG]\ ACFG]\ SF-L UFD KM0L RF<IM HFI K[P 5lZ6FD[ HLJL
JW] N]oBL YFI K[P V[ 5MTFGF HLJGGM V\T ,FJJF 5MTFG[
DF8[ AGFJ[, h[ZJF/M ZM8,M E},YL W}/M BF. HFI K[ VG[
V[ D'tI]\ 5FD[ K[P VCL\ W}/F H[JF B,GFIS ;DF 5F+G]\ D'tI]\
56 VG]S\5F HUF0[ K[P HLJL 5MT[ lGNM"QF CMJF KTF\ ,MSM
V[G[ NMQFL DFG[ K[P ,MSMGF VG[S 5|SFZGF D[6F\vS8F1F VG[
;F;]GF S0JF AM,GM +F; ;C[TL T[ SFGHLGL ;TT ZFC HMI
K[P VCL\ SFGHLG]\ 5F+ 56 HLJLGL H[D HLJ\T ZLT[
VF,[BFI[, HMJF D/[ K[P V[S TZO 5|[DGF DW]Z :J%G VG[
ALHL TZO ;\;FZGL S8] JF:TlJSTF JrR[ VF A\G[ 5|[DLVM
;TT EL\;FIF SZ[ K[P
SFGHLGL IFNDF\ T05TL 4 V[GF VFJJFGL SFU0M/[ ZFC HMTL
CTL V[ SFGHL VFJ[ K[ TM 56 T[G[ D?IF lJGF H 5FKM
RF<IM HFI K[P tIFZ[ HLJLG[ B}A H VF3FT ,FU[ K[P VG[ T[
lR¿E|DGL VJ:YFG[ 5FD[ K[P VCL\ SYFGM SZ]6Z;
5ZFSFQ9FV[ 5CM\R[ K[P
cc5|YD ;\UFYcccc5|YD ;\UFYcccc5|YD ;\UFYcccc5|YD ;\UFYcccc5|YD ;\UFYcc VG[ ccD/[,F HLJccccD/[,F HLJccccD/[,F HLJccccD/[,F HLJccccD/[,F HLJcc V[ A[ D]bI lA\N]VMGL
JrR[ A[ I]JFG C{IFGL J[NGFGL JFT 3}\8FI K[4 V[S VGMBM
;\;FZ ;HF"I K[P CF4 A[ 5| [DLHGMGM H GlC4 ;DU|
U|FDHGTFGM VFBM ;\;FZ VCL\ lJ:TZ[ K[P SFT"SL 5}GDGF
D[/FDF\YL UF\0L HLJLG[ SFGHL 5MTFGL ;FY[ XC[ZDF\ ,.
HFI K[P V\T[ D[/FDF\YL X~ YI[,L GJ,SYF D[/FDF\ H lJZD[
K[P
VFJF H HgDFQ8DLGF D[/FDF\ SFGHL VG[ HLJL 5|YDJFZ
D?IF\ CTF VG[ tIFZ[ H SFGHLV[ HLJLG[ VFJL ZLT[ ;FY[
ZFBJFGL lC\DT NFBJL CMT TM m TM SNFR GJ,SYF G ;HF"TP
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VCL\ SFGHL VG[ HLJL A[ D]bI 5F+MG[ ,[BS[ HF6[ ZDTF\
D}SL NLWF\ CMI V[D VF5MVF5 lJSF; 5FdIF K[P T[DG]\
jIlSTtJ 56 S[8,]\ pNŸF¿ K[ ¦ DG]QI 5MTFG]\ 36]\ AW]\ U]DFJ[
K[4 T[G[ U]DFJTF HM. JFRSG[ J[NGF YFI K[P S[DS[ U]DFJGFZ
jIlST TZO T[GF pDNF RFlZœI TYF BDLZJ\TF jIlSTtJG[
,LW[ ;F{ SM.G[ ;CFG]E}lT YFI K[P tIFZ[ U]DFjIF 5KL 56
T[ DFGJTFGL 5|lTQ9F SZTM CMI K[P tIFZ[ DFGJDGGL EjITF
VG[ EjI DCFGTFGM bIF, VF5[ K[P ccV[S 5F ,MCLGFccV[S 5F ,MCLGFccV[S 5F ,MCLGFccV[S 5F ,MCLGFccV[S 5F ,MCLGF
SMU/F TM ALHL 5F J/L 5|LTGF 3}\80F ¦cc SMU/F TM ALHL 5F J/L 5|LTGF 3}\80F ¦cc SMU/F TM ALHL 5F J/L 5|LTGF 3}\80F ¦cc SMU/F TM ALHL 5F J/L 5|LTGF 3}\80F ¦cc SMU/F TM ALHL 5F J/L 5|LTGF 3}\80F ¦cc VF lJWFG
VCL\ BZ[BZ ;FY"S ,FU[ K[P

VCL\ 5C[,F 5|SZ6DF\ YTF GFISvGFlISFGF ;]BN
lD,GYL H JFRS SYF 5|JFCDF\ T6FJF DF\0[ K[P VG[ CJ[

5KL X]\ m GL lH7FXFJ'lT JFRSGF DGDF\ ;TT RF,TL ZC[
K[P H[ GJ,SYFGF JF\RGZ;G[ TLJ| AGFJ[ K[P H[D H[D
GJ,SYFDF\ VFU/ JWLV[ T[D T[D ;TT ,FuIF SZ[ K[ S[ H[
AGL ZCI]\ K[[ T[ G AGJ]\ HM.V[P H[ AG[ K[ T[YL 5F+M TZOGL
;CFG]E}lTG[ SFZ6[ VF56[ N]oBGM VG]EJ SZLV[ KLV[P T[DH
,[BS[ S'lTG]\ XLQF"S VF%I]\ K[P ccD/[,F HLJccccD/[,F HLJccccD/[,F HLJccccD/[,F HLJccccD/[,F HLJcc 56 VCL\ TM
lJB}8F 50L ZLAFTF HLJMGF ,uG5|[DGL S~6FlgTSF 8=[H[0L
K[P VCL\ ;LW]\ ;FN]\ HLJG GHLJF SFZ6;Z SCM S[ YM0LS
GA/F.G[ ,LW[ EFZ[ N]oBN AGL ZC[ K[P VF TtJ H cc8=[H[0Lcccc8=[H[0Lcccc8=[H[0Lcccc8=[H[0Lcccc8=[H[0Lcc
G]\ D]bI ,1F6 K[P H[JL ZLT[ 8=[H[0LDF\ HLJGGM CŸF; YFI K[4
T[J]\ H S\.S VCL\ 56 YFI K[P 56 V[ CŸF;G[ V\T[ DFGJTFGF
EjI lJHIGL 5TFSF ,C[ZFTL HM. XSFI K[
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N[XGL AWLH EFQFVMDF\ T[DGL AM,LVMDF\4 T[DG]\ ,MS
;FlCtI K[P VF ,MS ;FlCtI V[8,[ ,MSM wJFZF4 ,MSM DF8[4
,MS AM,LVMDF\ VGFIF;[ ZRFI[,]\P ,MS ;\:S'lTG]\ 5|lTlA\A
hL,T]\ VG[ ,MSHLJG ;FY[ ;LW]\ ;\S/FI[,]\ 5[-L NZ 5[-LYL
pTZL VFJ[,]\ T[ K[S 5|FRLGSF/YL VFH ;]WL pTZL VFjI]\ K[P
VG[ HLJ\T ZCI]\ K[PVG[ NLW"SF/YL HL6LT]\ K[P V\U|HL
XF;Gv;eITFvlX1F6  ;FlCtIGF ;\5S" VG[ 5|EFJYL
V\U|[HLDF\ 5|SFlXT S\9:Y ,MS;FlCtIGF 5]:TSMGL 5|[Z6FYL
X~ YI]\ K[P T[G[ VF5JFDF\ VFJ[, — — — — — ,MS;FlCtIˆ GFD 56
GJLG K[P V\U|HLDF\————— OMS l,8Z[RZˆ s Folk literature) G[
VG],1FLG[ 30FI]\ K[P— ,MSSYFˆ XaN U]HZFTLDF\ 5|YD JBT
Z]:TD B]ZX[N .ZFGL wJFZF .P;P !((5 DF\ IMHFIM CTMP
5Z\5ZF5|F%T TDFD S\9:Y ;FlCtIGM AMW SZFJ[ T[JM —
,MS;FlCtIˆ XaN U]HZFTLDF\ ;M{5|YD SFSF;FC[A SF,[,SZ
wJFZF .P;P !)Z_ DF\ IMHFIM CTMP hJ[ZR\N D[3F6L VFlN
,[BSM wJFZF T[GM jIF5S 5|IMU VG[ 5|RFZ YIM CTMP
A[ 5|FRLG Tt;DŸ ;\:S'T XaNM —,MSˆ VG[—;FlCtIˆ GF IMUYL
AG[,M VF GJLG XaN T[GF :J~5G]\ AZFAZ ;}RG SZ[ K[P
,MS ;FlCtIGF :J~5MDF\GL VG[S ,MSJFTF"VM4 N\TSYFVM
D/[ K[P S[8,LS 5Z\5ZFUT ,MSSYFVMvN\TSYFVMG]\
RFZ6MvAFZM8M H[JF jIJ;FIL SYFSFZM wJFZF ;\:SZ6 YI]\
K[P T[DF\ lG~56 5FD[, J:T]v5F+vJFTFJZ6 SFI" B}A H
VFSQF"6 CMI K[PVG[ T[DG]\ DFwID T/5N] Un S[J]\ DMCS
CMI K[ S[8,LS ,MS5|Rl,T N]CFI]ST 5|[D SYFVM 56 ìNI\UD
JFTF"VMGF VFSQF"S pNFCZ6 ZH} SZ[ K[P ,MS ;FlCtIGL D]bI
lJX[QFTF V[ K[ S[ T[GF lJlJW V\UMDF\ DFGJL GL ZC[6LvSC[6L4
VFRFZvlJRFZ4 BFGv5FG4 ZLT lZJFH TYF WFlD"S4
;FDFlHS VG[ VFlY"S :TZGL VlEjIlST CMI K[P ,MS
;\:S'lTG]\ VF,[BG H V[GL D]bI lJX[QFTF K[P
,MSSYFVM TYF ,MSULTMDF\ DG]QIvHLJGG]\ H[8,]\ ;FR]\ VG[
:JFEFlJS J6"G p5,aW CMI K[ V[8,]\ ALH[ SIF\I GYL CMT]\P
,MS ;FlCtI V\TU"T ,MSSYF4 ,MSULT4 ,MSG'tI VFJ[ K[P
VF ,MS;FlCtI ,MSMGF ;]BN]oB4 CQF "vlJQFFN4

SlJ AMWFS'T ccDFWJFG,vSFDSgN,Fcc RlZ+DF\ ,MS ;\:S'lTSlJ AMWFS'T ccDFWJFG,vSFDSgN,Fcc RlZ+DF\ ,MS ;\:S'lTSlJ AMWFS'T ccDFWJFG,vSFDSgN,Fcc RlZ+DF\ ,MS ;\:S'lTSlJ AMWFS'T ccDFWJFG,vSFDSgN,Fcc RlZ+DF\ ,MS ;\:S'lTSlJ AMWFS'T ccDFWJFG,vSFDSgN,Fcc RlZ+DF\ ,MS ;\:S'lT
* 0MP S[P0LP AU0F

* .PRFP VFRFI"zL4 XFD/NF; VF8"; SM,[H4 EFJGUZ

pt;FCvp<,F; TYF VFXFvVFSF\1FVMGL ;FY[ ;\A\W ZC[
K[P ,MSMDF\ 5|Rl,T V\WlJ`JF;M4 ,MS 5|Rl,T D]CFJZF4
,MSMlSTVM ;]WL ,MS ;FlCtIDF\ ,MSvD\U,GL EFJGF
RlZTFY" YTL HMJF D/[ K[P ;\:S'lT XaNGL pt5lT J{IFSZ6MGF
DT[—;Dˆ p5;U" 5}J"S —S'ˆ  WFT]DF[ —lSTGŸˆ 5|tI[I ,FUJFYL
YFI K[P V[GM EFQFFSLI VY" YFI K[P 5]Z]\ SZJ]\4 X]lwW4
5lZQSFZ4 lGDF"64 5lJ+LSZ64 VFRZ6UT4 5Z\5ZF4 ;\:S'lT
VF56F ;\:SFZ SZ[ K[P V[8,[ H Z{lTS U]6MYL lJE}lQFT K[P
AM3FS'T —DFWJFG, SFDSgN,Fˆ V[S ,MS SYF K[P ,MS
SYFVMGM D]bI pN[X lJ`JF;4 A]lwW VG[ T[Hl:JTFDF\ J'lwW
SZJFGM CMI K[P SlJV[ EFJMGF 5|JFCDF\ V[S ,MSSYFGF
DFwIDYL SCLG[ ;FDFlHS VFRFZvlJRFZ 5|lT 5MTFGL JFT
SC[JFGM 5|ItG SIM" K[P I]USF,LG ZFHFVM ;FD[ AM3FV[ ZFHF
lJS|DGF ~5DF\ V[S V[JF ZFHFGM VFNX" ZFB[, HM
HGv;DFHGL EFJGFVMG]\ wIFG ;ZBFJGFZF4 HFlTS]X/4
RFT]I"5}6" ZFHGLlTGL ;FD[ ZFBJFJF/F TYF lJ7HGMG[
;gDFlGT SZJFJF/F CMI4 5|lTJ|TF :+LGL H[ VM/BF6
EFZTLI DFGLG]\ V\U K[ V[GM 5lZRI SlJGF SFjIDF\
,L,FJTLGF DFwIDYL VF56L ;D1F B0]\ YFI K[P VF
ZRGFDF\ lG~l5T VFNX" ~5GF lR+6 SlJU6 ;DFHGF
AGTF V\U HMJF .rK[ K[P V[S VFNX" SYFVMGF J6"G SZJFYL
SIF\S T[GF 5Z I]ULG 5|EFJ 56 HMJF D/[ K[P V[G]\ SFZ6 V[
K[ S[ SlJ 5MTFGF ;DFHG[ SF5LG[ ;DFHG[ 5lZQSFZ GYL
SZTFP
SlJ AM3FG[ NZAFZDF\ ;]EFG GFDGL J{xIF ;FY[ 5|[D YI[,
V[ JFTGL DCFZFHG[ HF6 YTF\ AM3FG[ V[S JQF" N[XlGSF,GL
;HF SZ[ K[P VF ;DI NZlDIFG AM3FV[ S[8,FS ZFHIMGL
IF+F SZ[, VG[ ;]EFGGF SC[JFYL lJZCJFZLX GFDGF
5|AgWGL ZRGF AM3FV[ SZLP VG[S ZFHIMGF 5lZE|D6GF
VG]EJ[ SlJG[ jIF5S AGFJ[ K[P V[GL hF\BL —DFWJFG,
SFDSgN,Fˆ DF\ HMJF D/[ K[P SlJ IFIFJZ J'lTGF CTFP T[DG]\
SFjI ;H"G 5|[D ;\A\WL lJ`JF;MGL 5|A/ :YF5GF SZ[ K[P
V[DF\ ,MSvDIF"NF4 ;FDFHLS HFlT4ZFHGLlT4 TtSF,LG
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HLJGGL h,S4 I]wWGLlT4JU[Z[G]\ J6"G D/[ K[P AM3FG]\ ;H"G
ZFHIFzIYL ACFZ GLS/L ,MSFzIDF\ 5lZ6D[ K[P T[G]\
,MSHLJG ;FY[ ;LW]\ TFNFtdI K[P ,MSMDF\ 5|Rl,T JFTF"VMGL
V[S lJ:T'T 5Z\5ZF K[P V[ J[NMDF\YL 5|F%T YFI K[P V[ 5Z\5ZF
YM0FS 5lZJT"G ;FY[ p5lGQFN4 ZFDFI64 DCFEFZT4 AM{wW
TYF H{G ;FlCtIDF\ YI[, K[P JFTF"VMDF\ l;\CF;G A+L;L4
J{TF, 5rRL;L4 DFWJFG, SFDSgN,F4 SYF;FZ4 NZJ[X4
lCTM5N[X4 DFWJ lJGMN4 X]SAFCMTZL JU[Z[ HF6LTL JFTF"VM
;FY[ ZFBJF H[JL ZRGFVM K[P 5|FZ\EGL SYFVMDF\ ,1F
DG]QIGF VG]EJG[ ;D'wW SZ[ K[P
JFTF"VMDF\ HLJGG]\ ;tI VG[ lH7F;FVMGF XDGGL
VlEjIlST CTLP JFTF"VMGF VF 5|FZ\lES Z]5 ,MSSYFVMGF
~5DF\ lJSF; YI[, K[P DFWJFG, SFDSgN,FGL SYFGM VG[S
SlJVMV[ 5MTFGL ZRGFG]\ DFwID AGFjI]\ K[P !&DL ;NLYL
!)DL ;NLGF 5|FZ\EGF NXS ;]WL U65lT4 S]X,,FE4
VF,D4 V7FT4 NFDMNZvClZGFZFI6 AM3F VFlN SlJVMV[
VF ZRGFG[ 5MTFG]\ DFwID AGFjI]\ K[P T[ H VF SYFGL
,MSl5|ITFG]\ D]bI SFZ6 AGL ZC[ K[P VF SYF lCgNLDF\ 36F
SlJVMV[ ZRL CTLP 5Z\T] ;M{YL 5C[,F .P;P !&$_ DF\
VF,D[ —DFWJFG, SFDSgN,Fˆ  GF GFDYL NMCF4 ;MZ9F VG[
RM5F.VMDF\ VF SYF K\NMAwW SZ[,LP
DFGJLGL ;\:S'lTG[ VlEjIST ,MSSYF SZ[ K[P SlJ AM3F
ZlRT VF SYF SF,LNF;4 l;\CF;G A+L;L4 J{TF, VFlN wJFZF
SC[JF. K[P VF SYF AM3F DCFZFH B[Tl;\CG[ ;\E/FJ[ K[P
,M{lSS 5|[DGL :YF5GF TYF 5|[I;L ;]HFGGL 5|Fl%T DF8[GF
5|IF;DF\ SlJV[ ,MS SYFGM VFzI ,LWM K[P VF V[S V[JL
,MS SYF K[ H[GM V{lTCFl;S N=lQ8V[ VG];\WFG YI[, K[P zL
S'Q6 ;[JS S8GL wJFZF DFWJFG, 5]Q5FJTL sJT"DFG f
lJ,CZL TYF SFDSgN,F SFDFJTL sJT"DFG f 0F\UZU-
lGJF;L CTFP lJS|DFlNtI T[HD]lST s A]\N[,B\0f GF ZFHFGL
p5FlW CTF  T[VM X{J CTFP AGFZ; ;FY[ V[DGM ;\A\W CTMP
VS\NZ[ VF SYFGL DC¿F V[GF ,MS 5|Rl,T Z]5G[ SFZ6[ lJX[QF
K[P AM3FV[ VF SYFG[ ;]\NZ S<5GF SZL SFjIGF ;]gNZ ~5
5|NFG SZ[, K[P
VF SYF DFWJ VG[ SFDDgN,FGF 5|[D TYF T[GF ;]BL HLJG
;FY[ ;\A\W WZFJ[ K[P AM3FV[ V[DF\ S<5GFGF Z\UM wJFZF
,L,FJTLG[ 56 VF SYF ;FY[ HM0L VF5[ K[P AM3F ;]EFGGF
DFwIDYL DCFZFHG[ ;\E/FJ[ K[P V[8,[ VF SYF —
JSTFvzMTFˆ I]uDGF Z]5 5|NFG SZ[ K[P VF ZRGFDF\ DFWJ
AF|CD6 VG[ SFDSgN,F J{xIFGF 5|[DGL UFYF K[P VF JLZ
lJS|DGL VG[S JFTF"VMDF\GL V[S K[P SIF\S ,MSMDF\ 5|Rl,T
JFTF"VMDF\ DF+ lJS|DHLTG]\ GFD ZCL UI[,]\ K[P DFWJ VG[

SFDSgN,F 56 ,]%T Y. UIF K[P VF ,MS 5|Rl,T JFTF" TYF
5F+FG]EJG[ SFZ6[ AM3F SlJ J'HGF VFtDFYL TFNFtdI :YF5[
K[P VF ,MSSYF4 ,MS;]EFlQFT4 5C[l,IM4 ZFUvZF6ULVM4
D'tI] VYF"¿ VF AWF H TtJMYL ;\5gG K[P SC[JFI K[ S[
AM3F ,MSHLJGYL lJX[QF 5|EFlJT YI[,F CTFP
;FDFgI ZLT[ ;CvlX1F6 TYF :+LGL :JT\+TF T[GL lX1FF
TYF ,MS S,F N1FTF C9L,L :+LG]\ lR+6 lGQ9FJFG J{xIF4
;FDFgI lX1FFGM 5|RFZ B}A H pU| TYF :JFT]E}T 5|[D VYJF
lJ`JF;3FTV[ D]bI VlE5|FI K[P
p5ZMST plST 5ZYL V[8,]\ Ol,T YFI K[ S[ S9MZ 5lZzD
VG[ SD" sEFuIfGM ;DFG DCtJ K[P SlJ 5lZzDG[ lJX[QF
DCtJ VF5[ K[P T[DGM GFIS lGZ\TZ SgN,FGL 5|Fl%T TZO
C\D[XF 5|IF6 SZTM HMJF D/[ K[P TM J/L ;FYM;FY SlJ SD"
sEFuIfG[ 56 V[8,]\ H DCtJ VF5[ K[P VG[S 5M{ZFl6S SYFVM
wJFZF VCL\ EFuIGL DlCDFG]\ J6"G K[P ;]+~5DF\ J6"JFI[,
JFTF" wJFZF AM3F DFWJ SYFGM VFWFZ 5|NFG SZ[ K[P ;FDFlHS4
ZFHGLlTS4 GLlT5ZS4plST5M\YL ;F\:S'lTS 5Z\5ZFG[ 5]Q8 SZ[
K[P ;FY[ 5|[D ;\A\WL lJ`JF; 56 :YFl5T SZ[ K[P
;FZF\X ~5DF\ AM3FGF DFwIDYL V[8,]\ SCL XSFI S[ UD[
T[JL 5lZl:YlTDF\ DFGJLG[ JF6L jIJCFZ SZTL JBT[ B}A
H ;DHL lJRFZLG[ AM,J]\ HM.V[ S[ SC[J]\ HM.V[ GCLTZ
U]HZFTLDF\ SC[JT K[ S[——————  ;F5[ KK]\NZ U?IFˆˆ H[J]\ YFIP
,MS SYFVMGL V[ lJX[QFTF K[ S[ T[ 5lZl:YlTGF 5lZ5|[1I
VYF"T ;DFG 5lZl:YlTGDF\ AWF p5Z ;DFG 5|EFJ ATFJ[
K[P p5Z D]HA J6"JFI[, SYFVM D]HA AM3FG[
JFDGVJTFZ4VIMwIFGFY4JU[Z[ VG[S SYFVMGF J6"G SIF"
K[PSlJ AM3F 5|[DFD RFTS CTF 5Z\T] V[ SC[J]\ 50[ S[ VF 5|[DGL
DMH TYF 5|[DL ŸñNIG[ SFZ6[ S[ I]ULG SFjIGF X'\UFZ ;\5gG
CMJFG[ SFZ6[ T[VM ;DFHGF GHLS ;\A\W :YFl5T SZL XS[
TM IMuI U6L XSFI GlCP lJZCTF N]oBG[ WFZ6 SZ[, CMJF
KTF\ 56 ;CHTFYL T[D6[ ,MSHLJGYL 5MTFGF GHLSTF
5|:YFl5T SZL K[PV[H SlJGF ;R[TG N=lQ8SM6 GF SFZ6[ ;\EJ
AGL XSI]\ K[P ;D|UTo AM3FG[ ,MSHLJGGL ;5|DF6TFYL
I]ST SCL XSFI V[D K[P

;\NE" U|\YM;\NE" U|\YM;\NE" U|\YM;\NE" U|\YM;\NE" U|\YM
A'CN lCgNL SMXo ;\5FNS v SFl,SF 5|;FNU]%TP
EFZTLI ;\:S'lT VF{Z ;F\:S'lTS R[TGF o ZFDB[,FJG
        5F\0[IP
EFZTLI ;\:S'lTGL TFltJS E}lDSF o D'S]gNZFI N],"EHL
       SF{8[RF v I]lG U|\YlGDF"6 U]HZFTZFHI
ZRGF VG[ ;\ZRGFo ClZJ<,E EFIF6L v VFZP VFZP
       X[9GL S\5GL VDNFJFNv#(___!P
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;ZNFZl;\C ZF6FGF ZFQ8=LI G[TF ;FY[GF ;\A\WM;ZNFZl;\C ZF6FGF ZFQ8=LI G[TF ;FY[GF ;\A\WM;ZNFZl;\C ZF6FGF ZFQ8=LI G[TF ;FY[GF ;\A\WM;ZNFZl;\C ZF6FGF ZFQ8=LI G[TF ;FY[GF ;\A\WM;ZNFZl;\C ZF6FGF ZFQ8=LI G[TF ;FY[GF ;\A\WM
* 0MP 0LPJLP UMlC,

* VwIF5SzL4 V[GPV[DP E]TF VF8"; SM,[H4 lXCMZ

!P xIFDHL S'Q6JDF" o
U]HZFT ZFHIGF SrK 5|N[XGF DF\0JL UFDDF\ ;G[ !(5*GF
VMS8MAZ DF;GL TFP$YL V[ xIFDHL S'Q6 JDF"HM HgD
:JFT\œI I]wWGF VF JZ;DF\ ;FZFI[ EFZT JQF"DF\ H[
VFhFNLGL CJF ,C[ZFTL V[JL :JFT\œI EFJGF V[DGF
lJRFZDF\ 5|;ZL UI[, D]\ãF TF,]SM VG[ DF\0JL TF,]SFGF
;D]ãSF\9FGF 5|N[XG[ SF9L SC[JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P ;M5FZL VG[ zLO/
4 B,[,F\4 BFZ[S O/MYL ,RL 50TF4 VF G\NGJG ;DF 5|N[XGL
pNF¿TF VG[ :JFT\œI EFJGF xIFDHL S'Q6JDF"GF lJRZMDF\
WASTLP!ý

.u,[g0GL AF,L5M, SM,[H S[dA|LHGF T[VM U|[HI]V[8 VG[ T[
AFN T[VM SFINFGL 5ZL1FF 5F; SZL A[ZL:8Z YIFP
AF<ISF/YL H EFZTLI ;\:S'lT T[DGF ,MCLDF\ J6F. UI[,P
HLJGGF 5|tI[S 1F[+[ S|F\lTGF ;H"S klQF NIFG\N T[VMGF
5|[Z6F:+MT CTFP
.u,[g0DF\ VeIF; 5}ZM SZL xIFDHL S'Q6JDF" EFZT VFjIFP
;FZFV[ EFZT N[XGM VeIF;4 5lZl:YlTGL HF6SFZL
DFGJ;\5S"4 VF AWF DF8[ T[VMV[ ;FZFI lCgN]:TFGGM 5|JF;
SIM"P
VF 5|JF; NZlDIFG V\U|[HMGL HMC}SDL4 EFZTJF;LVMGL
U],FDL4 lC\NLVMG]\ V\U|[HM äFZF XMQF64 VF TDFD AFAT
xIFDHL S'Q6JDF"GF lJRFZMDF\ A/TFD\ 3L CMDFIF AZMAZ
EFU EHjIMP VF 5|JF; T[VMV[ Z_ JZ;GL p\DZ[ H SIM"
CTMP V[8,[ S[ ;G[ !(** DF\PZ

VF 5|JF; NZlDIFG V[D6[ EFZTLI VY"SFZ6 ZFHSFZ6
VG[ ;DFH ;]WFZF ;lCT ZFHSFZ6DF\ YJF HM.TF O[ZOFZMG[
bIF, 5|RFZ äFZF ,MSMDF\ SIM"P ;G[ !((ZDF\ U|[HI]V[8 YIF
;G[ !($$DF\ SFINFGL 5ZL1FF 5;FZ SZL A[ZL:8Z YIFP
VF 5KL EFZT VFJL T[VMV[ H}GFU- VG[ pN[5]Z ZFHIGF
lNJFG H[JF prR CMÛF p5Z GMSZL SZLP pNI5]ZGF XF{I"
VG[ 1Fl+ITFGM .lTCF; xIFDHL S'Q6JDF"G] C\D[X
5|[Z6FNFIL AGTMP 5Z\T] T[VMGF pNFD VG[ :JT\+ lJRFZ T[
JBTGF EFZTGF\ JF.;ZMI VG[ pNI5]ZGF Z[;L0[g8

SZhGJF.,LG[ B}\RTF VFG[ SFZ6[ T[VMV[ xIFDHL S'Q6JDF"G[
pNI5]ZGL GMSZL KM0FJJFDF\ DCtJGM EFU EHjIMP
pNI5]Z VG[ H]GFU- ZFHIGL GMSZL SZTF SZTF T[VMV[
EFZTJQF"DF\ V\U|[HMGL ;¿F GLR[ U],FD VJ:YFDF\ HLJJ]\
V[ 5F5 K[[4 VFJ] VG[S ;FYLNFZMG[ ;DHFJL 5MTFGF lJRFZ
ZH] SIM"P ;G[ !()*DF\ T[VM .u,[g0 UIFP
EFZTJQF"DF\ A[ZL:8Z Y. VFjIF 5KL lNJFG H[JF prR CMÛF
p5Z ZCIF KTF\ T[VM AZFAZ ;DHTF CTF S[ lNJFG5N]\ V[
56 prR CMÛFG]\ GFD VG[ DM8F 5UFZ D/JF KTF\ T[
V\U|[HMGL SFZS]GL l;JFI ALH]\ SX]\ GYLP VFYL EFZT JQF"DF\
N;vVULIFZ JZ; ZCIF T[ U}\U/FD6DF\ H lJTFjIFP#

lJN[XL VMGL V[0L GLR[YL VFN[XG[ D]ST SZJF S|F\lT VlGJFI"
U6LG[ T[ DF8[ VFHLJG hh}DTF ZC[,F xIFDHL S'Q6JDF"
lJX[G]\ VF N[XG]\ V7FG TM SM.56 lJN[XLG[ GJF. 5DF0[
T[J]\ K[P SFZ6 S[ SM.56 ZlXIG S[ VFIlZX4 SM.56 T}S"4
VO3FGL S[ .ZFGL ;F{5|YD xIFDHL lJX[ HF6JF DFU[ V[8,L
T[GL V[ VG[ VgI N[XMDF\ bIFlT CTLP EFZTLI S|F\lTGF V[
VFT"ãQ8F H GlC 5Z\T] :J%GãQ8F 56 CTFP V[ JLZ ;FJZSZ4
D[0DSFDF4 ;[GF5lT AF584 ,F,F CZNIF/ AMdAGL OMdI]",F
;J" 5|YD EFZTDF\ ,FJGFZ C[D[gãZMI JU[Z[GL S|F\lTNL1FF
T[DG[ H VFEFZL CTLP$

.g8 8[d5,DF\ ;ZNFZl;\C ZF6FGL xIFDHL ;FY[ D],FSFT
Y.P xIFDHL l8/SGF ZFHG{lTS DTYL 5|EFlJT CTFP JLZR\N
UF\WLGF VlC\;F lJX[GF T[VM VF,MRS CTFP 5F5LVMG[ DFZJF
DF8[ X:+G[[ VFJxIS DFGTF CTFP
CA"8 :5[g;ZGF VJ;FG AFN T[D6[ !___ 5Fpg0G]\ VG]NFG
VMS;O0" lJ`J lJnF,IG[ VF%I]\ CT]\ VG[ T[DGL 5|YD
5]^IlTlY JBT[ CA"8 :5[g;Z KF+J'lTGL HFC[ZFT SZLP
.u,[g0DF\ VFJL VeIF; SZJF DF\UTF EFZTLI lJnFYL"VMG[
Z___ 5Fpg0 NZ JQF"[ KF+J'lTGL IMHGF SZL VG[ ALHL
KF+J'l¿ 5MTFGF U]~ VG[ 5YNX"S :JFDL NIFG\NGL :D'lTDF\
HFC[Z SZL xIFDHL 5MT[ ;\:S'TGF 5|BZ 5\l0T CTFP NIFG\N
;Z:JTL VG[ T[DGL JrR[ ;\:S'TDF\ YI[, 5+jIJCFZ VFH[
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56 p5,aW K[P5

VF KF+J'lT :JLSFZGF lJnFYL" DF8[ V[S VFJxIS ZFCT CTL
S[ 5MTFGM VeIF; 5}6" SIM" AFN lA|8LX ;ZSFZ S[ T[GF
V\TU"T EFU ZCL SM.56 5N S[ ,FE 5|F%T SZL XSX[ GlC\P
T[DG[ 5;\N G CT]\ S[ EFZTGM 5|lTEFXF/L I]JFG UMZFVMGL
U],FDL SZ[P
c.lg0IF CFp;c GF pÛWF8SDF\ 36F V\U| [HM VG[
EFZTJF;LVMV[ EFU ,LWM T[DF\ NFNFEF. GJZMHL4 ,F,F
,H5TZFI4 D[0D ELBFHL SFDF4 ZFIHFNF C\;ZFH4 DLP
lCg0D[GG[ pÛ3F8G SZTF Sæ]\ c.u,[g0 5|tI[ lGQ9F N[BF0JL
T[ EFZT 5|tI[ UÛFZL SZJF AZFAZ K[P ccNZ[S G[TFG\] ,1I
EFZTGL :JT\+TF K[P T[GL T[VMG[ 5|X\;F SZLPcc&

.u,[g0DF\ xIFDHL JDF"V[ ;]BR[GGL lG\NZ G ,LWLP
ZFTvlNJ;4 5MTFGF ,1I[ 5CM\RJF T[VM 5|ItGXL, CTFP
VF 5|SFZGF T[DGF lJRFZ VG[ SFI"JFCLGF O,:J~54 ;G[
!)_5DF\ T[VM VG[ T[DGF lD+MV[ D/L .lg0IF CMD~,
;M;FI8LGL :YF5GF SZLP
VF D\0/GM C[T] EFZTDF\ V\U|[HMGF ;FD|FHIJFNL XF;GG[
B]<,] 5F0L EFZTG[ T[VMGL GFUR]0DF\YL D]ST SZFJJFGM
CTMP VF DF8[ HUTGF ,MSMG[ BZL l:YlTYL DFlCTUFZ SZL4
,MSDT EFZTGL 5|HFGL TZO[6DF\ ,FJJF S[/JJFGM CTMP
VF DF8[ V[S GFG]\ S[ DM8]\ 56 JT"DFG5+ H~ZL CT]\P HM
5MTFG]\ H JT"DFG5+ CMI TM T[DF\ 5MTFGF lJRFZM D]ST
ZLT[ VF5L XSFIP ALHFGF VFWFZ p5Z A[;L ZC[JFGL l:YlT
8F/L XSFIP VF TDFD AFATMGF ê0F lJRFZ 5KL4 ,\0GDF\YL
H c.lg0IG ;MxIM,MHL:8c GFDG]\ GFG]\ V[J]\ J'T5+ T[D6[
X~ SI"]\P VF 5+ äFZF T[D6[ >u,[g0 VG[ ACFZGL N]lGIFDF\
5|RFZ SIM" S[ V\U|[HMV[ EFZTGL ZFH;¿F EFZTGF ,MSMGF
CFYDF\ ;M\5JL HM.V[P
;G[ !(5*GF\ EFZTGF\ :JFT\œI I]wWG[ V\U| [HMV[
l;5FCLVMGF A/JF TZLS[ HUT ;D1F VM/BFJJF 5|IF;
SIM"P EFZTLI 5|HF p5Z T[ I]wW NZlDIFG VG[ T[ AFN SZ[,
H]<D4 VDFG]QFL S'tIMG[ K]5FJL4 HUTGL 5|HFGL VF\BDF\
W}/ GFBJF BM8L p5HFJL SF-[,L JFTM JC[TL SZL S[ EFZTGF
S[8,FS ,MSMV[ l;5FCLVMG[ BM8]\ ;DHFJL V\U|[HM VG[ T[GF
AF,vArRF VG[ :+LVMGL S|}Z CtIFVM SZL CTLP
VF TDFD AFATMGL ;FRL JFT HUT ;D1F D]SJF DF8[4
xIFDHL S'Q6JDF" VG[ T[GF ;FYLNFZMV[ ;G[ !(5* GM H\U
:JFT\œI DF8[G]\ I]wW CT]\P GlC S[ l;5FCLVMGM A/JM4 H],DM
EFZTLIM GlC4 5Z\T] V\U|[HMV[ SZ[,FP VF DF8[ ;FRL l:YlTYL
HUTGL 5|HFG[ HF6SFZ AGFJJF DF8[ T[GL pHJ6L SZJF
GlSS SI"]\ VG[ T[ ZLT[ pt;J XFGNFZ ZLT[ ,\0GDF\ pHJJF

56 VFjIMP
xIFDHL S'Q6JDF" VG[ ;ZNFZl;\C ZF6F VG[ T[GF ;FYLNFZMGF
VF TDFD 5|IF;MYL V\U|[HM RM\SL UIFP X[O8;,ZL V[JgI]\GF
V[S EFZTLI Z[:8MZg8DF\ ;G[ !)_5 GF D[ DF;GL ) DL
TFZLB[4 WFDW}DYL pHJ6L SZLP V[8,]\ H GlC 5Z\T] 5KL TM
NZ JZ;[ VFGL pHJ6L SZJFGM lGüI SIM" VG[ T[ D]HA
5|;\U pHJJF ,FuIFP (

5|RFZG[ JW] J[UJ\T AGFJJM V[ H~ZL CT]\P VF DF8[ JWFZ[
DF6;MGL4 T[ 56 S[/JFI[, 5MTFGL lJRFZWFZFJF/F4
wI[IlGQ9 DF6;MGL H~Z CTLP VF +]8L 5]ZL SZJF T[VMV[
EFZTLI lJnFYL"VMG[4 5|JF; lXQIJ'l¿VM VF5JFGM lG6"I
SIM"P VF DF8[ GF6F\SLI UM9J6 SZJFDF\ VFJLP VF lXQIJ'l¿
IMuI G[ H D/[ T[ DF8[4 5;\NUL ;lDlTGL ZRGF SZLP
5|JF;DF\ X]\ X]\ AFATMGM 5|RFZ SZJFGM K[ T[ T{IFZ SZJFDF\
VFjI]\P VF lXQIJ'l¿VM lJnFYL"VM p5ZF\T4 ,[BSM4 5+SFZM
JU[Z[G[ 56 VF5JF lG6"I SIM"P I]ZM54 VD[lZSF VG[
N]lGIFGF ALHF N[XMDF\4 5|RFZ h}\A[X p5F0JFGF lG6"IGM
;FZM VFJSFZ D?IMP
VF lG6"IYL T[VMG[ S[8,FS DCtJGF ;FYLVM D?IFP :JFT\œI
JLZ;F\JZSZ4 ,F,FCZNIF,4 DNG,F, WL\UZF VFJF 36F
;FYLVM D?IF H[VMV[ EZTD]lGG[ 5MTFGF HLJGG]\ J|T
;DHLG[ 5]ZL ,UGYL VGgI lGQ9FYL ;J"GF EMU[ SFI"
p5F0L ,LW]\P)

VF AWFG[ SFZ6 .lg0IF CFp; S|F\lTSFZLVMG]\ S[gã AGL UI]\P
S|F\lTSFZL 5|J'l¿GM WDWDF8 .lg0IF CFp;DF\ UFHL p9IMP
SFI" J[UJ\T AGFJJF ZFT lNJ; 5|IF; YJF ,FuIMP
T[VMGL VF 5|J'l¿YL V\U|[H ;ZSFZ VHF6 GCMTLP VF
5|J'l¿G]\ X]\ 5lZ6FD VFJ[ m T[ lJRFZTF lA|8LX ;ZSFZ RMSL
p9L V[8,[ lG6"I ,[JFIM S[ UD[ T[D SZL4 VF 5|J'l¿ 0FDL
N[JL HM.V[P T[GF VFU[JFGMV[ BF; SZL xIFDHL S'Q6JDF"G[
5S0L H[,GF ;/LIF 5FK/ UM\WL N[JF HM.V[P!_

xIFDHLGM HUTGF lJlJW N[XMGF :JFT\œI 5|[DLVM ;FY[GM
;\5S' ZCIM CTMP N]lGIFDF\ AGTL 38GFVMYL T[ V7FG
GCMTFP V[S lJRFZXL, S|F\lTSFZLG[ XME[ T[JL ZLT[ T[
38GFVMG]\ D}<IF\SG SZTF DF<8F4 .lH%T4 HD"GL4 RLG JU[Z[
N[XMGF VU|6LVM ;FY[ 5+jIJCFZ4 lHlGJFDF\ l:J;
O[0Z[XGc GL A[9SDF\ HFU'T ,MSMG[ pNAMWG JU[Z[YL T[GM
bIF, VFJ[ K[Pcc
!)!) GL ( HFgI]VFZLV[ T[D6[ VD[ZLSFGF 5|D]B lJ<;GG[
5+ ,bIM T[DF\ cl,\U VMO G[Xg;c GF p5S|D[ !_4___
O|F\SGL jIFbIFG DF/FGL T[D6[ VMOZ SZLP VFJM H ALHM
5+ c,LU VMO G[Xg;c GF VwI1FG[ 56 ,bIMP VFüI"GL
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JFT V[ K[ S[ VF A\G[ NZBF:TGM V:JLSFZ YIM m
!)Z!DF\ clHlGJF 5|[; V[;Ml;V[XGc G[ !_4___ O|F\SGL
DNN SZJF4 VF ;N{J 5+SFZGM VFtDF NM0IMP
,MSDFgI l8/SGF VJ;FGGF ;DFRFZYL xIFDHL lBgG
YIFP DF\0,[ H[,DF\YL l8/SGF K]8SFZF 5KL T[DG[ xIFDHL
V[ lGZF5N VFZMuIGL JF\KGF SZTM 5+ ,bIMP EFZTDF\
SNFR VF V[S H ;DJI:S G[TF V[JF CTF H[D6[ xIFDHLGF
SFIM"G[ IYMlR¿ ;gDFlGT SIF" CTFP T[DG]\ UF{ZJ SI"]\ CT]\P
,MSDFgIGF N[CFJ;FG lGlD¿[ :DFZS jIFbIFG DF8[
cV;CSFZ VF\NM,G jIFbIFGDF/Fc GM lJRFZ T[D6[ DCFtDF
UF\WLG[ ,BL H6FjIMP UF\WLHLGM SM. 5|tI]¿Z D?IM GlCP
UF\WLHL !)_&v_* DF\ ,\0GDF\ xIFDHLV[ D/[,F 0F¶P
5LPHLPDC[TFG[ 5KLYL UF\WLHLV[ V[ lJX[ ,B[,]\P 5\l0T
xIFDHL S'Q6JDF"GL ;FY[ D[\ 36M JFNlJJFN SIM" K[P!Z

T[DGF DFU"YL C] EIELT AGL UIM VG[ A[;L UIMP xIFDHL
5\YG]\ CFlGSFZS :J~5 D[\ c.lg0IF CFp;c DF\ H.G[ HMI]\
K[P EFZT EJGGL VF;5F;G]\ JFTFJZ6 C/FC/ h[ZYL EZ[,]\
K[P cXSI K[ S[ 5MTFGF DT DF8[ UF\WLHLV[ xIFDHLGF 5|:TFJ
TZO wIFG G VF%I]\ CMIP!#

VFH 5|SFZ[ ;G[v!)!$DF\ V\U|[HMV[ HD"GLG[ CZFjI]\P H[YL
HD"GLDF\ ZCL XSFI T[D G CMJFYL HD"G KM0L :JL8Ÿh,"[g0
HLGLJFDF\ H. tIF\ J;JF8 SZJM 50IMP  :JL8Ÿh,"[g0 SM.
ZQ8= CMJFG[ AN,[4 T8:Y ZFQ8= TZLS[ C\D[XF ZC[T]\ VFjI]\ CMJFYL
T[ :Y/ l;JFI ALHL HuIFV[ HJ]\ plRT H6FI]\ GlCP!$

lHlGJFDF\ ZCL xIFDHL S'Q6JDF" EFZT ;FY[GF ;\A\WM HF/
JL XSTF CTFP 0F¶PR\5SZFDG VG[ ALHFVM ;FY[ 56
HLGLJFDF\ D/T ZæFP p5ZF\T EFZT VG[ ALHF N[XMGF ;\5S"
56 RF,]\ K[P
HLJGGL K[<,L 5/ ;]WL T[VMV[ EFZTGL VFhFNL DF8[GF
5|IF;M RF,] ZFbIF SFDDF\ E,[ JU 38IM CMI4 KTF\ lJRFZ
D\N 50IM GCMTM4 pt;FC 38IM GlCP
VF ZFQ8= EST HLGLJF  :JL8Ÿh,"[g0DF\ N[XlGSF,GL l:YlTDF\
HLJGGF K[<,F `JF;  ;]WL ZæFP ;G[ !)#_GF DFR"GL #_
TFZLB[ VF DCFG N[XEST[ K[<,F ̀ JF; ,. VF OFGL N]lGIF
KM0LP
xIFDHL S'Q6JDF"GF D'tI] AFN T[DGF JTGGF UFD DF\0JL
SrK VG[ BF; SZLG[ DF\0JLGF 5|HFV[ xIFDHL S'Q6JDF"GL
SFIDL IFN ZC[P T[DGL 5|[Z6FD}lT" 5MTFGL GHZ ;D1F ZC[P!5

;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR;\NE";}lR

UMlC, ClZl;\CHL VB]EF4 DFGJL DZHLJF4 5Fü"
5|SFXG4 VDNFJFN4 5'P !_#  5'P !_$
58[, DU]EF. ZFP EFZTGF :JFT\œI ;\U|FDM VG[ T[GF
30J{IFVM4 I]lGJl;"8L U|\Y lGDF"6 AM0" v U]HZFT
ZFHI4 5'P   **!P
V[HGP 5'P **!4 **Z 4 **#
DFGJL DZHLJF4 5'P !_$ 5'P !_5 5'P !_&  5'P
!_(
5\0IF4 lJQ6]4 5\0IF4 0F¶P VFZTL4 U]HZFTGF SF|\lTTLYM"4
5|SFXG4 ;DF\TZ Z& ;FS[T ZMvCFp;4 D[DGUZ4
VDNFJFN4 5'P ZZ*4 ZZ(P
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lY;F¶Z; V[ 5FlZEFlQFS XaNMGM V[S V[JM SMQF K[ H[ ;FDFGFYL" 5NM VYJF TM XaN;D}CMGL lJEFJGFVMG]\ :5Q8LSZ6
SZ[ K[P VG[ V:5Q8 lJRFZMGL ZH}VFT DF8[ SM. RMSS; lJS<5 VYJF TM J{Sl<5S 5NGL 5;\NULDF\ DNN~5 AG[ K[P
VFD4 lY;F¶Z; DFlCTL VG[ p5IMUSTF"VM JrR[ ‘Switching Language' G]\ SFI" SZ[ K[P

DFlCTL 5]Go5|Fl%TDF\ lY;F¶Z;GM p5IMU

* DFT\UL NJ[

* LIBRARIAN, Swami Sahajanand Group of Colleges, Bhavnagar.
** Assi. Librarian, Swami Sahajanand Group of Colleges, Bhavnagar.

** R[TG W8F0

5|:TFJGF o
VF56[ JT"DFG I]UG[ DFlCTLGF I]U TZLS[ VM/BLV[ KLV[P
DFlCTL 8[SGM,MHLGF VF I]UDF\ p5IMUSTF"VM T[DGL
HM.TL ;}1D DFlCTL ;]WL VMKFDF\ VKF ;DIDF\
5CM\RL XS[ T[ DF8[ DFlCTL S[gãM S[ U|\YF,IMDF\ DFlCTLGM
;\U|C4 5|lS|IF VG[ 5]Go5|Fl%TGL SFDULZL SZJFDF\ VFJ[
K[P DFlCTLGL 5]Go5|Fl%T DF8[ U|\YF,I ;}lR DCtJG]\
;FWG K[P V,A¿ T[DF\ S[8,LS DIF"NFVM ZC[,L K[P V[8,[
H DFlCTL 5]Go5|Fl%TDF\ ;}lR SZTF\ lGN" [XLG] \ DCtJ
JWL HFI K[P DFlCTL 5]Go5|Fl%TGF ;\NE"DF \
lGN"[XLSZ6GL 5|lS|IFDF\ cXaNE\0M/ lGI\+6GL 5|I]lSTc
TZLS[ lJQFIGL DYF/FGL IFNLVM4 lJlJW JUL"SZ6 5âlTVM
VG[ lY;F¶Z; DCtJGL E}lDSF lGEFJ[ K[P lY;F¶Z;
5FlZEFlQFS XaNMGM VYJF TM J{Sl<5S XaNMG[ V\S]XDF\
ZFBT] \ ;FWG K[P
VY" o
lY;F¶Z; XaN D}/ U|LS EFQFFDF\YL VFJ[,M K[P H[GM
VY"   B     HFGM      (Treasury) VYJF  7FGGM E\0FZ
(Storehouse of  Knowledge) V[JM YFI K[P
The Oxford English Dictionary'  DF\ H6FjIF
D]HA4
“A treasury or storehouse of Knoledge as a
dictionary encyclopedia or the like."
Webster's Dictionary  DF\  H6FjIF  D]HA4
“A book of words or of information about
particular field or of  a set of concepts or a
dictionary of synonyms." XaNGM U|\Y VYJF
lJlXQ8 1F[+GL DFlCTL VF5TM U|\Y VYJF lJEFJGFVMGL
CFZDF/F lJlXQ8 ZLT[ ;DFGFYL" XaNMGM XaNSMQFP

jIFbIF o
Dictionary of  Information Technology DF\
NXF"jIF D]HA4
“Collection of words, not in alphabetical order
like a dictionary or encyclopedia, but under
certain headings."
D.J.Foscett :
cclY;F¶Z; V[ XaNMGL J6F"G]S|D IFNL K[P H[DF\ NZ[S
;\A\lWT 5NG[ V,U V,U ZLT[ GM\WJFDF\ VFJ[ K[Pcc
FID :
cc lY;F¶Z; V[ DFlCTL 5]Go5|Fl%T 5âlTVMGF p5IMU DF8[
J{RFlZS ZLT[ ;FdI WZFJTF\ 5NM NXF"JTL 5NMGL
lGI\l+T IFNL K[Pcc
Encyclopedia of  Library and Information
Science :
“Thesaurus is a controlled and dynamic
vocabulary of semantically and generally
related terms which covers a specific domain
of  knowledge."
cc lY;F¶Z; V[ EFQFFXF:+LI ;\A\lWT VG[ ;FDFgI ZLT[
;\\A\lWT 5NMGM lGI\l+T VG[ UlTXL, XaNE\0M/ K[P
H[DF\ 7FGGF SM. V[S lJlXQ8 1F[+G[ VFJZL ,[JFDF\
VFJ[ K[Pcc
p5ZMST jIFbIF 5ZYL SCL XSFI S[lY;F¶Z;DF\ V[S
lJlXQ8 lJQFIG[ S[gãDF\ ZFBJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P V[ lJlXQ8
lJQFIGF 5NMGM T[DF\ ;DFJ[X SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P T[DF\
V[S H JU"GF 5NM V[S ;FY[ VFJ[ K[P T[DH T[DF\ 5NMG]\
VY" ;\A\lWT lGI\+6 56 CMI K[P J/L4 VF XaNE\0M/
UlTXL, K[P SFZ6 S[ T[G[ DF8[ HM ;TT 5]GZFJT"GGL GLlTG[
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VG];ZJFDF\ VFJ[ TM T[DF \ GJL lJEFJGF NXF"JTF
5NMGL ;TT J'lä SZL XSFI K[P
lY;F¶Z;GF pÛ[XM q C[T]VM o
!P ;\A\lWT lJQFI1F [+DF\ H[vT[ lJQFIGF CFN" DF8[
NXF"J[, 5NMGF VF\TlZS ;\A\W NXF"JL4 ;\7F äFZF T[G\]
DFU"NX"G VF5L T[G[ p5IMUL AGFJJFP
ZP lGN"[XLSZ6SFZG[ VG]S|Dl6SF AGFJJF DF8[ VlWS'T
XaNMGL IFNL 5}ZL 5F0JLP
#P ;DFGFYL" XaNM 5{SL SIF\ XaNMG[ :JLS'T DFGJFDF\
VFJ[, K[P T[GFYL lGN"[XLSZ6SFZ VG[ XMWSG[
DFlCTUFZ SZJFP
$P lJEFJGF ;}RS 5NM JrR[ ZC[,F ;\A\WMGM lGN"[X SZJMP
5P lY;F¶Z;GF p5IMUYL DFlCTL XMWDF\ 5|Fl%T 5|DF6
(Recall Ratio) VG[ RMS;F. 5|DF6
(Precison Ratio)  lJX[QF DF+FDF\ 5|F%T Y. XS[ K[P
&P 5NM JrR[GF XaNFY" lJQFIS ;\A\WM NXF"J[ K[P
*P lJEFJGF ;}RS 5NMGF ;\NE"DF\ H}GL lJEFJGFVM
VG[ GJL lJEFJGFVMG[ 5Z:5Z ;F\S/L ,[JLP
lY;F¶Z;G]\ DCtJ VG[ p5IMlUTF o
DFlCTL ;\U|CVG[5]Go5|Fl%TGF;\NE"DF\ 5lZEFQFGM
p5IMU !)DL ;NL NZdIFG 5|Rl,T AgIM K[P J[ZlJB[Z
50[,L DFlCTLG[ V[S HuIF 5Z V[Sl+T SZJFG]\ SFI"
lY;F¶Z; SZ[ K[P RMSS; lJQFIGF lJEFJGF ;}RS 5NMGL
ZH}VFT äFZF lGlüT XaNE\0M/ 5]Z]\ 5F0[K[P J{Sl<5S
5NMGL 5;\NULDF\ p5IMUSTF"VM DF8[ SM. RMSS;
lJEFJGF ;}RS 5NGL 5;\NULDF\ DNN~5 YFI K[P
lJQFI DYF/FGL lJlJW IFNLVM VG[ lJlJW JUL"SZ6
5âlTVMV[ AgG[GL XaNE\0M/ lGI\+6 DIF"NFVM lY;F¶Z;
N}Z SZ[ K[P 36F lJEFJGF ;}RS 5NM V[JF CMI K[ S[
lJlJW lJQFI1F [+GF ;\NE"DF \ T[ V,UvV,U ZLT[
5|IMHFI K[P SIFZ[S VFJF lJEFJGF ;}RS 5NMGL HM06L
V[S H CMJF KTF\ T[GF prRFZMDF \ lEgGTF ZC[,L
CMI K[P T[YL p,8] \ SIFZ[S T[ lJEFJGF ;}RS5NGF
VY" V,UvV,U YTF CMI K[P VFD4 lJEFJGF
;}RS5NMGL VFJL lJ;\JFlNTF lY;F¶Z; N}Z SZ[ K[P
DFlCTL VG[ p5IMUSTF" S[ ;\XMWS JrR[ ;\5S" :YF5JF DF8[
cD[RL\U 5M.g8c TZLS[  lY;F¶Z; 5FIFGL E}lDSF EHJ[
K[P'Switching  Language'  S [ ‘Switching
Mechanism' G]\ SFI" lY;F¶Z; äFZF YFIK[P
lY;F¶Z; T{IFZ SZJFDF\ J5ZFTF ;\A\WNX"S 5NMGL
;DH}lT o
UNSIST DFU"NlX"SFDF\ lY;F¶Z;DF\ J5ZFTF lJlJW

lJEFJFG;}RS 5NM JrR[ ZC[,F ;\A\WGL ZH}VFT DF8[ H
8}\SF;ZL p5IMUFDF\ ,[JFDF\ VFJ[ K[ T[ V\U[GL ;DH}TL
GLR[ D]HA VF5JFDF\ VFJL K[P
SN(Scope Note)  sjIFl%TGM\W VYJF VY"jIFl%Tf
VCL\4 lJEFJFG;}RS 5NG[ H~Z H6FI tIF\ jIFbIFAwW
SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ VYJF TM lJEFJGF;}RS 5N lJX[ lJ:T'T
GM\W VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P H[G[ jIFl%GGM\W VYJF VY"jIFl%T
SC[ K[P
TT(Top Term)  (;JM"rR 5Nf
lJEFJGF;}RS 5NMGF \ ;\NE"DF \ ;F {YL lJXF/
lJEFJGFGL ZH}VFT c;JM"rR5Nc äFZF SZJFDF\ VFJ[
K[P
BT(Broarder Term)    sA'CN 5Nf
lJEFJGF;}RS 5N JrR[ ZC[,F lJ:T'T ;\A\WGM lGN"[X SZJF
DF8[ cA'CN5NcGM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
NT (Narrower Term) s;LlDT 5Nf
lJEFJGF;}RS 5NM JrR[ ZC[,F ;}lRT VY"GM lGN"[X SZJF
DF8[ VYJF TM UF{6 5|SFZGF ;\A\WMGM lGN"[X SZJF DF8[
c;LlDT 5NcGM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
RT(Related Term) s;C;\A\WNX"S 5Nf
;FDFGFYL" S[ lJZ]wWFYL" G CMI T[JF\ 5Z\T] 5Z:5Z ;\A\W
WZFJTF lJEFJGF;}RS 5N JrR[ ZC[,F ;\A\WGL ZH}VFT
DF8[ c;C;\A\WNX"S 5Nc GM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
See sH]VMf
lY;F¶Z;DF\ ZH] SZJFDF\ VFJ[, lJEFJGF;}RS 5N
5{SL DFgI lJEFJGF;}RS 5N TZO HJF DF8[GM lGN"[X
SZJF cH]VMc GM 5|IMU SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
(See Also) sJ/L H]VMf
V[S SZTF\ JW] lJEFJGF ;}RS5NGF lGN"[X DF8[ cJ/L
H]VMcGM 5|IMU SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
Use (Used term) sVF 5NGM p5IMS SZ[, K[Pf
lJEFJGF ;}RS5NGM p5IMU NXF"JJF DF8[ GM 5|IMU
SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
UF (Used For)  sG[ DF8[ p5IMU SZ[, K[Pf
VFEF;L ;DFGFYL" VYJF GCL\ 5;\N YI[,F 5NGL
ZH]VFT DF8[ GM 5|IMU SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
SU(See Under)  sGF 5N C[9/ H]VMf
SM. lJEFJGF ;}RS5N V\TU"T lJlJW ;\A\WMGL ZH]VFT
VgI:Y SZJFDF\ VFJL CMI tIFZ[ GM 5|IMU SZJFDF\
VFJ[ K[P
EX.
Table of Contents
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UF : Outline
SN : One or Several pages in the front
matter of a publication. describing
the content of the work, arranged by section
and chapters and
functioning as an outline of the work
following.
BT : Front Matter
NT : Chapers
RT : Content
DFlCTL 5]Go5|Fl%TDF\ lY;F¶Z;GM p5IMU o
DFlCTL ;\U|C VG[ 5]Go5|Fl%TDF\4 lGN"[XLSZ6GL 5|lS|IFGF
EFU~5[4 XaNE\0M/ lGI\+6GF SFI" DF8[  lY;F¶Z;  V[S
;FWG TZLS[ E}lDSF EHJ[ K[P J{Sl<5S 5NMGL 5;\NULDF\
RMS;F.I]ST lJEFJGF ;}RS 5NGL 5;\NUL SZJF DF8[
lY;F¶Z; jIF5S :TZ 5Z XaNE\0M/ 5]Z\] 5F0[ K[P SM. RMSS;
lJEFJGF;}RS 5N H[ T[ lJQFIGF\ ;\NE"DF \ ALHF
;\A\lWT 5N ;FY[ S[JF 5|SFZGM ;\A\W WZFJ[ K[ T[  lY;F¶Z;
äFZF HF6L XSFI K[P
DFlCTL 5]Go5|Fl%TGL 5|lS|IFDF\ 5|,[BMDF\ ZH} YTF\
lJQFI VG[ p5IMUSTF"VMGF Z;GF lJQFIGL D[/J6L DF8[
SM. RMSS; lJQFINX"S 5NGL 5;\NUL SZJFGL CMI T[JF
;\HMUMDF\ XaNE\0M/ lGI\+6 äFZF J{Sl<5S 5NMGL
5;\NUL DF8[ DNN~5 AG[ K[P
lJQFIDF/FGL IFNLVM VG[ JUL"SZ6 5âlTVMGL lJlJW
DIF"NFVMG[  lY;F¶Z; N}Z SZ[ K[P T[YL p5IMUSTF"G[ .lrKT
;}1DDF\ ;}1D DFlCTL ;Z/TFYL  lY;F¶Z;GF p5IMU
äFZF D[/JL XSFI K[P lY;F¶Z; lGN"[XLSZ6 DF8[ lJlJW
VF0 ;\NEM" NXF"JLG[ RMSS; lJEFJGF;}RS 5N ;]WL
5CM\RJFDF\ lNXF;}RG SZ[ K[P VG[ T[YL H SC[JFI K[ S[
cclJQFIG]\ 7FG VMK]\ CMI 5Z\T] lGI\l+T XaNE\0M/
GL IMuI HF6SFZL CMI V[ lGN"[XLSFZ DF8[ .rKGLI
K[Pcc
8] \SDF\4 lGN" [XLSZ6GL 5|lS|IFDF\  lY;F¶Z; GLR[GL A[
DCtJGL SFDULZL SZ[ K[P
v 5|,[BDF\ ZH} YI[, lJQFIJ:T]G[ BF+L5}J"S
5]Go ZH} SZ[ K[P
v lGN" [XLSFZ äFZF p5IMUDF\ ,[JFDF \ VFJTF
lJEFJGF;}RS 5NMG[ DFgI XaNE\0M/GF :J~5DF\
HF/JL ZFB[ K[P

;\NE";}lR

0F¶P RFZ64 lXJNFGEF.4 ;\NE" VG[ DFlCTL ;[JFP
5|SFXG U]HZFT 5]:TSF,I ;CFIS ;CSFZL D\0/L
,LP ;\:YFJ;FCT4 ZFJ5]ZF4 J0MNZF4 5|YD VFJ'l¿4
D[v!))Z
9FSZ plD",F4 lGN"[XLSZ6 5|lS|IF4 U]H"Z U\|YZtG
SFIF",I VDNFJFN4 5|YD VFJ'l¿vZ___
NJ[ DFT\UL4 5]:TS 5|SFXG VG[ lJS|IGM  lY;F¶Z; s,3]
XMWlGA\Wf JQF" o !))&v)*
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POWER AS AN INDICATOR OF EMPOWERMENT AMONG
ADOLESCENT GIRLS

* Ms. Arpita Christian

* Assistant Professors, ILSASS, Vallabh Vidyanagar
** Assistant Professors, ILSASS, Vallabh Vidyanagar

Introduction
Different national and international organizations have
shown interest in child and adolescent participation
in socio-cultural activities. This is largely due to the
ratification of the Convention on the Rights of the
Child (CRC). Section 3 of the Convention on the
Rights of the Child emphasizes on several key aspects
of participation.4 Participation can indicate many
different things in different circumstances and
contexts. In its most basic sense, “adolescent
participation can be defined as adolescent’s partaking
in and influencing processes, decisions and activities.”
In the Convention on the Rights of the Child,
participation is a legal right of all adolescents and an
end in itself. Because it is a right, it is an inalienable
entitlement, not a matter of charity. However, is a
right, not an obligation ? Therefore, participation must
always be voluntary and never coerced. One of the
universal disadvantages of women that are
commonly cited is their under-presentation in the
decision making positions and lack of involvement
in decisions in many important spheres. This has been
traced primarily to the historically preferential
treatment given to boys and men in a broad range of
life matters such as decision making authority. In fact,
the International Conference on Population and
evelopment (ICPD, 1994), has been considered a
major breakthrough insofar it emphasized the more
defined framework of women’s role in population
policy and in general development concerns and
identification of gender equality, equity, and women’s
concerns in the context of population and
development. To address this concerns of the

** Dr. Bigi Thomas

advancing women, ICPD established a consensus
on two fundamental basic points; first, that the
empowering women is an important end in itself, not
only as a human right but also as a potential to
enhance human well-being, and second that
empowering women and improving their status are
essential ingredients of realizing the full potential of
economic, political and social development and
ensuring sustainable development.5 Empowering
women is usually represented by the participation
of women in certain activities such as holding of
managerial and administrative positions and the seats
in parliament and other elective positions, since these
positions are related to higher levels of decision
making. But, this does not give the true picture of
the empowerment scenario. Women’s participation,
especially of the adolescent girls in their day to day
life is an important yet often neglected area when
we look at empowerment indicators.
The Dynamics of Power and Empowerment
Power is the most important element in the term
empowerment. The dominant understanding of
power in social sciences has been “power over” view.
Power can take various forms as “power to”, “power
with” and “power from within”, all of which allow
the construction of a different meaning of
empowerment. For instance, the power to make
decision at household level, the level of change in
power with time, the level of control over sources
of power, access to resources and control of
resources and benefits, power to choose appropriate
education/occupation for self.
Many theories associated with empowerment have
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examined the idea of power, its use and its
distribution as the key point in understanding social
transformation. The origins of the theories of power
date back to the 1970s. Freire’s theory argued that
only access to real power could end what he named
“the culture of silence”, characterised by dependence
and marginalisation of those without power. In our
context, this means the adolescent girls, who have
been historically deprived of power – be it at home
or outside.
The Word Bank has suggested that empowerment
of women should be a key aspect of social
development programmes (World Bank, 2001)6.
India has also ratified various international
Conventions committed to securing equal rights to
women. The ‘National Policy for The Empowerment
of Women’ states that “The women’s movement
and a widespread network of NGOs which have
strong grassroots presence and deep insight into
women’s concerns have contributed in inspiring
initiatives for the empowerment of women.”
However, the policy also speaks of “a wide gap
between the goals enunciated in the Constitution,
legislative Policies, plans, programs, and the
related mechanisms on the one hand and the
situational reality of the status of women in India,
on the other…Gender equality manifests itself
in various forms, the most obvious being the
trend of continuously declining female ratio in
the population in the last few decades. Social
stereotyping and violence at the domestic and
societal levels are some of the other
manifestations”.
The Oxford Dictionary defines “empower” as
“authorize, license (person to do), give power to,
make able (person to do).” This would mean that
the term refers to the power that can be bestowed
by one person or the society or the Government on
another person or a group of persons (may be Class
Group, Caste Group, Religious Group or Gender
based Group) as the case may be. The assumption
is that a group (men, elite, rich or the propertied
class) has “power” over another group (the landless,
labour class, ethnic minority or women) and the
former are able to exercise control in some way on

the actions or options of the latter. Such a control
can be overt through coercion, physical control of
economic assets and use of force or it could be
hidden and subtle through psychological processes
influencing the groups in such a way as to restrict
the range of options perceived by them or to enable
them to perceive the offered options as their own
desire.7
A seminal work in the area of empowerment was
by Foucault (1982) for whom the power was not a
finite entry that can be located; power was relations
not a substance and was constituted in a network of
social relationship among people who would be free
to act to at least a minimal extent. He sees power as
a “mode of action upon action”. There was an
element of resistance as a form of power and hence
where there was power there was resistance.
This interplay of power would lead to physical, social
and economic empowerment. Thus, the term
empowerment is not just a rhetorical device but also
an active tool to achieve change with justice.
Empowerment is thus not only about opening up
access to decision making but must also include
processes that lead people to perceive themselves
as able and entitled to occupy the decision making
space (Rowland, 1995). The World Bank’s
Empowerment and Poverty Reduction: A
Sourcebook defines empowerment in its broadest
sense as the “expansion of freedom of choice and
action” (Narayan, 2002).  United  Nations  (2001)
defines  empowerment  as  the “processes  by
which  women  take  control  and  ownership  of
their  lives  through expansion of their choices.
“Kabeer’s (1998, 1999)8 view of empowerment
refers to the processes by which those who have
been denied the ability to make choices acquire such
ability. Kabeer points out that a distinction has to be
made about the type of choice, and the focus
necessarily has to be on strategic life choices, that is
choices that shape livelihoods or are ‘critical for
people to live the lives they want’. The expansion in
the range of potential choices available to women
includes three inter- related dimensions that are
inseparable in determining the meaning of an indicator
and hence its validity as a measure of empowerment.
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These dimensions are:
i.) Resources: The pre-condition necessary for
women to be able to exercise choice; women must
have access and future claims to material, human
and social resources;
ii.) Agency: The process of decision-making,
including negotiation, deception and manipulation
that permit women to define their goals and act upon
them;
iii.) Achievements: The well-being outcomes that
women experience as a result of access to resources
and agency.9
Mayoux’s (2000)10 definition of empowerment
relates more directly with power, as “a
multidimensional and interlinked process of change
in power relations”. It consists of:
i.) ‘Power within’, enabling women to articulate their
own aspirations and strategies for change;
ii.) ‘Power to’, enabling women to develop the
necessary skills and access the necessary resources
to achieve their aspirations;
iii.) ‘Power with’, enabling women to examine and
articulate their collective interests, to organize, to
achieve them and to link with other women and
men’s organizations for change; and
iv.) ‘Power over’, changing the underlying
inequalities in power and resources that constrain
women’s aspirations and their ability to achieve them.
These power relations operate in different spheres
of life (e.g., economic, social, political) and at
different levels (e.g., individual, household,
community, market, institutional).
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
has identified two crucial routes as imperative for
empowerment. The first is social mobilization and
collective agency, as poor women often lack the basic
capabilities and self-confidence to counter and
challenge existing disparities and barriers against
them. Often, change agents are needed to catalyze
social mobilization consciously. Second, the process
of social mobilization needs to be accompanied and
complemented by economic security. As long as the
disadvantaged suffer from economic deprivation and
livelihood insecurity, they will not be in a position to
mobilize. 11

Entitlement means rights to equitable share of
resources in the home and society. Resources, i.e.
wealth or means of producing wealth. It includes
physical infrastructure, technology and finance. The
authors are of the contention that to measure or study
the level of entitlement of an individual, their right to
equitable share of resources need to be examined.
Power is an integral dynamic of the empowerment
process, yet it turns out to be one of the more
uncomfortable and difficult topics to address. People
often see power as sinister and unchanging. Such a
one-dimensional perspective can paralyse effective
analysis and action. In reality, power is both dynamic
and multidimensional, changing according to context,
circumstance, and interest. Its expressions and forms
can range from domination and resistance to
collaboration and transformation. This is good news
for advocates whose strategies depend upon new
opportunities and openings in the practice and
structures of power. To get a handle on the diverse
sources and expressions of power – both positive
and negative – the following distinctions about power
can be useful.
i.) Power over: The most commonly recognised
form of power, power over, has many negative
associations for people, such as repression, wealth,
force, coercion, discrimination, corruption, and
abuse. Power is seen as a win-lose kind of
relationship. Having power involves taking it from
someone else, and then, using it to dominate and
prevent others from gaining it. In the absence of
alternative models and relationships, people repeat
the power over pattern in their personal relationships,
communities, and institutions. New forms of
leadership and decision making must be explicitly
defined, taught, and rewarded in order to promote
more democratic forms of power.
Social workers have searched for more collaborative
ways of exercising and using power. Three
alternatives – power with, power to, and power
within – offer positive ways of expressing power
that create the possibility of forming more equitable
relationships.
ii.) Power with has to do with finding common
ground among different interests and building
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collective strength. Based on mutual support, solidarity, and collaboration, power with can help build
bridges across different interests to transform or reduce social conflict and promote equitable relations.
Power to refers to the unique potential of every person to shape his or her life and world. When based on
mutual support, it opens up the possibilities of joint action, or power with.
iii.) Power within has to do with a person’s sense of self-worth and self-knowledge. It includes an ability
to recognize individual differences while respecting others. Power within is the capacity to imagine and
have hope; it affirms the common human search for dignity and fulfillment.
A Brief Study The authors attempted to measure empowerment among 448 adolescent girls of 8 blocks
of Anand district in Gujarat, India; with reference to seven parameters viz. :
1. Right to make use of resources in household work,
2. Right to change the decision & attitude according situation,
3. Right in decision making at household level,
4. Right to choose the profession of their own in future,
5. Equal right at par the with siblings in the family,
6. Right to spend pocket money, and
7. Right to ownership of items at home.
The assessment was carried out among 448 adolescent girls in the age-group of 10 to 19 years, of which
(51.5%) knew only how put signature which is indicative of their level of literacy. Also, with reference to
their family income, which is a major source of survival and access to resources in terms of empowerment,
it was found that 321 (71.4%) respondents had a monthly family income below Rs. 10,000.
Table showing the level of agreement of the adolescent girls with reference to seven indicators
of empowerment at household level.
N= 448
(Footnotes)

Sr. 
No. Particulars 

Strong
ly 

Disagr
ee 

Disagr
ee Neutral Agree Strongl

y Agree 

F % F % F % F % F % 

1 
Right to make use of 
resources in household 
work 

1
0 

2.
2 

1
7 

3.
8 13 2.

9 
16
2 

36
.2 

24
6 

54
.9 

2 
Right to change the 
decision & attitude 
according situation 

1
1 

2.
5 

2
8 

6.
2 44 9.

8 
16
4 

36
.6 

20
1 

44
.9 

3 Right in decision making 
at household level 9 2 5

6 
12
.5 

11
1 

24
.8 

15
8 

35
.3 

11
4 

25
.4 

4 
Right to choose the 
profession of their own in 
future 

1
6 

3.
6 

2
4 

5.
4 31 6.

9 
11
8 

26
.3 

25
9 

57
.8 

5 Equal right at par the 
with siblings in the family 

2
3 

5.
1 

5
7 

12
.7 29 6.

5 
13
0 29 20

9 
46
.7 

6 Right to spend pocket 
money  

2
4 

5.
4 

5
8 

12
.9 59 13

.2 
11
6 

25
.9 

19
1 

42
.6 

7 Right to ownership of 
items at home 

2
5 

5.
6 

7
9 

17
.6 93 20

.8 
12
4 

27
.7 

12
7 

28
.3 

 

The above table of assessment gives a clear idea
that adolescent girls in vast majority have shown
strong agreement on all the seven parameters. To
the layman reader, this may come as a pleasant fact
but for the researchers, this is alarming as the felt
situation of adolescent girls empowerment is not
much promising across the country inspite of several
efforts made till date.

Looking at the data, it is found that 2% to 5.6% of
the respondents have exhibited strong disagreement
on these seven parameters. This is a welcome sign,
going by the adage the first step towards awakening
is to know that we are sleeping. The authors hold
the opinion that these adolescent girls are aware
about their own disempowered status and hence
given an opportunity to grow, progress and develop;
they have the capacity to enable and empower
themselves. This also is in tune with the basic
principle of social work – conviction in inherent
worth, integrity and dignity of the individual.
At this juncture, it will be very much contextual to
quote Paulo Frieire’s theory of conscientisation. For
Freire oppression was domesticating the people. He
considered that oppression resides in the minds and
hearts of the oppressed, they internalise the
oppressor and then the oppressor begins to live
within the oppressed. The conscientization is thence
a process by which people become aware of
themselves in their own world as a beginning step to
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liberation. He went further to emphasise that self-
liberation is the paramount way towards
conscientization. It should be made clear that as
every individual is unique, has unique knowledge and
abilities, there is no single full-proof way of liberation;
one has to celebrate self-liberation by respecting
one’s own differences and diversity. This is the basis
of the empowering approach of social work
profession.
The most shocking revelation is that of the parameter
about Right in decision making at household level,
where a very grey picture comes to the fore.
Reflected in the percentages not more than 25% of
the adolescent girls have felt that they are decision
makers at home. If this be the case, it is wise to
question the empowerment interventions carried out
till date by the stakeholders of empowerment namely
the State, the Unilateral and Bilateral agencies,
NGOs, the law, judiciary and the executive.
The Essence
Reviewing a wide variety of theories concerning
power and empowerment, within the context of
development, two clear distinctions arise between
negative power and positive power. In the negative
perception, power is the means to achieve deep
change and a way for those who do not have power
to conform those who do. This interpretation argues
that significant change can only be achieved if the
existing patterns of powers are challenged directly.
A more positive and constructive approach, is the
power to do, of being capable, and of having a
greater feeling of control over situations. The
individual here is considered as having an active role,
and due to her critical outlook, she can be active in
any development interventions. This perception
implies breaking away from the idea that the
individual is a passive being and transforms her into
a legitimate actor in development.
Hence, it is the authors contention that empowerment
needs to be understood in a tri-dimensional way :
personal, developing a sense of oneself and self-
confidence; relational, the ability to negotiate and
influence the nature of relations; and collective,
working together to achieve a greater impact than

that which would be achieved through individual
effort.
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SPIRITUALITY IN SOCIAL WORK
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The social work profession has never been one to
shy away from controversial subjects. Because
spirituality is at the centre of existence for many
people and its reach is so broad, it is ideally suited
to be integrated into responsible and respectful
approaches to therapeutic intervention with clients.
The combination of spirituality and social work has
implications in the areas of trauma, end-of-life issues,
aging, illness, cultural competence, addiction
treatment, ethics, relationships, forgiveness, chronic
mental illness, the meaning of life, and attempting to
answer the age old question, “Why is this happening?”
Social workers often address these issues in their
own lives while helping clients face them. They are
increasingly examining how their spiritual values
affect practice of the profession, as well as how
clients’ spirituality impacts world view, coping skills,
and ability to manage adversity.
Professional Perspectives — Forgiveness and
Self-Care
Weaver Nichols defines spirituality as “giving
meaning to our lives, what our purpose and calling
is. It is our ability to make connections with other
people and be aware of the oneness of all creation
and the brotherhood and sisterhood of all people.”
Her belief is that “we are all spiritual beings; we all
have a divine spark and an inner light. Cultivating
our spirituality or reaching for spiritual strength in
other people, helping them in coping, is helping them
get in touch with that inner light and sense of
wholeness that sometimes gets covered up by a lot
of bad things happening to us.”
Like Weaver Nichols, Wilde believes that the
concept of forgiveness is key. “The word forgiveness
in Sanskrit translates to ‘surrender,’” he says. “It is

not a condoning of behaviour. It is actually a releasing
of energetic hold or binding that is freeing to the
person who is doing the forgiving. All growth means
letting go of something.” For many clients, this is a
revolutionary idea since habitual patterns of anger
and resentment may keep them anchored to a painful
past and coping mechanisms that no longer serve
them.
Mindfulness Models
Social workers can assist their clients by maintaining
a mindful witnessing perspective. Such is the belief
of Charles May, MSS, LSW, a therapist and a case
manager in an adult partial hospital program at the
Horsham Clinic in Ambler, PA, who was trained as
a clinical social worker at Bryn Mawr Graduate
School of Social Work and Social Research.
A more academic approach to infusing spirituality
into social work practice is offered by Mo Yee Lee,
PhD, a professor at the College of Social Work at
Ohio State University and author of Solution-
Focused Treatment of Domestic Violence
Offenders: Accountability for Solutions. With
a clinical background in solution-focused brief
therapy, Lee embodies spirituality in her life in a
cohesive manner: “Spirituality entails cognitive,
philosophical, experiential, emotional, as well as
behavioural aspects. I personally believe in
interconnectedness of phenomena and different
domains of human experiences, as well as with the
broader system. I try not to treat myself or others as
objects or compartmentalized bits. Of course, such
a belief affects my professional pursuit. I embrace a
systems perspective, strengths-based, and/or body-
mind-spirit approach in my clinical practice and
intervention research.” Part of her work entails
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exploring the benefits of meditation on mental health
outcomes of clients.
Current Practice and Future Goals
In the late 1990s, Canda and his colleague Lee
Fuhrman surveyed National Association of Social
Workers members, and most respondents indicated
that many clients were raising issues related to
spirituality. The respondents addressed the concerns
but felt ill prepared by their social work education.
It became a matter of competency.
Canda believes the trend has shifted since the late
1990s. Many schools now have electives related to
spirituality and social work, but it is still a fringe topic.
Current social work practice includes the bio-
psycho-social-spiritual assessment that evaluates the
strengths and spiritual resources of clients. The Joint
Commission, which monitors healthcare facilities,
mandates the routine assessment of spiritual needs
and requires that the spiritual component of a
person’s life be considered in health assessments.
According to Weaver Nichols, “Spirituality has
become more acceptable to talk about, use in
practice, write about, and research, but it is still
considered by some people to be a little bit on the
fringe.”
Nurturing the Nurturer
To maintain what he considers self-care and good
mental health, Wilde practices what he preaches. “I
try to stay as unfettered by judgment, self-doubt,
and fear as possible. I start my day usually with a
spiritual practice that may include meditation,
imagination, affirmation, or some combination of the
above,” he explains. “I remind myself at night to
reconnect with who I am and why I am here. That is
essential not only for my own life, but as a therapist,
to stay sane, peaceful, and calm inside.” This is a
powerful means of warding off the vicarious
traumatisation that can occur when working day after
day with people who are experiencing pain.
Canda finds the “need to recharge, reenergize, and
keep ourselves centered” and that “much of my work
is about ‘building our own resilience.’ Spirituality is
integral to that. Someone can practice centering,
moment-to-moment clarity, empathy, and

unconditional positive regard without basing it on
specific religious ideas and symbols.”
May’s spiritual practice allows him to “work with
the ideas that have personal impact,” adding that “I
meditate. I do martial arts, yoga—activities that
integrate mind and body. When I’m on my game,
I’m remembering to be mindful.”
He also finds humour in even the most challenging
situations. “I do it on purpose. It also helps to have
other people around me sharing a lot of similar ideas
and values as a treatment team. By myself, I would
run down. We charge each other up.”
What allows Lee to stay centered is “jogging, staying
close to nature, living a simple life, breathing, setting
aside a little quiet time for myself despite my hectic
work schedule, connecting with loved ones, listening
to my inner voice.”
For me, self-care falls into the realm of daily attitude
adjustment, creating an intention even before setting
foot out of bed to “have an extraordinary day and
connect with amazing people.” It reflects the work
done on the inpatient unit of the psychiatric hospital
where I work, creating a direct route to healing based
in the mind and heart of the thinker. This approach
embraces an eclectic spiritual practice that, when
used within the discretion of the client, can be an
effective therapeutic tool.
India is a home for many religions and has a rich
spiritual heritage. In Hinduism the Vedas and the
Upanishads form the basis for spirituality. They
provide a method to control one’s own inner forces
to realise the ultimate truth. The truth is the key for
knowing one’s own identity and the purposes of life.
It gives a detachment from oneself and helps in
controlling one’s own emotions. Similarly other
religions also help their adherents to reach these ends.
We believe that service to humanity is service to God.
Humanitarianism is the basic principle of social work.
It respects the human worth and dignity. Social work
believes in the creativity and inherent potentialities
of the individuals. The social worker brings out their
potentialities through appropriate institutions and
timely opportunities.
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Z!DL ;NLDF\ VFHGM DFGJL p5EMUJFNL AgIM K[PHLJGDF\
NZ[S 1F[+DF\ VFU/ JWJFGL VG[ NZHHM pRM ,. HJFGL
U/FSF5  :5WF" VG[ R\R/TF p¡EJL K[P VFGL lJ5ZLT V;Z
DFGJ HLJG p5Z 50JF ,FUL K[PVFU/ JWJFGL 3[,;FDF\
DFGJLV[  S]NZTL :+MTGL VJU6GF SZL VG[ E[MlTS ;FWGMGF
VlT p5IMUYL T[DH S]NZTL :+MTGF VF0[W0 p5IMUGF
5lZ6FD[  S]NZTL ;\5l¿GF jIJ:YF5G 5Z lJ5ZLT V;Z 50JF
,FUL K[P H[GL V[S U\ELZ V;Z 5F6LGF 5|DF6DF\ YTF 38F0F
5Z 50L K[P

lJ`JDF\ :JrK H/  ;\RFWGMGL JWTL HTL T\UL 5|tI[
wIFG VFSlQF"T SZJFGL 5|lS|IF  VG[ 5]ZJ9FGF gIFI5}6"
jIJ:YF5G  T[DH DF\UGL SI"1FD 5}lT" V[ AgG[ AFATMG[ VFJZL
,[TF TFtSFl,S p5IMUGL pEL H~lZIFTGM  VG]EJ  VF56G[
Z_DL ;NLGF K[<,F NFISFDF\ YIM K[P H[GL X~VFT SCL XSFI
S[4 .P;P!))ZDF\ 0a,LG VF\TZZFQ8=I H/ VG[ 5IF"JZ6
;\D[,GDF\ Y. CTLPVG[ H[GL O/z'lT  :J~5[  .P;PZ___DF\
IMHFI[, ALHL ccJ<0 JM8Z OMZD cc NZdIFG C[U 3MQF6F SZJFDF\
VFJL H[DF\ l:JSFZJFDF VFjI] S[ ;,FDT VG[ 5IF"%T H/ T[DH
VFZMuI ;]lJWFVM D]/E]T DFGJLI H~lZIFTM K[P T[DH :J:Y
VG[ ;]BFSFZL DF8[ 56 T[ VFJxIS K[P Z_DL ;NLGL XZDHGS
JF:TlJSTF TZLS[ VM/BFTL AFAT V[ K[P S[ ;D'lwW VG[
XlSTXF/L V[MnMULSZ6 WZFJT] lJ`J 5MTFGL HG ;\bIFGL
D]/E]T H~lZIFTG[ 5CMRLJ/JF lGQO/ H. ZCI] K[PVF
JF:TlJSTFGL  VM/B lJlJW D]¡F J0[ T[DH ;D:IFVM ;\NE["
SZJFDF\ VFJ[,F S[8,FS D}<IF\SGM TYF VG]DFGMG[ VFWFZ[
SZJFDF\ VJL K[P
!P V[S V\NFH 5|DF6[  S], B[TL  IMuI HDLGDF\YL #_@ P HDLG
.P;P Z_Z_ ;]WLDF\ VG[ 5_@ HDLG Z_5_ ;]WLDF\ BFZF 58DF\
O[ZJFI HX[P
ZP E]UE" H/GF JW] 50TF p5IMUG[ SFZ6[ E]UE" H/GF :TZ
µ\0F pTZJFGL 38GF CJ[ 36F N[XMDF\ HMJF D/TL V[S jIF5S
38GF K[P ;5F8L 5ZGF H/GF BFZFXGF SFZ6[ S'lQF T[DH VgI
DFGJLI H~lZIFTM DF8[ H/GL T\UL HMJF D/[ K[P
#P lJ`JEZGF VtIFZ[ Z& N[XM V[JF K[ S[ HIF p5,aW H/
;\;FWGMGL 5MQF6 1FDTF SZTF 36L JW] HG ;\bIF J;JF8 SZ[

BFZFX lGI\+6BFZFX lGI\+6BFZFX lGI\+6BFZFX lGI\+6BFZFX lGI\+6
* VFZPV[P AFZ{IF

* VwIF5SzL4 S[PVFZPNMXL 5LPHLP ;[g8Z VMO V[DPV[;P0A<I]P4 EFJGUZ

K[P
 lJSF;XL, N[XMDF\ D'tI]GF SFZ6~5 D]bI  #! ZMUMDFYL Z!
ZMUM H/ BFZFX VG[ N}lQFT YJFG[ SFZ6[ YFI K[P p5ZMST DFlCTL
D]HA lJ`JDF\  X]wW H/ VG[ 5IF"%T H/ D[/JJF DF8[GF lJ`JGF
VYJF 0a<I]PV[RPVMPGF :J%G VFW]lGS  I]UDF\ W]W/F AGTF
HFI K[P T[YL H cc H/ ;D:IFVMG[ ,UTF 8]SF4DwID VYJF
,F\AF UF/FGF V;ZSFZS ;DFWFGM XMWJF DF8[  w.w.w. "
World Water Council"  H/ jIJ;FlISM T[DGF lJQFIGF
1F[+DF\ HM0FJJF 5|Mt;FlCT SZ[ K[P V[ AFAT :5Q8 K[PS[ H/ V[
HLJG K[P VG[ T[YL H TM DL9F H/GL ;D:IFG]\ ;DFWFG GCL
SZJFDF\ VFJ[ TM VG[S ;\3QF" SZJF 50X[4V[DF SM. GJF. GCL
ccH/ V[ H HLJG cc 5F6L lJGF HLJG XSI GYL ;HLJM DF8[
CJF 5KL 5F6L V[ ;[MYL JW] VUtIGM S]NZTL 5NFY" K[P 5F6L
JUZ ;HLJM ,FA]\ HLJL XSTF GYLP;HLJMGL ;3/L  N[CWFlD"S
lS|IFVMDF\ 5F6L VlGJFI" K[P 5]bTJIGL  NZ[S jIlSTG[ ;Z[ZFX
!Z %IF,F V[8,[ S[ V-L ,L8Z H[8,]\ 5F6L 5LJF DF8[ HM.V[
V[JL E,FD6 SZFI[, K[P
5'yJL 5Z S], H/ZFlXGM )*@ EFU ;D'wW VG[ DCF;FUZMDF\
K[P H[ 5F6L DFGJLGF p5IMUDF\ VFJT]\ GYLP AFSLGF # @ X]wW
5F6LGM *5 @ EFU W|]J 5|N[XMDF\ AZO VG[ lCDGNL  ~5[
K[PAFSLGM EFU V[8,[ S[ #@GF _P&*@ YL _P*5@ EFU 5F6L
GNL4;ZMJZ4T/FJ VG[ E}UE" H/ ~5[ ZC[, K[PV[D DFGJFDF\
VFJ[ K[ S[ H/ ;\5ltTG]\ DF+ _P&#@ YL _P&&@  X]wW 5F6L
E}UE" H/ ~5[ DFGJLGL VFJxISTF 5]ZL SZJF 5|F%T K[PVF
YM0F JW[,F X]wW 5F6LDF\ 56 1FFZG]\ 5|DF6 JWT] HFI K[P
BFZF 5F6L YJFGF SFZ6MBFZF 5F6L YJFGF SFZ6MBFZF 5F6L YJFGF SFZ6MBFZF 5F6L YJFGF SFZ6MBFZF 5F6L YJFGF SFZ6M
;[MZFQ8=GF UFDM ,L,FGF3[Z SC[JFTF CTF T[ BFZF AGTF HFI
K[P;[MZFQ8=GL ZRGF µ\WL ZSFAL H[JL VG[ T[GL 8MR RM8,L 5F;[
CMJFYL TGL VFH]AFH]  JZ;FNL 5F6LGL GNLVM JC[ K[PVF GNLVM
GFGL K[ H[GF SFZ6[ JZ;FNL 5F6L h05YL VFJ[ K[ VG[ h05YL
;D]ãDF\ E/L HFI K[P H[ lJ:TFZDF\ YM0] 36]\ 5F6L EZFI K[ T[ H
HDLGDF\ µTZ[ K[P AFSLG]\ ;D]ãDF\ E/[ K[P 5C[,F E}UE"DF\YL
5F6L SMQF S[ -LSJFYL B[\RJFDF\ VFJT]\ 5Z\T] JT"DFG ;DIDF\
IF\+LSZ6GF ,LW[ 5F6L JWFZ[ B[RFTF H/GF T/ GLRF UIF K[P
H[YL NlZIFGF BFZF 5F6L DL9F H/GF T/DF\ 5|J[XL UIF K[PH[GF
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SFZ6[ 5F6L BFZF YJF ,FuIF K[P
!f l0h, V[\HLG VG[ >,[S8=MGLS DM8ZGL DNNYL ;TT V[SWFZM
5F6LGM p5IMUP
Zf JWFZ[ 5|DF6DF\ l5ITGL H~lZIFTJF/F 5FSMGL JFJ6L
SZJFYL 5F6L JWFZ[ H~Z 50[ K[P
#f B[TL DF8[ V[MnMlUS VG[ 3Z J5ZFXGF I]lG8GF NZ SZTF
;:TF NZ[ lJH/L V5FTF 5F6LGL DM8ZGM JW] p5IMUP
$f E}UE"DF\ H[8,F 5|DF6DF\ 5F6L ;\U|C VYJF 5[8F/DF\ lZRFH"
YFI K[ T[GF SZTF JW] p5IMUP
5f VlGIlDT VG[ VMKF JZ;FNGF SFZ6[ l5IT TYF l5JFGF
5F6L DF8[ 5F6LGF ALHF :+MT VG[ 5[8F/DF\ ZC[, 5F6L           5Z
VFWFZ ZFBJF DHA]Z AGFJ[ K[P
&f JZ;FN £FZF 5|F%I 5F6LGF ;\U|C VG[ jIJ:YF 5ZGL VIMuI
ZTMYLP
BFZFX lGI\+6GL  5|J'lTVM ovBFZFX lGI\+6GL  5|J'lTVM ovBFZFX lGI\+6GL  5|J'lTVM ovBFZFX lGI\+6GL  5|J'lTVM ovBFZFX lGI\+6GL  5|J'lTVM ov
HDLGDF\ O[,FI[,L BFZFXG[ V8SFJJF DF8[ VG[ T[G]\ 5|DF6
38F0JF DF8[ 36L BFZFX lGI\+6 VG[ H/ ;\U|CGL 5|J'l¿VM
SZFI K[PH[GF DF8[ ;ZSFZ4:J{lrKS ;\:YFVM4VFU[JFGM4,MSM
JU[Z[ £FZF GLR[ D]HAGL 5|J'l¿VM  SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
!f H/ ;\XFWG lJSF; ov!f H/ ;\XFWG lJSF; ov!f H/ ;\XFWG lJSF; ov!f H/ ;\XFWG lJSF; ov!f H/ ;\XFWG lJSF; ov
 T/FJ ovT/FJ ovT/FJ ovT/FJ ovT/FJ ov
NZ[S UFDDF\ GFGF DM8F T/FJ VFJ[,F CMI K[P H[GM p5IMU
JWTF VMKF V\X[ YTM CMI K[PT/FJG]\ 5F6L 5LJFGF TYF
J5ZFXGF T[DH VD]S :Y/[ l;RF.GF 56 p5IMUDF\ ,[JFI K[P
H[ 5F6LGF lZRFH"GF VG[ BFZFXG[ VFU/ JWTL V8SFJ[ K[P
 R[S0[D ovR[S0[D ovR[S0[D ovR[S0[D ovR[S0[D ov
GNLDF\ VD]S lGlüT V\TZ[ VG[ HIF\ XSI CMI tIF GFGF 0[D
AFWJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P H[DF JCL HTF 5F6LG[ V8SFJL T[GM IMuI
p5IMU SZL XSFI K[P H[GF £FZF BFZFX lGI\+6 56 Y. XS[
K[PVG[ VgI 5|J'l¿DF\ DNN D/[ K[P
 E]UE" 8F\SF ovE]UE" 8F\SF ovE]UE" 8F\SF ovE]UE" 8F\SF ovE]UE" 8F\SF ov
E}UE" 8F\SFDF\ DL9F 5F6LGM ;\U|C SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VG[ T[G[
H~ZLIFTGF ;DI[ p5IMU SZL XSFI K[P H[G[ SFZ6[ BFZFX
lGI\+6GL 5|J'l¿ Y. XS[ K[P
 5LJFGF 5F6L DF8[ 0\SL ov5LJFGF 5F6L DF8[ 0\SL ov5LJFGF 5F6L DF8[ 0\SL ov5LJFGF 5F6L DF8[ 0\SL ov5LJFGF 5F6L DF8[ 0\SL ov
0\SL £FZF 5LJFGF 5F6L E}UE"DF\YL B[RJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P0\SL £FZF
B[RFT]\ 5F6L .,[S8=LS DM8ZMGL ;ZBFD6LDF\ ;TT VG[ V[SWF~
G CMJFYL DIF"lNT ZC[ K[PH[G[ SFZ6[ JW] 50TF 5F6LGM p5F0 G
YTF\ T[ BFZFX lGI\+6DF\ p5IMUL K[P
 A\W5F/F ovA\W5F/F ovA\W5F/F ovA\W5F/F ovA\W5F/F ov
JCL HTF \ 5F6LG[ V8SFJL GFGF 5FIF 5Z 5F6LGM
;\U|C4BF\AMRLIF4B[TZ4JMS/F JU[Z[DF\ GFGF A\W AFWJFDF\ VFJ[
K[PT[G[ A\W5F/F SC[ K[P H[GF £FZF lZRFH" T[DH T[GM p5IMU
ALHF J5ZFXDF\ 56 SZL XSFI K[PVFD BFZFX lGI\+6 DF8[
p5IMUL K[P

 S]JFG]\ ;L,L\U ovS]JFG]\ ;L,L\U ovS]JFG]\ ;L,L\U ovS]JFG]\ ;L,L\U ovS]JFG]\ ;L,L\U ov
S]JFGF ;L,L\U  £FZF S]JFDF\ ZC[, 5F6L BZFA YT] GYL S]JFDF\
SF5 S[ WG SRZM ;L,L\UGF SFZ6[ G 50TF S]JFDF\ VFJTL ;ZJF6L
s S]JFGL ,F.Gf ;L,L\UGF SFZ6[ A\W G YTF S]JM A]ZF. HTM
GYL VG[ p5IMU ;TT RF,] ZC[ K[P H[ BFZFX lGI\+6 DF8[
p5IMUL K[P
 JMS/FGL DFJHT ovJMS/FGL DFJHT ovJMS/FGL DFJHT ovJMS/FGL DFJHT ovJMS/FGL DFJHT ov
JMS/FGL DFJHT £FZF 5F6LG]\ JC[6 IMuI H/JF.  ZC[ K[P
JMS/FGL DFJHT SZTF T[DF\ ZC[,M SF54hFZL4hF\BZ45yYZ JU[Z[
SRZM N]Z SZJM HM.V[PH[GF SFZ6[ 5F6LGM IMuI JC[6 D/TF T[
5F6L IMuI :Y/[ 5CM\RF0L XSFI K[PGNL4T/FJ4R[S0[D JU[Z[ VFD
T[ BFZFX lGI\+6DF\ p5IMUL K[P
Zf B[TLJF0L lJSF;Zf B[TLJF0L lJSF;Zf B[TLJF0L lJSF;Zf B[TLJF0L lJSF;Zf B[TLJF0L lJSF;
 85S l;RF\. 5wWlTqO]JFZF l;RF\. 5wWlT ov85S l;RF\. 5wWlTqO]JFZF l;RF\. 5wWlT ov85S l;RF\. 5wWlTqO]JFZF l;RF\. 5wWlT ov85S l;RF\. 5wWlTqO]JFZF l;RF\. 5wWlT ov85S l;RF\. 5wWlTqO]JFZF l;RF\. 5wWlT ov
VF 5wWlT £FZF 5F6LGF H~lZIFTGF  :Y/[ H~lZIFT  5]ZTM
DF5;Z p5IMU SZJM XSI AG[ K[P VF 5wWlT £FZF WMZLIFDF\
S[ B]<,F 5F6L £FZF 5F6L ;]RF. HFI K[P AFQ5LEJG  G YTF\
IMuI p5IMU SZL XSFI K[P H[GF ,LW[ 5F6LGM AUF0 V8STF
BFZFX lGI\+6DF\ p5IMUL K[P
 H{lJS  BFTZqV/l;IFG]\ BFTZ ovH{lJS  BFTZqV/l;IFG]\ BFTZ ovH{lJS  BFTZqV/l;IFG]\ BFTZ ovH{lJS  BFTZqV/l;IFG]\ BFTZ ovH{lJS  BFTZqV/l;IFG]\ BFTZ ov
ZF;FIl6S BFTZM  V[ HDLGDF\ 1FFZG]\ 5|DF6 HWFZ[ K[P T[
,F\AFUF/[ HDLGGL O/ã]5TFG[ V;Z SZ[ K[P T[ HDLGG  lKãF/
]TFG]\ 5|DF6 38F0[ K[PDF8[ ZF;FIl6S VG[ ;[lgãI BFTZMG[ :YFG[
OFINF ~5 K[P VF BFTZGF p5IMUGF SFZ6[ HDLGDF\ 5MQFS
TtJMG]\ 5|DF6 H/JF. ZC[ K[P
 TF,LD q 5|[Z6F 5|JF; ovTF,LD q 5|[Z6F 5|JF; ovTF,LD q 5|[Z6F 5|JF; ovTF,LD q 5|[Z6F 5|JF; ovTF,LD q 5|[Z6F 5|JF; ov
TF,LD VG[ 5|[Z6FGF 5|JF; £FZF B[0]TM TYF VgI ,MSMG[ B[TLGL
5wWlT 5F6LGM IMuI p5IMU4BFZFX lGI\+6 JU[Z[GL TF,LD
T[DH T[DG[ ALHF :Y/MV[ ,. H.G[ T[ lJ:TFZGL 5wWlT
XLBJLG[ T[ D]HA SZJF 5|[Z6F VF5L XSFI K[P H[GF £FZF TF,LD
VG[ 5|[Z6F 5|JF; BFZFX lGI\+6DF\ p5IMUL AG[ K[P
#f VgI#f VgI#f VgI#f VgI#f VgI
 GJL 8[SGM,MHL DF8[ VBTZF ovGJL 8[SGM,MHL DF8[ VBTZF ovGJL 8[SGM,MHL DF8[ VBTZF ovGJL 8[SGM,MHL DF8[ VBTZF ovGJL 8[SGM,MHL DF8[ VBTZF ov
B[TLJF0LDF\ HDLG TYF 5FSM DF8[ T[DH 5F6LGF lJlJW :+MTM
TZO VG[ T[GF p5IMU DF8[ VFW]lGS 8[SGM,MHL lJX[ HF6SFZL
5|F%T SZJL HM.V[PVG[ T[GM p5IMU SZL T[GF OFINFvU[ZOFINF
HF6L T[ S. ZLT[  p5IMUL AGX[ T[ HF6JF 5|ItG SZJF HM.V[P
 H~ZL ;\U9GMGL ZRGF ovH~ZL ;\U9GMGL ZRGF ovH~ZL ;\U9GMGL ZRGF ovH~ZL ;\U9GMGL ZRGF ovH~ZL ;\U9GMGL ZRGF ov
;\U9GMGL ZRGF £FZF BFZFX lGI\+6 DF8[ S.4SIF4S[JF 5|SFZGL
5|J'l¿VMGL H~lZIFT K[P TYF VF ;\U9GM DF8[ T[DF\ S.4
S[8,L4SIF 5|SFZ[ DNN~5 Y. XS[ K[P T[ HF6L IMuI ;\U9GMGL
ZRGF SZJL HM.V[PVFD H~ZL ;\U9GMGL ZRGF SZL BFZFX
lGI\+6GL 5|J'l¿DF\ T[ p5IMUL YFI K[P
  ,MS HFU'lT ov ,MS HFU'lT ov ,MS HFU'lT ov ,MS HFU'lT ov ,MS HFU'lT ov
,MSMDF\ HFU'l¿ O[,FJL VG[ ,MSMG[ BFZFX lGI\+6GL 5|J'l¿GF
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,FE H6FJL BFZFXGL BZFA V;ZM H6FJL T[DG[ BFZF;
lGI\+6 GL 5|J'lT TZO JF/L ,MS HFU'l¿ O[,FJJLP BFZFX
lGI\+6GL 5|J'l¿DF\ T[DGM ;FY ;CSFZ D[/JL BFZFX lGI\+6GL
5|J'l¿VM SZL XSFI K[P
 5F6LG]\ JCG ov5F6LG]\ JCG ov5F6LG]\ JCG ov5F6LG]\ JCG ov5F6LG]\ JCG ov
5F6LGF JCG DF8[ WMZLIF S[ GF/F JU[Z[ B]<,L ZLT[ G SZJ]\ HM.V[P
SFZ6 S[ T[GF SFZ6[ 5F6L JW] 50T]\ J[0OFI K[P WMZLIF VYJF
JMS/F T]\8TF4 5F6LG]\ HDLGDF\ XMQF64 AFQ5LEJG JU[Z[ £FZF
5F6LGM AUF0 YFI K[P DF8[ 5F6LG[ 5F.5 ,F.G £FZF JCG
SZJ]\ HM.V[ H[GF SFZ6[ 5F6LG]\ XMQF6 VG[ AFQ5LEJG V8S[
K[PH[GF SFZ6[ 5F6L H~ZLIFTGF :Y/[ AUF0 JLGF 5CM\RF0L
XFI K[P VFD 5F6L GM p5IMU YTF BFZFX lGI\+6DF\ p5IMUL
AG[ K[P
 JM8Z SghJ["XG V[S8 H[JF SFINFVM ovJM8Z SghJ["XG V[S8 H[JF SFINFVM ovJM8Z SghJ["XG V[S8 H[JF SFINFVM ovJM8Z SghJ["XG V[S8 H[JF SFINFVM ovJM8Z SghJ["XG V[S8 H[JF SFINFVM ov
H]NF H]NF SFINFVM AGFJJF HM.V[P H[GF £FZF 5F6LG[ IMuI
p5IMUG[ 5|t;FCG D/[ K[P 5F6LGL IMuI HF/J6L YFI K[P
5F6LGM AUF0 V8S[ K[P DF8[ JM8Z SghJ["XG V[S8 H[JF SFINFVM
30L T[GF VD, SZJFYL BFZFX lGI\+6G]\ SFI" SZL XSFI K[P
BFZFX lGI\+6 DF8[ p5Z H6FJ[, 5wWlTVMGM p5IMU YFI
K[PH[GM p5IMU H[T[ lJ:TFZGL 5lZl:YlTG[ wIFGDF\ ,.G[
SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VF DF8[ HDLGGL U]6J¿F BFZFXG]\ 5|DF6
,MSM4 5X]VM 5FS pt5FNG 5F6LGL 5|%ITF4 VFH]AFH]GL
5lZl:YlT  JZ;FNG]\ 5|DF6 ,MSMGL ZC6L SZ6L4 HDLG JU[Z[ G[
wIFGDF\ ,[JFDF VFJ[ K[P

;\NE"U|\Y;\NE"U|\Y;\NE"U|\Y;\NE"U|\Y;\NE"U|\Y

 5|UTLXL, B[TL ov S'lQF Z;FI6XF:+ lJEFU4 U]HZFT
          S'lQF I]lGJl;"8L H]GFU-
5IF"JZ6G]\ ;DFHXF:+ovR[MWZL ;]DGA[G
BFZFX ;\JFN ov VFUFBFG U|FD ;DY"G SFI"S|D vXFC
          lJD, 5LP4jIF; HIGFZFI6
,MS ;\JFN ov H/ jIJ:YF5GGF 5U,F V[DP;C[U,
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* V.S. Vakani

PRANAYAMA A SCIENCE OF BREATHING

* Asst. Prof. Department of Physical Education, Saurashtra University, Rajkot

Pranayama is control of Breath”. “Prana” is Breath
or vital energy in the body. On subtle levels prana
represents the pranic energy responsible for life or
life force, and “ayama” means control. So Pranayama
is “Control of Breath”. One can control the rhythms
of pranic energy with pranayama and achieve healthy
body and mind.
Patanjali in his text of Yoga Sutras mentioned
pranayama as means of attaining higher states of
awareness, he mentions the holding of breath as
important practice of reaching Samadhi. Hatha Yoga
also talks about 8 types of pranayama which will make
the body and mind healthy.
Five types of prana are responsible for various pranic
activities in the body, they are Prana, Apana, Vyan,
Udana & Samana. Out of these Prana and Apana
are most important. Prana is upward flowing and
Apana is downward flowing. Practice of Pranayama
achieves the balance in the activities of these pranas,
which results in healthy body and mind.
Types Of Pranayama
· Quiet Breathing , Deep Breathing , Fast Breathing
· Tribandha and Pranayama
· Nadi Shuddhi Pranayama or Anuloma - Viloma
(Alternate nostril breathing - I)
· Anuloma - Viloma (Alternate Nostril Breathing -
II)
· Suryan Bhedan Pranayama (Right Nostril
Breathing)
· Ujjayi Pranayama
· Bhramari Pranayama
· Pranayama from Hatha Yoga
Surya Bhedan, Bhasrika, Ujjayi, Shitali, Sitkari,
Bhramari, Murchha & Plavini Pranayama
Preparation for Pranayama

As people have attraction towards Yogasanas,
similarly they have attraction to Pranayama. The
process of Pranayama is concerned with the
breathing, the indicator of life. And therefore, if it is
done wrongly, it may do harm to the person. This
fear dissuades many from taking up Pranayama. The
second reason for its unpopularity is the absence of
teachers who can teach it scientifically. However, it
is true that if one does Pranayama unscientifically,
without proper guidance, one certainly suffers. But it
does not mean that it is such a difficult process, that
it cannot be done by a common man. On the contrary,
if it is learnt and practiced under an expert’s guidance,
one learns soon and experiences the wonderful and
even unimaginable benefits.
Breath and Prana
Breathing is a vital process which starts at the time
of birth and stops at the death. The important Oxygen
is provided to all the parts, organs and cells of the
body. The maximum time a person can survive
without oxygen is about 4 minutes. All the metabolic
processes require oxygen. Oxygen is life, a vital force.
This vital energy is called Prana.
What is Pranayama?
The process of controlling the Prana is called
Pranayama. So pranayama is the science related to
vital force supplying energy and controlling the body
mind complex. Breathing is the process of taking in
this vital energy and removing the waste products
out of our body and mind. Generally breathing includes
inhalation and exhalation but pranayama includes
retention of breath (known as ‘Kumbhaka’ in
Sanskrit) as well. This is a very important process.
The air can be retained in the lungs or out of the
lungs. The ancient texts say that retention of air,
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increases the level of prana (energy) in the body, also
it regulates the flow of pranic energy through out the
body. So pranayama helps remove all the ailments
and also can stop the aging process of the body.
Mind and breath
The mind, consisting of thoughts and emotions is
closely related to the breath. When the mind is calm
and relaxed, the breathing is smooth and slow. If you
are stressed breathing is fast & shallow but mostly
through chest. When one gets angry, the breathing
becomes fast and forceful, in depressed states
sighing, when in pain gasping, in anxiety shallow and
rapid. In this way, the mental and emotional states
affect breathing.
Rhythmic Breathing is Pranayama
All the processes and organs like heart, brain,
digestive organs, endocrine glands in the body have
rhythms. Also the breathing has specific rhythms.
Pranayama is Rhythmic breathing, bringing the breath
in natural rhythm by controlling the process of
inhalation, exhalation and retention.
Physiology of Yogic breathing
In process of breathing, one uses diaphragm,
intercostals muscles in the chest. The diaphragmatic
breathing is called vertical breathing and is considered
a more efficient way to inhale air than inhaling while
expanding the chest which is called horizontal
breathing...
In pranayama, one should utilize the diaphragm
efficiently to get more oxygen without making more
efforts. The diaphragm is attached to the organs like
heart and lings, also the liver, spleen, pancreas and
stomach from the bottom side. Efficient movement
of the diaphragm makes the functioning of these
organs more efficient.
We will see Deep breathing & Fast breathing from
Pranayama Perspective in next article.
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* J.B. Chauhan

CAREER IN SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY

* Lecturer, Lt. M.J.Kundaliya B.P.Ed. College, Rajkot

What is Sports Psychology?
Sports psychology is the study of how psychology
influences sports, athletic performance, exercise and
physical activity. Some sports psychologists work with
professional athletes and coaches to improve
performance and increase motivation. Other
professionals utilize exercise and sports to enhance
people’s lives and well-being throughout the entire
lifespan.
History of Sports Psychology
Sports psychology is a relatively young discipline
within psychology. In 1920, Carl Diem founded the
world’s first sports psychology laboratory at the
Deutsche Sporthochschule in Berlin, Germany. In
1925, two more sports psychology labs were
established — one by A.Z. Puni at the Institute of
Physical Culture in Leningrad and the other by
Coleman Griffith at the University of Illinois.
Griffith began offering the first course in sports
psychology in 1923, and later published the first book
on the subject titled The Psychology of coaching
(1926). Unfortunately, Griffith’s lab was closed in
1932 due to lack of funds. After the lab was shut
down, there was Very little research on sports
psychology until the subject experienced a revival of
interest during the 1960s.
Ferruccio Antonelli established the International
Society of Sport Psychology (ISSP) in 1965 and by
the 1970s sports psychology had been introduced to
university course offerings throughout North
America. The first academic journal, the
International Journal of Sport Psychology, was
introduced in 1970, which was then followed by the
establishment of the Journal of Sport Psychology
in 1979.

By the I 980s, sports psychology became the subject
of a more rigorous scientific focus as researchers
began to explore how psychology could be used to
improve athletic performance, as well as how
exercise could be utilized to improve mental well-
being and lower stress levels.
Sports Psychology Today
Contemporary sports psychology is a diverse field.
While finding ways to help athletes is certainly an
important part of sports psychology, the application
of exercise and physical activity for improving the
lives of non-athletes is also a major focus.
Major Topics Within Sports Psychology
There are a number of different topics that are of
special interest to sports psychologists. Some
professionals focus on a specific area, while others
study a wide range of techniques.
• Imagery: Involves visualizing performing a task,
such as participating in an athletic event or
successfully performing a particular skill.
• Motivation:  A major subject within sports
psychology, the study of motivation looks at both
extrinsic and intrinsic motivators. Extrinsic motivators
are external rewards, such as trophies, money, medals
or social recognition. intrinsic motivators arise from
within, such as a personal desire to win or the sense
of pride that comes from performing a skill.
• Attentional Focus: Involves the ability to tune out
distractions, such as a crowd of screaming fans, and
focus attention on the task at hand.
What Is Sports Psychology?:
According to Division 47 of the American
Psychological Association, sports psychology
encompasses a range of topics including “motivation
to persist and achieve, psychological considerations
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in sport injury and rehabilitation, counseling techniques
with athletes, assessing talent, exercise adherence
and well-being, self-perceptions related to achieving,
expertise in sport, youth sport and performance
enhancement and self-regulation techniques.”
While popular perceptions often presume that sports
psychology is only concerned with professional
athletics, this specialty area includes a broad range
of scientific, clinical and applied topics involving
sports and exercise. There are two key areas of
interest in sports psychology: understanding how
psychology can be applied to improve motivation and
performance and understanding how sports and
athletics can improve mental health and overall well-
being.
Sports psychologists may also choose to specialize in
a particular area. Some examples of major specialties
within this field include:
• Applied sports psychology focuses on teaching skills
to enhance athletic performance such as goal setting
and imagery.
• Clinical sports psychology involves combining
mental training strategies from sports psychology with
psychotherapy to help clients who suffer from mental
health problems including eating disorders and
depression.
• Academic sports psychologists teach at colleges
and universities and also conduct research.
What Do Sports Psychologists Do?:
Sports psychologists typically perform a range of tasks
related to sports performance and education. Some
opt to teach at the university level, while others work
directly with athletes to increase motivation and
enhance performance. Other options include client
counseling, scientific research and athletic consulting.
In addition to working with professional athletes,
sports psychologists also utilize their expertise to
increase the mental well-being of non-athletes. They
may work with a range of clients including children
and teens involved in athletics, professional athletes
and teams interested in improving their performance
and injured athletes working toward returning to
competition.

How Much Do Sports Psychologists Typically
Earn?:
Pay ranges vary considerably within sports
psychology based on training, education, and area of
specialization. According to the Occupational Outlook
Handbook published by the U.S. Department of Labor,
average salaries for clinical and counseling
psychologists range between $41,850 and $71,880.
The median salary for university faculty positions was
$55,000 in a 2001 salary survey by the American
Psychological Association (APA) (Singleton et at,
2003). Some top sports psychologists earn six-figure
salaries working as consultants for professional
athletes, but most earn a more modest yearly income.
What Type of Degree Do Sports Psychologists
Need?:
Entry-level positions with a bachelor’s degree are
rare, usually taking the form of internships. Most
positions require a master’s or doctorate degree in
clinical, counseling or sports psychology as well as
direct training and experience in apply psychology to
sports and exercise.
The American Board of Sport Psychology offers a
few different professional certifications. The highest
level credential is the Board Certified Sports
Psychologist-Diplomat, which “...signifies that the
holder has advanced training and experience in Sport
Psychology and is especially aware of ethical.
methodological, and research issues associated with
the application of methods to enhance the
psychological performance of athletes.” Many who
hold this certification are also certified or licensed
clinical, counseling or health psychologists.
Because there are few graduate programs offering
specialized degrees in sports psychology, it can be
difficult to determine what exact combination of
training and experience qualifies a professional to be
called a ‘sports psychologist.’ Division 47 of the APA
suggests that sports psychologists should be licensed
psychologists with “experience in applying
psychological principles in sports settings.”
Additionally, an extensive educational background and
training in sports, motivation management.
performance and athletics is also recommended.
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Is a Career in Sports Psychology Right for Me?:
Only you can decide if a sports psychology career is
suited to your needs, interests, talents and goals. If
you dislike sports or exercise, this career is probably
not for you. But if you enjoy helping people achieve
their full potential, solving complex problems and
working as part of a team, this field might he an ideal
match for you.
What Are the Pros and Cons of a Career in
Sports Psychology?:
Like all careers, sports psychology has its advantages
and disadvantages. Before you decide if this career
is right for you, spend some time learning more about
sports psychology. Explore your options by taking an
introductory course on the subject and weigh your
choices carefully before you decide.
Benefits of a Career in Sports Psychology
• Sports psychologists often work as part of a
collaborative team.
• There are diverse career paths and specialization
opportunities (i.e. teaching, youth sports, professional
athletics training).
• It can be a fun, challenging and exciting job.
Downsides of a Career in Sports Psychology
• The emphasis on teamwork may be difficult for
independent-minded individuals.
• Requires extensive education, training and
experience.
• Opportunities are generally more limited for
bachelor’s and master’s degree-holders.
Suggested Resources:
• The American Board of Sport Psychology
• APA Division 47 - Exercise and Sports Psychology
• The Journal of Applied Sport Psychology
• Sachs, M.L., Burke, K.L., & Schrader, D.C. (2000)
Directory of graduate programs in applied sport
psychology (6th ed.). Morgantown, WV: Fitness
Information Technology.
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THE USE OF THE PERSON-CENTERED APPROACH FOR THE
REDUCTION OF THE STATE-TRAIT ANXIETY IN FOOTBALL

PLAYERS

* Lecturer, Rajkot Kelavni Mandal, Rajkot

The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of the person - centered intervention (reflection, congruence,
respect, empathy) on the anxiety (state - trait) of football players. In the sample 50 male football players
between the ages of 17 to 21 were taken. The whole sample was divided in to two equal groups (25 each)
i.e. Experimental Group and Control Group. For the measurement of trait and state anxiety the STAI 1 and
STAl2 (Spielberger, Gorsuch, Lushene, 1968; Laux, Glanzmann, Schaffner, Spielberger, 1981) were used
and Roger’s person-centered method was applied on Experimental Group for 15-20 minutes as advising
sessions once per week before and after practice for 12 weeks (3 months). On the Control Group the
coaches utilized their usual pedagogical - coaching techniques before and after practice. Statistically significant
differences were observed on the reduction of state and trait anxiety between the football players of
Experimental Group and Control Group. The results indicate that the person-centered method positively
influences the players who participate in team sports reducing their state and trait anxiety.

Introduction
For coaches, dealing with anxiety is especially
important, because an anxious athlete does not
function correctly, has trouble concentrating,
remembering, and noticing things which are
necessary for a good performance. The result of
anxiety is that the athletes are not able to perform as
well as they can, their performance is influenced
during a game and they seldom reach the desired
result, which is victory. Anxiety in general is defined
as: a) a learned bodily reaction to danger (Euler, 1983),
b) a form of self-centeredness which is characterized
by self-observation, doubts and low self-esteem
(Krohne & Hock, 1994), c) one of the ten basic
human emotions which is similar to instinct (Izard &
Buechler, 1980), d) the result of the inconsistency
between the inner and outer value system (Fisseni,
1996; Patsiaouras, 1999). In sport psychology theory,
anxiety has been most often analyzed in terms of
state, trait, cognition and somatic (Martens & Gill,
1976; Martens, Vealey & Burton, 1990, Spielberger

1966).
The present paper was designed exactly for this
reason. The basic principles in the person - centered
approach in sports are based upon Rogers’s (1985;
1991a, b) theories. The person - centered theory
confronts human nature as a complicated, whole,
organic being which has the tendency to survive, to
differ, to improve, to evolve and develop to the fullest
extent of his/her potential. The main goal of the
method is to help the individual to desire and achieve
full autonomy and self-realization. Rogers’s theories
are built on a single “force of life” he calls the
actualizing tendency. Rogers captures with this single
great need or motive (actualizing tendency) all the
other motives that other theorists talk about. In the
person - centered method, the psychotherapist is not
the expert who solves all of the individual’s problems
but, acting as a consultant helps the individual find
his/her own way, personal solutions to various
problems being confront. Because of the importance
of person -centered theory in the field of psychology
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and its results in the psychotherapy, it seemed
appropriate to investigate the application of person -
centered method in sports. The purpose of the study
was with the person - centered approach in a time
period of three months to reduce the levels of state
and trait anxiety in football players
Methodology
Participants - The sample was made up of 50
football players of under-21 category. These football
Players were enhancing their sports skills at SAI
center Port Blair (Andaman & Nicobar) and SAI
center Ambala (Haryana), The whole sample was
divided in to equal groups (25 each) i.e. Experimental
Group and Control Group. The football players of
SAI center port Blair were taken into the
Experimental Group and player of SAI center Ambala
were constitute the Control Group.
Measures –  on the Experimental group the Roger’s
person-centered method was applied in the form of
advisory meetings at least once a week for 15-20
minutes before practice and with feedback for 15
minutes after practice, The person - centered method
was applied to the experimental group by one of the
researchers. Much attention was drawn to the
creation of a safe environment for the participants,
so as to feel comfortable to talk about personal
problems, which they confront, without the fear of
rejection of the coach -researcher or the other
players in the team. There is only one technique that
Rogerians are known for and that technique is called
reflection (Rennie, 1998), Reflection is the mirroring
of emotional communication (Rogers, 1991), For

example if a player says “I feel very bad the coach
may reflect this back to the player by saying something
like “so, the training is getting you down, hey?” Also,
using open-ended questions the coach is
communicating with the player and is showing him
that he is indeed listening, questioning about his/her
condition and cares enough to understand_ On the
Control Group the coaches utilized their usual
pedagogical - coaching techniques before and after
practice
For the measurement of trait and state anxiety the
STAI 1 and STAI 2 (Spielberger, Gorsuch, Lushene,
1968; Laux, Glanzmann, Schaffner, Spielberger, 1981)
were used. The STAI 1 (state) was used to measure
state anxiety, a temporary situation of intensity, worry,
insecurity and nervousness for situation to come, The
STAl2 (trait) was used to measure trait anxiety as a
relatively standard trait characteristic of a personality
which we perceive as an attribute or a tendency the
player has. The trait characteristic according to the
person-centered theory is the re It o  pieces of
information, which have been created from the
experiences that every person has and the interaction
he/she has with his/her environment (Nemeskeri,
1992). The answers were given on a 4- point Likert
type scale, from never (1) to always (4), The players
completed the questionnaires (STAI 1 and STAl2) at
the beginning of the experiment (Pre-Test) and once
at the end of the experiment (Post-Test).
To analysis the collected data t-test was used and
level of significance was set at 0.05.

Results and Discussion
The analysis and results of the data is as follows:

Table-1
Independent sample t-test for the State and Trait anxiety between Experimental &Control

Group of football players

Variable Session Experimental Group Control Group SED        t 
N Mean SD N Mean SD 

STAI-1 Pre-Test 25 37.00 9.56 25 38.74 9.43 2.68     0.64 
 Post-Test 25 32.45 8.46 25 37.86 8.53 2.402   2.25* 
STAI-2 Pre-Test 25 37.33 8.74 25 38.92 5.74 2.05     0.53 
 Post-Test 25 32.33 8.61 25 39.92 9.06 2.49     3.04* 
 *Significant at 0.05 (2.01) level of significance on 48 df.
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The analysis of the data presented in the table-1
clearly indicates that there exists no significant
difference between the Pre-Test mean scores of both
the groups on the state and trait anxiety. However,
the table also shows that there exists significant
difference between the Post-Test mean scores of
both the groups on the state and trait anxiety at 005
level of significance ‘t’ value clearly indicates that
the sate and trait anxiety of Experimental Group was
reduced significantly as compare to the Control
Group.
Discussion
From the results it is observed that the statistically
significant differences were observed in the state and
trait anxiety of experimental group in comparison to
the control group. The state and trait anxiety level of
experiment group was reduced significantly due to
the person - centered method
Even though there is a relatively small amount of
research in the particular area, encouraging samples
in the use of psychotherapeutic methods in sports
are given in studies in the last few years, in which
we conclude that the cohesion between the players
of a soccer team improves with the use of a systemic
family approach (Slater, 2002).
It appears that the person-centered method is a
reliable one as far as the control of the above factors
are concerned, a fact that is also supported by Roger’s
theoretical model (1985; 1991a, b). A potential
restriction the study might have is the small sample
size, although the results indicate that the person-
centered method positively influences the athletes of
the team sports. Further research with a larger sample
and with athletes in individual sports is also
recommended.
Conclusion
From the results of the study it have been concluded
that the person - centered method positively influences
the players who participate in team sports reducing
their state and trait anxiety. The aim of a coach who
follows the principles of the person-centered
approach is to give his/her player the opportunity to
choose and reach a decision that he/she (the player)
considers to be right and not to try to solve the

problems that every athlete must deal with by giving
him/her ready solutions.
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Physical fitness is the fundamental human need like food, clothes and shelter. Physical fitness provides an
individual greater physical strength which would rather help him to cope up with his daily problems. If this
trend of inactivity continues for existence of healthy or fit individuals will disappear. The scientific community
and general public acknowledge that increase in exercise and physical activity can produce worthwhile
health benefits. Social-cognitive theory involves analysing the effects of parental and peer influences, child
beliefs and personality on the adoption of a particular behaviour i.e. physical activity. Increased levels of
high activity were primarily associated with increased self-efficacy and social influence scores. Use of
computer is sedentary behaviour that is becoming increasingly common and is associated with lower levels
of physical activity. To be most effective, interventional efforts to increase physical activity should primarily
target decreasing television and computer time and increasing physical activity. Behaviour patterns, children’s
activity levels are modelled on that of their parents.
Key words: Social-cognitive, peer, self-efficacy, sedentary activities.

PREDICTORS OF CHILDREN’S PARTICIPATION IN PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY AND EXERCISE.

* T.R. Sharma

* Lecturer, Sharirik Shikshan Mahavidhyalaya, Surat

Introduction:
The children of the present day are the future citizens
of our nations. Physical fitness is the fundamental
human need like food, clothes and shelter. It is not
an isolated phenomenon. It is an integral part of the
life itself. Physical fitness provides an individual
greater physical strength which would rather help
him to cope up with his daily problems. If this trend
of inactivity continues for existence of healthy or fit
individuals will disappear. This is purely because of
modern life style.
Definition:
Physical activity has been characterised as any bodily
movement resulting in energy expenditure above
resting levels. (Mohan, 1991; 2000a; 2001;
Freedson and Meller, 2000)
The important factors like health and physical activity,
social-cognitive, sex differences, self-efficacy, self-
esteem, sedentary activities, parents role, role of
family are contributing in child’s behaviour and
thereby affecting their growth. A brief description of
each sub domain is as follows:

Health and Physical Activity:
The scientific community and general public
acknowledge that increase in exercise and physical
activity can produce worthwhile health benefits. Pate
et al. (1995) and Krista et al. (2003) reported that
even 30 – 40 minutes of walking or moderate
physical activity on most days i.e. four times a week
promotes higher level of physical fitness and reduced
risk for several chronic diseases.
Psychosocial correlation of physical activity in
healthy children. Previous research has
demonstrated that most children are largely
sedentary. Using data from Muscatine study, Janz
et al. (1992) found that pubertal and post pubertal
children spends only 8 to 10 minutes per day in
aerobic activity.
Social Cognitive factors:
Determinants of levels of childhood physical activity
are complex. Social-cognitive theory involves
analysing the effects of parental and peer influences,
child beliefs and personality on the adoption of a
particular behaviour i.e. physical activity. It is now
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widely accepted that family, peers, and school affect
physical activity levels in children. Access to physical
activities, such as the locations of parks and schools,
and opportunities to participate in games and sports
are also factors affecting sports involvement. Similarly
parents who play with children regularly and provide
transportation to activities have more active children.
Personality, characteristics, such as achievement
motivation, self confidence, independence and one’s
perceived ability to be active i.e. self-efficacy are
also associated with physical activity levels (Strauss
et al, 2001).
Sex differences:
It has also been suggested that physical activity,
particularly sports participation, may affect the
development of self-esteem in adolescent. However,
most previous studies have been limited by including
only small numbers of adolescents, no objective
measurements of physical activity, and out-dated
global self-esteem scores with any subscales. Strauss
et al (2001) conducted a study to identify social and
cognitive factors associated with physical activity in
children aged 10 to 16 years. This study also aimed
to further explore the relationship between sedentary
activities (such as television viewing) and physical
activity and the relationship between physical activity
and self-esteem in children. Results revealed that
physical activity levels are related to age and sex.
Before age 13 years, similar levels of physical activity
were present in girls and boys (P= 0.43); however,
after age 13 years boys were significantly more active
than girls (total activity time: 23.5 % +or _ 4.7 %
vs. 19.0 % + or _ 3.8 %; P < 0.05). Moderate and
high level activity decreased significantly between
ages 10 and 16 years for both sexes. Among girls,
overall time spent at all physical activity levels was
35 % higher in preteens compared with that in
teenage girls (P < 0.01).
Self-efficacy:
Further, the study revealed that increased levels of
high activity were primarily associated with increased
self-efficacy and social influence scores. Time spent
on sedentary activities was not correlated with high
activity. Similarly, higher health beliefs scores were
not correlated with high activity levels. In contrast,

all three measures of self-efficacy were significantly
correlated with high activity. Overall, children with
increased levels of self-efficacy were significantly
more likely to have increased levels of high activity
compared with children with low levels of self-
efficacy. In addition, social influences scores were
significantly associated with increased high activity.
Multivariate regression analysis demonstrated that
age, sex, and self-efficacy were significant
independent correlates of high activity, with
approximately 10% of the variance in high activity
explained by self-efficacy scores.
Self-esteem:
In this study, high level but not moderate level
physical activity was associated with improved self-
esteem scores. Positive association between physical
activity and self-esteem in adolescents have been
reported by Ferguson, et al, (1989). Page and
Tucker (1994) demonstrated those adolescents who
rarely exercise are more likely to experience
loneliness, shyness and feelings of hopelessness. In
contrast, no relationship was observed between
physical activity levels and anxiety. In adults exercise
must be prolonged and be fairly strenuous to reduce
anxiety. In conclusion, this study demonstrated that
healthy children aged 10 to 16 years rarely engaged
in vigorous physical activity. Use of computer is
sedentary behaviour that is becoming increasingly
common and is associated with lower levels of
physical activity. To be most effective, interventional
efforts to increase physical activity should primarily
target decreasing television and computer time and
increasing physical activity. The increased levels of
physical activity are an important component in the
development of self esteem in children.
Sedentary Activities:
Some other studies also tried to explore the
substantial variations in the extent of participation of
children in physical activity. Simmons-Morton et al.
(1997) conducted a large survey of over 2,400 third
grade (8 to 9 year old) children in four US States.
They found that not only did boys participate
significantly more in moderate to vigorous physical
activity, but they also participate more in sedentary
activities. Specifically, boys spent more time than
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girls watching television and playing video games.
Parents Role:
According to Marks et al, (2000), initial attempts to
explain children’s participation in sports activities also
focussed on parental modelling. Moore et al, (1991)
found that more active parents are more likely to
have more active preschool children. Simons Morton
et al (1997) found that support from parents,
teachers and peers predicted extent of physical
activity among the children. Thus, as with other
behaviour patterns, children’s activity levels are
modelled on that of their parents.
Role of Family:
In an attempt to distinguish between parental
influence and children’s attributes, Stucky-Ropp and
Dilorenzo (1993) conducted a study in Midwestern
American town which involved structured interviews
with over 200 (10 to 12 years old) children and
their mothers. Statistical analysis of their findings
showed that the children’s reported enjoyment of
physical activity was the most salient predictor of
exercise behaviour. In addition, the mother’s
perceptions of barriers to exercise (eg lack of time)
and mother’s reports of family support were
important. There were also some gender differences.
Boy’s activity was also predicted by their perception
of modelling and support of exercise behaviour by
family and friends, whereas girl’s activity was more
predicted by presence of exercise-related equipment
at home and parental modelling. These results
confirm the central role of family environment in
establishing an interest in physical activity among
children (Stucky, Ropp and Dilorenzo, 1993).
Parsons et al, (1999) conducted a study to identify
childhood predictors of adult obesity included
parental fatness, physical inactivity, dietary factors
and other behavioural factors like self esteem and
personality.
Conclusion:
The results of many ongoing studies in this area are
still at a preliminary stage and further research is
needed to identify definite patterns or factors
associated with improving adherence to exercise
especially among children. This is so because a carry
over of physical activity from childhood to adulthood

is a likely possibility. There is great potential in
furthering research in this area of exercise and health
as significant impact of such research may jolt the
public into exercising more and replacing its rich
benefits.
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Studies suggest that certain soccer drills  improves physical conditioning. However, it remains debatable
whether soccer drills can provide  sufficiently unified exercise intensity among different players and on
repetition of a drill,  because movement patterns cannot be externally controlled during soccer drills. Good
reliability and low variability of exercise in tensity would enable all players  to receive an appropriate
training stimulus.The purpose of this study was to investigate inter-subject variability and intra - subject
reliability in exercise intensity during soccer drills. It was hypothesized that soccer drills that involve the
highest exercise intensities would demonstrate the lowest inter-subject variability and the highest  intra-
subject reliability. Heart rates of 20 professional soccer players were recorded during a range of soccer
training drills. The drills consisted of 2 vs. 2 to 8 vs, 8 normal scoring games and 2 further possession
games. Heart rate responses were examined  for variability, reliability, and suitability for soccer endurance
training. Coefficients of variation across players were less than 3% for all drills. Paired t tests showed no
significant differences in heart rate on repetition of the drills and 95% ratio limits of agreement were 1.8-
3.8%. There were no significant correlations between exercise intensity and the statistical measures of
variability and reliability Several drills produced exercise intensities suitable for soccer endurance training
with mean heart rate responses ranging from 87-91% HRmax. Soccer drills such as those used in the
present study appear to be an adequate substitute for physical training without the ball and thus provide
simultaneous skill and fitness training. The increase in training time spent developing technical ability and/or
a reduction in total training time required may be useful for soccer teams.

SOCCER  TRAINING  DRILLS AND ENDURANCE  IMPROVEMENT
* Chetan Dhanani

* P.T.I., The K.P.E.S. College, Bhavnagar

Introduction
Endurance capacities of soccer players have been
traditionally trained using running drills without a ball.
A major reason for this was that soccer games were
not believed to provide sufficient exercise intensity
to effectively improve the physiological mechanisms
important in soccer endurance, However, recently
researchers have observed exercise intensities
deemed appropriate for soccer endurance training
during various small sided soccer games. A remaining
obstacle concerning the us  of soccer drills for
endurance training relates to the variability of training
load between individuals and on repetition of a drill.
Traditional running drills (without a ball) allow precise
control of work intensity by specifying the rate
atwhich distances are covered or by using feedback
from heart rate monitoring. On the contrary,

movements in soccer drills are sporadic and cannot
be externally controlled. High intensity soccer drills
generally require more continuous involvement in
play, resulting in movement patterns that are less
tactical-zonal. Therefore, the purpose of this study
is to investigate inter-subject variability and intra-
subject repeatability in exercise intensity during
soccer drills.
Experimental Approach to the Problem
Each soccer drill was administratered twice and then
was examined for intra-subject reliability of heart
rate responses. The exercise intensity of each drill
also was compared with current recommendations
in the literature regarding suitability for soccer
endurance training
Subjects
Twenty soccer players from Haryana Young Club
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(HYC) volunteered for the study. Mean age, height,
and body mass were 20.3 (±4.3) years, 172.6 (±6.8)
ern, and 72.2 (±4.7) kg. All participants were familiar
with all procedures used prior to the study.
Procedures
ln the 2-week period before the first training drill
was administered, maximal heart rates for each
player were established using an incremental
maximum heart rate field test and were confirmed
with a maximal Yo-Yo Intermittent Endurance Test,
both described by Banqsbo.

Participants took part in the training drills as
part of their normal training. To encourage maximum
effort participants were informed of the drill structure
and the simultaneous  aims  of skill and fitness
traimnq. Participants  were asked to maintain their
normal diet,  which emphasized  high  fluid and
carbohydrate intakes.

The soccer training drills used were involve
amoderate-to-high  work intensity and are shown
inTable1.
Characteristics of Soccer Drills used as training
sessions

 

Drill 

2 v 2 

Structure 

4 x 2 min, 2-min rest periods 

Pitch dimensions 

(yds) 

30 x 20  

3 v 3 

4 v 4 

4 x 3 min,1.5-min rest periods 

5 x 3.5 min,2-min rest periods 

40 x30 

50 x 30 

5 v 5 

6 v 6 

3 x 5 min,1.5-min rest periods 

3 x 6 min,1.5-min rest periods 

55 x 30  

60 x 40  

8 v 8 

5 v 5 pr* 

3 x 10 min,1.5-min rest periods 

5 x 2 min,2-min rest periods 

70 x 45 

60 x 35 

6 x 6 pr* 5 x 2 min,2-min rest periods 65 x 30 

*pr-Pressure half switch
All normal games (ranging from 2 v 2 to 8 v 8)
involved goalkeepers with normal scoring rules.
Pressure half-switch games involved pressurizing a
team within one half of a pitch and, on gaining
possession, switching play to the opposite half of
the pitch. It was ensured that there were minimal
stoppages in play during all drills by maintaining an
abundance of soccer balls around the pitch and
encouraging quick restarts in play. All drills took
place in the morning. Repetition of the drills for
reliability measures usually took place within 2 weeks

of the initial drill. However, for 1drill (5 v 5) there
was a 4-week period between the 2 repetitions of
the drill. Heart rate was monitored telemetrically using
5-second intervals during the drills. Mean percentage
of maximum heart rate (% HRmax) during the
working periods was calculated for each participant
during each drill. Rest periods between exercise bouts
were excluded from the analysis.
Statistical Analyses
Inter-individual variability in the heart rate response
to each drill was quantified using the coefficient of
variation (standard deviation divided by the mean,
expressed as a percentage). Intra- individual
reliability of the heart rate response to each drill was
assessed using the ratio limits of agreement method
and 2-tailed paired t-tests. Pearson correlation
analysis was performed to examine’ the relationships
between exercise intensity of the different drills (%
HRmax) and the various statistical’ results from the
variability and reliability analyses. All data analyses
were performed using SPSS.
Results
Forthe 20 participants, HRmaxwas 194 ±6.7 b/min.
The highest % HRmaxwas observed in response to
the 2 vs. 2 drills, with a gradual reduction in %
HRmax as the number of players and the pitch size
increased (for the normal-sided games).
Relationships of Variability and Reliability
Statistics with Exercise Intensity
The Pearson correlation between the mean soccer
drill exercise intensities (% HRmax)
and the inter-individual coefficients of variation of
% HRmax for the different drills was r= -0.17 (p =
0.68). The correlation between mean exercise
intensity and the intra-individual 95% error limits of
% HRmax for the different drills was r= -0.54 (p =
0.16). The correlation between mean exercise
intensity and the p values from the t-tests for
comparisons of % HRmax during repetitions of the
different drills was r = -0.23 (p = 0.58). Thus, there
were no significant relationships between exercise
intensity of the different drills and the various
statistical results from the variability and reliability
analyses.
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Discussion
The low coefficients of variation (all less than 3%)
demonstrate only small differen’ces in hear. rate
responses between players in each of the training
drills used.
Hoff et al have reported similar to... variability
(standard deviation) values during a small-sided
game. Good reliability will again aid in a unified
training load for all subjects and will allow for the
provision of a progressive training load over- time.
Using the ratio limits, the preferred method of
assessing reliability in the sports sciences, it would
be appropriate from our results to state that all the
soccer drills tested show good reliability. Correlation
analysis showed no significant relationship between
soccer drill exercise intensity and the various
measures of variability and reliability. Therefore, the
hypothesis that soccer drills which elic: higher
exercise intensities will result in the most unified
exercise intensities cannot be supported fror- our
data. This may be due to the relatively small range
of exercise intensities observed during the soccer
drills we have used (3.3% HRmax). A more
Significant relationship may emerge if soccer drills
with a greater range of exercise intensities were used.
The various soccer drills tested appear to
demonstrate sufficiently good reliability and low
variability of exercise intensity for effective use wher-
training groups of soccer players. To be useful as an
endurance training mode, in addition to having
consistent and repeatable work intensities, a soccer
drill should produce exercise intensities that are
deemed appropriate for soccer endurance
development. Several drills examined in the present
study elicited heart rates between 90 and 95%
HRmax (2 v 2, 3 v 3, 4 v 4, and 6 v 6 pressure half
switch) and therefore, are potentially suitable for
improving V02max. Training intensities at the
‘individual anaerobic threshold’ (85-90% HRmax;)
appear to be effective in improving lactate threshold
parameters, with well-trained athletes probably
requiring greater exercise intensities than moderately
trained or sedentary individuals. The heart rate
responses of the 5 v 5,6 v 6, 8 v 8, and 5 v 5 pressure
half switch drills, were indicative of exercise

intensities suitable for improving ‘threshold’
parameters.
Conclusion
The findings of the present study suggest that a
number of soccer training drills elicit consistent heart
rate responses to allow optimized group physical
training. Furthermore, the heart rate responses
indicate the drills were performed at intensities
considered suitable to produce the physiological
adaptations required for soccer endurance.
Consequently, soccer drills such as those used here
may be useful as a substitute for at least some of the
physical training typically conducted without the ball,
and thus provide simultaneous skill and fitness
training. The increase in training time spent actually
using a football and, or a reduction in total training
time required may be useful for elite and non-elite
soccer teams.
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The study was designed to investigate  the “Effects of aerobic training and  circuit resistance train in gon
selected motor ability components among school boys “For this 45 school boys students were selected
randomly from Subbiah Ambalam Matriculation Higher Secondary School ,Karaikudi, Tamilnadu as subjects.
Their age ranged from 13 to 15years. They were divided in to three equal groups namely Experimental
Group I ,Experimental Group II and Control Group. In a week 5 days the Experimental   Group I underwent
Aerobic training, Experimental Group I1 underwent Circuit resistance training and Control Group was not
given any specific training. The following criterion variables were chosen namely, speed, leg explosive
power and agility. They assessed before and after  the training period of 6 weeks. The analysis of covariance
was used to determine of any significant difference was present among the three groups of the dependend
variables.    The study revealed that the selected on motorability components were significantly   improved
due to the influence of aerobic training and circuit resistance training.
Key.words:1.Aerobictraining 2.Circuitresistance training 3.Speed4.Legexplosive power5.
Agility6.ANOCA

EFFECTS  OF AEROBIC  TRAINING   AND CIRCUIT RESISTANCE
TRAINING ON SELECTED  MOTOR ABILITY CORNP. ONENTS

ANONQ SCHOOL  BOYS

* Dr.Mukesh Baladhiya

* P.T.I., Valiya Arts & P.R. Mehta College, Bhavnagar

Introduction
Training is a program  of exercise designed to improve
the skills and increase the energy capacities of an
athlete for a particular event. Aerobic training is
designed to develop endurance as well as speed,
leg explosive- power, agility in essential  muscle’
groups.   It is an efficient training method in terms of
gain made-in short time. Circuit training is a method
of physical conditioning  that employed both
apparatus. resistance - training and calisthenics
conditioning  exercise.  It provides a means of
achieving optimal fitness in a systematized  controlled
fashion. Various fitness levels are desiqnated which
legexplosive power, agility. In this study an attempt
is made to find out the”Effects of aerobic training
and circuit resistance training on selected motor
ability components among school boys.
Related  Literature,
Fett-et at.(2009) corrducted a study  on Resisted
and aerobic exercises are  recommended to reduce

weight and.improve . health, but which exercise
modality  offers the best results  is still unclear.
OBJECTIVE:  The aims of this study were to
compare circuit weight training (CWT) with joggjng
(JOGG)  on multiple cardiovascular   disease
(CVD), metabolic  risk factors  and fitness of
overweight and obese women (body composition,
lipid profile, uric acid, glucose, metabolic equivalent
(MET),  heart rate, blood pressure.   flexibility, resting
energy expenditure  (REE) and nitrogen balance
(NB)). METHODS:  Fifty women were randomly
divided in two groups, but only 26 finished it CWT
(n=14;36+/-12 years old; body mass index,
BMI=32+/-7 kg/m(2)) and JOGG  (n=12;37+/-9;
BMI=29+/-2). The first month of training consisted
of 60 minx 03 days/week and the second month of
training consisted of 04 days/week  for both
protocols and adietary reeducation.  RESULTS:
Both groups reduced total body’mass, fat body
mass, BMI, plasma uric acid and increase in
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MET(p<0.05);   there was no change in lean body
mass, REE and resting heart rate. CWT reduced
total cholesterol, plasma triqlycerides,  NB and
increased flexibility; JOGG reduced waist/hip  ratio,
glucose, systolic  blood pressure, high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol, and increased the total
cholesterol high-density  lipoprotein cholesterol
ratio(p<0.05). CONCLUSION:  Both protocols
improved CVD and metabolic risk factors. The
GWT presented    favorable changes regarding lipid
profile and flexibility; JOGG on glucose, waist/hip
ratio and blood pressure. These results suggest that
resisted exercise combined with aerobics  should
be considered for obese people. Never theless,
regarding some basal differences between the
groups, it was not possible to  conclude that changes
were due to exercise type  or intra - group variability.
Methodology
Since  the purpose  of the study was to find out the
effects  of aerobic training and circuit resistance
training on selected motor ability among school boys,
it was decided to select the untrained boy’s students
whowere not participating in any of the games or
sports or in any special training or coaching
programme. However, they were allowed to
participate in their routine physical education classes
in the college.  Since,during the period of training
the subjects were susceptible  for changes due to
growth; it was decided to have one control group
for the study. For this purpose, forty five boy’s
students, free from deformities  and ailments, were
selected at random by lot from Subbiah Ambalam
Matriculation  HigherSecondary  School,  Karaikudi,
Tamilnadu.  The age of the subjects ranged from
thirteen to fifteen. The subjects were randomly
assigned equally to one of the three groups in which
group I acted asaerobic training (n= 15)group II
underwent circuit resistance  training (n= 15)and
group III underwent control group (n=15).
Measurement  for the motor ability components  such
as speed(50mtsrun) leg explosive power(standing
broadjump) and agility(shuttle run)were recorded at
the beginning (pre-test),  after six weeks of the
training. The selection of subjects and assignment of
treatment were at random.  The subjects were not

equated inrelation to the factors in which they have
been examined.   Hence, the differences  among the
means of pre-test have to be taken in to account
during the analysis of the post-test differences among
the means. This was achieved by the application of
analysis of covariance, where in the final means were
adjusted for the differences in the critical means and
the adjusted  means were tested for significance.
Conclusions
From the analysis of data the following conclusions
were drawn. There was a significant difference
among aerobic training and circuit resistance training
on selected motor ability components of school
boys. There was a significant improvement on speed
due to circuit resistance training and aerobic training
programmes. However,.the improvement was in
favor of circuit resistance training. There wasa
significant improvement on leg explosive power due
to circuit resistance training and aerobic training
programmes. However the improvement was in
favor of circuit resistance training. There was a
significant improvement on agility due to circuit
resistance training and aerobic training programmes.
However the improvement was in favor of circuit
resistance training.
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INDIAN SPORT PERSON AND PERFOMANCE
* DR. Ranchhhod Rathvi

* Assi. Prof. Aswinbhai A Patel Commerce College, Gandhinagar.

Sports talent is a product otheredity and environment. But a person must be endowed with basic minimum
of biological potential only then it can be developed through training and other environmental factors to a
level needed in performance sports. In sports dominated countries the identification of talent through and
methods of sports medicine, physiology, and bio-ctiemistry. These sciences are able to determine certain
biological e.g., V02 max, muscle fiber distribution etc. The scientific criteria can be made by giving correct
data to the coach particularly regarding the physical development capacity for aerobic and anaerobic
efficiency. The human skeletal muscles have a mixture of slow twitch (Red muscle fiber) fibers and fast
twitch (White muscle fiber) fiber while the range offiber mixtures is relatively wide (ranging from 40 to 87
percent for fast twitch fiber and 13and 60percent for slow twitch fiber). Biopsy is the technique used for
determining fiber types. Doping is the administration of or use of any substance foreign to the body or any
physiological substance taken in abnormal quantity through abnormal route of entry into the body to enhance
theperformance”. So, to check such practices, the I.0 C. has devised a list of substances banned for use
by sports persons in competition/training. It is generally agreed amqng researchers in the area of altitude
that any eventperformed at altitude (about 2000 meter or more) lasting more than 2 minutes will require a
period of training at altitude in order to obtain optimal performance because in the high altitude there is lack
of oxygen, lack of gravitational force, lack of density of air which reduces the resistance of the airways to
the flow of air into and out.of the lungs. Nowaday’s most of the developed countries are using the modem
technologies and instrument for the development of sports and enhanced the performance. These modem
technologies rarely used in India as per as sports concern.

Introduction
The Study of sports performance in India has not
yet received due attention and it is mostly limited to
a superficial level. This state of affairs hopefully will
give way to a more serious and scientific approach.
Sports training aims at improving sports performance.
Therefore, the nature and structure of sports
performance determines to  a great extent the means
and methods of trainings as well as the total planning,
organization, implementation and assessment of
training. Sports performance is a highly complex
process and is a product of several internal and
external factors encompassing all the aspects of
human personality. So, sports performance is
complex and multidimensional in nature. A sport
performance in a simple words is the process of

tackling given sports tasks or demands. We can say
that sports performance is the Psycho-Socio-
Biological process of doing some actions of tackling
some sports task.
Structure   of Performance   Capacity
The performance capacity along with external factors
determines the sports performance. Performance
capacity is a complex of performance prerequisites
which are divided into following five groups:-’
1. Constitution: It consists of physique, body
weight and height, size, width and length of the body
parts, body fats, lean body mass and stability of
bones, joints etc.
2. Condition: It is also known as physical fitness. It
consists of strength, speed, endurance and their
complex forms.
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3. Technique- coordination: It consists of technical
skills, flexibility and Coordinative abilities.
4. Tactics: It consists of tactical knowledqe, tactical
skills and tactical abilities. .
5. Personality: It consists of beliefs, values,
interests, attitudes, temperament, mental capabilities,
personality traits, habits etc.
 The various performance prerequisites are inter-
related and inter-dependent. In above figure this
relationship is depicted through of various rectangles.
The five groups of factors i.e. condition, technique/
coordination, tactics, constitution and personality
represented by the respective rectangles. The training
state (sum total of all performance prerequisites
improved though training) also determines the relative
dominance or importance of the performance
factors. The process of performance, in addition to
performance capacity is also influenced by external
factors like officials, umpires, judges, opponent,
equipment, weather, ground condition, other
environmental factors etc. The external factors not
only influence the process of performing but also
the performance capacity. In the Indian cultural
context there are some important inter-related
factors related to sports performance which are at
the stage of infancy. Some of the factors are given
below-
· Talent identification
· Doping in sports
· High altitude training
· Modern technology
· Energy cost
· Diet
Talent Identification Sports talent is a product of
heredity and environment. But a person must be
endowed with basic minimum of biological potential
only then it can be developed through training and
other environmental factors to a level needed in
performance sports. through and methods of sports
medicine, physiology, and bio-chemistry. These
sciences are able to determine certain biological e.g.,
V02 max, muscle fiber distribution etc. The scientific
criteria can be made by giving correct data to the
coach particularly regarding the physical
development capacity for aerobic and anaerobic

efficiency.
Aerobic capacity means consumption of more
oxygen to break down carbohydrates and facts
which provides more amount of energy. It is
important for long duration of exercises. The body’s
ability to use oxygen depends on the efficiency of
the cardio-vascular system i.e. lungs, heat and blood
vessels. The example of aerobic activity are
calisthenics, walking, jogging, swimming, rope
skipping, weight training, circuit training, cycling,
football, hockey, lawn tennis, marathon etc.
Anaerobic capacity means consumption of less
oxygen and it is important for those activities which
require short bouts of vigorous movement in which
aerobic metabolism can’t takes place and ATP and
CP provides energy in this capacity.
 Studies had shown that only the capacities and size
of the fiber increases as the result of training and not
the number of twitch contraction time. It mean that
a person having high percentage of fast twitch fibers
can’t change in short twitch fibers, but he/she can
developed it through training. So such type of sports
persons can better perform in anaerobic type of
sports. So in this concern the sports dominated
countries like U.S.A, England, China etc. are earlier
diagnose the percentages of slow twitch and fast
twitch fibers in the muscles of the children (Age 4-7
year) and on the basis of the fibers arrangement,
heredity and as per the interest they will decide the
sports. But in Indian the biopsy technique is at
infancy stage.
Doping in Sports
The use of performance enhancing drugs is banned
in sports. However, Physical exercise and exertion
impose upon the body an increased demand of
nutrients and oxygen. The body can meet the demand
only a certain level beyond which exhaustion sets in.
A sports persons needs to keep himself vigorous,
energetic, full of vitality and endurance, to achieve
all this some sports persons resort to pills and
injections as shortcuts to success as they don’t
understand that good genes, scientific coaching,
proper nutrition to the task. are what ultimately brings
them success.
Doping is the administration of or use of any
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substance foreign to the body or any physiological
substance taken in abnormal quantity through
abnormal route of entry into the body to enhance
the performance”. So, to check such practices, the
I.a.c. has devised a list of substances banned for
use by sports persons in competition/training. The
wides spread use of drugs in sport, however began
in 1960’s Rome Olympic. In this Olympic one of
the cyclist was died after competing cycle race
because he has taken ‘Ronical’ (a type of drug).
After this incident the drug test in Olympics began
from 1968’s Maxico Olympic.
High Altitude Training
 It is gener.afly agreed among researchers in the area
of altitude that any event performed at altitude (about
2000 meter or more) lasting more than 2 minutes
will require a period of training at altitude in order to
obtain optimal performance because in the high
altitude there is lack of oxygen, lack of gravitational
force, lack:of density of air which reduces the
resistance of the airways to the flow of air into and
out of the lungs. Due to lack of gravitational force
the energy required to lift the body as in the Pole
Vault, high jump, s.print run, long jump etc., would
be theoretically decreased. Although training at
altitude improves performance. There is an evidence
to suggest that itimproves performance of trained
athlete after returning.to the sea level (more than sea
level training would). It is interesting to note at Mexico
City (elevation of approximately 7300 feet or about
2300 meters) during the 1968’s Mexico Olympics
most physiological adaptation were accomplished
with 2 to 3 weeks. While it is interesting to note that
age is apparently not a hindrance to acclimatization,
it should also be remembered that no matter how
well acclimatized on individual becomes,
performance or aerobic activities will always suffer
to a certain degree at high altitude. In the 1968
Olympic Games in Mexico City, it was determined
by the United States Ballistic Research Laboratory
that the weight for throwing event had theoretical
advantage of 6 cm for the shot put, 53 cm for the
hammer throw, 69 cm for the javelin and 162 cm
for the discus. But in India there are one or two
places are their for the high altitude training as

Banglore and Shimla, because the training
programme at high altitude is similar to those used
at sea level. One should be aware that because
muscular fatigue sets in earlier (lactic acid rises more
readily and at lower work levels at altitude, one is
forced to accept a slower tempo as well as a reduced
intensity and duration. So by the altitude training one
should give better performance in comparison tothe
sea level training at the sea level competition
Modern Technology
Nowaday’s most ofthe developed countries are
using,the modern technologies and instrument for the
development of sports and enhanced the
performance. These modern technologies rarely used
in India as per as sports concern. Some of the
technologies and instrument are listed below.
Magic Eve-It is an instrument-use-to measure the
length of distance covered by javelin in javelin throw
event.
Electronic Wrist Band –Mostof the sports, rich
countries like Holland, South Korea, Germany etc.
are using the electronic- wrist band which is linked
with the laptop. During the competition like hockey,
the coach of the team watch the heart beat of a
player which comes on the screen of laptop, related
to the work load. If it will go
beyond the 140 per minute then immediately coach
will substitute the player, because in the hockey game
there is rule of rolling substitution. This band is also
used in different types of sports training. The game
of baseball involves many signals and signs between
the coach and players in order to perform specific
plays; tactics and strategies to outmaneuver the other
team and win the game. The wristbands have a face
that displays these numbers or letters, so they are all
on the same page. The coach has a remote control
unitwhere he enters numbers and letters and transmits
the signals to all the players who wear a wristband.
Electromyography -It is an instrument to qive
information about the action potential of the particular
muscle of the human body. During training period,
with the use electromyography the sports dominant
countries are easily diagnose the action potential of
the sportsman muscle that which muscle is primary
mover for a particular skill. If the particular muscle
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is a weak than the trainers and coaches will put more
effort on the scientific type of exercises which are
fruitful for the particular muscle.
Cinematography - Through cinematography one
can easily watch the.acquisition of skill in a by part
manner, it will gives 120 photographs in a second
which helps in the rectification of the skill. Latest
example was the injury of Sachin Tendulkar, which
was diagnose with the help of Cinematography
technique. The main reason behind the injury was
the wrong way to perform the square cut skill.
Swim Suit - The swim suit for Men/Women are
manufactured by using
scientific thread which reduced the water resistance
by 2 meter per second.
Sports Shoe with Chip - sports shoe has a
computer chip that adjusts the cushioning in your
sole while you run. It is an Intelligent Shoe. What is
great about the shoe is that it adjusts itself to your
running conditions. The heel of the shoe has
amagnetic sensor that measures compression by
taking thousands of readings every second to provide
the microprocessor with the information needed to
calculate the ideal level of cushioning.
And more others
Energy cost- In India rarely used an instrument and
manual formula to find out the energy cost of
particular player during training session/camp,
Energy cost means the quantity of energy consumed
for a particular task. We can take an example of
one football player who takes a meal of 3600 Kcl
and by the training he consumed only 2600 Kcl
energy (calculated through energy cost). So balance
is 1000 Kcl this 1000 Kcl is a reserves, it means in
the next meal he will reduced the meal by 1000 Kcl
or increase the load, But in India, players will take a
diet of again 3600 Kcl, it means total energy in that
player is 4600 Kcl, So the excess amount of Kcl,so
the excess amount of kcl, energy will give negative
effect and increase the fats in the body.
Diet - Balance diet means a diet which contains the
nutrientin a appropreate proportion, So in sports,
diet should be balanced according to the nature of
sports, age, weight, height, sex, and climate and
health condition. In scientific principle of sports are

classified into four groups as per as diet concern.
The groups of sports are:
1- Light sports- It involves skill games which
require high skills, minimum strength and low
endurance. The muscular effort of this sports is
equivalent of the effort involved in walking 2 miles/
hr and as per as diet concern it require 50 Calories
/ kg of weight. The proportion of nutrients are-CAR:
60% PROTIEN: 15 and FATS 25%. for ex.
Archery, Shooting, Billiards, Chess, Carom etc.
2- Moderate sports: It involves sports which
require Skill moderate strength and moderate
endurance. The muscular effort of this sports is
equivalent to the effort involved in walking 4 mile/hr
and as per as diet concern it require 60 Calories/ kg
of body weight. The proportion of nutrients are-
CAR: 60%, PROTIEN: 14% and FATS: 26%, For
ex. Badminton, Cricket, Golf, Gymnastic, Kabaddi,
Kho-Kho, Table Tennis, Hurdling, Jumping and
Throwing.
3- Heavy sports-It involves sports which
required skills, high strength and high endurance. The
muscular effort of this sports it equivalent to the effort
in walking 6 mile/hr and as per as diet concern it
require 70 Calories/ Kg of body weight. The
proportion of nutrients are- CAR: 60%, PROTIEN:
13% and FATS: 27%. For ex. Boxing,wresting,
Football, Hockey, Handball, Cycling, Squash,
Water polo, Middle Distance Running, Middle
Distance Swimming.

4-Endurance sports- It involves sports
which require skill, moderate strength a n d
extreme endurance. The muscular effort of this sports
is equivelent to the effort involved in walking 8
mile/hr and as per as diet concern is require 90
Calories / kg of body weight. The proportion of
nutrients are-CAR: 60%, PROTIEN: 12%,
For ex, Marathon, cross country, Long Distance
Walking, Channel Swimming,
Mountaineering and Rowing.
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INTRODUCTION
Play is y Voluntary activity or occupation executed
within certain fixed limits of time and Place, according
to rules freely accepted and absolutely binding, having
its aim in itself and accompanied by a feeling of
tension, joy and consciousness that is “different” from
“ordinary life” Anthropometry simply means
“measurement of peopl”. The word is derived from
the Greek ‘anthros’ meaning man, and ‘metron’
measure. more formally it is the study of the size,
shape and strength of the human body, including,
mass, volumes, mobility, proportions, centers of
gravity, and inertial properties of the whole body
segments.
One of the important tasks for physical educationists
is measure different parts and components of human
body. The scientific terminology given to the
measurement of man is “Anthropometry”. There are
hundreds of human body measurements which have
attracted attention of many types of specialists like
anatomists, physical educationists, anthropologists,
human biologists, human physiologists, ergonomists,
designers, artists, pediatricians, sports scientists,
coaches, etc. Another term coined more recently
for the measurements of that body part which are
which are related to human body movements is “Kin
anthropometry”. Ross et al. (1978) have defined kin
anthropometry as, “the application of measurements
to the study of human size, shape, proportion,
composition, maturation and gross functions so as
to help understand human movement in the context
of growth, exercise, performance and nutrition”.
Anthropometric measurements like nose length, ear
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not included in kin anthropometry.
Significance of the study
The study will help to identify the difference between
motor fitness performances.
1. The study would help to find out the significant
relationship between jumpers, runners and throwers
on motor fitness components.
2. The study would give an additional knowledge to
the area of research.
3. The study would help the coaches and physical
education teachers to find out the athletic jumpers,
runners and throwers are better un the selected
motor fitness variables.
4.The findings of the study by bringing forth
adequate, inadequacies in physical Education of
schools in four districts of Gujarat.
5.Specific contributions of the study for the
development of Physical education programmers
would include the following areas.
6. Relation of physical education programs with the
educational programmers.
7. Fiscal management of the physical educational
programmer.
Objectives of the study:
The study undertaken will study the following
objectives:
1. To examine the difference between runners,
throwers and jumpers in relation to their motor ability
fitness components.
2. To assess the difference between runners,
throwers and jumpers in relation to their pull-ups
performance.
3. To assess the difference between runners,
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throwers and jumpers in relation to their push-ups
performance.
4. To assess the difference between runners,
throwers and jumpers in relation to their Vertical jump
performance.
5. To assess the difference between runners,
throwers and jumpers in relation to their Standing
Broad jump performance.
6. To acquaint the reader with the common methods
of finding the measurement of body composition.
7. To acquaint the reader with the techniques of
commonly used  anthropometric measurements.
8. To measure the Height, Weight, Sitting Height,
arm length, leg length and motor fitness components
among runners, and jumpers throwers.
Hypotheses:
Based on the review of literature discussed in chapter
two and the theoretical framework developed in the
present study, the following hypotheses have been
formulated.
1. There might not be any significant difference
difference between Runners and Throwers in relation
to their Motor Fitness.
2.  There might not be any significant difference
between Runners and jumpers in  relation to their
Motor Fitness.
3. There might not be any significant difference
between Throwers and jumpers in relation to their
Motor Fitness.
DESIGN OF THE STUDY

 

 

High school 

Motor Fithess General Body 

Weight 
Height 
Sitting 

Height 

Pull - ups 
Push - ups 
Vertical 

Jump 

Peak Performance 

SAMPLE OF THE STUDY
For the present investigation the sample considered
was high school boy’s athletes as Runners, Throwers
and jumpers. 300 Athletes were taken for the study,
the data collection are representing from 4 Districts
in Gujarat

S.No District Runners Throwers jumpers Total 
1 Surat 25 25 25 75 
2 Tapi 25 25 25 75 
3 Navsari 25 25 25 75 
4 Narmada 25 25 25 75 

Total 100 100 100 300 
 

TOOLS USED:
The following instruments have been used in the study.
• Standard Anthropometric Kit Was used to
Measure the anthropometric measurements of High
School Athaletes.
• Standardized Indiana motor fitness components
test was adopted to measure the motor fitness
components of High School Athaletes.
DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE:
The sample of the study was the school athlete’s
age group ranging between 11 to 16 years from three
types of athletes (jumpers, runners and throwers)
the jumpers, runners and throwers consisting four
districts (Surat, Tapi, Navsari and Narmada) each
districts has 75 boys total of 300 are studying in
Govt. of Gujarat. The subjects were randomly
selected  consisting the Factors such as height,
weight, sitting height, arm length and leg length of
the total sample this group was given the orientation
of the Indiana motor fitness test like pull-ups, push-
ups, vertical jump and standing broad jump were
taken accordingly.
Results and Discussion
The table and graph-1 showing the significant
difference between Runners and Throwers in relation
to their Motor Fitness

Activity Sample Mean SD ‘t’ P.value 
Motor fitness Runners 100.90 11.76 1.88 0.061 

 Throwers 97.73 12.01 
 

DISCUSSION
From the result Shown in the above table it is very
clear that there was no significant difference between
Runners and Throwers in relation to their motor
fitness. The mean value of Runners higher than the
mean value of throwers and obtained ‘t’ value was
1.88 and P. value was 0.61 which was not found to
be significant.
The table and graph-2 showing the significant
difference between Runners and Jumpers in relation
to their Motor Fitness
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Activity Sample Mean SD ‘t’ P.value 
Motor fitness Runners 100.90 11.76 -5.33 0.000 

 Jumpers 112.06 17.28   
 

DISCUSSION
From the result Shown in the above table it is very
clear that there was no significant difference between
Runners and Jumpers in relation to their motor
fitness. The mean value of Jumpers higher than the
mean value of Runners and obtained ‘t’ value was
-5.33 and P. value was 0.000 which was not found
to be significant.
The table and graph-3 showing the significant
difference between Throwers  and Jumpers in
relation to their Motor Fitness

Activity Sample Mean SD ‘t’ P.value 
Motor fitness Throwers 97.73 12.01 6.80 .000 

 Jumpers 112.06 17.28   
 

DISCUSSION
From the result Showing in the above table it is very
clear that there was no significant difference between
Throwers and Jumpers in relation to their motor
fitness. The mean value of Jumpers than the mean
value of Throwers and obtained ‘t’ value was -
6.08 and P. value was 0.000 which was not found
to be significant.
CONNCLUSIONS:
The Following Conclusions were drawn on motor
Fitness among high school athletes (Jumpers,
Throwers, Runner)
1. No  significant difference was found between
Runners and Throwers in relation to their motor
fitness.
2. significant difference was found between Runners
and Jumpers in relation to their motor fitness.
3. significant difference was found between
Throwers and Jumpers in relation to their motor
fitness.
Striking features of the Research: A pioneer
attempt was made in the area of Physical Education
which focused on General Body Measurements
(Weight, Height, and Sitting Height) and Motor
Fitness components (pull-ups, Push-ups, Vertical
Jump, Standing Broad Jump).
The Striking features of the study resulted into the

final conclusion have clearly indicated that Throwers
and Jumpers was showing a significant role in  Motor
fitness components was showing highly significant
effect on other motor fitness component (i.e.,
Weight). With  regard to pull-ups and  Push-ups, as
the results and discussions have clearly focused on
drawing the final components which was not found
to be significant at. 0.01 level of significance.
Similarly, the study was scientifically proved that
throwers and jumpers have shown a meagre impact
on other variables.
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When records are broken and Olympic heroes are created some persons stand away form the lime light,
but they are the one who scripted and directed that performance. The setting of new records and breaking
of traditional barriers of performance, has been more often than before in the last few decades. Sports
performance which were hard to imagine, just a few years ago are now common and the number of
athletes capable of outstanding performance is increasing continuously. They are the coaches which makes
it possible. Coaches are not only the central figure to the sports setting but their influence can extend to
other areas of the sportsmen’s lives as well. And yet until recently there has been virtually little research in
coaching behaviour, its determinants and impact on athletes. The effect of stress on job are costly and are
reflected in lower productive efficiency, reduced employee motivation and physical ability to do a task
well, low morale, increased anxiety and irritability which influences work efficiency. Stress is not confined
to individuals alone. The effects of stress on individuals will eventually have a collective impact on an
organisation.
Key words: performance, coach, stress.

ORGANISATIONAL DETERMINANTS OF OCCUPATIONAL STRESS
AMONG COACHES
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Introduction
The setting of new records and breaking of traditional
barriers of performance, has been more often than
before in the last few decades. Sports performance
which were hard to imagine, just a few years ago
are now common and the number of athletes capable
of outstanding performance is increasing
continuously. They are the coaches which makes it
possible. When records are broken and Olympic
heroes are created some persons stand away from
the lime light, but they are the one who scripted and
directed that performance. Coaches are not only the
central figure to the sports setting but their influence
can extend to other areas of the sportsmen’s lives
as well. And yet until recently there has been virtually
little research in coaching behaviour, its determinants
and impact on athletes. The effect of stress on job
are costly and are reflected in lower productive
efficiency, reduced employee motivation and physical
ability to do a task well, low morale, increased anxiety
and irritability which influences work efficiency.

Characteristics of Effective Coaches:
According to Mohan (2003a), some of the traits of
effective coaches are:
1. They frequently provide feedback and incorporate
numerous prompts and hustles.
2. Provide correction and reinstruction.
3. Use high level of questioning and clarifying.
4. Are predominantly engaged in instructions.
5. Manage the training environment to achieve
considerable order.
Burton and Raedeke (1993) suggest that the most
crucial skills in the coaching education process are
competence in diagnosis, skill in communicating and
the ability to provide alternatives. Simply having
experiences is not enough to guarantee an
improvement in coaching skills. Callier (1983)
enumerated the following characteristics of effective
coaches:
1. Administration skills which include care of
equipment, organisation of staff, organisation of
practice, communication with other coaches,
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adherence to philosophy and policy, public
relationship and supervision
2. Relationship skills which imply generating
enthusiasm, being firm, fair and consistent in
discipline, and being effective in communication with
individual and team members.
3. Performance skills which include taking care of
appearance of the team at practice, attitude of the
team, and conduct of the coach during the game.
4. Self improvement refers to coach improving and
updating his skills constantly.
Principles of effective coaching (Mohan et. al.
1996)
1. To put onus on sportsman: to make decision and
concentrate on what they are directing to improve
rather than tell him what to do and how to do.
2. Building confidence: Sportsmen may sometimes
fail; coaches help these sportsmen to build confidence
to attain new levels of performance. For this they
create a motivating environment where incremental
ongoing improvement occurs.
3. Earn respect of coaches by treating failure of
sportsmen as a learning experience.
4. Goal setting and feedback: Coaches should have
mutually agreed upon goals. Coach should then
monitor performance towards their attainment,
provide motivational or corrective feedback to realise
sportsperson’s full potential.
5. Coaches should emphasise continuous
improvement.
Coaches are not only the central figure to the sports
setting but their influence can extend to other areas
of the sportsmen’s lives as well. And yet until recently
there has been virtually little research in coaching
behaviour, its determinants and impact on athletes.
Effectiveness in Coaching:
According to Chelladurai (1984) training and
instruction behaviour concern the development and
mastery of the skills, techniques and tactics of the
sports. These behaviours should increase the ability
of the athletes, thereby strengthening the effort
performance relationship. The coach’s training and
instruction can facilitate intrinsic rewards in two
significant ways:-
1. In classifying the effort performance relation, the

coach can set realistic standard and goals for
personal performance.
2. The coach’s training and instruction enhances the
athlete’s ability and thereby increases the probability
of reaching the standard internalised the athlete.
Kremer and Scully (1994) opined that, coaches
effectiveness in training may be maximised if one pays
due regards to certain rules viz:
1. Comprehensive analysis of athletes effort, capacity
and personality development is necessary to
determine his highest limits of effort tolerance;
2. Work adaptation which is a function of individual
capability and
3. Taking care of their stress.
Rieder (1983) discussed the internal and external
factors determining the learning. Among them, the
learning ability and the emotional conditions are
important. The trainer’s primary duty is to make these
conditions optimal. The teaching-learning process
is based on trainer and athlete interaction. Silva et
al., (1985) suggested that coaches need is to know
not only the techniques and tactics of their particular
sport, but also the methods to teach these things to
the athletes. They must posses:
1. Psychological skills,
2. Energy management skills,
3. Stress management skills,
4. Attention skills,
5. Goal setting skills,
6. Leadership skills,
7. Communicating skills.
One of the barriers in coaching effectiveness
is the occupational stress experienced by
coaches:
The word stress is borrowed from physics and
engineering where it has a very precise meaning, a
force of sufficient magnitude to distort or deform
when applied to a system. One of the common
connotations of stress is hardship, strain, adversity
or affliction (Short oxford dictionary, 1983). The
effect of stress on job are costly and are reflected in
lower productive efficiency, reduced employee
motivation and physical ability to do a task well, low
morale, increased anxiety and irritability which
influences work efficiency. Stress at work may lead
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to an adverse effect on an employee’s family life also.
Effect of occupational stress on organisations
Stress is not confined to individuals alone. The effects
of stress on individuals will eventually have a
collective impact on an organisation. And the effects
can be more than just the sum total of individual’s
symptoms:
1. Poor working relationships,
2. Low morale,
3. Reduced quality of products and services.
4. Low productivity,
5. High absenteeism and lateness,
6. High accident rates,
7. High illness rates,
8. Increased dispute and strikes,
9. Vandalism and sabotage,
10. High labour turnover,
11. High number of request for early retirement.
Occupational stress and its health
consequences:
The stress of modern life is indicated by a large
number of people suffering from peptic ulcers, heart
attacks, strokes and many more consuming
incredible amounts of tranquillizers, alcoholic
beverages and sleeping pills. Due to occupational
stress, a person might experiences helplessness. It
has been documented that helpless ness is related
to depression, anxiety, disease susceptibility, coping
difficulties, old age problems, intellectual impairment
and work inefficiency (Rath, 1990).
Mishra et al., (1991) opined that occupational stress
has been found to be related to mental health.
Traditionally negative mental states such as
depression, tension, and anxiety were considered
to be important parameters of mental healthy.
However the absence of these states may indicate
that the person does not experience difficulty in
handling problems. In other words the psychological
well being is dependent on the presence of certain
states that provide sense of control and adequacy.
These positive states are perceived control, social
support and self efficacy. These are accepted
determinants of psychological mental health (Moss,
1985). In organisational settings generating
occupational stress, depression anxiety and stress

have been found to be the common consequences.
Even self esteem is lowered due to chronic
occupational stress (Mohan et al, 1996).
Features in the Work Enviornment / Work Life
as Source of Stress
Cooper and Marshall (1988) gave a model of
occupational stress highlighting features of work
environment as sources of stress. They are:
1. Stress on the job itself; Viz. Stressors intrinsic to
job itself e.g. workload, physical condition, hours
of work and decision making.
2. Job role based stress; e.g. role conflict, role
ambiguity, and job responsibility.
3. Career stress; Include stressors like lack of
opportunity for career advancement and promotion.
4. Stress due to relationship with superiors,
subordinates, players and co- workers.
5. Stressors associated with organisational policies
i.e. Lack of affective commitment to the organisation.
6. Stressors associated with spill over of work
problems at home i.e. homework interface.
Conclusion
Hence, organisations and organisational culture
determines employee’s job attitude to a large degree.
This brings us the issue of organisational culture /
quality of work life as the most important sources of
occupational stress.
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The rational for this study was designed to examine the level of competitive traitanxiety that were experienced
prior  toakabaddi competition andtoascertain whetherthere wereany differences between these two
agegroups. Anxiety  was measured using the sport competition Anxiety Test(SCAT) (Martens, Vealey and
Burton. 1990). The sample size consisted of two High School Kabadd iplayers with the age raoging
from15 to18 years and 20college Kabaddi players of age ranging between 19 to 25 years .Analysis of trait
anxiety showed a significance difference of o.05 as college kabaddi players were found to be less anxious
than school kabaddi players. But both the anxiety age group players presuppose anaverage degree of
suggestions  for future research and practical consideration which are listed in the conclusion.

DETERMINE THE ANXIETY LEVEL AT SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
KABADDI PLAYERS

* H.R. Maisuriya

* M.Phil. Student, K.S.V. University, Gandhinagar

lnroduction
The world of  games and sports  is ever expanding
with the increasing intensity of competition and
enlarging scientific studies  of human  movement.
Today,  performance  in a sport not  only demands
systematic training  to develop  physical   and
physiological  aspect of sports but also demands
training and consideration of psychological
characteristic   needed for success  inthat sport.
(Mathenson  &Mathes. 1991)
Most athletes  enter a competition  with some
concern  about their chances  of winning. “When an
athlete’s performance  suffers in an important event,
he is often too much worried about the outcome
...being solely concerned with winning and it causes
an increase in anxiety” (Orlick & Partington,  1988).
Anxiety has been defined as the negative aspects of
experiencing  stress. It is the worry that is
experienced  due to the fear of failure.
Researchers  have distinguished  between  two types
of anxiety: state anxiety
 & trait anxiety. The state anxiety is”characterized
by subjective, consciously  perceived  feeling of
apprehension and tension, accompanied  or
associated with activation or arousal of the
autonomic nervou ssystem” (Speilberfer,  1996) for

example.  a player’s level of state anxiety would
change from moment to moment during a football
match. They might have a slightly elevated level of
state anxiety (feeling some what  nervous and
notching their heart prounding)  prior tokick off. then
the Lower level is achieved once they settle down in
to the match; and once again an extremely  high level
of state anxiety is attained in the final minutes of a
very close game.
Trait anxiety is, a motive or acquired behavioral
disposition that predisposes an individual to perceive
a wide range of objectively non-dangerous
circumstances  as threatening, and to respond to
these with state anxiety reactions  disproportionate
inintensity and magnitude  of the  objective danqer,”
(Speliberger,  1996)
Limitation
• Results based on only one game of kabaddi.
• Small sample size.
• Only male kabaddi players were taken in the
sample.
• Participation  levels oftheplayers were
notrecorded.
Participants &Desiqn
25 high school kabaddi   players of 11th and 12th
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standard and 25 college kabaddi players respectively
from different schools & colleges of Delhi were
selected for the study. All players had aminimum of
two year experience, and had completed  once or
twice in aweek during the peak season. The test
was completed  prior to the start of the competition.
Measures
Anxiety can be measured  through  different  means
and specific  tools. In this study, the Sports
Competition  Anxiety  Test (SCAT) was used to
measure  the  competitive trait anxiety (A- Trait).
This  tool  is a self-report  psychometric  inventory
of A-Trait consisting of 15 items, 5 of them being
spurious items (Matens et al,1990; Hinbery &Gould
1999).
Procedure
Each player was approached  separately  and  the
researcher explained that the research inventory
would only take a few minutes and asked them to
be as honest as possible. Confidentiality was
guaranteed  and no names were taken revealed.
Analysis  &Results  of Data
To analyze thecollected  data, paired t-test was
utilized byusing theSPSS program.
Results
 N M S SED T 
College 25 20.70 2.7 0.94 4.41 
School 25 24.85 3.8   
 
Significant  at0.05 level.
The SCAT values   were analyzed  byusing paired t-
test.  The result shows  through  the paired t-test
that there exists a significant  difference  between
two means(SCAT- School 24.85 and SCAT College
20.70) at 0.05  level  of significance. The result also
shows that the college kabaddi players have less
anxiety level then the school kabaddi players.
However  both age groups have anaverage degree
of competition  anxiety.
Discussionand Conclusion
The main aim of the study was to describe the anxiety
differences  before the competitions in the different
age group players. From this investigation,  the results
obtained were very significant (t>0.05) and the
college football players were found less anxious than

the school kabaddi players.
In this study the result failed to prove the hypothesis
that trait anxiety would be greater prior to a
competition (both age group players have an average
degree ofanxiety level). As presented by Mckay et
al (1997), trait anxiety has been found to be higher
incompetition  than inpractice. However, the reason
for our results disclaiming  these examined out comes
can be held responsible for several reasons.  Firstly
increasing  the sample size and the period of testing
would benefit the validity of our result. This testing
should occur four and five times prior to different
competitions. By testing a multiple amount oftime,
will reduce the possibility of situational  bias This
means that feelin’g  and emotions that may affect
anxiety of the subjects on the day of testing can be
eliminated by mean of  multifaceted  testing  protocol.
However, due to time restraints,  one period of
testing was all,that was practical, and lead to an error
inresults (according)  to the other literature (Mckay
etal1997,Martens etat. 1990). The contribution  of
this study is to lay way to further investigation of
anxiety levels during practice and competition
indifferent games.
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pT JFT l5TFpT JFT l5TFpT JFT l5TFpT JFT l5TFpT JFT l5TFlT G pT E|FTMT Go ;BF PlT G pT E|FTMT Go ;BF PlT G pT E|FTMT Go ;BF PlT G pT E|FTMT Go ;BF PlT G pT E|FTMT Go ;BF P
; GM HLJFTJ[ S'lW PP s;FDJ[N o !($!f; GM HLJFTJ[ S'lW PP s;FDJ[N o !($!f; GM HLJFTJ[ S'lW PP s;FDJ[N o !($!f; GM HLJFTJ[ S'lW PP s;FDJ[N o !($!f; GM HLJFTJ[ S'lW PP s;FDJ[N o !($!f
EFJFY" o EFJFY" o EFJFY" o EFJFY" o EFJFY" o JFI] HLJG K[4 VFZMuINFTF K[P VFYL 5|FToSF/[
p9LG[ 5|F6NFIS JFI]G]\ ;[JG SZJ]\ V[ l5TF4 EF. VG[ lD+GF
H[8,]\ ;]B VF5[ K[P
;\N[X o ;\N[X o ;\N[X o ;\N[X o ;\N[X o ;\;FZDF\ JF:TlJS ;F{\NI" 5|S'lTDF\ H K[P VF56[
S'l+D 5|;FWGMYL VF56]\ ;F{\NI" JWFZJFGM E,[ UD[ T[8,M
5|ItG SZLV[4 5Z\T] 5|S'lTGF ;\5S"YL VF56F XZLZG[ H[
:JF:yI4 XlST VG[ ;F{\NI" 5|F%T YFI K[ T[ VG[S ZLT[ Rl-
IFT]\ CMI K[P 5|S'lTGF lGIDMG]\ 5F,G SZJFYL jIFIFD VG[
5|FS'lTS EMHGYL XZLZGF :GFI]VMGM ;DTM, lJSF; YFI
K[ VG[ V\U[V\UDF\YL ;F{\NI"G]\ T[H O}8[ K[P 5|FToSF/[ ;}IM"NI
5C[,F p9LG[ ;]BNFIS 5|F6JFI]G]\ lGIlDT ;[JG VG[ jIFIFD
SZJFYL DG]QI GLZMUL VG[ NL3"HLJL AG[ K[ HM VF56[ A/
JFG4 XlSTXF/L VG[ JLZ AGJF .rKTF CM.V[ TM VF56[
VF lNGRIF" lGIlDT :JLSFZJL HM.V[P
lGIlDTTFG]\ 36]\ H DCtJ K[P A[vRFZ lNJ; ;JFZ[ p9L UIF4
YM0L v36L S;ZT SZL ,LWL VG[ 5KL AW] A\WP VF ZLT[ TM
,FEGF AN,[ é,8]\ G]SXFG YX[P NZZMH RMSS; ;DI[
é9JFGL VG[ jIFIFD SZJFGL 8[J 5F0JL HM.V[P lGIlDT
jIFIFD V[S 36L H ;FZL 8[J K[P T[GL XZLZ 5Z H GlC4
5Z\T] DFGl;S A/GL J'lâ 5Z 56 VFüI"SFZS V;Z 50[
K[P 5lZzDXL, AGLG[ lNJ; 5I"\T YFS ,FU[ V[8,L ;BT
DC[GT SZJL T[ ;FZL ê3 ,FJJF VG[ SS0LG[ E}B ,UF0JFGL
;F{YL ;FZL VG[ ;:TL NJF K[4 5Z\T] jIFIFDGM RDtSFZ TM
lJlXQ8 K[P V[GL V;Z OST XZLZ ;]WL ;LlDT GYL ZC[TL4
5Z\T] T[ :JEFJ VG[ DGMA/GL X]lâDF\ 56 DNN~5 YFI
K[P VFBM lNJ; ,MB\0 8L5GFZ ,]CFZ SZTF\ VBF0FDF\ A[
S,FS S;ZT SZGFZ 5C[,JFG JW] A/JFG CMI K[P V[G]\ SFZ6
K[ jIFIFDGL ;FY[ ;\S/FI[,L pt;FCJW"S EFJGFP  T[ ;DI[
DGDF\ V[JL EFJGF ZC[ K[ S[ VF56[ :JF:yIGL ;FWGF SZLV[
KLV[ VG[ zâFGM DGMJ{7FlGS VG[ RDtSFlZS 5|EFJ
VF56F\ :JF:yI 5Z 50[ K[P IMU4 VF;G4 jIFIFD VG[

VF;GM äFZF VFZMuI 5|Fl%TVF;GM äFZF VFZMuI 5|Fl%TVF;GM äFZF VFZMuI 5|Fl%TVF;GM äFZF VFZMuI 5|Fl%TVF;GM äFZF VFZMuI 5|Fl%T

* HIzL JLP DSJF6FHIzL JLP DSJF6FHIzL JLP DSJF6FHIzL JLP DSJF6FHIzL JLP DSJF6F

* V;M;LV[8 5|FO[;Z4 DFT'zL DM\WLAF DlC,F VF8"; SM,[H4 VDZ[,LV;M;LV[8 5|FO[;Z4 DFT'zL DM\WLAF DlC,F VF8"; SM,[H4 VDZ[,LV;M;LV[8 5|FO[;Z4 DFT'zL DM\WLAF DlC,F VF8"; SM,[H4 VDZ[,LV;M;LV[8 5|FO[;Z4 DFT'zL DM\WLAF DlC,F VF8"; SM,[H4 VDZ[,LV;M;LV[8 5|FO[;Z4 DFT'zL DM\WLAF DlC,F VF8"; SM,[H4 VDZ[,L

ZDTvUDTDF\ lGIlDT~5[ EFU ,[JFYL XZLZ DHA}T 4
;]\NZ VG[ ;]0M/ AGL HFI K[P E}BvTZ; TYF UZDLv9\0L
;CG SZJFGL XlST JW[ K[P jIFIFDYL :GFI]VMG[ XlST
D/[ K[4 O[O;F DHA}T YFI K[4 ,MCL X]â YFI K[4 A]lâ TL16
AG[ K[4 VG[ VFI]QI ,F\A] AG[ K[P ZMU VG[ 3056 T[GL 5F;[
VFJT]\ GYLP D'tI]\ N}Z EFU[ K[P N[X4 SF/ VG[ ;DIG[ VG]~5
C/JM jIFIFD SZJM HM.V[P N[XL ZDTM ZDJL HM.V[ VG[
IMUF;GM SZJF HM.V[P lS|S[8v8[lG; JU[Z[ DM\3L lJN[XL
ZDTM TZO NM0J]\ T[ ZFQ8= 5|tI[ U]GM AG[ K[P V[GM V[ 56 VY"
GYL S[ AWM H ;DIUF/M lGlüT SZLG[ ;JFZDF\ 5|F6JFI]G]\
;[JG TYF jIFIFD VF;GM :JF:yI DF8[ ;JM"¿D K[P lGIlDT
lNGRIF" HLJGDF\ ;]BNFIS GLJ0[ K[P
VF56]\ HLJG V[8,]\ VS]NZTL AGL UI]\ K[ S[ VFZMuIGF
;J";FDFgI lGIDM TZO VF56[ V[S 5|SFZGL ;}U S[/JL
ZCIF KLV[P VF;G4 VFZMuI DF8[ p¿D J:T] K[ V[D SM6
GYL HF6T]\ m KTF\ V[ J:T] TZO pNF;LGTF S[/JJF V[G[
JUMJGFZGL ;\bIF VMKL K[ S[ m VFHGM DFGJL lJ7FG VG[
;\:S'lTGF VM9F C[9/ XZLZ ,L;]\v;]\JF/]\ VG[ VF/;]\ ZFB[
K[P VGFZMuIG[ K}5FJJF VFtD5|J\RGFGM VFXZM ,[ K[P NFSTZ
VG[ NJFGL DNNYL HLJGFZ DFGJL S[8,M AWM NIFG[ 5F+
K[ m HIF\ XZLZ lGlQS|I AgI]\4 UlTlCG YI]\ S[ lJSFZ VG[
jIFlWGM HgD YJFGMP ;DFHGF SFINFYL ARL H. XSFI
K[P .`JZDF\ SFG}GG[ SM. AN,L 56 XST]\ GYL VG[ V[GF
E\UGL ;HFYL ARL 56 XSFT]\ GYLP
J[NGF SF/YL H GF l;âF\T äFZF lC\NDF\4 jIFIFDG]\ DCtJ
:YFl5T SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P J[NSF/YL H XZLZG[ WD"4 VY"4
SFD VG[ DM1FG]\ ;FWG DFGJFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P RFZ VFzDMGL
VG[ T[DF\ 56 A|ïRI" VFzDGL IMHGF äFZF 5|tI[S AF/SG[
DFGl;S4 G{lTS VG[ VFwIFltDS 7FG VF5JFGL jIJ:YF
SZJFDF\ VFJL CTLP VF56L 5F;[ 5}J"HMGL jIFIFD
5|6Fl,SFGM EjI JFZ;M VFnFl5 DMH}N K[P EFZTGF VG[
N]lGIFGF DFGJLVM TGvDGG]\ êR]\ VFZMuI 5|F%T SZL XS[
K[P VF;GMGM jIFIFD4 ;}I" GD:SFZ4 5|F6FIFD .tIFlN
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jIFIFDG]\ DCtJ K[P
5|S'lTGF BM/FDF\ ZDTF\ VG[ 5ZDFtDFGF wIFGDF\ ,LG ZC[TF
S]NZTGF SFINFVMGM VD, SZTF\ klQFvD]lGVMV[ VF;G
5âlTGL XMW SZL K[P VF56L VF;5F;GF 5|F6LvHUT 5Z
GHZ GF\BTF bIF, VFJX[ S[ T[VM AWF T\N]Z:T4 :O}lT",F VG[
DHA}T K[P S]NZT TZOYL T\N]Z:T4 A/JFG VG[ DCFG YJF
HgD[ K[P DFGJL VFZMuI4 VFCFZ4 E|Q8lJRFZ4 A[9F0]\ HLJG
VG[ S]NZTGF 5lJ+ SFINFGL VJU6GF äFZF DF\NM4 lGDF"<I
VG[ GQ85|FI AGL ZðM K[P
A[9F0] \ HLJGGL ;HF oA[9F0] \ HLJGGL ;HF oA[9F0] \ HLJGGL ;HF oA[9F0] \ HLJGGL ;HF oA[9F0] \ HLJGGL ;HF o
s!f lOÞL VF\BM4 T[HCLG RC[ZM4 lRl0IM :JEFJ4 DM8]\ 5[8
VG[ -\UW0F lJGFGL RF,JF/F DFGJL A[9F0]\ H L J G
HLJGFZM CMI K[P
sZf ccJF5ZM VYJF U]DFJMcc S]NZTGM V[ ;]J6" D]ãF,[B K[P
A[9F0]\ DFGJLGF :GFI]VM -L,F4 lGlQS|I4 lXlY,
VG[ RZALI]ST CMI K[P V[JF DFGJLDF\ SFI"XlST AC] VMKL
CMI K[P YM0]\ RF,TF 56 V[G[ YFS ,FUL HFI K[P
s#f A[9F0\] DFGJL DL9L 5[XFA4 ZSTGF ANF6sa,0 5|[XZf4
SAlHIFT4 U[; .tIFlN ZMUMYL ;FDFgI ZLT[ 5L0FTM CMI
K[P 5FRGT\+GF NN"YL 5L0FTF X[l9IFVM 5[8GF U0A0 UM8F/
FYL OlZIFN SZGFZ 5|MO[;ZMSAlHIFT VG[ U[;GL A}D
5F0GFZF A]lâHLJLVMV[ SNL lJRFI"]\ K[ S[ T[VMGL TGvDGGL
lADFZLG]\ SFZ6 X]\ K[P
s$f lGlQS|I 5lZzD lJGFG]\ HLJGFZGF HLJ\T VJIJM lGA"/
AGL UI[,F K[P V[JF ,MSMG]\ ìNI TFSFT l J G F G ] \ 4
O[O;F\ ;tJ lJGFGF\4 7FGT\T] SFI"XlST lJGFGF\ CMJFYL
XZLZGF\ T\+DF\ S[8,]\ V\W[Z CX[ T[GM TM HZF bIF,
SZMP
s5f A[9F0]\ DFGJL HLJG XlSTGF VEFJDF\ C\D[XF V[S IF
ALHL DF\NULYL 5L0FTM CMI K[P lARFZM VFZMuIGL
S<5GFDF\ HLJG lJTFJ[ K[P A[9F0]\ DFGJLGL ;Z[ZFX êRF.
JHG VG[ VFI]QI N]oB p5HFJ[ V[JF CMI K[P
I\+ I]UDF\ XFZLlZS zDGL DF+F VMKL Y. U. K[P VFHLlJSF
DF8[ CJ[ 5Z;[JM 5F0JFGL H~Z lJH/LGF A8GI]UDF\ ZCL
GYLP VFlNvDFGJLGL EFlJ 5|HFV[ WLD[vWLD[ S]NZTGF A/
MG[ TFA[ SZJF DF\0ŸIFP U]OF KM0L 3Z VG[ UFD J;FJJF ,FuIFP
VFlNDI]U4 5yYZI]U JU[Z[ ptS|F\lT äFZF I\+I]UGM I\+JTŸ
DFGJL ;}I"5|SFX4 CJF4 HFTDC[GT4 5|FS'lTS VFCFZYL J\lRT
Y. UIMP N]lGIFEZGF DMHvXMB4 V[XMVFZFD4 WGvJ{EJ
D/[ 5KL V[GM p5IMU SZGFZ TGvDGG]\ VFZMuI G CMI
TM m
VF;GMGM pÛ[X XZLZGF\ HLJ\T VJIJMGM IMuI jIFIFD
J0[ lJSF; SZLG[ VG[ T[DG[ HLJGXlST V5L" NL3"SF/5I"\T

VFZMuIDI ;]BL HLJG VF5JFGM K[P XZLZGF VJIJMGL
T\N]Z:TL tIFZ[ H ;RJFI S[ HIFZ[ V[DF\ UlT CMIP IMuI
ZSTE|D6 YT]\ CMI4 5|F6JFI]GL JC[\R6L IMuI ZLT[ YTL CMI4
5FRG4 5MQF6 VG[ XMQF6 jIJl:YT YTF\ CMIP XZLZGM SRZM4
h[Z VG[ lJHFTLI ãjIMGM lGSF, AZFAZ YTM CMIP VF;G
VG[ jIFIFDYL V[ AW]\ XSI YFI K[P lGA"/ SFIFDF\YL DFGJL
WFZ[ TM ZF1F;L A/4 VDF5 HLJGXlST VG[ VB\l0T VFZMuI
5|F%T SZL XS[ K[P
 VF;GGL ìNI 5Z V;Z o VF;GGL ìNI 5Z V;Z o VF;GGL ìNI 5Z V;Z o VF;GGL ìNI 5Z V;Z o VF;GGL ìNI 5Z V;Z o ìNI :GFI]VMG]\ AG[,]\
K[P jIFIFDYL H[D XZLZGF VgI :GFI]VMGM lJSF; YFI K[
T[D ìNIGF :GFI]VMDF\ 56 lJSF; YFI K[P VF;G JBT[
XZLZGF B}6[vB}6FDF\ :JrK ZSTGL JW] H~Z CMI K[P ZSTGM
HyYM DM8F 5|DF6DF\ :GFI]VM TZO 5CM\RF0JM H~ZL Y.
50[ K[P VFYL ìNIGF WASFZF JW[ K[ VG[ `JFrKM`JF;GL
5|lS|IF h05L AG[ K[P ìNI 5|tI[S WASFZF ;FY[ ZSTGM DM8M
HyYM WS[,L XS[ K[P VFYL VF;G SZGFZ SM.56 XFZLlZS
SFD SZX[ tIFZ[ ìNIGF WASFZF V[SND JWL HTF GYL4 V[8,]\
H GlC 56 DC[GTGF SFDYL YI[,F WASFZF V[SND JWL
HTF GYLP V[8,]\ H GlC 56 DC[GTGF SFDYL YI[,F WASFZF
T]ZT H ;FDFgI l:YlTDF\ VFJL HFI K[P VF;GG[ ,LW[
ìNIGL DNNYL h05YL OZT]\ ZST XZLZGF 1FL6 SFIM"G[
HLJG VF5L GJLG SMQFMG[ pt5gG SZL VFCFZDF\YL XMQF[,]\
VgG 5MQF6 DF8[ VF5[ K[P XZLZGL ACFZ 5Z;[JF VG[
prKŸJF; .tIFlN äFZF h[ZGM h05YL lGSF, SZ[ K[P XZLZGF
R[TG4 TFHUL VG[ T\N]Z:TLG]\ JFTFJZ6 HDFJ[ K[P
VF;GGL O[O;F\ 5Z V;Z o VF;GGL O[O;F\ 5Z V;Z o VF;GGL O[O;F\ 5Z V;Z o VF;GGL O[O;F\ 5Z V;Z o VF;GGL O[O;F\ 5Z V;Z o O[O;F\ VF;GYL lJSl;T
YFI K[4 ê0F `JFrKM`JF; S[8,FS JFI]SMQFM H[ ;FDFgI ZLT[
VF/;]\ VG[ lGlQS|I CMI K[ T[G[ HFU'T SZL R[TG VJ:YFDF\
,FJ[ K[P
VF;GYL O[O;FGF lGlQS|I AG[, EFUMG[ GJHLJG 5|F%T YFI
K[ VG[ T[GL SFI"XlST JW[ K[P JFI]SMQFM p5IMUDF\ VFJJFYL
T[GL J'lâ YFI K[P V[ JW] 5|DF6DF\ 5MTFGL V\NZ 5|F6JFI]
WFZ6 SZL XS[ K[P VF ZLT[ DM8FEFUGF JFI]SMQFM p5IMUDF\
VFJJFYL O[O;FGL VG[ KFTLGL J'lâ YFI K[P
 VF;GGL VgG5FRG 5Z V;Z oVF;GGL VgG5FRG 5Z V;Z oVF;GGL VgG5FRG 5Z V;Z oVF;GGL VgG5FRG 5Z V;Z oVF;GGL VgG5FRG 5Z V;Z o
VF;GYL 5FRGXlST JW[ K[P 5FRG YI[,]\ VgG ;C[,F.YL
ZSTDF\ XMQF. HFI K[P ZST XZLZGL RFZ[ AFH] 3}D[ K[ VG[
HIF\ HFI K[ tIF\ SMQFMG[ 5MQF6 TtJM VF5L ;D'â SZ[ K[P VF
ZLT[ VgGv5FRGGL lS|IFv5FRGXMQF6 VG[ 5MQF6 lGIlDT
h05YL VG[ jIJl:YT ZLT[ YFI K[P XZLZ lNGv5|lTlNG
T\N]Z:T VG[ ;XST AGT]\ HFI K[P 5FRG S[J/ VFCFZGL
ZF;FIl6S lS|IF GYL 56 ;FY[ ;FY[ :GFI]VMGF\ ~5F\TZGL
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56 lS|IF K[P H[ ,MSM XFZLlZS DC[GT SZTF GYL T[ ,MSMDF\
VF\TZ0FVMGF :GFI]VMGF JT"]/FSFZ VF\S]RG VMKF VG[ D\N
CMJFYL 5FRGlS|IFDF\ JFZ\JFZ lJ1F[5 50[ K[P SAlHIFTDF\
NNL"GF DM8F VF\TZ0F p5,L lS|IF AZFAZL SZL XSTF GYLP
jIFIFDYL 5[8GF :GFI]VMG[ :JFEFlJS ZLT[ H DF,LX VYF"TŸ
DN"G D/T] CMJFYL VG[ VgGDFU"DF\ :JrK ZSTGM DM8M
HyYM OZTM CMJFYL XZLZGF\ VgGv5MQF6GL lS|IF S]NZTL
ZLT[ ;TT RF<IF SZ[ K[P VF;GYL 5FRS Z;M 5Z VF;GGL
X]E V;Z YFI K[P CMHZLDF\GM 5FRS Z; CFI0=MS,MZLS
V[l;0 ZSTDF\YL pt5gG YFI K[P XZLZGF ALHF VF\TlZS
VJIJM DFOS D}+l5\0 56 VF;GYL T\N]Z:T VG[ SFI"vS]X/
AG[ K[P
 VF;GGL :GFI]VM 5Z V;Z o VF;GGL :GFI]VM 5Z V;Z o VF;GGL :GFI]VM 5Z V;Z o VF;GGL :GFI]VM 5Z V;Z o VF;GGL :GFI]VM 5Z V;Z o VlT 5F{lQ8S S[
VlT BZFA BMZFSYL4 Dn5FGYL S[ BZFA 8[J S[ DF\NULDF\YL
H[8,F 5|DF6DF\ :GFI]VMGL N]A"/TF S[ lXlY,TF JW[ K[P T[YL
VG[SU6L :GFI]VMGL lGlQS|ITF JW[ K[P :GFI]VMGL lGA"/
TF 5FK/ XZLZGF HLJ\T VJIJM H[JF S[ ìNI4 O[O;F\4
VF\TZ0F4 D}+l5\0 VG[ 7FGT\T]VMGL lGA"/TF K[P HLJ\T
VJIJM 56 :GFI]VMG[ lJSl;T VG[ T\N]Z:T AGFJ[ K[P
 VF;GGL 7FGT\T]VM 5Z V;Z oVF;GGL 7FGT\T]VM 5Z V;Z oVF;GGL 7FGT\T]VM 5Z V;Z oVF;GGL 7FGT\T]VM 5Z V;Z oVF;GGL 7FGT\T]VM 5Z V;Z o VlT DFGl;S
zD SZGFZF lJnFYL"VM4 ,[BSM VG[ SFZS]GMG[ XZLZ[ G\BF.
UI[,F4 1FL6 T[H VG[ A/ lJGFGF HM.V[P VlT DUHDFZLGF
SFDYL 7FGT\T]VM SFID pxS[ZF8GL l:YlT EMUJ[ K[P

DM8F :GFI]VMGL 5|J'l¿ VYF"T ZDTvUDT4
TZJ]\vBMNJ]\4 VF;GM SZJF ,F\A[ ;]WL RF,J]\ JU[Z[ jIFIFDDF\
DUH S[ .rKF XlSTGM AC]\ H VMKM p5IMU YTM CMJFYL
7FGT\T]VMG[ HFTGL lS|IFYL VG[S 5|SFZGM jIFIFD 5|F%T
YFI K[P ZSTvE|D6GL lS|IF h05L AGJFYL 7FGT\T]VM H[
DFGl;S AMHFYL YFSL UIF CMI T[ GJLG A/ 5|F%T SZ[ K[
DUH VG[ SZM0ZHH]G[ ZSTGM :JrK HyYM D/[ K[P
5}P UF\WLHLV[ Sæ\] K[ S[ ccVF;GM VG[ 5|F6FIFD V[ccVF;GM VG[ 5|F6FIFD V[ccVF;GM VG[ 5|F6FIFD V[ccVF;GM VG[ 5|F6FIFD V[ccVF;GM VG[ 5|F6FIFD V[
;FltJS jIFIFD U6L XSFIP SFZ6 S[ V[ jIFIFDGM;FltJS jIFIFD U6L XSFIP SFZ6 S[ V[ jIFIFDGM;FltJS jIFIFD U6L XSFIP SFZ6 S[ V[ jIFIFDGM;FltJS jIFIFD U6L XSFIP SFZ6 S[ V[ jIFIFDGM;FltJS jIFIFD U6L XSFIP SFZ6 S[ V[ jIFIFDGM
5|WFGpÛ[X XZLZG[ EMUL AGFJJFGM GlC 56 X]â5|WFGpÛ[X XZLZG[ EMUL AGFJJFGM GlC 56 X]â5|WFGpÛ[X XZLZG[ EMUL AGFJJFGM GlC 56 X]â5|WFGpÛ[X XZLZG[ EMUL AGFJJFGM GlC 56 X]â5|WFGpÛ[X XZLZG[ EMUL AGFJJFGM GlC 56 X]â
AGFJJFGM K[P V[YL 36F\ ZMUM ;FD[ Z1F6 YFI K[PAGFJJFGM K[P V[YL 36F\ ZMUM ;FD[ Z1F6 YFI K[PAGFJJFGM K[P V[YL 36F\ ZMUM ;FD[ Z1F6 YFI K[PAGFJJFGM K[P V[YL 36F\ ZMUM ;FD[ Z1F6 YFI K[PAGFJJFGM K[P V[YL 36F\ ZMUM ;FD[ Z1F6 YFI K[P
XZLZGL E[UL YTL VX]lâVMG[ H[D D/vD}+FlN äFZFXZLZGL E[UL YTL VX]lâVMG[ H[D D/vD}+FlN äFZFXZLZGL E[UL YTL VX]lâVMG[ H[D D/vD}+FlN äFZFXZLZGL E[UL YTL VX]lâVMG[ H[D D/vD}+FlN äFZFXZLZGL E[UL YTL VX]lâVMG[ H[D D/vD}+FlN äFZF
SF-L GFBJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P T[D ALHL S[8,LS VX]lâVMG[SF-L GFBJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P T[D ALHL S[8,LS VX]lâVMG[SF-L GFBJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P T[D ALHL S[8,LS VX]lâVMG[SF-L GFBJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P T[D ALHL S[8,LS VX]lâVMG[SF-L GFBJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P T[D ALHL S[8,LS VX]lâVMG[
VF;G VG[ 5|F6FIFD äFZF SF-L GFBJ] \  V[ H V[VF;G VG[ 5|F6FIFD äFZF SF-L GFBJ] \  V[ H V[VF;G VG[ 5|F6FIFD äFZF SF-L GFBJ] \  V[ H V[VF;G VG[ 5|F6FIFD äFZF SF-L GFBJ] \  V[ H V[VF;G VG[ 5|F6FIFD äFZF SF-L GFBJ] \  V[ H V[
jIFIFDG] \ 5|IMHG K[PccjIFIFDG] \ 5|IMHG K[PccjIFIFDG] \ 5|IMHG K[PccjIFIFDG] \ 5|IMHG K[PccjIFIFDG] \ 5|IMHG K[Pcc
XZLZG[ H[D AFæ :GFGGL H~Z K[ T[D VF\TlZS :GFGGL T[8,L
H S[ T[YL JW] H~Z K[P VF;GM äFZF ZST X]lâ YJFYL VF\TlZS
:GFG :JFEFlJS AG[ K[P XZLZGF VF\TlZS VJIJM 5Z H[
X]E V;Z VF;GM äFZF YFI K[P T[YL EFuI[ H ALHL SM.
5âlTYL Y. XSTL CX[P IS'T DM8F VF\TZ0F\4 D}+l5\04 H9ZG[

VF;GM äFZF ;FZF 5|DF6DF\ jIFIFD D/[ K[P VF;GM 5[8GF
NNM"GL VS;LZ NJF K[P
VF;G SZGFZGL HLJGXlST B}A 5|DF6DF\ JW[ K[P ZMU
5|lTSFZS XlST DHA}T AG[ K[P VF;GMDF\ T\N]Z:T DF6;MG[
VFZMuI VF5JFG]\ VG[ DF\NF DF6;MG[ 5}6" VFZMuI VF5JFG]\
;FDyI" K[P N]lGIFGF HF6LTF VFZMuIXF:+LVMV[ VF;G
5âlTG[ ZMUlJGFXS sSI]Z[8LJ ;L:8Df TZLS[ :JLSFZL K[P
VF;G ZMUlJGFXS VG[ ZMUG[ V8SFJGFZ K[P VF;G
SZGFZG[ V5RM4 D\NFluG4 SAlHIFT JU[Z[ 5[8GF NNM"4 JF.4
gI]Z[:Y[lGIF JU[Z[ 7FGT\T]GF NNM" S[ VgI lADFZL SNL VFJTL
GYLP VF;G SZGFZG]\ XZLZ R5/4 ;]Û=-4 D],FID VG[
:O}lT"JFG AG[ K[P VF;GGL D]bI V;Z SZM0ZHH] 5Z YFI
K[P VF56F\ VFZMuI VG[ SZM0ZHH] JrR[ UF- ;\A\W K[P
VF;GMGF jIFIFDYL SZM0ZHH]GL l:YlT :YF5STF JW[ K[P
V[GFYL D[~N\0 D},FID YFI K[P VG[ T[GF VF;5F;GF :GFI]G]\
ZST ;FZF 5|DF6DF\ E[U]\ YJFYL 7FGT\T]VM A/JFG AG[ K[P
VF;G DF+ XFZLlZS OFINM SZ[ K[ V[D G DFGXMP
VFwIFltDS IMuITF DF8[ VF;G z[Q9 K[P VF;GM äFZF
N[CX]lâ SZLG[ H IMULVM 5|E]5|Fl%TGF DFU" 5Z VFU/ JW[
K[P
 p5;\CFZ op5;\CFZ op5;\CFZ op5;\CFZ op5;\CFZ o
HgDYL D'tI] ;]WLGF lJXF/ O,S 5Z ;]BFSFZLYL lJCZJ]\
CMI TM X~VFTYL V\T ;]WL jIlST VFZMuI TZO 5MTFG]\
wIFG S[lgãT SZLG[ RMSS; 5|SFZG]\ lGIlDT HLJG HLJ[ TM
HL\NULGL T[GL D];FOZL ;]BNFIL GLJ0[ K[P c5C[,]\ ;]B T[
HFT[ GIF"c ;}+GL ;FY[ 5|F6JFI]4 IMuI EMHG4 lJCFZ4 XIG4
5|F6FIFD4 IMUF;GGF\ R}:T 5F,GYL HL\NUL VFG\NYL 5}ZL
SZL XSFI K[P HgD YL D'tI] JFIF CMl:58, GlC 5Z\T] HgD
YL D'tI] JFIF cIMUc TZO wIFG VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ TM cc;J"[
EJgT] ;]lBGo ;J"[ ;gT] lGZFIDF @@@@@@Pcc

;CFIS U| \YM;CFIS U| \YM;CFIS U| \YM;CFIS U| \YM;CFIS U| \YM

IMUNlX"SF v ,[BS o :JFDL ZFHlQF" D]lG4 5|SFXS o zL
VFZPV[RP58[,4 !))5P
IMU 5lZRIv,[BS o DC[XF VFtDFZFD EÎ 5|SFXS o
V[DPV[P EÎ4 Z___
jIFIFD VG[ ;}I"GD:SFZv,[BS o 0F¶P HLJGAgW] 5LP
RMS;L4 ;\P Z_!!4 VFJ'l¿ o ALHL
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VF\TZ lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, AF:S[8AM, VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF B[,F0L EF.VMGL
GDGLITF4 UlT;]D[/4 A/4 h05 VG[ V[ZMlAS XlSTGM T],GFtDS VeIF;

* DGLQF JLP VFHSLIFDGLQF JLP VFHSLIFDGLQF JLP VFHSLIFDGLQF JLP VFHSLIFDGLQF JLP VFHSLIF

* V[DP5LPV[04 :8]0g84DCFN[J N[;F. XFZLlZS lX1F6 DCFlJnF,I4 ;FNZF

VF ;\XMWG VeIF;GM C[T] VF\TZ lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, AF:S[8AM, VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF B[,F0L EF.VMGL
GDGLITF4 UlT;]D[/4 A/4 h05 VG[ V[ZMlAS XlSTGM T],GFtDS VeIF; SZJFGM CTMP VF ;\XMWG VeIF; DF8[
VF\TZ lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, AF:S[8AM, ZDTGF !Z VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF !Z B[,F0L EF.VMG[ lJQFI5F+M
TZLS[ 5;\N SZL T[DGL GDGLITF4 UlT;]D[/4 A/4 h05 VG[ V[ZMlAS XlST DF5G DF8[GL 8[:8 ,FU] 5F0L VF\S0FVMG]\
V[S+LSZ6 SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ CT]\P A\G[ ZDT H}YMGF D/[, 5|F%TF\SM 5Z 8[:8 ,FU] 5F0L _P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"STF
RSF;TF A\G[ ZDT H}YM JrR[GF 5|F%TF\SMGF 5|DF6DF\ VD]S 5|SFZGM GM\WGLI TOFJT HMJF D?IM CTMP

5|:TFJGF o
VFH[ lJ`JDF\ ZDTUDT TYF XFZLlZS lX1F6GL 5|J'l¿V[
H[ :YFG ,[JF DF\0I]\ K[ T[DF\ H[ jIF5S Z; 5[NF YJF
,FuIM K[[ T[ HMTF\ VF56G[ 5|FRLG U|L;GL IFN VFjIF
JUZ ZC[TL GYLP V[ ;DIDF\ U|L;DF\ DFGJ
5|J'l¿GF 36F\ 5F;FVM V[S ;ZBF lJSF; 5FdIF CTFP
V[ N[XDF\ S,F4 SlJTF VG[ GF8SG[ H[8,] \  DCtJ
VF5JFDF\ VFjI] \  CT] \  T [8,] \  H DCtJ XFZLlZS
1F[+DF\ jIFIFD4 ZYNM04 I]â S/FVM4 ZDTvUDTM4 V\U
S;ZTM JU[Z[G[ 56 BF; p¿[HG VF5TF CTF\P VMl,ld5IF0
;\:YFGL 5|YD :YF5GF SZGFZ 56 U|L; CT] \P YM0F
JQFM" 5KL H[ 5]Go:YF5GF Y. K[ T[ 5|FRLG EFJGFGF
5]GZFUDGG] \ V[S 36] \ H VY";}RS lRî K[P VF
5|SFZGM Z; VF56F N[XDF\ HFU|T YIM K[ VG[ VMl,ld5S
H[JL VF\TZZFQ8=LI ClZOF.VMDF\ lC\NG[ 56 :YFG D/
JF DF \0I] \  K[P
;DU| N[XGF AF/SM4 I]JFGM4 :+LVM VG[ 5]bT JIGF
DF6;M VFJL 5|J'l¿VMDF\ EFU ,[TF YFI TM T[DF\YL
V[S T\N]Z:T VG[ ;XST ;DFHG]\ lGDF"6 YJFDF\ 36L
H DNN D/L XS[ K[P
VFHGF I]UDF\ ZDTM B]A H :5WF"tDS AGL K[P B[,F0L
V[S H C[T] ;FY[ ZDT CZLOF.GM ;FDGM SZTM CMI K[ VG[
V[ HLT GM C[T] K[P VF p5ZF\T ZDTUDTGF 1F[+DF\
XFZLlZS 1FDTFGL 56 lJX[QF H~lZIFT pEL YFI K[P
ZDTvUDT 1F[+[ lGT GJF lJS|DM ;HF"TF ZC[ K[P T[ p5ZYL
V\NFH SF-L XSLV[ S[ DFGJGL V\NZ VNdI XlST ZC[,L

K[P TGvDGYL 5|IF; SZJFDF\ VFJ[ TM JF:TJDF\
cVFI"DFGc sXlSTDFGf AGFJL XSFI VG[ T[ 56 V[S
A[ GlC4 V;\bIP
VeIF;GM C[T]
VF\TZ lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, AF:S[8AM, VG[
V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF B[,F0L EF.VMGL GDGLITF4 UlT;]D[4
A/4 h05 VG[ V[ZMlAS XlSTGM T],GFtDS VeIF; SZJFGM
CTMP
lJQFI5F+MGL 5;\NUL
VF VeIF; DF8[ U]HZFT lJnF5L9DF\YL VF\TZ
lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ AF:S[8AM, VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDT
ZD[, B[,F0L EF.VM H 5;\N SZJFDF\ VFjIF CTFP
lJQFI5F+MGL !( YL Z5 JQF"GL JrR[GL JIH}YGF CTFP
T[DGL p\DZGL RSF;6L SM,[HGF Z[SM0" 5ZYL SZJFDF\
VFJL CTLP AF:S[8AM, ZDTGF !Z B[,F0L EF.VM VG[
V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF !Z B[,F0L EF.VM 5;\N SZJFDF\
VFjIF CTFP H[ VF\TZ lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ 5;\N YI[,
CTFP
DF5GGF WMZ6M
XFZLlZS IMuITF S;M8LG[ DF5GGF WMZ6M DF8[ 5;\N
SZJFDF\ VFJL CTLP VeIF;G]\ DF5G lJlJW XFZLlZS
IMuITF S;M8LDF \ NXF"jIF D]HA GD}GFVMGL
SFDULZLG] \  DF5G GLR[GL AFATMDF\ SZJFDF\
VFjI] \  CT] \P
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S|D 38S S;M8L DF5G 
! GDGLITF A[9S VG[ 5CM\R S;M8L ;[PDLPDF\ 
Z UlT;]D[/ VF\BvCFY UlT;]D[/ S;M8L ;[Sg0DF\ 

VF\Bv5U UlT;]D[/ S;M8L ;[Sg0DF\ 
# A/ CFYGL 5S0 A/ S;M8L lS,MU|FDDF\ 

5U A/ S;M8L lS,MU|FDDF\ 
$ h05 5_ JFZ h05L NM0 S;M8L ;[Sg0DF\ 
5 V[ZMlAS XlST  

sVMlS;HG U|CG XlSTf 
;AvD[1FLD, V[ZMlAS S;M8L ,L8ZDF\ 

 

VF\S0FSLI 5|lS|IF
U]HZFT lJnF5L9GF VF\TZlJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[
AF:S[8AM, VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDT ZD[, B[,F0L EF.VMGF
H}YMGL T],GF SZJF DF8[ S;M8L ,FU] 5F0JFDF\ VFJL
CTLP ;FY"STFG]\ :TZ _P_5 p5Z VFWFlZT CT]\P
5lZ6FDM VG[ RRF"

;FZ6Lv!
AF:S[8AM, VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF EF.VMGL

GDGLITFGL S;M8LGM DwIS4 DwIS TOFJT VG[  ‘t’
5|DF6 NXF"JTL ;FZ6L

;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[ sZZf = ZP_*$
;FZ6Lv! 5ZYL HF6JF D/[ K[ S[ AF:S[8AM, ZDTDF\
VF\TZ lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGL
GDGLITFGM DwIS Z$P*5 K[ HIFZ[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTDF\
VF\TZ lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGL
GDGLITFGM DwIS Z(P(# K[P V[8,[ S[ Z$P*5 >
Z(P(# K[P DwISGL ;ZBFD6L SZTF\ HF6JF D?I] \
S[ DwIS TOFJT $P_( K[P
DwIS TOFJTG[ ‘t’ S;M8L äFZF  5ZL1F6  SZTF\  _P_Z
VF\S D/[, K[P H[ _P_5 GL ;FY"STFGF WMZ6 SZTF\
JWFZ[ K[ VFD4 D/[, 5|DF6G]\ D}<I ;FY"STF DF8[ H~Z
SZTF\ JWFZ[ HMJF D?I] \  CT] \P
VFD4 AF:S[8AM,  VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF B[,F0LVMGL
GDGLITFGF DF5GDF\ ;FY"S TOFJT HMJF D/[, CTMP
H[YL SCL XSFIS[ A\G[ ZDTGF B[,F0LVMGL GDGLITFG]\
5|DF6 V,UvV,U HMJF D/[ K[P
VFD4 AF:S[8AM, ZDTDF\ VF\TZ lJ`J lJnF,I
S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGL GDGLITF4 V[y,[8LS; ZDTDF\
VF\TZlJ`J lJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVM SZTF\
VMKL K[P

;FZ6LvZ
AF:S[8AM, VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF EF.VMGL

VF\BvCFY UlT;]D[/ S;M8LGM DwIS4 DwIS TOFJT
VG[  ‘t’ 5|DF6 NXF"JTL ;FZ6L

S|D 5|J'lœ H}Y lJQFI5F+MGL 
;\bIF 

DwIS DwIS 
TOFJT 

D[/J[, 
't' 5|DF6  

! VF\B vCFY 
UlT;]D[/ 

AF:S[8AM, !Z !5P$* _P!& _P$& 
V[y,[8LS; !Z !5P#! 

 

S|D 5|J'lœ H}Y lJQFI5F+M 
GL ;\bIF 

DwIS DwIS  
TOFJT 

D[/J[,  
't' 5|DF6  

! GDGLITF AF:S[8AM, !Z Z$P*5 $P_( #P_Z 
V[y,[8LS; !Z Z(P(# 

 

;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[ sZZf = ZP_*$
;FZ6LvZ 5ZYL HF6JF D/[ K[ S[ AF:S[8AM, ZDTDF\
VF\TZ lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGL VF\BvCFY
UlT;]D[/GM DwIS !5P$* K[  HIFZ[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTDF\
VF\TZ lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGL VF\BvCFY
UlT;]D[/GM DwIS !5P#! K[P V[8,[ S [!5P$*>
!5P#! K[P DwISGL ;ZBFD6L SZTF\ HF6JF D?I]\
S[ DwIS TOFJT _P!& K[P
DwIS TOFJTG[ ‘t’ S;M8L äFZF  5ZL1F6  SZTF\  _P$&
VF\S D/[, K[P H[ _P_5 GL ;FY"STFGF WMZ6 SZTF\
VMK] \  K[ VFD4 D/[, 5|DF6G] \ D}<I ;FY"STF DF8[
H~Z SZTF\ VMK] \  HMJF D/[, CT] \P
VFD4 AF:S[8AM,  VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF B[,F0LVMGL
VF\BvCFY UlT;]D[/GF DF5GDF\ ;FY"S TOFJT HMJF
D/[, CTMP H[YL SCL XSFIS[ A\G[ ZDTGF B[,F0LVMGL
VF\BvCFY UlT;]D[/G] \ 5|DF6 V,UvV,U HMJF
D/[ K[P
VFD4 AF:S[8AM, ZDTDF\ VF\TZ lJ`J lJnF,I
S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGL VF\BvCFY UlT;]D[/4 V[y,[8LS;
ZDTDF\ VF\TZlJ`J lJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVM
SZTF\ VMKL K[P

;FZ6Lv#
AF:S[8AM, VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF EF.VMGL

VF\Bv5U UlT;]D[/ S;M8LGM DwIS4 DwIS TOFJT
VG[  ‘t’ 5|DF6 NXF"JTL ;FZ6L

S|D 5|J'lœ H}Y lJQFI5F+MGL 
 ;\bIF 

DwIS DwIS  
TOFJT 

D[/J[,  
't' 5|DF6  

! VF\B v5U  
UlT;]D[/ 

AF:S[8AM, !Z 5P)Z !P!5 #P(# 
V[y,[8LS; !Z *P_* 

 
;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[ sZZf = ZP_*$
;FZ6LvZ 5ZYL HF6JF D/[ K[ S[ AF:S[8AM, ZDTDF\
VF\TZ lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGL VF\Bv5U
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UlT;]D[/GM DwIS 5P)Z K[  HIFZ[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTDF\
VF\TZ lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGL VF\Bv5U
UlT;]D[/GM DwIS *P_*  K[P V[8,[ S[ 5P)Z > *P_* K[P
DwISGL ;ZBFD6L SZTF\ HF6JF D?I] \  S [ DwIS
TOFJT !P!5 K[P
DwIS TOFJTG[ ‘t’ S;M8L äFZF  5ZL1F6  SZTF\  #P(#
VF\S D/[, K[P H[ _P_5 GL ;FY"STFGF WMZ6 SZTF\
JWFZ[ K[  VFD4 D/[, 5|DF6G] \ D}<I ;FY"STF DF8[
H~Z SZTF\ JWFZ[ HMJF D?I] \ CT] \P
VFD4 AF:S[8AM,  VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF B[,F0LVMGL
VF\Bv5U UlT;]D[/GF DF5GDF\ ;FY"S TOFJT HMJF
D/[, CTMP H[YL SCL XSFIS[ A\G[ ZDTGF B[,F0LVMGL
VF\Bv5U UlT;]D[/G]\ 5|DF6 V,UvV,U HMJF D/
[ K[P
VFD4 AF:S[8AM, ZDTDF\ VF\TZ lJ`J lJnF,I
S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGL VF\Bv5U UlT;]D[/4 V[y,[8LS;
ZDTDF\ VF\TZlJ`J lJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVM
SZTF\ VMKL K[P

;FZ6Lv$
AF:S[8AM, VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF EF.VMGF HD6F
CFYGF :GFI]A/ S;M8LGM DwIS4 DwIS TOFJT VG[

‘t’ 5|DF6 NXF"JTL ;FZ6L

S|D 5|J'lœ H}Y lJQFI5F+MGL  
;\bIF 

DwIS DwIS  
TOFJT 

D[/J[,  
't' 5|DF6  

! HD6F CFYG]\  
:GFI]A/ 

AF:S[8AM, !Z $#P$# _P5$ _P!5 
V[y,[8LS; !Z $#P)* 

 ;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[ sZZf = ZP_*$
;FZ6Lv$  5ZYL HF6JF D/[ K[ S[ AF:S[8AM, ZDTDF\
VF\TZ lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGF HD6F
CFYGF :GFI]A/GM DwIS $#P$# K[ HIFZ[ V[y,[8LS;
ZDTDF\ VF\TZ lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[,B[,F0LVMGF
HD6F CFYGF :GFI]A/GM DwIS $#P)* K[P V[8,[ S[
$#P$#> $#P)* K[P DwISGL ;ZBFD6L SZTF\ HF6JF
D?I]\ S[ DwIS TOFJT _P5$ K[P
DwIS TOFJTG[ ‘t’ S;M8L äFZF  5ZL1F6  SZTF\  _P!5
VF\S D/[, K[P H[ _P_5 GL ;FY"STFGF WMZ6 SZTF\
VMK] \  K[ VFD4 D/[, 5|DF6G] \ D}<I ;FY"STF DF8[
H~Z SZTF\ VMK] \  HMJF D?I] \  CT] \P
VFD4 AF:S[8AM,  VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF B[,F0LVMGF
HD6F CFYGF :GFI]A/GF DF5GDF\ ;FY"S TOFJT
HMJF D/TM GYLP H[YL SCL XSFIS[ A\G[ ZDTGF

B[,F0LVMGF HD6F CFYGF :GFI]A/G] \ 5|DF6
V,UvV,U HMJF D?I]\ CT]\P
VFD4 AF:S[8AM, ZDTDF\ VF\TZ lJ`J lJnF,I
S1FFV[ ZD[,B[,F0LVMGF HD6F CFYG] \ :GFI]A/4
V[y,[8LS; ZDTDF\ VF\TZlJ`J lJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[,
B[,F0LVM SZTF\ VMKL K[P

;FZ6Lv5
AF:S[8AM, VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF EF.VMGF 0FAF
CFYGF :GFI]A/ S;M8LGM DwIS4 DwIS TOFJT VG[

‘t’ 5|DF6 NXF"JTL ;FZ6L

S|D 5|J'lœ H}Y lJQFI5F+MGL  
;\bIF 

DwIS DwIS  
TOFJT 

D[/J[,  
't' 5|DF6  

! 0FAF CFYG]\ 
:GFI]A/ 

AF:S[8AM, !Z $!P5( $P&( !PZ& 
V[y,[8LS; !Z $&PZ& 

 ;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[ sZZf = ZP_*$
;FZ6LvZ 5ZYL HF6JF D/[ K[ S[ AF:S[8AM, ZDTDF\
VF\TZ lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGF 0FAF
CFYGF :GFI]A/GM DwIS $!P5( K[  HIFZ[ V[y,[8LS;
ZDTDF\ VF\TZ lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGF
0FAF CFYGF :GFI]A/GM DwIS $&PZ& K[P V[8,[ S[
$!P5( > $&PZ& K[P DwISGL ;ZBFD6L SZTF\ HF6JF
D?I]\ S[ DwIS TOFJT $P&( K[P
DwIS TOFJTG[ ‘t’ S;M8L äFZF  5ZL1F6  SZTF\  !PZ&
VF\S D/[, K[P H[ _P_5 GL ;FY"STFGF WMZ6 SZTF\
VMK] \  K[ VFD4 D/[, 5|DF6G] \ D}<I ;FY"STF DF8[
H~Z SZTF\ VMK]\  HMJF D?I]\ CT]\P VFD4 AF:S[8AM,
VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF B[,F0LVMGF 0FAF CFYGF
:GFI]A/GF DF5GDF\ ;FY"S TOFJT HMJF D/TM GYLP
H[YL SCL XSFIS[ A\G[ ZDTGF B[,F0LVMGF 0FAF CFYGF
:GFI]A/G] \ 5|DF6 V,UvV,U HMJF  D?I] \ CT] \P
VFD4 AF:S[8AM, ZDTDF\ VF\TZ lJ`J lJnF,I
S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGF 0FAF CFYGF :GFI]A/4
V[y,[8LS; ZDTDF\ VF\TZlJ`J lJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[,
B[,F0LVM SZTF\ VMK] \ K[P

;FZ6Lv&
AF:S[8AM, VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF EF.VMGF 5UG]\

:GFI]A/ S;M8LGM DwIS4 DwIS TOFJT VG[  ‘t’
5|DF6 NXF"JTL ;FZ6L

S|D 5|J'lœ H}Y lJQFI5F+MGL  
;\bIF 

DwIS DwIS  
TOFJT 

D[/J[,  
't' 5|DF6  

! 5UG]\  
:GFI]A/ 

AF:S[8AM, !Z !Z(P)Z !ZP*! !PZ) 
V[y,[8LS; !Z !$!P&# 
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;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[ sZZf = ZP_*$
;FZ6Lv& 5ZYL HF6JF D/[ K[ S[ AF:S[8AM, ZDTDF\
VF\TZ lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGF 5UGF
:GFI]A/GM DwIS !Z(P)Z K[  HIFZ[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTDF\
VF\TZ lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGF 5UGF
:GFI]A/GM DwIS !$!P&# K[P V[8,[ S[ !Z(P)Z >
!$!P&# K[P DwISGL ;ZBFD6L SZTF\ HF6JF
D?I]\ S[ DwIS TOFJT !ZP*! K[P
DwIS TOFJTG[ ‘t’ S;M8L äFZF  5ZL1F6  SZTF\!PZ) VF\S
D/[, K[P H[ _P_5 GL ;FY"STFGF WMZ6 SZTF\ VMK]\
K[ VFD4 D/[, 5|DF6G] \ D}<I ;FY"STF DF8[ H~Z
SZTF\ VMK] \  HMJF D?I] \  CT] \P
VFD4 AF:S[8AM,  VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF B[,F0LVMGF
5UGF :GFI]A/GF DF5GDF\ ;FY"S TOFJT HMJF D/
TM GYLP H[YL SCL XSFIS[ A\G[ ZDTGF B[,F0LVMGF 5UGF
:GFI]A/G]\ 5|DF6 V,UvV,U HMJF  D?I] \ CT] \P
VFD4 AF:S[8AM, ZDTDF\ VF\TZ lJ`J lJnF,I
S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGF 5UGF :GFI]A/4 V[y,[8LS;
ZDTDF\ VF\TZlJ`J lJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVM
SZTF\ VMK] \  K[P

;FZ6Lv*
AF:S[8AM, VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF EF.VMGL h05

S;M8LGM DwIS4 DwIS TOFJT VG[  ‘t’ 5|DF6
NXF"JTL ;FZ6L

S|D 5|J'lœ H}Y lJQFI5F+MGL  
;\bIF 

DwIS DwIS  
TOFJT 

D[/J[, 
't' 5|DF6  

! h05 AF:S[8AM, !Z Z&P_$ !*P)Z !P&! 
V[y,[8LS; !Z $#P)& 

 ;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[ sZZf = ZP_*$
;FZ6Lv* 5ZYL HF6JF D/[ K[ S[ AF:S[8AM, ZDTDF\
VF\TZ lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGL h05GM
DwIS Z&P_$ K[  HIFZ[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTDF\ VF\TZ
lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[,B[,F0LVMGL h05GM DwIS
$#P)& K[P V[8,[ S[ Z&P_$>$#P)& K[P DwISGL
;ZBFD6L SZTF\ HF6JF D?I]\ S[ DwIS TOFJT !*P)Z
K[P
DwIS TOFJTG[ ‘t’ S;M8L äFZF  5ZL1F6  SZTF\  !P&!
VF\S D/[, K[P H[ _P_5 GL ;FY"STFGF WMZ6 SZTF\
VMK] \ K[ VFD4 D/[, 5|DF6G] \ D}<I ;FY"STF DF8[
H~Z SZTF\  VMK] \   HMJF D?I] \  CT] \P
VFD4 AF:S[8AM,  VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF B[,F0LVMGL
h05GF DF5GDF\ ;FY"S TOFJT HMJF D/TM GYLP H[YL

SCL XSFIS[ A\G[ ZDTGF B[,F0LVMGL h05G]\ 5|DF6
V,UvV,U HMJF  D?I]\ CT]\P
VFD4 AF:S[8AM, ZDTDF\ VF\TZ lJ`J lJnF,I
S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGL h054 V[y,[8LS; ZDTDF\
VF\TZlJ`J lJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVM SZTF\
VMK] \  K[P

;FZ6Lv(
AF:S[8AM, VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF EF.VMGL
JWFZ[DF\ JWFZ[ DF+FDF\ VMlS;HG U|C6 SZJM
S;M8LGM DwIS4 DwIS TOFJT VG[  ‘t’ 5|DF6

NXF"JTL ;FZ6L

S|D 5|J'lœ H}Y lJQFI5F+MGL  
;\bIF 

DwIS DwIS  
TOFJT 

D[/J[,  
't' 5|DF6  

! V[ZMlAS  
XlST  

AF:S[8AM, !Z #P!( _P_* _P5 
V[y,[8LS; !Z #P_) 

 ;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[ sZZf = ZP_*$
;FZ6Lv( 5ZYL HF6JF D/[ K[ S[ AF:S[8AM, ZDTDF\
VF\TZ lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGL h05GM
DwIS #P!( K[  HIFZ[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTDF\ VF\TZ
lJ`JlJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[,B[,F0LVMGL h05GM DwIS
#P_) K[P V[8,[ S[ #P!( > #P_) K[P DwISGL ;ZBFD6L
SZTF\ HF6JF D?I]\ S[ DwIS TOFJT _P_* K[P
DwIS TOFJTG[ ‘t’ S;M8L äFZF  5ZL1F6  SZTF\  _P5 VF\S
D/[, K[P H[ _P_5 GL ;FY"STFGF WMZ6 SZTF\ VMK]\
K[  VFD4 D/[, 5|DF6G] \ D}<I ;FY"STF DF8[ H~Z
SZTF\ VMK] \  HMJF D?I] \  CT] \P
VFD4 AF:S[8AM,  VG[ V[y,[8LS; ZDTGF B[,F0LVMGL
h05GF DF5GDF\ ;FY"S TOFJT HMJF D/TM GYLP H[YL
SCL XSFI S[ A\G[ ZDTGF B[,F0LVMGL h05G]\ 5|DF6
V,UvV,U HMJF  D?I]\ CT]\P
VFD4 AF:S[8AM, ZDTDF\ VF\TZ lJ`J lJnF,I
S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVMGL h054 V[y,[8LS; ZDTDF\
VF\TZlJ`J lJnF,I S1FFV[ ZD[, B[,F0LVM SZTF\
VMK] \  K[P

;\NE"U|\Y
p%5,4 V[PS[P4 lOlhS, lO8G[X CFp 8] 0[J,54 lN<CL o
        O|[g0 5la,S[XG4 !))Z
 V[0J0";4 C[ZL4 ;MlXIM,MHL VMO :5M8";4 ,\0G o
       .u,[g0 WL NMZ;L 5|[;4 !)*#
 Sg;,4 N[JLgNZ S[P4 8[:8 V[g0 D[hZD[g84 gI] lN<CL o
       0LPJLPV[;P5la,S[XG4 !))&
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GJ;FZL TF,]SFGF DFwIlDS lJEFUDF\ VeIF; SZTL B[,F0L T[DH lAGB[,F0L lJnFYL"VMGL XFZLlZSGJ;FZL TF,]SFGF DFwIlDS lJEFUDF\ VeIF; SZTL B[,F0L T[DH lAGB[,F0L lJnFYL"VMGL XFZLlZSGJ;FZL TF,]SFGF DFwIlDS lJEFUDF\ VeIF; SZTL B[,F0L T[DH lAGB[,F0L lJnFYL"VMGL XFZLlZSGJ;FZL TF,]SFGF DFwIlDS lJEFUDF\ VeIF; SZTL B[,F0L T[DH lAGB[,F0L lJnFYL"VMGL XFZLlZSGJ;FZL TF,]SFGF DFwIlDS lJEFUDF\ VeIF; SZTL B[,F0L T[DH lAGB[,F0L lJnFYL"VMGL XFZLlZS
IMuITFGM T],GFtDS VeIF;IMuITFGM T],GFtDS VeIF;IMuITFGM T],GFtDS VeIF;IMuITFGM T],GFtDS VeIF;IMuITFGM T],GFtDS VeIF;

* 0MP ULTF 58[,0MP ULTF 58[,0MP ULTF 58[,0MP ULTF 58[,0MP ULTF 58[,

* V[;Ml;V[8 5|MO[;Z4DCFN[J N[;F. XFZLlZS lX1F6 DCFlJnF,I4 ;FNZF

VF ;\XMWG VeIF;GM C[T] B[,F0L T[DH lAGB[,F0L lJnFYL"VMGL XFZLlZS IMuITFGM T],GFtDS VeIF; SZJFGM CTMP
VF ;\XMWG VeIF; DF8[ DFwIlDS lJEFUDF\ VeIF; SZTL GJ;FZL TF,]SFGL B[,F0L VG[ lAGB[,F0L AC[GMG[ I¡rK
5âlTYL 5;\N SZLP XFZLlZS 1FDTF .g0[1F DF8[ V[PV[PV[RP5LP.PVFZP0LP (AAHPERD) I}Y lO8G[X 8[:8 ,FU] 5F0L
VF\S0FVMG]\ V[S+LSZ6 SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ CT]\P B[,F0L VG[ lAGB[,F0L H}YGF D/[,F 5|F%TF\SM 5Z ‘t' Z[lXIM ,FU]
5F0L _P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"STF RSF;TF B[,F0L lJnFYL"VM lAGB[,F0L lJnFYL"VM SZTF\ 5|J'l¿DF\ XFZLlZS IMuITF
WZFJTL CTLP B[,F0L lJnFYL"VM ZMlH\NL 5|J'l¿DF\ ZDTvUDT :5WF"4 XFZLlZS S;ZTM4 ZDT TF,LD SFI"S|DMDF\
HM0FI[,L CMJFYL XFZLlZS zD JWFZ[ SZTL CMI K[[P H[YL T[DGL XFZLlZS IMuITF ;FZL HMJF D/[ K[P

5|:TFJGF o
JT"DFG ;DIGF ;\NE"DF \ DFGJHLJGGL XFZLlZS
IMuITF JWFZJFG] \  VG[ T[ ,F \AF ;DI ;1FD ZLT[
ZCL XS[ T[ V\U[ lJRFZJFG] VlGJFI" AgI]\ K[P V[8,]\ H
GlC 56 VF V\U[ ;\XMWG SZL VFJGFZ 5[-LG[ jIJl:YT
ZFC VF5JL H~ZL AGL K[P 8[SGM,MHL VG[ lJ7FGGM
;DgJI DF6;G[ XFZLlZS zDYL N]Z ,. H. ZCIM K[P
VG[ DFGJHLJGG[ A[9F0]\ SZL D}SI]\ K[ tIFZ[ XFZLlZS
IMuITF 5Z lJ5lZT V;Z YJF ,FUL K[P
VF56F N[XDF\ XF/FDF\ AF/SM VG[
DCFlJnF,IMDF\ I]JSMGL XFZLlZS IMuITF 5Z ,1F
VF5JFDF\ VFJT] \  GYLP VeIF;DF\GF V[S lJQFI
TZLS[ XFZLlZS lX1F6GF VD,LSZ6GL lJUTMGF
p\0F6DF\ SM9FZL SlDXG UI]\ GYLP HM S[ V[D6[ V[J]\
lJWFG SI"\ K[ S[ XFZLlZS lX1F6 S[ XFZLlZS IMuITFG[ H
JW] DCtJ VF5[ K[ VG[ T[G] \ X{1Fl6S D}<I 56 36]\
K[P VG[ T[GL p5[1FF SZJL V[ BM8]\ K[P
;\XMWGMV[ NXF"jI]\ K[ S[ ;XlST jIlST4 VXST jIlST
SZTF\ YFSG[ ,F\AF ;DI ;]WL V8SFJL ZFBJF DF8[
XlSTDFG CMI K[P T[DH XFZLlZS NAFJG[ ;CG SZJF
DF8[ ;];HH CMI K[P T[DH ;XST jIlSTG] \  ìNI
DHA}T VG[ JWFZ[ SFI"1FD CMI K[P T[DH ;FZL HFU'lT4
7FGT\T]VMGF pxS[ZF8GM VEFJ VG[ XFZLlZS IMuITF
JrR[ ;FZM ;\A\W HMJF D/[ K[P
5âlT (METHOD)

JIlSTGL XFZLlZS IMuITF DF5GF DF8[ S;M8LVM CMI
K[P H[DF\ (AAHPERD)  I}Y S;M8LGM p5IMU SZL
B[,F0LvlAGB[,F0L lJnFYL"VMGL IMuITFGM T],GFtDS
VeIF; SZL XSFI K[P
VeIF;GM C[T]
DFwIlDS XF/FDF\ VeIF; SZTL B[,F0L VG[ lAGB[,F0L
lJnFYL"GLVMGL XFZLlZS IMuITF VeIF;
lJQFI5F+MGL 5;\NUL (SUBJECT)
VF ;\XMWG VeIF;DF\ B[,F0L VG[ lAGB[,F0L
lJQFI5F+M TZLS[ GJ;FZL TF,]SFGL DFwIlDS XF/FDF\
VeIF; SZTL lJnFYL"GLVMG[ 5;\N SZJFDF\ VFJL CTLP
XFZLlZS IMuITF DF5GGL S;M8L DF8[ I}Y lO8G[X 8[:8GM
p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFjIM CTMP

S|D R,FIDFG  S;M8L DF5G  
! CFY VG[ BEFGF :GFI]VMG]\  

:GFI]A/ VG[ ;CGXlST DF5JF 
,8S ;[Sg0 

Z 5[8GF :GFI]A/ VG[ ;CGXlST  
DF5JL  

A[g0 GL ;L8vV5 &_ ;[P ;\bIF 

# h05 VG[ UlT;]D[/G]\ DF5G X8,ZG ;[Sg0 
$ 5UG]\ lJ:OM8A/G]\ DF5G  :8[lg0\U A|M0 Hd5 ;[PDLP 
5 h05 VG[ lJ:OM8A/G]\ DF5G 5_ JFZ NM0 ;[Sg0 
& ~lWZFlE;Z6 `J;GXlSTG]\ DF5G &__ JFZ NM0 ;[Sg0qlDlG8 

 VF\S0FSLI  5lZ6FDM (Statastical Technique)
VFC50" I}Y lO8G[X S;M8LGL lJlJW 5|J'l¿VMDF\ 5|F%T
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YI[,F SFRF 5|F%TF\SMG[ 5|DF6E}T 5|F%TF\SMDF\ 5lZJlT"T
SZJFDF\ VFjIF CTFP NZ[S 5|J'l¿GF 5|DF6E}T
5|F%TF\SMGM ;ZJF/M SZLG[ ;DlgJT 5|F%TF\SM D[/JJFDF\
VFjIF CTFP B[,F0L VG[ lAGB[,F0L lJnFYL"GLVMGL
XFZLlZS IMuITFGL T],GF SZJF DF8[ S;M8L ,FU] 5F0L
VY"5}6"TFG]\ :TZ _P_5 S1FFV[ 5;\N SZJFDF\ VFjI]\
CT]\P
VeIF;GF 5lZ6FDM (RESULT)

;FZ6Lv!
B[,F0L VG[ lAGB[,F0L lJnFYL"GLVMGL ,8S S;M8LDF\

SZ[, N[BFJGM DwIS4 DwIS TOFJT VG[ 5|DF6

S|D 5|J'lœ H}Y DwIS DwIS  
TOFJT 

Z[lXIM  

! ,8S O,[S;  
VFD" C[gU 

B[,F0L (&P5_ #&P5_ !_P$& 
lAGB[,F0L 5_P__   

 
;FY"STFG]\  WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[ s5(f =!P)&
;FZ6Lv! 5ZYL DF,}D 50[ K[ S[ ,8S S;M8LDF\ B[,F0L
H}YGM DwIS (&P5_ VG[ lAGB[,F0L H}YGM DwIS 5_P__
HMJF D/[, K[P H[GM DwIS TOFJT #&P5_ HMJF D/[,
CTMP HIFZ[ ‘t’ Z[lXIM  !_P$& HMJF D/[, CTMP H[ _P_5
S1FFV[ s5(f = !P)& V[ RSF;TF A\G[ H}YM JrR[ ;FY"S
TOFJT HMJF D/TM CTMP

;FZ6LvZ
B[,F0L VG[ lAGB[,F0L lJnFYL"GLVMGL XIGMtYFG
S;M8LDF\ SZ[, N[BFJGM DwIS4 DwIS TOFJT VG[

5|DF6
S|D 5|J'lœ H}Y DwIS DwIS  

TOFJT 
Z[lXIM  

! XIGMtYFG B[,F0L !*P&* !!P#$ 5P_$ 
lAGB[,F0L &P##   

 ;FY"STFG]\  WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[ s5(f =!P)&
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ARM LENGTH OF HIGH AND LOW
LEVEL PERFORMANCE OF CRICKER PLAYERS OF GUJARAT

* Lalit Baraiya

* Assistant Professor, Mahila Arts College,  Una,

The aim of this study was to compare the length of upper arm, forearm and full arm of high level performance
and low level performance of cricket   players. Players participated in west zone inter-university tournament
2012 were considered as high level performance players and players from inter-college cricket   tournament
of Gujarat 2012 were treated at low level performance players 50 players (21 to 28 years of age) from
each group were randomly selected for this study. Large sample test ‘z’ was applied to compare the means
of length of arm of both the group at 0.05 level of significance. The result of the study shows that there is
significant difference between the means of upper arm length, forearm length and full arm length in group of
high level performance and low level performance players of cricket
Key worlds: upper arm length, forearm length, full arm length.

INTRODUCTION
The greater propagation of interest regarding a
particular type of inherent physique that produce an
athlete with greater performance for a particular
event came up around the middle of the twentieth
century. It is important to note that research in India
in this particular field started during the recent years
in other countries, however, research in the
disciplines concerning sport have been carried out
since 10ng.Normally a person starts taking part in a
game or event without proper guidance. It is thus a
sheer chance that his choice of the sport may be
suitable to his inherent capabilities.
Therefore, the failure to become a champion in most
of the cases is inevitable. Thus there is an urgent
need to provide counseling to those endowed with
such suitable characteristics that form the basis of
performance in a game or event.
cricket   at its best a game of swift and graceful
movement, of power play contrastingly highlighted
by a delicacy of touch, of wrong-footing deception,
of incredible retrieving and lightning interception, and
of varied chess-like tactics of singles.
The purpose of this research work was to compare
the upper arm length, lower arm length, hand length

a ~d total arm length of high and low performance
cricket   players of Gujarat.
Keeping in view the objectives of our stUdy 50
SUbjects each from high and low performance
cricket   players of our country were selected.
High performance cricket   Players Were
selected from:-
Players participated in west zone inter-university
tournament 2012 were considered as high level
performance players and players from inter-college
cricket   tournament of Gujarat 2012 were treated
at  50 players (21 to 28 years of age) from each
group were randomly selected for this study.
Low performance cricket   players were selected
from:-
Players participated in west zone inter-university
tournament 2012 were considered as low level
performance players and players from inter-college
cricket   tournament of Gujarat 2012 were treated
at 50 players (21 to 28 years of age) from each
group were randomly selected for this study.
COLLECTION OF DATA
The cricket   players of the two categories were
approached through coaches and managers of the
teams participating in the above mentioned
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tournaments. The anthropometrical measurements
were taken in the way described below.
1) Upper arm length : The subject was made to
stand erect with arm hanging down normally with
the palm of right hand directed towards the thighs.
Interior border of acromion process find the external
superior border of the hand of the radius were
marked. The distance of these two points was
measured with the help of measuring tape and value
was taken.
2) Lower arm length : The subject was made to
stand normally with arm hanging down normally.
Radial and stallion were marked on right arm. The
distance between these two points was measured
with the help of measuring tape and value was taken.
3) Hand length (palm & fingers) : The subject
was made to stand normally with arms hanging down.
Right arm was made erect with palm and fingers
directed towards thigh and then we measured the
straight distance from the point stallion radial to
Dactylion 3, with the help of measuring tape.
4) Total arm length : The subject was made to
stand normally with arms hanging down. Right arm
with hand (Palm and Fingers) was made straight.
Distance from Acrominon to Dactylion 3, with the
help of measuring tape.
STATISTICAL PROCEDURE
As the purpose of this research was to compare the
upper arm length, lower arm length, hand length and
total arm length of high and low performance cricket
players of India. Thus, Z-test is used to test the
significance of difference in the selected
anthropometrical parameters of high and low
performance cricket   players. Z-test is based on
normal probability distribution and is used for judging
the significance of several statistical measures,
particularly the mean. It is the most frequently used
test in research and is generally used for judging the
significance of difference between means of two
independent samples, when sample size is more than
30 (C.R. Kothari, 1998).
LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE
The differences in various variables of high and low
performance cricket   players were tested at 0.05
level of significance.

Table -1
Upper arm length

Upper arm length High 
performance 

cricket   
players 

Low 
performance 

cricket    
players 

Mean 34.68 34.46 
Standard Deviation 1.81 1.84 
Obtained Value IZI   0.59 
 

Z value for one tail test to be significant at O. 05
level 1. 68
Table – 1 : Shows insignificant obtained Z -value
for one tail test, which lead us to conclude that the
mean upper arm length of high performance cricket
players is insignificantly greater than the mean upper
arm length of low performance cricket   players.

Mean Upper Arm Length
Table -2

Lower arm length
Lower arm length High 

performance 
cricket   
players 

Low 
performance 

cricket    
players 

Mean 27.99 27.20 
Standard Deviation 1.35 1.32 
Obtained Value IZI   2.95* 
 The mean lower arm length of high performer is

greater than the mean lower arm length of
lowperformance by 2.89%. Significant at 0.05 level
Z Value for one tail test to be significant at 0.05 level
1.68
Table – 2 : Shows significant obtained Z- value for
one tail test, which leads us to conclude that the mean
lower arm length of high performance cricket
players is significantly greater (2.89%), than the
mean lower arm length of low performance cricket
players.

Table - 3
Hand length

Hand length High 
performance 

cricket   
players 

Low 
performance 

cricket    
players 

Mean 18.77 19.19 
Standard Deviation 0.65 0.90 
Obtained Value IZI   2.66 
 The mean hand length of low performers is greater
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than the mean hand length of high performers by
2.18%.significant at 0.05 level Z value for one tail
test to be significant at 0.05 level 1.68
Table – 3 : Shows significant obtained Z - value for
one tail test, which leads us to conclude that the mean
hand length of low performance cricket   players is
significantly greater (2.18%), than the mean hand
length of high performance cricket   players.

Table - 4
Total arm length

Total arm length High 
performance 

cricket   
players 

Low 
performance 

cricket    
players 

Mean 72.46 71.96 
Standard Deviation 3.20 3.78 
Obtained Value IZI   0.71 
 

Z- value for one tall test to be significant at 0,05
level 1,68
Table – 4 : Shows insignificant obtained Z -value
for one tail test, which leads us to conclude that the
mean total arm length of high performance cricket
players is Insignificantly greater than the mean total
arm length of low performance cricket   players.
Discussion of findings
The findings had revealed that the mean upper arm
length of high performance cricket   players is
insignificantly greater than the mean upper arm length
of low performance cricket   players whereas the
mean lower arm length of high performance cricket
players is significantly greater (2,89%), than the
mean lower arm length of low performance cricket
players also the mean hand length 01 low
performance cricket   players is significantly greater
(2,18%), than the moan hand length of high
performance cricket   players, However the mean
total arm length of high performance cricket   players
is in significantly greater than the II10an total arm
length of low performance cricket   players, Thus
we see that there is no significant difference in the
overall arm length of the two groups however
significant difference exist in the lower arm and hand
length of the two groups, This difference in the lower
arm and hand length of the two groups is perhaps
giving high performers the lead in their performance

status, Greater lower arm and hand length gives them
greater force which creates greater power and speed
during the efficient execution of various skills,
An understanding of the factors determining
performance for a particular sport and the evaluation
of growth processes might be integrally useful for
interpretation of strategies for coaching and training,
For determining the future of one’s sport participation
it might be meaningful to predict the adult height.
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EFFECT OF FARTLEK TRAINING ON CARDIO  RESPIRATORY
ENDURANCE  AMONG COLLEGE  MEN FOOTBALL PLAYERS

* Akash Gohil

* Lecturer, H.N. Sukla College, Rajkot

Fartlek which means “ speed play “  is a form of conditioning which puts stress mainly on the aerobic
energy system due to the continuous nature of the exercise. The difference between this type  of training
and continuous training  is that the intensity or speed of the exercise varies, meaning that aerobic and
anaerobic  systems can be put under stress. Most Fartlek sessions last  a minimum of 45 minutes and can
vary from aerobic walking  to anaerobic sprinting.

Fartlek is similar to interval  training in that short fast
runs alternate with slow running or jogging recovery
intervals. However, in Fartlek running  is done on
the  road  or on parkland or bush tracks. There is
no predetermined schedule to follow, but instead the
athlete will set her / his own  interval lengths and
pace in response to their own feeling of the
workload. An advantage of Fartlek is that the athlete
can concentrate  on feeling  the pace and their
physical  response to it, thereby developing self
awareness and pace judgement skills. Also the athlete
is free to experiment with pace and endurance, and
to experience changes of pace.
It is primarily a technique for advanced football
players because it requires ‘honesty’ to put in a
demanding workload, and also ‘ maturity’ to not
overdo the pace or length  of the intervals. With  these
qualities, Fartlek makes for an excellent  component
of a footballers  training  programme.
The technique here is  to introduce  into normal  runs
some short periods of slightly higher  pace. Maintain
these for a short period, say 200-400 m ( aim for a
bend in the road, power pole or some other
landmark up ahead). Then drop  the pace back
below  the normal running pace , or slow to a jog,
until the athlete have fully recovered  and breathing

has returned to normal. Then return to running at the
normal pace, and put in another slightly fast interval
later in the run. In this way  the athlete are putting a
slight extra stress on the system which will, in time,
lead to an improvement in speed and in anaerobic
threshold.
FARTLEK FOR FOOTBALL PLAYERS :
For games  players, the session  should not just use
running, but also jogging and walking to fit in with
the demands of the game ( e.g. ) socer player does
not run for the whole  90 minutes of a match, the
pace is varied. Similarly, the direction of work should
not always be straight ahead. This may be important
for the tract runner  who has to cover the ground as
quickly as possible  in one direction, but football
player has to go forwards, backwards and from side
to side. This must all be taken into account if the
training session is going to mimic accurately the
pattern experienced in a match. Remember, if  the
person  is a games player, he is not training to be a
better sprinter, and  training to be better at the game.
Therefore, sprinting should not just take the form of
back and forth shutters but should make change
direction or even imitate slalom. This is  where the
imaginative element  comes to play.
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CARDIO RESPIRATORY ENDURANCE :
The ability  of lungs and hert to take in and transport
adequate  amount of oxygen  to working muscles ,
allowing activities that involves large muscle  masses
( running , swimming, bicycling ) to be performed
over a long period of time.
According to More House and Miller define  “
Cardio Respiratory Endurance  is the ability to carry
a work load for a relatively prolonged period.”  The
endurance  is that enables  the heart, blood, vessels
and lungs to receive oxygen  and take it to the
muscular and to do it as often and effortless as
possible.
Methodology :
This study  was designed to determine the
performance of cardio respiratory endurance
resulting  from 8 weeks  of Fartlek training among
college men football players. The purpose of this
study was to find out the effect of Fartlek training on
Cardio Respiratory Endurance among college men
football players. All the subjects were tested on
coopers 12 minutes run  / walk  test was to measure
the endurance. The equipment  were used to conduct
the test are 1/10th  of seconds stop watch, whistle
and score sheet. The subjects stood  behind the
starting line at 400 m track . Eight subjects ran at a
time. At the signal “ ready go “, the subject covered
as much distance as possible in 12 minutes. In the
track the running distance area was marked off for
every 10 meters, the lap scorers  counted the number
of laps completed and the additional  incomplete
lap distance covered in 12 minutes respectively.
Although the tester has encouraged  all the subjects
to run the  entire  period of 12 minute  but
interspersed waking was allowed and total distance
covered exactly in 12 minutes  was  recorded to
nearest meters. The running  inter spread with
walking , in case of subject was unable to continue
running. The lap, scorers were recorded each lap
completed, and when  the signal was given at the
end  of 12 minute, the lap scorers went to the
respective places on the track where their runners

were at the instant the whistle  blows to stop  running.
The score in meters were determined by multiplying
the number  of completed laps into the distance of
each lap ( e.g. 400 meters ). plus the number  of
meters stepped off between a particular segments.
Results :
For Cardio Respiratory  endurance  the calculated
F – value  for pre-test 90.002)  is lesser than the
value of 4.03 at 0.05 level  and hence it is not
significant. Therefore, there is no significant
difference among pre –test scores of endurance on
control  group and  experimental  group before  the
training period. The  calculated  F – value  for post
test  (2.528)  is higher than  the value of 4.03 at
0.05 level and hence it is significant. Therefore , there
is a significant difference among post – test scores
of endurance on control group and experiment  group
after the training period Results  of One Way
ANOVA for  pre and post test scores of cardio
respiratory  endurance. It can be  see that “F”  value
of 33.138 for the post test among control, and
experimental group found to be significant at 0.05
level. Thus the significant  “F” value indicates  that
the training have a positive influence on the endurance
of the subjects.
Conclusions :
It was concluded that potential opportunity for the
importance of Fartloek training  on Cardio
Respiratory  endurance  among the football players.
Football  players aim is to achieve highest goal as
much as possible stipulated period  for that one has
to run here and there with full effort. Fartlek training
makes  the football player to run up and down and
sideward with the full  effort  according to situation..
Fartlek is  a speed play. Fartlek vastly reduce
boredom, increase post exercise energy expenditure,
and stimulates the respiratory system. Fartlek  training
gives cardiovascular  system and nervous  system
to a grater degree. Hence  the Fartlek training may
be  included  as one  of the important training  in the
Football training.
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An Research and Study of physiological Factors on Handball And volleyball  players of Ahemdabad city
to see comparision of handball players and volleyball players physiological Factors like 1) Blood pressure
2) Pulse rate 3) Vital capacity I have also put forth my efforts to study For this study Handball and
Volleyball players was selected The age group was between 15-19 years. 32 boys  of Ahemdabad city
school were selected randomly for the purpose of the study. There will two game selected  16 boys of
Hand ball and  16 boys of volleyball From the Statistical Analysis it is seen that there is  no significant
difference in physiological factors.  Handball players heart beat efficiency is more than volley ball players.
Handball player Systolic Blood Pressure score was good than volley ball players. Handball players Diastolic
Blood Pressure score was good than volleyball Players. Volley ball Vital Capacity was seen high than
Handball players.

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS ON
HANDBALL AND VOLLEYBALL   PLAYERS OF AHEMDABAD CITY

* Kajal Trivedi

* Adarash Nivasi shala, vikasti jati kalyan department, Ahemdabad

Introduction
A branch of physiology concerned with how the
body adapts physiologically to the acute (short-term)
stress of exercise or physical activity, and the chronic
(long-term) stress of physical training. Exercise
physiologists, for example, study how our bodies
obtain energy from the food we eat and use the
energy to initiate and sustain muscle activity. A sound
knowledge of exercise physiology enables coaches
and athletes to optimize the amount and type of
training  Exercise physiology is the study of the acute
responses and chronic adaptations to a wide-range
of physical exercise conditions. In addition, many
exercise physiologists study the effect of exercise
on pathology, and the mechanisms by which exercise
can reduce or reverse disease progression.
Accreditation programs exist with professional
bodies in most developed countries, ensuring the
quality and consistency of education. In Canada, one
may obtain the professional certification title -
Certified Exercise Physiologist for those working with
clients (both clinical and non clinical) in the health
and fitness industry. The physiology of exercise is a
broad concept that addresses the central issue as to

how the body adapts itself to the demands of physical
activity. Physiology is the academic study of the
various processes, systems, and functions of the
human body as influenced by the performance of
physical activity. Exercise is a term that has a variety
of possible meanings, each dictated by
circumstances. In a sports context, exercise is the
performance, conditioning or training undertaken in
respect to a particular athletic or sporting purpose.
Exercise may also be directed to improvement of a
person’s general health, physical fitness, or as
physical therapy, to augment an existing treatment
to remedy or to ameliorate the effects of a disease
or illness upon the body. The term exercise
physiology is used to identify the corresponding
course of academic study offered at universities
around the world.The human body undergoes
adaptations on a continuous basis. Sport tends to
heighten the power of the body to adapt to training,
competition, or other circumstances, as sport is often
the most profound stress experienced by the body.
As an example, when the body is subjected to a
fever, where the subject’s temperature becomes
significantly elevated above its usual range centered
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at 98.6°F (37.7°C), the body’s metabolism (the
overall rate of activity in the body’s processes)
increases; the running of a marathon may increase
metabolic rates to many time their normal level.
Virtually every process and organ within the body is
affected by exercise. As an example, the skin, the
largest human organ, undergoes physical changes
when exposed to the environmental factors
encountered in sport, such as increases and
decreases in external temperatures. The physiology
of exercise is tends to center upon the most important
physical systems to athletic performance: the
cardiovascular system, the cardio respiratory system,
the thermoregulatory system, body composition and
the musculoskeletal system. It is these aspects of
human function that tend to have the greatest impact
upon the ability of an athlete to maintain or improve
their level of performance in any sport. The
cardiovascular system is the physical network
composed of the heart and its connected arteries,
veins, and capillaries. The cardiovascular system is
the vehicle through which the oxygen and fuels
required by the cells within the body are supplied;
the cardiovascular system removes all waste products
from the cells and organs for disposal. When the
body is subjected to exercise, and its increased
physical demands, the cardiovascular system is
forced to work more quickly and more efficiently to
fulfill bodily needs. A number of physiological
changes occur over time to this system through
exercise.
Method
32 boys  of Ahemdabad city school were selected
randomly for the purpose of the study. There will
two game selected  16 boys of Hand ball and  16
boys of volleyball physiological Factors like 1)
Blood pressure 2) Pulse rate 3) Vital capacity
Result and discussion

TABLE-1
Blood pressure

The Difference of the Significance of the
Mean of Handball and volley ball  in the
Performance of  Systolic Blood Pressure

GROUP MEAN DIFFERENCE “T” RATIO  

HAND BALL 122.91  
 

3.17 

 
 

1.77 VOLLEY BALL 126.08 

 The mean difference is. Received “T” ratio is, which
is more than, hence, it is significant
level at 0.05(22)  is 2.074
From table 1 it is seen that Hand ball group mean is
122.91 and volley ball group mean is 126.08   Mean
difference between this two groups is 3.17and‘t’ ratio
is 1.77 which is not  significant at 0.05 level..
Graphically it is represented in Graph 1

TABLE-2
Blood pressure

The Difference of the Significance of the
Mean of handball and volley ball in the

Performance of Diastolic Blood Pressure
GROUP MEAN DIFFERENCE “T” RATIO  

HANDBALL 62.5  
 

1.42 

 
 

0.41 
VOLLEYBALL 63.91 

 The mean difference is. Received “T” ratio is, which
is more than, hence, it is significant
level at 0.05(22)  is 2.074
From table 1 it is seen that Handball  group mean is
62.5 and volley ballgroup mean is 63.91  Mean
difference between this two groups is 1.42  and ‘t’
ratio is 0.41 which is not significant at 0.05 level.
Graphically it is represented in Graph 2
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TABLE-3
PULSE RATE

The Difference of the Significance of the
Mean of Hand ball and volley ball  in the

Performance of Pulse rate
GROUP MEAN DIFFERENCE “T” RATIO  

HANDBALL 79.42  
0.08 

 

 
0.02 VOLLEYBALL 79.5 

 The mean difference is. Received “T” ratio is, which
is more than, hence, it is significant
level at 0.05(22)  is 2.074
From table 1 it is seen that Handball group mean is
79.42 Volley ball group mean is 79.5  Mean
difference between this two groups is 0.08 and ‘t’
ratio is 0.02  which is not  significant at 0.05 level.
Graphically it is represented in Graph 3

TABLE-4
PEAK FLOW

The Difference of the Significance of the
Mean of Hand ball and volley ball  in the

Performance of Peak flow
GROUP MEAN DIFFERENCE “T” RATIO  

HANDBALL 450  
20 

 
0.83 VOLLEYBALL 470 

 The mean difference is. Received “T” ratio is, which
is more than, hence, it is significant
level at 0.05(22)  is 2.074

From table 1 it is seen that Handball group mean is
450 Volley ball group mean is 470 Mean difference
between this two groups is 20 and ‘t’ ratio is 0.83
which is not  significant at 0.05 level.  Graphically it
is represented in Graph 4

Conclusion
1. Handball players heart beat efficiency is more than
volley ball players.
2. Handball player Systolic Blood Pressure score
was good than volley ball players.
3. Handball players Diastolic Blood Pressure score
was good than volleyball Players.
4. Volley ball Vital Capacity was seen high than
Handball players.
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An Research and Study of  human as specially in case of women body composition has been introduced
late in the 20th century. The main objective was to see and study the effect of physical exercise in girls body
composition. I have also put forth my efforts to study the effect in this respect, Forty women were selected
from Vapi city. (aged between 13-16 years) and their samples were taken by purposive sampling method
and divided into two main groups like Experimental and Control group of girls . In this course of study of
body composition, variables contains like Weight, B.M.I, Fat%, Fat Mass and Total Body Water were
Twelve Week Training Programme (Hopping, Surya namaskar,  sits up) was conducted  and after training,
measurement shows the difference between Control Group and Experimental Group . It was found that
Experimental group was significant on weight reduce , BMI was normal , Fat % was decrease and Fat
mass was
Key word : Fat , B.M.I , Fat mass, T.B.W

THE EFFECT OF SELECTED EXERCISE ON   BODY COMPOSITION
OF GIRLS OF VAPI  CITY

* V.J. Patel

* Physical Teacher, St. Xaviers High School, Vapi

Introduction
Obesity in the over -35 urban Indian women is
causing serious concern to the medical fraternity.
Sedentary city lifestyles, rich food, lack of exercise,
a gradual slowing down of the metabolic rate are
playing havoc with the waist -to-hip circumference,
according to a research. According to Dr. Reddy,
excess fat deposit in a woman’s body can also give
rise to pancreatic problems, gall stones, cancer of
the uterus, osteoporosis and serious interruption in
the sleep pattern “Some of these ailments cannot be
detected in the initial stages, but they trouble a woman
in her middle age when the body’s resistance starts
weakening.
Condition of being significantly and un healthily
overweight. The body mass Index (BMI) is
commonly used to define obesity. People with a BMI
between 25 and 30 are described as overweight,
while those with a BMI over 30 count as obese.
Obesity increase susceptibility to disease, strains the
vital organs, and reduces life expectancy; it is usually
remedied by controlled weight loss, healthy diet and
exercise. Level of obesity has risen significantly in

many of the wealthier nations since the middle of the
20th century.
What is the Body Mass Index (BMI) and how
is it calculated?
♦ The body mass index is calculated using weight
and height.
♦ A higher number means more fat and a lower
means less fat.
♦ Enter your weight and height at the right to
calculate your BMI.
♦ The range for good health is between 18.5 and
25; up to 28 is acceptable if over age 50.
♦ Obesity is form 30 to 40 and morbid obesity is
over 40
♦ Severe malnutrition is 17.5 and lower.
The study of human body composition has been
several decades. The body composition assessment
is generally linked to the determination of the relative
amount of in the fat body having application in
several fields of study such as medicine, public health,
nutrition, health and fitness, and exercise science.
Material and methods
40 girls  of Vapi city girls were selected randomly
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for the purpose of the study. There was two groups
control and experimental group. For this group A
and B has made.
Taking into consideration, the above reviews, and
the following physiological aspects was selected for
this study Age, Height (cm,) Weight (kg),Body Mass
index, fat (%), Fat Mass, Total Body water, were
obtained from the test conducted by Tanita Body
Composition Analyzer.
Result and discussion

TABLE-1
The difference of the significance of the mean
of Vapi city girls pre test and post test in the

performance of weight table
NO GROUP 

 
PRE 

TEST 
POST 
TEST 

MEAN 
DIFFERENCE 

“t” 
ratio 

1 EXPERIMENTAL 54.06 51.91 2.15 3.66* 
2 CONTROL 54.46 54.98 1.02 1.7 

 

* Significant level is 0.05
The mean difference is received “t” ratio is, which is
more than, hence, it is significant level at 0.05 (1.96)
From table of weight it seems that experimental group
mean is 54.06 of pre test and after giving training
post test mean is 51.91 and control group pre test
mean is 54.46 and post test mean is 54.98 .Mean
difference of two group is experimental 2.15 and
control group is 1.02 and “t” ratio of experimental
group is 3.48 and control group is 1.7. .Therefore it
can be said that there is significant experimental
group and not significant  control group’s weight.

GRAPH 1
The difference of the mean of Vapi city girls

experimental group and control in the
performance of weight

TABLE-2
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Vapi  city girls  experimental and
control group in the performance of Body

Mass Index
NO GROUP PRE 

TEST 
POST 
TEST 

MEAN 
DIFFERRENCE 

“t” 
ratio 

1 EXPERIMENTAL 23.20 22.31 0.89 3.36* 
2 CONTROL 25.60 25.80 0.20 0.75 

 
* Significant level is 0.05
 From table Body Mass Index that experimental
group mean is 23.20 of pre test and after giving
training post test mean is 22.31 and control group
pre test mean is 25.60 and post test mean is 25.80
.Mean difference of two group is experimental 0.89
and control group is 0.75 and “t” ratio of
experimental group is 3.36 and control group is
0.75.Therefore it can be said that there is significant
for experimental group and  control group’s  is  not
significant girls B.M.I.

GRAPH 2
The Difference of the significance of the
Mean of Vapi city girls experimental and
control group in the performance of Body

Mass Index graph

TABEL 3
The Difference of the significance of the
Mean of Vapi city girls  experimental and
control group in the performance of Fat %
NO GROUP PRE 

TEST 
POST 
TEST 

MEAN 
DIFFERRENCE 

“t” 
ratio 

1 EXPERIMENTAL 31.45 27.18 4.27 6.82* 
2 CONTROL 30.93 

 
31.04 

 
0.11 1.89 

 
 * Significant level is 0.05

From table of Fat % it seems that experimental group
mean is 31.45 of pre test and after giving training
post test mean is 27.18 and control group pre test
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mean is 30.93 and post test mean is 31.04 .Mean
difference of two group is experimental 4.27 and
control group is 0.11 and “t” ratio of experimental
group is 6.82 and control group is 1.89 .Therefore
it can be said that there is significant for experimental
group and  control group’s  is  not significant girls
Fat %

GRAPH – 3
The Difference of the significance of the
Mean of Vapi city girls experimental and

control group in the performance of Fat %
graph

TABEL-4
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Vapi city’s girls experimental and
control group in the performance of Fat Mass

NO GROUP PRE 
TEST 

POST 
TEST 

MEAN 
DIFFERRENCE 

“t” 
ratio 

1 EXPERIMENTAL 17.07 14.28 2.79 6.52* 
2 CONTROL 26.16 

 
26.25 

 
0.09 1.18 

 
 * Significant level is 0.05

From table of Fat Mass it seems that experimental
group mean is 17.07 of pre test and after giving
training post test mean is 14.28 and control group
pre test mean is 26.16 and post test mean is 26.25
.Mean difference of two group is experimental 2.79
and control group is 0.09  and “t” ratio of
experimental group is 6.52 and control group is 1.18
. .Therefore it can be said that there is significant for
experimental group and  control group’s  is  not
significant girls  Fat Mass

GRAPH – 4
The Difference of the significance of the
Mean of Vapi city girls experimental and

control group in the performance of Fat Mass
Graph

TABEL-5
The Difference of the significance of the
Mean of Vapi city girls experimental and
control group in the performance of Total

body water
NO GROUP PRE 

TEST 
POST 
TEST 

MEAN 
DIFFERRENCE 

“t” 
ratio 

1 EXPERIMENTAL 27.18 27.66 0.48 5.8* 
2 CONTROL 26.97 

 
26.84 

 
0.13 0.71 

 
 
* Significant level is 0.05
From table of weight it seems that experimental group
mean is 27.18 of pre test and after giving training
post test mean is 27.66 and control group pre test
mean is 26.97   and post test mean is 26.84 .Mean
difference of two group is experimental 0.48 and
control group is 0.13  and “t” ratio of experimental
group is 5.8 and control group is 0.71 .Therefore it
can be said that there is significant for experimental
group and  control group’s  is  not significant girls
Total body water.

GRAPH – 5
The Difference of the significance of the
Mean of Vapi city girls experimental and
control group in the performance of Total

Body Water
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Discussion of finding
The “t” ratio of the Vapi city Girls experimental group
in body weight was 3.66 which was significant at
0.05 levels and control group body weight was 1.7
which wasn’t significant at 0.05 levels.
The “t” ratio of the Vapi city Girls experimental group
in B.M.I was 3.36 which was significant at 0.05
levels and control group B.M.I was 0.75 which
wasn’t significant at 0.05 levels.
The “t” ratio of the Vapi city Girls experimental group
in fat% was 6.82 which was significant at 0.05 levels
and control group in fat% was 1.89 which wasn’t
significant at 0.05 levels.
The “t” ratio of the Vapi city Girls experimental group
in fat mass was 6.52 which was significant at 0.05
levels and control group in fat mass was 1.18 which
wasn’t significant at 0.05 levels.
The “t” ratio of the Vapi city Girls experimental group
in Total body water 5.80 which was significant at
0.05 levels and control group in Total body water
was 0.71 which wasn’t significant at 0.05 levels.
Conclusion
Therefore, statistical analysis shows that there is
significant effect of exercise on experimental group
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The main objective was to see and study the effect of physical exercise in Girls. Anthropometric measurement.
I have also put forth my efforts to study the effect in this respect, Forty girls were selected from Bharuch
city girls . (aged between 13-16 years) and their samples were taken by purposive sampling method and
divided into two main groups like Experimental and Control group of girls . In this course of study of
Anthropometric measurement variables like butt, belly, and thigh, eight Week Training Programme was
conducted (Cycling, Step up, Skipping, sits up,) and after training, measurement shows the difference
between Control Group and Experimental Group . It was found that Experimental group was significant on
butt, belly, and thigh
Key words : Anthropometric, Butt, belly, thigh

THE EFFECTS OF SELECTED EXERCISE ON ANTHROPOMETRIC
MEASUREMENT OF BHARUCH CITY GIRLS

* G.N. Vasava

* Lecturer In Physical Education, Shri I.V. Patel College of Commerce, Nadiad

Introduction
Physical education as well as promoting healthy
exercise and healthy living, also aims to promote team
building and working as a member of a team. Games
such as foot ball, cricket and badminton where the
use of teams are a must aims to help the students
build a rapport with their counterparts and also show
how they can win- or at least play to their best-
whilst working as a unit.
Ideally, healthy habits, including a fitness program,
should begin early in life It’s easier to practice a
healthy life style as an adult if you grew up eating
healthy foods and exercising. If you haven’t
exercised in a while, you will begin to see a training
effect within a week or two after you start your
program. Your heart muscles will become stronger.
You’ll begin to have greater endurance for every day
task. After about eight weeks of the exercise
program your body will adapt to the increased
demands. If you want to see continued improvement,
you may need to increase the time or the intensity of
your workout and /or add some new activities.
Adding variety to your workout will help to keep it
interesting and will increase your ability to be
consistent in exercising week after week.

Material and methods
40 Girls of Bharuch city girls were selected randomly
of Bharuch District for the purpose of the study.
There was two groups control and experimental
group. For this group A and B has made. Group  A
has given special excises of butt, belly and thigh .
Taking into consideration, the above reviews, and
the following physiological aspects was selected for
this study Anthropometric  measurement of body
parts from anthropometric tape.
Result and discussion

TABEL-1
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Bharuch city girls experimental and
control group in the performance of BELLY

HIGH
No Group Pre  

test 
Post  
test 

Mean  
differrence 

“t”  
ratio 

1 Experimental 71.8 70.25 1.55 7.85* 
2 Control 118.54 118.64 0.1 1.55 

 
* Significant level is 0.05
From table of Belly high it seems that experimental
group mean is 71.8 of pre test and after giving training
post test mean is 70.25nd control group pre test
mean is 118.54 and post test mean is 118.64 Mean
difference of two group is experimental 1.55 and
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control group is 0.1 and “t” ratio of experimental
group is 7.85 and control group is 1.55 .Therefore
it can be said that there is significant for experimental
group and control group’s is not significant girls  Belly
high

GRAPH-1
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Bharuch city girls experimental and
control group in the performance of Belly

High

TABEL-2
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Bharuch city girls experimental and
control group in the performance of BELLY

MEDIUM
No Group Pre  

test 
Post  
test 

Mean  
differrence 

“t”  
ratio 

1 Experimental 80.5 77.65 2.85 7.42* 
2 Control 81.8 81.89 0.09 1.86 

 * Significant level is 0.05
From table of Belly medium it seems that
experimental group mean is 80.5 of pre test and after
giving training post test mean is 77.65 and control
group pre test mean is 81.8 and post test mean is
81.89 .Mean difference of two group is experimental
2.85 and control group is 0.09 and “t” ratio of
experimental group is  and 7.42 control group is
1.86 .Therefore it can be said that there is significant
for experimental group and  control group’s  is  not
significant girls Belly medium

GRAPH – 2
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Bharuch city girls experimental and
control group in the performance of Belly

Medium

TABEL-3
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Bharuch city girls  experimental and
control group in the performance of Belly low

No Group Pre  
test 

Post  
test 

Mean  
differrence 

“t”  
ratio 

1 Experimental 90.85 84.4 6.45 9.44* 
2 Control 86.9 86.93 0.03 1.26 

 
* Significant level is 0.05
From table of Belly Low it seems that experimental
group mean is 90.85 of pre test and after giving
training post test mean is 84.4 and control group
pre test mean is 86.9 and post test mean is
86.93.Mean difference of two group is experimental
6.45 and control group is 0.03 and “t” ratio of
experimental group is 9.44 and control group is 1.26
.Therefore it can be said that there is significant for
experimental group and  control group’s  is  not
significant girls  Belly low

GRAPH – 3
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Bharuch city girls experimental and
control group in the performance of Belly

Low
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TABEL-4
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Bharuch city girls experimental and
control group in the performance of Butt

No Group Pre  
Test 

Post  
Test 

Mean  
Differrence 

“t”  
Ratio 

1 Experimental 94.7 93.15 1.55 14.04* 
2 Control 95.9 95.96 0.06 1.05 

 * Significant level is 0.05
From table of Butt it seems that experimental group
mean is 94.7 of pre test and after giving training post
test mean is 93.15 and control group pre test mean
is 95.9 and post test mean is 95.96 .Mean difference
of two group is experimental 1.55 and control group
is 0.06  and “t” ratio of experimental group is 14.04
and control group is 1.05.Therefore it can be said
that there is significant for experimental group and
control group’s  is  not significant girls  Butt.

GRAPH – 4
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Bharuch city girls experimental and
control group in the performance of BUTT

TABEL-5
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Bharuch city girls  experimental and
control group in the performance of Thigh

near
No Group Pre  

test 
Post  
test 

Mean  
differrence 

“t”  
ratio 

1 Experimental 40.1 38.9 1.2 13.05* 
2 Control 39.25 39.45 0.2 1.89 

 * Significant level is 0.05
From table of weight it seems that experimental group
mean is 40.1 of pre test and after giving training post
test mean is 38.9 and control group pre test mean is
39.25 and post test mean is 39.45 .Mean difference
of two group is experimental 1.2 and control group

is 0.2  and “t” ratio of experimental group is 13.05
and control group is 1.89.Therefore it can be said
that there is significant for experimental group and
control group’s  is  not significant girls in Thigh near

GRAPH – 5
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Bharuch city girls experimental and
control group in the performance of Thigh

near

TABEL-6
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Bharuch city girls experimental and
control group in the performance of Thigh

above knee
No Group Pre  

test 
Post  
test 

Mean  
differrence 

“t”  
ratio 

1 Experimental 49.55 48.3 1.25 10.45* 
2 Control 49.95 50.045 0.095 1.95 

 
* Significant level is 0.05
From table of Thigh above knee it seems that
experimental group mean is 49.55 of pre test and
after giving training post test mean is 48.3 and control
group pre test mean is 49.95 and post test mean is
50.045.Mean difference of two group is
experimental 1.25 and control group is 0.095 and
“t” ratio of experimental group is 10.45 and control
group is 1.95.Therefore it can be said that there is
significant for experimental group and control group’s
is  not significant girls  Thigh above knee
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GRAPH – 6
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Bharuch city girls experimental and
control group in the performance of Thigh

above knee

Discussion of finding
The “t” ratio of the Bharuch city girls experimental
group in high belly 7.85 which was significant at 0.05
levels and control group in high belly was 1.55 which
wasn’t significant at 0.05 levels.
The “t” ratio of the Bharuch city girls experimental
group in medium belly 7.42 which was significant at
0.05 levels and control group in medium belly was
1.86 which wasn’t significant at 0.05 levels.
The “t” ratio of the Bharuch city girls experimental
group in low belly 9.44 which was significant at 0.05
levels and control group in low belly was 1.26 which
wasn’t significant at 0.05 levels.
The “t” ratio of the Bharuch city girls experimental
group in butt is 14.04 which was significant at 0.05
levels and control group in butt is 1.05 was which
wasn’t significant at 0.05 levels
The “t” ratio of the Bharuch city girls experimental
group in thigh above 13.05 which was significant at
0.05 levels and control group in thigh above was
1.89 which wasn’t significant at 0.05 levels.
The “t” ratio of the Bharuch city girls experimental
group in thigh near 10.45 which was significant at
0.05 levels and control group in Thigh near was 1.95
which wasn’t significant at 0.05 levels.
Therefore, statistical analysis shows that there is
significant effect of exercise on experimental group.
Conclusion
Keeping in view the basic limitations, of the research
work, conclusion shows that Exercise group loss
inches in Butt, Belly and Thigh then control group.
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The  present    study   has  been   carried   out  on  24  male  Boxer   (12 champion    and   12 non -
Chama)  belonging   to different   college   affiliated   to Kurukshetra    university   Kurukhsetra. The
subject of the study  to compare   the  teveiot   physical   fitness  champion   and  non  champion male
boxers. To collect    Data”  Level of  physical     fitness    measure    test”   contracted   by MALHOTRA
et  al  1982.  The Data  collected   through   this  test  were  statistically   analysed and  computed
through  mean,  standard deviation,   and  t-test.   The  value  of  t-ratio  26.70  (Both champion   and
non-champion) were  found   to be  statistically  significant     at  0.01  level   of confidence.   The  Result
indicated   that   the  champion boxer  seem  to  be  on  an  Average   more  physically   fit  than  there  who
are  non-champions.

COMPARISON  OF PHYSICAL  FITNESS  COMPONENTS OF
CHAMPION  AND NON CHAMPION BOXER AT UNIVERSITY LEVEL

* Vipul Khalashi

* Physical Teacher, Devine Child High School, Surat

Introduction:
Physical fitness has always been a concern of man
from pre-historic  time, it was survival for the fittest.
Throughout  human evolution has been a nomad, a
hunter and a farmer, his body has a high degree of
adaptability  for walking,  running,   Jumping  and
throwing.  But inrecently time complete changes have
taken place due to industrialization,  automatisation
and  motorisation and demand to gross motor
activities have been greatly reduced. These change
have caused a member of  so-called  “hypokinatic
diseases”  and has lowered the degree of physical
fitness. The teram physical  fitness  has been defined
by Harris (1960) as composed  of function  such as
strength cardorespiratory   Endurance,  speed power,
flexibility and coordination.  Each ofthese qualities
is believed tobeimportant forthe kindoffitness needed
fordaily living. It is the ability of person’s body to
meet the demands  meet placed upon it by is work,
by way o life and necessity to meet emergency
situation. from the perusal of the skills involved in
boxing i t  can be inferred that one of the the factor
required to be a good boxer is physical fitness. All
components  of physical fitness speed, strength,
Endurance,  flexibility or Agility affect the Boxers

performance.  The problem now  under:
Investigation  would   be that how many different
components   of physical  fitness differ between
champion  and non-champion    in boxing  or the
relationship   of physical  fitness  components   to
performance  inboxing.
Objectives oftheStudy:

1. Tofind out physical fitness and its components
scores  of champion boxer s.
2. To find out physical fitness and its components
scores of  non champion boxers.
3. To examine the difference of physical fitness and
its  components  scores between champion and
nonchampion boxers.
Hypotheses:
1. There exists a significant  difference  of physical
fitness scores between champion and non
 champion  boxers.
2. There exists a significant  difference  of muscular
strength  between champion and non- champion
boxers.
3. There exists a significant difference of speed
between champion and non- champion  boxers.
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4. There exist a significant  difference  of Grip-
strength  between champion  and non-champion
boxers
5. There exists asignificant  difference of Agility scorer
between champion  and non champion boxer.
6. There exists a significant  difference  of Endurance
scorer  between champion  and non- champion.
Methodology:
The present study is considered  to be a experimental
study A Total number of 24 male Boxers, out of
which  12champion  and 12 non-champion.  All the
boxers   from different weights declared at first
position were taken and  considered  as champions.
For non-champion   out of 60 boxers, 12 selected
through Random sampling technique and used as a
subject.
Tolls-used
Tofind out physical fitness and its components,
scores Malthotra et.al(1982) Physical fitness test was
used.The test consisted  offollowing SUb-tests.
1. Shuttle Run(6x10m)  second)
2. 60 Meters Dash second)
3 2.4km. run(second)
4. Standing vertical  Jump.
5. Pull-ups (numbers
6. Bentknee sit-ups (numbers)
7. Handgripstrength  (Kg)
Statistical Designed
The mean, standards deviations and T-test were used
to i.nd the significance  of differences between the
group means on all the variables.
Analysis   and Interpretation
The Data obtained  by using physical  fitness  test in
the investigation   were  recorded, statistically
analyzed and presented  in this chapter according
to the pursers of the project.
Table- 1
Total physical fitness of champion and non-
champion  b.o,xers

Stastistics  

group 

Mean SD N t-value 

Champion  

Boxers 

50.17 2.21 12 26.70 

Non-chmpion  

Boxers 

41.75 4.20 12  

 

Significant at.01level of confidence
It can be inferred that champion boxers and non-
champion  boxers are found to differ in their physical
fitness  Examination  of mean scores indicates that
(Table-1.1) the physical fitness level of non-
champion  boxers low as compared to champion
boxers. When significance  of difference was
checked by t-test, it was found that t-value is 26.70
which is significant at 0.01 level of confidence.

Table-2
6x10 Meters Shuttle  Run Scores of Champion

and Non-champion  Boxers.
Stastistics  

group 

Mean SD N t-value 

Champion  

Boxers 

6.92 1.50 12 26.70 

Non-chmpion  

Boxers 

3.46 1.40 12  

 
Significant  at.01level ofconfidence.
It can be in ferred that champion  boxers seem tobe
above average on 6x10 shuttle Run scores than non-
champion.  Champion  boxer  possessed  more
ability to change   direction  and agility as compared
to non-champion.  When significance  of differences
was cheeked by applying t-test, (table 1.2). It was
found that t-value is 5.96which is significant  at 0.01
level of confidence.

Table -3
60Meters  scores  champion   and non-

champion   boxers
Stastistics  

group 

Mean SD N t-value 

Champion  

Boxers 

6.67 1.67 12 5.05 

Non-chmpion  

Boxers 

3.40 1.44 12  

 
Significant  at.01level of confidence.
It can be inferred   that champion  and non-champion
boxers are to differ in their speed level. Examination
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of mean scores indicates (that ‘1.3) that non-
champion boxers speed lowas compared
tochampion  boxer. When significance  of differences
was cheeked  by t-test, it was found that t-value
is5.05 which is significant  at 0.01 level of confidence
Table -4

2.4 Km run scores  of champion   and Non-
champion   boxers

Stastistics  

group 

Mean SD N t-value 

Champion  

Boxers 

3.08 1.16 12 2.59 

Non-chmpion  

Boxers 

1.94 0.99 12  

 Significant  at .05level of confidence.
It can be inferred that champion and non champion
boxers are found to differ their Endurance.
Examination of mean scores Indicated that(table-
1.4) champion boxers possessed more endurance
ascompared to non-champion boxers. When
significance of differences  was cheeked by applying
t-test, it was found that T-value  in 2.59 which is
significant  at 0.05 level of confidence.

Table -5
Standing   vertical  jump  scores  of champion

boxers  and Non-Champion   Boxers

Stastistics  

group 

Mean SD N t-value 

Champion  

Boxers 

2.92 1.31 12 1.03 

Non-chmpion  

Boxers 

3.52 1.57 12  

 Not Significant
It can be Inferred that champion  and Non-champion
boxer are not found to differ in their strength of the
legextens or  muscles. When significance  of
differences  was checked by applying t-test, It was
found thatt-value is1.03which is Non-significant  at
0.01 and0.05 level of confidence.

Table -6
Pull ups scores  ofchampion   and Non-
Champion  Boxers  along  with t-value

Stastistics  

group 

Mean SD N t-value 

Champion  

Boxers 

5.67 1.81 12 3.06 

Non-chmpion  

Boxers 

4.02 1.22 12  

 
Significant  at.05 level of confidence...
it can be inferred that champion  and nonchampion
boxers are found10 differ In their Arm and shoulder
strength.  Examination  of mean scores indicates that
(Table 1.6)champion   boxers possessed  more
strength   of Arm and shoulder  muscles ascompared
to non- champion  boxers. When significance  of
difference  was  checked  by applying t-test, it was
found that t-value is3.06 which are significant  at0.05
level ofconfidence.

Table -7
Bent knee sit ups score  champion   and non-

Champion   Boxers
Stastistics  

group 

Mean SD N t-value 

Champion  

Boxers 

4.92 1.44 12 4.07 

Non-chmpion  

Boxers 

2.60 1.27 12  

 
Sianificant  at0.1level ofconfidence...
It can be inferred that champion  boxers possessed
more strength of the abdominal muscle ascompared
to non-champion   Boxers. Significance  of difference
was checked  by applying byt- test, it was found
that t-value is4.07 which is significant  at 0.01 level
ofconfederation.
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Table -8
Hand  Grip strength  scores  of Champion

and Non-Champion   boxers

Stastistics  

group 

Mean SD N t-value 

Champion  

Boxers 

5.50 1.56 12 3.84 

Non-chmpion  

Boxers 

3.04 1.59 12  

 

Significant  at0.1level ofconfidence...
It can be inferred   that champion  boxers possessed
more hand Grup strength. Forearm strength and
hand muscles strength as compared to non-champion
Boxer, significance of Difference was checked by
applying t-test, it was found that t-value is 3.84 which
are significant  at 0.01level of confidence.
Conclusion:
1.  There are significant  differences  champion  and
nonchampion  boxes on the parameter physical
fitness and its components.
2. Champion  boxers  are higher on physical fitness
scores as compared  to non-champion boxers thus
indicating  that champion  boxers  are more physical
fit than non champion boxers.
3.  As for as variance  inphysical  fitness components
is concerned  the result indicate that champion
boxers are significantly  higher on shuttle run,60 meter
dash, 2.4 km Run,pull uphand Grip and bent knee
set ups as compared  to their    counter parts   non-
champion boxes.
4. No difference  between champion  and non-
champion  boxers was seen in the components of
standing  vertical Jump.
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A Research and Study of Anthropometric measurements on obese boys of Ahemdabad city. The purpose
of study was to see effect of exercise on obese boys of Ahemdabad city specialy on Abdomen, Buttock
and Thigh . I have also put forth my efforts to study. For this study school boys were selected of Ahemdabad
city area .The age group was between 13-17  years. 40  boys  of Ahemdabad city school were selected
randomly for the purpose of the study. There were two group 1) experimental and 2) control group.
Experimental group was given 12 week training of exercise .From the Statistical Analysis it is seen that
there is  significant difference in Anthropometric measurement after training of exercise, Exercise group
loss centimeter   in Buttock, Abdominal and Thigh then control group.

EFFECTS OF SPECIAL EXERCISE ON ANTHROPOMETRIC
MEASURMENTOF AHEMDABAD CITY’S SCHOOL OBESE CHILDREN

* D.G. Chaudhary

* PTI, Delhi Public School, Bopal, Ahemdabad

Introduction
Ideally, healthy habits, including a fitness program,
should begin early in life It’s easier to practice a
healthy life style as an adult if you grew up eating
healthy foods and exercising. If you haven’t
exercised in a while, you will begin to see a training
effect within a week or two after you start your
program. Your heart muscles will become stronger.
You’ll begin to have greater endurance for every day
task. After about eight weeks of the exercise
program your body will adapt to the increased
demands. If you want to see continued improvement,
you may need to increase the time or the intensity of
your workout and /or add some new activities.
Adding variety to your workout will help to keep it
interesting and will increase your ability to be
consistent in exercising week after week.
Exercise is basic bodily need. Physiologically all
your body systems will benefit from regular
exercise. Depending upon the degree of exertion
and the exercise performed, muscles may increase
in size, strength, hardness, endurance and
flexibility, with improved reflexes and co-
ordination
Method
40 obese boys of  Ahemdabad city were selected

randomly of Ahemdabad for the purpose of the
study. There were  two groups 20 of boys control
group   and 20 of experimental group. For this group
A and B were made. A was given special excises of
Buttock, Abdomen and Thigh.
Anthropometric measurement of body parts was
taken by Rosscraft Anthropometric tape.
Result and discussion

Table-1
The difference of the mean of Ahemdabad city
boys experimental group and control group in
the performance of Buttock circumference table

No Group Pre  
test 

Post  
test 

Mean  
differrence 

“t”  
ratio 

1 Experimental 94.7 93.15 1.55 14.04* 
2 Control 95.9 95.96 0.06 1.05 

 * Significant level is 0.05
From table of Buttock it seems that experimental
group mean is 94.7 of pre test and after giving training
post test mean is 93.15 and control group pre test
mean is 95.9 and post test mean is 95.96 .Mean
difference of two group is experimental 1.55 and
control group is 0.06  and “t” ratio of experimental
group is 14.04 and control group is 1.05.Therefore
it can be said that there is significant for experimental
group and  control group’s  is  not significant Boys
Buttock circumference.
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Table-2
The difference of the mean of Ahemdabad city
boys experimental group and control group in
the performance of Upper Abdominal table

No Group Pre  
test 

Post  
test 

Mean  
differrence 

“t”  
ratio 

1 Experimental 71.8 70.25 1.55 7.85* 
2 Control 118.54 118.64 0.1 1.55 

 * Significant level is 0.05
From table of Belly high it seems that experimental
group mean is 71.8 of pre test and after giving training
post test mean is 70.25nd control group pre test
mean is 118.54 and post test mean is 118.64 Mean
difference of two group is experimental 1.55 and
control group is 0.1 and “t” ratio of experimental
group is 7.85 and control group is 1.55 .Therefore
it can be said that there is significant for experimental
group and  control group’s  is  not significant Boys
upper Abdominal

TABLE-3
The difference of the mean of Ahemdabad city
boys experimental group and control group in
the performance of  Middle Abdominal table

No Group Pre  
Test 

Post  
Test 

Mean  
Differrence 

“t”  
Ratio 

1 Experimental 80.5 77.65 2.85 7.42* 
2 Control 81.8 81.89 0.09 1.86 

 * Significant level is 0.05
From table of Belly medium it seems that
experimental group mean is 80.5 of pre test and after
giving training post test mean is 77.65 and control

group pre test mean is 81.8 and post test mean is
81.89 .Mean difference of two group is experimental
2.85 and control group is 0.09 and “t” ratio of
experimental group is  and 7.42 control group is
1.86 .Therefore it can be said that there is significant
for experimental group and  control group’s  is  not
significant Boys Middle  Abdominal

TABLE-4
            The difference of the mean of
Ahemdabad city boys experimental group and
control group in the performance of Lower
Abdominal table

No Group Pre  
test 

Post  
test 

Mean  
differrence 

“t”  
ratio 

1 Experimental 90.85 84.4 6.45 9.44* 
2 Control 86.9 86.93 0.03 1.26 

 
* Significant level is 0.05
From table of Belly Low it seems that experimental
group mean is 90.85 of pre test and after giving
training post test mean is 84.4 and control group
pre test mean is 86.9 and post test mean is
86.93.Mean difference of two group is experimental
6.45 and control group is 0.03 and “t” ratio of
experimental group is 9.44 and control group is 1.26
.Therefore it can be said that there is significant for
experimental group and  control group’s  is  not
significant Boys  Lower  Abdominal
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Table-5
The difference of the mean of Ahemdabad
city boys experimental group and control
group in the performance of Thigh table

No Group Pre  
test 

Post  
test 

Mean  
differrence 

“t”  
ratio 

1 Experimental 40.1 38.9 1.2 13.05* 
2 Control 39.25 39.45 0.2 1.89 

 * Significant level is 0.05
From table of weight it seems that experimental group
mean is 40.1 of pre test and after giving training post
test mean is 38.9 and control group pre test mean is
39.25 and post test mean is 39.45 .Mean difference
of two group is experimental 1.2 and control group
is 0.2  and “t” ratio of experimental group is 13.05
and control group is 1.89.Therefore it can be said
that there is significant for experimental group and
control group’s  is  not significant Boys in Thigh

Therefore, statistical analysis shows that there is
significant effect of exercise on experimental group.
CONCLUSION
Keeping in view the basic limitations, of the research
work, conclusion shows that  Exercise group loss
circumference in centimeters   in Buttock, Abdominal
and Thigh then control group.
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It is very important to evaluate the education and training given to students on regular basis. For the
purpose of this study 20 male students of MPEd were selected as the subject. The selected subjects were
tested twice i.e. pre and post training of 8 weeks. Variables like strength of shoulder muscles, strength of
abdominal muscles, explosive strength of leg muscles, speed, agility and cardiovascular endurance were
tested through pull ups, seat ups, standing broad jump, 50 yard dash, shuttle run, and 1.5 mile run/walk
test respectively. ‘t’ test was applied at the significant level of 0.05 for statistical analysis. After the analysis
of the data it was observed that with the said 8 weeks training and given situation the endurance strength of
abdominal muscles, explosive strength of leg muscles and cardiovascular endurance improved significantly,
whereas there was no significant change in strength of shoulder muscles, speed and agility.
Key Word: strength of shoulder muscles, strength of abdominal muscles, explosive strength of leg muscles,
speed, agility and cardiovascular endurance

A STUDY OF EFFECT OF REGULAR PRACTICAL SESSIONS
TRAINING ON SELECTED PHYSICAL FITNESS VARIABLES ON

MPED STUDENTS

* B.H. Kantesariya

* Asst. Professor, Department of Phy. Edu., Saurashtra University, Rajkot

INTRODUCTION:
For the betterment and development of good training
program it is very important to evaluate the education
and training given to students on regular basis. As
we all know that the primary component of physical
fitness is the base of any advanced training or
development of various sorts of skills. Physical fitness
consists of strength, speed, power, flexibility and
endurance. It is obvious that any sort of physical
training will develop these variables on a large of
small scale depending upon the training type and
duration. It may also happen that the development
of one variable affects another one adversely.
METHODOLOGY:
To achieve the objective of the study 20 male
students from MPEd course were selected as the
subjects. The subject of the study were introduced
to regular practical sessions. Pre-test and post data
were analyzed using ‘t’ test at 0.05 level of
significance.
RESULT OF THE STUDY:

Table – I
Table showing pre-test mean, post-test mean,

mean difference and calculated ‘t’ value of
pull ups, seat ups, standing broad jump, 50

yard dash, shuttle run and 1.5 mile run/walk
tests

No Test Mean Mean  
Difference ‘t’ 

1 Pull ups Pre-test 5.95 0.35 1.15 Post-test 6.30 
2 Seat ups Pre-test 24.65 1.60 2.38* Post-test 26.25 
3 Standing  

Broad Jump 
Pre-test 1.79 0.04 1.92* Post-test 1.83 

4 50 Yard Dash Pre-test 6.83 0.05 0.97 Post-test 6.78 
5 Shuttle Run Pre-test 11.53 0.03 0.30 Post-test 11.50 
6 1.5 mile Run/ 

walk Test 
Pre-test 10.20 0.77 3.40* Post-test 9.44 

 
t 0.05 (19) = 2.093
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Chart – I
Chart showing the pre-test mean, post-test
mean and mean difference of pull ups test

It is evident from table – 1 and chart – I that the
calculated ‘t’ value is 1.15 which is not significant at
0.05 level of significance with the mean difference
of 0.35.

Chart – II
Chart showing the pre-test mean, post-test
mean and mean difference of seat ups test

It is evident from table – 1 and chart – II that the
calculated ‘t’ value is 2.38 which is significant at 0.05
level of significance with the mean difference of 1.60.

Chart – III
Chart showing the pre-test mean, post-test

mean and mean difference of standing broad
jump test

It is evident from table – 1 and chart – III that the
calculated ‘t’ value is 1.92 which is significant at 0.05
level of significance with the mean difference of 0.04.

Chart – IV
Chart showing the pre-test mean, post-test
mean and mean difference of 50 yard dash

test

It is evident from table – 1 and chart – IV that the
calculated ‘t’ value is 0.97 which is not significant at
0.05 level of significance with the mean difference
of 0.05.
DISCUSSION OF THE STUDY AND
CONCLUSION:
After the analysis of the data it was observed that
with the said 8 weeks training and given situation
the endurance strength of abdominal muscles,
explosive strength of leg muscles and cardiovascular
endurance improved significantly, whereas there was
no significant change in strength of shoulder muscles,
speed and agility. It can be concluded that more
specific training is required to develop these
variables.
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The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of Plyometric training on strength, speed and flexibility.
The subjects were 60 boys and girls students of 7 to 9 standard. The subjects were ranging from 12 to 15
years of age. Depending upon the level of physical fitness subject were divided into two groups i.e.
experimental group and control group. Experimental group participated in a training programme of Plyometric
exercises for a period of eight weeks and control group was not exposing to any kind of training programme.
The training was given thrice a week. Selected variable i.e. strength of abdominal muscles, explosive
strength of leg muscles, speed, and flexibility were respectively assessed by sit ups, standing broad jump,
50 yard dash and sit & reach test. The data of pre-test and post test was analyzed by ‘t’ test at 0.05 level
of significance. The result of the study shows that strength of abdominal muscles and explosive strength of
leg muscles improved significantly whereas there was no significant improvement in speed and flexibility.
KEY WORDS:  strength of abdominal muscles, explosive strength of leg muscles, speed, and flexibility

EFFECT OF PLYOMETRIC TRAINING ON STRENGTH, SPEED AND
FLEXIBILITY

* Y.L. Jethava

* Guest Instructor (Rock Climbing), SVIM, Mount Abu & PDUMC, Junagadh.

INTRODUCTION:
For many years coaches and athletes have sought
to improve power in order to enhance performance.
Throughout this century and no doubt during the
times before, jumping, bounding and hopping
exercises were especially used in various ways to
enhance athletic performance. In recent years this
distinct method of training for power or explosiveness
has been termed Plyometrics. Plyometrics by
definition is, a type of exercise using explosive
movements to develop muscular power, esp.
bounding, hopping and jumping. It is a term that
describes exercises that help to bridge the gap
between strength and speed, and refers to human
movement that involves an eccentric muscle
contraction immediately and rapidly followed by
concentric contraction. When a muscle is lengthened,
energy is released as heat, but some energy is stored
in the muscles and tendons to be used in its
subsequent contraction. The goal is to decrease the
amount of time it takes for the muscle to contract in
a movement. Again the focus is on time. If the muscle
is stretched for too long, useable energy is lost as

heat. Plyometrics refers to exercises that enable a
muscle to reach maximal strength in as short a time
as possible. Such exercise usually involve some form
of jumping, but other modes of exercise exist.
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY:
The purpose of the study was to investigate the effect
of Plyometric training program on strength, speed
and flexibility.
METHODOLOGY:
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect
of Plyometric training on strength, speed and
flexibility. The subjects were 60 boys and girls
students of 7 to 9 standard. The subjects were ranging
from 12 to 15 years of age. Depending upon the
level of physical fitness subject were divided into
two groups i.e. experimental group and control group.
Experimental group participated in a training
programme of Plyometric exercises for a period of
eight weeks and control group was not exposing to
any kind of training programme. The training was
given thrice a week. Selected variable i.e. strength
of abdominal muscles, explosive strength of leg
muscles, speed, and flexibility were respectively
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assessed by sit ups, standing broad jump, 50 yard
dash and sit & reach test. The data of pre-test and
post test was analyzed by ‘t’ test at 0.05 level of
significance.
Experimental group was given training of Plyometric
exercises for thrice a week, whereas the control
group participated in regular PE classes only.
RESULTS:

Table-1
Means, mean difference, S and ‘t’ value of sit
ups, standing broad jump, 50 yard dash and
sit reach tests of experimental group and

control group
No Test Group Mean MD S ‘t’ 

1 Sit ups 
Experimental 
 
Control 

Pre-Test 
Post-Test 
Pre-Test 

Post-Test 

23.60 
26.30 
24.40 
24.67 

2.70 
 

0.27 

4.69 
 

5.18 

3.15* 
 

0.29 

2 Standing  
Broad Jump 

Experimental 
 
Control 

Pre-Test 
Post-Test 
Pre-Test 

Post-Test 

150.40 
157.17 
154.23 
158.83 

6.77 
 

4.60 

17.24 
 

30.25 

2.15* 
 

0.83 

3 50 Yard Dash 
Experimental 
 
Control 

Pre-Test 
Post-Test 
Pre-Test 

Post-Test 

8.54 
8.55 
8.78 
8.62 

0.01 
 

0.16 

0.44 
 

2.38 

0.12 
 

0.37 

4 Sit & Reach 
Experimental 
 
Control 

Pre-Test 
Post-Test 
Pre-Test 

Post-Test 

29.73 
30.30 
28.20 
29.23 

0.57 
 

1.03 

3.04 
 

4.98 

1.03 
 

1.13 

 
‘t’ 0.05 (29) = 2.045
Table – 1 shows that the mean of performance of
experimental group in sit ups test of pre-test was
23.60, post-test was 26.30 and mean difference was
2.70. The calculated ‘t’ value of sit ups test of
experimental group was 3.15, which was significant
at 0.05 level. Whereas the mean of performance of
control group in sit ups test of pre-test was 24.40,
post-test was 24.67 and mean difference was 0.27.
The calculated ‘t’ value of sit ups test of control group
was 0.29, which was insignificant at 0.05 level.
Table – 1 shows that the mean of performance of
experimental group in standing broad jump test of
pre-test was 150.40, post-test was 157.17 and
mean difference was 6.77. The calculated ‘t’ value
of standing broad jump test of experimental group
was 2.15, which was significant at 0.05 level.
Whereas the mean of performance of control group
in standing broad jump test of pre-test was 154.23,
post-test was 158.83 and mean difference was 4.60.
The calculated ‘t’ value of standing broad jump test
of control group was 0.83, which was insignificant
at 0.05 level.

Table – 1 shows that the mean of performance of
experimental group in 50 yard dash test of pre-test
was 8.54, post-test was 8.55 and mean difference
was 0.01. The calculated ‘t’ value of 50 yard dash
test of experimental group was 0.12, which was
insignificant at 0.05 level. Whereas the mean of
performance of control group in 50 yard dash test
of pre-test was 8.78, post-test was 8.62 and mean
difference was 0.16. The calculated ‘t’ value of 50
yard dash test of control group was 0.37, which
was insignificant at 0.05 level.
Table – 1 shows that the mean of performance of
experimental group in sit & reach test of pre-test
was 29.73, post-test was 30.30 and mean difference
was 0.57. The calculated ‘t’ value of sit & reach
test of experimental group was 1.03, which was
insignificant at 0.05 level. Whereas the mean of
performance of control group in sit & reach test of
pre-test was 28.20, post-test was 29.23 and mean
difference was 1.03. The calculated ‘t’ value of sit
& reach test of control group was 1.13, which was
insignificant at 0.05 level.
DISCUSSION:
Graph – 1
Illustration of pre-test and post-test means and
mean difference in sit ups test performance of
experimental and control group

It is evident from table – 1 and graph – 1 that the
calculated ‘t’ value of pre-test and post-test means
of sit ups test performance of experimental group
was greater than the tabulated value. Which shows
that there is significant difference between both the
means.
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Graph – 2
Illustration of pre-test and post-test means and
mean difference in standing broad jump test
performance of experimental and control group

It is evident from table – 1 and graph – 2 that the
calculated ‘t’ value of pre-test and post-test means
of standing broad jump test performance of
experimental group was greater than the tabulated
value. Which shows that there is significant difference
between both the means.
Graph – 3
Illustration of pre-test and post-test means and mean
difference in 50 yard dash test performance of
experimental and control group

It is evident from table – 1 and graph – 3 that the
calculated ‘t’ value of pre-test and post-test means
of 50 yard dash test performance of experimental
group was not greater than the tabulated value.
Which shows that there is insignificant difference
between both the means.

Graph – 4
Illustration of pre-test and post-test means and
mean difference in sit & reach test performance
of experimental and control group

It is evident from table – 1 and graph – 4 that the
calculated ‘t’ value of pre-test and post-test means
of sit & reach test performance of experimental
group was not greater than the tabulated value.
Which shows that there is insignificant difference
between both the means.
CONCLUSIONS:
- There was significant improvement in strength of
abdominal muscles by the particular training
program.
- There was significant improvement in explosive
strength of leg muscles by the particular training
program.
- There was not any significant improvement in speed
by the said training program.
- There was not any significant improvement in
flexbility by the said training program.
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Introduction of Sports Management
Sport management is a field of education and
vocation concerning the business aspect of sport.
Some examples of sport managers include the front
office system in professional sports, college sports
managers, recreational sport managers, sports
marketing, management, facility, sports economics,
sport finance, and sports information. Many colleges
offer this in many degrees.
This certain profession is slowly increasing in
popularity, yet is predicted to not be able to fill
positions due to the explosion in demand. Entry level
persons with a degree in sports management can
expect an hourly wage due to the high demand with
fewer jobs.
Youth Sport Coaching: Development,
Approaches, and Educational Needs
The youth sport coach can have a dramatic influence
on young athletes’ development and enjoyment of
sport. But who is the youth sport coach? The
background and perspective of youth sport coaches
can vary from inexperienced parent-volunteers to
highly skilled and paid coaches of elite youth
programs. Within this spectrum are millions of
individuals that coach youth programs of all types.
Unfortunately, research has not extensively examined
who the “youth sport coach” is so our knowledge in
this area is limited.
In this line of both correlation and experimental
research the investigators have looked at how the
feedback and behaviours exhibited by a coach
influences athletes’ sense of satisfaction with the
coach, season, and teammates. More specifically, it
was found that youth coaches who underwent Coach

SPORTS MANAGEMENT
* A.J. Zala

* Physical Instructor, Shri B.P. Patel Arts College, Anand

Effectiveness Training (CET) to learn techniques for
encouragement, effective skill instruction, and
avoiding punishment were perceived in a different
way than those coaches who did not undergo the
training. Coaches trained in “positive coaching”
techniques were better liked by their athletes and
these athletes had more satisfaction with their
teammates and season. Athletes of CET trained
coaches also exhibited higher levels of motivation.
Further, those children who started the season with
lower self-esteem and played for a CET trained
coach showed a greater increase in self-esteem over
the season than those with lower self-esteem playing
for non-trained coaches. An interesting note on this
line of research is that the win-loss records of the
team seemed not to impact athletes’ perceptions of
satisfaction with coach and season. Thus, this
research has shown that training coaches to be more
positive and encouraging leads to a number of
positive psychosocial consequences.
Coaching style training such as CET has also been
found to affect attrition rates in youth sports. In a
follow-up investigation, it was found that those
athletes who played for untrained coaches reported
an attrition rate of 26% (typical rate in youth sports);
whereas those athletes playing for a CET trained
coach reported rates of only 5% (Barnett, Smoll, &
Smith, 1992). Players who had played for these
positively oriented coaches also exhibited lower
anxiety levels (Smith, Smoll, & Barnett, 1995).
These findings clearly substantiate the powerful affect
of positive coaching behaviours on both keeping
youth
The literature is clear that coaching education is not
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being fully embraced in all youth sport settings
(Houseworth, Davis, & Dobbs, 1990; Stewart &
Sweet, 1992). Numerous studies have investigated
coaches’ perceptions of educational opportunities.
Survey and questionnaire data from samples of
coaches, ranging from 39 to almost 800 respondents
depending on the study, found some interesting
results. First, programs are not perceived to benefit
most coaches. Further, coaching education material
is not seen as comprehensive, not effective, or not
adequately preparing these coaches for their myriad
roles (House worth, Davis, & Dobbs, 1990;
Silvestre, 1991; Stewart & Sweet, 1992). As stated
earlier, many youth sport coaches are volunteers who
do not have time to give to coaching education.
Despite much concern about the educational needs
of these coaches, experts agree that youth sport
coaching education should focus on the following:
· A comprehensive approach providing both
strategies for sport development (e.g., skills and
drills, growth and maturation, training techniques)
and strategies for dealing with social issues (e.g.,
communication, feedback, parents) (Silvestri, 1991).
· Providing ongoing education that allows for
not only the foundational knowledge but also
strategies for dealing with sport and league specific
concerns. This process would allow coaches to
refresh previous knowledge and learn updated
practices.
· In a series of interviews with coaches it was
found that an environment allowing coaches to
network with, learn from, and mentor each other
was critical for development (Bloom, Durand-Bush,
Schinke, & Salmela, 1998). Peer learning and
evaluation can greatly enhance coaching education
formatting.
Due to the scope of youth sport experience, the
development and background of the typical youth
sport coach has not been easily identified. While
some research has examined the general background
and needs of these coaches, more research would
aid in understanding the overall role and needs of
the youth sport coach. Positive approaches to
coaching have been identified through research of
feedback patterns and coach-athlete interactions.

Furthering this line of research into application of all
youth sport contexts would be beneficial. Finally,
coaching education practices have had limited
success but have not found much support on a wide-
scale effort (Gilbert & Trudel, 1999). Identifying
educational needs have helped researchers in better
understanding formats to reach this diverse audience.
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In the context  of shrinking world and expanding horizon of  Nature, Sports has come to be recoqnized as
Fitness and Relaxation social for integration and entertainment by display of competitive physical prowess
with intellectual alertness and emotional catharsis, Ever since independence, various promotional schemes
are being experimented towards the fulfilment of the National aspiration to measure. The international
standards in sports as a symbol of the vigor and self image of citizens. There is anxiety not to let teh
progress of women to lag behind men. The biological role of child bearing and consequent marginal variations
in body size, essential fatty deposits and rate of maturity, physiology are universal for mankind. But this
division of labor in the propagation of human race has made all the differences in the sociology of life style,
family and communal resopnsibilities and motivation for specific cultural behavior which includes sport
behavior. Fortunately sociology is normative with the needs and perceptions of a society. Some social
dymanics will be examined in this paper to identify motivational factors for appropriate sports behavior in
Indian Women.

MOTIVATION FOR WOMEN IN SPORTS BEHAVIOR
* S.B. Narodia

* Sports & Hobby Co-Ordinator, Podar International School, Surat

MOTIVATION
Rene Dubos Identified ‘Chance of Action’ as one
of the two distinguishing characteristic of Humanity,
Roger, Bannister, after accomplishing the incredible
record of breaking the four-minute barrier for a mile,
quit athletics to pursue medicine. Jimmy George after
getting the prestigious, highly prospective and difficult
to get admission in India to medical studies, quit it,
in pursuit o excellence in Vollyball. Both had the
capability to achieve eminence in athletics, as well
as, in medicine. But certain perceptions of philosophy,
value for specific activity, perceptions of relevence
and available avenues of services, self fulfillment,
social recognition, facilities available, extent of
information disseminated, support from family and
fraternity groups influence the choice of an individual.
‘Motivation is willing release of extra energy in the
service of accepted goals’.
SPORTS
The second distinguishing characteristic of Humanity,
identified by Rene Dobos is ‘resort to non-utility
behaviour (arts, festival, monuments). All sports,
including the purposively designed ones like

Basketball and Volleyball, are organized out of
instictual movements in self indulgence and group
interactions in exhibition of human potential of
strength, enduance and intellect. Such spotaneous
expressions might get suppressed by certain social
norms and constraints of opportunities, or
encouraged to drive specific benifits identified as its
outcome, from time to time, in different societies.
The stated objective of majority of participants in a
mess sports program in Norway with intended
objective of physical Fitness was FUN.  A study in
West Germany reported that children develop better
with a program of games than those scientifically
selected sets of physical exercises.
‘Sports are physical activities of  recreation,
character where the individual effort of the participant
determines the results.
Competitive sport is a category of such activities
where the element of competition is educative and
developmentally utilized to exercise freedom of
action within set of rules accepted.
The concept of ‘Sports for all’ encourages not only
sports but also, various forms of physical activities,
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from spontaneou unorganized games to a minimum
of physical exercise regularly performed.
EDUCATION
Kalpana sharma reports : In a study on women and
sports, Padma Prakash points out women’s
participation is closely linked with access to
education. Formal and informal club structure for
taking part in sports is almost not available for girls
and women. The proportion of girls getting access
to education is very limited due to social forces. Even
this small percentage is distributed amongst mixed
schools, colleges and exclusive schools for girls. In
the former sports program for girls low priority being
too small in number for forming teams, providing
facilities and personal unvailable economically, sports
itself being at the bottom of priorities in the
educational system; in the case of the latter, they are
too few mostly located in urban centers. This seems
to provide less opportunities to develop talents in
team than in individual events. The biological
vulnerability of criminal assualts of girls makes taxing
demands for escorts in travel for outstation
tournaments.
EXTRINSIC MOTIVATION
Awards of material value, such as, prizes,
scholarships, substantial cash payment, jobs etc. has
limited value of feed back of achievement especially
in children. In top sports it may prove
counterproductive as the recipients get interested in
getting the awards rather than concetrating on
improved performance. A number of popular articles
have appeared alleging grabbing of sports
scholarship by undeserving by unethical means, and
majority of those getting comfortable placement on
job quota ceasin to take further interest in sports.
Bob Beamon posed a significant question as to how
could cash prize help an athlete who was not assisted
by his state in improving his sports skill. So also Ron
Hendrik Wryle commented : The goverment inspired
six figure bonus for success from the tax payers
money does not seem to provide the anticipated
‘motivation’ for the Indian Women’s Hockey team.
However such awards as tokens of appreciation
assure supports to achievement in sports.

PROFESSIONALISM
The high input of time the effort needed to enter into
the top echelon of sports, and the ever broadending
base of competition involving globe trotting makes
professionalism inevitable even to pursue the intrinsic
motivation of ‘Pursuit of exellence.’ Ed Moses once
observed that the money under professionalism was
welcome but the real satisfaction comes from
breaking a record or outperforming other
competitors. The principle behind this may be
understood by an analogy in our ancient culture.
Begging was sanctioned and even sanctified for a
spiritual aspirant to free him from the necessity of
devoting time and effort in earning his daily living.
Professionalism is a universal profession with long
preparatory period, short productive period with
wisdom needed to make provision for another long
period under retirement. It becomes difficult for one
to enter this ‘profession’ if his nation does not actively
promote professional circuits. It is thrown open
cautiously in India only in the disciplines of Tennis,
Track and Field and perhaps, in football even for
men and women, even in western countries, it is
available only in Tennis, Track and Field and perhaps
in some winter sports.
SOCIAL CONSTRAINTS MARRIAGE
In our society Marriage is almost mandatory of
women. Perhaps the genesis of many forms of social
injustice to women like dowry may be traced to social
security provided by marraige. Even job is sought
more to enhance the prospects or marriage than for
economic security. Ezekiel states : ‘our women have
only short time goals of getting a job  on the basis of
early performance in sports and get married and give
up the game at the age of approximately 24 years.
In our tradition of arranged marriages on
consideration of caste and religion and agreement
of horoscopes, sports  carrier, instead of providing
wider opportunities of getting introduced to eligible
bachelors becomes an obstacle of bias of a bold
self willed girl widely traveled with contacts of large
circle of men being not suitable for the role of a docile
faithful housewife shiny Wilson (Now Abraham) ad
Mercy Kuttan are lucky few to get sportsmen
husbands enhancing their sports career instead of
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leading to retirement as in the case of Gita Zutshi
and possibly P.T.Usha as speculated in the
newspapers. The solution lies in social evaluation
with spread of education and international interaction
in men and programs.
SOCIAL CONTRAINTS, SOCIAL NORMS
A graduate seminar in Shivaji University a couple of
years ago discussed the problem of girls with
potential for scoring high grades in sports being
reluctant even to take tests of physical fitness. The
identified reaction for their parents not permitting
them to take part in sports are; Failure to find
relevance of sports in the life of girls, present and
future, sports uniform being considered immodest,
reluctance to send girls to school out of normal theory
hours on account of need to attend to domestic
chores and apprehension if social insecurity, fear of
loosing personnel vigilance of the behaviour of and
treatment to their girls while on tour.
CURRICULAM
A study of the programme of Physical Education for
girls showed that considerable changes in it rate
needed to not only to arouse current interest in it but
also impart understanding of the relevance of
Physical Education for the health, recreation and
rearing children as well as, appropriate skills of
specific needs and lifelong application.
Even sportsmen representing university were found
to be ignorant of concepts of Physical Fitness ad its
assessment by the individual, stratagies for
competitions and other essential cognitive learning
of motor behaviour in a recent study done by us.
Motivation arises from knowledge and self masterly.
The syllabi in Physical Education, teaching methods
and evaluation procedure, and techniques of
coaching adopted are to be reviewed with this
principle in view.
CONCLUSION
In India also it is estimated that women’s
performance in athletics is only 10% enferior to men
and even this gap is getting narrower. With patronage
of commercial establishments, some progress is being
made in team games as well. But in Mass sports
there remains much leeway to be made up.
Social evolution lagging behind social needs makes

for trady changes in social norms, marriage choices
patterns of leisure and recreation etc. Influencing
nagatively and motivation for progressive sports
behaviour in women. Inclusion of sports awareness
in the programs of Functional literacy, Family (Social)
Welfare. Women’s welfare etc and community
improvement campaigns by service and women’s
clubs will accelerate and the social evaluation. The
ultimate curricular reforms to bring about needed
improvements in cognitive learning, motor skills and
attitude towards sports in enjoying life with fuller
expression of human potential and self actualization.
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Today we can consider ourselves as modern and civilized but of course not happy at all. We require
sleeping pills for having sound sleep, medicines for constive and other different sort of tonics to maintain
strength. We can not keep ourselves normal without pain killers. Today’s youth turned towards drugs and
narcotics to ruin themselves.For this study 22 students (male) were selected from B.N College of physical
Education, Udaipur Rajasthan. Their age group was 18 to 25 years. Their age was conformed form
college data. And through fitness test it was Decided that all the students were suitable for this study.
Trainees of the experimental group were trained daily for an hour which includes some yogic exercise for
five minute followed by Asanas and Pranayam. The training schedule includes-Asanas and Pranayama.
For the statistical process the “t” test was used to find out the significant of mean difference among pre test
and post test. The statistical significant level was 0.05. The “t” Ratio of Body weight of Experimental group
was 6.59, while of control group was -1.06. The ‘t’ Ratio of systolic Blood Pressure of Experimental
group was 2.92 and Diastolic Blood Pressure was 2.87, while of Control group was 0.24 and 1.16
respectively. The ‘t’ Ratio of pulse rate of Experimental group was 5.81, while of control group was 1.00.
The ‘t’ Ratio of Breath Holding capacity of Experimental group was 5.46 while of control group was 0.52.
The ‘t’ ratio of all Experimental groups variable were significance at 0.05 level. Otherwise the ‘t’ ratio of
control groups variables were not significance at 0.05 level. The Body weight was reduced due to training
given to experimental group. The Breath Holding capacity of Experimental group increased due to training.
Notable changes were found in Body weight, Blood pressure, pulse rate, vital capacity and Breath holding
capacity of Experimental group due to selected Asana and Pranayama for the training of six weeks.

THE EFFECTS OF SELECTED ASANAS AND PRANAYAMAS ON
PHYSIOLOGICAL VARIABLES ON THE STUDENTS OF  PHYSICAL

EDUCATION

* Dr. Preeti Kachhwa

* Lecturer, Bhopal Nobles P.G. College of Physical Education, Udipur

Introduction :
Today we can consider ourselves as modern and
civilized but of course not happy at all. We require
sleeping pills for having sound sleep, medicines for
constive and other different sort of tonics to maintain
strength. We can not keep ourselves normal without
pain killers. Today’s youth turned towards drugs and
narcotics to ruin themselves.
Play for all men and woman is the Slogan of Physical
Education while the importance of yoga is expanding
like yoga for all men and women. When the world
unites through yoga it is necessary to make some
research in it.
Not only body but even internal chemical process

and vital is effected by the carefully study and practice
of Asanas. It effects more when we practice it with
“Bandha” and “Nauli”. Other Physical exercises
except”Asanas”lack this.
Not only this but the entire set of physical exercise
to maintain body fit and keep it well is only for
healthy one and also having limitations in it.
But healthy and unhealthy (unwhole some) young
and aged any one can practice Asanas equally. Some
other hard exercise are forbidden for women in else
methods. While this is not the case with Asanas.
Sometimes women can do it better than men.
Disorder is removed by yoga and body remains.
Bowels/intestines/entrails are highly effected by yoga
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and due to this one can recover one’s self from the
diseases such as indigestion (dyspepsia), gas,
constipation (Costiveness).
“Pran” is the Sanskrit word for energy. “Pranayam”
is the respiration technique of yoga, that forces
breathed air stream further and settles (regulates)
gained energy to muscles. Mental succession is
naturally affected by proper practice of this
respiration technique. Lung’s capacity increases by
taking breath always through nose and blood gets
more oxygen, due to this blood cells increase and
by this vital capacity too.
Experimental :
Subjects :
For this study 22 students (male) were selected from
B.N College of physical Education, Udaipur
Rajasthan. Their age group was 18 to 25 years. Their
age was conformed form college data. And through
fitness test it was Decided that all the students were
suitable for this study.
Objects were devided into two groups.
Experimental group and control group.Each contains
11 students. Following matters were selected related
to the physiology for the study.
Variables :
(a) Body weight
(b) Blood pressure
(c) Pulse rate
(d) Vital Capacity
(e) Breath Holding Capacity

Asanas and Pranayamas training schedule:
Trainees of the experimental group were trained daily
for an hour which includes some yogic exercise for
five minute followed by Asanas and Pranayam. The
training schedule includes-Sarvangasana, Halasana,
Paschimotanasana, Utanpadasana, Bhujangasana,
Dhanurasana, Chakrasana, Shirshansana. 30 sec.
for first three weeks and 60 sec. for second three
weeks. Were decided these Asanas were repeated
twice for first and second three weeks. They were
asked to practice Sacasana for 30 sec. in between
and at the and of the day’s training for 5 min.
The training of “pranayama” includes practice of “
Omkara” for the 4 min.“Anulom-vilom” for 7 min,
followed by rest for 2 min. and “Kapalbhati” for 7
min for first and second three weeks. At the end of
the day’s training 5 min. Savasana.
Variables :
Table-1

No. Variables Unit of measure 
1. Body Weight Kg. 
2. Blood Pressure Hg/mm 
3. Pulse Rate Minute / Count 
4. Vital Capacity Liter 
5. Breath Holding Capacity Time 
 Analysis :

For the statistical process the “t” test was used to
find out the significant of mean difference among pre
test and post test. The statistical significant level was
0.05.
Table-2

Sr. 
No. 

Variables Experimental 
Group 

Control 
Group 

Pre 
Test 

Post 
Test 

M.D. “t” 
Ratio 

Pre 
Test 

Post 
Test 

M.D. “t” 
Ratio 

1 Body Weight 60.45 
 

59.00 1.45 6.59 58.91 59.09 0.18 -1.06 

2 Blood 
Pressure 

Systolic 112.00 120.73 8.73 2.92 117.27 118.09 0.82 0.24 

Diastolic 73.09 82.09 9.00 2.87 77.00 78.00 1.00 1.16 

3 Pulse Rate 78.55 72.09 6.46 5.81 77.64 76.64 1.00 1.00 

4 Vital Capacity 396.82 426.36 29.54 6.05 374.55 372.73 1.82 -0.40 

5 Breath Holding 
Capacity 

48.91 63.82 14.91 5.46 51.45 52.27 0.82 0.52 
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Result & Discussion:
- The “t” Ratio of Body weight of Experimental group
was 6.59, while of control group was -1.06.
- The ‘t’ Ratio of systolic Blood Pressure of
Experimental group was 2.92 and Diastolic Blood
Pressure was 2.87, while of Control group was 0.24
and 1.16 respectively.
- The ‘t’ Ratio of pulse rate of Experimental group
was 5.81, while of control group was 1.00.
- The ‘t’ Ratio of Breath Holding capacity of
Experimental group was 5.46 while of control group
was 0.52.
The ‘t’ ratio of all Experimental groups variable were
significance at 0.05 level. Otherwise the ‘t’ ratio of
control groups variables were not significance at 0.05
level.
Conclusion :
(1) The Body weight was reduced due to training
given to experimental group.
(2) The Breath Holding capacity of Experimental
group increased due to training.
(3) Notable changes were found in Body weight,
Blood pressure, pulse rate, vital capacity and Breath
holding capacity of Experimental group due to
selected Asana and Pranayama for the training of
six weeks.
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The market is filled with brands with very similar physical features, attributes and value propositions.
Moreover, media cost and dilution of above the line advertising effect force the marketer to search for
newer option for creating an edge over competitors. In attempt to build up a strong brand image marketers
are using Dual-Branding as a strategic option. Consumers’ attitude towards a particular brand alliance
influences their subsequent attitude towards the individual brands that comprises that alliance. The ability
to pair brand images is likely to be more effective when brands have something in common and relate to
each other in mind of the customer. Some of the popular forms of Dual –Branding or Co-branding are
ingredient co-branding, corporate co-branding and multiple sponsors co-branding. The paper throws
some light on cognitive principles for using Dual-Branding strategy with guidelines for creating a favourable
brand image in the Indian Market.
Keywords: Dual-Banding, Co-branding, Brand Association, Brand Alliance, ingredient co-branding,
corporate co-branding, multiple sponsor co-branding.

STRATEGIC APPLICATION OF DUAL-BRANDING IN BRAND
BUILDING PROCESS

* Sarvesh Soni

* Assistant Proffesor, SEMCOM, Vallabh Vidhyanagar

1. OBJECTIVE
The objective of this study is to understand the genesis
of Co Branding strategy and to explore how Co-
Branding can be helpful for the partnered firms in
their brand building exercise.
2. INTRODUCTION
There are various strategic options available to a
marketer for building a strong brand in the market
place. It is difficult to develop a long term one way
strategy for a brand due to sameness in the market.
The market is flooded with products or brands with
similar physical features and value promises which
makes the condition worse for the modern marketer,
there is a very high level of media clutter and
advertising is fast losing its effect over the customers.
The high cost of media and complexity of consumer
response to interactive media makes the marketer
to look for new alternatives for brand management.
3. CO-BRANDING
Co-branding- also called dual branding, brand
alliance or brand bundling-occurs when two or more
existing brands are combined with into a joint product

or marketed together in same fashion (Keller, 2005).
An existing brand can in cash association by linking
itself to other brands from the same or different
company. It has made inroads into nearly every
industry, from automotive and high-tech Internet
companies to banking and fast food.
Creating or Modifying Identity for each other
The co-branding is a process where product is being
customised to match the need of specific brand with
minimum modification of technology, process or
modular functionality. Here designer and developer
both have to work together. Designers modify the
look and feel in order match the new company’s
value offer. Developers add and remove product
functionality modules in order to meet specific needs
of the customer segments. The very base of co-
branding marketing strategy is related with brand
association phenomenon.
4. LOGIC OF CO-BRANDING
New product launches clearly identify the brands
that cooperated to create and market them. M &
Ms and Pillsbury invented a new cookie concept,
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and Compaq and Mattel combined their respective
expertise to bring out a line of hi-tech, interactive
toys.
To maximise brand extension success rate, many
companies seek help from other brands, whose
establishment reputation in the new market might
prove decisive. For example Kellogg’s co-branded
its cereals for health oriented adults with Health
Choice.
Image reinforcement may also be an objective
of co-branding. In the detergent industry, for
instance, famous white goods brands endorse
particular detergents and vice versa. Thus Ariel and
whirlpool recently launched a co-branded advertising
campaign, whose claim is ‘The art of washing’. By
this collaboration, Ariel seeks to reinforce its market
leader status and gain a more affective image. As
for whirlpool, the campaign bolsters its European
launching strategy, and creates a caring image.
Capitalizing on synergies among a number of
brands is another co-branding objective. Ra.One
the first of its kind landmark film. The film’s potential
and additional revenue streams making the marketing
spend on Ra.One have been subsidized considerably
through major brand tie-ups in excess of 25 brands.
These include Sony PlayStation, YouTube,
Nerolac, McDonald’s, Western Union Money
Transfer, UTV Indiagames, Videocon, Nokia,
Coke, ESPN Star Sports and Cinthol amongst
others.
The most important aim of co-branding is through
combination of two brands in order to attract more
customers and to maximize the power and prestige
that each brand has to offer.
5. DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO CO-
BRANDING There are several approaches in trying
to define different forms of co-branding. There are
four different forms of co-branding as follows:
Ingredient co-branding  According to Kotler &
Keller (2011), a special case of co-branding is
ingredient branding, which creates brand equity for
materials, components, or parts that are necessarily
contained within other branded products, Ingredient
Branding is more recent strategy, which fits under
the umbrella of Co branding. The Intel Corporation

demonstrated the marketing possibilities of Ingredient
Branding for both component manufacturers, as well
as the manufacturers of finished goods
(Kotler,2010). A representative example could be
recognized when Maruti advertises that it uses MRF
tires.
Same-company co-branding Sometime a product
brand associate itself with the manufacturer of the
same product. It can be seen when corporate brand
is enjoying higher prestige & awareness in the
market. A Titan watch from the house of TATAs or
VOLTAS ACs advertises as ‘a TATA product’ is an
example of this kind.
Corporate co-branding Joint venture co-
branding is yet another & common form of dual
branding. In the past Hero Honda and today Maruti
Suzuki are examples of this kind. We are going to
experience more number of joint venture branding
in near future.
Multiple-sponsors Finally, there is multiple-
sponsor form of co-brands as in the case of HCL
computers with hardware alliance of HP, processor
alliance of Intel and software alliance of Microsoft.
Production Company Red Chillies Entertainment
marketed the movie Ra-One as an event, and the
promotions began 10 months before the launch.
Brands like Volkswagen and Kingfisher chose in-
film promotions; others like Coca-Cola and Horlicks
used on-pack graphics of Ra-One to grab eyeballs.
Hero Cycles, Sony Play Station and Gitanjali
Group launched special edition products to
capitalise on the hype of Ra-One.
Silent Co-branding Not all alliance has been made
visible. In photocopy market, many products sold
by Canon are actually made by Richoh . To conquer
the iced tea market, Nestle and Coca-Cola decided
to unite against Unilever’s Lipton range. Nestle
would create and market the product, and Coca-
Cola would distribute it. The product, called Nestea,
is not co-branded, though-Coca-Cola Company
gets only a small mention on the back of the
packaging.
6. GUIDELINES FOR DUAL
BRANDING OR CO-BRANDING
STRATEGY
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As natural with every marketing strategy, even with
co-branding it is difficult to expect only positive
results.
The partner brand should be reliable and
responsible. Both companies should represent the
partnering company without any possible scandals
and public relations problem and the financial strength
is very important. To be more precise, before
choosing a branding partner, it is necessary to
consider that the existing brand usually awoke some
association in the past.
Identify the original associations clinched to the
brands. It is important to identify the original
associations of brands, which are to be capitalised
to form, an alliance. There is a wide range of
associations. Most common are the attributes of the
product or benefits from it, but many times are
brands also associated with the celebrities, events
that have been linked to it. The best example of a
brand is Pepsi in Indian market. The brand is already
associated with the celebrities that have endorsed it
(from Amitabh to Sachin up to Ranbir Kapoor), the
Cricket series, which Pepsi sponsors, the concept
of refreshment, certain music that has been used in
the advertisements, the colour blue -red.
There should be a common stimuli shared by
both the brands. The ability to pair two brand image
is likely to be more effective when brands have
something in common and relate to each other in the
mind of the customer. When the target customers of
both companies match together and stimuli are
similar, individuals are more likely to make the
connection between them and it may be easier to
formulate associations between them. The buyers
for spices and ready to eat snack is totally different.
This is why the association of Ramdev brand spices
with Balaji Wafers has gone failed where Ramdev
had tried to give Balaji’s ready eat wafer packet
free as a part of its sales promotion tactics in
March,2011.
Buying situation for both brands should be
same. Consider the recent ads for Apple iPhone 4,
in which Aircel and Airtel played respective cameos.
Experts saw this as an opportunistic move on the
part of the telecom players as being associated with

Apple was to have a positive rub-off effect on their
own brand value. Research suggests that products
that have similar buying situations and bundled
together are more favourable to consumers and
consumers will pay more for them than products that
do not belong together. To combine two completely
different partners could cause into failure. If a banking
industry tries to associate itself with a cartoon
character might not be successful at all.
Exposure of Co-Branding in advertisement It
is recommended to repeat the co-branding
connection several times by using co-branding in
advertising. Advertisers should be aware of special
aspects of this strategy like timing of the co-branding
presentation and ordering of the images in order to
achieve maximum brand association. Once
favourable stimuli were created, they last. For
instance Dell’s association with Intel processors.
7. CONCLUSION
In co-branded communication, one brand may tend
to be slightly stronger than the other, but there should
be some synergy between the two in terms of the
segments their target audiences lie in. Co-branding
is a dynamic branding strategy and its significance is
growing especially with the increasing importance
of Internet as a medium. Although the benefits of
co-branding are immense especially in a complex
market like that of India but there are also some
risks which are inherent in the concept.
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The purpose of the study was to understand the extent of relationship between banking financial
position in Indian economy. Now a day banking sector is playing vital role in Indian economy. but
some parameter is decided for to check different method camel is one of the more popular model of
compare to banks financial position . In this model use different kind of ratio which is direct effect
on bank outcome. We can take decision for trying to get best result of bank. Here we have to find
out ratio and given the rank through bank performance ratio. Today banking sector have facing
NPA problem and this is major impact on bank performance and annual result.
Keywords: Banking, Banking analysis, Evaluation of Performance

TO STUDY THE STRENGTH OF USING CAMELS FRAMEWORK AS A
TOOL OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR BANKING

INSTITUTIONS

* J.B. Togadiya

1. Introduction
My research study is based on “The Innovative
services which are provided by the Banks in India
& Banking Analysis by using CAMELS model.” The
study is mainly done on the comparison of the
Innovative Services and performance evaluation of
the banks. The main research problem is “Which
banks are performing better”
2. Research Objectives
1. Different Innovative Services provided by
Public Sector Banks and Private Sector Banks &
Co-operative banks.
2. Comparison of Innovative Services
Provided by Indian Banks to each other.
3. Performance Evaluation of this Banks is
done by using different Ratio.
3. Limitations of the Study
1. The project contains secondary data so the
analysis is done on the basis data provided by the
sources.
2. The other limitation is lack of time
4. Research Methodology
1. The Researcher has used camel model with
public, private bank and find out ratio which related

to camel model and finally given rank
5.1 Capital Ratios

Bank Capital  
adequacy  
ratio 

Debt 
Equity 
Ratio 

Advances – 
assets ratio 

Securities – 
Total 
Investment 

Bank of India 13.0 14.7 63.37 82.09 
SBI 14.3 13.73 56.25 120.37 
Axis bank 13.7 12.48 55.20 59.54 
Bank of Baroda 14.8 15.42 63.31 78.66 
HDFC 15.7 9.66 53.95 88.67 

Total 
Weightage 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.1 1.0 
Bank of India 6.5 4.41 6.33 8.20 25.44 
SBI 7.15 4.11 5.62 12.03 28.91 
Axis Bank 6.85 3.74 5.52 5.95 22.06 
Bank of Baroda 7.4 4.62 6.33 7.86 26.21 
HDFC 7.85 2.89 5.39 8.86 24.99 
 

Interpretation
1. As per the capital adequacy ratio the minimum
ratio is 9%.i.e every bank has to maintain with RBI.
Here HDFC outstands from the other banks
2. Advances to asset ratios show how efficient
capital is managed, so here we have BANK OF
INDIA at the top position.
3. Security to total investment shows the quick fund
of the bank, which can be in cashed at any point of
time. Here State bank of India has the highest ratio.
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5.2 Asset Ratios
Bank Gross NPA 

Net Advances 
Net NPA- 
Net Advances 

Total Loans 
Total Asset 

Market  
value Book  
value 

Bank of India 1.1 0.4 63.37 98.04 
SBI 1.6 1.8 56.25 137.41 
Axis bank 0.6 0.4 55.20 145.86 
Bank of Baroda 0.8 0.3 63.31 66.69 
HDFC 1.1 0.6 53.95 281.03 

Total 
Weightage 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.2 1.0 
Bank of India 0.11 0.2 12.67 19.60 32.58 
SBI 0.16 0.9 11.25 27.48 39.79 
Axis bank 0.06 0.2 11.04 29.17 40.47 
Bank of Baroda 0.08 0.15 12.66 13.33 26.22 
HDFC 0.11 0.3 10.79 56.20 67.4 
 

Interpretation
1. The loan to assets ratio measures the total loans
outstanding as a percentage of total assets. The
higher this ratio indicates a bank is loaned up and its
liquidity is low. The higher the ratio, the more risky a
bank may be to higher defaults. Here the ratio for all
the banks is almost same. But the position of HDFC
is better than others with having least value of 53.95.
2. Market value ratios are strong indicators of what
investors think of the firm’s past Performance and
future prospects. It basically shows Goodwill or
Reputation of the bank in the market. Here HDFC
Bank is highly reputed in the minds of investors.
Means private banks are having good reputation in
the market.
5.3 Management Ratios

Bank Market values -
equity capital 

Total advances 
total deposits 

Business per 
employee 

Profit per 
employee 

 

Bank of 
India 

22 74.56 10.11 .04  

SBI 106 73.1 5.56 .05  
Axis bank 41.5 69.48 10.60 .1  
Bank of 
Baroda 

23.5 74.8 9.14 .06  

HDFC 96.8 41.23 4.46 .04  
 Total % 
Weightage 0.25             0.25 0.25         0.25 
Bank of 
India 

5.5            18.62  2.52 .01 2.53 25.04 

SBI 26.5            18.27  1.39 .012 1.40 13.98 
Axis bank 10.37            17.37  2.65 .02 2.67 26.67 
Bank of 
Baroda 

5.87             18.7  2.28 .015 2.29 22.87 

HDFC 24.2            10.30  1.11 .01 1.12 11.18 
10.01 100 

 

Interpretation
1. Total Advances to Total Deposits It indicates
Money Lend by the Bank compared to Money
borrowed by the bank. Higher the ratio indicates
the Efficiency of the Bank. BOB is having 74.8%
whereas HDFC is having only 42%.
2. Over all if we compare Management Ratio, AXIS
bank is on the top Position where as BOI is in second
position. There is very Minor difference between
the two banks. They are well performing in Profit
per employee and Business per employee.

3. In PSUS, BOI is better than all other banks.
5.4 Earnings Ratios

Bank Operating  
profit-AVG  
working fund 

Interest 
Spread 

Net 
Profit –AVG 
Asset 

Interest  
income  
total income 

 

Bank of India 2.7 66.36 1.4 84.2  
SBI 2.1 67.27 1.08 83.4  
Axis bank 3.0 65.98 1.41 78.9  
Bank of Baroda 2.2 66.05 1.09 84.5  
HDFC 2.9 54.56 1.41 82.47  

 Total 
Weightage .25 .25 .25 .25  
Bank of India .67 16.59 .35 21.05 38.66  
SBI .52 16.81 .27 20.85 38.45  
Axis bank .75 16.49 .35 19.72 37.35  
Bank of Baroda .55 16.51 .27 21.12 38.45  
HDFC .72 13.64 .35 20.61 35.32  
 

Interpretation
1. The main income of any bank is interest. This
ratio shows the percentage of income generated in
bank through Interest. Here BOB is having 84.5 %
of income through interest followed by BOI, SBI
and HDFC.
2. Here overall BOI is performing well in earnings
ratio and it is leading as compared to its competitors.
3. If we compare only private banks then AXIS Bank
is well performing than the HDFC Bank.
5.5 Liquidity Ratios

Bank  
 

Liquidity Asset 
- Total Asset  

Govt Security 
–Total Assets  

Approved 
Securities -Total 
Assets  

Liquid  
Asset -
demand 
deposit  

Liquid  
Asset –  
Total  
Deposit  

 

Bank of 
India  

9.65 18 .29 172 9.47  

SBI  10.82 23.4 .19 94.2 14.06  
Axis bank  10.16 18.6 00 60.4 12.79  
Bank of 
Baroda  

10.59 17.6 .42 166 12.51  

HDFC  9.55 28.4 .42 61.5 1.22  
 Total 

Weightage  .2 .2 .2 .2 .2  
 Bank of 
India  

1.93 3.77 .05 34.4 1.89 42.04 

SBI  2.16 4.68 .03 18.84 2.81 28.52 
Axis bank  2.03 3.72 00 12.08 2.55 20.38 
Bank of 
Baroda  

2.11 3.52 .084 33.2 2.5 41.41 

HDFC  1.91 5.68 .084 12.3 .24 20.21 
 

Interpretation
1. Liquid Assets to Total Assets ratio shows the
percentage of liquid assets out of the total assets.
Higher the ratio indicates better liquidity of the bank.
Here BOI is having better liquidity as compared to
other banks.
2. Government securities are considered to be the
quick assets of the bank which can be in cashed
easily. Here, HDFC bank is having 28.4% of the
assets as government securities and is the highest
among others.
3. Same as government securities, approved
securities also can be in cashed easily. Here BOB
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and HDFC is having highest approved securities.
AXIS Bank is not having any approved securities.
5.6 Camel Rating

Bank Capital Assets Management Earning Liquidity   
Bank of India 25.44 32.58 49.16 38.66 42.04   
SBI 28.91 39.79 58.75 38.45 28.52   
Axis bank 22.06 40.47 54.41 37.35 20.38   
Bank of Baroda 26.21 26.22 47.44 38.45 41.41   
HDFC 24.99 67.4 45.68 35.32 20.21   
 Total Rank 
Weightage .2 .2 .2 .2  .2 1.0  
Bank of India 5.08 6.1  9.83 7.73  8.40 37.55 3 
SBI 5.78 7.5  11.75 7.69  5.7 38.87 1 
Axis bank 4.41 8.9  10.88 7.45  4.07 34.9 5 
Bank of Baroda 5.24 5.4  9.48 7.69  8.28 35.93 4 
HDFC 4.99 13.44  9.13 7.06  4.04 38.7 2 
 

6. Conclusion
The current Banking Crisis, which is quite
unprecedented, underlines the importance of
regulatory issues and the effects of incompetence in
this area. CAMEL, as a rating system for judging
the soundness of Banks is a quite useful tool that
can help in mitigating the conditions and risks that
lead to Bank failures. The report makes an attempt
to examine and compare the performance of four
different banks of India i.e. BOI, SBI, HDFC, Bank
of Baroda, AXIS bank. The analysis is based on
the CAMEL Model. After evaluating all the ratios,
calculations and ratings we have given 1st Rank to
State bank 0f India, 2nd Rank to HDFC, 3rd Rank
to Bank of India, and 4th to Bank of Baroda, 5th
rank to Axis Bank. Although SBI (1st rank) is leading
the banking sector a tough competition is given by
HDFC bank (2nd rank) indicating rapid growth in
private banking sector. So, Bank of India need to
take corrective actions regarding CAMEL factors
as mentioned in recommendation to improve its
ranking.
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A STUDY OF CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY IN INDIA –
ISSUES AND CHALLENGES

* Asst. prof., Shree Swaminarayan Naimisharanya college of mgt.and IT, Bhavnagar
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In India companies like TATA and Birla are practicing the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) for
decades, long before CSR become a popular basis. In spite of having such good glorious examples; In
India CSR is in a very much budding stage. A lack of understanding, inadequately trained personnel,
coverage, policy etc. further adds to the reach and effectiveness of CSR programs. Large no. of companies
are undertaking these activities superficially and promoting/ highlighting the activities in Media. This research
paper focuses on the finding & reviewing of the issues and challenges faced by CSR activities in India.
Keywords: CSR, Corporate Social Responsibility, Societal Marketing

INTRODUCTION
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is becoming
an increasingly important activity to businesses
nationally and internationally. As globalization
accelerates and large corporations serve as global
providers, these corporations have progressively
recognized the benefits of providing CSR programs
in their various locations. CSR activities are now
being undertaken throughout the globe.
1. WHAT IS CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY?
The term is often used interchangeably for other terms
such as Corporate Citizenship and is also linked to
the concept of Triple Bottom Line Reporting (TBL),
which is used as a framework for measuring an
organization’s performance against economic, social
and environmental parameters. The rationale for
CSR has been articulated in a number of ways. In
essence it is about building sustainable businesses,
which need healthy economies, markets and
communities. The key drivers for CSR are
enlightened self-interest, Social investment,
transparency and trust, increased public expectations
of business.
2. CURRENT STATE OF CSR IN INDIA

In India, the big corporate houses like Tata’s and
Birla’s have long been associated with their
employee welfare and immediate community
programmes by way of engaging themselves in
creating infrastructure for schools, hospitals and
temples. The tradition of Tata philanthropy goes back
to 1892 when Jamsetji first gave grants to two lady
doctors to go abroad and specialise in gynaecology.
In the next hundred years the JN Tata Endowment
for the higher education of Indians was to give loans
to 2000 students towards their studies abroad. The
book 100 Great Modern Lives by John Canning
concludes: ‘Probably no other family has ever
contributed as much in the way of wise guidance,
economic development and advancing philanthropy,
to any country as Tatas have to India’ (Lala, 1992)
3. OBJECTIVES
The Present paper is basically concerned with the
following objectives.
1. To study the Issues and Challenges for CSR in
India
2. To study the CSR status in India.
3. To understand the meaning and various models
of CSR.
4. To study the policies governing CSR in India.
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5. To study the challenges faced by CSR in India.
6. To make suggestions for accelerating CSR
initiatives. .
4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research paper is an attempt of exploratory
research, based on the secondary data sourced from
journals, magazines, articles and media reports.
Looking into requirements of the objectives of the
study the research design employed for the study is
of descriptive type. Keeping in view of the set
objectives, this research design was adopted to have
greater accuracy and in depth analysis of the research
study.
Available secondary data was extensively used for
the study. The investigator procures the required data
through secondary survey method. Different news
articles, Books and Web were used which were
enumerated and recorded.
5. LITERATURE REVIEW
Can shareholder money be used for a company’s
corporate social responsibility (CSR) practices?
Shouldn’t shareholders have a say in the CSR
activities of the company they are invested in? There
are many obstacles which are emerging while
adopting successful CSR strategies include the
difficulty in making a business case for CSR, difficulty
in integrating CSR with organizational values and
practices, and the lack of organizational buy-in and
commitment to CSR. Other obstacles reported is
the lack of time and financial resources to pursue
CSR practices are directly related to the above three.
When an organization finds it hard to make a
business case for CSR or link it to core organizational
operations, it will be reluctant to commit and allocate
resources or time to such practices. Moreover, these
obstacles also point to another set of findings in the
report: respondents view CSR more so as a means
to manage regulatory impacts, reduce risk, and
respond to stakeholders concerns, and to a lesser
extent as a strategic source of competitive advantage.
6. ISSUES & CHALLENGES
Many companies think that corporate social
responsibility is a peripheral issue for their business
and customer satisfaction more important for them.
They imagine that customer satisfaction is now only

about price and service, but they fail to point out on
important changes that are taking place worldwide
that could blow the business out of the water. The
change is named as social responsibility which is an
opportunity for the business. Some of the drivers
pushing business towards CSR include:
The Shrinking Role of Government In the past,
governments have relied on legislation and regulation
to deliver social and environmental objectives in the
business sector. Shrinking government resources,
coupled with a distrust of regulations, has led to the
exploration of voluntary and non-regulatory initiatives
instead.
Demands for Greater Disclosure There is a
growing demand for corporate disclosure from
stakeholders, including customers, suppliers,
employees, communities, investors, and activist
organizations.
 Increased Customer Interest There is evidence
that the ethical conduct of companies exerts a
growing influence on the purchasing decisions of
customers. In a recent survey by Environics
International, more than one in five consumers
reported having either rewarded or punished
companies based on their perceived social
performance.
Growing Investor Pressure Investors are changing
the way they assess companies’ performance, and
are making decisions based on criteria that include
ethical concerns. The Social Investment Forum
reports that in the US in 1999, there was more than
$2 trillion worth of assets invested in portfolios that
used screens linked to the environment and social
responsibility. A separate survey by Environics
International revealed that more than a quarter of
share-owning Americans took into account ethical
considerations when buying and selling stocks.
(More on socially responsible investment can be
found in the ‘Banking and investment’ section of the
site.)
Competitive Labor Markets Employees are
increasingly looking beyond paychecks and benefits,
and seeking out employers whose philosophies and
operating practices match their own principles. In
order to hire and retain skilled employees, companies
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are being forced to improve working conditions.
Lack of Community participation in CSR
Activities: There is a lack of interest of the local
Community in participating and contributing to CSR
activities of companies. This is largely attributable
to the fact that there exists little or no knowledge
about CSR within the local communities as no serious
efforts have been made to spread awareness about
CSR and instill confidence in the local communities
about such initiatives. The situation is further
aggravated by a lack of communication between the
company and the community at the grassroots.
Need to Build Local Capacities: There is a need
for capacity building of the local non-governmental
organizations as there is serious dearth of trained
and efficient organizations that can effectively
contribute to the ongoing CSR activities initiated by
companies. This seriously compromises scaling up
of CSR initiatives and subsequently limits the scope
of such activities.
Non-availability of Well Organized Non-
governmental Organizations: It is also reported
that there is non-availability of well organized
nongovernmental organizations in remote and rural
areas that can assess and identify real needs of the
community and work along with companies to ensure
successful implementation of CSR activities. This also
builds the case for investing in local communities by
way of building their capacities to undertake
development projects at local levels.
Visibility Factor: The role of media in highlighting
good cases of successful CSR initiatives is welcomed
as it spreads good stories and sensitizes the local
population about various ongoing CSR initiatives of
companies. This apparent influence of gaining
visibility and branding exercise often leads many
nongovernmental organizations to involve themselves
in event-based programs; in the process, they often
miss out on meaningful grassroots interventions.
Narrow Perception towards CSR Initiatives:
Non-governmental organizations and Government
agencies usually possess a narrow outlook towards
the CSR initiatives of companies, often defining CSR
initiatives more donor-driven than local in approach.
As a result, they find it hard to decide whether they

should participate in such activities at all in medium
and long run.
Non-availability of Clear CSR Guidelines:
There are no clear cut statutory guidelines or policy
directives to give a definitive direction to CSR
initiatives of companies. It is found that the scale of
CSR initiatives of companies should depend upon
their business size and profile. In other words, the
bigger the company, the bigger is its CSR program.
Lack of Consensus on Implementing CSR
Issues: There is a lack of consensus amongst local
agencies regarding CSR projects. This lack of
consensus often results in duplication of activities by
corporate houses in areas of their intervention. This
results in a competitive spirit between local
implementing agencies rather than building
collaborative approaches on issues. This factor limits
company’s abilities to undertake impact assessment
of their initiatives from time to time.
7. Recommendations
1. It is found that there is a need for creation of
awareness about CSR amongst the general public
to make CSR initiatives more effective
2. It is noted that partnerships between all
stakeholders including the private sector, employees,
local communities, the Government and society in
general are either not effective or not effectively
operational at the grassroots level in the CSR domain.
This scenario often creates barriers in implementing
CSR initiatives. It is recommended that appropriate
steps be undertaken to address the issue of building
effective bridges amongst all important stakeholders
for the successful implementation of CSR initiatives
3. It is noted that only medium and large corporate
houses are involved in CSR activities, that too in
selected geographical areas. This issue builds a case
for more companies to be brought under the CSR
domain.
4. It is found that corporate houses and non-
governmental organizations should actively consider
pooling their resources and building synergies to
implement best CSR practices to scale up projects
and innovate new ones to reach out to more
beneficiaries.
5. It is noted that the Government should consider
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rewarding and recognizing corporate houses and
their partner non-governmental organizations
implementing projects that effectively cover the poor
and the underprivileged.
6. It is noted that CSR as a subject or discipline
should be made compulsory at business schools and
in colleges and universities to sensitize students about
social and development issues
7. As there are a number of companies involved in
CSR activities, it is recommended that an
accreditation mechanism should be put in place for
companies through an independent agency for
mainstreaming and institutionalizing CSR in the main
business framework of the companies.
8. It is recommended that companies involved in
CSR activities urgently consider pooling their efforts
into building a national alliance for corporate social
responsibility.
8. CONCLUSION
The concept of corporate social responsibility is now
firmly rooted on the global business agenda. But in
order to move from theory to concrete action, many
obstacles need to be overcome. A key challenge
facing business is the need for more reliable
indicators of progress in the field of CSR, along with
the dissemination of CSR strategies. Transparency
and dialogue can help to make a business appear
more trustworthy, and push up the standards of other
organizations at the same time. Some of the positive
outcomes that can arise when businesses Adopt a
policy of social responsibility include:
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5|F:TFlJSo5|F:TFlJSo5|F:TFlJSo5|F:TFlJSo5|F:TFlJSo
VwI[TFVM VG[ VwIF%FSMGF JT"TvjIJCFZGF XF:+ X{1Fl6S
DGMlJ7FG ;\NE" AFg0]ZFGF ;FDFlHS 7FGFtDS l;wwFF\T
sSocial Congnitive Theory f D]HA lX1F6 GL
:JvSFI";FWSTF sself efficacyf X{1Fl6S ;\XMWG âFZF
VTIgT DCtJGF 5lZA/ TZLS[ pEZL VFJL K[P AFg0]ZFGF
DM0[, D]HA lX1FSGL :JvSFI";FWSTF4 T[G]\ SFI" VG[ T[G]\
JFTFJZ6 V[SALHF 5Z V;Z SZ[ K[P s5FHFZ;4 !))&
5'P5$$fP
jIlSTGF jIFJ;FlIS ;\TMQFGL lG6F"IS AFAT TZLS[ T[DGL
:Jv SFI";FWSTF 5}ZJFZ GYL CTLPsSF5|FZF4 AFA"ZFG[<,L
AMZUMuGL VG[ :8[SF Z__#fP ;\XMWGDF\ lX1FSMGL
jIlSTUT :JvSFI";FWGF T[DH ;DU| XF/FGL ;FD]lCS
:JvSFI";FWSTFGM 56 VeIF; SIM" CTMP VFD4 lX1FSMG]
SFI"4 XF/FGL ;O/TF VG[ lX1FSMGL jIlSTUT ;]BFSFZL
DF8[ jIFJ;FlIS ;\TMQF DCtJGM AGL ZC[ K[P
U]HZFT ;ZSFZGL VG]NFlGT IMHGF V\TU"T JQF"4 !)))
YL U]HZFTGL DFwIlDS VG[ prRTZ DFwIlDS XF/FDF\
lX1FSGL lGD6]\S AFAT[ lGD6]\S AFAT[ GJL H IMHGF NFB,
SZJFDF VFJLP DFl;S ~l5IF $__ S[ $5__ lOS; J[TG
VG[ 5F\R JQF" ;]WL TNG C\UFDL WMZ6[ XF/FDF\ SFI" SZJFG]P
VF IMHGF V\TU"T lX1FSG[ GJ] jIJ;FlIS GFD VF5JFDF
VFjI]P T[ lX1F6 ;CFIS K[P VF ZLT[ XF/FDF SFI"v;FWSTF
pRL CMI4 TM JU" lX1FSG[ V;Z SFZS AGFJL XSFI T[J] ,FU[
K[P  U]HZFTDF VFJ[,L DFwIlDS XF/FDF SFI" SZTF VFRFI"
lX1FSMGF jIJ;FILS SFI" ;\XMWGM YIF 5Z\T] OLS;
VG]NFGLT IMHGF V\TU"T SFI" SZTF lX1F6 ;CFISMGL
:JvSFI";FWSTF V\U[G] SM. XMW SFI" U]HZFTDF YI] GYLP

lX1F6GM jIJ;FI VlT 5lJ+ VG[ DCtJGM K[P
lX1F6G]\ 1F[+ V[8,[ jIlST 30TZGF SFI"G]M 1F[+ K[P SM9FZL
lX1F6 5\R s!)&$v&&f VG];FZ EFZTG] EFlJ T[GF
JU"B\0MDF\ 30F. ZCI] K[P VF lX1F6GF jIJ;FIDF\ JU"B\0GF
lX1F6 SFI" ;FY[ lX1FSGL :JvSFI";FWSTF ;\S/FI[,L K[P

lX1F6 ;CFISMGF :JvSFI" ;FWSTFGM VeIF;lX1F6 ;CFISMGF :JvSFI" ;FWSTFGM VeIF;lX1F6 ;CFISMGF :JvSFI" ;FWSTFGM VeIF;lX1F6 ;CFISMGF :JvSFI" ;FWSTFGM VeIF;lX1F6 ;CFISMGF :JvSFI" ;FWSTFGM VeIF;

* 0MP S[P ALP E8'0MP S[P ALP E8'0MP S[P ALP E8'0MP S[P ALP E8'0MP S[P ALP E8'

* VwIF5S4 zL :JFlDGFZFI6 SM,[H VMO V[HI]S[XG4 lR+F4 EFJGUZVwIF5S4 zL :JFlDGFZFI6 SM,[H VMO V[HI]S[XG4 lR+F4 EFJGUZVwIF5S4 zL :JFlDGFZFI6 SM,[H VMO V[HI]S[XG4 lR+F4 EFJGUZVwIF5S4 zL :JFlDGFZFI6 SM,[H VMO V[HI]S[XG4 lR+F4 EFJGUZVwIF5S4 zL :JFlDGFZFI6 SM,[H VMO V[HI]S[XG4 lR+F4 EFJGUZ

lX1FS TM EFZTGF EFlJGM 30J{IM K[P VF jIJ;FIGF NZ[S
TASS[ T[DH ;DFHDF\ lX1FSG]\ :YFG DCtJG]\ U6FIP
lX1FSGL E]DLSFGM lJRFZ SZLV[ TM T[G[ jIJ;FIv %F|tI[
;\TMQFL CMI VG[ T[DGL :JvSFI";FWSTF lX1F6 %F|tI[GL CMI
TM T[ JU"B\0GF lX1F6G[ V;ZSFZS AGFJL XS[P jISTL T[GF
SFI"DF\ Z; pEM YFI K[P VFJL E]lDSF 5KL ;D:IF GLR[
%F|DF6[ XaNAwW SZJFDF VFJL CTLP

lX1F6 ;CFISMGL :JvSFI";FWSTFGM VeIF;lX1F6 ;CFISMGL :JvSFI";FWSTFGM VeIF;lX1F6 ;CFISMGL :JvSFI";FWSTFGM VeIF;lX1F6 ;CFISMGL :JvSFI";FWSTFGM VeIF;lX1F6 ;CFISMGL :JvSFI";FWSTFGM VeIF;
VeIF; C[T]VM oVeIF; C[T]VM oVeIF; C[T]VM oVeIF; C[T]VM oVeIF; C[T]VM o
!PDFwIlDS XF/FVMDF SFI" SZTF lX1F6 ;CFISMGL
:JvSFI";FWSTF 5|tI[ 5MT[ S[J] J,6 WZFJ[ K[P T[
T%FF;J]\P
ZPDFwIlDS XF/FVMGF lX1F6 ;CFISMGF lJ:TFZ sU|FdI4
VW"XC[ZL4 XC[Zf ;\NE T[DGL :JvSFI";FWSTF JrR[GM ;A\W
;FWJMP
#PlX1F6 ;CFISGL HFTLITF VG[ :JvSFI";FWSTF JrR[GM
;A\W T%FF;JMP
$PlX1F6 ;CFISGL X{1Fl6S ,FISFT VG[ :JvSFI";FWSTF
JrR[GM ;A\W T%FF;JMP
5PlX1F6 ;CFISGL jIJ;FlIS VG]EJ VG[ :JvSFI";FWS
JrR[GF ;A\W T%FF;JMP
&PDFwIlDS XF/FVMGF %F|SFZ slAG ;ZSFZL4 pTZ A]lGIFNL
&_q$_ VG]NFlGT XF/Ff GF lX1F6 ;CFISTF GF
:JvSFI";FWSTF JrR[GM ;A\W T%FF;JMP
*PDFwIlDS XF/FVMDF prRTZ DFwIlDS lJEFUGF
Vl:TtJ ;FY[ lX1F6 ;CFISMGF :JvSFI";FWSTF ;A\W
T%FF;JFP
(PDFwIlDS XF/FVMGF lX1F6 ;CFISMGL J{JFlCC
5lZl:YlT VG[ :JvSFI";FWSTF JrR[GM ;A\W
T5F;JMP
VeIF;GL pt%FS<FGFVMVeIF;GL pt%FS<FGFVMVeIF;GL pt%FS<FGFVMVeIF;GL pt%FS<FGFVMVeIF;GL pt%FS<FGFVM
!PjIJ;FlIS ;\TMQFGL lJlEgG DF+FVM WZFJGFZF U|FdI4
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VW"XC[ZL lJ:TFZGL DFwIlDS XF/FVMGF lX1F6 ;CFISMGL
;\bIFVM JrR[ ;FY"S TOFJT GCL CMIP
ZP:JvSFI";FWSTFGL lJlEgG DF+FVM WZFJGFZF lX1F6
;CFISMDF\ :+L VG[%F]~QFGL ;\bIFVM JrR[ ;FY"S TOFJT
GCL CMIP
#P:JvSFI";FWSTFGL lJlEgG DF+FVM WZFJGFZF lJlEgG
X{1Fl6S ,FISFT JF/F DFwIlDS XF/FVMGF lX1F6
;CFISMGL ;\bIFVM JrR[ ;FY"S TOFJT GCL CMIP
$P:JvSFI";FWSTFGL lJlEgG DF+FVM WZFJGFZF lJlEgG
J{JFlCS 5ZLl:YlTVM JF/F lX1F6 ;CFISMGL ;\bIFVM JrR[
;FY"S TOFJT GCL CMIP
5P:JvSFI";FWSTFGL lJlEgG DF+FVM WZFJGFZF lJlEgG
jIJ;FlIS VG]EJGL DF+FVMJF/F DFwIlDS XF/FVMGF
lX1F6 ;CFISMGL ;\bIFVM JrR[ ;FY"S TOFJT GCL CMIP
&P:JvSFI";FWSTFGL lJlEgG DF+FVM WZFJGFZF lAG
;ZSFZL4 pTZ A]GLIFNL VG[  &_q$_ VG]NFlGT DFwIlDS
XF/FVMGF lX1F6 ;CFISMGL ;\bIFVMDF\ ;FY"S
TOFJT GCL CMIP
*P DFwIlDS XF/FVM VG[ prRTZ DFwIlDS lJEFUJF/F
DFwIlDS XF/FVMGF  lX1F6;CFISMGF :Jv SFI";FWSTF
DF50\0 %FZGL ;\bIFVM JrR[ ;FY"S TOFJT GCL CMIP
VeIF;GL 1F [+ DIF"NFVMVeIF;GL 1F [+ DIF"NFVMVeIF;GL 1F [+ DIF"NFVMVeIF;GL 1F [+ DIF"NFVMVeIF;GL 1F [+ DIF"NFVM
!P ;\XMWG DF8[G]\ jIFlJ`J4 U]HZFT ZFHIDF\ ;F{ZFQ8|GF K
lH<,FVM %F{SL VDZ[,L4 EFJGUZ VG[ ;]Z[gN|GUZ V[D +6
lH<<FFVMDF\ SFI"ZT lX1F6 ;CFISM 5]ZT]\ DIF"lNT ZFBJFDF\
VFjI] CT]P
ZP VeIF; DF8[ U]HZFTL DFwIDGL DFwIlDS XF/FVMGF
lX1F6 ;CFISMGM ;DFJ[X SZJFDF VFjIM CTMP V\U|[HL4
l;gWL S[ lCgNL DFwIDJF/L DFwIlDS XF/FVMGF lX1F6
;CFISMGM ;DFJ[X SZJFDF\ VFjIM G CTMP
VeIF;G] \ DCtJoVeIF;G] \ DCtJoVeIF;G] \ DCtJoVeIF;G] \ DCtJoVeIF;G] \ DCtJo
lX1F6 ;CFISMGF jIJ;FI 5|tI[GF ;\TMQF V\U[ ;]H %F|F%T
YFI TM T[DGL 1FDTF D]HA SFI" SZJF 5|[Z6F 5]ZL %FF0L XSFIP
5|:T]T VeIF; wJFZF lX1F6 ;CFISMGF jIJ;FI 5|tI[ ;\TMQF
S[ V;\TMQFGL DF+F ;FY[ SIF\ 5lZA/M ;A\W WZFJTF CTFP
T[ HF6L XSFI] K[P %F|:T]T VeIF;DF\ ,LW[,F R,M JrR[GF
;A\WYL 5ZLRLT YJFX[P T[GFYL lX1F6 ;CFISMG[ VM/
BJFDF\ VG[ T[DGL DIF"NFVM N]Z SZJF DF8[ lJRFZL XSFIP
VF VeIF;YL lX1F6 ;CIMUGF jIJ;FI %F|tI[GF V;\TMQF
5|tI[GF SFZ6M HF6L XSFI VG[ lX1F6 ;CFISGF jIJ;FI
%F|tI[ ;\TMQF pEM SZJFGL lNXFDF\ %F|IF; SZL XSFIP

p5SZ6 op5SZ6 op5SZ6 op5SZ6 op5SZ6 o5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ GLR[ D]HAGF V[S p5SZ6MGM
lJlGIMU ;\XMWG SFI" NZlDIFG VeIF;S N|FZF
SZJFDF\ VFJ[, CTMP
%F|:T]T VeIF;DF\ :JvSFI";FWSTF HF6JF DF8[ SF5|FZFGF
DF5N\0G\] U]HZFTL ~%FF\TZ SZ[,F DF5N\0GM lX1F6;CFISM
5Z VHDFIX SZJFDF\ VFjIM  CTMP
jIF5lJ`J VG[ GD]GM ojIF5lJ`J VG[ GD]GM ojIF5lJ`J VG[ GD]GM ojIF5lJ`J VG[ GD]GM ojIF5lJ`J VG[ GD]GM o
5|:T]T ;\XMWGGF jIF5lJ`JDF\ U]HZFT ZFHIDF\ ;F{ZFQ8|
;FT lH<,FVM 5{SL VDZ[,L4 EFJGUZ4 ;]Z[gN|GUZ
lH<,FVMDF\ VFJ[, U]HZFTL DFwIDJF/L DFwIlDS4 prRTZ
DFwIlDS XF/FVMGF lX1F6 ;CFISMGM ;DFJ[X SZJFDF\
VFjIM K[P
jIF5lJ`JDF\ 5|F%T DFlCTL D]HA JQF" Z__5 DF\ S], !&__
lX1F6 ;CFISMGM ;DFJ[X YTM CMJFYL VCL jIF5lJ`JG[
H GD]GF TZLS[ ,. VeIF; CFY WZJFDF VFJ[,P
DFlCTL 5|F%TL DF8[GL 5|lJlWoDFlCTL 5|F%TL DF8[GL 5|lJlWoDFlCTL 5|F%TL DF8[GL 5|lJlWoDFlCTL 5|F%TL DF8[GL 5|lJlWoDFlCTL 5|F%TL DF8[GL 5|lJlWo
5|:T]T VeIF;DF\ DFlCTLG]\ V[S+LSZ6 GLR[ D]HA SZJFDF\
VFJ[, CT]P
jIF5lJ`JGL DFlCTL ojIF5lJ`JGL DFlCTL ojIF5lJ`JGL DFlCTL ojIF5lJ`JGL DFlCTL ojIF5lJ`JGL DFlCTL o
U]HZFT DFwIlDS lX1F6 AM0"4 UF\WLGUZ4 GJ[dAZ _$
5|SFXG N|FZF DFgI DFwIlDS XF/FVMGL IFNLGF VFWFZ[
VDZ[,L4 EFJGUZ4 ;]Z[gN|GUZ lH<,FVMGL U]HZFTL
DFwIDJF/L DFwIlDS XF/FVMGF clX1F6 ;CFISc TZLS[
lGD6]\S 5FD[,F lX1FSMGL IFNL T{IFZ SZJFDF VFJL CTLP
T[GF VFWFZ[ XF/FGM 5|SFZ4 lAG ;ZSFZL XF/F4 pTZ
A]lGIFNL DFwIlDS XF/F4 VG]NFGLT IMHGF V\TU"T
s&_q$_f 5|SFZGL XF/F4 DFwIlDS S[ prRTZ DFwIlDS
lJEFU4 lX1F6G]\ DFwID4 XF/FDF\ RF,TF WMZ6 VG[ lJ:TFZ
;A\WL DFlCTL 56 D[/JJFDF\ VFJL CTLP
jIF5lJ`JGF\ %FF+M ;A\WL S[8,LS H~ZL DFlCTL ojIF5lJ`JGF\ %FF+M ;A\WL S[8,LS H~ZL DFlCTL ojIF5lJ`JGF\ %FF+M ;A\WL S[8,LS H~ZL DFlCTL ojIF5lJ`JGF\ %FF+M ;A\WL S[8,LS H~ZL DFlCTL ojIF5lJ`JGF\ %FF+M ;A\WL S[8,LS H~ZL DFlCTL o
5|:T]T ;\XMWGDF\ 5|FYlDS VHDFIX TZLS[ !__ lX1F6
;CFISMG[ :JSFI";FWSTF DF5N\0 VF5JFDF\ VFJ[,P GD]GFDF\
5F+MGF 5|lTRFZMG]\ Sd%I]8Z J0[ VY"38G SZLG[ T[GF N|FZF
p5SZ6MDF\ H~ZL ;]WFZ6F SZJDF\ VFJL CTLP
DFlCTL 5|F%TL DF8[GL :%FQ8TFVM oDFlCTL 5|F%TL DF8[GL :%FQ8TFVM oDFlCTL 5|F%TL DF8[GL :%FQ8TFVM oDFlCTL 5|F%TL DF8[GL :%FQ8TFVM oDFlCTL 5|F%TL DF8[GL :%FQ8TFVM o
U]HZFT ;ZSFZGF lX1F6 lJEFU N|FZF U]6JTF ;]WFZ6F
SFI"S|D V\TU"T SD"IMUL IMHGF N|FZF IMHFTL TF,LD4 lXlAZM
s& H]G4 Z__5 YL !! H]G Z__5f GF DFwID N|FZF
VDZ[,L EFJGUZ VG[ ;]Z[gN|GUZ lH<,FVMDF\ OZH
AHFJTF lX1F6 ;CFISMGF jIFJ;FlIS ;\TMQF V\U[GF
DF5N\0 5|lTRFZM D[/JJFDF\ VFjIF CTFP p5ZF\T AFSL ZC[,
5|NT DF8[ lH<,FGF TF,]SFVMDF\ 5|NT V[S+LSZ6GL TF,LD
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VF5[,F ;CFIS lD+ N|FZF lX1F6 ;CFISM %FF;[ ~A~ H.G[
DF5N\0 VF%FL DFwID N|FZF 56 DFlCTL D[/JJFDF\ VFJL
CTLP KTF\ 56 H[ lX1F6 ;CFISMGM ;\5S" YIM G CMTP T[DG[
5+ jIJCFZ N|FZF DF5N\0 DMS,FJLG[ 5|lTRFZM D[/JJFDF\
VFjIF CTFP 5|ItGM SZJF KTF\ lX1F6 ;CFISM TZOYL
5|lTRFZM S[ 5|tI]RZM S[ 5|tI]TZ D/[, GCL T[YL JT"DFG
5lZl:YlTDF\ %F|F%T YI[, 5|NTG[ GD]GM U6L VeIF; SZJFDF\
VFjIM CTMP
5lZ6FDM VG[ TFZ6M o5lZ6FDM VG[ TFZ6M o5lZ6FDM VG[ TFZ6M o5lZ6FDM VG[ TFZ6M o5lZ6FDM VG[ TFZ6M o
!P U|FdI4 VW" XC[ZL4 XC[ZL lJ:TFZGF lX1F6 ;CFISMGL
:JvSFI";FWSTF DF5N\0 5ZGF ;Z[ZFXF\SMGM    TOFJT _P_5
S1FFV[ ;FY"S G CTMP V[8,[ S [ lX1F6 ;CFISMGF
:JvSFI";FWSTFG[ lJ:TFZ ;FY[ ;FY"S ;A\W G CTMP
ZP :+L VG[ 5]~QFGL :JvSFI";FWSTF DF5N\0 5ZGF
;Z[ZFXF\SMGM TOFJT _P_! S1FFV[ ;FY"S CTMP V[8,[ S[
:JvSFI";FWSTFG[ HFTL ;FY[ ;FY"S ;A\W CTMP H[DF\
5]~QFlX1F6;CFISGL :JvSFI";FWSTF JW] DF+FDF\ WZFJTL
CTLP
#P jIFJ;FlIS VG]EJGL lJlEgG DF+FVM WZFJTF lX1F6
;CFISMGL :JvSFI";FWSTF DF5N\0 5ZGF
5|F%TF\SMGF ;Z[ZFXF\SMGM TOFJT _P_5 S1FFV[ ;FY"S CTMP
V[8,[ S[ :JvSFI";FWSTFG[ jIFJ;FlIS VG]EJ ;FY[ ;FY"S
;A\W CTMP
$P  lJlEgG X{1F6LS ,FISFT WZFJTF DFwIlDS XF/FVMGF
lX1F6 ;CFISMGF :JvSFI";FWSTF DF5N\0 5ZGF
5|F%TF\SMGF ;Z[ZFXF\SMGM TOFJT _P_! S1FFV ;FY"S CTMP
V[8,[ S[ :JvSFI";FWSTFG[ X{1F6LS ,FISFT ;FY[ ;FY"S ;A\W
CTMP 0A, %FM:8 U|[HI]V[84 ALPV[0Ÿ Ÿ GL X{1Fl6S ,FISFT
WZFJTF lX1F6 ;CFISMGM :JvSFI";FWSTF JW] CTMP
5P lJlEgG J{JFlCS 5lZl:YlTM JF/F lX1F6 ;CFISM
:JvSFDI";FWSTF DF5N\0 5ZGF 5|F%TF\SM ;Z[ZFXF\SMGM
TOFJT _P_! S1FFV[ ;FY"S CTMP V[8,[ S[ :JvSFI";FWSTFG[
J{JFlCT 5lZl:YlT ;FY[ ;FY"S ;\A\W CTMP V5Zl6T lX1F6
;CFISMGM :JvSFI";FWSTF p\RM CTMP
&P lAG ;ZSFZL4 pTZ A]lGIFNL VG[ &_q$_ VG]NFGLT
DFwIlDS XF/FGF lX1F6 ;CFISMGL :JvSFI";FWSTFG
DF5N\0 5ZGF 5|F\%TF\SMGF ;Z[ZFXF\SMGM TOFJT  _P_! S1FFV[
;FY"S CTMP V[8,[ S[ lJlEgG XF/FVMGF
5P lJlEgG J{JFlCS 5lZl:YlTM JF/F lX1F6 ;CFISM
:JvSFDI";FWSTF DF5N\0 5ZGF 5|F%TF\S ;Z[ZFXF\SMGM
TOFJT _P_! S1FFV[ ;FY"S CTMP V[8,[ S[ :JvSFI";FWSTFG[
J{JFlCT 5lZl:YlT ;FY[ ;FY"S ;\A\W CTMP V5Zl6T lX1F6

;CFISMGM :JvSFI";FWSTF p\RM CTMP
&P lAG ;ZSFZL4 pTZ A]lGIFNL VG[ &_q$_ VG]NFGLT
DFwIlDS XF/FGF lX1F6 ;CFISMGL :JvSFI";FWSTFG
DF5N\0 5ZGF 5|F\%TF\SMGF ;Z[ZFXF\SMGM TOFJT _P_! S1FFV[
;FY"S CTMP V[8,[ S [ lJlEgG XF/FVMGF 5|SFZGL
:JvSFI";FWSTF ;FY[ ;FY"S ;A\W CTMP lAG ;ZSFZL4
DFwIlDS XF/FGF lX1F6 ;CFISMGM :JvSFI";FWSTF pRM
CTMP
*P DFwIlDS XF/F VG[ prRTZ DFwIlDS XF/FVMGF lX1F6
;CFISMGL :JvSFI";FWSTF DF5N\0 5ZGF 5|F%TF\SMGF
;Z[ZFXF\SMGM TOFJT _P_! S1FFV[ ;FY"S CTMP V[8,[ S[
DFwIlDS VG[ prRTZ DFwIlDS XF/FVMGF 5|SFZGL
:JvSFI";FWSTF ;FY[ ;FY"S ;A\W CTMP prRTZ DFwIlDS
XF/FVMGF lX1F6 ;CFISMGM :JvSFI";FWSTF JW] CTMP
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mPprj ek/;fed fo?kky; ds fo?kkfFkZ;ksa dh lkekftd cqf+++) dk rqyukRed v/;;umPprj ek/;fed fo?kky; ds fo?kkfFkZ;ksa dh lkekftd cqf+++) dk rqyukRed v/;;umPprj ek/;fed fo?kky; ds fo?kkfFkZ;ksa dh lkekftd cqf+++) dk rqyukRed v/;;umPprj ek/;fed fo?kky; ds fo?kkfFkZ;ksa dh lkekftd cqf+++) dk rqyukRed v/;;umPprj ek/;fed fo?kky; ds fo?kkfFkZ;ksa dh lkekftd cqf+++) dk rqyukRed v/;;u
* Jherh laxhrk oekJherh laxhrk oekJherh laxhrk oekJherh laxhrk oekJherh laxhrk oekZ

* foHkkxk/;{k ¼Mh-,M-½ ?ku”;keflag vk;ZdU;k egkfo?kky; vk;Zuxj nqxZ ¼N-x-½foHkkxk/;{k ¼Mh-,M-½ ?ku”;keflag vk;ZdU;k egkfo?kky; vk;Zuxj nqxZ ¼N-x-½foHkkxk/;{k ¼Mh-,M-½ ?ku”;keflag vk;ZdU;k egkfo?kky; vk;Zuxj nqxZ ¼N-x-½foHkkxk/;{k ¼Mh-,M-½ ?ku”;keflag vk;ZdU;k egkfo?kky; vk;Zuxj nqxZ ¼N-x-½foHkkxk/;{k ¼Mh-,M-½ ?ku”;keflag vk;ZdU;k egkfo?kky; vk;Zuxj nqxZ ¼N-x-½

izLrqr v/;;u esa nqxZ ftys ds mPprj ek/;fed fo?kky; ds fo?kkfFkZ;ksa dh lkekftd cqf+) dk v/;;u djus dk iz;kl
fd;k x;k gS U;kn”kZ ds :i esa 120 fo?kkfFkZ;ksa ¼60 Nk=ksa ,oa 60 Nk=kvksa ½ dk ;kn‘fPNd fof/k ls p;u fd;k gSA vkadMks
ds laxzg gsrq MkW- ,u-ds- pM~Mk ,oa dqekjh m’kk xus”ku }kjk fufeZr lkekftd cqf) ekiuh dk iz;ksx fd;k x;k gSA eqY;
lkaf[;dh ds }kjk vkadMksa dk fo”ys’k.k fd;k x;k rFkk fu’d’kZ ds vk/kkj ij Nk=ksa ,oa Nk=kvksa ds lkekftd cqf) esa
dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugh ik;k x;k ogha “kkldh; ,oa v”kkldh; fo|kfFkZ;kaas dh lkekftd cqf+) esa Hkh lkFkZd varj ugh
ik;k x;kA

ekuo dks viuh ,d viwoZ fo”ks’krk ds dkj.k vU; oxZ ls
fHkUu ekuk tkrk gS] izeq[k :i ls fo”ks’krk gS fd og ,d
lkekftd izk.kh gS lekt mlds fy, ty] ok;q] rFkk
Hkkstu dh rjg gh ,d vko”;d oLrq gS] og lekt esa
jgdj thuk pkgrk gS vkSj lkekftd ca/kuksa dks cukus rFkk
nqljksa ds lkFk lek;kstu djus dh ps’Vk djrk gSA lkekftd
fodkl ds lkFk&lkFk lkekftd cqf) dk Hkh fodkl gksrk
gSA bl cqf) dk laca/k O;fDRkxr rFkk lkekftd dk;ksZ ls
gksrk gS] ftl O;fDr essa ;g cqf+++) gksrh gS og feyulkj
lkekftd dk;ksZ esa :fp ysus okyk rFkk ekuo laca/k ds
Kku ls ifjiw.kZ gksrk gSA lkekftd cqf+) esa lkekftd
psruk] ftKklk rFkk fu;kstu dh Hkkouk miyC/k okrkoj.k
esa :fp vkfn xq.k gksrs gSA O;fDr lkekftd ca/kuksa esa
tdMk jgrk gS] mls lkekftd fu;eksa ds rgr dk;Z djus
gksrs gS og vius vki dks lekt esa izfrf’Br djuk pkgrk
gSA lkekftd dk;Zdzeksa esa fgLLkk ysrk gS rFkk vius vkidks
loZJs’B lkfcr djuk pkgrk gS] lekt O;fDr ds fy,
lcy rFkk vko”;d gSA
mn~ns”;%&mn~ns”;%&mn~ns”;%&mn~ns”;%&mn~ns”;%&
1-”kkldh; ,oa v”kkldh; fo?kky; ds fo?kky; ds
fo?kkfFkZ;ksa ds lkekftd cqf} dk v/;;uA
2-”kkldh; fo?kky; ds Nk=ksa ,oa Nk=kvksa ds lkekftd
cqf} dk v/;;uA
3-v”kkldh; fo?kky; ds Nk=ksa ,oa Nk=kvksa ds lkekftd
cqf} dk v/;;uA
4-v”kkldh; fo?kky; ds Nk=ksa ,oa Nk=kvksa ds lkekftd
cqf} dk v/;;uA

5-v”kkldh; fo?kky; ds Nk=ksa ,oa Nk=kvksa ds lkekftd
cqf} dk v/;;uA
ifjdYiuk%&ifjdYiuk%&ifjdYiuk%&ifjdYiuk%&ifjdYiuk%&
H0&”kkldh; ,oa v”kkldh; fo?kky; ds fo?kky; ds
fo?kkfFkZ;ksa ds lkekftd cqf} esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugh
ik;k tk;sxkA
H01&”kkldh; fo?kky; ds Nk=ksa ,oa Nk=kvksa ds lkekftd
cqf} esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugh ik;k tk;sxkA
H02&v”kkldh; fo?kky; ds Nk=ksa ,oa Nk=kvksa ds
lkekftd cqf} esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugh ik;k tk;sxkA
ifjlhek;s %&ifjlhek;s %&ifjlhek;s %&ifjlhek;s %&ifjlhek;s %&
1-;g v/;;u nqxZ ftys rd lhfer gSA
2-  bl v/;;u esa “kkldh; ,oa v”kkldh; mPprj ek/
;fed fo?kky; ds 11oha ds fo?kkfFkZ;ksa dks fy;k x;k gSA
“kks/k izfof/k %&“kks/k izfof/k %&“kks/k izfof/k %&“kks/k izfof/k %&“kks/k izfof/k %&
izLrqr v/;;u esa losZ{k.k “kks/k izfof/k dk iz;ksx fd;k x;k
gSA
tula[;k %&tula[;k %&tula[;k %&tula[;k %&tula[;k %&
ifjdYiukvksa dh n‘f’V gsrq nqxZ ftys ds mPprj ek/;fed
fo?kky;ksa dks tula[;k ds :i esa fy;k x;k gSA
U;kn”k Z %&U;kn”k Z %&U;kn”k Z %&U;kn”k Z %&U;kn”k Z %&
izLrqr “kks/k v/;;u esa 60 “kkldh; fo?kky; ds d{kk
X;kjgoha ds 30 Nk= ,oa 30 Nk=kvksa dk p;u ;kn`fPNd
fof/k ls fd;k x;k gSA
midj.k%&midj.k%&midj.k%&midj.k%&midj.k%&
izLrqr “kks/k v/;;u esa MkW- ,u- ds- pM~Mk ,oa dqa- m’kk
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xus”ku }kjk fufeZr lkekftd cqf) ijh{k.k dk iz;ksx
fd;k x;k gSA
lkaf[;dh fof/k%&vkadMkssa ds ijh{k.k gsrq e/;eku] ekud
fopyu ,oa Vh&ewY; dk iz;ksx fd;k x;k gSA
fo”ys’k.k ,oa foospuk%&fo”ys’k.k ,oa foospuk%&fo”ys’k.k ,oa foospuk%&fo”ys’k.k ,oa foospuk%&fo”ys’k.k ,oa foospuk%&
H0&&&&& “kkldh; ,oa v”kkldh; fo?kky; ds fo?kkfFkZ;ksa ds
lkekftd cqf) esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugh ik;k tk;sxkA
rkfydk dzaekad &1rkfydk dzaekad &1rkfydk dzaekad &1rkfydk dzaekad &1rkfydk dzaekad &1
“kkldh; ,oa v”kkldh; fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks a“kkldh; ,oa v”kkldh; fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks a“kkldh; ,oa v”kkldh; fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks a“kkldh; ,oa v”kkldh; fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks a“kkldh; ,oa v”kkldh; fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks a
dk e/;eku ]ekud&fopyu]dk e/;eku ]ekud&fopyu]dk e/;eku ]ekud&fopyu]dk e/;eku ]ekud&fopyu]dk e/;eku ]ekud&fopyu]T-ewY;ewY;ewY;ewY;ewY;

df = 118 p>0.05 vlkFkZd ekuvlkFkZd ekuvlkFkZd ekuvlkFkZd ekuvlkFkZd eku
rkfydk dazekad&1 esa “kkldh; mPprj ek/;fed fo?kky;
ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dk e/;eku 105-06 ,oa ekud fopyu 8-36
izkIr gqvk rFkk v”kkldh; mPprj ek/;fed ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa
104-23 ,oa ekud fopyu 8-99 izkIr gqvk ifjdfyr
TewY; dk eku 0-52 gSA tks fd rkfydk eku 0-05 Lrj ij
1-96 ls de gS]vr% eku vlkFkZd gSA ifjdYiuk Lohd‘r
dh xbZA
H01&&&&& “kkldh; fo?kky; ds Nk=ksa ,oa Nk=kvksa ds
lkekftd cqf++) esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugh ik;k tk;sxkA

rkfydk dzaekad &2rkfydk dzaekad &2rkfydk dzaekad &2rkfydk dzaekad &2rkfydk dzaekad &2
“kkldh; ,oa v”kkldh; fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks a“kkldh; ,oa v”kkldh; fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks a“kkldh; ,oa v”kkldh; fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks a“kkldh; ,oa v”kkldh; fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks a“kkldh; ,oa v”kkldh; fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks a
dk e/;eku ]ekud&fopyu]dk e/;eku ]ekud&fopyu]dk e/;eku ]ekud&fopyu]dk e/;eku ]ekud&fopyu]dk e/;eku ]ekud&fopyu]T-ewY;ewY;ewY;ewY;ewY;

df = 58  p>0.05 vlkFkZd ekuvlkFkZd ekuvlkFkZd ekuvlkFkZd ekuvlkFkZd eku
rkfydk dazekad&2 esa “kkldh; mPprj ek/;fed fo?kky;
ds d{kk 11oha ds Nk=ksa dk  e/;eku 50-34 ,oa ekud
fopyu 4-00 gS rFkk Nk=kvksa dk e/;eku 52-11 ,oa ekud
fopyu 4-95 izkIr gqvk gSA ifjdfyr TewY; dk eku 1-
52 izkIr gqvk gS tks fd rkfydk eku 0-05 Lrj izkIr gqvk
gS tks fd rkfydk eku 0-05 Lrj izkIr gqvk gS tks fd
rkfydk eku 0-05 Lrj ij 1-96ls de gS vr% eku vlkFkZd
gSA
ifjdYiuk Lohd‘r dh xbZA

H02&&&&& v”kkldh; fo?kky; ds Nk=ksa ,oa Nk=kvksa ds
lkekftd cqf++) esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugh ik;k tk;sxkA

rkfydk dzaekad &3rkfydk dzaekad &3rkfydk dzaekad &3rkfydk dzaekad &3rkfydk dzaekad &3
v”kkldh; fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks a dk e/;ekuv”kkldh; fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks a dk e/;ekuv”kkldh; fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks a dk e/;ekuv”kkldh; fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks a dk e/;ekuv”kkldh; fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks a dk e/;eku

]ekud&fopyu]]ekud&fopyu]]ekud&fopyu]]ekud&fopyu]]ekud&fopyu]T-ewY;ewY;ewY;ewY;ewY;

df = 58 p>0.05 vlkFkZd ekuvlkFkZd ekuvlkFkZd ekuvlkFkZd ekuvlkFkZd eku
rkfydk dazekad&3 esa v”kkldh; fo?kky; ds d{kk 11oha
ds Nk=ksa dk  e/;eku 54-72 ,oa ekud fopyu 4-31 gS
rFkk Nk=kvksa dk e/;eku 52-94,oa ekud fopyu 4-04
izkIr gqvk gSA ifjdfyr T-ewY; dk eku 1-66 izkIr gqvk
gS tks fd rkfydk eku 0-05 Lrj ij 1-96ls degS vr% eku
vlkFkZd gSA ifjdYiuk Lohd‘r dh xbZA
ifj.kke %&ifj.kke %&ifj.kke %&ifj.kke %&ifj.kke %&
“kkldh; ,oa v”kkldh; fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds
lkekftd cqf) esa dksbZ varj ugh ik;k x;kA “kkldh;
fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds lkekftd cqf) esa varj ugh
ik;k x;kA v”kkldh; fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa eas  Nk= ,oa
Nk=kvksas ds lkekftd cqf) esa dksbZ varj ugh ik;k x;kA
milagkj %&milagkj %&milagkj %&milagkj %&milagkj %&
fu’d’kZr% fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh lkekftd cqf) ij fyax dk izHkko
ugh ik;k x;k D;ksafd fyax ds vk/kkj ij orZeku ifj{ksI;
esa nksuksa dks lkeku okrkoj.k iznku fd;k tkrk gS] vr%
Lkkekftd cqf) dk fodkl Nk= ,oa Nk=kvksa esa mPp Lrj
dk gS ogh “kkyk ds izdkj dk Hkh izHkko ugh ik;k tkrk
D;ksfd nkuksa gh fo|ky; ,d gh lkekftd okrkoj.k esa gS
ftlls cqf) ij dksbZ izHkko ugh iMrk

lanHk ZlanHk ZlanHk ZlanHk ZlanHk Z
xk[kj] ,l-lh ,oa ch- ,sEl ¼2009½ foKku ,oa dyk

ladk; ds Nk=ksa ds miyfC/k vfHkizsj.kk ,oa lkekftd
cqf+) ij ,d v/;;u tusul vkWQ ,stqds”ku LVMht
]7¼2½ 56&59  ik.khxzg ],e-vkj ¼2005½ m-ek- fo|ky;
ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dk lkekftd vkfFkZd Lrj ,oa cqf) dk
“kSf{kd miyfC/k esa laca/k ,M~;qVqdl ] 5¼2½]26-27

dzaekad fo|ky;  
ds izdkj 

N M SD T-ewY; 

1 “kkldh; 60 105.06 8.36  
2 v”kkldh; 60 104.23 8.99  
 

Øaekad fyax N M SD T-ewY; 
1 Nk= 30 50.34 4.00  
2 Nk=k  30 52.11 4.95  
 

Øaekad v“kkldh;  
fo|ky; ds 
fo|kfFkZ   

N M SD T-ewY; 

1 Nk= 30 54.72 4.31  
2 Nk=k 30 54.94 4.04  
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izLrqr ‘k s̈/k v/;;u dsoy lkekftd n`f”Vdks.k ls ugh oju~ jkf”Vª; n`f”Vdks.k lsa Hkh ykHknk;d gSA f’k{kk dk mn~ns’;
O;fDr dks bl izdkj rS;kj fd;k tk;s fd lHkh O;fDr ÅWapkbZ ij igqWps o lekt ds fy, fgrdj gksA vr% bl v/;;u
es ljxqtk ftys ds mPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; esa v/;;ujr fo|kkfFkZ;ks dk p;u fd;k x;k gSA     dqy 400 fo|kfFkZvksa
dk p;u fd;k x;k gSA U;kn’kZ p;u gsrq Lrjhd̀r ;kǹfPNd fof/k dk iz;ksx fd;k x;k gSA izLrqr ‘k s̈/k v/;;u esa iznRrksa
ds ladyu gsrq ,l- tyksVk ,oa ,l- Mh- diwj }kjk fufeZr vkbZatsad eM~lys O;fDrRo ifjlqph dk iz;ksx fd;k x;k
gSAmPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; ds fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds O;fDrRo esa ifjos’k ] fyax ] ladk; vkSj laLFkku ds izdkj dss vkÄkj
ij d¨Ã lkFkZd  varj uºh ik;k x;k A

mPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks dsmPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks dsmPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks dsmPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks dsmPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ks ds O;fDrRo dk rqyukRed v/;;u %O;fDrRo dk rqyukRed v/;;u %O;fDrRo dk rqyukRed v/;;u %O;fDrRo dk rqyukRed v/;;u %O;fDrRo dk rqyukRed v/;;u %
ifjos’k ] fyax ] ladk; vkSj laLFkku ds izdkj ds lanHkZ esaifjos’k ] fyax ] ladk; vkSj laLFkku ds izdkj ds lanHkZ esaifjos’k ] fyax ] ladk; vkSj laLFkku ds izdkj ds lanHkZ esaifjos’k ] fyax ] ladk; vkSj laLFkku ds izdkj ds lanHkZ esaifjos’k ] fyax ] ladk; vkSj laLFkku ds izdkj ds lanHkZ esa
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izLrkouk %&izLrkouk %&izLrkouk %&izLrkouk %&izLrkouk %& f’k{kk ds vkSipkfjd lk/ku ds :Ik esa ’kSf{kd
laLFkkvks dh ckyd ds O;fDrRo fodkl esa  egRoiw.kZ
Hkwfedk gSA fo|ky; esa tgWk ]fofHkUUk ifjokjksa ds cPps ,d
lkFk f’k{kk xzg.k djrs gSA muds O;fDrRo esa fu[kkj vkrk
gSA ‘’kkyk dh vis{kk cPpksa dk vf/kd le; ?kj ij O;rhr
gksrk gSA fo|kFkhZ ]ifjokj ds lHkh lnL;ksa ls izHkkfor ,oa
izsfjr gksrk gS tks mls le; & le; ij f’k{kk] izksRlkgu
vkSj ekxZn’kZu ds }kjk O;fDrRo  dk fodkl djrs gSA ?kj
vkSj lekt esa lkekftd rFkk uSfrd xq.kksa dk fodkl gksrk
gSA lkFk gh cPps HkkokRed :Ik lsa vius vfHkHkkodksa lsa
fudV gksrs gSA vr% muds O;ogkj ]ekxZn’kZu ,oa izksRlkgu
dks vf/kd xaHkhjrk ls xzg.k djrs  gS ftuls fofHkUu
laosxkRed vuqHko izkIr gksrs gSA bUgh vuqHkoksa dk O;fDrRo
fodkl esa ?kfu”B laca/k gSA mfpr O;ogkj ,oa vko’;d
ekxZn’kZu rFkk izksRlkgu lsa cPpks essa fu.kZ; ysus dh ;ksX;rk
]lek;kstu dh {kerk ]vkRe&fo’okl dh n`<+rk c<rh gSA
ftlls O;fDrRo
O;fDrRo dks lkekU;r% O;fDr ds ’kkjhfjd lkS”Bo ]O;ogkj
dq’kyrk ,oa in xkSjo ds :Ik esa ns[kk] le>k  tkrk gS]
ijUrq okLro esa O;fDrRo blls dqN vf/kd gksrk gSA
O;fDrRo ds Lo:Ik dh O;k[;k eq[; :Ik ls nk’kZfudksa
]ekuo‘’kkfL=;ksa ]lekt‘’kkfL=;ksa vkSj euksoSKkfudksa us dh
gSA izkphu Hkkjrh; xzaFk ]osn vkSj mifu”knksa ,oa “kV~n’kZuksa
esa euq”; ds O;fDrRo dks mlds’kjhj ]eu vkSj vkRek ds

fodkl ds :Ik esa Lohdkj fd;k x;k gSA Hkkjrh; n’kZuksa ds
vuqlkj ftl euq”; ds ’kjhj ] eu] cqf) ]vga vkSj vkRek
dk ftruk vf/kd fodkl gks tkrk gS] ml euq”; dk
O;fDrRo mruk gh vf/kd fodflr gksrk gSA O;fDrRo ,d
fof’k”V izdkj dh jpuk gSA ftl izdkj bZV ] lhesaV o
ØakdhV ds ;ksx dk uke Hkou ugh gksrk ]Hkou rks buds
}kjk fufeZr ,d fof’k”V jpuk gksrh gS] Bhd blh izdkj
O;fDrRo Hkh fofHkUUk xq.kksa dk ;ksx ugh gksrk ],d fof’k”V
jpuk gksrh gSA blh O;fDrRo ij ;g dgk tkrk gS] fd
fdlh euq”; ds O;fDrRo ls rkRi;Z mlds Lo;a ds iw.kZ :Ik
lsa gksrk gSA O;fDrRo og gS tks Lo;a gh vius pkjks  vksj
lekt dk fuekZ.k dj ysrk gSA
v/;;u dk mn~ns’;v/;;u dk mn~ns’;v/;;u dk mn~ns’;v/;;u dk mn~ns’;v/;;u dk mn~ns’; %&
xzkeh.k ,oa ’kgjh ifjos’k ds mPprj ek/;fed fo|kky;
ds fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds O;fDrRo dk v/;;u djukA
mPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; ds Nk=ksa ,oa Nk=kvksa ds
O;fDrRo dk v/;;u djuk A
 mPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; ds foKku ,oa dyk
ladk; ds fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds O;fDrRo dk v/;;u djukA
’kkldh; ,oa v’kkldh; mPprj ek/;fed fo|kky;
ds fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds O;fDrRo dk v/;;u djukA
v/;;u dh ifjdYiuk %&v/;;u dh ifjdYiuk %&v/;;u dh ifjdYiuk %&v/;;u dh ifjdYiuk %&v/;;u dh ifjdYiuk %& ‘’kks/kdRrkZ us mn~ns’;ksa ds
vk/kkj ij fuEu’kwU; ifjdYiuk ’kwU; ifjdYiuk ’kwU; ifjdYiuk ’kwU; ifjdYiuk ’kwU; ifjdYiuk  cukbZ gS &
H0.1 - xzkeh.k ,oa ’kgjh ifjos’k ds mPprj ek/;fed
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fo|kky; ds fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds O;fDrRo esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj
ugh ik;k tk;sxk A
H0.2   mPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; ds Nk=ksa ,oa Nk=kvksa
ds O;fDrRo esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugh ik;k tk;sxk A
H0.3 -   mPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; ds  foKku ,oa dyk
ladk; ds fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds O;fDrRo esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugh
ik;k tk;sxk A
H0.4 -   ’kkldh; ,oa v’kkldh;  mPprj ek/;fed
fo|kky; ds fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds O;fDrRo esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj
ugh ik;k tk;sxk A
ifjlhek;s a %&ifjlhek;s a %&ifjlhek;s a %&ifjlhek;s a %&ifjlhek;s a %&
• ;g v/;;u ljxqtk ftys  rd lhfer gSA
• bl v/;;u esa ljxqtk ftys ds xzkeh.k ,oa ‘’kgjh
mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky; dks fy;k x;k gSA
• ;g v/;;u mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky; ds d{kk 11oh-
ds Nk=ks ,oa Nk=kvksa rd lhfer gSA
• ;g v/;;u foKku ,oa dyk ladk; rd lhfer gSA
• bl v/;;u esa ljxqtk ftys ds ’kkldh; ,oa v’kkldh;
fo|ky; dksa fy;k x;k gSA
’kks/kfof/k’kks/kfof/k’kks/kfof/k’kks/kfof/k’kks/kfof/k %& izLrqr v/;;u esa lkekU; losZ{k.k fof/k dk
iz;ksx fd;k tk;sxkA
izLrqr ‘’kks/k v/;;u esa ljxqtk ftys ds’kgjh ifjos’k
ds‘’kkldh; fo|ky; ls 50 Nk= ,oa 50 Nk=kvksa rFkk
v’kldh; fo|ky; lsa 50 Nk= ,oa 50 Nk=kvksa dk p;u
fd;k x;k  gS A
xzkeh.k {ks= ds ’kkldh; fo|ky; lsa 50 Nk= ,oa 50
Nk=kvksa  rFkk v’kkldh; fo|ky; lsa 50 Nk= ,oa 50
Nk=kvksa dk p;u fd;k x;k gS vFkkZr~ dqy 400 fo|kfFkZvksa
dk p;u fd;k x;k gSA U;knkZ p;u gsrq Lrjhd̀r ;kǹfPNd
fof/k dk iz;ksx fd;k x;k gSA
’kks/k vfHkdYi’kks/k vfHkdYi’kks/k vfHkdYi’kks/k vfHkdYi’kks/k vfHkdYi %&

Ikfjos’k &         ‘’kgjh                Xkzkeh.k   ;ksx 
fyax &    Nk=  Nk=k     Nk=  Nk=k  
Lakdk; 
laLFkk 

foKku dyk foKku dyk foKku dyk foKku dyk 

’kkldh; 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25  200 
v’kkldh; 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25  200 
;ksx 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50  400 

 

’kks/k esa iz;qDr midj.k %&’kks/k esa iz;qDr midj.k %&’kks/k esa iz;qDr midj.k %&’kks/k esa iz;qDr midj.k %&’kks/k esa iz;qDr midj.k %& izLrqr ‘kks/k v/;;u esa
iznRrksa ds ladyu gsrq ,l- tyksVk ,oa
,l- Mh- diwj }kjk fufeZr vkbZatsad eM~lys O;fDrRo ifjlqph
dk iz;ksx fd;k x;k gSA
v/;;u esa iz;qDr lkaf[;dhv/;;u esa iz;qDr lkaf[;dhv/;;u esa iz;qDr lkaf[;dhv/;;u esa iz;qDr lkaf[;dhv/;;u esa iz;qDr lkaf[;dh %& ‘kks/k v/;;u esa vWakdM+ksa
ds fo’ys”k.k gsrq e/;eku ] izkekf.kd
fopyu ,oa t- ewY; lakf[;dh dk iz;ksx fd;k tk;sxkA

fo’ys”k.k ,o^ fu”d”kZ %&fo’ys”k.k ,o^ fu”d”kZ %&fo’ys”k.k ,o^ fu”d”kZ %&fo’ys”k.k ,o^ fu”d”kZ %&fo’ys”k.k ,o^ fu”d”kZ %&
H0.1 -     xzkeh.k ,oa ’kgjh ifjos’k ds mPprj ek/;fed
fo|kky; ds fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds O;fDrRo esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj
ugh ik;k tk;sxk A
rkfydk dzekad 1
xzkeh.k ,oa ’kgjh ifjos’k ds mPprj ek/;fed fo|kky;
ds fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds O;fDrRo dk e/;eku] ekud fopyu]
t-ewY;

dzekad ifjos’k N M S.D. t-ewY; 

1 -     

xzkeh.k 200 122Û47 7Û76 0Û03099 

2 ‘’kgjh 200 124Û21 8Û25  

Df -398 P> 0-
05 

vlkFkZd 
gS 

 
rkfydk dzekad 1 dk voyksdu djus ds Kkr gksrk gS fd
mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky; ds  xzkeh.k fo|kfFkZ;ks dk e/
;eku 122Û47 ,oa izkekf.kd fopyu 7-76 gS rFkk ‘’kgjh
fo|kfFkZ;ks dk e/;eku 124-21 ,oa izkekf.kd fopyu 8-25
gSA nksuks Lrj ij ds e/;ekuks ds vUrj dh lkFkZdrk dh
tkap djus ds fy, t & ewY; Kkr fd;k x;k gSa] ftldk
eku lexzrk es 0-03000 gS] tks 0-05 Lrj ds fy, vlkFkZd
gSA vLrq bl ifjdYiuk dks Lohdkj fd;k x;k gSA
ifj.kke & xzkeh.k ,oa ’kgjh ifjos’k ds mPprj ek/;fed
fo|kky; ds fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds O;fDrRo esa lkFkZd varj ugh
ik;k  x;kA
H0.2   mPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; ds Nk=ksa ,oa Nk=kvksa
ds O;fDrRo esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugh ik;k tk;sxk A
rkfydk dzekad 2
mPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; ds  Nk=ksa ,oa Nk=kvksa  ds
O;fDrRo dk e/;eku] ekud fopyu] t-ewY;

dzekad Çyx N M S.D. t-ewY; 

1 Nk=ksa -      200 122Û80 8Û21   0Û1821 
2 Nk=kvksa  200 123Û88 7Û87 

Df -398 P> 0-
05 

vlkFkZd 
gS 

 

rkfydk dzekad 2 dk voyksdu djus ds Kkr gksrk gS fd
mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky; ds Nk=ksa ds O;fDrRo dk
e/;eku 122Û80 ,oa izkekf.kd fopyu 8-21 gS rFkk Nk=kvksa
ds O;fDrRo dk e/;eku 123-88 ,oa izkekf.kd fopyu 7-
87 gSA nksuks Lrj ij ds e/;ekuks ds vUrj dh lkFkZdrk dh
tkap djus ds fy, t & ewY; Kkr fd;k x;k gSa] ftldk
eku lexzrk es 0-1821 gS] tks 0-05 Lrj ds fy, vlkFkZd
gSA vLrq bl ifjdYiuk dks Lohdkj fd;k x;k gSA
ifj.kke & mPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; ds Nk=ksa ,oa Nk=kvksa
ds O;fDrRo esa lkFkZd varj ugh ik;k x;kA
H0.3 -   mPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; ds  foKku ,oa dyk
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ladk; ds fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds O;fDrRo esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj ugh
ik;k tk;sxk A
rkfydk dzekad 3
mPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; ds  foKku ,oa dyk ladk; ds
fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds O;fDrRo dk e/;eku] ekud fopyu] t-
ewY;

dzekad ladk; N M S.D. t-ewY; 

1  foKku 200 122Û93 7Û44   0Û3120 
2 dyk  200 123Û75 8Û61 

Df -398 P> 0-
05 

vlkFkZd 
gS 

 

rkfydk dzekad 3 dk voyksdu djus ds Kkr gksrk gS fd
mPprj ek/;fed fo|ky; ds foKku ladk; ds fo|kkfFkZ;ksa
ds O;fDrRo  dk e/;eku 122Û93 ,oa izkekf.kd fopyu 7-
44 gS rFkk  dyk ladk; ds fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds O;fDrRo dk
e/;eku 123-75 ,oa izkekf.kd fopyu 8-61 gSA nksuks Lrj
ij ds e/;ekuks ds vUrj dh lkFkZdrk dh tkap djus ds
fy, t & ewY; Kkr fd;k x;k gSa] ftldk eku lexzrk es
0-3120 gS] tks 0-05 Lrj ds fy, vlkFkZd gSA vLrq bl
ifjdYiuk dks Lohdkj fd;k x;k gSA
ifj.kke & mPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; ds  foKku ,oa
dyk ladk; ds fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds O;fDrRo esa lkFkZd varj
ugh ik;k x;kA
H0.4 -   ’kkldh; ,oa v’kkldh;  mPprj ek/;fed
fo|kky; ds fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds O;fDrRo esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj
ugh ik;k tk;sxk A
rkfydk dzekad 4
- ’kkldh; ,oa v’kkldh;  mPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; ds
fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds O;fDrRo dk e/;eku] ekud fopyu] t-
ewY;

dzekad ladk; N M S.D. t-ewY; 

1  -   ’kkldh; 200 122Û 
82 

8Û44   0Û19899 

2  
v’kkldh; 

200 123Û86 7Û62 

Df -398 P> 0-
05 

vlkFkZd 
gS 

 

rkfydk dzekad 4 dk voyksdu djus ds Kkr gksrk gS fd
’kkldh;  mPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; ds fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds
O;fDrRo  dk e/;eku 122Û82 ,oa izkekf.kd fopyu 8-44
gS rFkk v’kkldh;   ds fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds O;fDrRo dk e/
;eku 123-86 ,oa izkekf.kd fopyu 7-62 gSA nksuks Lrj ij
ds e/;ekuks ds vUrj dh lkFkZdrk dh tkap djus ds fy,
t & ewY; Kkr fd;k x;k gSa] ftldk eku lexzrk es 0-
19899 gS] tks 0-05 Lrj ds fy, vlkFkZd gSA vLrq bl

ifjdYiuk dks Lohdkj fd;k x;k gSA
ifj.kke -   ’kkldh; ,oa v’kkldh;  mPprj ek/;fed
fo|kky; ds fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds O;fDrRo esa dksbZ lkFkZd varj
ugh ik;k x;kA
milagkj & mPprj ek/;fed fo|kky; ds fo|kkfFkZ;ksa ds
O;fDrRo esa ifjos’k ] fyax ] ladk; vkSj
laLFkku ds izdkj dss vkÄkj ij d¨Ã lkFkZd  varj uºh
ik;k x;k A

lanHkZ xzaFklanHkZ xzaFklanHkZ xzaFklanHkZ xzaFklanHkZ xzaFk

eqjtkuh ts- Mh- vkSj tSu ehuk ] ,oa xfj;kuh eerk
¼2002½ % Þ egkfo|ky;hu fo|k;fFkZ;ksa dh laosxkRed
cqf/n ,oa O;fDrRo  ß izkph tjuy vkWQ lkbdksdYpj
MkbZesUlu ]okY;we & 18 ] Øa-& 1 ]iq‘B& ¼47 &50½
ik.Ms;- ,l- vk Sj dk sBkjh ] ,l-¼2007½ %
ÞmPpinkf/kdkfj;ksa ds lh[kus ds rjhds ij laosxkRed
cqf/n ,oa A/B O;fDrRo ds izHkko dk  v/;;u ß
bf.M;u lkbdksykWthdy fjO;w ] okY;we & 68 ] Øa-
&1] iq‘B & ¼39 & 44½
mik/;k; izrhd ¼2006½ % Þ laosxkRed cqf/n ds Nk=
f’k{kd dk O;fDrRo ß tjuy vkWQ ,stqds’kuy LVfMt
] okY;we & 4 ] Øa-& 1] 2 ]  iq‘B & ¼37 & 39½
flag ] v:.k dqekj  ¼2013½ % Þ mPp lkekU; euksfoKku
ß lkrokW laLdj.k ] eksrhyky cukjlh nkl ikfCyds’kUl
]  iq‘B & ¼962 & 1014½
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The present paper summaries the study conducted on 240 students of   Rajnandgaon  district of Chhattisgarh
chosen from Eleventh grade students of Higher Secondary School.The result indicated that Healthy Family
Environment significant effected Academic Achievement of students.Whereas Moderate and Non-healthy
family Environment is not significant effected Academic Achievement of students.

TO STUDY THE EFFECT OF FAMILY ENVIRONMENT ON
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT OF HIGHER SECONDARY STUDENTS

* M.PHIL. Student in C.V.RAMAN UNIVERSITY,BILASPUR,C.G.
** Head of Department, Bhilai School of Education & Research ,Chandkhuri, Durg,

CG

INTRODUCTION:
 Parents positive attitude towards child’s education
is important in determining academic achievement.
Favorable attitude towards schooling & education
enhances parental involvement in children present
& future studies. Parental attitude is a measure or
an index of parental involvement. Adolescence is a
time of rapid range. In adolescence ages (11-17)
youth experiences puberty, develop abstract thinking
abilities & transition into higher secondary school.
Students desire autonomy independence & time with
peers but at the same time they continue to rely on
guidance from parents & other adults .To be in school
& in life students need trusting & caring relationship
from parents. They also need opportunities to form
their own identity .Family environment in academics
& learning remains important in adolescent  years.
Unfortunately family environment tends to decrease
across higher secondary education.  Yet family
environment remains a powerful predictor of various
adolescence outcomes.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM :
“To study the effect of Family Environment  on
Academic  Achievement of Higher  Secondary
Students “
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY :
To study the effect of healthy family environment
on academic achievement of boys & girls.
To study the effect of non healthy family

environment on academic achievement of boys &
girls.
 To study the effect of moderate family
environment on academic achievement of boys &
girls.
To study the difference between healthy family
environment & non healthy family environment on
academic achievement of higher secondary students.
To study the difference between healthy family
environment & moderate  family environment on
academic achievement of higher secondary students.
To study the difference between Non- healthy
family environment & Moderate family environment
on academic achievement of higher secondary
students.
HYPOTHESIS :
Following null hypothesis were drawn for the
research -
H0.0 - There will be a significant effect of healthy
family environment  on Academic achievement of
boys & girls.
H0.1- There will be a significant effect of non healthy
family environment on  academic achievement of
boys & girls.
H0.2- There will be a significant effect of moderate
family environment on academic  achievement of
boys & girls.
H0.3- There will be a significant difference between
healthy family environment & non healthy family
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environment on academic achievement of higher
secondary students.
H0.4- There will be a significant difference between
healthy family environment & moderate family
environment on academic achievement of higher
secondary students.
H0.5- There will be a significant difference between
Non- healthy family environment & Moderate family
environment on academic achievement of higher
secondary students.
METHODOLOGY-
In this research survey method will be used.
POPULATION-
A population   of  total Higher Secondary Students
eleventh grade of Rajnandgaon will be selected for
the research.
SAMPLE
A sample of   240 11th grade students of higher
secondary schools of Rajnandgaon district will be
selected by random sampling   technique.
TOOLS:
The  following standardized  tool will be used by
research -
 Family Environment Scale of Harpreet Bhatia &
N.K. Chanda’s
Academic  Achievement  of student’s is measured
by half –yearly marks in science subject.
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUE :Mean ,  Standard
Deviation ,t- test will be used.
Data Analysis And Interpretation
Obtained data of the mean of students are presented
in the table. t- value has been employed to access
the significance of difference and computed to test
the hypothesis.
H0 -   There will be a significant effect of healthy
family environment on academic achievement of boys
&  girls.

 
    Sex 

 

N M SD t - value Level 

     Boys 
 
 

40 45.42 2.70 

4.1366 Significant 

 
    Girls 
 

40 41.97 3.47 

                   df = 78       P <  at 0.05 level (1.96) 

Table .1 Showing ‘t’ value , Mean  and SD scores
of boys and girls of healthy family environment.

It is evident from the above table that the mean of
healthy environment boys is 45.42 while that of girls
is 41.97 and the SD of boys is 2.70 and that of girls
is 3.47 .The calculated t-value is 4.1366 which is
more than the tabulated value 1.96 at 0.05 levels,
so the hypothesis H0 is accepted . As the mean
scores favors boys 45.42 which reveals that boys
are paid more attention as compared to girls.
Result:- By seeing the table it depicts  that there is a
significant effect of boys and girls in healthy family
environment on  their academic  achievement  .
H0.1  -There will be a significant effect of non healthy
family environment on academic achievement of boys
and girls.
Table .2 Showing ‘t’ value , Mean and SD scores
of boys and girls of non healthy family environment

 
Sex 

 
N M SD t - value Level 

 
Boys 

 
40 28.32 4.36 

0.6528 Non-Significant 
  Girls 

   40 29.125 3.71 

                      df = 78                   P>  at 0.05  level (1.96) 

  it is evident that the observed mean of non healthy
family environment boys is 28.32  while that of girls
is 29.125  and  SD of boys is 4.36 and girls is 3.71.
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The calculated t-value is 0.6528 which is less than
the tabulated value 1.96 at 0.05 levels so the
hypothesis  i H0.1  s rejected.
Result:- By seeing the table it depicts that there is no
significant effect of non healthy family environment
on academic achievement of   both boys  & girls.
H0.2 -There will be a significant effect of moderate
family environment on academic   achievement of
boys & girls.
Table .3 Showing ‘t’ value , Mean and SD scores
of boys and girls of moderate family environment  

 
Sex 

 
 

N M SD t - value Level 

 
Boys 

 
40 35.05 7.51 

0.268 
 Non-Significant  

Girls 
 

40 36.72 5.82 

df = 78              P> at 0.05 level (1.96) 

It is evident from the above table that mean of
moderate family environment boys is 35.05 and that
of girls is 36.72. SD of boys is 7.51 and girls are
5.82.The calculated t –value is 0.268 which is less
than the tabulated t-value 1.96 at 0.05 levels so the
hypothesis H0.2  is rejected.
Result:- By seeing the table it depicts that there is a
significant difference is found out in between both
boys and girls of moderate family environment which
shows that equal importance is not given to both.
H0.3 -There will be a significant difference between
healthy family environment and non healthy family
environment on academic   achievement of higher
secondary students.

Table .4 Showing ‘t’ value , Mean  and SD scores
of differences between healthy family environment
and non healthy family environment on academic
achievement of students.  

 
Families 

 
N M SD t - value Level 

Healthy Family Environment 
 80 43.7 3.54 

 
 

2.836 
 
 
 
 

Significant 
Non Healthy Family Environment 

 80 28.72 4.081 

df = 158         P > at 0.05 level (1.96) 
 
 It is evident from the above table that mean of

differences of healthy family environment is 43.7 and
non healthy family environment is 28.72. SD of
healthy family environment is 3.54 and non healthy
family environment is 4.081.The calculated t – value
is 2.836 which is more than the tabulated t-value is
1.96 at 0.05 significant level so the hypothesis is
accepted. As the mean scores favors healthy family
environment 43.7 which reveals that healthy families
are better responsible and able to focus more on
task at hand & pay attention to their children as
compared to non healthy families.
 Result:- By seeing the table it depicts that there is a
significant difference between healthy family
environment and non healthy family environment on
academic   achievement of higher secondary
students.
H0.4 - There will be a significant difference between
healthy family environment & moderate family
environment on academic achievement of higher
secondary students.
Table .5 Showing ‘t’ value , Mean  and SD scores
of differences between healthy family environment
and moderate family environment on academic
achievement.   

Families 
 

N M SD t – value Level 

Healthy Family Environment 
 80 43.7 3.54 

2.31 Significant 

Moderate Family Environment 
 80 35.88 6.73 

df = 158                       P > at 0.05 level (1.96) 
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It is evident from the above table that means of
differences of non healthy family environment is 28.72
while that of family environment is 35.88. SD of non
healthy family environment is 4.081 and moderate
family environment is 6.735. The calculated t – value
is 1.14 which is less than the tabulated t-value at
0.05 significant levels which shows that the
hypothesis is accepted. As the mean scores favors
moderate family environment 35.88 which reveals
that moderate family  focuses and pays less attention
on children academic achievement as similar  to non
healthy families.
 Result:- By seeing the table it depicts that there is a
no significant difference between non healthy family
environment and moderate family environment on
academic   achievement of higher secondary
students.
CONCLUSION
On the basis of analysis, interpretation and discussion
of the results presented in the above all, certain
meaningful conclusions have been drawn which are
reported as under:
It was found that of healthy family students of 11th
grade fall in the high category of academic
achievement .The students who come from these
families perform better and nice. They have more
supportive environment and also get positive
academic achievement for both boys and girls.
Results also showed that good quality of home
environment had more significant positive relation
with ‘high’ level of academic achievement in boys
than among the girls. It was found out that students
who come from non healthy families that is from
humble background, however, due to lack of suitable
family environment students can’t concentrate in their
academic activities. They have to offer their helping
hand in their household works. This is basically
because families generally play major roles in the
provision of essential services to the families.
Therefore, there was need to conduct a study to
establish the relationship of family environment on
academic achievement of higher secondary students
.It was found out students who come from moderate
families A parent with a normal family will not only
find it easy to provide for the physical needs of the

child, but will also be in a position to give him
attention, encouragement, stimulation and support
with his school work. This could have a motivating
effect on a child from the normal family in comparison
with a child from a high family where the parents are
always busy trying to find ways of meeting the basic
needs of the family.
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Introduction
The world of retail merchandising has come a long
way. There is a movement now from the unorganized
sector. The whole concept of shopping has altered
in terms of format and consumer buying behave our,
ushering in a revolution in shopping in India. Retailing
is India’s largest industry, accounting for over 10
percent of the country’s GDP and around 8 percent
of the employment, that is about 25 million people.
Organized retailing was worth Rs.23,000 crore in
2003 and is growing at a rate of 25-30 per cent
annually (KSA Techno park Report), the foods and
groceries category constitutes 14 per cent of the total
share of organized retailing in India. In food & grocery
retailing, the traditional method of shopping is
changing. The Indian customer, who was used to
shopping at the neighborhood kirana,  has a choice
of going to a supermarket.
There are too many food and grocery out lets., which
are close to each other. So, there is no differentiation,
which could make it hard to build loyalty,. The
function of human resources has special significance
in retail, as the employees operate in a unique
environment. In being a part of the service industry,
it is the people with in the organization that can
become the source of competitive advantage. In any
retail organization, the people who deal with the
customers at a one to one level, are considered to
be the face of the organization. Thus, people who
work at the store level are important.
Availability of trained personnel and retaining the
human resources is a major challenge for these food
& grocery retailers. Given that experienced retail
professionals in India are still a scarce commodity,
and also the fact that they play a significant role in
the entire retailing process of value creation and brad

building. Only better HR practices can retain
experienced personnel in the outlets. HR practices
of organized Food & Grocery retailing are in a
nascent stage. This empirical study makes an effort
in studying the current HR practices prevailing in
organized food and grocery retailing which include
recruiting, selection, training, compensation and
evaluation.
Review of Literature
Katherine L. Hughes (1999) concluded that the
super market industry hires youth, pays entry- level
workers around minimum wage, and does not
require much in the way of skills. In contrast to fast
food, however, many supermarket companies are
interested in retaining these young people and
providing them with further training so that they will
become know ledge able. long-term employees.
According to Annette Bernhordt (1991), beyond the
poor quality of most retail jobs, there is also the
deeper question of opportunities for upward mobility.
Workers who hold retail and other low-wage service
jobs tend to be the least educated in the labor force
and so depend on training for career mobility.
Moreover, the industry has one of the flattest job
hierarchies in the economy-sales and service
occupations make up more than two-thirds of the
jobs. Firms are also increasingly hiring young college
graduates for managerial slots and bypassing
workers with years of tenure. In this context there is
a severe constraint on upward mobility, no matter
how talented or hard-working the individual. Shishir
Kumar (2006) felt that, retailing as a career was
considered to be at the bottom end of the bottom
end of the social strata. Graduates from reputed
universities did not want to work in retailing because
of given wage levels and social status associated with
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a front line retail position.
Objective and Methodology
The article studies the Human Resource practices
prevailing in organized food and grocery retailing.
Statistical approach, “ factor analysis” has been used
for the study.
The study is based on primary data collected from
the employees working in organized food and grocery
retail outlets in Bangalore, with the help of a well-
drfted and structured questionnaire. The universe of
the study consists of the 30 employees from Food
world , Fabmall and Foodbazaar outlets. Gupta
(1979) emphasizes that specific area study has the
advantage of overcoming the regional differences in
natural and geographical endowment. The questions
inquiring HR practices were implemented with 38
statements for different functional aspects of HR.
The respondents had to rate it according to the
importance, on the five-point Likert Scales.
Data Analysis
The demographic characteristics of the respondents
(Table 1) depict that the majority of employees
belong to the age group 20-30 years, followed by
the age group under 20 years. This reveals that the
employees in organized food and grocery retail
outlets are relatively young. Further, majority of them
are unmarried and the number of female employees
are significantly more than that of the male
employees. 73% of the employees are under
graduates, out of which 33% have done metric and
40% higher secondary. Majority (77%) of
employees were earning Rs.5000 and below as their
monthly salary.
The explanatory factor analysis is used in order to
identify the various factors prevailing in HR practices
in organized food and grocery retailing. Principal
Components Analysis is employed for extracting
factor. Orthogonal rotation with Verimax was
applied. The Latent root criterion is used extraction
of factors. As per it, only the factors having latent
roots of Eigen values greatest than one are considered
significant: all the factors with latent roots lese than
one are considered insignificant and disregarded. In
interpreting factors, a decision must be made
regarding the consideration of the factor loadings,

which are worthwhile. A factor loading represents
the correlation between on original variable and its
factor.
After a factor solution has been obtained, in which
all variables have a significant loading on a factor,
then some more meaning to the pattern of factor
loadings is assigned. Variables with higher loadings
are considered more important and have greater
influence on the name and label selected to represent
a factor. Hence, the authors  examined all the
underlined variables for a particular factor and placed
greater emphasis on those variables with higher
loadings attempted to assign a name or label to a
factor that accurately reflected the variables loading
on that factor. The names of label is not derived or
assigned by the factor analysis computer program;
rather, the label is intuitively developed by the factor
analyst based on its appropriateness for representing
the underlying dimension to a particular factor. All
the factors have been given appropriate names on
the statement, the label and factor loading have been
summarized in tables 3 and 5.
Recruitment & Selection
Walk-in-interview and employee reference were the
sources of recruitment (100%). The selection of
candidates was purely based on  the personal
interview. Other selection tools like written /
psychological tests were not at all used.
Training Programmes
There were five factors each  having Eigen value
exceeding one for training programmes. The Eigen
values for four factors were
3.187,2.285,1.671,1.522 and 1.410 respectively.
The index for the present solution accounts for
67.165% of the total variations for the training
programmes. It is pretty good extraction, because
we are able to economies on the number of choice
factors (from 15 to five underlying factors). and we
lost 32.835% of information content for choise of
variables. The percentage of variance explained by
factors one to five are 21.246, 15.231, 11.140,
10.149, and 9.399 respectively.
Large communalities indicate that a large number of
variance has been accounted for by the factor
solution. Varimax rotated factor analytic results for
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training programmes are shown in table I which
indicate that after five factors are extracted and
retained, the communality is 0.666 for variable
1,0.690 for variable 2 and so on. It means that
approximately 66% of the variance of variable 1 is
being captured by five extracted factors together.
The proportion of variance in any one of the original
variables, which is being captured by the extracted
factor, is known as communality (Nargundkar,
2002).
In Table 3, the employees considered content and
method as the most dominating factor. The
employees felt that the content of the training
programmes were usually good. Trainings were done
using on the job methods and lectures. Training
through discussions has negative loading. The second
significant factor was trainer and the timing of the
training programmes. Usually, their own staff does
training. External agencies have not been employed
so far. Timing has negative loading, as it is not
conducted when it is required. Place. Duration and
frequency is the third significant factor. Trainings are
held at places convenient for the employees. The
negative loadings for duration and frequency reveals
that the duration of training  programmes are short
and frequency is also less.
Motivation
The most significant motivating factor (Table 5 ) is
nature of job and growth opportunities. The
employees are motivated to do the job as it gives
them more learning opportunities as the work
interests them. They feel that growth and promotion
opportunities are more in the company. They get
motivation to do the work because of above factors.
Working condition and management support is the
second significant motivating factor. And
Compensation
The first significant factor is expenses and bonus
(Table 7) . The management recognizes good
performers. The company reimburses the expenses
on the job. Employees also receive bonus regularly.
Allowances and salary is the second significant factor.
Employees receive allowances for telephone petrol
etc. As the loading for salary is very less, employees
are not satisfied with their current salary. They feel

company does not have good reward system.
Evaluation
From Table 9 the first factor reveals that
performance appraisal is done in the company.
Employees are evaluated regularly of their jobs.
Complexity of the job does not have importance in
the appraisal. Skills is the second important factor
for performance appraisal. This includes skills on
the job and interpersonal skills. The last significant
factor is the overall performance/ Experience on the
job.
Conclusion
Organized retailing is still in its nascent stage. The
education level of the employees in organized food
and grocery retailing is very less. Most of the
employees are below graduates. The age group of
the employees is between 20 to 30 years who are
mostly unmarried. The income level is below
Rs.5,000 for majority of them. As study reveals, the
HR practices in the industry are at the rudimentary
level. Recruitment is very simple i.e. walk in
interviews. The selection criteria are limited to
personal interview only. The training programmes
are just through on the job methods, as and when it
is felt by the management. Training programs are
meant for improving the productivity on the job. Most
of the employees are self-motivated. The source of
motivation is because of more learning opportunities
and nature of the job. Salary is the least motivating
factor for them. The wage level of the industry is at
the minimum. Future days will see the implementation
of more technology in the industry. To cope up with
the changes, it will lead to increased skill level of the
employees and also better HR practices.
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The rise of globalization has exponentially increased
the market for cross border Mergers and Acquisition
(M&A). This rapid increased has taken many M&A
firms as surprise because the majority of them never
had to consider acquiring the capabilities or skills
required to effectively handle this kind of transaction.
In the past, the market’s lack of significance and a
more strictly national mindset prevented the vast
majority of small and mid-sized companies from
considering cross border intermediation as an option
which left M&A firms inexperienced in this field.
Scope of Merger & Acquisition
Merger & Acquisition has become a daily transaction
nowadays. Mergers and acquisition are an important
area of capital market activity in restricting a
corporation and had lately become one of the
favored routes for growth and consolidation. the
reason to merge, amalgamate and acquire are varied,
ranging from acquiring market share to restructuring
the corporation  to meet global competition. One of
the largest and most difficult part of business mergers
partners. The main objective of each firm is to gain
profits. M&A has a great scope in sectors like steel,
aluminium,  cement, auto, banking & finance,
Computer software, pharmaceuticals, consumer
durable food products, textiles etc. It is an
indispensable strategic tool for expanding product
portfolio’s, entering into new  market, acquiring new
technologies and building new generation
organization with power and resources to compete
in global basis.
Motive behind M&A
The dominant rationale used to explain M&A activity
is that acquiring firms seek improved financial
performance. The following motives are considered

IMPACT OF GLOBALIZATION ON MERGERS AND ACQUISITION
* Sureshkumar Thakkar
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to improve financial performance:
1.Synergies:  the refers to the fact that the combined
company can often reduce its fixed costs by
removing duplicate departments or operations,
lowering the costs of the company relative to the
same revenue stream, thus increasing profit margins.
2. Increased Revenue/Increase Market Share:
This assumes that the buyer will be absorbing a
major competitor and thus increase its market power
(by capturing increased market share) to set prices.
3. Cross selling: For example, a bank buying a
stocker could then sell its banking products to the
stock broker’s customer’s, while  the broker can
sign up the bank’s customer’s for brokerage accounts
or, a manufacturer can acquire and sell
complementary products.
4. Economics of Scale: For example, managerial
economics such as a increased opportunity of
managerial specialization. Another example are
purchasing economies due to increased order size
and associated bulk-buying discounts.
5. Taxes: A profitable company can buy a loss
maker to use the target’s loss as their advantage by
reducing their tax liability to profitable companies to
“shop” for loss making companies, limiting the tax
motive of an acquiring company.
6. Geographical or other Diversification: This
is designed to smooth the earning results of a
company, which over the long term smoothens the
stock price of a company, giving conservative
investors  more  confidence while investing in the
company. However, this does not always deliver
value to shareholders.
7. Resource Transfer: resource are unevenly
distributed across firms (berney,1991) and the
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interaction of target  and acquiring firm resources
can create value through either overcoming
information asymmetry or by combining scarce
resources.
8. Vertical Integration: Vertical Integration occurs
when an upstream and downstream firm merge (or
one acquire the other). There are several  reasons
for this to occur. One reason is to internalize an
externality problem. A common example of such an
externality is double marginalization. By merging, the
vertically integrated firm can collect one deadweight
loss by setting the upstream firm’s output to the
competitive level. This increases profits and consumer
surplus. A merger that creates a vertically integrated
firm can be profitable.
However, on average and across the most commonly
studied variables, acquiring firm’s financial
performance does not positively change as a function
of their acquisition activity. Therefore, includes
additional motives for merger and acquisition that
may not add value of shareholders.
9. Diversification: While this may hedge a
company against a downturn in an individual industry,
it fails to deliver value, since it is  possible for
individual shareholders to achieve the same hedge
by diversifying their portfolio’s at a much lower cost
than those associated with a merger.
10. Manager’s Confidence: It increase confidence
of managers, but manager’s overconfidence about
expected synergies from M&A may result in
overpayment for the target company.
11. Empire Building: Managers have larger
companies to manage and hence more power.
12. Manager’s Compensation: In the past, certain
executive management teams had their payout based
on the total amount of profit of the company, instead
of the profit per share, which would give the team a
perverse incentive to buy companies to increase the
total profit while decreasing the profit per share
(which hurts the owners of the company-the
shareholders); although some empirical studies show
that compensation is linked to profitability rather than
more profit of the company.
· The economics of scale can be gained with a larger
base.

· To reduce competition and product diversification.
· To expand by establishing their presence in the host
country.
· To adopt the technologies from other companies
rather than spending time and money in developing
it themselves.
· To reduce foreign exchange.
13. Other objectives: In addition to above, M&A
serves following purpose:
Classification of M&A:
Accounting standard 14 classifies amalgamations
(also referred as business combination) into two
categories for the purpose of accounting:
(a)  Amalgamation in the nature of merger and
(b)  Amalgamation in the nature of purchase.
AS 14 provides that in case of Amalgamation in the
nature of merger, pooling of interest method is to be
applied, whereas for other cases purchase method
is to be applied. This standard is applicable only if
two or more entities are merged to form a new entity.
In case of takeover of majority interest which does
not yield to formation of a new merged entity, AS
14 in not applicable.
Prerequisities of M&A
(a) Transfer of all assets and liabilities to transfer
company
(b)  90% of shareholders of transferor company
should become shareholders of transferee company
(c) Consideration for purchase should be paid by
issue of equity share of transferee company
(d)  Continuation of business of the acquired
company and
(e)  No adjustment to be made for assets and
liabilities taken over.
Human Resources Issues
The investors analyses the average salary of the
employees, ratio of outsourced employee to total
employees, salary range vis a vis Industry trend and
chances of salary increase to be made. The investors
also tries to find out whether any Golden parachute
has been issued to senior management which has to
be borne by the merged entity. The results of due
diligence exercise help to unearth startling facts and
assist the investment banker to revise the valuation.
From the acquire’s perspective, some change
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management problems can be avoided by solving
them before the deal closes. For example, if the due
diligence reveals that the workforce of the target
company in inflated, then he may insist for its
rationalization as a precondition to deal closure.
M&A by Indian Multinationals at Foreign Turf
surpass Domestic Takeovers
The first nine month of 2010-11 (April-December)
have witnessed more than threefold increase in value
terms in the Merger & Acquisitions growing from
us$ 13.54 billion in the corresponding period to
us$58.73 billion. The study undertaken by the
Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry
of India (ASSOCHAM) says the number of deals
also rose to 222 from 129 during the same period
last year.
The major merger and acquisitions occurred in
telecom followed by energy, metal & mining,
pharmaceutical and BFSI sectors. During the first
nine months of FY 2010-11 eleven telecom sectors
topped the list with 28.26 per cent share of the total
valuation of M&A deals that took place in India,
followed by energy sector accounted  for 23.59 per
cent, metal & mining sector accounted for 23.19
per cent while pharmaceutical and BFSI sector
accounted for 8.20 per cent and 5.74 per cent
respectively.
The number of M&A activities in the past nine months
shows that the Indian telecom sector is all set to
take on the global markets. There were 10 inbound,
outbound and domestic M&A deals which took
place in telecom sector during April-December 2010,
Valuing to US$ 16.60 billion; representing 28.26 per
cent share in total valuation of the M&A deals that
occurred during the period.
Others sectors like IT/ITES, Auto components,
hospitality, steel, consumer durable, real estate,
media & entertainment, logistics, consumer non
durable and healthcare which witnessed 146 M&A
deals for an amount totaling to US$6.48 billion,
contributing only 11.04 per cent share in total M&A
deals.
The cross border inbound, outbound and domestic
M&A deals occupied 16.63 per cent,41.96 per cent
and 41.41 per cent share in total deals with 21, 98

and 103 number of deals respectively, during the
period April-December, 2010
Telecom Sector
The major merger and acquisition outbound deal in
telecom sector was India’s leading
telecommunications service provider Bharti Airtel
acquire Zain’s African mobile service operations in
15 countries. The deal involved a transaction of US$
10700 million. In another one deal Bharti Airtel
acquired 100 per cent stake of Telecom Seychelles
Ltd for US$ 62 million.
Energy Sector
The biggest domestic M&A deal in energy sector
was Anil Dhirubhai Ambani Group’s (ADAG’s) gas
transportation company, Reliance Natural Resources
Ltd (RNRL), merged with its sister firm Reliance
Power (R-Power) for US$10686 million.
Switzerland based ABB Ltd, the leading power and
automation technology, increase the stake in its Indian
subsidiary from 52.11 per cent for the US$ 965
million.
There was only 6 deals that took place during April-
December, 2009 in energy sector for a value of US$
40.69 million, which increased to 13 outbound and
domestic deals for US$ 13847.94 million,
representing 23.59 per cent share of the total deals
occurred during April-December, 2010.
Other major deal in energy sector India’s most
valuable company Reliance Industries (RIL) picked
up 45 per cent stake in taxes, US-based Pioneer
Natural Resources co. for US$ 1320 million and
60 per cent stake in the Marcellus Shale Acreage in
the US for US392 million. India’s major Power
producer JSW Energy agreed to buy Canada’s CIC
Energy Corp for C$422 million (US$414.5 million)
In another deal India’s SBI Macquarie Infrastructure
Fund acquired 12 per cent stake in Adhunik Power
and Natural Resources for US$26.93 million. Oil
and gas logistic provider Aegis logistic acquired Shell
Gas (LPG) India for an undisclosed amount and
Simplex Realty Ltd buys 100 per cent shares in
Simplex Renewable Resources Pvt. Ltd.
Metal & Mining
A total of 7 deals occurred during April-December,
2009 in the metal & mining sector that valued
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US$832.86 million, which increased 11 deals for
US$13618.29 million, representing 23.19 per cent
share of the total deals that took place during April-
December 2010.
The major M&A deal that took place in metal &
mining sector India’s largest nonferrous metals and
mining company Vedanta Resources Plc acquires
62.4 per cent stake in Cairn Energy’s Indian
subsidiary for US$8480 million and in other one deal
Vedanta Resources Plc agreed to pay Anglo
American Plc Us$1338 million for zinc mines in
Africa and Ireland.
Pharmaceutical Sector
A total of 5 deals occurred during April-December,
2009 in the pharmaceutical sector that valued
US$949.6 million, which increased to 16 deals for
US$4815.07 million, representing 8.20 per cent
share of the total deals that took place during April-
December, 2010
The major M&A deal that took place in
pharmaceutical sector was USA based drug maker
Abbot   Laboratories (ABT) made major push into
the Indian healthcare market and acquired the
generics drug unit of Piramal healthcare for US$3720
million.
BFSI Sector
In Banking, Financial Service and Insurance (BFSI)
there were 26 M&A deals that took place during
April-December, 2010 for US$3273.14 million,
contributing a share of 5.74 per cent.
The major M&A deal that occurred in the BFSI
sector was India’s Hinduja Group acquired
Luxembourg-based KBL European Private Bankers
SA for US$1690 million (US$1.69) billion) to
expand its wealth-management business in Europe.
Other deal in BFSI sector India’s largest private bank
ICICI Bank of Rajasthan for US$ 648 million.
Conclusion
With the increasing number of Indian companies
opting for mergers and acquisitions, India is now
one of the leading nation in the world in terms of
mergers and acquisitions. Till few years ago, rarely
did Indian companies bid for American-European
entities. Today, because of the buoyant Indian
economy, supportive government policies and

dynamic leadership of Indian organization, the world
has witnessed a new trend in acquisition. Indian
companies are now aggressively looking at North
American and European markets to spread their
wings and become global players. Almost 85 per
cent of Indian firms are using Mergers and
Acquisitions as a core growth strategy. Thus, we
can say that M&A has become a day to day
transaction nowadays.
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Human Resource factor is very crucial, important
and sensitive factor of production. Successful
operation of any organization depends upon the
effective and significant utilization of men, materials,
machine and money. Buildings, plants, computers
and other physical and financial resources are
unproductive without human efforts and decisions.
Human resources at present are considered to be
valuable asset to an organization but their value is
not shown among the assets in a traditional statement
of financial position. Human being is not only to be
developed but also to be accounted, it is said, and
thus development and accounting must be
continuous. Human Resource Accounting (HRA)
may be defined as a process that follows HUman
Resource Development (HRD). While HRD is said
to be the process by which right type of persons are
identified and developed at various levels of
organization for occupying different functional
positions. Human resource accounting is a scaling
tool that generalizas and reports quantitative
information about the contribution of human
resources for promoting industrial productivity. Again
it can help the management by providing the
necessary information to perform the functions of
acquiring, developing, utilizing, evaluating and
rewarding human resources.
Significance of HRA
Though human resource accounting is intended
primarily to be used as a managerial tool, it has
significant ase for present and potential and other
users of financial statements. Human resource
valuation provides the management with information
about changes in the structure of its labour force.It
helps the potential investors and other users in making

HUMAN RESOURCE ACCOUNTING-PROBLEMS IN APPLICATION
* Kishorbhai Thakkar

* Assi. Prof., T.A. Chtvanti Arts & J.V. Gokal Trust Commerce College, Radhanpur

long term investment decisions. Human resource
accounting helps to highlight the importance of
employees by quantifying their cost or value to the
organization. It has immense utility for both the
management and other users of financial statements.
It helps individual employees in improving their
performance and bargaining power. It makes each
of them conscious of the contribution that he is
making towards the betterment of the firm and
expenditure incurred by the firm on him.
But inspire of this, study of human resources
……………….. required attention by management
thinkers for years. Even today when a good deal of
work has been done in this field, it is very unfortunate
that there is not any generally accepted method either
for valuation of human resources or for their
recording in the books of accounts.
Concept of HRA
The concept of human capital is not a recent
discovery. Its origin dates back to the seventeenth
century. When the economists, Sir William petty
(1623-1687) first attempted to estimate the
monetary value of population in England in 1681.
Petty considered labor, “the father of wealth” as such
he stressed that it should be included in the estimate
of total national wealth. The credit for recognizing
the value of human resources as an ‘asset’ goes to
William piton in 1920 when he commented, “In a
business well organized and loyal personnel may be
more important asset than a stock of merchandise”
Though Paton considered human beings as assets
of the organization, it was Resins liker, Social
Psychologist, The Institute for social Research,
University of Michigan, who first used the ‘human
asset accounting ‘in 1967 and a term since replaced
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by human resources. so it was originally developed
by him.
The American Accounting Association defines
Human Resource Accounting as, “the processes of
identifying and measuring data about human
resources and communicating this information to
interested parties”
Mr. Woodruff Jr.Vice President of R.G.Barry
Corporation defines Human Resource Accounting
as “an attempt to identify and report investments
made in human resources of an organization that are
presently not accounted for in conventional
accounting practice” Basically it is an information
system that the management what changes over time
are occurring  to the human resources of the business.
These definitions bring out three aspects of human
resource accounting as follows:
-Identification of data regarding human resources
of an organization.
-Recording of the data in the financial statements of
the business for the interested parties.
-Disclosure of the information in the financial
statements of the business for the interested parties.
Valuation of Human Resources
The biggest challenge in HRA is that of assigning
monetary value to different dimensions such as HR
cost, investments and the worth of employees. There
are various valuation models developed by research
for valuing human resources. Two major techniques
of accounting for human resources are:
(1) Human Resource Cost Accounting (HRCA)
(2) Human Resource Value Accounting
(HRCA)
Human resource Cost Accounting (HRCA)
Human Resource cost accounting involves the
capitalization of expenditure incurred on the
acquisition and development of human resource
amortization of such costs over a period and hence
reporting the net investment in human resource in
the financial statements. The cost approach is further
broken down into the followings:
· Historical Cost Approach
· Replacement Cost Approach
· Opportunity Cost Approach
· Standard Cost Approach

· Current Purchasing Power Approach
Human Resource Value Accounting (HRCA)
According to this approach, the value of human
resources of an organization is determined  according
to their present value to the organization. For
determination of the present value a number of
valuation models have been developed. Some of the
important models are as follows :
· Historical Cost Approach
· The Hermanson Model (1964)
· Lev and Schwartz  Model (1971)
· Flamholtz Model (1971)
· Jaggi and Lau’s Model (1974)
· Robbinson and Giles Model (1972)
· Morse Model (1973)
· The Ogan’s Model (1976)
· Chakraborty Model (1976)
· Dasgupta;s Model (1978)
Problems in Application of HRA
No doubt human resources are the most important
assets of an organization. Both the development and
continuous accounting are important to the growth
of on organization. But this task simple. Since the
human factor is a living element, it is not only very
difficult to mould it to suit the needs of the
organization but also its continuous and sustained
accounting to measure whether there is any growth
in the effectiveness of human deigns in different work
situations or not.
While no one can deny the status of an asset to the
organization HR but unlike physical assets HR is not
traded in the market as such the concept of exchange
value may not apply. The cost incurred on individuals
may not help in valuation as many times wages paid
to employees may not be in tune with their
contribution and measures of psycho- social
parameters for each and every individual on an
ongoing basis may be difficult to implement in practice
and may not be reliable enough to represent their
values. The value of HR needs to be assessed based
on their relative contribution an individual employee
joins an organization with a unique combination of
education skills experience aptitudes interest need
alues and goals. The resentment capacity of the
individual employee is difficult to assess and is
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perhaps only a matter of judgment. Thus the most
difficult task in HRA is quantitative measurement of
human asset for accounting purposes.
Human productivity has a high correlation with the
level of satisfaction of employees based on job and
other than job related factors. A satisfied employee
can lean faster and proves to be move valuable in
future whereas a dissatisfied employee possessing
creative talents could be a liability.
No doubt the modern thinking is that all the assets
of the company including human resources must
properly be analyzed and reported by the accounting
system in view of long term interest of the
organization. Based on this thinking many models
have been developed and a few systems followed
mostly based on the requirements and situational
changes not all of them can be applied in Indian
conditions. The cost involved in designing a system
and its adoption is a major limiting factor in an attempt
introduces HRA in Indian situation. A few other
problems in the application of HRA system In Indian
context are as follows:
1. The legal hold up stands as an obstacle in the
way of implementation of HRA. Under the
companies ACt, 1956, companies require to furnish
only the particulars of employees under section 217
(2A) forming part of directors report. Noting has
been specified about the method of valuation and
reporting in the financial statements. Tax laws also
do not recognize human beings as assets. Thus,
HRA has been reduced to a theoretical concept.
2. The unwillingness of the organization to introduce
the system at huge cost is also one of the hurdles
in the way of implementation of HRA.
3. The very idea of showing human resources as an
asset on the balance sheet tends to be arbitrary.
Human beings cannot be owned as other physical
assets. They therefore cannot command any
value.
4. The concept of resistance to change is also one
of the problems.
5. There is no universally accepted valuation model
of human resources. Experts developed a number
of models during last few decades but none got credit
of convenience and objectivity. Any valuation method

is based on certain assumptions that may or may
not come to be true.
6. Because there is no universally accepted model
for valuation and when we try to make a comparative
study of human resources of two organizations we
face problem because different organizations used
different approaches for valuation of human
resources.
7. The value assigned by human resource accounting
to people by an organization is influenced “ discount
factor “ which is used for calculating the present value
of anticipated future earnings of the employees.
Which discount rate should be used to arrive at
present value of future earnings is a debatable point.
8. In case of the historical cost method HR is
considered as physical assets, its basic characteristic
does not coincide with the concept of providing
depreciation because it is the general tendency of
the human being to excel with experience.
9. The Valuation of human resources depends on a
large number of abstract factors not measurable in
precise monetary terms. Hence, the valuation lacks
objectivity and preciseness.
10. Huge unskilled labor force and its constant
mobility, steep wage differentials amongst equals,
about absenteeism, all making the quantification of
human resources as an asset difficult.
11. There is a possibility that the HRA may lead to
dehumanizing and manipulation in employees. Person
having a low value may feel discouraged and thus it
may affect his competency in work.
12. Awareness is possibly one of the vital stratagems
for sensitizing the associates about the importance
of accounting for human resources. The deficiencies
of awareness have been prevailing in the accounting
field from dates back which is ultimately a threat in
the way implementation of HRA in Indian
organizations.
13. Undesirable management practices and an
industrial scene that does not believe in innovation is
also one of the problem.
14. The calculation of the probability of an
employee’s tenure in the organization and the ‘
probability of his promotion to the higher ranks is
bound to be subjective. As the human resources are
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highly dynamic. it is difficult to predict with certainty
their tenure and promotion.
15. The values computed for human assets of an
organization may be of on use without proper audit
and unless their values are used in internal MIS and
included in the statutory part of the published
accounts.
Conclusions
The Human resource accounting system tries to
evaluate the worth of human resources of an
organization in a systematic manner as a whole to
the organization and the society and record them
for presenting the information in a significant manner
in financial statement to communicate their worth
with changes over the period. HRA provides
valuable information to the management for taking
important decisions regarding human resources. But,
unless HRA is free from the defects listed above,
the system would not be effective even if it is
introduced in one form or the other. It has been
accepted that unless human resource is properly
evaluated and accounted for, the overall performance
of the organization cannot be measured properly.
Proper techniques bound to be developed for
valuation and generally acceptable formats will be
evolved by the accountants for disclosure of this vital
information in the financial statements of the firm,
Therefore HRA is the need of the hour.
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Introduction:-
Extremely dynamic business world and the rapidly
developing knowledge based service economy have
put in an increased demand for professionals to
manage the business effectively and this is precisely
the reason why the desire for acquiring required
qualifications is growing. Employers today, as a result
have to operate in an environment that demands new
and constantly developing skills to retain the global
competitiveness. Resurgent India sees wealth
creation as a great equalizer amongst all sections of
the society. In such a scenario a knowledge worker
who can work at the cutting edge of technology,
add value to the bottom-line, and provide competitive
advantage to industry has become a hot commodity
to acquire. Commerce Education was intended to
provide skilled and trained manpower to meet
changing needs of the business/industry. Though the
very advent of commerce education in India was to
the demands of the industry, the two entities have
traditionally been operating in separate and as more
or less isolated islands. The partnership between the
two is only episodic and accidental and without any
strategic intent. Universities and industry, which for
long have been operating in separate domains, are
rapidly inching closer to each other to create
synergies. The constantly changing management
paradigms, in response to growing complexity of the
business environment today have necessitated these
two to come closer. Higher education institutions not
only contribute skilled human resources to business,
but also in various. Intangible ways.
Need for University-Industry Convergence
University-industry interface could be as interactive

UNIVERSITY INDUSTRY INTERFACE-WITH REFERENCE TO
COMMERCE EDUCATION

* Devendrasinh Zala

* Assistance Professor, Kankarej Arts & Commerce College, Thara

and collaborative arrangement between academic
institutions and corporations for the achievement of
certain mutually inclusive goals and objectives.
Traditionally, business schools were looking for
placements and internships for their students and the
industry for fresh recruits who are well trained and
equipped with the right KSA (knowledge, skills and
attitude) to be able to contribute to organization’s
growth. Bisoux (2003) has explored the relationship
between academics and industry as saying that
corporations are placing growing emphasis on
finding the “right person” It forces the business
schools to think more carefully on whom they hire,
and therefore he role of industry in the entire business
school model becomes important. President A.P.J.
Abdul Kalam has pointed out the large gap in the
availability of employable skill, requirement of skilled
manpower. The IT, Health care and other service
sector need of large number of talented youth with
relevant higher education for the task of knowledge
creation, Knowledge acquisition, knowledge
imparting, and knowledge sharing. Vijay Thadani,
chairman of national committee on education states
that business professional bodies should focus on
all the dimension of  education for relevance,
excellence access. Today, the universities have
realized the importance of working lose with
employers due to the following conditions.
Incresing complexity in academicand business world
and constantly changing needs of the industry.
Growing competion for student placements and
industry mind-share, with rapid increase in the
number of business schools and hence the commerce
graduates.
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Growing pressure from industry to make their
inductees productive from day one to reduce the
subsequent training costs.
Organizations today are looking for trained
professionals and students capable of taking
decisions. Some of the training in formative years
comes out from business corporations, via
collaborative internships with corporations to
enhance learning opportunities to students.
Increasing interdependence between academia and
industry to stisfy the mutual need for sustenance and
innovation in their respective area.
Modes of Interface :
Corporations seek to play increasingly important role
in activities of academic institutions to incubate the
talent they need. The shift towards the short-Term
performance metrics and shareholders interest has
led to a number of changes in conduct of ubusiness,
which has translated its effect on business schools.
There are a number of avenues, through which
business schools and industry interface each other.
They have taken innovative steps towards
strengthening this relationship.
The major objective of academia-industry
partenership and initiatives taken this direction
revolves around getting lucrative and better
placements to students. Today companies demand
more relevance commerce education. commerce
education of today provide less relevance with the
job and insufficiently flexible. To improve the quality
of output, business corporations are looking to
collaborate in more detail with business schools to
create programmes, which can be customized
according to company’s individual seed and
requirements.
According to Rizvi (2003), academia-industry
collaboration is a must if industry has to benefit from
research a development activity at business schools,
and such a relationship should be encouraged acroos
country for the benefit of globel business
competitiveness. More opportunities need to be
provided to the faculty through applied reserch and
case writing to keep them abreast of changes in the
business world and enhance the overall teaching-
lerning experince. The following are the modes of

interface between commerce institutions and
business corporations.
Guest Lectures : Guest lectures by corporate
executives in the field of accounting, taxation,
insurance and banking are the most popular mode
of industry interface. Guest lectures delivered by the
executives in addition to classes taken up by
professional teachers will expose the students to the
practical aspects of contemporary business. The
objective of this is to give students an overview of
industry practices and help them relate the theory to
reallife application.
Training and intership of students :Parternership
through training and internships of students is a self-
feeding method. Thus industry gets a first hand feed
of students in a business school thus incresing their
placement opportunities and stregthening long term
relationship between the two entities and
strengthening long term relationship between the two
entities. project work should be alloted preferably
in private sectors.
Executives in BOS and Governing Councils :
The inclusion of executives in the governing councils
and Board of studies in business schools offering
Commerce education is yet another preferred mode
of collaborations. The objective of having industry
representaion in BOS and Governing councils of
business schools is to include their views in
governence of business schools and designing of
courses to suit their needs. This will not only attract
prospective students, donor and other stake holders
but also work in favour of business schools during
ratings and rankings.
Industry Inputs in Curriculum Design : The
faculty is slowly integrating the industry views into
their curriculum. revisions are taking place in the
curriculum of business schools for the sustenance of
commerce education. Business schools are inviting
suggetions from industry to update their curriculum
and include the topics of present day relevance.
Case Writing : Case writing and cse analysis is the
most important part of curriculum of business
schools, which not only adds to current knowledge
pool but also enhances the analytical experience of
students. It serves as a benchmark study for business
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corporations. Formal relationship between industry
and academia can definitely add to the reserch and
knowledge generation. Industry therefore has to
initiate to generate knowledge by funding for the
research in business schools.
Management Development Programme : The
Management Development Programmes (MOP) is
percieved to be among the top five most effective
modes of interface. MDPs, though quite similar to
executive education programmes are short-duration
capsule courses, which focus on a particular area or
topic. Some Institutions are taking the necessary
steps to develop the MDP network, benefiting both
academia and the industry. MDI conducts more than
hundred MDPs very regularly for executives either
as open programs or customized company
programes. It has formal contracts with
organizations, which invest in their human capital
through continuous or formal training.
Interaction between University CEOs and
Industry Leaders : Regular Interaction between
Vice-Chancellors of Universities across India
Industry leaders from CII, ASSOCHAM, and
FAPCI is suggested to set the stage for the launch
of University-Industry Council, initiave of a platform
for a fruitful correlation between academa and
industry to strengthen the human capital of india.
Some of the key areas identified to work together
were Quality of faculty, accreditation, evaluation
system, developing performance appraisal system,
proposing solution to the problems of industry,
marketing survey, customer satisfaction etc. The
intraction is very essential in formulation of need based
syllabus in association with industry, support of
industry to develop quelity institutions, exchange of
resource persons between industry and University
for training and development, funding of reserch,
internship of student etc.
The Synergy of University-Industry Interface
:University-Industry interface has multiple objectives
like work force development and sharing of
expertise. Links between university and industry may
create new agenda; provide value added resources
to both parties. Continuous interaction of universities
and industries is the need of the day to identify mutual

needs and areas of collaboration. From the university
view point the purpose of interface is to develop
relevant and value added courses for better
placements students. from the industry point of view,
it can easily find out the recent right person for the
right job.
There is a need for effective intervention to
understand employer needs, sector specific skills,
training and development that improves business
performance. The platform of University-Industry
Convergence endeavours to bring together higher
education insitutions and employers to evolve
modalities for collaboration with the aim to provide
required human capital and to meet the business
needs for the 21st century. In the light of
contemporary, competitive business scenario the
horizones and scope of commerce education is
changing very fast. Commerce education needs to
focus on some special areas of business. Universities
have to develop an attitude by which students will
be treated as clients and provide them the value
added commerce education. The educational
programme should be carefully tailored to meet basic
purpose of education. Universities need to have
greater degree of interface with the industry in order
to provide value added and job oriented commerce
education. The areas of collaboration should be
identified for the mutual bebefit. The following are
the main areas of commerce education where and
industry should interact continously.
Expanding the Horizone of Commerce
Edcuation :The present structure and the syllabus
of commerce courses are old and obsolete. In the
subjects of financial accounting and cost accounting
definite gap has been identified. Updated knowledge
on Indian GAAP. (Generally Acceepted Accounting
Principles) and international accounting practicals
have also seem to be lacking. For Example, the
syllabus of Accontancy has failed to meet the
contemporary needs of the business. The accounting
practicals in the modern business underwent
………………………………………………………
accounting software packeges like Tally.
……………….. . ….. suggested to include
International Accounting Practicles as a part of they
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Syllabus. Universities should involve charted
accounting firms in this process and live projects are
suggested to be given to the students. which would
enable the students to expose to practical aspects
of the course and help them employed immediately
after studies. This would also help their industry to
bridge the skill gap. In this regard universities Should
collaborate with MNCs, EOUS and make
necessary arrangements for training the students. In
the Context of huge demand for international
accounts, this would help the commerce students to
get better placements.
Banking Sector: Financial sector reforms in India,
resulted in liberalization and privatization of banking
sector. Due to the entry of foreign banks and financial
institution the traditional banking has undergone to
sea changes which resulted in the proliferation of
financial innovations. The modern banks now operate
with a variety of value added financial products in
the specialized financial market spectrum. To deal
with the present banking scenario there is a need for
redesigning the commerce education consultation
with the bankers and professional bodies to meet
the needs the client. Towards this end Andhra
University in collaboration with HSB is offering
restricted B.Com course for the mutual benefit.
Insurance Sector : Indian insurance sector has been
liberalized to tap the huge potential market. Globel
players along with Indian players in insurance sector
expected to provide efficient services at competitive
price insurance companies customized to the needs
of the specific customers launching range of new
products. To take advantage from the situation
skilled manpower with adequate knowledge in
insurance business required. Universities in
collaboration with insurance companies should design
degree course in commerce with special emphasis
on insurance business which is expected to meet the
needs of the client. Short term diploma or certificate
courses can also be planned to meet the needs of
the mark.
Stock Market : The boom in Indian stock market
is yet another important promising field which offers
number of opportunities to the commerce students.
The new trends in the stock market operations

particularly in the stock market needs people with
innovative knowledge and skills in tradition stock
market participants like investment bankers, asset
management companies and broaking companies
eagerly  looking for people with second specific
skills. This is another important sector where the
universities association with investment bankers,
stock broaking firms and concerned agencies to
design degree or diploma courses short and medium
term training programmes for commerce students
which are expected provide placements immediately.
In this regard Andhra University has closely
interacting with steel city share firm to expose the
students in the specific area of stock market
operations.
Conclusion :Business school need to identify the
areas where they can build an effective academia
industry relationship. They have to revise their
mission and academic model to be able to identify
the right mix of interface. Academia and industry need
to build organic relationships, with sustainable and
and stratttegiiic intent contributing to the development
of both the entities. industry inputs are to be included
as part of curriculum of commerce education for
improving the quality of output, which is perceived
quite beneficial to both arties.
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Statistics is a science of collecting, classifying, summarizing, organizing, presenting, analyzing and interpreting
numerical information. The tools of statistics are extremely crucial in developing various scientific theories.
The current paper analyzes the importance of statistics in the development of various theories of economics.
Without the use of proper statistical data and tools, the thesis remains a mere hypothesis. It gets established
as a scientific theory only when there is sufficient empirical data to prove it. Statistics helps in ensuring the
credibility of cause-effect relationships and determining the degree of confidence with which we can believe
in those theories and formulate policies based on them.
Key-words: Statistics, Economics, theories
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What is Statistics?
In common practice people think of statistics as
numerical data—the percentage of population below
poverty line in the country, the rate of inflation in the
last month, total number of unemployed people in
the countryetc. However, the professional statisticians
view statistics as a methodology forcollecting,
classifying, summarizing, organizing, presenting,
analyzing and interpreting numerical information.
The Use of Statistics in Economics and
OtherSocial Sciences:
The object of the social sciences and of economics
in particular is to understand how the social and
economic system functions.
Views and understandings of how things work are
called theories. Economic theories are descriptions
and interpretations of how the economic system
functions. They are composed of two parts—logical
deductionand the empirical induction. The
hypothesis which is logically deduced is uninteresting
except insofar as it enables us to construct testable
propositions about how the economic system works.
If the facts turn out to be consistent with the testable
implications of the theory, then we accept the theory
as true until new evidence inconsistent with it is
uncovered. A theory is valuable if it is logically

** V.J. Shah

consistent both within itself and with other theories
established as “true” and is capable of being rejected
by but nevertheless consistent with available
evidence. Its logical structure is judged on two
grounds—internal consistency and usefulness as a
framework for generating empirically testable
propositions.
Statistics is the methodology that we use to confront
theories like the theory of demand and other testable
propositions with the facts. It is the set of procedures
and intellectual processes by which we decide
whether or not to accept a theory as true—the
process by which we decide what and what not to
believe.
Unlike the logical propositions contained in them,
theories are neverstrictly true. They are merely
accepted as true in the sense of being consistent with
the evidence available at a particular point in time
and more or less strongly accepted depending on
how consistent they are with that evidence. Given
the degree of consistency of a theory with the
evidence, it may or may not be appropriate for
governments and individuals to act as though it were
true. A crucial issue will be the costs of acting as if
atheory is true when it turns out to be false as
opposed to the costs of acting as though the theory
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were not true when it in fact is. As evidence against
a theory accumulates, it is eventually rejected in favor
of other “better”theories—that is, ones more
consistent with available evidence.
Statistics, being the set of analytical tools used to
test theories, is thus an essential part of the scientiûc
process. Theories are suggested either by casual
observation or as logical consequences of some
analytical structure that can be given empirical
content. Statistics is the systematic investigation of
the correspondence of these theories with the real
world. This leads eitherto a wider belief in the ‘truth’
of a particular theory or to its rejection asinconsistent
with the facts. In this sense, statistics is at the root of
all human knowledge.
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USEFULLNESS OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY IN PRESENT CINERIO
WHAT IS ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

* Hiral M. Raval
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The other Subjects of Science are deep, like physics,
Math etc, but only chemistry is a wide subject. The
Subject Chemistry related to the chemicals, some
of them are mild, some of them are strong, some of
them are hazards and some of them are useful for
human life.
When we wake up at that time to when sleep on
bed, we are using a many more products of organic
chemistry. As per example, Tooth brush. Tooth brush
is made from plastic is a one kind of polymer, which
consider as a organic chemistry.
The range of chemicals studied in organic chemistry
include hydrocarbon ,compounds containing only
carbon and hydrogen as well as Composition based
on carbon but containing other elements organic
chemistry ,overlaps with many including medicinal
chemistry ,bio-chemistry ,organometalic chemistry,
and polymer  chemistry as well as many aspects of
materials science.
ADVANTAGE OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY:-
Chemistry is important because it explains
anything and everything around you in some way
chemistry isn’t just about experiments .it is how
everything works.
Chemistry helps us understand the composition
of vitamins, supplements and drugs.
It also helps us decide what cleaner is best for
dishes, laundry and home.
Most of the all fertilizers are made from the
combination of carbon, hydrogen and one or two
inorganic metals.
Now a days the growth of pharmaceutical
companies are very high of that’s because of only
and only organic chemistry. Most of the all disease

are cured by organic chemistry named drugs and
medicines like aspirin.
Chemistry explains how food changes as you
cook it, how it rots, how to preserve food, how
your body used the food you eat, and ingredients
interact to make food.
DISADVANTAGES OF ORGANIC
CHEMISTRY:-
Some chemical are very hazards only it’s smell
can kill the human life.
Some chemicals are very concentrated ,that
burn the skin and other organs of human body
The melting point and boiling point of some
organic chemicals are very low that’s why they catch
the fire very rapidly, so the chance of fire is very
high.
The earth became unfertilized when some acids
or other chemicals fallen down on it
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MATHEMATICAS AND MUSIC
* R.N. Thadesar

* Teaching Assi.,  Department of Mathematics, Sir P.P. Institute of science, Bhavnagar

INTRODUCTION :

A  spectrogram of a violin waveform, with linear
frequency on the vertical axis and time on the
horizontal axis. The bright lines show how the
spectral components change over time. The intensity
coloring is logarithmic (black is “120 dBFS). Music
theorists sometimes use mathematics to understand
music, and although music has no axiomatic
foundation in modern mathematics, mathematics is
“the basis of sound” and sound itself “in its musical
aspects... exhibits a remarkable array of number
properties”, simply because nature itself “is
amazingly mathematical”. Though ancient Chinese,
Egyptians and Mesopotamians are known to have
studied the mathematical principles of sound,the
Pythagoreans of ancient Greece were the first
researchers known to have investigated the
expression of musical scales in terms of numerical
ratios, particularly the ratios of small integers. Their
central doctrine was that “all nature consists of
harmony arising out of numbers”.
From the time of Plato, harmony was considered a
fundamental branch of physics, now known as
musical acoustics. Early Indian and Chinese theorists
show similar approaches: all sought to show that the
mathematical laws of harmonics and rhythms were
fundamental not only to our understanding of the

world but to human well-being. Confucius, like
Pythagoras, regarded the small numbers 1,2,3,4 as
the source of all perfection. The attempt to structure
and communicate new ways of composing and
hearing music has led to musical applications of set
theory, abstract algebra and number theory. Some
composers have incorporated the golden ratio and
Fibonacci numbers into their work.
Time, rhythm and meter :-
Without the boundaries of rhythmic structure – a
fundamental equal and regular arrangement of pulse
repetition, accent, phrase and duration – music
would not be possible. In Old English the word
“rhyme”, derived to “rhythm”, became associated
and confused with rim – “number”  and modern
musical use of terms like meter and measure also
reflects the historical importance of music, along with
astronomy, in the development of counting,
arithmetic and the exact measurement of time and
periodicity that is fundamental to physics.
Tuning systems :-
5-limit tuning, the most common form of just
intonation, is a system of tuning using tones that are
regular number harmonics of a single fundamental
frequency. This was one of the scales Johannes
Kepler presented in his Harmonices Mundi (1619)
in connection with planetary motion. The same scale
was given in transposed form by Scottish
mathematician and musical theorist, Alexander
Malcolm, in 1721 in his ‘Treatise of Musick:
Speculative, Practical and Historical’, and by theorist
Jose Wuerschmidt in the 20th century. A form of it is
used in the music of northern India. American
composer Terry Riley also made use of the inverted
form of it in his “Harp of New Albion”. Just intonation
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gives superior results when there is little or no chord
progression: voices and other instruments gravitate
to just intonation whenever possible. However, as it
gives two different whole tone intervals (9:8 and
10:9) a keyboard instrument so tuned cannot change
key. To calculate the frequency of a note in a scale
given in terms of ratios, the frequency ratio is
multiplied by the tonic frequency. For instance, with
a tonic of A4 (A natural above middle C), the
frequency is 440 Hz, and a justly tuned fifth above it
(E5) is simply 440×(3:2) = 660 Hz.
Pythagorean tuning is tuning based only on the perfect
consonances, the (perfect) octave, perfect fifth, and
perfect fourth. Thus the major third is considered
not a third but a ditone, literally “two tones”, and is
(9:8)2 = 81:64, rather than the independent and
harmonic just 5:4 = 80:64 directly below. A whole
tone is a secondary interval, being derived from two
perfect fifths, (3:2)2 = 9:8.
Connections to set theory :-
Musical set theory uses some of the concepts from
mathematical set theory to organize musical objects
and describe their relationships. To analyze the
structure of a piece of (typically atonal) music using
musical set theory, one usually starts with a set of
tones, which could form motives or chords. By
applying simple operations such as transposition and
inversion, one can discover deep structures in the
music. Operations such as transposition and
inversion are called isometries because they preserve
the intervals between tones in a set.
Connections to abstract algebra :-
Expanding on the methods of musical set theory,
some theorists have used abstract algebra to analyze
music. For example, the notes in an equal
temperament octave form an abelian group with 12
elements. It is possible to describe just intonation in
terms of a free abelian group. Transformational theory
is a branch of music theory developed by David
Lewin. The theory allows for great generality because
it emphasizes transformations between musical
objects, rather than the musical objects themselves.
Theorists have also proposed musical applications
of more sophisticated algebraic concepts.
Mathematician Guerino Mazzola has applied topos

theory to music, though the result has been
controversial.
The chromatic scale has a free and transitive action
of the cyclic group   with the action being
defined via transposition of notes. So the chromatic
scale can be thought of as a torsor for the group

Musical form :-
Musical form is the plan by which a short piece of
music is extended. The term “plan” is also used in
architecture, to which musical form is often
compared. Like the architect, the composer must
take into account the function for which the work is
intended and the means available, practicing
economy and making use of repetition and order.
The common types of form known as binary and
ternary (“twofold” and “threefold”) once again
demonstrate the importance of small integral values
to the intelligibility and appeal of music.
The word “rhyme” was not derived from “rhythm”
but from old English “rime”. The spelling of “rime”
was later affected by the spelling of “rhythm”,
although the two are totally different
Frequency and harmony :-

(Chladni figures produced by sound vibrations in fine
powder on a square Plate Ernst Chladni, Acoustics)
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